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IN THE

United States Circuit

Court~

SOUTHERN.DISTRICT OF NEW YORK.

The Wright Company
vs.

!

IN EQUITY.

Louis Paulhan.

BRIEF FOR COMPLAINANT ON MOTION FOR
INJUNCTION.

H. A. r:r w._J:m. T,
i.olicilnr arul of Coun. · •l fot Gomplainrtuf.

IN THE

United States Circuit Court,
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK.

The Wright Company
vs.

Louis Paulhan.

l

IN EQUITY.

BRIEF FOR COMPLAINANT ON MOTION FOR
INJUNCTION.

INTRODUCTORY

This is an application to restrain the defendant. a for
eigner. who ha

imported two or more infringing ma

chines. Defendant came here with these machines with the
full knowledge of the '-'' right patent and of his probable
m fringen, ent. His plan wa. to fir . t make exhibit ftight. at

IXTRl>l"CTOORY

Lo

.-\ngeles. California. and then go o,·er much of the

country and repeat · 1ch exhibition , .

His proceed. will

he large and th ·se he will be in a po. ition to take beyond
the reach of this court. ::'Irr. \\'ilbur \?\ ' rig-ht testifie. :
''That the defe11danl and hi as. ociates abroad well
kne\\· and understood that the importation and use
of these machines \voul<l infringe this l- nite<l ._ tate .·
patent. for Paulhan here and one or more of hi . as
_.,ociates abroad . • ince the bringing of this action.
han puQlidy avowed that they " ·en' prepared to
remove th aclju . table marginal porti on . or balanc
i11g wings of these infringing machines . . houlcl they
b driv n to that. in ·w hich case Paulhan wonl<l (]<
hi . best to operate hi . machine '"'ithout . uch feat 
ure~. This sl1owed that they ad vi. edly nter d upon
this infring ment. T. th ·refore. sh•nv the court that
thi . action of lefendant ha been deliberate. on th
one hand, while on the other. if he goes unre trained.
the loss to c mplainant will be 1110. t . eriou. and far
reaching. as in . uch case he ·will largely satisfy th
public cle ire to ee an actual Aying machine in ftight
in California and other part. of the country, bef re
it will be pos. ihle fqr complainant lo exhibit its ma
chine at uch place and that the largest part of the
emoluments to he nhtainccl ·w ill have first been car
ried off by this defendant. who came here under the
circumstance . above narrated. T. therefore. urge
upon the court the irreparable character of the lo~:
complainants are about to suffer."
Thi~ condition. we . ubmit. calls appealingly for the

interposition of thi

court by its injunctive powers.

are the e fact

Mr. ·wright further testifie :

all.

Nor

. . . . ... , ....... "'
.....

'
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"That my adYices from Europe are to the effect
that this e.-pec1ition of Paulhan is looked upon by
oth er Europeans as a test of whether it is practicable
t tour I i11eri ·a with infringing mach ines. free from
~,uch intcrferer.ce by the courts a \\'ould prevent
th m from making e.·hibitions and com·eying the
proceeds thereof beyond the jurisdiction of . .\ merican
courts . 1f the deknclant is permitted to go unre 
traincd . many others \\ i11 1 e encouraged to floe c to
th i..:i country' ·ith the intention of infringing and then
of e~caping the consequences thereof by leaving this
country."
. otl11ng onld more [u'ly . ho"· the acute sitration now
cc also
·onfronbnrr th ... large interest of complainant.
rarag ra1 h .) of the hill, '' hich the court \vill plea~e read.
~.'fuch cf the r ward c uc tlwse patentees, ·wright Bros.,

for they are personally large factors in this company and
heavily intere led financially in it, is to be lost unless thi
ali en infri nge r is re.,,tra:necl.
Th ere are t\'.·o controllinO' legal reason
junction

why th e in

hould be granted, a ide from the it uat ion as

to fac .., . Th ese le<ral rea on are that the patent h a just
been sustained in thi s ci rcuit in a well-considered opinion
of the circuit cou rt in the western district, his Ifono r
Judge Hazel in Th e Wright Co . v. I-lcrring-Cllrtiss Co.,
et al.; and because Wilbur and Orville W right have
been

recognized,

throughout

the

world,

a

the

first

to accomplish succe sful human fli ght in heavier-than-air
machines under the control of the operator.

See the

averments on this subject in paragraph 3 of the bill and

.

- ...

~ · - ··-.

~·f'··-

._ .. ,. .. , ·.;'\.
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the recent opinion of Judge Hazel himself so finding, pp. 4,

S· Moreover, there is no prior art affecting the
validity or scope of this patent.
As the patent read , al so as Judge Hazel has construed it,
saying "the
broad

and

claim
liberal

in

controver y

construction,"

are entitled to
both

of

a

defendant'

forms of machines clearly infringe it.
Judge Hazel sums up claims

1,

14 and 15, the only

claims in issue on this motion, excellently.

Claim 7

reads:
"(7) In a flying machine, the combination, with
an ae rop lane and mean for simultaneously movino
the lateral portion thereof into different angular
relations to the normal plane of the body of the aero
plane and to each other, so a to present to the at
mosphere different angles of incidence, of a vertical
rudder, and means whereby said rudder is caused to
present to the wind that side thereof nearest the side
of the aeroplane having the smalle r angle of inci
dence and offering the lea t re istance to the atmos
phere, substantially as described."

In his analysis he says:
"The essential elements of such claim are an aero
plane or supporting surface, the lateral portions of
which are capable of adju tment to attain different
angles of incidence and a vertical rudder in the rear
of the machine. Claims 14 and 15 inclu ded as ele
ments a horizontal rudder which is positioned for
ward of the machine, and means for raising and low 
ering it so as to present its upper or under side to

·... ·.;

·
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the pressure of the wind.''

(P. 2 opinion.)

In the ca e at bar thi ~ court is the second, in all the his
tory of judicial proceedings, to pa. s upon the int llectual
property of inventor who h<we ma tered the intricate prob
lems of human flight and invented the fir. t machine, re
corded in the annals of aeronautical history. having the ca
pacity to ri~e from the ground, oar at the ' 1 ill of the ope
rator and return obecli nt to his wishes-that. in a word.
can flv as do the birds and ha s o pened the era of human

flip:h t.
It is related that there haye probably been in all age of
th world men '·,yhose im aginations were fired by the sight
of the . oaring birds" and many han tried to imitate them.
J\lechanical and math matical kn owi dge was. however too
crmle and imperfect in early times to permit such e.'peri

mcnt ' to lie numerous, y t many urioul'l leg rn1 ' have corn
1

down to us regarding attempts by men to "sail upon the
winds like soaring birds."

nd en<lle s theorie have been

advanced a.' olutions of th ~ problem of human flight.

In a

field of endeavor o complicated, theory could not accom 
plish progress "in advance of experiments.''
in a ronautics ha

said:

As a writer

'' cience has been awaiting the

great physicist, who, like Galileo, or ?--Jewton, should bring
rder out of chaos in aerodynamics and reduce its many
anomalies to the rule of harrnoniou law."
There is related by a writer a 1 gend that Simon the Ma
gician, in the reign of Emperor

Tero, the thirtieth year
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(about 67 A.D .) undertook to "ri e toward heaven like a
bird in the presence of eycrybocly.'

It is recited that "the

people a semblcd to yiew so extraordinary a phenomenon
and Simon rose into the air through the as. istance of the
demons, in the presence of an enormous crowd,

ut that St.

Peter, harng offered up a prayer, the actions of the demons
ceased and the ). Tag-ician was cm shed in the fall and in
stantly perished."
Th ere are other legends of antiquity. too, pertaining to
Dedalu , Abaris and Archytas.
value in that they testify how the

And th e:e myth
prob~ern

have a

of human flight

has stirred the imag ination cf mankincl from remote ages.
J\ Cinal tra<lition is that of an Engh. h Bcncdichnc :Monk,

of whom it i related that in the eleventh century, "having
manufactured some wing , modeled after th e description
that Ovid has given of those of Dedalus, and having fast
ene l them to hi hands, he sp rang from the top of a tO\ver
against the wind. He succeeded in sailing a distance of 125
paces, but either t hrough the impetuosity or swirling of the
wind, or th rough nervousness resulting from his audacious
enterprise, he fell to the earth ancl broke his legs.

Hence

forth he dragged a miserable . languishing existence ( di·ed
in 16ro), attributinP- his mi sfortune to having fa iled to at
tach a tail to his feet."
And speaking hi tori cally, it is of preliminary interest to
note that three classes of mechanisms have usually been
adopted in these efforts, which began and ended each time
in failure .

The first of these was a very natural principle

7
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to ad.opt. becau<;e it consded of flappina 1rings to be ope
rated by the mnscular forces of the operator. The e winP-s,
it is observable, \\·ere in imitation of the bin.ls, \vhich were
ever pre. ent as e.·ample:. and the only e_·amples in all the
n:alm of natm.:, by which the mysterious phenomenon of
flight

1rn,'

exhibited to men.

They naturally, therefore,

sought to follow their only guide.

But they did not know

how inferior the dynamic force , of the mu. cular power.
of men are to the e :traorclinary capacities of the birds in
dynamic equipment and enclura ce, compare<l with th ir
weight. Xor did th y under tancl th"' incapacity of man to
illlilatl' tlw intelligent instinctin' manoemers of t1w bird8 in

maintaining their hit rnl anc1 for ·' nrnl aft halance. ~'- writer
s·ty : "When a bir<l soar in a gu ty wind (and almost all
wine! are gusty and irregular in velocity near the surface
of the ground) the automatic effects

btained by the dihe

dral angle of the wing and the upward angle of the tail
do not seem to act qui~kly enough.

The bird will be een,

by observation at close range, to be almost con: tantly bal
ancing him elf by slight, almo. t uncomciou

movements.

He a lvances the tip · of his wings or thrusts them back;
h . flexes 011e or the other arnl <J.nite often h" aclv;m c or
clra\ s back hi head, or uses his legs as a pendulum from
the kn e joint, in order to ·maintain hi equilibrium.

All

bird ar·e acrobats, but the so::tring kind," (as vultures and
sea gull ) "if closely observed in a gnsty wincl, will b;- seen
to perform feats of balancing more delicate and wonderful
than Hto:--e oi any human equilibrist.''

8
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Nor did they understand the problems of areas of st p
porting surfaces compared with weights.
proportions of such surface

The range of

and weights in the different

species of birds i confounding. and yet it i. said that one
square foot of wing surface to one pound of \Yeight is a
fair average. But as further emphasizing th e general dii
• ficulties of human flight and the irnpos ibility of imitating
the birds in point of structur e respecting weight and area,
it may be remarked that an investigator on this subject has
tated that in the ca c of the g nat there are some 49 square
feet of wing surface to th e pound. while for the

ustrian

crane 4~-100 . quare fer t tn the pound Ir vails-about

100

times greater wing surface for the gnat than for the crane.
And then aside from complex manoeuv rs, mu cular
strength and endurance, and areas of supporting surface
in proportion to weight, there has always remained the fur
ther potential of tructure and form of the supporting sur
face. Nearly all the birds, certainly all of the soaring class
which ride on the wind with rigid wing , have concave un
der sides to their wings, while other flyers, a the butterfly
and humming bird, the house fly and the offensive and de
fcnsi ,·c bee, haYc fl at under surface to their winers ; and

so presenting, by this diversity of formation, other perplex
ities for one \Yho woul<l imitate their structnre in attempt
ing man flight.
Of the soaring birds, says an investigator, "the albatross
is the king of the sea, whose paradoxical soaring on mo
tionless wings amazes travelers in southern seas.

* * *
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'One of the most perfect natu:-al examples of easy and long
st stained flight is the albatro s·-a bird for endurance of

fli ght probab y unrivaled, found ove r all parts of the south
ern oceJn, it seldom rests on the water.

During storms,

even the most terrific, it is seen no\' da. hing through the
whirlin()' cloud

and nO\\. _erenely floating. without the

lea t observable motion of its outstretched pinions."
Tbc capacity to , onr or fl0c1t witb ri~i<l. wings i.s due
to the reaction of the wind on the under surfaces of the
win;- , anrl the fore and aft inclination of the wings, called
the angle of incidence, varies with the speed of the wind.
\Yhcn they start to fly from a perch or from the water, like
all or most other birds, c::- rtain ly soaring bird·, they set
their· wing-s to a large ang1e

f inci lcnc , to make them

ri se rapidly, and ·when they attempt to alight, they again
set their wing to a large angle of incidence to increase re
sistance to their forward motion, so as to check their speed
and enable them to alight without tripping.
But, unlike the astute and accomplished physicists who
are th patentees at the bar of thi court, all of these things
were little understood by those who groped in the dark,
while tiiying to effect human flight; and so in mer·ely try
ing to copy the creatures of the flying realm, the earliest
experimenters chos·e "flapping wings."
The earliest recorded proposal of this kind wa m 1500,
by Leonardo da Vinci, a painter, sculptor, architect and
engineer, who does not seem to have made a practical test,
however.
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The first actual experiment with flapping wings, ac
cording to tradition, seems to have been by a French tight
rope dancer named Allard, in the reign of Louis the 14th,
who attempted a demonstration before the court in a sort
of gliding performance, but who, failing in his strength,
fell, and was seriously hurt.
About the last known instance. of an attempt with flap
ping wings was in 1890, by Frost, in England, but at the
end "the apparatus did not fly."
Thus the flapping wing experimentation extended, as is
historically related, from r 500 to 1890, and ended, as it
began, in total failure.
The next type of apparatus experimented with com
pri. eel, essentially, horizontal propeller screws, intended.
by rapid rotation, to li Ct the apparatu

from the ground.

The first historical referenc·e to this form gives the date
as A.D. 1500, when "paper screws" were experimented
with by da Vinci; and screws have been continued ex
perimentally to the pre._ent time, with no practical achieve
ment.

The matter is only mentioned here as one of his

torical interest and as . emphasizing the apparent impossi
bility of accomplishing human flight.
The first account, though only an unauthentic or legen
dary tradition, of an idea approximating to an aeroplane
as the supporting means is stated as follows, by a modern
writer:

"Passing over as too scanty of record the myths

of antiquity, perhaps the earliest legend of an experiment
which we may fairly suppose to have been tried with an

11
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aeroplane is stated to be found in the somewhat fabulous
chronic.es of Britain, wherein it is re ated that "King Bla
dud, the father of King L ear, who is supposed to have
reigned in Brit:iin about the time of the founding of Rome,
caused to be bui t an apparatus with which he sailed in the
air above the chief city of TrinaYante, but that, losing his
balance, he fell upon a temple and was killed.

This is

about all there is of the legend, and as even that concern
ing King Lear, which Shakespeare worked up into his
traged.1·, ha s been st1spected of being a myth, it is diffi
cult to comment intelligently upon such a tradition; yet
it is not impossible that King Dladud (who was reputed
to be a wizard, as were all investigators in ancient times)
hould have attempted to imitate the ways of the eag1e
in the air, and should have succeeded in being raised by
the wind, wh en. for lack of the balancing science of the
bird, he should have lost his equilibrium and with a shear.

a plunge, or a whirl ha\e come in disaster to the ground."
Another tradition of the same kind arose in Constm
tinople, says a writer, where ''under the reign of the Em
peror 1\fanuel Comnenus, probahly about the year

I

178,

a Saracen (reputed to be a magician, of course) whose
nan1e is not given, undertook to sail into the air from the
top of a tower of the Hippodrome in the presence of the
Emperor.
"The quaint description of this attempt

~'

* *

so

clearly describeE, an aeroplane as distinguished from mov
able wings, and so well indicates the dif fiwliy of obtaining

12
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and maintaining a proper balance wth s1lch an apparatus,
that it is worth quoting:
"'He stood upright, clothed m a white robe, very long
and very wide, whose folds stiffened by willow wands
were to serve as sails to receive the wind.

All the spec

tators kept their eyes intently fixed upon him and many
cried. "Fly, fly, oh Saracen!

Do not keep

t1

so long in

dispense while thou art ~ eighing the winds !"
"'The Emperor, who was present, then attempted to
dlissuade him from his vam and dangerous enterpirise.
The Sultan of Turkey in Asia, who was then on a visit
to Con tantinople, and who wa

al so present at this ex

periment, halted between dread and hope, wi. bing on the
one hand for the Saracen's success and apprehending on
the other that he should shamefully perish.

The Sara en

kept extending hi arms to catch the wind.

At last, when

he deemed it feasible, he rose into the air like a bird, but
his fiight was as unfortunate as that of Icarus, for the
weight of hi body, having more power to draw him down
ward than his artificial wings had to sustain him, he fell
and broke his bones, and such was his misfortune that, in
stead of sympathy, the.r·e was only merriment over his mis
adventure.' "
The next historical reference to an aeroplane was not
until 1842, as a substitute for the "flapping wing" idea and
the "lifting screw" idea.
prototype in nature.

The lifting screw theory had no

The flapping wing notion was de

rived from observing the motion of the wings of birds.

13
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The aeroplane idea naturally came later because likened to
a more rare example in nature that of the soaring bird
\\'hich. with outstretched rirricl wing -, sail on the wind by
the reacting pre sure of the air currents on the under sides
of their \\'ings . But tho e who sought to copy the soaring
Lird with his fixed outstretched wings, to the e,·tent that
th ey experimented at all and this field of experiment is
historically more numerou, in attempts
than were experiment. in th e other

111

modem times

cla ~ses,

all ended in

failure, either becau e th ey took no account of th e· prob
lem. of fore and aft and lateral balance, or because, if they
!·new of tho se requirements, they knew not how to provide
for them.

In the case of the oaring bird, when he i sail

ing on hi

fi,·ecl outstr tch cl wino· , he maintains lateral

and for and aft balance hy a : rics

f . kill ful manoeuver ,

which, in the rnerc_v of hi, Creator, came to him as an in
stinct whil he \;\/as yet in the hell.
came to man.

But no

uch faculty

ccordingly, all attempts, including thos e

of mo<lern times Rought to be t-<et up hy the clefencc herein,
as will hereinafter appear, proceeded no further than to
demonstrate their own failure, a condition which continued
to prevail until a lull or standstill occurred in aerial en-

Indeed, when

made their preliminary study

of human flight, they found three classes of peop e who had
given attention to the uhject.

The first class offered thou

ands of untried sugge tions.

This cla s contribute l noth

ing to the progress of the art.

L

Ht

The second class produced

)
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. ome actual apparalu:: ; i;rith motors, wbich, howeYcr, fail ed
to attain flight!

Their attempted

too crutlc to p 'rmit o[ fli ght.

controllin~

de\'iccs were

The third c1ns::; romprit'cd

a few men who had left the ground for a few scc·o11 d's at a
time in cxpc6111cutal flight

in glidino- machin es .

Th r n, 1Ylwn th r hope of lrnrnan fli ght, hy tbo::; comprijng
the e three classes, and by the scientific soci etie and their
members who had wi heel for it and written about it and
discussed it among

them ~ elv es ,

had practically died out,

and wh en men were rirliculecl and reviled and lau ghed at
for further attempting it an d proposing it, Wilbur and Or
ville Wright, m
eashore of

ecember. 1903. at Kitty Hawk, on the

orth Carolina, wh ence they had gone from

their home in Dayton, Ohio to quietly conduct their final
tests, a tonished and electrified the waiting world by ac
tually, r·eally and succe sfully rising from the ground with
a heavier-than-air machine ridden by either of them in
person, flying through the air, going whither they would,
to the. ricrht or to the kft, upward or clowmrnrd and land
ing, as do the birds, softly and . uccessfully.
It was then that human flight \Vas no longer a prob
lem; that it had been

natchecl from ages of failure, and

the era of man-flying was successfully opened.
And now in what manner, by what mean , and upon
.w hat principle did Wright Brothers achieve this notable
and extraordinary result?

The answer is very simple

in the manner, by the means and on the principles set forth
and enunciated in the \Yri ght patent now before this court.

15
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But first a word as to what happened throughout the
world in recognition of thi

long-waited-for achievement.

The pre s of th e country heralded it from ocean to ocean.
a11d from the lakes to the gulf ; the foreign press ac
daimed it everywhere, the American people, thrn 1gh their
Congres then assembled,

ent thi , greeting to these mod

e t inventor. : ''For their success in navi gatin g the air;"
the French Academy of

port thi s recognition:

'To the

Conqueror of the Air, l\I. M. Wi lbu r and Orville \V right.
the first to fly with an apparatus heavier-than-air driven by
a motor;" the Smith. onian Institution thi mes, age:

''For

their succcs ful demonstration. of the practicability of me
chanical flight by man."

In addition, this achievement won

for Wright Bro . . medals of the Congre

of the

Tnited

tate , the State of Ohio, the City of Dayton, the Legion
of Honor of the French Republic, gold medal of the aero
nautical societies of America. Great Britain, France, etc..
and honorary member hip in numero is societies, \Yith hon
orary cl grees from in titutions of learning, both in Amer

ica ancl Europe.

rl'hcn followed commercial rccornition b:

the purchase by the Unted States of one of their flying
machines, with the right to use it for National purpose ,
while abroad imilar recognition has taken place, both offic
ial and privat or commercial.
Thus the pioneership of \V right Bro. . has been recog
nized; the generic cha.racter of the invention made evident
and the basic nature of the patent at once suggested. And

. '1. ·.. · ;_;_~;
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the circuit court for the Western District of

i ·

ew York

a court of co-ordinate jurisdiction-ha just so held in the
case of Herring-Curtiss Co. and Glenn H. Curtiss, supra.
And now a \\"Ord a to the patent itself.

The Wright Patent.
As was proved before Judge Hazel, those experiment
ers and theorists who were wont to imitate the soaring
bird-, which sail on rigid outstretched winas by similar
surfaces in the nature of aeroplanes, were without the
knowledge or the means of maintaining the equilibrium
or lateral balance, and as \vell the f re ancl aft balance or
guiding of the machine upwardly and downwar ly.

To

attain and carry into effect these two ol jects had baffled
all efforts.

If only these two things could be accom

plished, then it would be po ible to fly, becau e it would
be possible to support the machine by means of an ex
tended thin urface, wide from side to side or tip to tip,
and relatively narrow from front to back, if advanced
through the air with the wide edge forward and its front
rais·ed above its rear so that the air pressures could sup
port it by the lift their reaction would produce.

This

problem of control or balance wa , therefore, the one
to the solution of which \Al right Bros. had long ad
dressed themselves . Thus the patent says:
"The objects of our invention are to provide means
for maintaining or restoring the equilibrium or lat
eral balance of the apparatus, and to provide means

._.... . ~ ..:,.:•''" ~
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for guiding the machine both yertically and horizon
tally" (P . 1 lin e 16-20.)
The drawing of the patent are then de cribed as 'em
bodyinrr our i1wention in one form."

(P. 1, lines 29-31.)

The supporting surfaces or aeroplane are then set orth
as o e acO\·e he other, where a biplane machine is built,
or a a single aeroplane where a monoplane i the type
to be constn.icted. Takin rr first the biplane form, as that
i one form used by defendant, it i stated that these sup

po1 tinn- , urfaces or aeroplane
ctandard

or posts .

are interconnected by

The planes are so organized that,

\\ hile auyancing in flight their forward edge

are abo\'e

their rear margin , o a to lightly slant or incline from
front to rear, whereby the machine i supported by the
reaction of the air pressing rrenerally upward on the
under sides of the surfaces .

These are the supporting

means.
And then, in addition, there are means for controlling
the lateral balance of the machine, which refers to keep
inrr the machine so balanced that neither lateral extrem
ity shall so far depart from its proper cour e up or down
as to cause the machine to become unbalanced and to
fall or tend to fall. These means for controlling the lat
eral balance are located at the lateral extremities or mar
g in s of the machine.

In the form illustrated in the pat

ent, they are composed of the outer or lateral portions
of the aeroplane .

Such portions of each aeroplane are

capable of being adjusted so as to increase their angle of

18
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incidence at one side and to decrease their angle of in
cidence at the other ide.

vVhen, .therefore, one side of

the machine dips too low, the angle of the adjustable por
tion at that side is immediately increased by the op
erator.

By the same act he decrea e the angle of the

adjustable portion at the other or higher

ide. The ef

fect is to cau"e the lower jde to be rai ed by the in
crea eel lifting effect of the portion

o adjusted to this

greater angle, and at the same time the lessened angle
of the adjustable portion at the other side will either
have a relatiYely le sened lifting effect. or will have a
direct depressing effect, according to whether the angle
of adju.,trnent at ~ uch other
angle or go

i<le is a 1 . ened positive

far enough to produce a negative angle,

v.:hich latter has a direct depres ing effect.

A positive

angle is one which lifts and a negative ang_le is one which
depresses. The former receives the air pressure on the
under side and the latter receives it on the upper side.
Thus that side of the machine which has careened too
low will be given a lifting action by increasing the angle
of the adjustable portion at that side, while the other
side, which is too high, will be given either a less lifting
effect or a depressing effect, usually the latter. The re
sult is to restore the machine to lateral equilibrium or to
as nearly a horizontal position from side to side as may
be required.
But in doing this a sort of secondary effect takes place.
This effect is the retardation of that side of the machine
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where the adjustable portion has been given the greater
angle of incidence.

Thi

is true because such greater

an gle offers more resistance to forward motion. So that,
while such side is being lifted, it is also being retarded.
Thi , if not taken care of, would permit the other or yet
higher side to swing ahead in a curved path, and, by rea
on of . uch greater peed. to climb higher. t hough haying
a less angle of incidence.

Thus the mea n

re orted to

to effect a re toration of lateral equilibrium or balance
would, in attempting to cure that evil, bring about an 
other e\'11, unlef;, . om thing were then brought into rc
qui ition.

In the exemplification of the machine a
patent, this further mean

con i t

hown in the

of the rear v rtical

vane or rucld r 2:2. It can Le turned on its vertical pivots
to either

ide.

When, therefore, this tendency of that

ide of the machine having a smaller angle of incidence
in its adjustable portion tends to sweep around and
ahead, as just stated, this vertical rudder or vane is ad
justed to throw against the wind-pressures that side
thereof nearest to that ide of the machine having for the
time being this smaller angle of incidence.

uch adjust

ment of the rudder or vane produces a pressure thereon,
by the reaction of the air, in a direction substantially at
right angles to the position of the rudder or vane. This
pressure creates a compensating counter-turning force,
which in result prevents the ide of the machine with the
faster-traveling tendency from advancing more rapidly
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than the other side, which at uch time, while attempting
to climb higher, i~ tcndin<T to move forward more lowly.
1Ie e then is the rationale of the machine, and it will
be seen that the lateral equilibrium i recovered or main··

tni1wl1 hy alternate1y creating clifCerential or unequal lift
ing effect at the opposite lateral 11argins of the machine;
and then, as thct~e

ffects produce unequal resi tance,

alloy;incr one side to tend to adYance ahead of the other,
the third forc.e is brought into effect to counteract this
latter tendency and 11~intain the two lateral e.'tremes of
th machine abreast whi e the lateral equilibrium is being
recoY crerl .
So the court \vill see, in further explanation of thi
modus operandi, that when this greater angle of inci
dence is produced at the too-low ide of the machine, the
first effect is to cause that end to quickly rise.

This

continues to act thus quickly by rea on of the momentum
of the machine plus the climbing effect of such greater
angle.

But as uch greater angle increas

the head re

sistance, it shortly checks the momentum at that side of
the machine. Then it is that something must be done to
keep the other side from running away, as it were; par
ticularly as one effect of such running away is to make
such side climb higher faster than the slower moving
side, though the latter has the greater angle.

And then

it is that the counteracting force of the rear vertical vane
or rudder is brought into requisition to equalize these
two unequal head resistances.

And this equalization
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causes both lateral extrernitic of the machine to advance
at

ubstantially equal , peecls, thourrh one is climbing

fa ter than the other ancl bringing about the restoration
of the lateral equilibrium or balance.

If the court \ 1 ill
ing , all this will
dotted line

110\Y

re

turn to Fig. 1 of the patent draw

~oon unclcrstoocl.

At the left the

near a, d, : h ow the lateral margin adju ted

to a greater angle of incidence. while to the right the
dotted lines b, c, show that lateral margin adju ted to a
less or different angle. ay at a, d. to a pos itin angle and
at h c. to a nerrative angle.
These acljustrn nt are ffcctecl by the operator through
the action of cables 1f> and 19, de cribed in the patent in

lei.ail aR onr conRtrnction of acljm,ting clevic:cR.
. nd when these marginal portion

are so adjusted,

then in conjunction therewith the rear vertical rudder

2'2 is also adju ted to wing one side thereof toward the
side of the machine having the less or negative angle.
The cable 2 1 is one arrangement for
justment, a

ff ecting that ad

described in detail in the patent.

(See Fig.

2 of the patent as to , uch latter adjustment of the rud
der 22.)
The satement m the patent (p. 3, lines 15-119; p. 4.
lines 19-45, and lines 53-6-:1.) will now be readily under
stood.
Now the remaining feature is the horizontal forward
rudder, whose office is to give a turning movement to the
main structure around its transverse axis, whereby the
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course of the machine may be directed upward or down
ward, at the ·will of the operator, and the longitudina\
balance maintainecl.

Thi ~ horizontal rudder i

pivoted

and i adjustable to bring the pres ure on its upper or
lower

ide, through changes in its position.

tion p. 5, lin e

19-2~ .)

(Specifica

This rudd er i ~ shown at 31, in

Fig. 1 of the patent dra,.:·ing~, and is adjusted by any
convenient mean . say a cable 3 , in reach of the ope
rator.
i

Tmv -o much for a statement of the i1wention and the

patent. The court will please ~ top and reflect a moment.
The medium of support is the air. If thi

medium were

in a constantly quiet ~tate, the cl ifficultie

of lateral and

fore and aft balance wou ld be largely reduced

Instead,

they are greatly enhanced and multiplied by the ever
changing velocities, force, direction, to one

ide or the

other, or above or below, from which the wind or air cur
rents come. There i practically no such thing as a qui
escent state in the atmo phere.

Some have considered

that the air currents come in billows, rolling on horizon
tal axes and striking with their centrifugal force plus
their oncoming force.

Some have considered that they

come in revolving columns, turning about vertical axes,
striking with all sorts of forces and in all manner of di
rection s.

It has further been determined or estimated

that the wind scarcely blows or the air currents scarcely
travel in exactly the same direction more than from a
half to a whole second.

(
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First the machine by the yery medium which is to
support it, i strucl· from the left or from the right, or

by a curre!1t trending u1w.rar<l, or one trending down
\\·ar 1.

Aga in. this su porting medium may and does

trike the machine v<ith a downward trend at one side
and

t

py;ard at the other at the sa :ne time.

o the court

will . ee that here is the machine, heavier-than-the-air.
yet supported 1 y the air and ever in the midst of con
stantly chan ging condition of its supporting medium.
Hence the extent of the difficultie of maintaining lat
eral and fore and aft balance, for without

uch balance

the re action of the air on the supporting urface cannot
be appli cl with lifting effect, taxes the imagination and
baffle s the understanding for a

olution.

But now that

the Wright Bros . haYe produced the solution in phy ical
form its very simplicity adds to the \'\'Onder of its marvel
ous capacity.

But see the depth of the thought and the

intensity of the re earch and the genius that guided the
mind and the hand in penetrating the intricacies of the
problem and wrought a simple, mechanical and certain
organization that has met all the practical conditions re
quired.

Yet they modestly say in their affidavit in the

case at Buffalo, "vve tuclied the phenomenon, we discov
ered the theoretical cause and remedied the trouble by
inventing the machine of the patent."
A

mute, but active witnesses to the inconstancy of

the for(e and direction of air currents, see the changing,
shifting, and eddying of smoke above chimney tops when
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caught up by the pa sing- air currents ; and see the utter
l; limitle s di. porting of the water's urface when agi
tated by the ,,·ind - dimples,
glassy spots . dancing, jolting,

excresences,

wrinkles,

praying, spla hing, eddy

ing. endless contortions characterize the urface.
And yet it i in such a capriciou

" ·illful, spasmodic

and, with all. powerful medium a thi

that the \ right

flying macb ine ride and speed away, with man or men
aboan.l, like a veritable liYing albatross.

It plants it elf

upon the inc orrigible air and rides upon its very incor
ri gibility.

INFRINGEMENT BY DEFENDANT'S BIPLANE
FORM.
The affidavit of On·ille \,\ right contain a de cription
and also a drawing of thi - machine, which is known as
the Farman machine.
aeroplane

It will be under. tood that the

or supporting surfaces have hinged to their

rear edges, near the outer end

or margin.

adjustable

portions or supplementary plane D, one at each side, as
een in the cut opposite this page and in the lower figur

f the blue print accompanyin g the Orville Wright affi
davit.

Tt will further be een that these portions or up

plernentary plane are o interconnected by cables and to an
operating lever C, that the OJl_erator adjusts .one plane up.
ward and the other down vard af the same time. These ae

((I

~))

lJErEIYJJ/llYT~ fiYl/f/J1/!!V ..!JIPL/lhE
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vices are on the lower supporting aeroplane, and, by a con
nection between the movable portions on the lower aerop!ane
and tho e on the upper aeroplane, an adjustment of the
former carries with it an adjustment of the latter. The
adju table portions or upplementary plane on the left
ide of the upper and lower main aeroplane. move to
gether, and those on the right side move together. vYhen
one

set~

es up, the other set go s down.

\Yhen ,aY, the left i<le of the machine careens or dips
too low due to uncontrollable and irregular air forces,
the operator adjust the portions or upplementary plane

at that . icle so a to lo wcr their rear cdg-es.
duce a positin angle, which, by th
pre sure, cause tho e
of the machine.

~u pplern en tary

At th

This pro

action of the wind

plan

to lift that ·ide

ame time the portions or sup

pl mentary planes at the right side of the machine are mi ed
at their rear

eclge~.

by the wind pressur

This produce a negative angle,

on the upper surfacei

pressing effect at such higher

· h,

cau e a de

ide of th

machine.

Thus the machine is saved from falling because its lat
eral balance, when lost or tending to be lost, is recovered
and maintained. The low side is lifted and the high side
is depressej.

Restoration to a transverse horizontal po

sition is: therefore, effected.
But in performing the above operation, the left-hand
portions or supplementary planes, in the instance given,
presented a greater angle of incidence to the line of flight
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or to the wind pressures than did the right-hand portions or
supplen:en~ary planes, clue to th::- normal fore and aft incli

ration of the ~: e p:i.rts and of the main bodies of the aero
planes. from whi ..:h normal adju stments are made.

The

adjustable por ti ons which are moved downward, start from
rnch normal in-::lination or an g le and the downward move
ment,

th erefore, increases

such

angle

into

ro ~~ itive

angle. while the aJjustable portion

moved

up·warcl

have

first

to

overcome

a

larger

which are
the

inc ined

po -ition from \Yh ich they start, by a part of their move
ment, and ~e brourrht to a negati\'e angle only through
the r emainder of their moycment.

Thi

sul tinrr angles of incidenc e are unequal

why the re
111

degree, a ide

fr om the left-hand pair of s up1 lementary planes being
at positive and the ri ght- hand pair at negative angle · .
This greater angle at the left

icle, while ope rat ing to

cans·e that side to ri e or lift, al o retards the speed of
that side, because of the increased re sistance or pressure

bt"

the air due to

uch greater an gl ; while the l e~ s

angle at the rigl-.t ide offers

le ~

resistance to th e forward

motion.

This permit or would permit unl ess counteracted,
1
lhe ri_sht-hnnd Ride to a.chance ahead of the left-hand and
change the course of the machine; and, if suffered to con

tinue thus too long, "'oulcl even cause the right-hand side,

by reason of its said greater speed, to climb higher and
higher and to ultimately capsize the machine ancl cause it to
fall.

It is here that the office of the pivoted rear vertical

rudder T, shown on the blue print of this Farman form of
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machine. comes into operation· that i to ay, when the por
tions or supplementary planes are adjusted, this rudder is
al so adjusted tbroug h cables actuated by the operator by
means of a foot-piece.

He turns the rudder so as to pre

sent one side thereof toward that side of the machine
where the angle is le s, or toward the right-hand, where,
in the example giyen,

the

supplementary

planes

standing at the less angle. in the instance giyen.

are

In this

way the re istance to forn·ard motion offered by the right
hand planes i
rudder i

upplementcd hy the resistance which the

thu" made Lo offer.

This double resi tance

equalizes the r sistance offered by the left-hand
mentary
Jn thi

planci',

which

are

at

Raid

upple

greater

way the machi 1e proceeds forward with it

angle.
two

extreme ide abrea. t_. n ithc r icle moving materially ahead
or falling materially behind the other. Thus held in con 
/

trol, the left-hand d pre

ed side of the machine rises by

reason of the greater climbing angle to which it. supple

mentary plane haYe hern ni jn:::ted while at the

~Hmc time

the rio"ht-hand . iclc is ];ci ·~~- il··pre-;_ -d by the angle to n,h id1

its upplcmentary plnnc:< lia\'e bet'n. n<1j1detl.
Such i. the operation of this Farman biplane type of
machine~ Khi h

cl fondant i-·. aheu to u e in infringement

fil th-ts patenL Thi is preci, ely the operation, by means
of precisely the same a ljustments, and by practically the
same in ' trumentalitie
vVright patent .

as embraced in and covered by the

...

And it will be seen how perfectly apt is the 'finding an d
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lan guage of Judge Hazel in his summary of claim 7,
where, as abO\·e quoted, he says:
"Tile essential elements of such claim are an aero
plane or supporting surface, the l::i.teral portion of
v:hich are capal;le of adjustment to attain different
angl'= of incicl •1c and a yertical ndder in the rear
of the rnc:.chine.''

111 rino-~'rncnt is, therefore . not only clear, but perfectly
manif·~-- l. a.- : c r -=.peclfull, submit.

So. 2.lso, claims 1:1: a 1cl 15 are infringed.

Claim 14 calls

for the same elements as claim I, with the forward hor
izontal rudder added, ancl claim 13 foll ws claim 11 ·with
the position of holh ruclcler

· tatecl, the horizontal in front

and the vcrti ·al in the rear of the machine.
true in this Farman machine.

The same is

nd Loth of the

who are e."perts, so te tify in their affidavits.
fendant has offered chang s this ituation .

vV rights,

Jothing de

4

!NFRINGEivIENT BY DEFENDANT'S MONO
PLANE FORM.
A description and dra-v ·ing of this form of machine.
kno-vvn as the Bleriot machine, are al o contained in the
affidavit of Mr . Orville ·w right.

But first a few words as

to the patent in re pect of a monoplane machine.

The

patent covers both types of machines . Judge Hazel also
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co states (p. 1 hi s opinion) in speaking of the single or
monoplane form . The patent

~ays

:

··In the accompanyinrr drawing we have shown
an c..pparatu s emboying our im-ention in one form,. In
this illustratiye embodiment the machine is shown
a comprising l\\'O parallel superpo. eel aeroplane 1
and 2, and this con truction we prefer, although our
innntion may be embodied in a structure having a
single aeroplane.'' (Lines G.J-'i 2. p. 1 Wright pecifica
tion.)
Again the patent

~ays

:

"\Yhen t\\'o aeroplanes are employed," etc.: implying
that there arc time

when other than two are employed.

(Lines 1D-20, p. 2 \Y right

pecification.)

And till again, after clescribinrr the operation and re
ults of adjusting the lateral margins or part which con
titute the s upplementary planes, the pecification says:
'Of cour. e, the same effect will be produced in
the same wa) in the ca e of a machine employing only
a ingle aeroplane.'' (Lines 113-115, p. 3 Wright
s pecifica tion.)
And it' will be noted that claim 7 call

for "an aero

plane" and that Judge Hazel, in speaking of the essential
elements of this claim , refer

to "an aeroplane or sup

porting surface, the lateral portions of which are capable
of adju stment to different angles of incidence.''

(P. 2

opinion.)
Thus by the language of the specification, by the words

) .
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of claim ':' and by the judicial finding of a court of con
current jurisdiction in thi

circuit, it is hown that the

pa tent covers and refer as well to a monoplane as to a
biplane machine. Applying all this to defendant's Bleriot
form of machine, it will be ecn that the infringement i
man if est.

As test.ifiecl by both of the \Y right

in their

re spectiYe affida,·its, and a. seen on inspection of the
c!rawing and picture of thi Dlcriot form. it has a mono
plane, the oppo. ite lateral portions of which are adjust
able, respectively, to cliff rent angles of incidence to the
line o{ air pres -ure. by a leyer and sy tern of cables.
\Yhen one outer rear marginal portion is pulled down to
a greater angle t.han t.he normal plane of the general body
of the aeroplan , the ot.her out.er r ar marginal port.ion
spring-

up to a position constituting a Jes angle of in

cidence than the normal plane of the body of the aero
plane and a less angle than the other margin.

Lool ing

at the cut on the oppo ite page and at the lower figure
in the print of the Dleriot machine attached to the Orville
Wright affidavit, it will be een t.hat th left-hand portion
is drawn down, making a larger angle, while the right
hand portion is moved up, making a less inclination than
the general body of the

urface between the margins.

Looking at the middle figure of said print, it will be seen
where the cable i attached at I.

Thu by the cable the

aeroplane is given a sort of twist, technically known as
a helicoidal warp, the warping or springing of the rear
outer portions being from its normal position, just as in

.
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the case of the 2rroplan

of the Wright patent. And the

greater angle at one side in the Bleriot machine causes
such side to lag or be retarded, pcrmitf ng the side with
the lcs ang-!e to start ahead, as descrihecl with reference
to the farm an n-:achine.

II ere again the rear vertical

rudder R coP1es i1 to effect and is turned by the cables
connected to the f oot-lcver

, so as to present one side

thereof toward the ·ide of the machine with this less

angle. so il1at

th~ rc~·. i ~tan ce

angle together will

of the rucltler an<l of t11c les:.;;

qualize the rcsi lance at the other

. ide of the machine. where the angle i. greater . Here is
a pcrfct realization and perfo rmance of the \\Tright inven
tion.

Claim 7 reads

Judg

Hazel'

~quarely

on the Dleriot machine.

. umrnary of thi

claim reads a

perfectly

on this Bleriot machine as d e. the machine of the Wright
patent.

Thi summary reads:

"The e ential element of uch claim are an aero
plane or supporting surface, the lateral portions of
which are capable of adjustment to attain different
angles of incidence. and a vertical rudder in the rear
of the machine."

If the court \vill read the above and look at the print
attached to the Orville Wright affidavit of this Bleriot
machine, and the preceding cut in this brief it will see
how perfectly the Bleriot device responds thereto; and
consequently how perfectly it responds to claim 7.
Again Judge Hazel says:
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"This lateral yielding, warping or distorting of the
aeroplanes is the essential feature by which the equi
librium is secu red. It importance cannot be over
estimated," etc.
Here we ha,·e this yielding warping and distorting of
the aeroplane to secure equilibrium. \Ve, therefore, sub
mit that there can be no doubt on the issue of infringe
ment.

LEGAL RIGHT TO THIS INJUNCTION.
We ha ye sho\\ n pot nt equitable rea so ns for the al··
10\·vance of thi injunction.
pres mg.

Indeed, it would

The need of it is g reat an<l
eem Yery strange that an

alien could deliberately come into thi , country, with his
foreio·n-ma le machine, con . ciou. beforehand that he wa
an infringer or was about to violate a patent of which he
knew, and could, under these circumstances, tour the
country with such machines, to the und eniable injury of
and irre1 arable los to American patentee , whose inven
tion was so gr at that it was the fir_ t in the hi tory of
the world to accomplish the intended re sult and whose
patent ha s just been sustained, without being enjoined.
On the point of the legal right to thi

injunction, we

ha ve fir t, the adjudication of it validity and of its in
fringement by another structure similar to the infringing
machines now at the bar, by a court of co-ordinate juris
diction, in this same circuit.

This puts the present case

under the general rule as to prior adjudication.

That
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court held the invention to be a pioneer one, the patent
to be generic, all machines of the prior art to be "utter
failure .. and ''incapable of .Rights," and that the e pat
entees were the fir. t to accomplish human .Right in
heavier-than-air machines.

On these broad o-rouncl antl

this adjudication we a k for thi injunction; e pecially in
view of the circumstances
herein a

above narrated.

urrounding the defendant
\Ye al o ask for this injunc

tion on the further legal ground that, under the decision
court ~ in thi

of th
we

circuit and in other circuits a well,

houlcl be entitled to it even though the patent had

not been adjudicated. Judge Lacombe has delivered more
opinion

ustaining this latter proposition than any of

the other judges of \Vhom w

Wilcox v. I'aln<cr, 1-:11 F . :ns; Lambert
Ful!C'r

'Z!.

ee hi , d ci ·ion m

knO\v.
7.'.

Jfartd, 13 1 F. 82;

Gilmore, 1?1 F. 1'29; TVcstinghou.sc v. Christensen,

113 I·. 59-:1:; JuJge Townsend in Traut & Hine Co.,

'i.J .

TV at

erbilr)', 6-J F. 49·?; Judge \ Vheeler in Corscr v. Brattleboro,

59 F. 781; Judge \\' heel r again in Care3 v. DcHaven, 58
1

F.

6; Judge 13rown, in the first circuit in Robinson v.

Lederer, 138 F. 1-±0; the court f appeal for the third cir
cuit in McDoi 1dl ·v. K11rtz, 77 F. 206; Judge Adams, in the
eighth circuit, in Colwnbi.a v . Frec111all, 11 F. 302; Judge
Rick , in the sixth circuit, in Kenned31 z1• Penn. Iron & Coal

Co., 67 F. 339 · J udo-e Acheson, in the third circuit, in
Goldie v. Dia1111.md, 64: F. 237; Judge Seaman, in the sev
enth circuit, in Thompson v. Two Rivers, 63 F. 120, a case
much like the present one, where scientific bodies had rec
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ot;nizcd the noYclty and utility of the invention; by Judge
Acheson again. in Hussey v. Deering, 20 F. ~Vi 3; Judge La
combe again, in Scssiolls

cl

<J ••Ve:..~·

'l' .

Gould, ·19 F . 3.5, aml in

ation

rork Co. , -16 F. 111; Judge ·w hc lcr in White v.

S 1'.rdu111, 41 F. ,'.){); Ju c.gc Cox in Hat Co.
.iQ1, and Steam Go

'f,l'

Ca.

'i' .

'l.'.

Da<!is 3'2 F .

9

Ham . 8 F. Gl8: and Judge

Carpenter. in the fiL l circuit, in Ft1stcr <'. Cro sin, 23 F .
100.
In all of the~e ca~es preliminary injunction!:i were

granted on patenL that had not been adjudicated. They
v.-ere from two aml a half to six and . even years old.
).fany of lhem

\ ' Crc

palents of minor importance.

The

arl wa. looked into <..nd the courts, findi11g that the n v
elty of the iJw nti ns hacl not been succc sfully assailed
and that infri11gcrn nt fafrly nppcam1, grnntcc1 the injunc
tions.
o that this case is legally strong, both under the more
rreneral rule ,11,,·here prior adjudication is invoked, and
under the le. s crcneral rule where prior adjudication i

ab ~ ent, but the novelty of the invention i unsucces fully
assail d.

Con ·idering lhese legal factors and the exceed

ing merit of the invention at bar, the pioneership of the
inventors . tbe g neric character of the patent and the
peculiar hardships complainant will suffer by a denial of
lhis injunction, the freedom with which this alien defen
dant may leave the country with the proceeds of his ex
hibition flights, and the encouragement such unrestrained
action by him will afford others, to the further injury of
complainant, it is submitted, in conclusion, that the in
junction ought rightfully to be granted.
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For the law a to construing generic patents. ee page 104:
of the Rrief in the Buffalo ca e. For any que tion attempted
to be rai ed ont of the file wrapper record of the Wright
application, see pao·e lO!J of that Drief. For any question
suggested on the ·o-callecl prior art and alleged mechanical
skill, see page 121 et. seq. of said brief.
The so-called prior art cited by clefencl ant on this motion
ancl that before Judg-e Hazel i exactly the same in kind
and effect and substantially the same a to each prior patent
ancl publication.

In the former ca. e. the. e citations and contention.;; were
relied on by defendant:-;: Lih: nthal. Channte. 1f erring.
Phillips, Zahm. ~Iaxim: L'. .'. 1>atents to John son. :darriott.
Holmes, Greenough. (repar:

l ~ ngli s h

patent tn

~r axim:

L'... Patents to Stanley. Jongeward, lhttnsov. Bi swell.
Davi ., Mouillarcl; Engli h 20,

~;~ ,):

L1 • • ' . patent to Bechtel ,

Daviclson; English pat nt 13,700; l\Iattullath ( th ~ n claimed
to have been made public by disclo ure to th

witnesses

who e names appear on the application drawings. and nO\Y
claimed to have
tullath'

be~n

made public by di. clo, uroe to

~(at

confidential con. ulting engineer. Prof. Zahm ·)

"A:eronantical Journal of 18!)7"-a very ccm:)rehensiye pub
lication-''American Engineer and Railroad JournaL Au
gu. t. 1c9.J.." "Aeronautic. of ]8!)3 :" that the ck:-frndant's
rudder was a ship'. rudder in kind and not directly con
nected with the aclju table planes while that of the patent
could ''only be used in combination with. and at the same
time as, the surfaces were warped'' (their expert's affi
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under ourselve or our direction with our patented
flying machines, and at places where we cannot at
pre ent make uch flights-all in the forestallment
of this, the most lucrative part of the gains to be re
alized by complainants as the fruit of our discovery;
that uch acts by defendant * * * have al
ready cau ed large and serious loss to u , and will
if unrestrained involve us in irreparable lo s: and
·will al o encourage others to similarly infringe * * *
o that in the end the emoluments which are justly
in tore for us shall have been flittered away by
this unlawful invasion and appropriation of our ma
chine, and some of its uses." (Rec. 31-2: folios 32-·±.)
See paragraphs 4 and 5 of the bill. The e aver
ment , made in support o'f this motion, have not
been denied.
And perhap the court, in view of the wide pread pub
licity of the flights conducted by the defendant Curti ,
since the filing of the motion papers in October la t, at
Indianapoli , Cincinnati, Chicaao, St. Louis, and el e
where, will take judicial notice of the e puhlic facts.
This

ituation and the want of financial responsibility

of defendants (defendant company since thi appeal has
been put into involuntary bankruptcy by a creditor
record U. S. district court-Buffalo) make a strong case
of need of an injunction pendc11tc lite. The bill and affida
vits aver that other will be encouraged to likewise in
fringe if these defendants are not re trained. Again, the
court may take judicial notice of the widely' published
and cu rrent fact that numerous individuals, since these
infringi ng acts by appellants, have imported into thi
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country various machines, and conducted public flights.
Complainant has but lately brought suits on this patent
in the Southern District of New York against Ralph
aulnier for importing an infringing Bleriot machine
made in France; Paulhan for like . violations of this pat
ent, in which an injunction has been granted; Cleary for
contributory infringement, etc.
So nothing seems to remain but to show a fair legal
right to the injunction, now that its need is manifest.

RIGHT TO THIS INJUNCTION.
We state broadly that the facts in this case, and the
applicable law of this circuit, and of the circuits gener
ally, c tablish this right beyond doubt or cavil, and clear
ly ju tified the action of the lower court.

We know of

no ca e where any of the great epoch-making inventitons
have been denied this protection whenever asked for. It
may be here put down that it is historically but an axiom
to say that the courts will not deprive such great dis
coveries of instant recognition and resulting immediate
protection when assailed as in this case.
Averments of the Bill.

The evidence offered by defendant;:;

fails entirely to disturb or qualify the sworn statement in
the bill, and the finding of Judge Hazel to the same ef
fect, that this invention "constitutes the first instance in
the history of the countless attempts wherein a heavier
than-air machine ever made aerial flights, was under the

•
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control and will of the operator," and which gave "the
world the first machine to actually and succe fully fly,"
and in this

en e ·is 'the creation and embodiment of a

new art; and an epoch in aerial endeavor, human flight
haYing been for ages the synonym of failure and irnpos
ibility."
This sworn tatement is now before the court undis
turbed by anything adduced by defendants; and is prac
tically decisive of the broad question of novelty.
And the bill further avers that ''the public and the

lJ nit d

tates government, through it · appointed officers,

have acknowledged the val idity of this patent and recog
nized the right of c rnplainant under the , ame,

* * *

by purcha ing one of their flying machine , with the
right to use it for national purpose ; and that
ove reigntie

everal

in foreign lands have simil arly recognized

the novelty and utility of thi flying machine."
vVe have already r eferred to the recognition of the
inv ention by the Fre nch Academy of

port., the

on

gre s of th e U nited States, the Smithsonian In titution,
and many other learned bodies, be ides the award of
National, State and Municipal Medals.

These are statements of most uncommon facts; and
they are not challenged or denied by the defendants, and
could not b.e.
There is also a strong equity in favor of complainant
and against defendants growing out of the conduct and
admissions of Mr. Herring and Mr. Curtiss. We have
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already referred to these fact .
Herring wrote:

"It is worthy of note, however, that

their" (the \Yright Bro '.) "ideas of con truction and of
control are far in advance of tho e of Lilienthal and po 
ibly of any other experimenter; and their work ha
been rewarded by the production of a man-carrying ma
chine that actually flies."

(Rec . 20G, folio 5i'4.)

This acknowledgment by

~Ir.

Herring of the novelty

and merit of this invention wa in lDO..J:, when he had no
moti\·e to serve.

Now this sam

man ha

joined with

other ' in appropriating this invention; is even eeking to
belittle it while u ing it; even attempting to set up a
claim lo it based up n a late view of what he pretends
to have had prior to his 1904 article and his 1902 visit to
Kitty Hawk.
The defendant Curtiss is in no better attitude. As the
experimenter of the Aerial Experiment As ociation, al
ready referred to, he came into confidential po ession
of a full knowledge of how to build complainant ' ma
chin at a time before he became an infringer.

Mr. \tVil

bur \Vright o te tifies, and has not been contradicted:
"It was in this manner that Curtiss, through his
connection with the Aerial Experiment Association,
obtained hi knowledge of complainants' machine
and patent, and later on, when it was reported he
intended to make exhibition flights, he was notified
not to do so, and that any uch act would be re
garded as an infringement." (Rec. 26; folios 70-1.)

•
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Later, when Mr. Curti s began to infringe, he was
notified as before stated. As also before noted, in reply
to this notice Mr. Curtiss wrote a letter disclaiming any
intention to conduct exhibitions and

aying that his

flio-hts had been in connection with the Aerial Experi
ment Association' work.

He did not deny that his ma

chine was an infringement. He sought to ju tify his use
of it as being for the

ssociation, which meant that such

use was merely for scientific purpose and not for profit
or commercial.

But in face of this letter l\Ir. Curti s

proceeded thereafter to make the infrino-ing machine , to
take Mr. Herring in with him in the organization of the
defendant company, and even to p rsonally conduct fly
ing exhibition with the e machine , a av rrecl in para
graph 4 of the

worn bill.

o denial of thi , and no

qualification or explanation has been offered.

So Mr.

Herring has publicly admitted and published his recog
nition of this invention, while Mr. Curti s tacitly ad
mitted infringement when notified by e 'ClL ing what he
was then doing, and giving a urances that he did not
intend to use his machine commercially. This situation
brings them within the principle of the law announced
in numerous cases, to the effect that where a defendant
has exploited or tacitly admitted the novelty and utility
of complainants' invention, he will either not be per
mitted to afterwards deny the same on principles of es
toppel, or that he will not be looked upon with favor.
Blount v. Societe, 53 F. 98, 104; Faulks v. Kamp, 3 F. 898;
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Pnrifier Co. v. Guilder, 9 F. 155; Onderdollk v. Fanning, 4
F. 1-± ; Telegraph Co. v. Rimmer, 19 F. 322; Parker v.

McKee, 2± F. 808; Alabasti11e Co. v. Payne, · 7 F. 3GD;
Steam Gange Co. v. Ham, 2 F. 618; Burr v. Kimbark, Id.
574.
Financial Conditions of Defendants.

Mr. -w right's affidavit

is that "the financial condition of each and both of the
clefenclants is inadequate to re. pond to the large liability
their infringement involves, and wholly inadequate to
re pond to a judgment for a recovery of the profits they
are making and the damages we are uffering by rea on
of said infringement."

The defendant company's . real

estate and buildings are mortgaged in the um of $15,000,
more than the ame are worth or would bring by several
thou and dollar . The re t of the visible assets con i ts
of unfinished parts for motor cycles, of accounts and of
machines, all of uncertain

alable value.

The company

owed "on merchandi e and other accounts ums of money
ranging from $-1:,000 to $8,000," a

far a

he could as

certain.
"l\1y investigations point to the fact that the principal
resources of the defendant are what they are obtaining
from the e infringing flying machine and from the pub
lic exhibitions thereof, which, being in ca h, may be lo t
or put beyond the reach of the court in attempting to
satisfy any judgment it may render for recovery in our be
half." (Wright moving affidavit, Rec. 23; folio 61.). :eie£en
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important ca e now at bar.

The learned Judges, J uclge

Jackson writing, aid:
"The object and purpose of a preliminary injunc
tion i to pre'erve the existing , tate of thing. until
the right of the parties can be fairly and fully in
ve tigated and determined upon strictly legal
proofs. * * * The prer quisites to the allow
ance and issuance of s uch injunction are that the
party applying for the ame must generally present
a clear title, one free from reaso nabl e doubt, and et
forth acts clone or threatened by the clefenclant,
which will eriou ' ly o r irreparably injure his right ·
under such title, unle ss re st rained."
Applying these principle

to

p cific ca e , the circuit

court and thi court (and indeed the courts in num rou
circuit ) have granted preliminary injunctions on many
unadjudicated patents, some even of minor importance,
or of which supportina public acquiescence hacl been
nominal

r of hort duration.

\Ve cite below numerou

such cases, all applicable to this case, but with thi . dif
ference, that in none of them had the patent received
such recognition, or so startled the world a

a new

achievement, as ha the \V right patent, an cl of none was
it predicted that it had cr.eated a new art, save possibly
of one.

But defendants uraed below, and will doubtle. s

again urge, that as this Wright patent ha not been ad
judicated, or been long manufactured under, so as to

•

acquire the presumption of validity due to public acqui
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escence, a preliminary injunction ~ hould not issue. There
ar two answer to this contention. 1 he first i that thi
ge neral rule was made, not with reference to any

uch

pa ents as the one now at bar, but originated in refer
ence to ordinary improvement patent , tanding here and
there in more or less crowded arts, with many predeces
so rs accornpli hing much the same result. The genesi
of the rule was thus predicated upon a wholly different
tate of facts from that now before the court. llere we
have not only a basic patent for a pioneer invention, but
literally a patent based upon an invention that has cre
ated a new art in a practical ense, without predecessors
that accomplished the same or any practical result what
e\'er.

And touching acquiescence, this Wright patent

an d invention have received not a mere negative pre
sumption of validity, without any affirmative declara
tions of novelty, as in the case of patents under the
general rule of acquiescence, but, to the contrary and
most notably, have received the mo t pointed, wide
spread and emphatic declarations of novelty and utility
po ible for a patent and invention to receive. 'vVe have
before alluded to the resolutions of the Congress of the
nited States and of other notable bodies-all affirma
tive declarations, not pa sive pre umptions, of the only
two facts neces ary for the award of an injunction, nov
elty and utility, leaving alone the question of infringe
ment to be decided.

-

-

-

- - - - -- - -·
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Ordinary pre urnptions ari ing as a deduction from
acquie cence do not compare with this

tate of thiner .

Indeed, a decree of a court of competent jurisdiction su 
taining thi

patent could not do more, since

uch a de

cree would, after all, but establi h the same two great
fact , novelty and utility. A decree would not ordinarily
even extend to a finding that the patentees had. for the
first time in history, accompli heel a wholly new re ult
and were the producers of a new art.

Yet these resolu

tions and declarations of learned bodies, who have rived
and dwelt in the hope of the realization of dynamic
flight by man, have announced to the world that these
patentee have actually compassed the realization of this
hope, and were the first to clo o. And the material pre
ented in defence, so far fail_ to how an anticipation a
to atte t to novelty and utility by the very absence of
anticipation. Thi material for defence but confirms the
announced conclu ·ions of the ~ e in ·titutions and ocieties.
'Ne, therefore, submit that thL

patent has infinitely

more in its upport than was C\'er dreamed of or con
templated under the general rule of presumptive novelty
re ulting from passive acquiescence by the public.
Then, as to the other branch of the rule, that relating
to adjudication, the

econd answer is that such rule is

subject to an exception quite as large as the rule itself.
This exception operates to give the right to an.injunc
tion whenever the court can see from the case presented

.
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that, as sa id by Judge Jackson and Jud ge Taft in Blow1t
'LI.

Socictc, supra, ''It fairly appears or i to be presumed

that the patent i valid;

* *

*'' (p. 102), or a said by

Judge Lacombe in Pa/Iller ·u. Wilcox Mfg. Co., Hl Fed.

;31 , unless it ''appear from comm n knowledge or from
the prior art shown, that there i - reasonable

round for

doubt as to its validity.''
Ca -es in this circuit, and, ind eed, in other circuit too,
are numerous wherein preliminary injunction have been
granted on patents theretofore unadjudicated; and, in
many inc;tances, where the patents have been is -ued but
a very sh rt time as from a few months to five or six
years.

\Ve now call attention to a number of the e

In Pallller v. Wilcox, supra, Judge Lacombe aid:
"The patent i on ly two and a half year old, and
ha not been adjudicated. That circumstance alone,
h wev r, i. not enough to overcome the presump
tion of validity ari ing from the issue by the Patent
Office. It must also appear that, from common
knowledge, or by reason of some display of the
prior art, there i a rea onable ground for doubting
the existence of patentable novelty. Fuller v. Gilmore
(C. C.) 121 Fed. 129; Lambert ·v. Vibrator Co. (C. C.)
138 Fed. 2. ::: * * But upon the showing of
the art here presented, Newton's device i entirely
novel; it i certainly useful, and so far as appears
exhibits patentable invention."
See also Lambert Co. v. Mar·vel Co., 138 Fed. 82, Judge
Lacombe; Fuller v. Gilmore, 121 F. 129, by Judge La
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corn be; Wcsti1tghousc Co. v. Christcnse1Z, 113 F. 59-1, by

Judge Lacombe; Traul & Hi11c v. lV atcrbury, 64 F. 492, by
Judge Townsend; Corscr

Brattleboro, 59 F. , 1, by

'l'.

Judge \\'heeler; Cary v. DeHO'l'Cll, 58 F.

6, by Judge

\\'heeler.
The above unbroken line of ca es in this circuit grant
ing preliminary injunctions on unadjuclicated patent es
tabli hes complainant's proposition that wher
ent is clearly nO\·el and u eful it i

immaterial whether

there has been an adjudication or not.
result of the eYidence leave
th

the pat

\Vhenever the

the prima facie Yalidity of

patent, based on its grant, unsuccessfully assailed,

the right to the injuncti n is
ples, as staled in Blollnt v.
th se

ompl l

n general princi

ocictc, and i complete under

pecific, uniform ruling

of thi

circuit.

uch a

situation leave· only infringement to be shown with rea
onable clearne

.

The rule of thi · circuit as to unacljuclicated patents has
be n abundantly followed in other circuits, as manifested
by: Robillson v. Lederer, 1;~

F. 1-lO, by J uclge Brown,

Rhode Island Di trict; McDm 'Cll

7./.

Kurt:::, 77 F. 206,

Court of Appeals Third Circuit; Columbia v. Fm:mmz, 71

F. 302, Judge Adams, Mi souri Di trict; Kellncdy v. Pe1111,
67 F. 3:39, J uclge Rick , Ohio Di trict; Goldie v. Diamond,
64 F. 237, Judge Acheson, Delaware District; Thompson
• v. Two Rivers, 63 F. 120, by Judge Seaman, a case having
much in common with the one at bar.
said:

Judge S~man
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"I do not find any denial of complainant' show
ing that the patent w ere of great utili ty; that
the alleged new art and apparatus were received
and recognized by the world at large, and by elec
trician and cientist a novel and important. * *
that the defendants entered upon infringement *
* * after obtaining full informat ion from com
plainant of the proce s and apparatu , , and after re
fu al to accept a licen se upon term accorded to
other licen ee ." (P. 121.)
11 this is much like the pre ent case, as the court

will instantly recognize.

Again said J uclge Seaman:

"There has been no adjudication of th e valiclit r
of these pate nL, and, so far as appear. , no oppor
tu nity has ari. en h eretofore for cont stin g th eir va
lidi ty. * * * H ere clearly was an assertion of
a new art and apparatus fo r weldi ng. Its discovery
was widely published and accepted by the scientific
world, in Europe and America, and by the public
generally, as novel and important." (P. 121.)
The above ca. e has not bee n. modified. m·e rrul ed or
appeale 1.

It

likeness to th e present ca e makes it a

strong precedent .

Pasteur v. Funk, 52 F . J46. Jud ge Blodgett: Hussc:.'

'l' .

Deering, 20 F. 795, J ucl ge A ch eson: Sessions v . Gould, 49
F. 855, by Ju dge L acomb e, who said:
"Th at th e Merg anth al er linotype is cov ered by a
foundat ion patent; that it embodies a combinati on
wholly new in the printin g art , which marks the
first great step taken in advance for over 400 y ears.

* * *
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''That . uch a change in the art is almost revolu
ti onary seems to be practical ly conceded. * * *
Up on the papers it appear that ~Ierganthaler was
the fir.-t man who united in a single machine th e
instrumentalities, \vhich. by mean of the operation
of finger-keys, assembled, etc. * * * When that
was once made the way was open for a new depar
ture in the printer's art. ··· * '" The patent
which covers it may, therefore, be fairly considered
a foundation patent, and its claims should be broad
ly construed. When thus construed, infringement
seems plain. * · · . .
''In ] \ ' !), and again in 1 no, a machine of ~Ier
ganthaler' attracted the notice of Franklin Insti
tute, which is claimed to be a scientific society of
high standing, and which awarded two medals in
recognition of its ingenuity."
Here again is a strong likene

to the case at bar.

J uclge Lacombe concluded:
"Complainants gave defendant warning, by writ
ten notice to the defendant that any att mpt to
manufacture and ell machines such as that of the
defendants, would be re. i ted in the court, and
promptly upon the exhibition ·of such machines for
sale here this suit was begun ."
So in the case at bar.

White v. Surdam, H F . d)Q, J uclge Wheeler; Hat v.
Da'vis, 32 F . 401, Judge Coxe; Steam Gauge v. Ham, 28 F.
618, Judge Coxe; Foster v. Crossin, 23 F . 400, Judge Car

penter.

•

Thus it 1s abundantly shown by a loner line of con
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curring opinion

that where the defendant

unable to

fairly assail the nlidity of the patent, and ·w here in
fringement is r asonably and satisfactorily ' hown, prior
adjudicati o n is not necessary or required. Thu , al o the
recognitio n of the rey o Jutionary character
by technical societies is ginn wei~-rht.

f i1wention ~

.\nd abo,·e all,

where the in,·ention is of a pioneer character, creating
a new art, and the patent is basic, there is no case
where a preliminary injunction \\'as asked for and not
granted .

INFRINGEMENT.
Further Explanation of Complainants' Invention. In addition
to what has already been stated regarding the \Vright
patent, we hall fir t treat it somewhat further under thi
head of infringement and then next treat defendant ' ma
chine.
Th

invention h ing ab:tru.e and its rationale in

volved in some of the intricacies of ph) sics, ther
a

is need,

c mplainants' expert, ~Tr. Sec, correctly state

(and

much of what i now to be stated is extracted from his
very excellent expo ition of the patent)
principles of physic

be understood, in a general way,

before there can be a full
vention and patent.

that certain

under. tanclin~ of the

111

The marginal sketches will aid

in this matter and gradually lead up to the invention
itself.

•
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Fig. 1 represent
aeroplane.

the eclo-e view of a level plane, an

In falling the air re · i ·ts it to a degree de- = ============:::i

pending on the surface presented by the plane. If driven
to the left, by any power. it will

till fall from its own

gravity, as before, but \\·ill reach th

earth orne dL tance

beyond where it would have fallen had it not been in
horizontal motion.

Tn other words. it will fall while ad

vancing an cl ad vancc while falling.
Sec fig. '2.

.P~C4· :2.

Herc the same aeroplane i being driven

to the left (arrow .\). line

n

Ji7olrt End.
representing the path of~

movement. assumed horizontal. Th

~-

If not driven forward it would fall

by gravity th same as wh 'n level, hut being inclined ancl
driven forward, the air below offers re::-,istance to its for
ward

111

lion, which must be overcome by the driving

power. , o the plane tends to licle up diagonally on this
re . isting air; gravity tends to draw the plane toward the
earth, this diagonal . licling action tends to move the
plane further from the earth, ancl the upward tend en y
will be dependent on the angle and on the spec l of the
horizontal advance.

.

/(

aeroplane, by grav-~

ity, tends to fall, as before, hut instead of being level. is
inclined forwardly.

~

l:rnder certain condition

of

peed,

the plane will rise; if the rising tendency ·was equal to
the falling tendency. then the inclined plane would move
in a horizontal path: and if the rising tendency was less
than the falling tendency, the plane would graduall ~ fall.
Therefore. a substantially horizontal path of flight may
be maintained by proper adjustment of speed and angle,

Rui..
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ignoring for the present questions of winds.

Angle of Incidence.

The angle of incidence is the angle at

which the plane move again t the air and is indicated
by the angle C, Fig. ?. This angle of incidence i po i
tive becau e it has a tendency to lift. If the plane were
declined forwardly. the sliding effect would be down
\Vard and would bring the plane to the earth much quick
er than if it

imply fell by gravity.

In such case the

angle of incidence would be negatiYe, becau e having a
depre sing tendency.
Ilence it is een that an advancing aeroplane may be
directed upward by increasing the p sitive angle or the
spe d of aclv'ance, or both; also that by lessening these
factors sufficiently, the upward tendency may be le s
than the downward tendency and the plane will descend
as it advances, while if the angle of incidence be changed
from positive to negative, the plane will go downward
by the action of gravity, plus the negative licling effect.
The pictures thus far show only the near icle edge

f

the advancincr plane, which has been assumed to be
transver ely level, but in flying machines there are many
influence

tending to careen or tip the plane

idewise,

and if this is not controlled and corrected, it will result
in disaster.

If one side extremity of an aeroplane in flight drops to
a serious extent, the plane must be restored to equilib
rium by elevating the lower ide or depressing the high
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side, or by doing both.

This matter lies at the founda

tion of uccessfully flying, and machine-flying pecame for
the fir t time a practical art when \ right Bros. devel
1

oped this invention, whereby this losing of lateral bal
ance by the careening tendencie

of aeroplanes was

preyented and controlled.
See Fig. 3.

Let D represent a supplementary plane

. 1 portion,
.
. w h at one may, mounte d f or
or margma
ca 11 1t
adju ·tment and at the near side of the main plane,
assume that there is another just like it at the far ide.

If the e two upplementary plane ~ or marginal portions
were adju ted to the ame angle a the main plane, a in
dicated in full lines in the picture, and were secured at
uch angle, they would have no moving effect on the
main plane, except to add to the aeroplane surface. The
angle of incidence of each is positive and the same as
that of the main plane. A sume, now, that the near ide
of the main aeroplane drops; in

uch ca e the

upple

mentary plane D at that dropping ide may be tipped or
adju ted downward, as indicated by the dotted lines at
E.

Thi

adjustment will put the supplementary plane

or margin at a greater positive angle of incidence than
the main plane.

A superior upward sliding effect is,

therefore, given to this side of the general structure, and
this tends to elevate and re tore the side that has thus
been dropping. In so adjusting the supplementary p1tane
or margin on the dropping side, nothing has been done
to that on the further

ide.

But if the distant supple

.F"'11Clff>ut

...__c_ _____;;;=-;;;:~~----
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mentary plane or margin be adjust.eel up to the angle in
dicated at 17, its angle of incidence will liave been
changed from positive to negative, and as it

licks for

ward against the air, its tendency will be to depress the
far ' icle of the machine. Therefore, by adjusting both of
the supplementary planes or margins simultaneously. but
in opposite directions, the careening main plane 1Yill be
brought k1ck to equilibrium

r lateral balance.

\\'hen

the lateral careening ha thus been corrected, the supple
mentary planes or margins may be readjusted to original
position, shown in full line - in Fig. :l, when they will
become mere addition , in effect, tu the general aero
plane, and will assist in sustaining the machine.
It houlcl be stated that the se,·cral marginal sketches
are illustrative only and that 'xag·geratcd angle. have
been employed for more ready comprehension.
Wright Bro . having provided an aeroplane, a ma111
aeroplane, to move forward at an angle of incid enc

varying with the speed of acl,·ance, the weight carri d,
etc., they provided, at each ·ide of the main aeroplane, a
supplementary aeroplane, tip or marginal portion, which
could be adjusted at varying angle

of incidence, posi

tive or negative, relative to each other and to the normal
plane of the main aeroplane.

If the right hand side of

the main aeroplane dropped, the supplementary plane or
marginal portion at that side would be adjusted to an
increased positive angle of incidence, to elevate that icle,
or the

upplementary plane or mar<Yinal portion on the
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oppo. ite sicle would be adjusted to a negative angle of
incidenc , to clepres

that side, or b th would be done,

that is to say, the low side would be !if ted and the high
side depres. eel.

In short, if the main aeroplane careens

or tips out of lateral balance, it i. to be restored to equi
librium by adjusting the angle. of incidence of the sup
plementary marginal portions at each side of the main
plane.
Looking ag·ain at Fig. :~, let it be understood that the
main plane, in being advanced to the left in substantially
the path, B, ofiers a resistance to ad \'ancc movement, clue
to the inclined lower face of the main plane.

\V ith both

supplementary planes in the position indicated at D, they
will off r aclclitional re i ·tancc, but as th y arc both set
at the same angle of incidenc , the resi lance offered by
them is equal at each side to the main plane.

\\Then,

however, the two supplementary planes are adju . tecl at
equal angle from po ition D, taking up position

E and

F respectively, it will be een that _w ith reference to line

D, from which the angle of incidence must be determined,
E is at one positive angle of incidence, and F is at a neg
ative angle of incidence le s in degree, F then offering
the le ser resistance to the advance movement through
the air.

The re ult would be that the side of the ma

chine having the supplementary plane or margin F would
advance more easily and with oTeat.er rapidity th~n the
side having the supplementary plane or margin E. This
would bring about an undesired turning of the machine,
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from its intended course. Now then, in the "'Wright pat
ent, this tendency of the machine to so turn on a vertical
axis, when the supplementary planes or margins are ad
justed to effect a correction of careening or lateral tip
ping, is compensated for by a vertical rear rudder, which
brings into acti on the compensating counter-turning
force, as explained more fully later on.
The machine of the \ N right patent is also provided
with a horiz.ontal front rudder.

R opes, etc., are pro

vided for .manipulating the rudders and the supplement
ary planes or marginal portions, but the specification ex
pre sly declare

that many of the details illustrated are

matters of preference and may b changed. The e ropes
are details not involved in claims 7, 14 and 15, on which
this motion is based. Again, the driving power referred
to in the specification is not illu trated, the invention
being the machine and not the motor; and is not in
volved in the claims,

need not be di cussed.

In Fig. 3, for purposes of easy understanding, t he sup
plementary planes or marginal portions are shown above
the main plane and about midway of the fore and aft
width of the main plane.

In the particular construction

illu strated in the patent, there are two main planes and
an adjustable supplementary plane or marginal portion
at each end of each main plane, all arranged for simul
taneous and harmonious ad justment in accordance with
the principles here explained .

\l'~

\
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The Particular Construction Illustrated in the Patent. It may
be well to now go somewhat into the particular

construe~

tion selected by the patentee for illustration in the pat
ent as one embodiment of the invention. See Fig.

±. In

this we are looking down on \Vri ght Bros'. machine in
d

flight, assuming the machine is traveling to the left and
the main plane have their front edges elevated to pro

c

J'l'o'JC.{

duce a positive angle of incidence; a, b, c, d, being the

-

~

supplementary or adjustable marginal portions of the
I

aeroplanes. 22 indicates the rear vertical pivoted ruclcler,
and 3± the horizontal front rudder.

The aeroplane is

formed of cloth on a light wooden frame work, some
what flexible.

A sume the machine to be advancing to

the left, and that, by rea on of air change

in direction

or velocity, the left end of the aeroplane at the near icle
starts to drop.

This, if not controlled, may cause the

machine to turn turtle laterally or capsize and fall.

Dy

manipulating the proper appliance, the corner a is ele
vate l and the corner b depressed .. This give to the left
portion of the aeroplane a larger po itive angle of inci
dence.

The result is a sup erior lifting force applied at

the left side of the machine, which, in itself, would tend
more or le s to lift the left side and correct careening.
But, simultaneously, the corner cl i

depressed and the

corner c elevated, giving the right hand portion of the

•

machine a positive angle of incidence less than the left
hand portion of the plane, and, if this adjustment be car
ried far enough, giving the right hand portion. of the ma

.

'

.:;Jj
a

6

22
I

I

I
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chine a negative angle of incidence, m either of which
cases the rio-ht hand side of the machine will have a
lessened lifting force, and tencl to go downward.

The

rising of the lower , idc and the depression of the higher
side 1vill restore lateral balance or equilibrium, as the
patent expresses it.

The effect of these adjustments is

that the side portions of the aeroplane are nexecl from
the normal. precisely as though the adjustable portions
swung on pi\·ots.
l\nd further, a-; these two side portions, or,

111

effecl,

supplementary pl:rncs arc adjusted simultaneously to
equal angles f rorn the normal or then inclination of the
main aeroplane, it follows that the two adjusted mar
ginal portions will have cliff rent angl s of incidence to
the line of night or advance, the linen in the illustration,
and hence will offer different degree. of re istance at the
respective side

of the machine.

Hence it follows that the right hand side, in the ex
ample given, having l ss resistance than the left hand,

II

will tend to move forvvarcl with greater rapidity, and to

11

turn the machine on a vertical axis out of its course; and
also to rise faster, because of greater speed, than the left
side with its greater angle, but also greater resistance.
This turning motion gi\·es to the right hand side a
higher relative speed and tends to greatly and hurtfully
increase the lifting tendency of the right hand side, even
though the angle of incidence is inferior.

If this condi

tion goes on unchecked, the machine will lose its lateral
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balance entirely and is likely to tip edgewise and fall.
All this is yery fully and clearly explained in the patent
on page

+,

at line 30. But it will at once be seen that if

the rear rudder be deflected so as to present to the wind
that side of it nearest the side of the machine having the
least re istance and, consequently, the inherent tendency
to the higher Yelocity, the wind pressure on the rudder
will exert a counteracting force at the rear of the ma
chine and counter balance the tendency of the machine
to turn on the vertical axis.

This counteracting force is

very ingeniously applied in a manner to not materially
increase the head resistanc , for it will be understood
that a the rear rudder is so turned or held, this pres ure
strikes the rudder surface at a slight angle of incidence,
reacts by a law of nature, and produces a force against
the rudder not directly rearward, which would retard the
machine, but at right angles to the rudder, which would
be obliquely aero s the rear of the machine, so that it is
a side force on the rudder, ancl does not interfere materi
ally with the general advance of the machine, but only
presses in one direction, to the left, as much as 1s re
quired to keep the machine from swinging around by the
tendency of the right side, with it less angle of incidence,
to move forward faster than the left side .
See Fig. 5, which shows the machine of t1'e patent,
viewed sidewise, in flight toward the left . 1 indicates the ~
upper plane; 2 the lower plane; 8 posts for connecting
the two planes; 3± the horizontal front rudder; 22

-;:;B::.,__ _ _~..::::;~._J
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the vertical pivoted rudder; and B the path of flight, for
the pre ent assumed as horizontal. To simplify matters
all confusing connections, etc., are omitted from the
sketch.
Assume that conditions and forward speed are

uch

that, with the angle of incidence indicated, the machine
will advance sub tantially along the path B.

If it be de sired to direct the machine upward, the hor
izontal rudder 3-1 w ill be adju sted to a ufficient positive
angle of incidence ( ay as shown) to cau se the machine
to oar upward.

If, on the other hand , it be desired to

direct the machine ub tantially strai g ht ahead or down
ward, the horizontal rudder i adju ted to a

ufficiently

small angle of incidence to not head the machine upward,
or to a negative angle of incidence to cause the machine
to soar downward.
Again, a wind moving forward with the machine would
increase the relative peed of the machine to the earth.
But with a head wind, the advance of the machine rela
tive to the earth is decreased.
Moreover, when a flying machine starts from the earth,
it is given a steep angle of incidence, that it may ascend
quickly; if horizontal flight is wanted, the angle of inci
dence is lessened (after which it constantly varies to
meet the condition. met with) ; and when a descent is to
be made, the angle of incidence is reduced, or perhaps
even changed to a negative angle.

These constantly

changing angles of incidence are inseparable from its
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It is, therefore, seen that in the movement of the

flying machine through the air there can be no

uch

thing as a maintained normal angle of incidence of the
plane or plane which sustain the machine.
are also other numerous cau e

But there

·w hich automatically,

without the will or control of the operator, con tantly
change the general angle of incidence of the supporting
planes.

On this point the l\Ie r . \Vright, who are un

doubtedly the best informed men on the subject, say :
"The angle of incidence of the main plane varies
w ith every variation in the direction or force of the
wind, with every variation in the power f the
motor, v ith every variation of the path of the ma
chine from a uniform line and with every variation
of the load. Both the fact and the reasons for it are
well known and may be stated as follows: The
flying machine is sustained by the reaction re ult
ing from moving aeroplane
almo t edgewi e
through the air at small angle of incidence. The
lifting force thu created varie with the speed and
al o with the angle of incidence. Since in a flying
machine the lift is equal to the total weight of the
machine, it is evident that if the speed is increased,
a smaller angle of incidence will furnish the re
quired lift, while if the peed is decreased a larger
'angle will be required. It is further evident that
when two men are carried, the angle will be greater
than when one is carried, and that when the fuel
tank is full the angle will be greater tian when
empty; and will constantly vary as the· fuel is being
exhausted. Aoreover, when the power of the motor
increases or decreases, the speed increases or de
creases and causes the angle of incidence to increase

r
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or decrease. * * * Moreover, even with con
stant power, the speed \·aries according to whether
the machine i a ~ cencling or de cending and the an
gle of incidence corre~pondingly increa es or de
creases. * * *
"A person haYing long experience in the use of
flying machine , we a ert that during a flight of one
hour the angle of incidence will be either greater or
les than any angle which may b named as normal,
during more than fifty-nine minutes, and that it will
be exactly at the specified angle less than one min
ute . \Ve have found in our experience that the
anale of in cidence \'aries in flight throughout a
range of ten degree or more, and is particularly
great when the wind is turbulent.·· (Rec . '226-7;
fo lios 635-9.)

~:

I

I

i

1r.

ee testifies to the same effect and supports hi

testimony with cogent rea on

(Paragraph s :33 to 35,

hi affidavit, Rec. 54-5.)
1,

I

.,F'c.o.
/~ · 6.·

In the marginal sketche the planes have been shown
· Geometnca
. 11 y spea k.mg, as
as Aat.
o w ee F.
~ ig. 6.
complainants' expert te. tifies, a plane has to be Aat, but

I

aeronautically speakin g, th ey may be flat or curved. At
X i

hown a flat plane and at Y a curved plane.

The

i

.~

.,

I

I
1
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-~

angle of incidence of the fiat plane is obviou , but in the

y====::~ case of the curved plane, the angle is een to vary for the
different point along the curved surface. In aeronauti
cal literature the angle of incidence of a curved plane ,
sometimes called an aerocurve, is treated a applying to
the chord of the curve-the dotted lin e C in the ketch.
It is, therefore, to be under tood that in the aeronautical
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'
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art aeroplanes may be flat, or substantially so, or de
cidedly curyecJ, ancl be mechanical equivalents in every
ense of the patent in suit.

Defendants' Machine.

cc Fig. I. Il has two acrnplancs, 1 and·:.

connected by posL· 8, as exempl ificcl i 11 the \\' right patent.
Its plane are cnn·ed and the machine is ~ustainccl by rea
son of the angle of incidence and the ady;:u 1cing of the
plane through the air. It has a box-like front horizontal
rudder ;) 1 and means "·ithin reach of the operator for

.3~

~

l._-f

.B

changing· its angle uf i11cicle11cc.
rear rudder

.·2·~

It has a pi,·otcd ,·ertical

and means \\'ithin reach of the operator en

abling him to adjust the rudder to one side or the other,
so that the rnclder ma) he held ur cau:ed tu pres 'nt to
the wiml such side as is near 'St the side of the aeroplane
offering the lea ' t rcsi ·tance an(l haYing the less angle
of incidence.

r\t each ,·icle of the aeroplane it has ad

justable planc-pmtions or tips a. b, at the left, and c, d, at
the right.

They arc lrnri:wntally pi' otcd each to a front

po t, about half way between the upper and lower planes,
and can be acljustecl to different angles of incidence, neg
ative or positi,·e, and hence to different angles relative
to the normal plane of the hocly of the aeroplane and to
each other. They arc interconnected by a rope (see large
in sert clrawf'ng next page), so that as one of the portions
a, b, at one side i moved to a greater po itive angle, the

other portion c, d, at the oppo ite s ide of the aeroplane is
moved to a different or negative angle.

In so adjusting
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these marginal portions or tips, each assumes the same
degree of angle as the other to the supporting posts, but
as these posts incline, more or less, in flight, due to the
changing of the angle of incidence of the main planes, the
result is that one marginal portion or tip presents a great
er angle of incidence to the line of pressure, B, than the
other, thus producing unequal angles of incidence and
consequent unequal resistances at the opposite sides of
the machine.
See also Fig. 8, which, like Fig. 4 of complainants' ma
chin e. is a Yiew looking directly down on defendants'
machin e. Here 1, say, is the lower aeroplane; c, d, the
right hand marginal portion or tip and a, b, the left hand
2 2marginal p rtion or tip; 2·~ the rear vertical pivoted rud

der and 3± the horizontal front rudder.
This matter of angles will be more fully explained
:ater when the testimony of Messrs. Wright and the
diagram they introduce are referred to.

We insert op

po ite this page enlarged drawings of defendants' ma
chine, described substantially as follows in the joint affi
davit of the Wrights:

II

Defendants' Machine More in Detail. "It is composed, essen
tially, of the uperposed aeroplanes A and B, which
comprise the main supporting surfaces, and of ad
justable lateral margins C and C1 . These adjus
table margins constitute, in effect, portions of the
aeroplanes. Their essential function is to maintain
the lateral balance or equilibrium of the machine
while · in flight and to control the right and left di
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rection or cour e of the machine. These two func
tions they perform in cooperation with the rear
Yertical rudder or Yane D. The e margins C, (1,
also aid in , upporting the machine at uch time a
their adjusted po itions permit the air pres ures to
react on their under sides, in the same manner as
the main supporting surfaces A and B. The e main
surfaces are interconnected by tanclards E running
in series along the fore and aft edges of these aero
planes. In addition to the rear vertical rudder D,
defendants' machine has a forward horizontal rud
der F.
"The adju stable margin or tips C, C1, are inter
connected by a cord or cable, ctions 1. 9 , 3.
ec
tion 1 is conn cted to the lower side of the tip C
and extends th nee to a yoke or cradle G which em
brac s th back f the operator, b twe n th ' houl
der and elbow ~ , and i u pportecl by an arm II,
pi,·ote l at I to permit the y kc r cradle to be
mm·ed by the operator to one icle or the other, to
!raw on the cable ection 1 or 2, according to the
direction he shifts this yoke. ~ ection 2 of th cable
is likewi e attached to this cradle or yoke and
thence extends to the un ler sic! of the marginal tip
1 where it i. attached. ~ ection , 1 and 9 also pa
under ·uitahlc pulley guide J.
ection 3 of the
cable i attached at its ends to the respective mar
ginal tips C and C1, as shown at K, and extends
thence over pulley guides L and aero s the front of
the machine near the upper aeroplane. The mar
and C1 are mounted on pivots M at
ginal tip
their forward edges, which pivot are secured each
to an upright E.
"Thus it will be seen that if the operator hifts
the cradle or yoke G to the left, as viewed in Fig. 1,
he will draw upon section 1 of the cable, pull the
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marginal tip C downward at the rear and present
it at an angle to the line of flight, known as angle
of incidence. This will also draw upon section 3 of
the cable and cause it to lift the other marginal tip,
C1, so as to present it at an angle to the line of
flight, known as an angle of incidence.

I.
I

"A contrary movement or one to the right of the
yoke or cradle G will reverse the adjustments of
these marginal tips and lift the marginal tip C to
present it to another and different angle of inci
dence, while at the same time the marginal tip C1
will be drawn downward and likewise presented to
another and different angle of incidence.
"Thus these marginal tips are under the imme
diate control of the operator and are aclustable to
various and different angles of incidence, to differ
ent angles relatively to each ther and to different
angles relatively to the main body of the aeroplanes.
That these marginal tips may be all the more in the
nature of continuations of the main curved support
ing surfaces or aeroplanes A, they are made of
curved form, with concave side beneath. \i\Then
ever they stand in such a position as leaves their
forward edge above their rear edges, they receive
wind pressures on their under sides, and by the
same law of reaction which causes the wind pres
sures to produce a lift on the main supporting sur
faces, they, too, so act. And as before explained,
when these curved marginal tips are adjusted at
equal angles of incidence, the convex surface pre
sented by the one will not receive the same hori
zontal resistance clue to the wind pressure as will
the concave surface presented by the other. So this
concavo-convex forrnation of these marginal tips
also produces unequal horizontal resistance at the
opposite sides of the machine.
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"But the principal factor in creating this unequal
horizontal resistance is the fact that these margins
con tantly maintain different angles of incidence to
the line of flight, due to the constantly varying
angle of incidence of the main supporting surfaces
or aeroplanes A, to the line of flight. VI/ e have be
fore explained the causes of these constantly re
curring changes in the angle of incidence.
Angles of Incidence of Tips in Defendants' Machine Unequal.
"Thus it will he seen that in defendants' machine,
when one side tends to depart from horizontal bal
ance, as by dropping too low or rising too high, the
operator imrnechately brings the machine back to
normal equilibrium hy throwing the marginal tip
downward at the side of the machine which was
dropped too low, so as to create an increa ed lifting
effect, and by raising the marginal tip upward iat
the side of the machine which is too high, so as to
create a depressing effect. In this way the lateral
equilibrium is regained . But the marginal tip with
the greater angle of incidence, while having a great
er lifting effect, will also produce increased drift, or
retardation of the speed, of that side of the machine,
and too, the side with the smaller angle of incidence
will likewise decrease drift or lessen resistance,
which will cause said side to run ahead of the other.
So the act of regaining lateral equilibriu m tends to
dive rt the machine out of course or to one side or
the other. And the accelerated speed of the side
with the smaller angle of incidet)ce also t ends to in
crease the lift of that side, and wh ich, if not checked,
would prevent maintaining the lateral equilibrium.
"It is here that the cooperation of the rear verti
cal rudder comt::s into important action. This action
consists in· turning it, at this time, so that it will
swing to the side of the machine whose tip has the
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smaller angle of incidence and thus will check the
accelerated flight of that side and hold the machine
to its true forward course, without lateral diver
gence, while the act of recovering lateral balance is
in progress through the increased lift at the side
where the tip has the greater angle of incidence.
"That the operator in defendants' machine can
perform these operation . he keeps himself con
stantly connected with the operating means by
which the e marginal tips and thi rear vertical
rudder ·are actuated . For actuating this rear verti
cal rudder he utilizes a hand wheel N, with which
is connected the cable 0 that extends to the rudder.
So when he shifts the yoke or cradle G ·with his
body, he likewi, e adjusts the rnd<ler w ith the wheel
to the extent required. \Ve . tat e to the court that
such is the operation of defendant.' machine, the
dL ingenuou statements as to the rudder made in
defendant ' affidavits not tating the real fact in
regard to the uses of the rudder. Mr. Curtiss even
says he can leave off the rear vertical rudder, but
we state to the court that he has made no flight, and
could make none, without the presence and use of
this rudder, as we here describe the same.
"The remaining feature of defendants' machine,
in volved l1 ere in , is the forward horizontal rudd er P .
compo. ed of upper and lower surface carried by
frame P, pivoted at P 1, at the forwa rd extremitie
of struts extending from the machine. A connect
ing bar R extends from han<l-wheel 0 to this for
ward rudder, so that by moving the hand-wheel
without revolving it, to ·and from the operator, the
surfaces of the horizontal rudder can be adjusted
to different angles of incidence, to cause the ma
chine to trend upward or downward and thus con
trol its horizontal course. Thi forward rudder co
operates with the adjustable tips C, C1 in control

, '
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ling the up ·and down direction, while and at the
time the horizontal balance is being controlled; and
also cooperate with the marginal tips hould they
be in a neutral position, when both tend to act a
supporting surface , aiding in lifting, while the for
ward rudder i al o causing the machine to trend
upward.'' (Wright affida it Rec. 23:2-6; folios 652
664.)
Claims 7, 14 and 15.

It now sufficiently appears that the

mechani m, mode of operation and result of defendants'
machine correspond exactly with the mechanism, mode
of operation and re ult disclosed in complainants' patent.
Claim

reads:

"(7) In a flying machine, the combination, with
an aeroplane, and mean for imultaneou ly moving
the lateral portions thereof into cliff rent angular
relation to the normal plane of the body of the
aeroplane and to each other, o as to present to the
a tmo phere clifferen t angles of incidence, of a verti
cal rudder, and means whereby said rudder is
cau ec.l to present to the wind that side thereof near
e t the ide of the aeroplane having the smaller
angle of incidence and offering the least resistance
to the atmosphere, subst.antially as described."
Looking at defendants' machine, it has the aeroplane;
it has mean , ropes 1, 2, 3, for simultaneously moving
the lateral portions, C, C1, into different angular relations
to the aeroplane and to each other, and these different
angular positions present to the atmosphere different
angles of incidence; it has the vertical rudder at D and
means, the ropes 0 and wheel N, by which the rudder
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is caused to pre ent to the wind that side thereof neare t
the side of the aeroplane having the smaller angle of in
cidence and offering the least resistance.
T

othing would seem to be clearer than this; and re

member all the time that this is a pioneer invention and
a generic patent, and, therefore, entitled to a broad and
liberal construction.
Claim 14 reads as follows:
"(14) A flying machine compri ing superpo ed
connected aeroplanes, mean for moving the oppo
site lateral portions of aid aeroplane to different
angles to the normal planes thereof, a vertical rud
der, means for moving aid vertical rudder toward
that side of the machine presenting the smaller an
gle of incidence and the lea ' t re ·istance to the at
mosphere, and a horizontal rudder provided with
means for presenting it upper or under surface to
the resi tance of the atmosphere, substantially as
described."
This claim is sub tantially the ame a claim 7, except
that the h rizontal rudder is added as an element. That
the horizontal rudder is present in defendants' machine
with means, the bar R, connected indirectly with the
hand-wheel N, for presenting its upper or under surface
to the resistance of the atmosphere, i perfectly manifest
by a mere glance at the above inserted drawing.

The

remainder of claim 14 is infringed for the same reason
as stated with reference to claim 7.
Claim 15 reads:

l
I

I
,
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"(15) A flying machine comprising superposed
connected aeroplane , means for moving the oppo
site lateral portions of said aeroplanes to different
angles to the normal planes thereof, a vertical rud
der, mean for moving aid vertical rudder toward
that ide of the machine pre enting the smaller an
gle of incidence and the least resistance to the at
mo phere, and a horizontal rudder provided with
mean for pre enting it upper or under surface to
th e re istance of th atm osphere, said vertical rud
der being located at the rear of the machine and said
horizontal rudder at the front of the machine, sub
stantiall y a de cribed."
The only difference betvveen claim 14 and 15 is that
th e latter tate

pecifically the location of the two rud

ders, one at the rear and the other at the front.

That

uch i the po ition of defendants' rudders is also w ith
out po sible dispute. The remainder of claim 15 is also
infringed for the same reasons as urged respecting
claim 7. On these matters J udge Hazel said:
"The e sential elements of such claim are an
aeroplan or upporting surface, the lateral por
tion of which are capable of adjustment to attain
different angles of incidence and a vertical rudder
in the rear of the machine . Claims 14 and 15 in
clude a elements a horizontal rudder w hich is
positioned forward of the machine and means for
raising and lowering it so as to present its uppe r or
under side to the pres ure of the w ind ." (Rec. 273;
folio 777 .)
"The affidavits indicate that the patentees did not
use the means or identities of prior flying machines,
but solved the problem of maintaining equilibrium
or lateral and front and rear balance by the intro

'
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duction of new and practical elements and became
pioneers in the field of flying machines and of the
so-called heavier-than-air type." (Rec. 21-±; folio
7 0.) (Black type our .)
"Defendant , claim generally that the difference
in construction of their apparatu ' cause , the equi
librium or lateral balance to be maintained and its
aerial mO\ ement ecured upon an entirely different
principle from that of complainant; * * * that
in moving the upplementary planes equal and uni
form angles of incidence are presented as distin
guished from Auctuating angles of incidence. Such
claimed functional effects, however, are strongly
contradicted by the expert witness for complainant.
L'pon this contention it is sufficient to ay that the
affidavits for the complainant so clearly define the
principle of operation of the flying machines in
question that I am rea onably ati fied that there i
a variablene . of the angle of incidence in the ma
chine of defendant which i produced when a up
plementary plane on one ide i tilted or rai ed and
the other simultaneously tipped or lowered. I am
also satisfied that the rear rudder is turned by the
operator to the side having the least angle of inci
dence, and that such turning is done at the time the
upplementary plane are rai ed or depressed to
prevent tilting or upsetting the machine. On the
papers presented I incline to the view, as already
indicated, that the claims of the patent in suit
should be broadly construed; and when given uch
construction the elements of the Wright machine
are found in defendants' machine performing the
same functional result. There are dissimilarities in
defendants' structure - changes of form and
strengthening of parts-which may be improve
ments, but such dissimilarities eem to me to have
no bearing upon the means adopted to preserve the

A
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equilibrium, which means are the equivalent of the
claims in suit and attain an identical result." Rec.
276-7; folios /83- .)

Appellants-Defendants' Position.

Defendants do not deny

that they use every part or element named in these
claims.

They make no such denial.

That much they

admit. But they have occupied two different and incon

sistent positions. One of the e po ition they a lvancecl
on the original hearing in the lower court, and conse
quently before the cleci ion of the court.

L osing on that

po ition, and after filing the tran cript of their first ap
peal in thi

court, they moved for a rehearing and re

opening and brought in a new , t of affidavit ,
forth their new

tting

r econd po ition.

To the e affidavits

complainant filed rel uttal affidavit

and to the latter

defendants filed urrebuttal affidavit ; and they al o sup
plemented their references to the

o-called prior art by

introducing proof of the Acler publication-a defence
Judge Hand had ju t overruled and declared to not at
all anticipate or even contemplate the \Vright invention.
(Judge Hanel'

opinion in Wright v. Pau/'1011.)

When

their motion to rehear and reopen was reached for hear
ing, and the court was ready and in attendance for the
purpose, they proposed that such hearing be di pensed
with and an order taken overruling their motion and
granting or continuing the injunction in view of both
their original showing and their new showing.

Such an

order was consequently made; it appears at pp. 171-2, Rec.
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The credibility of the affiants in these new affidavits is
discus ed elsewhere in this brief.

But to how die two

theories of the defence on infringement, we print in par
allel columns below the main statements of Mr. Curti
in his affidavits before the decision against them, and
those made afterwards in his later affidavit and in view
of such decision :
Defendants' Position Before
Decision.

Defendants' Position After
Decision.

Angle of incidence and resis
tance of tips always same. (Cur
tiss affidavit October 11, 1909,
Rec. 122; folio 3~2.)
No changing in angle of inci
dence of machine. (Ib. Dec. 4,
1909, Rec. 145; folio 391.)

Admissions. Angle of inci
dence of machine may or does
change. (Affidavit Curtiss Feb.
21, 1910, Rec. 359; folio 953.)

Rudder not turned to smaller
angle of incidence, because no
such angle. (Rec. 122; folios 322
3.)

Use of rudder has no "neces
sary" connection with greater or
less angle of incidence. (Same
affidavit. Rec. :JGO; folios 956- .)

In the first of these affidavits
he aid:

On the first of the e points,
speaking of "The machine when
flying in a horizontal direction,"
he aid, "even the variation of
weight between tank full and
tank empty, or the differences in
speed of actual flight, makes no
appreciable difference in the an
gle of incidence. It may vary

"As the machine flies forward,
the air strike the two rudder "
(or side tips) "at the same angle,
that is, the air * * * which
strikes the rudder C1, strikes it at
an 'angle of incidence' which is
the same as the 'angle of inci-

I

I

• J
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dence' at which the air trike the
other rudder C.

These rudders

extremely slight variation." (Rec.

therefore pre ent to the atmos

;350; folio 9;) ·2-3.)

phere the same angles of inci
dence-instead of presenting 'dif

"* * * Even in making a
turn, it is ometimes neces ary to

ferent angles of incidence,' as in

balance in either or both direc

Wright machine of the patent.''

tions while on the curve. * * *
\Vhen carrying a greater weight

(Rec. 121-2; folios 321-2.)
In the second of these affida
vits he said:

> I

slightly, but even if so, it is an

"In 1on g continued Rights
where the foel carried varied
from a full tank to substantially
an empty tank, I have never been
able to di cover any appreciabl
change in the angle of incidence.
and, in short, none w hich pro
duced the re ult wh ich they eem
to think mu t neces arily take
place, for even w ith such varia
tion in weight carried I never had
to move the vertical rear ruclcler
to counteract any turning tend n
cy due to the balancing surface . .
and so far as I could ee there is
no turning of the machine.''
"* * * I have in flight de
creased th e power one-half, thus
decreasing the speed considera
bly, and yet I have, even und er
such circumstances, never found
that there was any appreciabl e

or flying somewhat
with the

lowly, or

machine inclined up

ornewhat and with a somewhat
greater angle of incidence, such
a turn is made to the right. if
the left idc of the machine tilts
up more than i

de, irabl

it is

n ce ary to throw the left bal
ancing urface up and the
the right clown.

ne at

This, if the ma

chine is flying at a greater angle
of incidence than normal, wou ld
theoretically gi\'e a greater angle
of incidence on the right balanc
in g surface and greater resistance
on th e right sic\e of the machine
than that on the left, and yet the
machine is not c\eAectecl, and the
vertica l rear rudder does not need
to he moved and is not mond in
any way, but r mains turned to
ward the sicl e hav in g th e greater
angle of incidence and with its
right-hand face presented to the
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turning tendency of the machine,
or necessity for the rudder to
be turned to counteract any such
when the balancing surfaces were
moved." (Rec. 145; folio 391,
393 .)

ru h of air." (Rec. !359, 360; fo
lios 954-6 .)
(Here he admits the greater an
o-le of incidence on one ide than
on the other, and the un equal re
istance, but argue about the
rudder.)
"* * * T o fly on a moder
ate upward cour e requires no
material increa e in the angle of
incidence. * * *" (Rec. 362;
fol io 961.)
Thi admits ome increase, hut
que tion amount-degree.
" I w i h to impre · it firmly up
on the court that, during by far
the greater portions of the time,
and under almost 1all the condi
tion of flight, the balancing sur
faces present equal and opposite
angles to the action of the air;
and that even under abnormal
condition , where there is a dif
ference of angle, th re i no turn
ing of the machine which I have
been able to detect, and I believe
there is ab olutely none." (Rec.
457; folios 1243-4.)
(Here is another admission
that sometimes the angles of in
cidence of the tips are not the
same; and that under so-called
"abnormal"
conditions - wind
gusts, but they are normal-there
is 'a "difference of angle."
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Of the rudder, in the first of

"In defendant's machine there

"In all of defendants' machines

is no nece sity or reason for

the use of the rear vertical rudder

swinging the vertical rear rudder
D when the balancing rudder ,

cJiyorced from any necessary con
nection with the greater or less

ancing rudders C C1 are of the

angle of incidence on the balanc
ing surfaces. It is true that un
der conditions when theoretica ll y

ize and area and present

to the atmo phere the same angle
of incidence) the re sistance to

the

the forward motion of the ma

different angle

chine i
I

i under all conditions absolutely

are wung, because (a both bal
same

'

On the second of th ese points
he said :

the e affidavits, he said:

the same fo r each rue\

s each side
de r. * * *
the machine is therefore he! l
back by it balanci ng rudder w ith
the same resi tance a

the othe r

balancing surface

present

of incidence and

different re i tances on the two
-ides f the machine, the rudder

may happen to be turned to one
side or the other, but th is nl y
occur

w hen it

is desired

to

side of the mach ine i held back

change the direction of the ma

by the other balancing rudder,
there i no tendency or impulse
ten ding to turn the machi ne

chine, and the rear rudder i not
turned at all, or just as often

no necessity or reason for turning

turned by the operator to the
side which theo reticall y presents
the greater angle of incidence or
greater resistance as it is to the
other side. The operator turns it

the rear ve rtical rudder D in or

only w hen he wishes to steer the

der to keep the machine in a

machine, an d to whichever side

straight line when restoring equi
libriu m.". (Rec. 122; folios 322-3.)

h e desires, regardless of the so

around to the right or left on the
axi R-T of Fig. 2 as in the pat
en t in uit, and there is the refore

call ed side 'having the smaller an

gle of incidence and offering the
least resistance to the atmos
phere.' " (Rec.363-±;folios 965-7.)

-
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On their

econd position they have introduced much

cumulative matter regarding the rear rudder of defen
dants' machine. This will be discus ed later.
Thus defendant ' first po~ition wa

that the relatiye

angle of incidence of their balancing margins or tips was
always the same at both side of the machine when re
coverino- equilibrium, hence the re istance was the same
at

ither side, and hence the rudder was not turned to

the side having the less angle becau e there was no such
side; \vhile in their second position they repeatedly say
and admit that the e balancing parts clo have different
relat i,·c angle of incidence when recovering lateral equi
librium of the machine, at different times and under dif
ferent conditions, ancl d

• \

offer unequal resistance; al o

that, although the rear rudder is turned "regarclles " of
the

ide "having the

mailer angle of incidence and of

fering the least resistance to the atmo phere," and is
'·ju t as often turned" to the side theoretically present
ing the "crreater ano-le of incidence or greater resistance'
as to "the other idc," and "may happen to be turned to
one side or the other," still they do not infringe because
they can or do u e only their balancing tips to main
tain equilibrium.
without more.

This makes out a case against them

But there i

al o proof by complainant

how ino-, as Judge Hazel found, that the mode of opera
tion of defendants' machine and that stated in the Wright
patent is the same, complainant's proofs "so clearly de
fining the principle of operation of the flying machines

L
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in question" etc. These admissions of defendant Curtiss
bring this case within the principles laid down by this
court in Dm.. •is

'l'.

Perry, 120 F. 941, 9-±5, and by Judge

age in Ci11cin11ati Co.

'L'.

Foss-Sch11cidcr Co., 31 F. 4:69,

472, both quoted from later.

\Ve shall first con ider

their original position and our evidence bearing thereon;
and aftenvards their later po ition and the proofs of
both partie touching it.
Defendants' First Position. They first try mainly to differen
tiate their machine from the \Vright patent and the, e
claims by assuming their machine in ftight maintains one
I \

certain angle of incidence, in which they ay their mar
ginal tip

are at equal angles above and below the air

pre ure line.

Their whole c ntention is based on this

theoretical as umption, an assumption utterly without .
foundation in fact, impos ible in flight, and contradicted
moment by moment ·as defen lants' machine Aies, a

is

abundantly e tablished by all known phenomena and by
the inexorable conditions experienced in actual flight, a
stated by both of the Wrights, by Prof. Zahm, by Lieut.
Lahm, the aeronautical

xpert of the

nited States

Army, who has flown and managed the Wright flying
machine many times; and finally, by Mr. See, who, upon
principle of physics, refutes uch a sumption of a con
stant angle of incidence.
Defendant Curtiss knows better; defendant Herring
ough.t to know better; and defendants' counsel who acted
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as expert know nothing about the matter, and simply
te tified on what he e\'idently had been told. Moreover,
on their first theory, defendant

tacitly concede that if

their assumption of sameness of angle of incidence is in
correct, then they do infringe. On that theory they make
no denial of infringement if the angle of incidence of the
Mlllll

machine changes, because the very act of that angle
changing cau e the po t which carry the tip to change
more or less from the vertical.

In doing so they carry

the marginal portions or tips with them.

Thus if the

posts slant back from the vertical, more or le s, the po t

1

to vvhich the downwardly inclined tip is connected will
lower the rear edg
therefore, it angle

of that tip increase it , !ant and,
f incidence· while the p

t to which

i attached the upwardly inclined tip will lower it rear
edge, decrease its slant, and thus le sen its angle of in
cidence.

o that the rear slanting of the po t increases

the angle of one tip and decreases that of the other, giv
ing one a greater angle of incidence than the other, and
this change the relati\'C resistance of the two tips; and
I

I

these post con tantly change their position to the ver
tical, slanting more or less as the angle of incidence of
the machine generally changes, as now to be shown from
the testimony of these several witnesse .
Incidentally, defendants contend that their lateral por
tions, or "balancing rudders," as they are pleased to call
them, are not portions of the "aeroplane." They describe
their function to be that of controlling and recovering

I

I

i
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lateral equilibrium or balance, and so they admit that
they do the same thing a is done by complainants' lat
eral portion . That defendants' construction is the same
as, or the equiYalent of, complainants', especially as the
function

are admitted to be the same, we shall show,

after di posing of the matter of the unequal angles of
incidence of the marginal portions or tips.

Thus Wright

Bros'. testify:

Wrights' Affidavit. "In the affidavit of Mr. Curtiss, three
point · arc relied upon to refute th charge of in
fringement of the plaintiffs' patent: (I) That the
adju ·table lateral portions arc not portions of the
'aeroplane.' ('~) That the -e lateral 1ortion arc not
acljustc 1 lo 'cliffercn t' angles of incidence. C:n That
their resistance lo fon arc! moli n i al way exactly
the sam rcgarcllc '
f their adjustment, an 1 there
fore no necessity arises for counterbalancing differ
enc s in their re istance by the use of an adjustable
Yertical rudder.
Defendants' Tips Support and Produce Unequal Resistance.
"In upport of the e claims he pre ents a blue print
profe ing to show the def n !ants' o-called bal
ancing rudders, better than the photograph show
them. But Mr. Curti is di ingenuous in that he
repre ents these balancing rudder as planes, where
as in fact they are segment of cylinders having the
convex ide upward and the concaYe side downward,
an l are arched in the same direction as the main
planes of the aeroplane. The curvature, however, is
not quite so deep. \Ve have confirmed thi fact by
per onal examination of the defendants' machine.
This curvature not only disclose the intention of
the defendant that these balancing rudders should
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normally receive the impact of the air on their un
der ides and thus be supporting surfaces, but it
also dispose of his claim that the horizontal re i 
tance of the right balancing plane i exactly the
same as the left plane, when one is inclined upward
and the other downward.
per ons who haye .
made hundreds of tests regarding the effect of the
wind on curved urfaces, we assert that even if the
two balancing surfaces are presented to the wind at
equal angles of incidence, one above and the other
below the neutral po ition, the convex surface pre
ented by one will not receive the ame horizontal
resi tance as the concaye urface presented by the
other, and the aeroplane will tend to turn about a
vertical axis.

Defendants' Tips Different Angles Incidence. "Bu l there is
another misrepr sentation or fal. assumption of
yet greater importance than that regarding the
shape of the side tip , or balancing rudders.
"The whole of Mr. Curtiss' affidavit is based up
on a theoretical assumption which does not exist in
practice.
"Mr. Curtiss assume that the so-called normal
po ition of the balancing ruclclers, from which they
are adjusted equal di tances in opposite directions
up and down, is always in line with the direction
of the machine through the air, and therefore in
line with the relative wind. This is a false as ump
tion. The attachment of the side rudders and their
operating cords, is to the post B, ancl therefore the
so-called normal position of the rudders varies in
unison with changes in the normal position of the
post B. When the post B is at right angles to the
direction of the relative wind, the normal position
of the side planes will be in line with the wind as
repr~sented by Mr. Curtiss. But when the position
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of the po t B is inclined backward, the line XL rep
resenting the normal po itions will move in unison.
The rear edge of the side. rudders will be lowered
and both rudder will be pre ented to the wind at
positi"e angle of incidence. The a-called normal
position will no longer be neutral as represented
by :Jlr. Curtis~. and when the rudders are adjusted
to equal distance from the normal position, they
will not be presented to the wind at equal angles
of incidence a ~ \\·ill be more fully demon tratecl
hereafter. The angle f incidence will be equal
only when the post B is in its original position; but
the p~t B does not maintain a fixed position. The
po t B i rigidly connected with the main plane
and therefore Yaries its position in uni on with
e cry change in the angle of incid nee of the main
plane .

Incidence Varies With Variation of Wind, Speed and Weight.
"1 he angle of incidence of the main planes varies
\vith every \'ariation in the direction or force of the
wind. ·w ith eve ry variation in the power of the mot
or, with every variation of the path of the machine
from a uniform line and with every variation in the
load.
"Both the fact and the reasons for it are well
known and may be tated as follows: The flying
machine is su tained by the reactions resulting
from moving aeroplane almost edgewise through
the air at sma ll angles of incidence. The lifting
force thus created varies with the speed and also
with the angle of incidence. Since in a flying ma
chine the lift is equal to the total weight of the ma
chine, it is e\• ident that if the speed is increased, a
smaller angle of incidence will furnish the required
lift, while if t he speed is decreased a larger angle
will be required. It is further evident that when
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two men are carried the angle will be greater than
when one is carried and that when the fuel tank i
full the angle will be greater than when empty; and
will con tantly vary as the fuel is being exhausted.
~Ioreover, when the power of the motor increases
or decreases . the speed increases or decrease. and
catt es the angle of incidence to decrea e or increase.
Defendants V ary Speed. "The defendants' machin e spec ially
provide a means of throttling the motor and de
fendants claim as a point of superiority that it nie
fa _t or slow at the will of the operator. In a signed
article in 'Country Life in America' for ~ ovemher,
] 909, l\Ir. Curtiss, on page :30. says: 'After the first
turn of the rectangular course. I began to pitch ,·cry
severely: in fact, I slowed the motor se,·cral times
to ea e the strain 11 the machine.' ~ Torcm·er, C\'en
with con. tant pow r, the spe cl varies a cording to
whether the machine is ascending or d sc nding
an I the angle of incidence corre pondingly in
creases or decrease .' In the amc art icle, page :n,
Mr. Curtiss says: 'One trick \Vas to mount sudden
ly to a higher level before reaching a turn, so that
the quick descent to the original level aftcr turning
wou ld make ttp for the loss of peed involved.'
Incidence Over 59 Minutes in 60 Minute Flight. "As persons
having long experience in the use of flying ma
chines, we assert that during a fli gh t of one hour
the angle of incidence will be either gr eater or less
than any angle which may be named as normal,
during more than fifty-nine minutes, and that it will
be eix actly at the specified angle less than one min
ute. We have found in our experience that the
angle of incidence varies in flight throughout a
range of ten degrees or more, and is particularly
great when the wind is turbulent. It is a matter of
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astoni hment to us that Mr. Curtiss should by in
ference represent to the court that the line XL con
stantly c incides with the wind direction. We can
account for it only by a -suming that the argument
was prepared by an attorney unfamiliar with the
laws of flight. and not by Mr. Curti himself.
W right Diagram D efendants' Operation. ''In order to show
the court the true angular relation of the adjust
able tips of defendants' machine to the wind, we
pre ·ent a corrected ketch marked ·complainants'
Diagram of Operation of Defendant ' 11achine.' "
(See opposite insert.) "Fig. l is the po it.ion shown
by defendant. ~ ' sketch, with one tip, _,T C, inclined
downward 10 degree from the normal position XL,
and the other tip C1 inclined up\ ard 10 degrees
from the ·arne line. Fig. 2 repre ents the machine
with the mot.or throttled a little, in wh ich case the
main aeroplan
mu t be inclined a little more in
order to provide support for the mach ine at the
lower peed. The po t B will t hen be incl ined back
ward four degree and the neutral position XL will
be rotated in the same direction four degrees from
the horizontal, and the sicl rudders X 1 and XC
will likewis be rotated fo ur degree from th e posi
tions hown in Fig. 1. In fact, the ent ire machin
will be rotated togethe r four degree from the orig
inal position. T he angle of incidence of XC1, w hich
was orio-inally ten degree , will now be 10 minus 4,
or ix degrees, wh ile the angle of incidence of XC
will be 10 plus 4, or fourteen degrees .
"Although both rudders are adjusted to equal an
gles from the normal position XL, there is a differ
ence of eight degrees in their angles of incidence.
Under this condition the claim of Mr. Curtiss that
the angles of incidence must always be equal when
the rudders are adjusted equal distances from the
T

l

incidence are presented as di tingui hed from fluc
tuating angles of incidence. Such claimed func
tional effects, however, are str ngly contradicted
by the expert witness for complainant. Upon this
contention it is sufficient to ay that the affidavits
for the complainant so clearly define the principle
of operation of the fly ing machine in question that
I am reasonably satisfied that there i a variab le
ness of the angle of incidence in the machine of de
fendant , which is produced when a supplementary
plane on one side is tilted or rai ed and the other
simultaneously tipped or lowered." (Rec. 266-7;
folios 785-7.)

1:1

It is really this holding from which this appeal is pros
ecuted.

The evidence clearly supports it.

virtu ally concede thi

by h avi ng tried at a late day to

inject more evidence into the case.
dence, if entitled t

Ap pellan t

B ut the added ev i

be con iclercd, add nothing to th eir

first denials. It weakens it.

It is a departu re from it.

Uses of Defendants' Rear Vertical Rudder.

Defendant ' fir st

affidavits are very diplomatic about the u e of thi rud
der.
I

Curti ss, the only one who

says there i

no " necessity" for

hould know, merely
winging this rudder

when the balancing marginal portioqs or rudder

are

swung, because there is no unequal resi tance offered by
these rudders.

This is not a square, candid statement

that such rudder is not so used. I ts presence on the ma
chine, and the rope and wheel to adjust it as he adjust s
the lateral margins or tips by his body, acting through
the yoke and ropes, are sufficieqt, in the absence of a

L
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direct denial, especially when coupled with the testimony
of the \\' right , to prove that hi rudder is u ed so as to
swing one ide thereof toward the

ide of the machine

having th e rnaller ano-le of incidence.

~Ir. Curtis

haz

ards the bragging statem ent that he could remO\'e the
rudder, but it i noticeable that he doe
te tified by the \V right

not, and it is

that he never flew without it ;

and all the known phenomena are proof to a demon tra
tion that he could not control the machine in aeneral
flight without the cooperation of thi s rudder with the
marginal tips or portions, which are con tantl y adjusted
to different angles of incidence.

To deny thi

proposi

tion would be like denying twice one are tw o. But Cur
ti s doe not deny it; he merely eva ively say there i
no nece ity to o swing the vertical rudder; but even
then he bases thi

mild statement upon the assumption

that the marginal portions or tip maintain the same an
gle of incidence. On the matter of this rudder the
Wrights te tify as follows:

Wrights' Testimony on Defendants' Rear Rudder. "\Ve fur
ther state that a to the use of the rear vertical rud
der, Mr. Curtiss in hi affidavit merely say , 'there
is no nece sity or reason for swinging the vertical
rear rudder D when the balancing rudders are
swung, because (as both balancing rudder C, Cl
are of the same size and area and present to the at
mosphere the ame angle of incidence) the resis
tance to the forward motion of the machine is the
same for each rudder.' But this does not state that
the rear vertical rudder is not adjusted sometimes.
Moreover, the qualified tatement that he does make
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is based upon the ame erroneous as umption that
the angle of incidence of the side tips or so-called
rt1dder C, C1 remains con tant. \Ve have just
pointed out the error of that assumption.
"Again Ir. Curti s tates that ' in stead of there
being a1'.Y nece sity (as there is in the Wright pat
ent in uit) for turning the rear vertical rudder in
order to keep a straight course ahead, the rear ver
tical rudder of defendants' machine may be entirely
dispensed with.'

"In this statement there i , fir t, a virtual admi 
sion that the r ar vertical rudder is a necess ity when
the angles of incidence of the tips are unequal, as in
the patent in uit; which' is also an admission that
uch a rudder would be a nece sity in defendants'
machine if the angles of incidence of the tips are
unequal, and thi we have shown to be the fact in
flight by the diagram befor referred to; an I, sec
ond, it i a claim that defendants may clispen e with
the vertical rudder, but this we testify to the court
is not possible if the machine is to be maintained in
operative condition; and further, that defendant has
always used, to our knowledge, such vertical rud
der.
Rudder Turned to Less Angle. "\Ve further testify that the
vertical rudder in defendant ' machine, as stated in
our former affidavit, i turned in practice, while the
machine is in flight, so as to present one surface
thereof toward that side of defendants' machine
having the tip with the less angle of incidence, for
the same purpose and in the ame manner a in the
patent in suit. We testify to the court that it would
not be possible for defendants' machine to be used
in flight if stripped of this vertical rudder, and if the
same were not used in conjunction with the wing
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tip in th manner ju. t lated." (Rec. 229-2:30; folio
G~~-1, \\'right Bros'. affidavit.)

Turning Rudder by Incompetent Observer. "An examination
o{ the con ' lruction of defendants' machine hows
that the rear rudder is operated by a wheel grasped
in the hand , of the operator. As the wheel is round
it doe , not indicate the position of the rudder. The
rudder is behind the man and consequently cannot
be seen by him. Therefore the operat r is inclined
to judge the position of the rnclcler merely by its
effect. In the case here specially cited" (with an
extra pa ..' eno-er Curti!->s said he carried), "the rud
der was unduubledly set O\'Cr to one side thr0twh
out tf1e entire !light, but as the ntclder remained to
that side throughout th Hight, and there was no
indicator to show its true p sit ion, an in com petcnt
and tm . ci ntific ob erYer mio-ht ca ' ily conclude that
ther was no appreciable turning tendency and no
nece ity for off setting the r ar rudder.
"Mr. urtiss' failure to perceiYe the real condi
tion cannot overcome the unchano-eable law of
nature.
We confirm the statements of Messrs.

Spratt, Herring, Lahm and Zahm that under such
conditions the rudder must be off set. It cannot be
otherwise."
Curtiss Power and Speed Vary, Hence Incidence Varies. "1\Tr.
Curtiss confirms the fact that the power of his mot
or is changed and that the . peed varies considerably.
He gives an extreme ca e; 'I have in flight de
creased the power one-half, thus decreasing the
speed con iderably, and yet I have even under such
circumstances never found that there was any ap
preciable turning tendency of the machine (because
of consequent unequal angles and resistance of
tips), or necessity for the rudder to be turned to
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counteract any such when the balancing surfaces
were moved.' In view of well-known physical laws
and the unanimous expert opinions that under uch
conditions a turning tendency mu t xi t, the pre
sumption is yery strong that 1Ir. Curtiss i an un
u ually obtuse or incompetent observer, or that he
i making mental reservations which he fail to dis
close. Such statement ought not to be accepted
without confirmation by disinterested witnesses.
The unscientific operator of a machine i often ig
norant of how he operates it. 'The average bicycle
rider will almost invariably deny that he first twist
the teering bar to the left in order to turn to the
right, but the trained obsen·er is aware that if the
bar i twi ted to the right to begin with, the ma
chin ind ed will go to the right, 1Jut the rider will
go straight on and go head over heels. A thou and
affidavits of bicyclists who have turned corners
without having perceived any appr ciabk necessity
for first turning the bar to the left in starting a turn
to the right, will not overcome the fact that they
must do it, and do do it in actual practice without
being a.w are of it." (Rec. 268-9; fo li o 761-5.)

Raess Photographs.

These were taken before thi

uit wa

brought by a photographer in his line of busine s.

By

chance we saw them published and procured copie from
the original negatives.

Raess, who took them, testifie :

"The fir t shows Mr. Curtiss in his normal posi
tion on the aeroplane. The second shows the ma
chine in flight with its left side slightly raised. Mr.
Curtiss is evidently correcting his balance, and is
shown with his body inclined to the left and with
the steering wheel turned to the left." (Rec. 254;
folio 720.)
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\\ ith the wh el so turned to the left, the rear edge 0£
the rudder is turned toward the right or higher
the machine, where the tip has the

ide of

maller angle of in

cidence.
On the fact of the manner of defendants' u -e of this
vertical rear rudder being the same as in the \\'rig ht pat
ent, Judge Hazel made this fi nd ing:
"I am also , ati fied that the rear rudder is turned
by the operator to the side having the least angle
of incidence. and that such turning is clone at the
time the , upplementary plane, are raised or dc
pre. scd to pre,·ent tilting or upsetting the machine."
(R c.271;folios 181- .)
On the small r point that defendants' balancing rud
der or tip s clo not aid in . upp rting the machine, a

fr.

Curti s claim , two witnes es, Messr . \ right, testify
to the contrary and demon trate the correctness of their
statements by a simple diagram. already in ertecl above.
The Wright te tify:

Defendants' Tips Lift in Normal Position. " Ir. Curti 111
hi affidavit al o states (p. '2), in speaking of the
side tips or balancing rudders ' C1 • that:
"'\!\ hen the machine is in normal flight both of
the. e balancing rudders are horizontal, as indicated
by the clotted line XL in Figs. 1 and 3 of the accom
panying blue print. Th i i their normal position
and they do not then support the machine, but lie
idle.'
"But this is not correct. See Fig. 2 of 'Complain
ants' Diagram of Operation of Defendants' Ma
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chine.' It will there be noted that if the tips C, C1
be re tared to the 'normal' position, both will have
a positive angle of incidence of four decrrees and
will be u pportin er surfaces, and not mere neutral
balancincr rudder a claimed by defendants in their
quibbling argument that they are not 'portion of
the aeroplane,' within the meaning of the patent.
The same is tru to eYen a crreater extent in Fig. 3.
This is hecau . e the angles of incidence the machine
a a whole assumes to the line of flight while in
actual tt-e, as distinguished from the a sumed so
called 'no rmal' position 1\Ir. Curtiss relies upon to
support his statement ahon quoted.
''In conclusion, we repeat, that 1\1 r. Curtiss has
incorrectly represented the adjustable tips as planes,
when in fact they arc arched from f rnnt to rear, and
ha by infcren
represented the angle of incidence
of th main planes of the aeroplanes as a fixed quan
tity of known amount when in fact it L a variable
quantity of inaccurately knmn1 amount, and as perons skilled in the art ·we a. sert that the defendant '
machine has portion of the aeroplane adjusted to
different angles of incidence and a vertical tail
which is can. eel to present lo the wind that side
which i. toward the wing having the maller angle
of incicl nee." (\Vright Bros'. affidavit, Rec. 230-1;
folio 648-651.)
The foregoing would seem sufficient to dispo e of the
disingenuous shifts which it will now be seen character
ize the position of defendants on the uses of their ma
chine a

they first evasively stated to the court the op

eration while under the stress of trying to escape in
fringement.

It is noticeable that none of the numerous

people who have flown on the Curtiss machine made any
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such affidavit as Curtiss made-not even an affidavit so
diplomatic and non-committal as is his, nor any affidavit
at all until after Judge Hazel decided against defendant ,
and their need of extricating proof grew greater.
On the e everal questions a

to the varying angle of

incidence of the machine a ~ a whole, the different angles
of incidence of the marginal portions or tips, one com
pared with the other and the consequent different re
sitances, and the use of the rear vertical rudder to
cooperate therewith in the manner described in the pat
ent, and on the minor poinL of the marginal portion or
tips incidentally acti11g, at times, to aid in upporting- the
machine, Prof. Zahm, who ha . inc testified for defend
ant ' , and Lieut. Lahm testify as follows:
Prof. Zahm says:
"I am * * * a re ident of \\a hington: re
ornell Univer ity and
ceived my education at
John Hopkin, l,Tniver ity and for many years acted
as lecturer on scientific subj ec ts at the atholic
nh· rsity of America and later at the U. S. Bureau
of Standards. I am at pr sent engaged in cientific
stuclie , and the authorship of books on scientific
subjects. I have made a special Ludy of aerody
namics. I state to the court that the angle of inci
dence of a flying machine is not always constant,
but varies from moment to moment. \i\Then the
speeds are slow, the angle of incidence is greater
than when the speed is fast, and it also varies when
the direction of the wind i not exactly horizontal.
I have made special investigations with instruments
de igned to how the variations in the horizontal
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direction of the wind and have found that the wind
varies from the horizontal by as much as twenty
degree· at frequent interval . The angles of inci
dence of the flying mach ine i also greater when
lhe loacl L heavy, as for in tance when two men are
carried, than when the load is lio-ht. The angle of
incidence, therefore, is not a constant quantity in
practical flight. I have read the affidavit of Glenn
H. Curtiss in thi ca e and also the ketch submitted
by him and state to the court that thi sketch show
a particular condition which may exi t at interval
in practical flight, but that in general the angle of
incidence of the whole machine would tend to vary
and bring about other conditions. I ha,·e also read
the affida\'it * * *" (\\' righl's) "in rebuttal and
examined hi sketch and talc that as lhe angle f
incidence of lh whole machine incrcas s, lhe ang-le
of incidence of the balancing ruclclcrs
ancl 1 will
vary as , hown in Figs. i and :3 of Mr. Vhight'.
·ketch. The angle of incidence of the balancing
rudders will, therefore, not always be equal, as
stated by Mr. Curtiss. Moreover, if the balancing
planes arc restored to the neutral po ition XL, both
rudders will become supporting surface in the
ca es , hown in Figs. 2 and 3 of ~Tr. Wrights sketch.
"Fr m my studies I state to the court that when
surfaces of equal area and shape are presented to
the wind at different angles of incidence, the surface
having the greater angle will offer a greater hori
zontal resi tance than the other. I further· tate
that if two surfaces, one convex and the other con
cave, are pre ented at equal angles of incidence,
their resistance will not be equal." (Rec. 258-9;
folios 731-5.)
Lieut. Lahm says:
"I am an officer in the army of the United States
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and for two years pa t have been a igned to er
vice in the ignal Corps and the special department
thereof devoted to aeronautic . I have studied fly
ing machines since 1907, both in France and in
America, and I state to the court that the angle of
incidence of such machines is not constant, but vari
able. \\'hen the speed is low, the angle of inci
dence i greater than when the peed is fast. I have
frequently noted thi s fact when watching the flights
of other .
"One time when I was flying with 1\Ir. Wilbur
\Y riO'ht I operated the balancing and teering mech
ani ms while ~Ir. Wright adjusted the ignition of
the motor so as to increa e or decrease its power.
The :peed of the flyer increased and decreased as
the power of the motor increased or lecrea cl. A
the , p eel d creased, I found it n cssary to raise the
front of the machine m re and more to thus give
the whole machine a greater angle of incidenc in
order to keep from clescenclinP-. The angle of the
incidence never remains exactly constant in real
practice.
"I have read the affidavit of Glenn H. Curti s in
this ca e and al o the affidavit * * *" (\\right', )
"in rebuttal and state from my knowledge of the
theory and the practice of Aying that the ketch of
Mr. urti . shows a special onclition hich exists
but momentarily in practical A.ight, while the sketch
of Mr. \\!right shows correctly the variations in the
angle of incidence of the balancing rudders C, C1 as
the angle of incidence of the whole machine
change . The normal condition of both the main
machine and the balancing rudders is one of contin
ual change in the angle of incidence. * *
"It is my opinion that in flight the balancing
planes C and C1 of the Curtiss machine w ill not pre
erve equal angles of incidence, and that the end of

*
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the machine having it balancing plane at the great
er angle of incidence will fall behind the other, un
le the difference in their re si tances is balanced by
. means of the vertical tail.
"I con ider the testimony of a witne s standing
on the ground of no value in establishing the fact
that no mO\·emenL of certain adjustable parts are
made in flight, because owing to the . peed and dis
tance of the machine and the smallness of 1110,·e
ment they are not detectable hy the eye. Only the
re ult can be noted.
'I further state that the pressur@ on the con,·cx
side of a surface is different from that on the con
cave side when the angles of incidence are equal."
(Rec. 25.5-7; folios , 22-8.)
Wrights et al on Form Defendants' Tips. "The present affi
davit of 1\T r. Curti , s is a most remarkable nnc and of
itself constitutes an impeachment of his powers of
correct observation and shows his incompetence to
give expert testimony as to what actually ·occurs on
his machine, and even seems to raise a direct ques
tion of veracity between himself and two of the
affidavits for the complainants. Mr. Curtiss says
'At present our balancing surfaces arc flat.' Yet at
Cincinnati, Ohio, where the machine of fr. Curtiss
himself * * * was inspected hy fr. Or\'ill
Wright and by Mr. Kelter only a short time before
Mr. Curtiss made the present affidavit. the icle
planes of both machines were arched and not flat.
(See affidavit of Mr. Keller.) This same fact is
confirmed in the special affidavit of Mr. Orville
Wright regarding the same matter. So far as we
can learn the flights at Cincinnati were the la t prior
to the making of the present affidavit of Mr. Cur
tiss." (Rec. 266-7; folios 755-7.)
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And we a k the court to also examine the very plain
and conclusive affidavit of Mr.
tions.

ee on the above que 

(Paragraphs 50-7 ', Rec. 65- 0.)

He is fully cor

roborated by these other witnesse , but from a different
point of view.

His

finding ~

are

tated in a happy ancl

convincin<Y manner.

Result of the Proof. Thu we submit that it is abundantly e 
tablished that in defendant ' machine the angle of inci
dence of the general machine constantly changes; that
in consequence the position of the posts constantly
varies relatively to a vertical. which results in relatively
<lifferenlialing the comparati\·e angl s of incidence of the
laterally opp

ile marginal portion: or lips, with re:ul

tant different horizontal resistance, , which latter must
of nece sity be compen aled for and corrected by the ad
justable rear vertical rudder, else lateral balance or equi
librium could not be controlled or recovered under the
variou and dangerous conditions of practical flight, and
defendants' machin

would fall.

As it does not fall in

general flight, it is manife t that these are the reasons.
They retain this rudder on their machine and keep it
under con tant control by the hand of the aviator on the
rudder-wheel , and preserve it

a sociation with the tips

as never done before by anybody until by these patentee .
All this is tantamount to a demonstration, is more than
an illustration, that these parts are used in cooperation
frpm time to time, and that all three of the claims now in
question, 7, 1-± and 15, are infrin ed.

The court below,
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with keen analysis, tersely stated, correctly so held.
Defendants' Second Position. The main purpose of the new
affidavit wa

to

how that defendants did not use the

rear rudder in cooperation with the tips to maintain
equilibrium and control of their machine.

As the court

had ruled strongly against them on their fir t denial that
t heir angle of incidence was variable, they substantially
abancl ned such denial, practically admitted that their
angle of incidence doe vary, and then said that never
t heless they did not u e the rear rudder a found by the
court. a shown by tests (ex {'artc, made with an an.1wed
prepurpo 'e) in which the rudder was secured . In laying
stress on this latter, they again and again in the new affi
davits speak of the angle of incidence changing, and of
the tips having unequal angles and different resistances.
In some places they speak of this as theoretically true,

in others as occurring under some conditions, and in still
others they so speak without such qualifications.
extracts supra in the parallel columns.

ee th

nd to make it

seem plau ible that the rudder is not needed, they now
affirm that the werving or turning of the machine out
of course is so slight when the tips are set to different
positions, as to be hardly detectable. 'vVe shall now sum
marize the new affidavits.
Curtiss' New Affidavit on Rudder Experiment.

First. While

in his original affidavits he urged that there was no
change in the angle of incidence of the supporting sur

1,
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faces during flight, and conequently no difference in the
angles of incidence of the respective balancing tips, and
made that denial the ba i of the denial of infringement,
he now admits that uch angle of incidence may or does
vary . 'vVe a, k the court to note thi change of po ition.
He fir t ~ ay

(affidavit Feb. 21, Rec. 357) that while the

variation in weight of load or in speed would make ·'no ap
preciable" cliffer nee in angle of incidence, yet the angle of
incidence "may yary slightly, but even if o, it i an ex
tremely slight variation." (Rec. 3i)9; folio 95i3.) Again he
, ays:

''\ hen carrying a greater weight or Oying some

what more ·lowly, or with the machine inclined up some

what and with a somewhat greater angle of incidence,
uch a turn is mad e to the right, if the I ft ide of th
machine tilt up more than is desirable it i nece sary to
throw the left balanci ng surfac
right down,''
again:

tc.

up and the one at the

(Rec. 359-360; folio

95-1-5.)

Still

"Thi , if the machine is flying at a greater angle

of incidence than nor mal, would theoretically give a
gr ater ano·l

of incidence on th

right balancing sur

face and a greater resi ta nce on the right side of the
machine than on the left ," and then argues that, not
withstanding thi , , the machine doe
(Rec. 360; folio 955.)

not swerve, etc.

And in the ame sentence, further

on, he speaks of the vertical rudder being turned "toward
the side having the greater angle of incidence."
lower down on page 350, in

And

peaking of the vertical

rudder, he says it is not nece sary to turn it "to the side

I
11
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of the machine having the lesser angle of incidence," or
turn it at all.

(Folio 957.)

And once again he say

II

that the rndder may be turned as often ''to the side

I.

which theoretically presents the greater angle of inci
dence or greater resistance a
(Rec. 363; folio 966.)

it is to the other side.''

Thus this affidavit repeatedly ad

mits and states that hi s machine has different angle of
incidence, and particularly that the tips have different
relative angle s of incidence and different resi tance . \Ve
.,

ask the court to weigh this, for it is important, both in
confirming the correctness of the lower court'
ions and in

hawing the incon isten y

f l\fr.

conclu
urti s'

present statements and those on the same p int in his
first affidavit.

On the former hearing he denied the ·e

very thing which he now aver . In the light of this it
is not safe to accept his present though qualified, denial
that the machine swe rves when the e marginal tips are
adjusted and doe

not need the cooperation of the piv·

oted vertical rudder. Indeed, hi s present adrnis ions that
the angles of these tips are unequal and different and
their re istance different are proof that the machine
would swerve out of its course in the ordinary uses of
these tips and would, therefore, need an adjustment of
the rear rudder to compensate for the e differences and
correct the swerving.

vVe shall see that Mr. Zahm, in

his affidavit, given defendants on their motion for a re
hearing, says the swerving does take place, and that the
rudder, though fixed, does assist in resisting the swerv

:1

L
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mg.

\Ye shall al o ee that Mr. Zahm testifies that the

rudder would have to be adju tecl if the machine met
with a cross-current. So here would seem to be enough
to confirm the correctne s of the Circuit Court's ruling and
to defeat the pre ent qualified contentions of these partie3.
Furthermore, (Rec. ;3G2-3; folios 96;3-'"1) ::"\Ir. Curtiss says a
turning effect of the machine would "at time

have ne

e s itated an almo t continual turning of the rudder back
and forth."

Here is hi · statement of the need of the cor

rective action of the rudder should the machine swerve
or ha ,.e a turning effect; and we have just pointed out
hi - admission that the marginal tip - do in fact, when
adjusted, produce different resistances.

And it is but

saying twice one are two to say that th

e different re

sistances produce turning or swerving eff cts.
~the former is at once to

tate the latter.

firms thi, in the next two
~ ays

entences.

the ''balancing sometime

uou sly from one

id

g.oe

To stat

He also con

In the latter he
on almost contin

to the other as the machine tilts

back and forth'' (such as in disturbed conditions of the
air), and adds that this "would, under such circum
stances, have nece sitated the turning of the rear verti
cal rudder back and forth to counteract the same," which
confirms Zahm's tatement that the pivoted rudder must
be used when the tip are adjusted during disturbed con
ditions.
Finally, Mr. Curtiss' affidavit bring his infringement,
even on hi

own statement, exactly within the ruling
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of Judge Hand, already referred to, on the point that it

I~

is equally an infringement to ometimes use the combi
nation, though not always to u e it.

For Curti s says:

''It is true that under conditions when theoretically the
balancing urfaces present different angle of incidence,
and different resi tances on the two . ides of the machine,
the rudder may happen to be turned to one side or the
other, but this only occur when it i desired to change
the direction of the machine, and the rear rudder i not
turned at all, or ju t as often turned by the operator to
the side which theoretically presents the greater angle of
incidence or the greater r si tance a it is to the other
ide. The operator turns it nly when he wish s to st er
the machine and t
of the

whichever side h desires, regardless

o-callecl 'side having th

mallcr angle of inci

dence and offering the least resistance to the atrno - '
phere.'"

,J

(Rec. 363-4; folios 965-7 .)

Here is a direct admission of using the combination,
just as the court found on the former hearing, with th
added claim that the rudder may also be turned toward
the larger angle. Exactly the same contention wa made
in the Paulhan ca e and disposed of by Judge Hand on
pages 5 and 6 his opinion.

I

I

Curtiss limits the statement that the machine does not
swerve to one side or the other, when the balancing tips
are adjusted, by saying that he "can detect." He repeats
this qualification "detect" again and again. See p. 357,
folio 948; p. 358, folios 949, 951; p. 362, folio 963; p. 364,
folio 967.
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o on the whole this Curti s affidavit discredits hi.
former denial of no change of angle of incidence and no
variation in re i tance of the balancing tips ancl, on the
other hand, is a virtual conf s ion of the use of the ma
chine in accordance with the principles of the Wright
patent, at least sometimes.
fringement is complete.

And if . ometimes, the in
nd moreover, if he use , it

sometimes, it is afe to conclude that he uses it all the
time, becau, e what \vould require him to perform the
mode of operation of the patent in one instance would
equally occur in other instances.

In conclu ion, we . ubmit that the effect of his thr 'e
affidavit , filed since the decision adv rse to him , go s to
show that hi s machine cl

s have lluctuating angl ' o(

incidence in flight, and the marginal or adjustable tips
on the opposite sides of the machine do consequently
themselves have unequal angles of incidence and differ
ent resi tances and that, therefore, the rear rudder must
be utilized as in the Wright pat nt.
Zahrh Affidavit. This affidavit hows the following:

(1)

That the proof it offe r

is purely cumulative of

the first affidavit on the alleged non-nece ity of u ing
the pivoted rudder in connection with the marginal tips.

(2)

That it is not for any newly discovered matter,

as all it contains could have been given by defendants be
fore they learned of the court's adverse deci ion.

(3)

. r

That Prof. Zahm admits that the balancing tips
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defendants' machine have unequal resistances and

change their angle. of incidence.

(Rec. :1G8; folios 979,

980).
(4)

That he admit

that defendants' machine turns

somewhat to one side when the tips are manipulated to
restore lateral balanc , but claim that thi · turning would
be small and would "n ot necessitate'' moving the rudd er
on it ' pivot, although thi , rudder, he say:, even if held
' tationary, is a factor which, by the air pressure on it,
aids in swinging the machine back to its cours

again.

This turning out of course when the tips arc man ipu
late<l, he seeks to minimize by limiting the holding of the
\ips in one po ·ition one second, and limiting one tip to
an angl' of 9 degr es and the other to J 1 d gr es, and in
creasing the ano·le of incidence of the machin
a sumecl normal of 5 degrees to only 1

111

from an
re degree,

namely, 6, and adding only about 3.) pounds of gasoline,
as when the tank is full.
But even thi illiberal allowance of time and angle, and
almo t imp s ible feat of holding the balancin g tips in
one position for on ly a second, nevertheless shows that
defendants' machin

undergoe the exact mode of opera

tion of the machine of the

vV right

patent, namely:

Unequal Resistance of the Tips-Difference in Angle
of Incidence of One Tip Compared With the Other
Consequent Turning Effect on the Machine - Use of
Rear Rudder (Even When Assumed to be Fixed) in Re
sisting Turning Tendency.
(5)

A labored effort to qualify his former affidavit as
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to the con tant changing of the angle of incidence of the
supporting urface of aeroplane machines.
The following quotations from Mr. Zahrn's present
affidavit . how the. e admission :

Defendants' Balancing Tips Exert Unequal Resistance.

He

ays:
"Conditions, howev r, sometimes ari . e when one
of th e balancing surfaces exerts a somewhat great
er resistance than the other." (Rec. :rnG; folio 9, .>.)
"If the machine in Hight then" (by yariation in
weil:'>ht) ''loses its equilibrium and the operator
1110\' es the balancing surfaces in opposite directions,
so that each will stand at 10 u grees from the nor
mal, the angle of incidence of the rush of air upon
the nc which is thrown up will be !) degrees and
11 d grccs on the one that is thrown clown. This
will create a somewhat greater resistance or 'drift'
n the one which is thrown down than on it. mat
and will theoretically tend to turn the machine
around on a \'ertical axis.'' (Rec. 36l ; folio 9'19
9 0.)
Here are the two admis ion

that

ne balancing tip

in clefen lant ' machine has greater re istance than the
other; and that the angle of incidence of one tip is great
er than that of the other.
the rear vertical rudder.

Thi

leaves only to consider

Prof. Zahm admits that it co

acts with the tips in correcting the turning tendency of
the machine, consequent upon the unequal resistance pro
duced by the marginal tips.

He first says that the ma

chine does so turn, and then he says that the rudder acts
to help restore the machine to a straight course.

. /

Thus:
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"I found that, under the above conditions, the u e
of the balancing surfaces for one sec ncl on defen
dants' mach in e would theoretically turn the ma
chine about a vertical axi . ." (Rec. 369; folio
983.)
Here is a fundamental admi sion that the machine
does in fact turn on a vertical axis out of its cour ·e as a
consequence of the nse of the balancing tip . In an ef

1r. Zahm says that the

fort to minimize th is adm is. ion
turning would amount to only

;~

inches.

Dut he limits

holding the tips in the one po ition for a second, or for
the fir st

e ond.

As shown in the affidavit of the

\ righ L, each succeeding second would increase the turn
ing in a far greater ratio. But it is matter of degree how
much the machine turn;, and it is matter of exigency or
necessity how long the tips will be held in one position.
The fundamental fact is the admission that the appointed
use of the tips causes the machine to turn from its
straight course and, therefore, to need a corrective de
vice, which is the rear vertical rudder.
n the action of the latter, though assu med t o be
fixed, Mr . Zahm tates:
"Furthermore the li near momentum of the ma
chin e, acting in conjunction with the vertical rear
rudder (a urned to be fixed in position as hereto
fore set fort h) would at once re tore the machine
to al most the exact direction it had befor e the bal
ancing urfaces were u sed." (Rec. 369; folio 984.)
These adm issions have referen ce to an assu med t ime
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when there are no ide-wind to di turb the equilibrium
and neces itate a more pronounced and prolonged u ~ e
of the balancing tips.

Com ing to treat the matter with

side-\\' incl ' present, e\·cn of the lighte t character, Prof.
Zahm av that in uch case it will be neces ary to turn
the rear vertical rudder on its pivot. Hi language i :
''For example-a cross-wind of '> miles an hour
or ;3 feet per second (whi h occurs on the calmest
days) would laterally displace the machine many
time. more than it would be displaced by the use
f the balancing surface . It i obvious, therefore,
that it would he necessary to turn the rudder to cor
rect the . ide drift caused by the horizontal varia
tion. of the wind, but entirely irrespectiv of the
minute disturbances caus cl by the balancing sur
face ." (Rec. 3 /0; f lios 08{}-6.)
So here is a stat ment that the rear rudder mu t be
turned when the machine

uffers from cross-winds, an l

a · the balancing urfaces mu t als

be then manipulated,

it re ult that after all the rudder mu. t be turned in con
junction with the balancing s urfaces, and at the time they
ar manipulated to keep the machine und er control and
restore its equilibrium and course.

This defines the de

fendants' machine exactly as the court below correctly
defined it in its written opinion before this Zahm affida
vit was offered. And that this admission means a great
deal more than it might seem to mean at first notice is
made manifest by the fact that in the ex parte short tests
now alleged to have been made in California, the rear
rudder was not removed.

Not at all; it was kept in
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place o that it could be used if required, e\'en during the
short Aight of a few hundred feet.

Kor was the rudder

it self fa tened, but only a light fastening was made at
the rudder-wheel, within a few inches of the hand

of

the operator. o that he could cut or break the fastenings
instantly if nece ary.
Finally 1\Ir. Zahm concludes that he does not think
I

I

there i

anything incredible m defendants' statement

that their balancing ·urfaces do not cause any turning
"which is perceptible to the operator." 1 bus he t lls the
court that though the turning movement may not be
"perceptible," to the other witnesses. though
chine, it is ncv rthekss th

not to percei\'

the ma

fact that the machine cl es

so turn e\· n in calm w athcr.
nullifies th

011

This also practically

stirnony of the other witnesses wh

claim

the turning while stan<ling on th ground

and watching the machine in the air at a distance.

If

the phenomenon i not ''perceptible," or "appreciable," a
claimed, by tho e on the machine, it i - clear that the
opinions of persons so standing on the ground ar of no
value to the court in reaching a conclusion.

Thus the

essential fact after all i. that I rof. Zahm coincides with
the \Y right - in testifying that defendant ' machines do

I

actually turn from th ir course when the balancing tip
are manipulatecl, and that the rear vertical rudder doe
cooperate in restoring the machine to its course-in
some cases, as Mr. Zahm claims, by merely holding the
rudder steady and in others by turning it on its pivot, as
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w·hen cro -wind - trike the machine. It i true that Mr.
Zahm tries to minimize the extent of the turning in de
fendants' machine, by limiting his calculation to holding
the tip

in one position only a second-the smallest

fraction of time he dare as ' t1111e, and one not in accord
with what u ually take

place in actual practice.

In

deed, it would practically be almo ·t impossible for an
operator to adjust these tips to a (J"iven position. hold
them th ere only a secon l and change them to another
position, seeing that they are operated by swinging the
whole body of the man, first to one side and then to the
other, a nece:sarily slow lllO\'e111ent.

Besides, he might

adjust them to Prof. Zah 111 's assu mecl angles of

!)

degrees

on one side ancl 11 on the other and then, instead of set
ting them back to neutral, he might adjust them further
on in the same direction, increasing the angle of the
lower turned tip and decreasing that of the upturned tip
rapidly in doing o and thu increa · ing the turning effect
which the Professor admit , takes place even in the pace
of a ·econd.

So the whole matter is one of degree, I oth

as to the extent of turning and the frequency thereof,
treating defendant ' machine alone, as also a matter of
degree a to whether it is turned as much when the tips
are o-iven a specified adju tment a is complainants' ma
chine when the tips are given a similar adjustment.
Whatever be the extent of turning, the rudder is used
and significantly kept ready at hand for the purpose.
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Law.

The law is settled that, where it is a mere matter of
degree as to the use or result as bet ween defendants' ma
chine and the patent in suit, infringement is nevertheless
present.
Wills v. Scrallfoll, 1±1 F . 525: Infringement not avoided
because patented dev ice not used to full extent po sible.
(P. 526.)

Sc7. •all£.•. Jo11cs, !HU. S. 171: "It is not neces ary t hat
the defendant should employ the pla intiff's invention to
as good advantage as he employs it, or that the re ul t
should be the . arne in degree; but it must be the same
in kind.

Winan .· \'. D nmead, 15 How .

:~:rn."

(P. 18:3.)

On the point that defendant cannot evade in fr inge
ment by dim inishing utility ' ithout materiall y changin g
form, ee Penfield v. Challlbcrs, 9'2 I'. 6:30, 63a, end of fi rst
paraonph; King
803, top of page.

·zi.

Hubbard, 97 F . 795 (syll abu ) and

(Curtiss dim inished usefu lne s of his

mach ine for t ime being by t y in g rudder.)

A lso Morgan

Co. v. Maul, .{ F. 336, J udge Coxe.
The law is also well settled that where a defendant re
tains in his machine the instrumentalities which enable
him to operate it in accordance with complainants' pat
ent and to get the benefits and advantages thereof, de
fendant will be enjoined notwithstanding he may claim
not to so use the structure or not to always so use it.

Cincin11ati v . Foss, 31 F . 469, 472, Sage,

J.:

"Does th e defe ndant infringe? I t has th e combi
nation covered b y claim t wo of th e complainants'

-

--

----
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patent. and l1 e it in an ice machine con tructed
and operated upon th e principle of the com plain
ants' machine. It is true that, according to the
testimony, the defendant doe not u e the combina
tion for the purpo e t o ·w hich it is applied by the
complainant: but as con tructed. and without any
change or modification, it is capable of precisely
the use stated in the complainants' patent; and
that this circum , tance is conclusive upon the ques
tion of infrin gement is too well ettled to require
verification."
In thL case. involving an ice making machine, defen
<lanl claimed that it so
passed with lh

ga

tt

eel a stop cock that no oil

from one point lo another.

The

court f uncl that if the gas pr ssurc w re hi h, the oil
would pa s with th e aa, : if the pres urc were low and
the top cock were ope ned gradually, the gas might be
removed without di turbing the oil.

(P. l 11.)

Thus the

defendant's device was capable of performing a per the
patent, and would
manipulation of the

o perform or not acording to the
top cock or according to the ga ·

pre sure. On that ituation the court laid clown the fun
damental ruling quoted above. And so in this ca e, Cur
tiss, on hi

own statement, sometimes turns the rear

rudder to take air pressure on the side toward the less
angle; turn it "reaardles " of the greater or le s angle,
as he ays. S on his own statement he falls within this
rule of law.
And the ame principle is laid clow n by this court in
the later case f Davis v. Perry, 120 F. 941, 9-15, the ink

'"
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tand case.

While filling defendant'

ink tand it had a

certain opening, contrary to the principles of com
plainant's patent. But once fi ll ed and in u e. th is open
tood clo ed.

ing

In that condition it was exactly like

complainant's patent. This court held infringement, say
ing:
"\\There infringement would natura lly or neces
sarily re. ul t from the ordinary use of a device. a
defendant cannot escape liahility for infrin gement
by merely showin g the po, ibility of a differen t
use."

Shelby

7'.

Dclmcrarc, 151 F. Gt, Archbald.

J.,

p. ,-_, :

"The mechanism being . nhstantially the same, it
is the possibilities that res id e in it. ttnclcr ord inary
and proper tt , e. that is to decide: ancl a, to that
there can he no question h ere. The defend ants, if
they desire may retract the mandrel so as to pro
duce a twist, but to do so is a perve rsion , the nat
ural operation being the other way; and th e resul
tant product, when the machine is correctly and
normally run, being the . ame as ihat of the com
plainants, the last prcten 'e for clisting-uishing it is
rem oved and infringement is made out."
Earlier on same page court say, :
"A mic::use, detracting from its utility, does not
change the mechanical combination or the essen
tial character of the dev ice ," citing Penfield 11. Cham
bers, 92 F. 630 and King 11. Hubbard, 97 F. 795. "Be
ing a mere matter of h ow the machine is run it does
not enter into the case." (P. 71.)
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It is further said (6th yllabus) that where the mech
anism of the infringing machine for

ome reason, de

signedly or otherwise, may have its operative effect
varied, defendant will nevertheles

infrinrre: "its po si

bilities under ord inary and proper u e being the test."

Holbrook v. S111all, 2 Ban. & A. 3!J6, Fed. Cas. No. 6;-'!J5,
Vol. 12, by Clifford, Circuit Ju tice, and Lowell, Di trict
Judge:
"\\ e find the preponderance of the evidence to be,
that the defendant. do make and use such an open
conductor, which operates, or may operate if the
farmer is disposed to u e it o, in the manner
pointed oul by the patent."

U. S. v. l\1idrnlc, 1:3r> F. 103 (1th syllabus), holding:
"It would invite evasion and destroy the value of
the patent * * * if. while pursuing its terms,
the charge of infringement could be successfully
met imply by assigning the attainment of a differ

ent object."

Tho111so11-Ho11sto11

1 1•

Kclse3 72 F. 10Hi, 1018:
1,

"A suit for infringement can not be defeated hy
merely showing that such devices could be tt e<l for
some other purposes. \.\Talk. Pat. (3rd Eel.) 331."
Claim 7.

Moreover, claim 7, for in tance. is infringed by <le

fendant ' machine even if used in the manner first in
tancecl by fr. Zahm, namely, by manipulating· the bal
ancing tips and holding the rear rudder stationary,
because in such in tance the rudder "is caused to present
to the wind that ide thereof neare t the ide of the aero
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plane having the maller angle of incidence and offering
the least re i tance to the atmosphere," a the claim says.
This claim also calls for "means whereby said rudder is
caused to pre ent to the wind that
dants' machine has uch

mean ~ ,

ide,'' etc.

Defen

wheel and ropes, and the

rudder i "held" or "turned" by them.
As Judge Hand says in hi opinion, peaking of this
ubject-matter:
"It i the combination of a differential in the an
gle of incidence with a rudder which operates"
(turned or held) "against the side of the lesser an
gle which produces this result."
So if it were true, as Zahm as urned, and as claimed
by Curti s, that they hold the rudder steady when the
t ips are manipulated, they nevertheless do , o by these
"mean " and so "cause it to present to the wind that
side," etc.

Moreover, defendant

do not claim that in

ordinary u. e they secure their rudder, hut, to the con
t rary, say they use it to steer and, therefore, it mu, t be
1

I

1,

pivoted and the means to adjust it must he retained. So,
even if they do hold it in a fixed position

ometimes

(which we deny is practicable in practice), they still
"cause it to present to the wind that side thereof," etc.
Judge Hand also passed upon a similar contention.
The defendant there contended that at times he turned
t he rear rudder toward the greater angle of incidence.
The court first found that even so, when traveling in a
~urve the pressure would

be on the side of the rudder

.



-------
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toward the lesser angle. Then the court held that even
if the defendant di 1 occa ionally not u e the rudder as
specified in the combination, he would neverthele s in
fringe becau e he did or could u e it at other times.

Juclge

Han<l then said:

"The question is not wheth r the defendant upon
occasion may not find it proper or even es ential to
turn the rudder towards the greater incidence, but
whether he uses the patented combination. For ex
ample, if the patent were for an automatic device,
it would be no answ r to ay that the defendant
u eel it intermittently. This combination is in fact
for a great part of the time used by defendant 'to
maintain or re tore equilibrium.' If at times he
avail him elf of other methods, that is nothing to
the purpose and I may disregard it.
"As a method of restoring equilibrium, the defen
dant has not shown that the rudder can be turned
toward the greater angle. All he has shown is that
in making a harp turn he may doubtless for a short
time abandon his equilibrium, restoring it when his
direction has been changed, at which time if it re
mains disturbed, he must restore it by the use of
the patented combination. In short, his evidence
goes no further than to show that he may execute
certain manoeuver during which he can safely, for
a very hort period, abandon the maintenance of
his equilibrium. 1 hat in no sense affects the ques
tion that to maintain or restore it he must eventu
ally resort to the method pecified." (P. 6 opinion.)
This is exactly the situation in which these defendants
put themselves by their claims relative to their pre
tended use of complainants' rear rudder.

At most all
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1·1

they claim is the pretended pos ibility of not always
using the rear rudder by turning it to aid in recovering
equilibrium.
i

They retain on their machine the mecha

nism to so turn and their expert, Prof. Zahm, says it

I

should be so turned at least in cross-winds. Thi bring
them exactly within Judge Hand's ruling on this same
patent.
On matters tated in defendants' affidavits setting up

II

their second position, the

Ill

I

·I'

Ii

vV right and our other wit

nesse made the following pertinent statements:
I

Wrights Confirm Zahm, Curtiss, Post That Defendants' Ma
chine Has Different Incidence and Resistance. "We
have examined the affidavit filed by defendant ·'
cou.n el along with their request for a rehearinrr.
We confirm the statement of Zahm, Curtiss and
Post that conditions ari e in the operation of de
fendants' machines in which it i , theoretically nec
essary that the right and left marginal portions pre
sent different angles of incidence and have different
horizontal re istances. We state that a difference
does actually exist." (Rec. 421; fol io 1140.)
Confirm Zahm That Rudder Receives Pressure When Held
Central Position. "We also confirm the statement of
the defendants' expert Zahm, (Rec. 369; folios 982,
984:) that defendants' adjustable rudder, when in a
central po ition, nevertheless pre ent it side to the
wind and compensates the difference in resistance
of the two balancing tips. The operator obtain this
result by holding the rudder in this position by
means of the cords and wheel, and thus employs not ·
only adjustable margins having different angles of
incidence, but also an adjustable rudder and means

I

I
1·1

I'

II
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for causing it to present to the wind the side toward
the margins having the smaller angle. The ques
tion then i · not whether defendants infringe, but
merely how much they infring " (Rec. -±21; folios
11-±0-').)

Operation of Defendants' Machine With Rudd.er Fastened.
''In order that the court may understand the tech
nical effect of the operation of defendants' machine
in experiment with the vertical rudder fastened,
we will 'late somewhat in detail the result of using
machines haying (1) no vertical tail at all;
an
unmovable yertical tail; and (:3) an adjustable ver
tical tail, all in combination -v ith wing having ad
just.able lat.era! margin .
''\Vit.h no vertical tail whatev~r, the wing with
t.he great.er ancr]e fir -t. has a slight rising and rear
ward movement, but soon the ·lowing up of t.hi
wing reduces it lifting power and it tends to ink
notwithstanding its greater angle. The machine
continues for a time almost in its original direction,
but with a idling motion. If a fixed vertical tail is
added, this turning and sidling motion cause the
tail to strike the wind on the ide toward the wing
having the smaller angle of incidence and the turn
ing on a vertical axis is arrested, almost at its in
ception." (Rec. 422; folios 1142-3.)

en

Defendants' Machine Merely Experimental if Rudder Fixed.
"If, however, the tail is immovable from its central
po ition, a trouble arises which renders such ma
chine utterly impracticable for anything but exper
imental purposes. When a flying machine is tilted
laterally it tends to skid toward the low wing with
a rapidly accelerating velocity." (Judge Hand so
found a an aeroplane principle.) ''With an angle
of declination of only 15 degrees, the side move
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I 11

ment i one-fourth as fast as that of a falling body.
Unless the operator of a fixed tail machine can
bring up a depressed wing before thi side move
ment attain serious proportion , it becomes irnpo 
ible to restore lateral balance, even with the maxi
mum adjustment of the balanf:ing tips. This i
becau e the ide movement, resulting from lateral
inclination, quickly relieves the original pressure on
the side of the tail toward the w ing margin having
the smaller angle, and brings it to bear on the side
toward the greater angle. If the tail i immovable,
the pre sure cannot be relieved, and the machine
turns faster and fa ter, and the uter wing, not
withstanding its smaller angle, rises higher and
higher because of its increa ed peed, while the low
wing sinks lower and lower. The machine become
ab ol utely uncontrollable."
(Rec. '122-;3; folio
1143-5.)

!I

1 ; 11

I

Wrights Experimented With Fixed Tails-Machines Death
Traps. "We have ourselves experimented with a
machine having the vertical tail immovable from it
central po ition, and on numerous occasions es
caped probable death only because we kept too
close to the ground for the consequences of the
resulting fall to be serious. We state positively that
machines w ith fixed vertical tails are death traps
and of no practical value as ftying machines. This
is not true, however, with the machine of the pat
ent, since the adjustable vertical rudder can be
moved away from the central position, and even
when sliding sidewise can be cau ed to present that
side to the wind w hich is toward the wing having
the smaller angle of incidence." (Rec. 423 ; fo li os
1145-6.)
Without Adjustability of Rudder, Defendants' Machine Not
Practical Flying Machine. "Without the privilege

1 11111~1

L

·.·

-
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of moving the vertical tail from a fixed central po
ition, the defendants' machine would not be a prac
tical and useful flying machine. Its balance could
not be re -tored with certainty under the every day
conditions of flight." (Rec. ±Z3-±; folios 11-±G-/ .)
On Defendants' Recent Ex Parte Experiments With Rudder
Frailly Tied. "In the trial of defendant ' machines
with the vertical tail fixed, it appears from the te 
timony that the operators kept rocking the machine
laterally, first one way and then the other. LTnder
such conditions it would be t.range that the path
hould be substantially traight, because equal rock
ing each way would produce equal turning each
way. The rocki ng in all these trials must ha,·e be n
very limited in amount. and brief in duration. This
is proved by the fact that quite aside from all ques
tions reo-arding difference in resi -t.ance o[ balanc
ing tips, a machine tends to slide rapidly toward a
depressed wing. * * *
s the witne ' es all tes
tify that no lateral move ment whatever was dis
cernible, it is evident, fir t, that the rocking was too
mall in amplitude and brief in duration to give
time for much , liding -idewise or turning on a ver
tical axi , or, econcl, the wit.nesse were not. uffic
iently trained in such work to note what. was really
occurring, which is probably true, or, third, the
qualifying words ' ubstantially,' 'not perceptibly,'
etc., mu t be understood in a very non- -cientific or
loo e en e. The lateral clisplacem nt, due to lat
eral inclination, would manifest itself much more
clearly than the turning movement, clue to differ
ence in the resistance in the wing tips. So that, if
the defendants' witnes es could not detect any side
movement whatever,. they naturally would not de
tect any turning movement either." (Rec. 424; folios
1147-9.)
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Thi

affidavit next refers to the theory advanced by

defendants as to their propeller having

me gyroscopic

action tending to prevent sicle werving.

ee Rec. 42-l-5;

folios 1H9-1150, for this part of the present affidavit,
where the error of thi

theory is hown, and the correct

effect of gyroscopic action is

ta led. .

Juclge

Hazel, at

the hearing, said their gyroscopic proposilion was too
remote.

On Zahm's Calculations. "The computation and conclusio ns
of Prof. Zahm are based upon poorly chosen data
and therefore lead to mistaken impre sions. In the
first place, he has used the table in the Chanule
book, which are those of Langley, applying to ur
face havincr equal length and breadth . But the
balancing tip f lhc Curti s machine are rectangles,
eight feel by two.
urfaces of uch shape lift much
more at the angle named by Mr. Zahm than square
surface , a Langley, Lilienthal and others have
stated, and we have found from our own experi
ments. The lift is in fact aJrnost twice as great.
This introduce an error in the co mputation of near
ly 100 per cent at the first tep." (Rec. 425-6; folios
1152-3.)

Limited to Extra Weight of 35 Pounds. "Second, the compu
tation is based upon an extra weight of only 35
pounds, producing an increase of angle of only one
degree. But 1\Ir. Curti s has testified that he has
carried an extra man with him. At Los Angele
he carried a man weighing at least five times the
assumed overload. Between full speed and mini
mum speed there is a difference of angle of inci
dence from 6 to 10 times as great as the angle upon
which computation is based." (Rec. 426; folios
1154-5.)

..
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Limited to Tips in One Position 1 Second. "Third, ::\Tr. Zahm
ha . a sumecl that the turning force is limited to one
second, while l\Ir. Curtiss ha testified that he has
carried a man seated to one side of the center of the
machine throughout a !light, in which case the turn
ing effect must ha,·e been continuou , because the
greater weight on one side would necessitate the
aclju trnent of the balancing tips to clifferenl angles
at all times. A disturbance which can he corrected
in one secnncl is comparatively mild." (Rec. l'cG ·
folios 11.)1-0.)
But Zahm Says Rudder, Though Fixed, Resists Turning
Not Merely to Steer. ''Fourth, ).[r. Zahm has in
cluclecl in hi computatio n th resistance of the
fixed Ycrtical rndd r, which under the assumed con
cliti ns becomes exposed to the wind on that side
which is toward th tip having the smaller angle of
incidence, even when held in the central position."
(Rec. J·W; folio 11!>."5.) "He thus as . umes, quite cor
rectly, that the yertical rear rudder is not a mere
steering device, as claimed by defendant.." (Ib.)
"This inclusion of the re . istance of the vertical rud
der conceal the real difference in resistance of the
right and left tips." (Rec. l '2~ ; folio 11.)G.)
Summary of Zahm. "From the four cau. es which have been
named, the amount of disturbance which actually
occur at times in the Curtiss machine is by no
mean justly presented in the computation and con
clusion of l\Ir. Zahm. The r eal nature of a balanc
ing system is more easily judged, and sh ould be
judged, by its act ion when the condit ions are bad
and the life of the op er ator depends upon its correct
working under all conditions." (Ib .)
Atmospher ic Disturbances. "Atmospheric disturbances are
not by any means momentary. The wind is made up
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I

1

of whirls of all izes; some le s than a foot in diam
eter; some a hundred feet; ome a mile and some
300 to 400 miles. Many rotate on vertical axes and
others, as a hail storm, on horizontal axes. They
vary in duration all the way from a fraction of a
econd to ix days. If the gust i , at all e\'ere, sev
eral second are required to recove r equilibrium."
(Rec. 4'27; folios 1156-7.)

Flying Near Trees. "When flying alongside of a row of tree
in a cross-wind, we have found it necessary to keep
one wing at a greater angle than the other contin
uou ly. In circling a imilar condition exiL ts." (Rec.
42' ; folio 1157.)
Torque Defendants' Motor Tends to Careen Machine. " In
the Curti s machine the reaction from the torque
of the motor t nd · to turn the whole machine from
a longitudinal axi in a direction opposite to that of
the rotation of the propeller, the amount of the
force varying with the power of the motor, o that
the machine would be continuou ly out of lateral
balance except for corrective effects continuously
applied by means of the balancing tip · and rear
rudder." (Rec. 427; folios 1157- .)
Hamilton and Curtiss W,ith Rudder Fixed Didn't Balance
With Tips Alone, Rudder Helped. ''Even if it be
assumed that flight were made with the lefendants'
machine by Curti and Hamilton with the rear rud
der fixed, we tate that the balance was not restored
by the balancing tips alone, but by the balancing
tips in cooperation with the fixed vertical rudder,
which, as tated by Prof. Zahm, under such concli
tions received a pressure on its side, the ide being
in fact toward that side of the machine having the
smaller angle of incidence. Zahm includes the sta
tionary tail in the balancing combination, whose
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action he computes.'' (Zahm affidavit, Rec. 369;
folio 9c2 and 9 4; \\' rirrht affidaYit Rec. ·127- ;
folio 1158-9.)

Rudder Part of Balancing System Even if Fixed for Time Be
ing. "\Ve repeat that the rudder of defendant ' ma
chine, whether fixed or movable. is a part of the bal
ancing mechani m and not solely a steering device,
as claimed by defendants. If, however, it were al
way
tationary while balancing, it would be im
po ible to restore balance whenever a rapid sliding
occurs, as already explained. This condition is
liable to occur at any moment in ordinary use and
a practical machine mu t be constantly ready to
meet uch condition. \Vith a non-adjustable verti
cal rudder the defendants' machine would become
a death-trap. It is nece. sary that the rudder of de
fendant ' machine he aclju . table in order to make
the machine afe and practical." (Rec. 428; folios
1159-60.)
At this point in the affidavit the patentees refer to l\Ir.
Post's

tatement that uprights in Curtiss' machine re

mained in line in the , hort experimental trial he saw.
They show Mr. Po t's e,·ident inaccuracy of ob ervation.
and illustrate by drawing ju t how the uprights would
appear.

(Rec. 428-9; folios 1160-'Z for affidavit and p. 430

for this drawing.)

" fr. Post is mi. taken either as to th fact that
the standards remaine d in line, or, as to the con
clu ion that the machine did not turn on a vertical
axis."
Wrights Have Experimented Even With Tips Fastened and
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Tail Absent. "In some of our early experiments,
we made flights ·w ith the wings fastened and a yer
tical tail entirely absent. Only the front ruclcl er was
operated. \Yith this arrangement a flight was made
from the top to the bottom of the Big Kill Devil
Hill, lasting ninet ee n seconds . The flight of the
urti, machine with the rnclcler tied had an aver
age duration of approximately eight or ten econcls.
It is sometimes po sible to make experimental
flights without encountering tbe difficulties which
make an efficient balancing sy. tern necessary."
(Rec . ..J ?8; folio . 11 G?-:1.)
In Defendants' Machine Rudder Receives Pressure Next Small
Angle if Held or Turned. " \\rhen the lateral bal
ance of defendants' machine is h ing· corrected, the
adjustable yertical rndcler i. caused t prese nt that
side to the wind which is toward the wing having
the . mallcr angle o f incidence ancl least resistance.
omct.i me. this result is attained by holding th
adjustable rnclcler in the central position. At other
times it i necessary to off'>et the rudder in the man
ner shown by the Raess photograph. of 11r. Curtis
in flight.' (Rec. 4.-29; folios 11G:1-1.)

I.

Curtiss Admits Such Variation in Speed as Makes Decided
Variation in Incidence. "1\fy former affidavit re
garding the variation of speed of cle[endants' ma
chine -v as based up n reports of act ual flight and
computations of the capacity of the machine. (See
Rec. 1'2!'); f li os 11:11-'2 for that part of his former affi
davit where :\Tr. \Vright explains that as the known
variation of speed of defendant s' machine is from :30
to -~O mile. an hour, the lifting effect would be reduced
over one-half, or clown to 300 pounds at low speed,
if the angle of incidence were not increased at low
speed; and, as it requires 700 pounds lift to support
such machine of defendants, it could not fly at 30

-----

~

~
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miles unlc th e incidence changed with the speed .)
"It is po sible for uch ·a machine to fly at a speed
so low that the ano-le of incidence is more than 1·2
degree . Some of the photographs of ~Ir. Curti. ,
in quick startino- contest , how that the machine
can, and does, lea,·e the ground at spee l so low
that an angle fully thi great i required for upport.
The exact amount of the actual variations in angle
and peed, howeYer, is not a matter of material im
portance in this cause. All agree that considerable
variation occurs.
1'.Ir. Curtiss admits in hi s affida\'it of l\Iarch 16th"
(Rec. -1.l:-'; folio 12:-t1) "that the speed varies six
miles. In a former affida\'it he stated that he some
time. turned clown his power one- hal f. Such a cle
crea e of power woul d really reduce the speed more
than six miles, hut it is not necessary to dispute as
to t he exact amount. There is agreement that the
speed varie at least six miles. But ince the lift
varies in ver ely, a t he quare of the speeds, a re
duction of six mile in speed would reduce the lift
by 25 per cent, unle the angle of incidence shou ld
be increa eel to compensate the effect of th e reduced
peed." (Rec. 462-3; fo lio l '259-G l. )
Lessened Speed qf 6 Miles Increases Incidence 4 Degrees.
"The req uired increase of angle would he ahout -1:
degrees. So that under the variation of speed ad
mitted by defendants, there would be a ve ry con
siderahle increa e in the angle of incid ence of the
whole machine, a resulting difference in the angles
of the balancing rudders when one is turned up and
the other down, and a difference in their re sistances.
The conditions would, in fact, be very similar to
th o e assumed in the computation included in my
affidavit of March 12th, and the effects would be
very much the same.

--

I,

I
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''l\Ir. Curtiss'' (Rec. 452: folio l ?:m) "admit that
his machine sometimes tilt~ laterally 10 degrees.
This would canse the machine to sl ide laterally
' 'v ith approximately one-sixth of the speed of a fall
ing body.
"1Ir. Cnrtis state that he turns on more power
when he carries a passe nger, but when he races he
turns on FULL PO\VER when al one. The differ
ence in angle of incidence mnst exi t in these two
cases." (Rec. 46:1; folios 1 ?61-?.)
A Second Insufficient to Recover Balance. ''One second is
not the maximum time required for correcting lat
eral balance. ~Ir. Curtis: him elf on ly claims it is
a 'fair average .' ~Iany di. turbances are brief, but
other require time for correction , and even after
the disturbing cause has pas. eel, e\'eral moments
are required lo bring the machine hack
it n r 
mal position." (Rec. 4G0 ; folio 126~.)
Tilting and Turning Rudder. "Mr. urti ss sa rs that ' Jo
aviator allows hi s machine to tilt o that it licles
down sidewise, unless h e wishes to be killed.' It
is not alway possible to present such tilting, and
thi i the rea on that the tail mu t be movable 'un
le s he wi ·he to be killed.'" (lb.)
Birds Tilt. "I often see bird s tilt laterall y as much as fifly
degrees. One wing tip seems almo t straight up,
and the other almost traight clown. In practical
flight, strong tilting will be expected at times. '
(Rec. 464; folio 1264.)
Raess Photo. Shows Curtiss Rudder Toward Smaller Inci
dence. "The Raess photograph shows the rudder et
over toward the side having the maller angle of in·
cidence. There has never been any confusion re
garding the tail and the 1 races, except in the minds
of defendants. The explanation is entirely super
fluous.
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"The rear edge of the tail should normally be ad
ju ted in the middle of the rear edge of the hori
zontal plane, but the photograph shows that the
rear edCTe of the rudder is nearer to one rear corner
of the horizontal plane than to the other, and that
it i on the side neare t the tip of the aeroplane
who e balancing rudder has the smaller angle of
incidence." (Rec. ±6±; folios 1264-5.)
Zahm on Correcting His Tables. "In the affidavit" (a later
one) "of Profe sor Zahm, he states that the effect
of using correct tab les would be to reduce the
amount which it is nece ary to turn the balancing
rudder , but this i not the proper conclusion, be
cause experience shows that it i often nece ary to
turn the balancing rudder the fu ll ten degree as
the photograph. show. Therefore, the turning ef
fect must be great.er than he ha e t.imated.' (Rec.
-:l.6±; fo lio 126:").)
Brief and Longer Periods Variation Defendants' Incidence.
"That the defendants' machine doe in reality fly
with the angle of incidence much greater than the
normal angle I have hown in th is affidavit in an
other connection, b th w hen t he power is turned
clown, w ith the same load, an d w hen the load is in
creased, with fu ll power turned on. These are
cases whe re the angle is permanently increased .
The variations in the w ind and in the direction of
the wind, cause briefer variations as set fo rth in
fo r mer affidavit . I repeat that defendants' ma
chine rarely, if ever, flies for a second at a time with
the right and left balancing rudders at exactly equal
angles of incidence. In cases of extra loads ca rried,
it would requi re hours of calculat ion t o deter mine
just how much extra power to t urn on to keep the
angle of incidence co nstant." (Thi s Curtiss cannot
do in fl ight.) (Rec. 464-5; fol io 1266-7.)
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Zahm's Later Mental Reservation. ''The tatement'' (later)
"of 1\fr. Zahm that the balancing is done by the bal
ancing planes alone, does not accord with his state
ment that the turning effect on a \'Crtical axis is
prevented by the rudder, and is e\'idently based
upon a mental re ervation.
"It is not disputed that if the tail were allowed
to SWING FREE the effect of the ide balancing
plane would be affected, ancl the re ult as regard ·
lateral balance would be different.
"I repeat that whenever the tail is prevented from
turning it co-operate with the balancing plane in
re storing lateral balance.'' (Wilbur \V right affida
vit 1\Iarch 19, 1910, Rec. 465: folio 1267-8.)
Chappelle, engaged during the past four year in tncly
ing and experimenting in hydrodynamics and aeronau
tics in France, Italy and Germany, and being familiar
with the machines used in thos·e countries, te tifiecl
"when an aeroplane is tilted so that one wing is higher
than the other the machine tend
lower wing.

to

lide toward the

If the machine ha a fixed vertical rudder

the lateral motion will cau e the air to trike the rudder
on the

ide toward the lower wing.

* * *

lTn

less the rudder can be turned toward the outer wing,
which has the smaller angle of in cidence, the machine
will continue to turn and the out ide wing to rise till the
machine finally cap izes.

I

tate that a flying machine

having movable wing tips in conjunction with a fixed
vertical rudder would be dangerous and impracticable."
(Rec. 435; folios 1177-8.)
The affidav its of Lieut. Humphrey and Mr. Hammer
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both confirm the testimony of the vV rights that the Cur
ti s or any uch machine would be utterly impracticable
for general Right with the rear rudder fixed. This is put
beyond que tion or cavil by defendants and their wit
nesses ·who have flown at all-for they all u e the free
rudder whenever using the machine in the regular way.
They experiment, briefly, with the rudder only so fixed
that they can break the frail fa tening if need be.

For

general flight they use it pivoted, with all the necessary
connections to manipulate it and the tips at will and
together.

Knabenshue: He 1s an aeronaut of long experience · was an
exhibitor at the Los

feet an cl

ng le.

aw

Curtis ~ ,

Hamilton ancl \Villard fly in defendant ' machine.

Wa

al o pre ent at a previous meet in Cincinnati when Cur
tiss and Hamilton were present.

He testifies Curtis at

Cincinnati explained to him he had had "great difficulty
on different occa ions in making turns," because of the
tendency of the Curtis machines to '"rise higher than he
wished on the high side."

Curti s ~ tated that on "pre

vious occasions he was compelled to turn his rudder to
ward the high ide,
decrease on the high
greatly."

* * *

as the

peed would then

ide and increase on the low

ide

Curtiss further stated that he had had "the

same experience" at Hammondsport in "making his first
flights,

* * *

and so turned his rear rudder toward

the high side for the same purpose."

By high side, fr.

Knabenshue explains reference is made to "the side hav
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ing the less pressure or smaller angle of incidence of the
tip."

(Rec. 441-2; folios 1197-8.)

At Los Angeles Mr. Knaben hue again aw Curtiss ma
chines in flight,

ometimes while ''on the ground, and

at other time when these machine would pa s me while
I was in the air with my dirigible."

On such occasions

he "observed the operation they gave their Curtiss ma
chines and saw them manipulate or adjust the balancing
tips and operate or set the rear vertical rudder."

The

rudder in "the e machines was always connected to the
wheel immediately in front of the aYiator by flexible
wire , and could be turned at will either to the right or
left."

(Rec. 4 l2-3 ; folios 1200-1.)

He also testifies that a flying machine "would be im
practicable and of no use for conducting flight
rear vertical rucld r were fa tened
could not adju t it from side t

if the

o that the operator

side as occa ion would

require in manipulating lateral balance and making
turns."

(Rec. 4-13; .folio 1 ?01.)

And impracticable for

ordinary flight "if the rear rudder were not free to he
manipulated in conjunction with the side tips so as to he
turned to receive pressure on that icle opposite the side
of the machine having the smaller angle of incidence and
the least pre sure-an operation necessary in manipulat
ing and controlling lateral balance."
1203.)

(Rec. 44-3; folio

(By "opposite" he refer to next to, not away

from, as Curtiss facetiously pretends in a later affidavit.)

It is dear from Knabenshue that Mr. Curtiss and his

' I
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men haye used the combination of marginal tip and rear
rudder in the manner the lower court determined, al
though

urti s denies, but with

u picious yehemence,

Knaben hue's traightforward account.
Post Affidavit. Ile admits that theoretically, meaning on prin
ciple, different angles of incidence of the upporting sur
face , and con equently of the balancing tips, and the
unequal re istance of the latter, would produce a turning
tendency, to correct which and keep the machine in a
,'traight course the rear rudder would have to be adjusted.
(Rec. :330; folio 92, .) He then au\'ances the old gyro cop
ic propo ' ition, which was in defendants' fir t affidavits
a theory the Wrights again xplode in their last affidavit.
(Rec. lb.)

Again Mr. Po t

ay the machine was given

one flight "for the purpose of testing the engine to

ee

if it was in running order, before they tied the rudder."

If the rudder i of no con equence in controlling lateral
balance, then why did they keep it in readine s for use
while te ting their engine? This i an unwitting telltale
statement.

It means more than at first sight.

It means

that until they got everything ready for a little test of
500 feet or so, they kept the vertical rudder for use .
Then when Mr. Post did apply his fastenings, he was
careful not to fasten the rudder itself, but did it as they
did in California, with a strip of paper glued to the steer
ing wheel and its post, or by tying the steering wheel
with a "light cord." The photograph he refers to shows
the cord in a bow knot.

Both fastenings were frail and

right at the hand of Mr. Curtiss, so that, if he got a cross
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wind, as Prof. Zahm refers to, he could save himself by
using the rudder as per the patent and in the manner the
lower court had found defendants do use it.
~Ir.

chine.

Po t claims he could see no turning of the ma
accounted for also by lilr. Zahm, wh o

That i

says the swerving would be yery light with the tip s held
in one po ition for a "second.'
were constantly aclju ted.

Mr. Post . ay

the tips

As the flights were only .)10

to 5-±0 feet, the adj ustrnents must have been a mere play
ing with the tips. Being slight, it is easy to be een why
Ir. Po t did not ob erve it.

Again Zahm

ay that the

rudder, though fixed, is a factor which check the werv
ing.

Mr. Po t claim

the rudder wa fi,'ecl, we have

the reason given by Ur. Zahm why th swerving was not
so pronounced that 1\lr. Po t could see it.
peaks of a half mile flight.

Ir. Post

It is obvious that if he could

not see, for the reasons just stated, what happened when
the machine was clo e, he could not see when it was so
far away.

But

1r. Post qualifies, saying ther'e was no

werving that he could "detect," ancl in

ighting along

a front and rear po t, they remained "in almost perfect
alinement."

Here he takes cover under what he could

"detect" and under "alrno t," the latter a very flexible
word.

That the posts were "almost" in line is a state

ment that they were not in line.

s they are only about

4 feet a2art, a sl ight non-alinernent of them wou ld actu
ally mean a distinct swerve of the longitudinal axis of
the machine, mea ured from the front rudder to the rear
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rudder, a di tance of some 24 feet.
Po t actually confirm
the machine does

So, after all, Mr.

Prof. Zahm's expert opinion that

we rve

ome even on his ba is of a

''second,'' and .that the checking of the swe rving i

clue

to the rear rudder, even though it be fa tened. Post also
ays the wind was li ght, and "almo t still.''

(Rec. 3~3;

fol io 935 .) He al ' O speaks of the "difference of re istance
of th e two sides of the machine by the use of the balanc
ing plane ,'' (Rec. :3;'5-l:; folio 939) and then ba. es the non
swerving on the use of the plane "only a second ." (Rec.
;)JG; folio 9-!5.)

Finally he ay he tried the machine, but "with the wheel
not
•

j

aled,' a he had ''not previou ly Aown on a machin e

f this type."

(Rec. 355; folio 942.)

This is very rich.

Ile gives thi s affidavit with the view to getting thi court
to believe that the adjustable rudder for use with the tips
is non-e ential and not u ed, yet when he got on the ma
chine him elf, he kept the wheel free, so that he could
swing the rudder to meet practical conditions.

He was

afraid to fly without it. If not, why did he keep it with
in his control? That he had not flown on machines of
thi

type before i no excuse, because he is contending

for defendant , and they are contending, that th e free
dom, and, therefore, the use, of this rudder as per the
patent i

not a part of defendants' machine.

But as

stated in the homely adage, the proof of the pudding is
in the eating, and so when he came to fly, he kept the
"pudding," a it were, right at hand.

The value of this
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man's testimony against the vital character and coope
rating need of the vertical rudder with the tip

is thu

mea ured up, when it came to a question of self-preser
vation.

CALIFORNI A AFFI DAVITS.
There is nothing in these afficlaYits which is not cumu
lative testimony on the original contention of defendants
that there was "no nece sity'' to ttirn their rear rudder
when operating the balancing tips. They all come to one
point, some by inference and Hamilton's by direct stale
men t.

And as he performed the te t ' mo t referred to,

January 13th and February 1 t, we will take hi

tate

ment as to the action of th e machine. He ay the "ma
nipulation and operation of said

upplementary plane -"

did not cau e the mach ine to deflect '' laterally from a
substantially traightaway cour e." (Rec. 391, folio 10-!:8;
p. 391, folio 10,19, February affidav it .)

Mr. Blake lee, the

patent attorn ey who drew these affidavit., likewise tates
as to t he cour e bein g" ubstantially" straightaway. (Rec.
3 6; fo lio 1034.)
So the sole point sought to be made is that with the
rudder held by ty in g the rudder wheel to its supporting
post, in one ca e w ith cor d and in another with a paper
wrapp ing and a postage

'I

tamp, the machin e flew the

short distances indicated in a substantially straightaway
course. But the reason it did so is stated by Mr. Zahm,
as we have already seen, who says this rudder, though
fastened, "acts in conjunction with" the forward or "lin

•

j
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ear momentum" of the machine to "at once restore the
machine to almost the exact direction it had before the
balancing surfaces were used" or adjusted. So it was the
rear rncldcr, with the mean

that caused it to present

(hold) one ide toward th e .'ide of the machine with the
le. s angle, that prevented t he machine from leaving ''suh
tantially a traightaway course." Dut neither Uamilton
nor any of the affiants state w hy the machin e kept this
" ubstantially" straig ht course.

They either did not

know, or, kn ow in g, they did not say, preferring to lca,·e

.

the in ference that the balancing tip
;

clicl not throw the

machine ut of -uch cour 'e. As testified by the \\'ri ght
and our other affiants, the times when the rudd er mi o-ht

•

j

be o held , instead of actively turned, arc an abnormal
and unu ual con lition and are not the general and ex
pected condition ; and that Right

in a practical sense,

could not be made without manipulating the rudder to
re o-ulate its controlling effect,

o as to compen ate for

the difference in head re i tance offer d by the re si ective
balancing tip , clue to their difference in an g ls of inci
dence.
Onr position is, therefor e, su mmed up as follows:
(1)

That the present affidavits are merely cumulative

on the stale claim, advanced in the fir st affidavit fil ccl by
Curtiss und er the order to how cau se, that, as then pre
tended, it wa "not neces ary" to operate the rudder on
it pivot when manipulating the balancing tip . Being
but cumulative, we believe this c urt hould give small

•
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heed to the e additional affidavits, for clearly if parties
can come back in this manner and attack in a econd ef 
fort what the court has decided against them in the fir t
instance, the stability of judicial determination once had
will be seriou ly impaired, to the di credit of the admin
istration of justice, and to the painful bur.den of the op
posing litigant.
(2)

That the ex partc short flights clo not prove that

a a practical proposition defendants do not use the com
bination of complaintants' balancing tip , and rear co
operating rudder, but only show that in a hort Right,
under selected conditions, it is pos ible to impair the
efficiency of the combination, while retaining all the
part , by not adjusting the rear rudder; but that even
such use of the rudder is only pos ible in the ab ence of
the frequent cross-winds and other unexpected condi
tions that constantly arise.

Such an abnormal, tempo

. rary and impracticable misuse of the patented organiza
tion cannot avail defendants to escape infringement ;
e pecially when all parts of the combination are retained
ready for use, a exigencies require.

And even while so

temporarily holding the rudder steady, it is "caused to
present to the wind that side thereof nearest the side of
the aeroplane having the smaller angle of incidence and
offering the lea t resistance to the atmosphere," as called
for in claim 7, and as Mr. Zahm testifies. Here is a sub
tantial infringement of claim 7.
(3)

That even if these latest affidavits are claimed to

•

I

..
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be evidence that defendants w ill not hereafter

perate

the rear rudder by always turnino- it in the manner the
lower court has clecidecl the evidence sh owed they clid,
till we in law are entitled to the continuance of the in
junction, as we are not called upon to rely upon any
promise that defendants will not hereafter infringe . Crier
v . l111lcs, 170 F. :3 2±, C. C. A. 2nd circuit, Lacombe, \\' ard

and

(-1-)

T

oyes,

J. J.

That even if clefcnclants could use the ruclcler for

steering only, they would be as apt to use it in conjunc
tion with aclju ' ting the marginal tip s to c ntrol the bal 
'I

ance while flying, a. not, especially while flying in curyes.
Taking this and t he fact tat cl by Zah 111 t h.a t the rn clcler

•

I

must be t urned toward th e

mailer angle w h en cro s

w inds prevail it is manife t that defendant

will inev

itably infringe . If they were flying against a head-wind

and veered off in making a turn, then they would have a
cross-wind and would, as Prof. Zahm says, be required
to so adjust the rear rudder.

If they were sailing with

the wind and veered off to turn, they would have the
same condition.

If they were sailing across the wind,

they would again have the same condition.

J\ ncl as t he

w ind con. tantly vari es fro m one side to t he o the r , up ancl
down, and in force and effect, it is ma ni fest t hat as long
a. defendant ' machine contain

this co mb ination, w ith

mean . extending fr om th e tip. and mea n s

xt nclin g

fr om the ru dder to th e oper ato r fo r th e ma nipul ati on of
th ese dev ices, th ey w ill infringe; as we say, all th e ti me,
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or, even on their own theory, will infringe a part of the
time.
The concln ion reached by the lower court were there
fore correct, and nothing now submitted tends to change
that ruling.

Williard. Employee of defendants; says for 7 months past in
using the Curti

machine he employed th

vertical rud

der solely for "deflecting the course of th

machine;' has

used the balancing plane "independently of the \'ertical
rudder to maintain lateral stability," and
latter ha
direction."

uch u e of the

not ·'affected the course of flight in a lateral

If all thi be true, it i

trang

tatement

than

I

uch an affi

davit was not offered on the original hearing.
stronger in his

, •

urtiss himself.

ITe i ·
Thi

affidavit comes within the condemnation and caution ut
tered by Judge Taft, Justice Lurton and Judge Thomp
son in Potts v. Crcagar, 97 F. 78.
never use

But he doe not ay he

the rudder at times wh n u ing the tips to

effect balance.

If he uses it then, even to teer, as he

claims, he would neverthele

be u ing the rudder and

tips in cooperation. So, after all, there is nothing in his
affidavit to enable defendants to escape the rule followed
by J uclge Hanel and laid down in the ca es supra.

Hamilton Affidavit. So also in his two affidavits he does not
say that he does not turn the rudder at times when he i
working the tips.

.

.
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Warner Affidavit.

He claims dur ing October, 1909, he made

flights in his Curtiss machine when he "repeatedly and
olely" used the balancing plane to maintain lateral sta
bility, without "utilizing or relying" upon the rear rud
der: that in one in tance, late in October la t, control
of the rudder was lo~t by the di connection of a wire, and
yet he traYelecl "clear above the ground" at least three
eighths of a mile, using solely the balancing plane . If
all this be so, it could have been proved before the de
cL ion again t defendant , becau e it date was before the
original affidavits were filed .

H wever, \Varner doc

, • I

11

t say that he clicl

11

t genera ll y

tt.

e the rudder and tip

in coop ration, and docs not ay lhal he did not turn the
rudder al limes when he was al o manipulating the wing

lips.
Robinson Et Al Affidavit.

Blake lee says he telephoned the

vVeather Bureau at Fresno, Cal., to ascertain the velocity
of the wind at the times of these special te ts that day,
and they reported the velocity at Fresno was 10 mil s an
hour al the time of one of the trials and

ll

miles at an

other. But a ide from the hearsay character of the tate
ment -·, they are of no value because the velocities are
taken by the vVeather Bureau at points high up, and not
near the ground where the machine was that day tested.
What the velocity was high up in the air at Fresno City,
proves nothing as to the velocity near the ground some
distance away where the machine was te tecl.

All these
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partie \Vere either employee of the defen lanb or their
associates in the infringing enterprise of c nducting
flight· with this infringing machine.
Credibility of This Evidence. In Potts

't'.

Crea gar, supra, Judges

Taft, Lurton and Thompson caution against giYing
weight to eYiclence prepared after a case has been de
cided and ''the weaknes es of the losing side are clearly
hr ught out." In such e-vent "there i great clanger that
the exigencie of the ca e may lead witn e es to round
out evidence beyond that which exact truth woulcl per
mit.

and weighed in the light of this clang r.'
Thi

. I

Such evidence mu t be taken with great caution

evidence is of thi

character, ancl

("P.
1.

G.)
merely cu

nrnlative and could have been obtained just as well be
fore defendant learned the views of the court from the
decision.
1\foreo er these te ts were c.r partc , , uch a. r jected by
the court of appeals, fir t circuit, in Plunger ·u. Standard,
10;; F. !)OG, ~11, saying:
report of tc t

"We cli regard altogether the

made apparently by a

killed operator,

. ome of them in the ab ence of complainant or of doubt
ful interpretation, and in all so few as to be valucle, s."
To the ame effect Bcthlclzcm v. Niles, 1G6 F.

0, 888.

Under all these circumstances we submit that this

court ought to be reluctant to give weight to these e.i

parte matters as a basis for modifying or reversing, or
even in reviewing the well-considered conclusions of th

• I

~---~

....

----

--~

~
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lower court, deliberately reached after elaborate presen
tation and laborious consideration.

Moreover, the an

wering evidence of the ·wrights we belieye fully meets
and di, places eyerything claim cl from this specially pre
pared showin rr of defendant .

In ome of the tests the hand-wheel was fastened by a
piece of paper held by a postage stamp.

In others by a

mere string pas eel around the wheel spoke and it . tan
clarcl. The very character of these fastenings carrie the
unavoidable suggestion and suspicion that it was in
tended that the operator could ea ily break them.

The

photograph furni heel shows the cord u, eel was very
light and frail, and wa tiecl in a bow kn t, ea ·ily pulled
out.

Both fa tenings were

uch that the wheel could

haYc been moved more or le
fa tenings.

without disturbing the

The fastening , too, were close to the hand

of the operator. These circum tances, and the fact that
the te t

were wholly ex parte, and were made for the

purpose of

111

eting an adverse judgment already known

to the e partie , bring this testimony within the case of

Potts v. Crcagar, supra.
This leave

only a word or two to di po e of defen

dant ' very weak contention, advanced in their first affi
davits, that their marginal portions or tips are not
portions of the main aeroplanes.

But that they are por

tions of the main ae:oplanes, for all practical purpose ,
is manifestly obvious from what has been said. It has
been shown that when either of them is at a positive

• I

14±
I
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angle, it ha a supporting function, t.he same a do com
plainants' marcrinal portion .

It has been

hown in the

joint affidavit of the \\'right , from the pamphlets called
"Acr nautics," that when Curti

fir t began to infringe.

he placed his marginal portion

or tips in line with the

end

of th e aeroplanes.

(See pp. 12 and 13 June

number and cm·er of Augu t
tics.")

number of "Aeronau

That was before the notice of infringement of

July 20, l!JO , was given him.

Then he , eems to have

taken fright and, impliedly recognizin<Y the validity of
the patent and his infrincrement, he sought a further
eva~ ion by placing these marginal portions or t.ip, a lit

tle I wer down, a, now shown by this record.

Being

unable to mal e any other colorablc change, they n w a. k
the court to o narrowly canst.rue thi pi nccr patent, the
fir t of it

kind, that their attempted evasion \ ill he

available, so that they may appropriate the soul and

ub

stance of ·w right ' inv ntion by deviating slightly from
the

ne example of co n ·truction pictured in the patent.

All adjudicated rule

of construction applicable lo basic

patents forbid such a cour. e.

These marginal portions

. or tips of defendants' machine are no thing, more or le

,

than parts of the main aeroplan set lower than the upper
and higher than the lower main plane.

They are at the

lateral extremities of the machine just as in complain
ants' patent.

They extend out beyond the more rigid

part of the main aeroplanes, ju t as in complainants' pat
ent, and defendants confess that they are utilized in
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maintaining or recovering late ral balance.

To empha

ize their literal equivalency to complainant ' exemplified
con tructi on, Mr. See has treated the matter under the
head of equi\'alc11l in paragraphs 41 to 43 of his affidavit.
(Rec. 58-6 1.) Ile ha further ill u trated their equivalency
in a clear k tch (Rec . 1), ,,·here the court i respect
fully inyitecl to read paragraphs ,

to 3.

Modifications Contemplated by the Patent. As bearing upon
the interpretation of the scope of the \Vright patent, at
tention i called to the repea ted

tatements it contain

that the patentees clo not wi h to be understood as lim
iting their invention to the particular exemplificati ns
set forth in the patent conformahly to the statute, which
requires that one emboclim nt of the inventi on be clearly
hown and fully de cribecl.

\nd

Ir.

ee calls attention

to this matter as omething he ob ervecl in studying the
patent.

( ee paragraph -10 o f his affi<la\ it, Rec. 57-58.)

For in tance, the patent stales that the machine may
be operated "either by the application of mechanical
power or by the utilization of the force of gravity."
1, line 13.)

(P.

Fig. 1 is described as showing "an apparatus

embodying our invention in one form ."
All the drawing

are said to

bodying our invention

in

(.P. 1, line 13.)

how "an apparatus em

one form.'

(Line 65, p. 1.)

Mr. See further says:
"they first describe the 'preferred mode of con
tructing aeroplanes' (page 1, line 90) ; 'When two
aeroplanes are employed, as in the construction il

____:___ -
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lustrated' (page 9, line 19) clearly ugge t more or
less than two; a to the construction of the aero
planes it is said that 'we have ' hown one f rm of
connection which may be used' (page ~. line '2 ) ;
regarding the rope for operatinO' the aclju table side
portions of the planes it is stated 'It will he under
stood, however, that the rope 1.5 may be manipu
lated in any ui tahle manner.' Page ·2, line ~ ;:; ; re
garding the specific construction of the aclju · table
lateral portion of the aeroplan it i .aid '\\' e pre
fer this con tructi n' and '\Ve wish it to be under
stood, however, that our invention i, not limited to
the particular con, truction.' (Page :), line ;)O ancl
line '.18) ; and although we prefer to so con truct the
apparatus that the movements of the lateral mar
gins on the opposite ides of the machine arc equal
in extent ancl oppo, ite in clir ction, yet ur in\' en
tion i not limited to a con tru tion pr clucing this
result,' (page 3, line 64); and, after cle. rihing a
bi-plane, 'Of cour e the amc effect will be produced
in the ame way in the ca e of a machine employ ing
only a single aeroplane.' (Page :), line 11:)) : regar l
ing the pecific con truction of the rear rudder 'w
do not limit our·elves to the partic ular de cription
of rudder set forth. the essential being that the rud
der shall be vertical and be so moved as to pre:ent
its resi tino- urface on that side of the machine
which offers the lea t re istance to the atmosphere,'
(page 4, line 54) ; 'aeroplane' is rather broadly de
scribed (page 5, line 51); and, regarding adjusting
the lateral portions of the aeroplane by flexibly
twisting the main plane 'we prefer the construction
i11ustrated' (page 5, line 69), but 'our invention i.
not limited to thi form of construction,' (page 5,
line 74); and 'We do not wish to. be understood as
limiting ourselves strictly to the precise details of
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con ·truction hereinbefore described and hown in
the accompanying drawing , a it is obvious that
these details may be modified ·without departing
from the principles of our inYention.' (Page 5, line
63.)" ( ee affidav it Rec. 5 -8; fol io 135-8.)

Law as to Construing Generic Patents.

A generic patent is

one for a pioneer inyention. • pioneer invention, a the
term implies, means the fir t invention in a particular
field or art, with the inherent implicat_ion that the inven
tion carries into practicnl effect the thing I roposed. The
upreme
clays

ourt of the L nited

late , from the earlie. t

f patent ·uits, has been scrupulously car ful to

broadly interpret all such patents that a benefactor who
, plores in untrodden fields and brings into being a
wholly new appliance to add to the stock of human
knowledge and carry out the purp se declared in th fed
eral con titution-the progr ss of ·cience ancl the useful
arts-shall be justly reward ed.

nd pursuant to this

policy, it has ·u tained the patents covering- all of the
really great invention. which have reached that c urt.
Pur uant to its policy of liberally construing them, it
has laid clown these rule of interpretation:
Winans v . Dcnmcad, 15 How. 330

in which it was

said:
"specifications are to be construed liberally; in ac
cordance with the design of the constitution and the
patent laws of the United States, to promote the
progre of the useful art , and allow inventors to
retain to their own use, not any thing which i mat
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ter of common right, but what they themselves have
created. Grant 1.1. Raymond, 6 Pet. 218: Allles ·u. Hozu
ard, 1 Sumn. 4 2, 455; Blanchard <'. S Prague, 3 ibid.
535, 539; Davoll ·v. BrMcm, 1 Wood & Minot, 53, 57;
Parker v. Haworth. 4 M'Lean's R. 372: LeRoy v. Tat
ham, 14 How. 181, and opinion of Parke, Baron.
there quoted; Neilson ·u. Harford, ·web. P. r. 3+1;
Russell v . Coiolcy, ibid. 410: Corning ct al. ·u. Burdell,
(decided at the pre ent term), 15 How. 2;"52. * * *
''It is generally true, when a patentee de cribe. a
machine, and then claim it a clescrihecl, that he is
understood to intend to claim, and does hy law ac
tually cover, not only the precise forms he de
scribed, but all other forms which embody his in
vention; it being a familiar rule that, to ·copy the
principle or mode of operation described, i. an in
fringement, although such copy . hould he totally
unlike th original in form or proportions."
See al o: Morley v. La11castcr, 129 U. S. 963; Rubber
Co. v. Good)1ear, 76 U. S. 788; Sessions v. Romadkc,
145 U.S. 29.
In Miller v. Ea?",le, 151 U. S. 186, the court announced
with great clearness the rule as to the range of equiva
lent . It said:

"If the in\'ention is broad and primary in its char
acter, the range of equivalents will he correspond
ingly broad, under the liberal construction which
the courts give to such inventions."
Thi was cited and followed in this circuit in Westing

house v. New York, 63 F. 962.
Eagle, the court said :

In speaking of Miller v.

"The rule which permits, and indeed compels"

. I

.,
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(black type ours) "courts to give a wide range to
the equivalents which a broad or pioneer patent can
include, is thus expre sed in Miller v. Eagle Mfg.
Co."
Also ee McCormick v. Aultman, 69 F. 3 1, court of ap
peals for the

ixth circuit, Taft, Lurton and Severens,

judges.
Tested by these primary ru1es, it is clear that the

\ r right

patent is entitled to a broad and liberal construc

tion, and equally entitled to a wide range of equivalents
. I

and, accordingly, that defendants' machine is not only a
clear infringement, but a conspicuous appropriation of
the invention. If it were otherwise, all history testifies
it would not fly, for no machine ever did until Wright
Bro . made this invention; and then, in a short while,
defendants made this machine and were able to fly at
once.

Certain it is that they did not follow the old art,

el e their machine would not fly. And equally certain it
i , as inspection verifies, they did follow complainants'
invention.

And right here it will be remembered how

both Herring and Curtiss got their inner knowledge of
complainants' machine before making this infringing ma
chine.

As in the case of Bel hazzar of old, so here the

handwriting on the wall points to the guilt of these de
fendants, to the incredibility of Herring and to the dis
ingenuousness of Curtiss:

Against such as these com

plainant is entitled to the protection guaranteed by law,
public policy and good conscience, and we submit that
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it is meet and proper that this court, having them before
its bar, do now enjoin them, as did the lower court.

Remaining Defences. Again t the fo regoing there is nothing
further adduced by defendant

but a publication by one

Ader and another, with an uncorrouoratccl affidavit hy
l\1r. Herring, on which he ba es a pretense of ha\'ing

once himself had something s imilar to the Wright in 
\'ention; some prior patent , not pertinent, presented by
the affidavit of one of defendants' coun ' el, acting in the
singular capacity of xpert; and some argumcntati\'e ref
erences in his affidav it to the file wrapper of the \\'right
application. These we hall now notice.

FILE WRAPPER.
In the affidavit of fr. Newell, oppos ing coun sel, (R ec.
l 1 5-180; folios 4 '.3-49 ) he mak e a labored 'effort, by re

ferring to the file wrapper contents of the Wright patent,
to impose upon claim 7, in particular, and, by a like rea
soning, upon claims 14 and 15, what he argue
tations.

are limi

These alleged limitations are, first that the

marginal tips or wing portions shall be the result of giv
ing a " twist" to the aeroplanes; and, second, the adjust
ment of the rear vertical rudder must be done "automat
ically" with the adju stment of the wing tips to different
angles of incidence.
When they took that position, they thought to escape

,

I

.'

- -
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infringement by sayin g they did not adjust their rear
rudder ''automatically" ' ith, or at the same time of, the
adjustment of the balancing tips-not that they did not
use the rear rudder at all for aiding in balancing, a they
have later claimed. They were afraid the patent would
not be so narrowly construed, and so changed their po
ition in thi

matter, be ides the shifting of positions

already referred to.
In support of th is labored effort he trace the histo ry
of claim 7 by referrin g to its predece sors that wer filed
in the Pate nt Office in the proces of reaching an agree
.

I

• I

ment with the Examiner for the allowance of the ca e.
In doing this he has made everal errors, ome minor and

.'

n

r more material. These will app ar as we proceed .

But right here it ' houlcl be noted that he concludes that
claim

1

of the patent i narrower than any of its prede

ces ors. \ Ve hall how that such is not the fact; and
that, instead of claim

1

being narrower to now in effect

limit the protection to the "twi tino-" of the aeroplan e ,
and to lhe ''automatically" adjusting of the rear vertical
rudd er when adjusting the marginal tips, it is in fact a
broad a claim a any for which it was substituted in the
effort t o meet the criticisms of a captious Examiner.
And in his affidavit coun el makes another manifest
error in that he fail to consider the broad statements of
the original pecification and those now embodied in the
patent regarding the latitude of construction and opera
tion of the marginal tips and the vertical rudder.

On
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these point

the original specification said, m speaking

of the objects and cope of the invention:
"The objects of our invention are * * * to
provide means for maintaining or re toring the
equilibrium of the apparatus, and to 1 rovide efficient
means for guiding the machine in both vertical and
horizontal directions." (P . 1 riainal pee.)
Again the original specification said:
"\Ve do not confine ourselve. to the particular
con truction and attachment of the rear rudder here
inbefore described, nor to this particular con truc
tion of surface or wings, but may employ this com
bination in the u e of any mo,·able vertical rudder
operated in conjunction" (not automatically, it will
be not cl) "with any wings capable f I eing pre
sented to the wind at re pectively differi ng angle.
at their opposite tips for the purpo e of restoring
the lateral balance of a flying machine and in guid
ing the machine to right or left." (Pp. 6, original
spec.)
And similarly in the specification as it finally eventu
'a ted in the patent, wherein it is said:
"\Ve wish it to be understood, however, that our
invention is not limited to this particular construc
tion, since any construction whereby the angular re
lations of the lateral margin of the aeroplanes may
be varied in opposite directions with respect to the
normal planes of_said aeroplanes comes within the
scope of our invention." (P. 3, col. 1, lines 30-46 .)
Then, in speaking of the rear vertical rudder, a similar
broad statement is made. It ays:

..
.'

'

I
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"vV e wish it to be under tood, however, that we
clo not limit ourselves 1.o the particular c.l' scription
of rudder set forth, the es ential being that the rud
der hall be vertical and 'hall be o moYed as to pre
sent its re isting surface to that side of the machine
which offers the lea t resistance to the atmosphere,
so as to counteract the tendency of the machine to
turn around a Yertical axis when the 1.wo sides
thereof offer different re ' i ·1.ances to the air.'' (P. 4,
col. 1, line 53-63.)
To further illustrate the matter 1.o the court, we quote
original claim G, amended claims G and claim , as in the
• I

patent.
Original claim G:
"G. In a flying machine, the combination of
wing " (or aeroplane ) "having their right and left
tips capable of being adju ted o a to be presented
to the wind at respectively differing angles, with a
vertical adjustable rear rudder operating in conjunc
tion therewith in the manner and for the purpose
specified."
Observe that here there was no limitation of "twi t
ing'' the wings or aeroplane , and no limitation of operat
ing the rudder ''simultaneously" therewith, but only in
conjunction therewith.
Amended claim G, of amendment dated July 11, 190J,
filed July 13th:
"6. In a flying machine, the combination, with
one or more aeroplanes, and means for simultane
ou ly moving the lateral edges of said aeroplane or
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aeroplanes into different angular relation to the
normal plane or planes thereof, of a Yertical rudder,
and means whereby said rudder present to the
wind that side thereof neare t the encl of the aero
plane having th e maller angle of incidence, sub
stantially a described."
The affidavit (Rec. 171; folio -187) admits that thi s la t
claim G " was ul-·stantially the same as original claim G,''
and then add , a claimed exception, saying: ''except that it
aclcled the pecific statement that the rudd er 'presents to
the wind that sid e th ere of neare t th e

nd of th e aero

plane having the s maller angl of inciclenc .'"
original

pecification

But th e

o described th e rndd r, saying

• I

th re wa present cl ·'to the wind that . id c of th vertical
rudcl r which is toward the tip having th

mailer angle

of inci lence" (p. G, n ar top); o there was, in fact, no dif 
ference in the cope of the e claim , but only a difference
in the forms of expres ion resorted to in an effort to
make the matter plain to the Examiner, who e alma t
wilful non-understanding of the in ven ti on i

manifest

from the file wrapper, and to which we shall pre ently
refer.

Claim G (amendment of January 10, 190{), fil d

January 13th) read:
"6. In a flying machine, the combination, with
an aeroplane, and means for simultaneously moving
the lateral portions thereof into different angular
relations to the normal plane of the aeroplane and
to each other, of a vertical rudder, and means
whereby said rudder is caused to present to the
wind that ide thereof nearest the end of the aero-

•

I

•I
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plane having the smaller angle of incidence and of
fering the least resi tancc to the atmosphere, sub
tantially as clc cribecl.''
It will be noted that this claim i. really broader than
the original

ixth claim; that callecl for "wings," which

would be aeroplanes in the plural, while this last sixth
claim called

for "an aeroplane," ancl

o would cover a

monoplane or biplane or other multiple plane machine.
!\ncl thi. last sixth claim is also som what broader than
the immediately previous

..

ixth claim.

The latter called

for lateral "edges'' of the a roplane or aeroplan . , while
this la ' t ixth claim call , for lateral "portions," which is
a broader t rm than "eclo-cs."

•

I

oun el in his affidavit aro-u s that th

words "is

cau eel,'' appearing in the last sixth claim, are limitations
not appearing in the previous sixth claim, but we per
ceive nothing in thi , quibble.

In the next previou. . ixth

claim it i said 'and mean. whereby . ail ruclcl r pr s nts
to the wincl,'' etc. In this last sixth claim it is saicl "and
means whereby saicl rudder is caused to present to the
wind." ObviotL ly the word "is cau eel" add no new ele
ment or qualification, but are a mere c01wenience of ex
press1on.
The only other criticism m sa id affidavit is that the
last sixth claim has the phrase "ancl offering the least
resistance to the atmosphere," which did not appear in
the previous sixth claim.

But in the amendment pre

senting this last claim it was explained that this phra e

'

I
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was added to the claim to prevent a mi under tancling.
(P. 4, amendment January 13, 1905.)
This brings u

to claim 7 of the patent, presented in

the amendment of Atwust 15, 1905, filed Augu t 17th,
which claim reads:
"7. In a flying machine, the combination, with
an aeroplane, and means for sinmltancously moving
the lateral portions thereof into different angular
relations to the normal plane of the body of the
aeroplane and to each other, o as to pre ent to the
atmosphere different angles of incidence, of a verti
cal rudder, and means ~vhereby aid rudder is
caused to present to the wind that ide thereof near
est the ide of the aeroplane having the maller an
gle of incidence and offering the lea ·t resi 'lance lo
the atmosph r ', substantially a described."

'

I

'

I

This claim of the patent is not narrower m cope or
meaning than its immediate predecessor just quoted
above.

In this seventh claim the word

"of the body"

were added as explanatory that the angular relations

f

the lateral portions were adjusted to the plane "of the
body" of the aeroplane, instead of merely saying that
they were adjusted to the plane of the aeroplane.

The

meaning in this respect is the same; and no new element
is added.
Then, as further explanatory, these words were in
serted in claim 7, though not in the preceding claim 6,
nameiy, "so as to present to the atmosphere different
angles of incidence."

This harmonized the first branch

"

I
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of the claim, before the rudder i

mentioned, with the

latter branch of the claim where it is stated that the rud
der is pre ented to the "end of the aeroplane having the
smaller angle of incidence.''

The preceding

ixth claim

contained this latter tatement and, therefore, the in er
tion of the similar tatement a to the "different angles
of incidence,'' in the first part of claim , , did not have
the effect of limiting the scope or meaning of claim 7 as
compared with this. next preceding claim 6.
The ·w ord "encl'' was u ed in
,

I

I

I

uch claim 6 and the

word '' -ide'' wa sub stituted in this claim 7 as more ac
curate.
The note of explanation accompanying th

filing

claim 7 aid:
"The language of the . pecification and claim i
now the ame, the claims being ubstantially the
same as tho e last uhmitted, with such modifica
tion of language as were deemed nece ary to make
them clear, and with the addition of one or two
claim further developing the same ubject-matter
which was agreed upon as patentable." ( mend
ment of August 17, 1905, la -t page.)
Thus the court will see that all these claims haye had
the same scope and meaning, the changes being merely
in the direction of explanation and clearness.

There i ,

therefore, nothing in the contention that by a pr~ces of
amendment claim 7, and con equently claims 14 and 15,
of the patent are limited to "twisting" the aeroplanes
when effecting different angles of incidence and limited

. '
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to "automatically'' adju ting the rudder when the tips
are adjusted.

The original claim G merely

the rudder wa

lated that

adjusted "in conjunction" with the tip.,

and no requirement of

o acljusting the rudder appear 

in either of the amended

ixth claim - or in the seventh

claim; or in the fourteenth or fifteenth claim .

Then

note, too, the broad taternents in the original specifica
tion and the patent specification

;:L

to the patent es not

being limited to the particular construction :rncl operat ion
of the marginal tips and rudder.

In the counsel's afficla,·it it is further contended that
the cancellation from the specification, as filed in th
amendment of ,\u gust 1 , UlO:J,

f the statem nt that

separate sections of the aeroplanes might be used to
form the adjustable marginal portions, will n w allow
defendants to escape infringement.

Ilis afficla,·it tacitly

admits that if this descriptive matter had not heen can
celed it ' oulcl have specifically cm·erecl clefenclants' con
struct ion.
cont ntion.

But there are se,·eral simple answer. to this
Even without such statement in the spe ·i

fication sufficient broad statements remain, such as those
ju. t quoted abm·e, to show that the patent is not limited
to making the adju table margin
aeroplanes.

in one piece with the

gain, in canceling the . tatement referred

to, this special explanation was made, namely, that "the
modification referred to on pages !) and 10 i clearly with
in the scope of applicants' inventi on," but it "has been
canceled in view of the necessity of illustrating the same

. I
'

I

'

I

'

..
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if any specific reference thereto i retained in the specifi
cation."
This matter was canceled pmely to avoid the delay in.
and nece, sity of, making further drawing
thi

to illu trate

particular modified form, but in doing so the court

will note that , aid declaration was made, and filed

111

the Patent Office (last page amendment December 6,
1!)0:1), that the matter covered by the lines canceled
was "clearly within the , cope of applicants' invention."
Again, the claim. in the case at the time this extra para
. I
'

I

graph wa canceled remained unchanged to the encl, and
arc the same now a. they were before the

ra ure.

change was made in tl1e claims after that time.

o

l\f ore

over, the official letters in this case show that the Exam
iner wa

\ ilfnlly or otherwise obtu. e in understanding

and treating the inYention. IIe repeatedly states that he
did not "understand"' it, and his actions were accordingly
unintelligible and of no value in the s n e of now attach
ing importance to any unreasonable requirement or ad
verse ruling or criticism. For instance, in the first official
letter, April 23, Hl03, he ·ays: "The Examiner i unable
to understand the alleged result," etc.; that "so far as he
is able to judge" a certain claim involved nothing over
the references "except a matter of ta. te :" again, "It is a
mere matter of taste whether the rudder is hung on
hinged arms or otherwise;" again, that a certain claim
is rejected "in so far as under tood," and finally, that
"the claims are furthermore all rejected as ba eel upon a
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device that is inoperative or incapable of performing the
intended function.

The Examiner is unable to under

tand how the machine i
wa

supposed to operate."

a ca e of hopeless obtuseness or wilful

Herc

tupidity.

running through months of pro ecution-a man not un
der tanding a great invention and yet criticising it; a
~

man claiming that the machine wa5 ·'incapable of per
forming its intended function.'' and this same invention
.when brought before the public a little later, attracting
the attenti on of the popular and scientific world and re
ceiv.ing special recognition by the Congre:s of the

e nitecl

States and many learned bodies, a · sh own by the com
plainant.' proofs herein.

In Ecaubcrt

'L'.

Atf'lctcm, ()( F. !117, this court held acl

mL sable the oral testimony of two Paten l Office officials
to prove that the patent in qu stion was issued either
fraudulently or through the gr ss negligence of the Ex
aminer.

\Ye cite this file wrapper content

to show the

gro s indifference of the Examiner or his inca1 acity to
understand and appreciate the invention, for which rea
son his ruling

cannot now with justice be given any

credible weight.
The caution and warning concerning what may be
found in Patent Office file wrappers by l\Ir. Justice
Shiras, in his dissenting opinion in TVcsti11gho11se v. Boy

den, 170 U.S. 537, is apposite. He said:
"When we consider that often the employees in
the Patent Office are inexperienced persons and the

'•
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mass of bu ine is ~ o ,-ast, it can readily be seen
how clangeron it would be to modify or invalidate
a patent clear and definite in its term , by resorting
to such sources of information."
. Again, in Heap -z•. Green. 91 F. 102, the court of appeaL
for the fir t circuit meets the pre, ent

ituation exactly.

In that case defendant in, isted upon limiting the patent
to one means of tran

111 itting

motion be ca use there ha cl

been tricken from the pecification a de cription of other
mean . The court held that thi alternatiYe arrangement
wa

mere

urplusage, and the doctrine of equivalent

wa quite sufficient to cover both the canceled and re
tained form .

In Ilubbcll v. U. S., 1 d)

. 17, the

upreme court

aid:

"It i quite true, where the difference
the claim made and as allowed consist
change of expres ion, haying sub tantially
meaning, uch changes, made to meet the
the Examiner, ought not to be permitted
a meritorious claim."

between
of mere
the ame
views of
to defeat

Somethino- is said in the expert affidavit of fr. Jewell
with reference to a disclaimer, not appearing in the pat
ent in suit, but in a preliminary draft of
Wright Brother

pecification

filed without the aid of an attorney.

The disclaimer, so-called, speaks of prior "superposed
wings" and "horizontal and vertical rudders."

These

superposed wings referred merely to the then known
gliding machines of the Lilienthal type.

And the rud

ders o referred to had reference only to those experi

•
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mented with in connection with the Lilienthal glider, a
modified by or under

:-.fr. Chanute in his experiments.

Such rudders were not one in front and the other behind
the machine, but were both at the rear and were simply
two fins et at right angles to each other and secured to
a tail-rod, like the feathers on an arrow. They were not
operable by an operator .

They were the then known

type of rudder or tail and reference wa

made solely to

them; neither was on a pivotal axi ; both were rigidly
attached to the rod and the rod, itself, was merely hung
to the machine on a ort of wabbling joint. Their pur
pose wa to act . omewhat like the tail of a bird, at least
that was the theory.
gui h th

•

I

•

l

It was merely to radica ll y clistin

present invention fr m th

little that wa, in

the prior art that the applicants r [erred to those exper
imental device at all.
So we submit that notwithstanding counsel'

labored

affidavit, plus a captiou Examiner' failure, at lea st until
the case had almost r ached allowance, to understand th e
invention, there is nothing in the file wrapper tending to
impose any such limitation

as claimed, ancl nothing to

detract from the great fact in this case that the \Vri ght
patent is for a pioneer invention and justly entitled to the
broadest interpretation.

PRIOR ART.
Defendants do not claim to have an actual anticipation
of complainants' patent.
Judge Hazel on the Prior Art. "The affidavits indicate that

.

,
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I

•

I

•

the patentees did not use the means or identities of
prior flying machines, but solved the problem of
maintaining equilibrium or lateral and front and
rear balance by the introduction of new and practi
cal elements and became pioneers in the field of fly
ing machines of the so-called hearier-than-air type.
True, some of the elements of the claims were old
and are hown in the prior glid in g machine , but
such machine without the combination which in
cluded a methocl of maintaining equilibrium or lat
eral balance were utter failures. Hence the prior
patents and publication apparently do not antici
pate the \\' right patent and the claim in contro
Ycr y are entitled to a broad and liberal con truc
tion." (Rec. ?7·1-.3; folios , 0-1.)

I

Judge Hand on the Prior Art. "The . howing b fore Juclg
Hazel was ub tantially the am as that made here ,
and, a I said at the outset., I hou ld have been
dispo cd to ay nothing up n the ca ·e except to re 
fer to his opinion, had I not thought it fair to give
to the clefcnclant the rea on · for reaching an in le
penden t conclusion in accord with hi s. * * *"
(P. 16 hi opin ion.)
"Finally, therefore, th e novelty of th patent arises,
and this is the e · pecial ground of the defendants'
attack.* * *
"* * * The defendant relie upon a number of
patents and prior di CO\'eries which I feel obliged to
take up in order.
"It mu t he observed at the out et that everal
of the citation are from l\Ir. hanute's book, pub
li heel in 1894, from which excerpt have been in
serted into the moving paper . The descriptions
there given are, in the ca es where it i relied on,
too inadequate to constitute valid anticipations un
der the Barbed Wire Patent, 143 U. S. 275. It may

• . -·-~~_._
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be that upon the final hearing the defendant may
be able to show the e with greater detail, but when
he does not how them fully enough to enable me
to see that there i ome responsible grouncl to up
pose that lhey are in fact anticipation , the pre
sumption arising from the patent must prevail. *

* *
"D'Esterno: The need of caution in regard to
evidence of the kind considered in the Darbed \\'ire
Patent, upra, i well exemplified in lhe ca e of the
de cription of this machine, as well a in that of
LeBri . It i impos ible to say that this had in any
ense the combination patented. * * * It would
be mo t clangerou upon the mcag-er and unsati 
factory evidence presented of what the actual ma
chine was, t con icler that it raised a reasonable
doubt of an anticipation . * * *
"LeBris: This is a description of th . ame kin cl.
which is too inadequate to understand or to give
effect to. * * *
"* * * Moreover, it doe . not appear that in
the case of either of the e device they were known
or used in this country e ·cept a Chanute described
them, and Chanute's description as a printed publi
cation is clearly insufficient t el'lable any one lo
construct them. Thus from no point of view are
they good anticipations.
"Mouillard: There is a pat nl in this citation
which is a part of the papers and ' hich I have ex
amined. In no one of the nineteen claim is there
anything which in any way even foreshadows the
patent-in-suit.
"Indeed, the machine, which was a glider, had no
tail whatever, and to depress the marginal edge of
the one wing would have only re ulted in entirely
disturbing the equilibrium which he might have at
tempted to restore. The depressing of one wing

•

I

•

I
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1
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•

i

•

I

•

meant only to turn the aeroplane.
"Zahm: Dr. Zahm in a paper in 1894 suggested
the use of slats in the wings o as to create a differ
ential in the angle of incidence, but it was clearly
only an ingeniou uggestion and did not in the
faintest degree how any comprehension of the com
plicated reactions and necessary corrections which
would alone make the uggestion feasible. It was
at most only a speculative uggestion never reduced
to practical form and fail as an anticipation, under
the authorities mentioned under Mattullath.
"Ader: The most serious attack upon the novel
ty of the patent-in-suit is raised over the machine
of Charles Ader. * * * \Vhatever may have
b en the merit of the machine described and ac
tually made by Ader, it is quite clear that the pat
ented c mbination wa not included or understood
by him. A r acling of his first chapt r pp. 2, 73, i
enough to show that he did not regard a rudder a
essential. * * * The rear wheel could be moved
around a vertical axis and was to be so moved to
dir ct the machine upon the ground; 'une quatrieme
a l'arriere pour diriger !'aeroplane sur l'aire.'
'Quand !'aeroplane a un gouvernail vertical celut ci
st solidaire de la roue d'arriere et manoeuvre avec
ell .' The cut shows such a 'gouvernail vertical,'
and we must assume that it was meant to be used
and to be turned when the wheel turned.
"However, it is also equally clear that the rudder
was no part of the machine. 11. Ader, with the
characteristic clearnes of a French mind, enume
rated on p. 71 the four necessary primary parts of
the machine: 'Corps,' 'ailes,' 'force motrice,' 'pro
pulseur,' and these he takes up in four separate
chapters. The first and shortest chapter concerns
the 'corps' de !'aeroplane' and enumerates seven
c nstitutional parts of which the 'gouvernail verti

1
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cal is not one. The only mention of it i m the
sentence I have quoted in full. * * *
''* * * Ader fortuitously sngo-e. ts the possi
bility, as matter of preference. o{ the third element,
the rudder, and so show conclusively that he did
not in the lea t apprehend the mutually dependent
relations between wings and rudder. * * *
"Bechtel; Crepar; Johnson; Stanley; Marriott:
The e are all for lateral planes to dirigible balloons.
The whole problem i
o entirely different when
SLL pension is effected by a reservoir containing a
lighter gas than air, that there is not the least re
semblance b tween the patents and the patent-in
suit. * * *
"Boswell: This is a device to be attached to a
dirigible air- hip, * * * and it is so wholly
unlike the patent-in-. uit both in tructure and op
eration that I can ee no imilarity between them.
"Davidson: Thi i an English patent and i not
in the lea t like the patent-in-suit.
"Lempson: I cannot see any relevancy m this
patent.
"The importance of the issues involved in this
cause must be the excu e for o extended a consid
eration." (Pp. 11-15 Judge Hand's op inion.)

Wilbur Wright on Ader.

See p. 466 Rec. for Mr. Wright's

very satisfactory affidavit about Ader.

\Ve can only

summarize some of his statements here.

He point out

the omission from defendants' tran lation of an impor
tant paragraph showing the machine had been "tested
and had failed

olely for lack of the necessary equilib

rium;" to a second omission showin g that Mr. Ader pur
po ely withheld certain data; and to pas ages in the
translation showing that certain parts are not spoken of

•

'

j

l

' '
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becau e "they are extremely complicated and the account
of them would be of too great length.'' l\Ir. Wright points
out that the description is not complete; that cores of
part , are to be moyed, but no means are de cribed for
doing o; that the data is insuffi cient for con tructing the
machin , and that all attempts to operate it had failed,
although the French government spent about $100,000 in
such attempts; that in 190G a French officer, officially
representing the French government in negotiation w ith
\\' right Bro '., per onally told them that he was present
in his official capacity at trials of the Ader apparatu s and
,

J

that, at the instant he attempted to leave the ground, "it

lost it equilibrium and was broken without having at
'

)

tained any appreciabl
fered by defendant

flight;" that th

translation of

does not convey a correct idea of

certain parts, which he names, and is very faulty; that
the French word "gauchir" is translated as "to warp,"
although, so far as the con truction is apparent, "deflect
or deflection" v.iould better express the idea; that the
right and left forearms are interconnected so that, when
one would go np, the other would go clown, the move
ment seeming to be on longitudinal axes instead of trans
verse axe , as in complainants' patent and defendants'
machine; that it is nowhere "disclo ed that lateral equi

librium could be controlled by etting the ri ght and left
wing tips at different angles," and "differences in hori
zontal resistance between them" be compensated by tu rn
ing a "vert ical tail toward the wing havi ng the smaller
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angle of incidence ;'' that the "illustration

and descrip

tions are too incomplete to enable any one to construct
uch a machine," ancl no explanations are set forth "to
enable any man to understand how to control equilib
rium with the <levee;" that defendant -' expert, :Mr. Neal,
in his

tatement includes "many inferences and as er

tions not contained in the original;" that there is "noth
ing in the whole Ader article to indi cate the object of
changing the uni ersal curve was t

c ntrol lateral bal

ance," its purpose beino- unintelligible; that "the real
movement of the various cord

is left for the reader to
" I

gue s at;'' that as Ader attempted to sell hi invention to

I

I

.

l

the French government as a ecret, h no doubt purp
ly intended his d ·cription not to be s clear a to really
r veal hi. m chanism; that he "certainly has not set
forth a method of controlling lateral balance by the use
of the combination set forth in claim 7 of the patent as
asserted by Mr. Neal;" and that since this

uit wa.

brought the French Academy of

awarded

cience ha

these pat ntces medals of gold.
This latter fact alone how that their fellow country
man Ader

ha~l

not , ucceeded or this French Academy

would not have awarded such medal, to the e Americans.
Defendants' expert Mr. Neal draws inference

and

make assertion concerning the Acler publication, in try
ing to make it effective as a reference. But this court in

Badisclze v. Kalle, 104 F.

02, Judges \Vallace, Lacombe

and Shipman, Judge Lacombe writing the opinion, said:

169
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"A prior publication, referred to as an anticipa
ti on, mu t be given effect in accordanc with what
it actually communicate. to the public and expert
te timony cannot be received for the purpose o f
howing that statements therein made were erron
eous or to giYe it the effect it :would haYe if recon
structed. o a to di ·clo e matter that· it might or
houlcl have stated, but which it in fact did not."

In Cohn v . U. S., 93 U. S. 366, 37'0, the court aid:

. I
I

-

I

I

"It must be admitted that, unless the earlier
printed and pul lished description does exh ibit the
later patented invention in such a full ancl intelli
gible manner a to enable person killed in th e art
to which the inventi n i related to comprehend it
without as i tance from the patent, or t make it or
repeat the proce claimed, it is in. ufficient l 111
vali<late the pat nt."

In the Bacli che ca e the court also held "that the de
cription must be

uch as to

how that the article

de cribed in the patent can be cl arly arrivecl al by fol
lowing the description with out a
edge."

istance of local knowl

(P. 806.)

Also, Cameron v. Saratoga, 159 F. 453, by this court.

In Seymour v. McCormicl?, 19 How. 96, this rule is laid
down:
"The reading on the trial of the description of an
invention from a publication to how priority of in
vention, i evidence of nothing else but the descrip
tion of the thing in controversy, and is not ev idence
of the succes ful operation of the machine, though
it tates that it was successful."
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These several authoritie

exclude a

evidence the a 

ertions and inference of l\Ir. Keal, while they al o show
legally that the Ader article is insufficient.

Defendants do not claim to have an actual anticipation
of complainants' patent.
Counsel for defendant , acting a their exp rt, in con
cluding his affidavit (Rec. 20 ·2; folio 5G:n, merely con
tend

that if the claims of this patent are "construed

broadly enough to include defendants' device, the combi
nations claimed are clisclo.ecl in th
not point th

prior art,'' but

doe~

court or complainant to any prior device

which would have that effect.

And n t sati ·fied with

that tatement, h adds, or it would "require nothing be
yond that" (the art) " xce1 t uch immaterial changes as
would have involved only mechanical skill to one famil
iar with the flying machine art." But thi can mean little
or nothing, seeing that he opens his affidavit with the
statement that there were no person

skilled in this art.

Thu he does not really deny the validity of the pat
ent; or point to an anticipation which the court can put
its finger on.

But the court will take judicial notice of

the indisputable fact, and the defendants' proof herein
does not show it to be otherwise, that the world waited
ages for some one to "change" some art or change some
thing and make a flying machine. Thi

waiting was in

vain until the Wrights produced the invention of their
patent. As was said in the great Bell Telephone case, "a
hundred years of Reis would not produce a Bell tele-

'

j
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phone," o here, thou ands of experimenteL during cen
turie of time in many lands could n t produce a \\'right
flying machine.
number of the patents now cited were cited by the
Patent Office when the \\'right application wa . being
pro ecuted. That they were cited at all i , only accounted
for by what is hown near the close of our remarks under
the head "File \V rapper."

And it is noticeable that de

fendants in the afficlayit of th ir counsel merely refer to
these patents with the claim that one shows one thing

'

I

and one another, and anoth r something else, nowhere

I

claiming that any or all of the -e patent sho\ a hea\'icr
than-air flying machine, controllable by th

operator, with

lateral marginal portion adjustable to different angles of
incidence, and a pivot cl yertical rudder cooperatina
therewith, whereby the great function of maintaining and
controlling lateral balance i

accomplished; with the

added feature of the forward adjustable horizontal rncl
der, all organized in harmoniou s relati on with one or
more aeroplanes.

And, ind ee d the slightest re ·ard for

accuracy and plain fact forbids that any man should

ay

these patents so offered in eYidence disclo e such a ma
chine. If they had done so, thi court ancl the re. t of the
world would have heard of them, ince in that ca. e there
would heretofore have been flying machines.
For the convenience of the court, however, these pat
ents have been explained by the Wrights (Rec. 24-1-9;
folios 679- 105) and by Mr.

235.)

ee (Rec. 8±-90; folio
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A few apt quotation from adjudicated cases will en-e
to confirm in the judicial mind the soundness of the at
titude we here take as to the alleged prior art.

In Cimiotti v. A111crica11, 115 F. 49:-i, this court, speaking
of an alleged anticipation, said:
"For nearly twenty years it remained nothing but
an ambiguou de cription of incomprehensible draw
ings. It merges from oblivion solely to meet the
exigencies of thi litigation. 'ince the success of
the device of the patent in suit C\·ery effort has been
made by infringers to evade it l>y introducing spec
iou changes of form, and yet, if we are to accept
the contention of appellant, there is an operative
machine in existence doing the work as well as the
machine of the patent in uit and free to any one
who desires to use it. ls not the presumpti n al
most conclusiv that it was not u eel becau ' e it was
not usable?"
Al{;o Farmers v. Sprul<s, 127 F. 691; Daylight v. Ameri

can, 142 F. 4.54; Potts v. Creager, 9 1 F. , ' .

In Canada v. Michigau, 124 F . ..f G, the court of appeals
for the sixth circuit remarked with great force:
"Inventors are not precluded by the embryonic
and shapeles idea found in former patents, any
more than they are by such undeveloped matter ex
isting el ewhere."
This last pertinent deliverance describes exactly the
status of the prior patents offered by defendants-"em
bryonic and shapeles icleas"-"found in former patent "
-"undeveloped matter." Defendants at bar are offering

•

I

f
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no proof, and could offer none, that the "undeveloped
matter" found in these old patents ever performed flight
or could navigate the air.

Kirrhbcrgcr

'< '.

On this point this court, in

A111crica11, J 2 F. 599, said:

"The Buller patent doc not anticipate the patent
in suit because: (1) The defendants have failed to
show that it is capable of successful operation, or
that the objections thereto were such a could be
obviated without the exerci e of the faculty of in
vention," etc.
The patents cited by the Patent Office were the Green
ough, Holme Dutusov. Jongewaard ancl Doswell. 'With
reference to such patcnL the court. haYc held that the
allowance of the patent over them is evidence
..

f novelty

1

an cl patentability.

Tn Warren

11•

Casey, 9:3 F.

f)();),

the

court of appeal for the third circuit aid:
"That a prior patent cited as a reference against
the claim of the patent in suit, while the application
was pending before the Commi. sioner, followed by
allowance of the claim, is evidence of novelty and
patentable difference."
everal EnO'lish patents arc referred to by the clefen
dants.

In Westinghouse v. Great A ortlzcrn, 88 F. 258. 263,

this court said :
"The prophetical suggestion in English patents of
what can be done, when no one has ever tcstecl by
actual and hard experience and under the stres of
competition the truth of these suggestions, or the
practical difficulties in the way of their accomplish
ment, or even whether the uggestions are feasible,
do not carry conviction of the truth of these fre

•
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quent and vague statements * * * and the re ult
which wa then reached i not haken by merely a
ingle entence in the English patent.'
But rnong the citation by defendants i an abandone 1
patent application of one :\Iattullath. There are two ob
jections to this document.

The first is that it is not

competent e\·idence, and cannot be recei\'ecl Lo anticipate
thi , \Y right patent or any other.

The , econcl is it cloes

not disclose the subject-matter of the \Y right patent, hul
forth a wh lly different and impractical affair, a.

. t

, hown hy the uncontradictecl te timony of the \\ rights

(R 'C.

~Vi-

; foli s Gfli'-~00), and ).fr.

ee (R c.

9; folios

'2?fl-·2:30.)
It may be nole<l that

I'

1attullath 's specification, if it

,,. re

viclence, is a cleclara tion against clefcn da nts, for

it sa

that "no succe sful flying machine of this charac

ter has ever been constructed."
Fir t, an abandoned applicati n is not competent evi
dence to anticipate a patent . Cornplanter Pate11t, 23 'Na ll.
1 J, 211.

A mere app li cation for a patent is not men

tioned in the statute as such a bar.
Ll 8G R.

.)

(Act of 1 36 a nd ec.

. rejected applicat ion cannot be giyen the

effect the act of Conrrress give to a publication , because
it is not designed for general circulation, nor made ac
ce sible to the public generall y . N . Y . Fire Extinguisher

Co. v . Philadelphia Fire Extinguisher Co., 18 F. Cas. 394:,
o . 10,337, 1 Ban. &

. 17"1, Jnclge McKennan . Cited in

Locomoti·vc Engiue Safety Truell Co. v . Pcw1 R. Co ., case No.

.

'
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153 Fed. Ca ., 1 Ban. & A. 4 iO; 10 Blatch. wi; L}'man

V.

Laylor, case No. 632 Fed Ca ., 12 Blatch. 303; 1 Ban. &
A. 403; Wcsti11glzo11se t'. Chartiers, 43 F. 5

. In Lyrna11 v.

Laylor, supra, Judge Blatchford held that a written de
cription, illustrated by drawings, not given to the pub
lic, cannot defeat a ubsequent patent, even though it be
deposited in the Patent Office, in an application for a pat
ent.

(P. 1163.)

He went fully into thi

distinctly decided that no

que tion and

uch application could be en

tertained a, an anticipation. In Westinghouse v . Chartiers,

supra, Judge Acheson likewise , aid:

.

"That a rejected or withdrawn application is not
a pri r puhlicati n, within the meaning of the stat
ute, nor of it. elf a bar to a patent to an independent
inventor, is ettled."

'

He cite the cases above and follows Judge Blatchford.
See al o Miller v. TVal/?er, 13 F. 919, 922, by Judge Arch
bald, and ·walker on Patent., Sec. 3 , Patent

ffice Rule

177.
\Ve, therefore, submit that this ~lattullath document
has no legal , ignificance.

It is incompetent for any pur

po ·e, or to affect complainants' patent. The
not include and the decision

tatutes do

do not recognize it.

De

fendants obtained a copy of it from the Patent Office by
fir t getting a certificate from Judge Holt to the effect
that if it contains so and so it would "apparently" be ma
terial.

We pointed out at that time to Judge Holt that

this document was incompetent, to which he replied that,
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if o, it would do no harm and that its admissibility could
be determined at the trial court.

To san all que tions

we took an exception: "Exception taken by complain
ant·' counsel, H. A. Toulmin.

G. C. H.'

(Rec . 197:

folio 549.)
Even if admissible, it does not
would fly.

how a machine that

The specification how the practicability of

the machine '"'a unknown to the inventor: and that it
had never been built.

It say

"I believe I'' have over

come the mechanical difficulties in the way; the improve
ments are "intended,'' etc. (p. 1 . pee.) ; the aeroplane
''i. to be,'' etc. (Ib. 4); "I bc!ie,·c I can fly upon an
anale," etc.; "I believe I will be al l
ture." etc. (Ib. :5).

to build the truc

Thus it appears that his specifica

tion re. tcd in speculati n and the outcome had no other
upport than "I believe," "probability," "I intend," etc.
Judge Hazel said of thi

document that it "*

* *

"cannot be given weight on thi · application in the ab ence
of sati factory testimony of prior invention or di covery.
A the record

tands it can only be regarded a an un

ucce ful experiment. There are a number of adjudica
tions called to my attention hol ling that an abandoned
or rejected application is not a prior publication."

(Rec.

278; folios 790-1.)
Judge Hand said of 1attullath:
"This was an abandoned patent. * * * At
the rear was 'a rudder secured on a vertical shaft.'
It does not appear whether this rudder was fixed or
not, and the application does not include any use of

I

I
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the rudder to counteract the effect of the differential
in the angle of incidence of the supplementary
planes. The defendant's brief says that thi rudder
wa to enable the machine 'to wheel to right or left.'
I can find nothina of the sort in the specifications,
but for the purpo e of the argument I shall a ume
that the yertical rudder wa in fact adjustable.
"A an abandoned patent, it was clearly not an
anticipation. Westin ghouse Air-Brake Co. v. Gt.
N orth Ry., 88 Fed. R. 263. Mr. Zahm swears, how
ever, that I\Iattullath showed his designs to many
persons. It is not enough to how uch designs, for
until the patent be embodied in o me practical f rm,
it is not an anticipation. Ellithorpe 1:•. Robertson, 4.
Blatch. :30~, Def. L11111-Jlan Co. 'l'. Rc11cliard, 9 Blatch.
9
!tL
t most l\fattullath 's designs were pur ly ex
p rimental and did n t gi,·e the public that hen fit
' to which it \Vas entitled, if the patent-in-suit is t
be held to he anticipated ancl without consideration.
Cofiin 'V. Ogden, 1 \Vall 120, Allis v. Buckstaff, 1:3
Fed. R. 79." (P. 12 Opinion.)
Defendant attempt to treat the patent as though lim
ited to a literally flat plan , in a geometrical
the claim

ense.

ut

peak of the aeroplane g nerally, and the ' pec

ification, line 51 to 6'2, paae 5, broadly defines the aero
plane as the upporting-surface and specifically mentions
that "these surfaces may receive more or less curvature
from the re istance of the air, as indicated in Fig. 3."
So the patent does not deal with the form of the upport
ing-surface, and defendant ' contention is without merit.
On this matter Judge Hazel correctly said:

"The drawing, Fig. 3, however, attached to the
specification shows a curved line inward of the aero-
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plane with straight lateral edges and considering
such drawing with the terminology of the specifica
tion the slight arching of the surfaces is not thought
a material departure; at any rate the patent in issue
does not belong to the class of patents which re
quires narrowing to the details of construction."
(Rec. 277-8; folio 789-90.)

HERRING'S AFFIDAVIT.
It is not clear from the affidavit just what class of
defence it i pre ented to support-whether a

a prior

publication taken in connection with the accompanying
copy of the "American Engineer;'' a prior use gener
ally; or a claim of priority of invention hy Herring.
But in either ca e this affidavit and publication can
not prevail as a defence again t the validity of the
Wright patent.

Fir t, as to the affidavit, because it i

in ufficient as evidence to maintain either of the defences
named, even if unrebutted.

Second, a

to the publica

tion, because what it purports to show is in ufficiently
hown to meet the requirements of law. Third. because
the rebuttal affidavit of the ·w right make· it plain that
so far as the publication can be deciphered, it doe not
disclose what the Herring affidavit claims for it. Fourth,
because the credibility of Mr. Herring a

a witnes

is

broadly impeached by the rebuttal affidavit of Wilbur
and Orville Wright, and by the writings of Herring him
self, which now rise up and confront him.

11 of these

show that his affidavit is in part a fabrication, and in

11

I ii
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part a pre ent attempt to now revive an abandoned ex
perimental failure, and to convert such failure into a cor
respondence with the teachings of the \V right patent,
wherea such experimental machine never, in fact, con
tained any mechanism in the remotest degree resembling
that which embodies th1s great invention, while what it
may have attempted to present, whatever it wa , is not
reliably and ufficiently proved and disclosed.
As a prior publication, the pictures and brief printed
description of this alleged Herring machine, in the
"American Engineer," are too vague and uncertain in
respect to what the actual construction was to he fol
lowed and applied. Too much i left to conjecture. The
pictures show no construction; only an outline, in shad
ows and lio-hts, with no mechanism which can be
and understood.

een

For instance, where i there shown a

pivoted vertical rear rudder? Where is it placed? How
is it operated? Where i there

hown ad ju table mar

ginal portions of an aeroplane? \Vhere are any means
of mounting uch parts hown? \Vhere any mechanism
for operating them?

·where any illustrated stwgestion

as to how to and why operate them, if present? And the
de cription is no better than the ob cure pictures. Only
three features of possible construction are mentioned
the alleged " mall vertical rudder;" the "horizontal rud
der;" and the "movable auxiliary surfaces," to "maintain
an approximately con tant angle of advance."

\Vhere

these "surface " are located, how operated, by what
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means and in what manner and under what circum
stanc es, are all und escribed . And the only funct ion at
tributed to the " ' urface " is one not in anywi

involved

in the \\'right patent. or in any i sue in thi case, fo r to
attempt to maintain the '' angle of advance '' merely
mean to try and control the inclination of the machine,
fore and aft, to a horizontal line, a would be the case if
one sought to control the ri e and fall of a ship's bow . o
as to hold the keel approximately at . ome one angle to a
level.

But uch an objec t is not a matter under con icl

eration in thi cau e.

nd a to th alleg cl "small verti

cal rudder,'' and ''horizontal rudd er,'' again no function
or purp , e or re. ult is de cribed in the printetl arti ·le
accompan yi ng the picture .

No one r 'acl ing thi ,· mere

reference to the rudders would be enlighte ne l at all a
to how to make the1

why to make them, where to locate

them, or how to operate them. l\ or does it appear, or is
it said, that the vertical rudder wa

a pivoted rudder.

Moreover, as pointed out in the affi<laYit of the \ right-·,
the term "vertical rudder," a

u eel in thi

publication

and understood in this art at that time, meant a fixed
vane, and not a pivoted rudder.

Defendant

recognize

the in sufficiency of this meager publication by

upple

menting it with affidavits and reference letters explaining
its suppo ed intended meaning.

But the e affidavits are

drawn in the new light of what is required by the ex
igencies of this case, and of what has been, for the fir t
time in all history, made known by the Wright patent.
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o, for whatever clas

of defence thi

publication and

this II erring affidavit are now presented, they must be
rejected by the court under the rule of law wi ely pre
' 'ailing on this

ubject, wh ich are founded in a

ound

public policy to prevent the defeat of justice by de io-n
ing litigant who attempt, a now attem pted by Herring.
to rewrite and put into old worthless publication , and
old abandoned anJ forgotten experiments, the later suc
ces fol inventions of other:; and this, too, in the present
case of Herring, after ha,·ing personally een the \ \r right
machine at their testing camp, as ha

been e ·plained.

All thi i quite indepencl nt of other leo-al infirmitie of
the IT rring affidavit, namely, that it i wholly uncorrob
orat cl, and is di credited by the rebuttal affidavit of
\ ilbur and Orville \Vright.

Law as to Alleged Prior Publications. Seymour v. McCormick,

supra, which exclude the statements of alleged succe s
r results contained in the "American Engineer. "

The

only results stated were overcoming "the fluttering of
the fabric" (not involved herein); ability to "maintain
an approximately constant angle of advance" (not in
volved herein); ability to ''preserve my balance without
the e.·treme muscular effort which were nece sary with
the two first machines" (al o not involved herein).

All

these claim s as to operation are inadmissible as evidence
and are excluded by this high authority. This last quoted
-;tatement is the one Herring seeks to now
that the lateral balance of the machine wa

ay meant
maintained
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by the so-called movable auxiliary

urfaces.

This now

claimed meaning is, therefore, without support, because
based upon a taternent of alleged operation in the pub
lication excluded by law.

Be ide , a

already pointed

out, the pre ent interpretation of the forme r

tatement

in the article is a clear perversion of what originally wa
intended in the article.

And beside being a perversion,

the interpretation it elf is also incompetent in law to
constitute evidence of priority, becau e it is uncorrobo
rated.

Badische v. Kalle, supra; Cohn ·u. U. S., supra; Sc3

1

11zour v. Osborne, 11 \Vall. 51G; Cameron v . Saratoga, snpra.
Tested by the fix d rules of law, laid clown in the e de
cisions, the publication in que tion is mere blank paper.

If that publication had contain cl the \V right invention,
or its philos phy or principles, Herrin g and othe rs would
have been flying fifteen year ago, when the article wa 
published . It may, therefore, be dismissed without fur
ther notice by counsel and court.

Law as to Prior Uses. The leading ca e by the supreme court
is Coffin v. Ogden, 18 Wall. 120, where the c urt said:
"The invention or .discovery relied upon as a de
fence must have been complete, and capable of pro
ducing the result ought to be accomplished; and
must be shown by the defendant. The burden of
proof rests upon him, and every reasonable doubt
should be resolved against him. If the thi ng wa3
embryonic or inchoate; if it rested in speculation or
experiment ; if the process pursued for its develop
m ent had failed to reach the point of consummation,

-

-------~---~
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it cannot aYail to defeat a patent. * * * Un
. ucces ful ancl abandoned experiments do not affect
the validity of a ·ubsequent patent." .Deering v. Wi
1w1w, 153 U. S. 286.

Al o Ca11trell
90 G.
l ~ o.

Wallick, 117 U. S. 6 9; American

11.

. :566, 23 \\'all. 566; Ranso111 v.

1 e7-L1

1.1.

Fiber,

York, Feel. Cas.

11,513, Vol. »O, p. 286, 1 Fish. Pat. Cas. 252.

In concluding this brief
this subject the court i

urvey of the authoritie

on

a ke<l to note the substantial

parallel bctw en Drawbaugh's pretentions in the great
Bell Telep hon

ca e and II erring'

pre ten ti on

in thi

ca e. The telephone wa an invention which a tonished
the world.

rl he Wright invention has likewise a ton-

i ·he<l the world.

Drawbaugh vi ited the Philadelphia

Centennial in 1816 and saw, and obtained information
concerning, the Bell telephone, then ju t brought out be
fore the public.

Herring vi ited the test camp of the

Wrights at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, in 1902 and
saw the machine of thi ·w right patent.

Tel. Co. v. I'coplcs, 22 F.

3~9;

A111crican Bell

Telephone Cases, 126 U . S. 1.

The inherent dangers in oral proofs in this class of cases,
and Eerring's affidavit is purely oral, are explained in the

Barbed Wire Patellt, 1-±3 U. S. 275, Deering v. Harvester
Works, 155 U . S. 286, Brooks v. Sacks, 81 F. 403, court of
appeal

for the first circuit.

The evidence of prior

use by a single witness, once in the employ of the defen
dants, as Herring is now, is not sufficient. Mast, Foos &

Co. v. Dempster, 82 F. 327, court of appeals for the eighth
circuit.
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Herring Rebutted. \Vright Bro . show conclu ively that much
in Herring' affidavit is either untru e or , o highly colored
by Herring a to mi state the real fact . (Rec . 211-12; fo
lios 590-2.) After quoting the entire description contained
in the "American Eno-ineer," the \\'right

explain what

the article really, and only, referred to. (Rec. 12-l±; folio
594-8.) The 'vV rights then develop the knmvn facts, which
show that Herring is di ingenuous in now claiming that,
when he wrote years ago about presen·ing hi s balance
without such muscular effort, he then meant these adjus
table surfaces acted to reduce hi

physical exertion, in

maintaining lateral balance of the machine. ( Rec. '!l.J.-J 5;
folios 59 -601.)

As to the all

cd pivot d rudder, now

claimed by Herring to have bee n in the 18!)1 xperi m ntal
machine, and lo b

. how n in the cut in the "American

Engineer," and in hi - recently taken photograp h , from
upposed old negative , the \Vri ght Dro '. affidavit ex
po e

the imposition. (Rec. 215-lG; folios 60 1--1:.)

n

the point that if it he as, urn ed that l lerring once em
ployed the o-call ed vertical pivoted rudder and adju st
able surfaces, the \V rig ht Bro '. affidavit shows a plain
case of abandoned experim ent, left w ithout making the
matter a-vailable to the public.
605-15.)

(Rec . 216-19; folios

This la t refer ence sh ow, that Herring, after

abandoning hi s 1894 experiments, clicl not again use
his alleged pivoted vertical rudder and aclju table sur
faces, though he built, for Mr. Chanute, experimental
machines in 1 96, 1897, 1898; and fell in one of them,
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de troying it and barely escaping erious injury, for want

It i

of these very all eged lateral balancing appliances.

incredible that he had the e features and yet did not use
them when hi need
so hold.

demanded them.

N umerou

Deering v. Wi11011a Han•cster Co., 155 C.

Barbed Wire Patent, 1-13 U.

. 2i 5, 2:-i 'i.

early devices· and i

. ·2 G;

Herring i al -o

the single witness produced to prove hi

rule of

ca e 

own alleged

a party in interest beside, .

The

vidence in such ca. e

rej cts the unsupported

testimony of a single witness.

Albright <'. La11gfcld, 1:;1

F. cl 3, ±IG; and Durpee v. Bawo, l 18 F.

53; Brcrwn ·v.

Zaubit:=, 105 F. 242; Cautrcll v. !f-'allicl?, 117

. S. G '9,

cited in Albright v. Langfeld.
And Herring never u eel a pivot ed r ar , ·ertical rudcl r
and adjustable marginal surface until after he had been
to the -W right 'Kitty Ha\ k trial camp where he first saw
the e feature . (Affidavit of W rio-ht Dro . Rec. 2Hl-'20; fo
lio

615-1 ).) So too hi

claim that defendants' co-acting

infringing v rtical pivoted rear rud d er and adjnstabt

lat

eral surfaces or tip had their gencsi in his own prc\'ious
conceptions i
Curti

flatly refuted by the fact that defendant

had bu ilt three machines with the. e features in

them in 190L, the year before Herring says they ad pt d
them for the 1909 Herring-Curti

machine.

saw complainants' machine in 1902, and joined

Herring
urti s

in 1909 in applying to the Herring- urtiss machine the
rear vertical pivoted rudder and lateral aclju table mar
gins or tip. ; while Curtis. , the year before, 1908, had al
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ready adopted the e features in consequence
information as
veyed by the
while

{ his

con trucling a .W right machine con

v\' right in their letters to Li ut. el fridge

ecretary of the ~\erial Experiment A ~ ociation,

of which Curti s was then a member and the experi
menter.

Thi corre ponclence shows that in such capac

ity he was virtually a limited licensee for a given or
uncommercial purpose; and that he did not deny the
Yaliclity of the \Vright patent or deny infringement, bnt
only promised not to make a commercial n ~ e of his ma
chine when notified of infringement.
The, e are trong equities in favor of complainant and
ho tile to any claim

{ right or orio-inality in the e de

fendants.
Again, on the que. tion of II erring never having made
any claim to the e features, until now, the \Vright re
buttal affidavit show fully that he made no
until sued ·in this case.

(Rec. 21!J-20; folio

ucb claim
615-16.)

nder all the authorities, uch a American Bell Tel. Co.

v. Peoples Tel. Co., 22 F. 309; Telephone Cases, 126 U. S. 1,
and on common principles of estoppel and common dic
tates of justice, Herring coulcl not now be heard to set
up a claim of prior invention again. t the e great m
ventors who have astoni heel the world. And this quite
aside from the fact that whatever he did, he did not per
fect his device, hut left it unfinished, suffered it to be
come lost, and does not now produce it.

The obvious

truth is that Herring never pos essecl the features in

•r'
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que, tion .

If he hacl the world would have heard of

them; and they would have been actually shown and cle
cribed in hi

article in "American Engineer,'' and not

left t o conjecture; and he, acting by all known rule of
human conduct. would have claimed them in 1902 when
he visited \\'right Bro .

And he would al o have used

them in the later experimental machines of 18%-1-8, be
fore spoken of.

Dut Ilerring did not sow, and he can

not now reap !
Even more-\vhen in December. 100:1, the fame of . the
then flights of the \\'rights in their machine began to
stir the aeronautical w rld a it was never stirred hefor ,

.,
1

thi same man IIerrino- rn h d to his pen and, as editor
of a trade periodical, wrote: "S
\ REAL FLYING

'CE

l\IACIII~E

thing pointed out that thi

succe

FUL TE T

F

;" and among other
ful machine differed

from his own experiment in the "l\IETIIOD OF CO r_
TROLLI

T

LATER,\L

EQ

IL1BRI 11."

Wright in their joint affidavit peak of this.
foli

The

(Rec. 2·20;

GlG-18.) The Wright affidavit then close its treat

ment of the alleged 189± machine by a convincing analy
si of the Herring claims.

(Rec. 220-3; folios Gl -'2G.)

The claim by Herring that the machine of the com
plainant ' patent can be clirectecl in a straight line onl
is met by the \tVrights thu. :
"The claim of l\lr. Herring (affidavit, page 1) that
complainant.' machine of the patent was capable of
being directed in a straight line only is not well

___•__!_,,.

~-

•

It

,

..

.'.

•

•

•

••
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founded. vVe have repeatedly made complete cir
cles with the rear rudder permanently connected
with the wire which warp the planes a described
in the particular form hown in the patent. Circle
were usually made in a direction oppo ite to that
which should have been taken if the rudder had po 
es eel the function of an ordinary hip' rudder.
\Ve turned to the left with the rudder traight or
even set over slightly to the right. 1\Ir. Herring ha
himself seen us in 1902 turn our glider to the right
or left with the mechani -m hown in the patent in
suit, and is misleading the court by pre enting a
theoretical argument which conflicts vvith a known
fact." (Rec. ~:23; folios G'JG-7.)
Finally, Herring's affidavit contains an important ad
mi

ion on the que sti n of infringement a

invol eel in

the peration of clef ndant ' machine. The \Vrights con
clude their affidavit by copying and explaining this ad
mi ·sion: (Rec. 223-4; folios 62t- .)
"We call attention to the parao-raph on page 11,
in which Mr. Herring speaks, a: an expert, on the
nece ity of adjusting a vertical tail whenever the
angles of incidence of lateral tip · are unequal. H
says: 'In my 1894 glider machine I found it neces
ary to use the vertical rudder in preserving a
straight course, when I corrected the side equilib
rium by using the auxiliary surfaces.' This, thOlwh
clearly after-I nowledge, confirm the a ertions of
complainants and their witne ses that such coope
ration is necessary in defendants' machine whenever
the angles of incidence of the lateral tips become
unequal in flight."

Thu

Herring is discredited; his affidavit thoroughly

1 9
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rebutted; his conduct before hi

present inlere t

arose,

shown to he incompatible wilh his new claims now for
the fir l time advanced; while his ex partc testimony as
that of a ingle witness is incompetent to defeat or affect
thi important suit.

CONCLUSION.
It is nm

ubmitted, in conclu ion, that the facts here

in-the pioneer character of the V\rright invention, the
generic

tatus of their patent, the failure of defendant

to succe -fully a sail it, entire 110\' elty. their appropria
tion of the invention, their knowledge of it acquired in a
confidential manner before they appropriated it, the need
of thi

injunction to pre -erve in statn quo the important

and world-wide recognized rights of these inventors
ancl the law cited herein, affording precedent after prec
edent in support of thi

motion, all go to e tabli h a

clear right to the relief prayed for, and to how there wa
no reversil le error made by the learned and careful
Judge below.
Re pectfully,

H. A. TOULMIN,
Counsel for Complainant.

fay, 1910.

United States Circuit

C~urt

of Appeals,

FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT.

The Wright Company,
Complainant-Appellee,
-vs.

Louis Paulhan,
Defendant-Appellant.

IN EQUITY
Appeal from
Judge Hand's
Order Granting
Preliminary
Injunction.

BRIEF FOR APPELLEE.

INTRODUCTORY.
This is an appeal hy the defendant-appellant from an
interlocutory order granting a preliminary injunction
restraining appellant from further using two flying ma
chines he imported into this country from France.

He

came here with these machine with a full knowledge of
the Wright patent on which thi suit is based and of hi s
probable infringement. His plan was to make exhibition
flights at Los Angeles, California, and elsewhere in dif
ferent cities· and states. This plan he carried into effect
by giving exhibition flights at various places.

He con..

., .

2

.._. ~

INTRODUCTORY

tinued to do so until the circuit court enjoined him.
proceeds were a large and handsome revenue.

His

He ar

rived in New York early in January, 1910, and toured
the country, giving numerous exhibition flight~, until the
latter part of March, 1910, when he returned to France,
leaving his infringing machines, as they were in the cus
tody of the law, under attachment proceedings instituted
by hi

manager, one Edwin Cleary.

Later it turned out

that Paulhan did not even own these machines, but that
he had safeguarded against the pos ibility of this court
and the lower court ordering them to be delivered up
f r de truction, by makinO' them hi

wife's property.

Hi, c mtract for giving exhibition flights wa for a rather
princely compen ation f r

ne who had originally been

a tight-rope walker, then a mechanic and then an adven
turing showman, skilful in the use of aeroplane flying
machines and daring and brave in the extraordinary
hazards he took in sensational flights of great height and
duration.

Hi

alary was $6,000 per week for a period

of even months. He was permitted to give bond week
ly, equal to his salary, as a condition for suspending the
injunction.

He gave bond for $6,000 for one week's

flights and then departed without giving further
ity.

ecur

His salary proceeds were about $44,000 for the

period he conducted exhibition flights.

These proceeds

he secured and carried away beyond the jurisdiction of
this court.
Again, the record hows that this expedition by Paul

"
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han was a mere forerunner to ascertain if it woul<l be
practicable for other E uropean to come and do likewise,
w ithout incurring liability.

l\Ir. Wilbur Wright thus

testifies:
"That the defendant and his associate abroad
well knew and under tood that the importation and
use of the e machines would infringe this nited
States patent, for Paulhan here and one or more of
his associates abroad, since the bringing of this ac
tion, have publicly avowed that they were prepared
to remove the adju table marginal portions or bal
ancing wing of the e infringing machine should
they be driven to that, in which case Paulhan
would d hi bes t to perate his machine without
uch feature . T hi h w that the defendant ad
vi. dly entered up n this infringement. * * *
"Thal my ady ices from Europe are to the effect
that this expedition of Paulhan is looked up n by
other Europeans as a test of whether it is practic
able to tour America with infringing machines,
free from such int erference by the courts as would
prevent them from making exhibition and con
veying the proceeds thereof beyond the jurisdic
t ion of American courts. If the defendant is per
mitted to go unrestrained, many others will be en
couraged to flock to this country with the intention
of infringing and then escaping the consequences
thereof by leaving this country." (Rec. 23-4, folios
68-70 .)

Thi s situation, we submit, calls appeal ingly for the in
terposition of this court by its injunctive powers. Noth
ing could more fully

how the acute situation now con

'frontin g the large interests of the complainant.

See

al so paragraph 5 of the bill which the court will please
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read.

Much of the reward due these }J,atentees, t he

Wright Brother , for they are per onally large factors
m thi

company and heavi ly interested financiall y in it,

to be Io t unless this ali en infringer is restrained
and other infringer

prevented from coming he re and

Iikewi e infringing where they have no property.

It

is easy for them to send their cash proceeds abroad as
rece ived .

Paulhan probably flew before half a million

American

who were waiting customers ready to attend

fli g hts to be made by complainant
hibition branch of its bu iness.

through

the

The curio ity and de

ire of that many prospect ive attendants have been
isfied, with re ulting los
may

ex

to complainant.

thers come an l do likew i e a

at

Not on ly

Paulh an has d n ,

but defendant, himself, may again come and repeat and
enlarge his operations if the in junction be not contin
ued.

ESSE NTIAL

QUESTION

INVOLVE D

IN

THIS

APPEAL.
The essential question on which this controversy
pivots is whether or not defendant in using the al
leged infringing machines utilized the rear vertical rud
der in conjunction with the ailerons or adjustable mar
gins in maintaining lateral balance of the machines in
flight, by presenting to the wind pressure that side of
the rudder which is toward the side of the machine
having its aileron or adjustable margin at the less angle
of incidence.

5
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The learned court below found that, 1as matter of
fact, defendant did so use this rudder and the ailerons.
(Rec. 299, latter part folio 896, folios 897-8.)

Defend

ant admitted such u e of the combination, but claimed
that he did not always so turn the rudder.

(Rec. 6 t,

folio 199; Rec. 69, folio 208, and 207, second sentence;
Rec. 70, la t

entence folio 208.)

The court will understand later on, when the de
fendant's machine

are described, the reasons why lat

eral balance is recovered or maintained by pre cnting
to the wind that side of the rudder which
the

ide of the machin

cid nee is the less.

toward

where the marginal angle of in

We merely now point the mind of

the court to the thing to keep in view in proceeding
through the record, and which thing is decisive on the
issue

of

infringment.

After

Judge

Hanel

decided

against the defendant and made his very careful find
ings of fact on this question now being pre ented, de
fendant came back with a motion to reopen and re
hear the case.

In doing so much additional matter in

the way of numerous affidavits was filed.

This includ

ed a new affidavit by defendant, in which he g:rew
bolder, and for the first time denied that he used the
rear rudder at all when manipulating the ailerons or
adjustable margins, except only in the one case of mak
ing a sharp, quick turn.

Otherwise he denies using the

rear rudder in connection with or at the time of man
ipulating the ailerons.

(Rec. 327, ff. 979-80; Rec. 329
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ff. 986-88.)

In the admitted instance of using the rud

cler in making the sharp turns he claims to turn it
toward

the aileron having the greater angle of in

cidence.

Even so the air pressure will still be on that

side of the rudder toward the side of the machine with
the less angle of incidence in the aileron.
points this out very clearly.

Judge Hand

(Rec. 298, folios 893-5.)

The purpose in calling attention to these matters at
this point is merely to show the contradiction Paulhan
has made in his two affidavits.
defeat, he made the

Under the stress of

econd affidavit and by his incon

si tency and bolder tatements brought himself within the
hservati n of Ir. J usticc Lurton and Jud e Taft in Potts

v. Creager, 9 1 F. 18, SG, where caution i given against
according we ight to evidence prepared after the ca e
has been decided and "the weaknes es of the losing side
are clearly brought out".

In such event "there is great

clanger that the exigencies of the case may lead wit
nesses to round out evidence beyond that which exact
truth would permit.

Such evidence must be taken with

great caution and weighed in the light of this danger".
(P. 86.)

This last evidence of Paulhan is of this char

acter.

Assigments of Error.

These are 74 in number and occupy

within a page as much space in the record as Judge
Hand's opinion.

Regard for the convenience of this

court, therefore, forbids that we should notice each
alleged error. They come to the validity of the Wright

.,
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patent, ra1s111g such question s as whether the subj ect
matter of the claims is patentable under the statute,
an extreme contention without merit; to the operative
ness of the \\Tright invention as embraced in the patent,
anoth er indication of desperation for a defense,

eein g

that the machine of the patent, both in the exact form
and in modified forms, has startled the world by its
rnarvelou

performances; to anticipation by the prior

art, although unt il the advent of thi s invention there
had

been

ab solutely

no

successfu l

man-controlled

h eavier-than-air flying machine of any kind· to

cope

of th e claims-re tricti on to le s than the terms of the
claim s ancl the broad

tatement

of the specification

being· urged in tead of a fair interpretation in accord
ance with Winans v. Denmead, 15 How. 330, and Morley v.

Lancaster, 129 U. S. 263 ; to an alleged estoppel grow
ing out of the file wrapper contents; to the claims being
for aggregations and not combinations, notwith stand
ing that it is impo sible to state the operation of the se
machines without also stating the cooperation of the
ailerons or adju stable marginal portions and the rear
vertical rudder, showing their intimate interrelation ;
to a question of the sufficiency of the specification of
the Wright patent, to the effect that it is deceptive, a
suggestion so manifestly absurd as to need no di cus
sion; to whether Wilbur and Orville Wright were the
original inventors of the invention in question, though
as to this matter no adverse proof appears in the record;

.,
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to infringment, which like the rest of these questions,
so far as they relate to matters in the record, will be
treated under the appropriate head elsewhere in this
brief, as the heading Infringment as to this question; to
the mode of operation of defendant's Farman machine,
while as to defendant's Bleriot machine the assigments
of error make no reference whatever; and to s,ame
incidental or minor matters of no effect one way or the
other.

There is much repetition in the assignment of

errors.

For instance, Anticipation is raised in assign

ments 5, 16, l

1,

18, 19, 52, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 63; In

fringement in a signments 2, 6, 33, 34:, 53, 55, 56, 66, 67,
and incidentally in 6 , 69,

0, 71,

2, 73,

4; and scope

of the patent in 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 36, 38, 46,
4 , 48, 50, 65. There is much repetition; as testing the
general accuracy of the a signments of error attention
is called to No. 31, Rec. 409, where it is said the court
erred in "holding that the fact that the defendant is a
non-resident constituted a ground for the granting of a
preliminary injunction against him", while,

in

fact,

Judge Hand was scrupulously careful to say that he re
gretted that complaintant had repeatedly called atten
tion to the fact that defendant was an alien, as that was
"totally unimportant", and "by no means calculated to
predispose" the court in favor of a citizen.

(Rec. 310.)

That we mentioned that defendant was a foreigner wa:;
only to emphasize the absence of local assets and the
certainty that he would remove his proceeds beyond the
,;1
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reach of American courts.
Again, as illustrating the character of the assignments
of error, see a signment 1:3, (Rec. 405) complaining that
the court did not hold the ·w right patent to be a "mere
paper patent", and that as the apparatus of the patent
is "incapable of practical use, therefore, the patent is
entitled to only a narrow construction".

\\ c know .of

no such doctrine in the patent law, besides the fact that
the assignment flies in the face of the recognition of
utility the Wright machine has received throughout the
world.

The Wright Patent.

As the court in its labors on the ca e

of this complainant v . The Herring-Curtiss

o. et al. will

have studied the Wright patent by the time con ider
ation of this present case is reached, it is deemed un
necessary to refer to the patent more than in connection
with the question of infringment by this defendant.
nder that heading the patent will be gone into suf
ficiently for purposes of this case.

We, therefore, pass

at once to the subject of Infringment.

INFRINGEMENT.
Defendant has used two forms of infringing machines.
One is known as a Farman or biplane machine, with
adjustable margins or ailerons joining the aeroplanes
proper along their rear edges and near their extreme
sides. The other is known as the Bleroit or monoplane
machine, in which the lateral margins of the aeroplane are

10
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adjusted or literally warped to present different angles of
incidence, following the

pecific form selected for illus

tration in the ·W right patent.

In both forms of defend

ant's machines the rear vertical rudder is pre ent and,
like the ailerons in the Farman machine and the adjust
able marginal portions in the Bleriot, is operable by
the operator through suitable cables extending from him.
The operation of both the infringing machines is the
same as regards maintaining and recovering, lateral
equilibrium or balance-that great and indi pensable
requirement without which the \tVright flying machine
and the,' e infringing machines woul I not and could not
fly or be maintained in the air.

In the Farman machine there 1s also the forward
horizontal rucld<ler for controlling the rise an 1 de cent
of the machine, which rudcl r is operable also by the
operator, through connections which extend from him
to the rudder.

In the Blcriot machine the horizontal

rudder is placed at the rear in tead of at the front of
the aeroplane, though it functions are the same.
First, as to infringment by the Farman machine; see
the cut opposite thi

page taken from the print accom

panying Mr. Orville vVright's affidavit.

Farman Machine-Infringment.

Messrs. Orville and Wilbur

Wright both testify to their personal knowledge of this
machine and to its construction and operation.

The

former details these matters in his affidavit; the latter
confirms him.

Mr. Orville Wright describing it, says:

!JErEIYJJlllYT<5

F/1/r!Wd!V

.lJJPL/llYE

___.________________________
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* * * Two horizontal supporting surfaces
A A, one above the other and about six feet apart,
are trussed together by mean of upright standards
and stay wire . A single horizontal front rudder
B, which i operated through the lever C, can be
caused to pres nt its upper or lower side to the
wind, so as to steer the machine upward or down
ward. The part of the main aeroplanes lying
near the right and left extremitie are made in
two parts, of which the front portions are immov
able, and the rear portion D are hincre<l to the
front portions in such a manner that their incli
nation can be varied by means of cords leading to
the lever C. By means of lateral movements of
this lever, the portions D on the ricrht side f the
machine are pulled down at the r ar eclg , while
the imilar porlion
n the left , idc are permitted
to rise, o that the aeroplanes at the ri ht end
strike the air at a Teater angle of incidenc than
at the left end, and receive greater lifting and re
tarding pres ures than the aeroplane at the left
end. A rever e movement of the lever C will cause
the left portions of the aeroplanes to receive a
greater angle of incid nee and greater lifting pres
sure than the right. By regulating the relative
angles of the ricrht and left margins of the aero
planes the balance of the machine from side to side
is controlled.
"About twenty feet to the rear of the main struc
ture two adjustable vertical rudders are placed,
from which cords lead to a lever operated by the
man's feet. When in controlling lateral balance
the operator give to the left end of the machine
a greater angle of incidence than to the right, in
order to cause the left end to rise, he also presses
with his feet the lever which operates the vertical
rear rudders, so as to present to the wind that side

_________.._.....__________...._......

~
J
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which is toward the right tip of the mam aero
planes. By this combination of adjustments the
difference in horizontal resistance of the right and
left tips of the aeroplanes is balanced, while the
difference in vertical pressure is utilized to control
lateral equilibrium.
"Thu the Farman biplane is "a flying machine
compnstng superposed connected
aerroplanjes,
means for moving said vertical rudder toward that
side of the machine pre enting the smaller angle
of incidence and least resi tance to the atmo phere,
and a horizontal rudder provided with means for
presenting its upper or under surface to the resis
tance of the atmosphere." (Rec. 17-19, Fs. 51-5.)
As statecl, Mr. Wilbur Wright confirms this descrip
tion and mode of operation.

(Rec.

9

1, F. 63.)

He ad Is

that he i very familiar with the patent in suit and has
compared the patent with the Farman machine and finds
that it "responds to the structure set forth and claimed
in said patent and particularly in claims

t,

14 and 15,

and that the mode of operation of the defendant'

ma

chine and the results obtained thereby are the same as
set forth and embodied in said patent, and that the mech
anism of defendant's machines is substantially the same
as that also set forth and described in said patent." (Rec.
22, F. 64.)
The presence of every element of claims 7, 14 and 15
in the Farman machine is not denied. It could not be.
Moreover, it is admitted that the lateral balance is
maintained or controlled by changing the angle of in
ci°dence of the ailerons.

This is specifically admitted.

\
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Defendant's principal contention is the manner of using
The rudder is present in the

his rear vertical rudder.

machine, with means extending from it to the operator,
by which he may turn it to receive pressure on the side
toward the aileron having the less angle of incidence.
That he did so he admitted in his first affidavit, though
he claimed not to " always" so use the rudder.
rebuttal affidavit of
Paulhan'

In the

fr. Wilbur Wright, he answe rs

pretentions and contentions and point

out

that in the Farman machine the only po sible mode of
re toring lateral equilibrium or balance would be by
turning the rear vertical rudder toward the aileron hav
ing the less angle of incidence. "The method really u eel
by Paulhan in restoring the lateral balance i that set
forth in the patent in is ue.
destroy it."

Any other method would

(Rec. 290, F. 870.)

Again Mr. Wright

testifies: " It is not true, a stated by Mr. Paulhan, that
it would be suicidal to always prese nt t o the wind that
ide of the rudder toward the wing having the smaller
angle of incidence. On the contrary, it "".ould be suicidal
to abstain from doing so, and the result would be as
described in the last paragraph of Lieut. Humphrey's
revised affidavit.

"*

*

* The rudder must be pre

sented to the wind on the side toward the wing with
the smaller angle of incidence in order to maintain or
restore lateral equilibrium.

Any other condition, if

persisted in, will bring calamity."
867-8.)

(Rec. 289-90, Fs.

Mr. Wright further explains that much of the
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Paulhan affidavit bear evidence of having been prepared
by persons not familiar with the facts, and contain
statement contrary to facts well known to Paulhan and
which he certainly would not have affirmed under oath
if a true tran lation of the affidavit had been read to him.
(Rec. 288, F. 862 et seq.)
The paragraph of Lieut. Humphrey's affidavit alluded
to above by Mr. Wright. as to the effect of a failure to
set the rear rudder over to the less incidence, is as
follows:
Lieut. Humphreys Gives An Actual Experience. "In the la t
flight I made on the machine, which wa in com 
pany with Lieut. Lahm, the machine wa flying
clo e t the ground, when an attempt was made to
raise the depre ed wing by increasing the incli
nation of the low wing and clecrea ing the other,
but owing to a failure to promptly set over the tail
toward the wing whose angle has been decreased,
the depre sed wing refused to ri e and struck the
ground, causing damage to the machine." (Rec.
57, F. 171.)

J

{

Mr. Wilbur Wright further testifies that while mak
ing flights in France in 1908, the maker of this Farman
machine, Henry Farman, saw the Wright machine in
the autumn of that year.
These phenomena, as to the need of the rear vertical
rudder to swing to the angle of least incidence, to coun
teract the differential resistance at the opposite sides of
the machine, due to the pre entation of a greater angle
on the lower side when recovering balance, were all

},
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most intelligently and carefully worked out, inve tigated
and under tood by Judge Hanel and are stated in his
opinion, Rec. 29-±-6, Fs.

2- . There was no rever ible

error in his conclusions.
Moreover, defendant has occupied two inconsistent
po itions on thi

issue of infringment.

These we shall

now explain.
Defendant's Inconsistent Positions on Infringment.
answering the order to

\\hen

how cause vYhy an injunction

should not is ue, and an wering the testimony of the
J

Wrights, ju t given, he stated one po ition. (Rec. 65,
affidavit I• b. 1st, 1910.)
wa

Her Judge Hanel'

op ini on

handed clown, and thi, po ition was ·h wn to he

untenable, and the w akne e of defendant's whole case
were

judicially

through hi

determined,

defendant

came

back,

counsel, and asked for a reopening of the

case and a rehearing.

In doing this, they presented

many new affidavit intend d to meet the new situation.
Among these was Paulhan'
1910.

later affidavit of l\farch

The e contradictory positions of defendant re

late to his manner of using the rear vertical rudder in
its relation to the adjustable marginal ailerons, the crux
of the i sue of infringment.
In his first affidavit he said, (a), he sometimes turned
the rear rudder toward the side of the machine where the
aileron had the less angle of incidence; sometimes turn
ed such rudder toward the side where the aileron had
the greater angle of incidence; and sometimes turned

);
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this rudder according to the conditions of the moment
-all uses relating to maintaining lateral balance. In his
second affidavit (after the court found infringement on

the basis of this first position) he said he never touched
or moved the rear rudder at all when operating the aile
rons to recover lateral balance.

(Rec. 323, 327, F. 979.)

In his first affidavit he further said that when one
side of an aeroplane machine tilts downward, the de
pressed ide tends to move more slowly and the machine
turns out of course, turning toward the lower side, and
that a necessary feature was a vertical rudder to coun
terbalance this turning movement-the rudder even be
ing neces ary regardles

of the angle of incidence of

the tip or aileron on the depres ed side.
212-13; Rec. 72, F. 215.)

(Rec. 71, Fs.

And, of course, the greater

the angle of the aileron, the greater the necessity for
the rear vertical rudder.

In contrast with this statement of the need of the
cooperating vertical rudder, he contends in his second
affidavit tha.t, though the Wrights o assert as to their
machine and as he says, inferentially so a sert as to
other machines,like his Farman machine, such asser
tion is incorrect.

(Rec. 326, Fs. 976-7.)

To make this matter even plainer we print Paulhan's
said contradictory statements in parallel columns as
follows:
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Paulhan's First Position, Before

Paulhan's Second Position,...,A fter

Judge Hand's Decision.

Judge Hand's Decision.

In his first affidavit, of Feb
ruary 1, 1910, he aid:
''It is true that in the Farman
biplane flying machine and in the
Bleriot aeroplane the rear rudder
is sometimes moved toward the
angle of least incidence, but it
would be suicidal to connect the
rear rudder with the warping of
the wing, so that the rear ver
tical rudder would always be
turned to the side hav.ing the
least angle of incidence.' (Rec.

In his second affidavit, of
Iarch ,·, 1910, he said:
"\ 'hen I am traveling in a
straightaway course in a Farman
machine and it gets laterally
tilted by a gust of wind or air
current I never touch or move
the rudder at all. The recovery
of the balance is accomplished
wholly and absolutely by pulling
down into use the aileron on the
depressed ide and the rudder
doc not come into play at all
except in a turning operation."
(Rec. 32 , F. 919.)
Again he says:
' If the machine is tilted down
to the right, the right aileron
streaming out behind in repo e,
I simply pull that right aileron
clown a very little, just a few de
gree , according to the speed at
which I am going, and its in
creased lifti!lg power immediate
ly raises the wing * * * As
above stated, under these con
ditions I do not touch or move
the rudder." (Rec. 329, F. 986.)
"The balance, as I have stated,
is
recovered
~nstantaneously,
and the rudder comes into play
only on a turn or a very quick
and sharp change of direction."
(Rec. 330, F. 988.)

69, F. 206.)

Here is a specific ad 111 i ion
that the rear rudder is at times
acl justed toward the le s inci
dence, followed by a claim that
it would be unsafe to always so
turn it.
Next the affidavit says:
"What the operator of uch
machines would do with his rear
rudders would depend wholly
upon the circumstances and the
conditions of the moment. Un
der one condition he might in
crease the angle of incidence
considerably on the right and
move the rudder slightly to the
left. Under different conditions
he might increa e the angle oi
incidence slightly on the right
and move the rudder consider~
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ably to the left.'' (Rec. 6'.), F.
207.)
Here 1s a pecific adm.is ion
that he will increa e the ancrle
at one ide and turn the rudder
toward the other
ide, which
would be toward the side with
the le s angle of incidence.
Finally he says:
''Whether the rudders are
turned toward the angle of
least re istance or the reverse
lepends up on the c ndition of
the moment." (Rec. , 0, F. ·w :-i . )
From the. e tatements it is
seen that the rear rudder i used
in c njuncti n with the varying
angl
of incidence produced by
lhe different a ljustment of the
aileron , being turned toward
the less angle, as he say , but
followed with the claim that it
may be turned to the reverse or
as conditions require. The es
sence of this declaration is that
the rudder is turned, in recover
in O" balance, toward the angle of
le s incidence.

Here is a very different tory.
He now drops the declarations
that the rear rudder is turned
to the angle of lea t re i tance
and, being spurred on by defeat,
says that he doc not use this rud
der at all in recovering balance,
in
a
straiO"ht-away
course,
though admitting its use on a
turn or for a quick change of di 
rection. Of course, he might be
manipulating the ailerons to re
cover balance at the very time of
making such turn or quickly
changing direction, and so would
till be u in the rudder in con
junction with the ailerons, not
with tanding the broad denial
that the rudder is used at all in
recovering balance.

On the necessity of the rear
ru Ider to prevent the turning
movement of the machine when
one ide is tilted down, he further
aid in his affidavit that:
"Where one side of either the
Farman biplane or Bleriot aero-

On the pretended non-use
of the rear ·rudder to pre' en t
turning movement, he says, in
his second affidavit:
"It is asserted by the Messr .
Wright that in their machine
the re ult of warping the wing
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planes,
* * * having ver
tical rear rudders, is depressed
or t ilted downward, the side
w hich is depres eel tend
to
move more slowly and the aero
plane turns in the direction of
the depres ed ide." (Rec. 71,
F . 212.) * * * A necessary fea
ture, therefore, in the Farman
and Bleriot aeroplanes, is a verti
cal rudder, which will take part
in, add to or counteract the turn
ing movement, caused by the lat
eral tilt of the aeroplane, regard
les of the angle of incidence of
t h e wing tip or warping sur
fac es." (Rec. , 2, !'. 215.)
H ere 1 a l claration f the
necessity of uch rudder to pre
v ent the machine from turning
out of its cour e when one side
tilts downward. As the aileron
at that side, a he ays, 1
et
t o a larger angle to lift that ide,
it, therefore, follows, as effect
foll ows cause, that the counter
balancing use of the rudder to
w hich he refers means the turn
ing of t he rudder tmvard the
hig h side or that with the less an
gle of incidence.
So in the first quotations above
from this fir t affidavit we find
Paulhan stating that the rudder
is turn ed toward the side with
the less angle of incidence, and
in these last qoutations we find

l

j

i to depress that wing on ac
count of the increase d head re
istance, and that to counteract
this and keep the machine from
falling it is neces ary to turn the
rudder toward the other icle.
That is probably true of the
\V right machine and I \Yill give
the reason why. The ~Iessrs.
\ Vright, however, have informed
the court inferentially that this is
al o trne of other machines, like
the Farman for in tance. This
i absolut ly incorrect and un
founded, a I know from a most
exten ive per ·on al experience .
(h.ec. ;326, F . 976-7.)
Here i a den ial of the need of
the u e of the ruclclcr t counter
1 alance when one wing is tilted
clown. But in the quotation from
h'is first affidavit. appearing in
the opposite column, he stated
there was need of the use of the
rudder at such a time. Such is
the state of .the evidence by t he
defendant. The court will per
ceive that defendant' fir t theory
was that he could escape infring
ment by saying that he did not
always turn the rudder toward
the angle of less incidence, and
also by saying that he moved t h e
rudder to one side or the other
according to the cond itions of
the moment. On these two state
ments he hoped to escape . Fail-
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him giving the reason , or some
of the reasons, therefor, namely,
to counterba.lance the turning
tendency when one ide i tilted
low and being recovered.

'vVe
tion

ing in that positon, he then came
back and said he did not use the
rear vertical rudder at all in re
covering lateral balance; that,
when one aileron is given a
greater angle when the machine
tilts, he did not have to u e the
rudder to counterbalance the
turning tendency of the machine
and that, finally he only used the
rudder "simultaneously with the
aileron" when making a sharp
turn, say ''to the left.'' when he
"woul l pull down the right aile
ron a little" and "turn the rudder
blade to the left." (Rec. 329, F.
9 7.) This latter operation in
v Ives turning the rudder to the
les incidence.

ubmit there i nothing in these conflicting posi
of defendant to overcome the affirmative pro f of

infringement fir t stated above under the head of In
fringement.

Indeed, the fir t of the statements o[ cle

fendant, like his last statement as to using the rudder
"simultaneously" with the ailerons by moving it reward
the one with the less angle in making a sharp turn, i , as
J udo-e Hand rightly held, all sufficient to prove infringe
ment.

It is "nothing to the purpose," says the learned

Judge, "if at times he avails himself of other methods."
Again, that: "this combination is in fact for a greater
part of the time used by the defendant 'to maintain or
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(Rec. 299, F. 897.)

E

The follow

ing extracts from the rebuttal affidavits of complainant,
in answer to the second batch of affidavits filed on behalf
of defendant, including his own quoted from above in the
righthand column, will al o suffice to show the error of
defendant's second position.

Mr. Wilbur Wright Testifies:
"On the 11th of March I witnessed the flight of
Mr. Paulhan's Farman machine and watched it care
fully with a field glass . When the machine wa in
apparent equilibrium, the upper aileron were ap
proximately in line with the contiguou central
non-adju table rear portion of the upper aer plane.
Th lower ailerons were lightly higher at the rear
edge than the non-adju table contiguou portions.
I confirm the positions shown in the photograph
marked 'Complainant's Exhibit, Photograph A of
Farman Machine.'" (See copy of exhibit opposite
this page.) ''I could plainly see the aileron change
their positions during the flight. In order to start
a Hight to the left, the right ailerons were pulled
down for a moment to lift the outer wing. Wh n
the turning movement had been well establi hed,
the adjustment was reversed and during the turn
the left wing had the greater angle. The position
of the rear edge of the left aileron during the turn
fluctuated through a range of several inches to cor
rect the disturbing effects of wind gusts, but rarely
rose as high as its normal po ition. The right aile
ron also fluctuated inversely and rarely sank as low
as its normal position. When the left aileron was
pulled down the right one arose. Several times
when the left aileron was pulled down very hard,
the rear edge of the right aileron rose three or four
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inches above the rear edge of the contiguous non
adju table portion of the aeroplane.' (Opposite thi s
page we insert a copy of "Complainant's Exhibit,
P hotograph B of Farman fachine.'')
"* * * In coming off the curve, the left aile
ron was g radually allowed to ri e and the right one
to sink to their normal positions. All these move
ments were exactl y the same as those w hich occur
in the \Vright machine under t.he same condition .
There is no differ ence in principle between th e ac
tions of the t wo machin s." (Rec. 36-±-5, Fs.
1091-5.)
"Complainant's Exhib it Photo 'B' of the Farman
machine shows the tail turned toward the wing tip
having th e small er angle of incidence. The photo
graph show 1 r. Paulhan with hi left leg pu bing
on the lever ope rat in g the tail. [li left leg; has
been strai ghtened ont omewhat and the ri ght n
doubled up . Th is has the effect of turning the rud
der toward his left, and toward the wing tip having
the small er angle of incidence.'
(Rec. ;39 ', F.
1191.)
Thi testimony of Mr. \V right i affirmed by that of
Mr. Hammer, who for man y years has been interested in
the theory and practice of flyin g in America and abroad;
is a member of the Aero Club of America and vice-pres
ident of the Aeronautic Society; was chairman of the
committee of the Jamestown Aeronautical Congres ;
acted as secretary and expert of the aeronautical commit
tee of the recent Hudson-Fulton celebration; attended
the official government flight t ests at Ft. Myer, Virginia;
was one of the committee on the flight s of Mr. Henry
Farman (maker of the Farman machine here in ques
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tion) at Brighton Beach; was referee at the two exhibi
tion held by the Aeronautic Society at Morris Park, to
determine the awards; and i one of the editor of a re
cent book entitled "Navigating the Air," and te tifie
that he is familiar with the Wright flying machine and
others.

(Rec. 3-±8.)

Mr. Hammer attended Paulhan's flights at Jamaica
Race Track, Long Island, March 13, 1910, of which he
says:

Mr. Hammer's . Testimony on Paulhan Flights. 'During the
flight of larch 13th I observed the movements of
the aileron very carefully with a field gla s and
noted that when one aileron was pulled down the
other would rise above it normal p ition, thus
proving that when in their normal po ition both
aileron have a positive angle of incidence and re
ceive pressure on their under side . They follow
the stream lines only when the pull of the cable is
discontinued. I saw the ailerons on one side rise
far above the normal position and take the position
shown in 'Complainant's Exhibit Photograph B of
Farman machine,' when the oppo ite aileron were
strongly pulled down. From my observations I
conclude that the right and left ailerons move
simultaneously in opposite directions until the op
erating lever has been moved a considerable dis
tance, beyond that the down pulled aileron con
titlUes to move, but the other floats free." (Rec.
354, Fs. 1060-1.)
Mr. Knabenshue, in his capacity as an aeronaut, at
tended the recent Los Angeles aviation meet when Paul
han was giving exhibition flights. He says:
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Knabenshue Saw Paulhan Operate Ailerons and Rudder. "At
times I stood on the ground and saw him rise,
alight and fly past me. At other times I was in the .
air with my balloon and Mr. Paulhan flew past me,
sometimes as clo e as fifty feet. I thus had every
opportunity to ob erve his operation of the Farman
machine. At time he would constantly adjust the
ailerons from one position to another and at other
times would adjust them less frequently, as occa
sion required. The same is likewise true of his use
of the rear pivoted vertical rudder on that machine.
I at times noticed that he would operate his aile
rons and his rudder at the same time; I could see
the rudder and ailerons move as he pas ed me, par
ticularly when I was in my balloon and he pa sed
near by. I can ay to the court that I distinctly
saw him move hi rudder to ne ide and then to
the other in varying degrees. A small adju tment
of the rude! r when working in conjunction with the
tips is quite efi ctive.
"Both the rear vertical rudder and the ailerons
were under Mr. aulhan's control, the forme r by
flexible wire extending from the rudder to a foot
piece and the latter by flexible wires extending from
the ailerons to a hand lever. Mr. Paulhan sat al
ways with hi feet on the piece that controlled the
rear vertical rudder and with one hand on this lever.
When one ailer n would be adjusted downward the
other would move upward and vice versa." (Rec.
389-90, Fs. 1167-9.)
From the testimony of these three witnesses, Mr.
Wright, Mr. Hammer and Mr. Knabenshue, it cannot be
doubted that Judge Hand was correct in having decided
that defendant did in fact use conjointly the ailerons and
rear vertical rudder in maintaining . his lateral equilib
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rium, by adjusting such rudder to receive pre sure from
the rush of the air on that side of the rudder toward the
aileron having the le s angle of incidence-an unqual
ified appropriation of the 'vVright invention as expres ed
in claim 7.

Indeed, this finding of the learned

Juclge.

and the effect of the testimony of these three witnes es,
are both in accord with the tatement in Paulhan's affi
davit presented on the original hearing, in which he
stated that he at times adjusted the rear vertical rudder
toward the aileron with the le s angle of incidence, a
shown in the quotation

in the above left-hand column.

Certainly there was no re er ible error on the part of
the court in so holding.

Adjustment Farman Ailerons Controls Incidence Whole Aero
plan.e Margins and Produces Swerving.

The effect of

what is tated in this head line i , first, that the ailerons
are in practice and effect part of the lateral portions of
the aeroplane
aileron

proper, so that the adjustment

of these

not only change their own angles of incidence,

but change also the angles of incidence of the entire
aeroplane along so much of the margins as equals the
lateral width of the ailerons, which fact proves the al
mo t identity of structure between these portions of the
Farman machine and even the particular embodiment of
the Wright invention illustrated in the patent drawings
in respect of the marginal portions of the aeroplanes be
ing adjustable to acquire different angles of incidence
relatively to the angle of incidence of the general sup
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porting urfaces; and, second, that this effect of the Far
man aileron in increa ing and determining the angles

o~

incidence of the whole marginal portion of the aeroplanes
causes a pronounced swerving of the machine whene ver
the ailerons are adjusted to increa e their angle·' nf in
cidence, thns emphasizin g the necessity for the counter
balancing use of the rear \'ertica l rudd er in compensati11g
the difference in resistance or head-pre sure,

w~1ich

causes the swerving, betv een the marginal portions and
ailerons on one sid e of the I• arman machine as compared
with those on the other, when the ailerons are adjusted
to recove r or maintain lat ral balance.
excerpt

The fo llowing

from c mplainant's evid ence establi h w hat is

here sta ted and affi rm the c rre tnes

f the lowe r court's

stat ment of these phen mena, which in practice are re
ali zed in defendant's Farman machine as they are like
wise realized in flight in the \\!right machine as ex
plained in the patent.

Mr. Wilbur Wright on Effect of Farman Ailerons. " I have
read the affidavit of clef nclant's expert, Prof. Pick
ering, and confirm hi s tatement that the drift or
horizontal resistance increases as the angle of inci
dence becomes greater, but the table in Mr. Cha
nute's book cited by Prof Pickering refers exclu
sively to sq uare plane isolated surfaces. It does not
apply in cases w here the surface is a tran sver all y
elongated rectan o·le, in which case the pressures
are approximately double those of the square plane
at the angles used in flight as shown by the experi
ments of Langley and independently confirmed by

COMPLAINANTS EXHIBIT
SKETCH OF ADJUSTMENT OF ANGLE OF FARMAN PLANES.
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my brother and myself in our own experiments.
Moreover, the table i totally inapplicable when the
surface is not isolated, but a rear portion of the
larger surface. In this latter case, the entire sur
face must be con idered, since the real effect of the
adjustable portion i merely to regulate the shape
and angle of the whole. When thus placed, it pro
duces re ults entirely out of proportion to what it
would produce independently. For the e reasons,
the computation of Prof. Pickering are entirely
valueless as regards the particular amounts of the
pre sures produced by the ailerons, and his affidavit
is valuable only as howing that a turnino- force
about a vertical axis does exist when one aileron is
pulled clown and that thi turning force will be re
isted or stopped by a vertical rudder when the ma
chine begin to turn, as urnino- that the rudder is
pr vented by its c nnecting cord and controlling
lever from winging around so a to avoid such
pressure. Under such circumstances, the balance
is maintained, not by the ailerons alone, but by the
ailerons in combination with the vertical rudder
which is compelled by the connecting rods and con
trolling lever to receive a pressure on that icle to
ward the end f the aeroplane having the smaller
angle of incidence." (Rec. 361, Fs. 1081-3.)
"* * * In both machines the angle of the
whole end of each aeroplane is varied. In the Far
man machine adjusting the aileron has the effect
not only of varying the angle of the whole end of
the aeroplane, but also varying its depth of curva
ture, as shown in the annexed sketch entitled 'Com
plainant's sketch of the adjustment of angle of Far
man planes.'" (See opposite drawing.) "Fig. 1
shows the normal position with the angle of inci
dence indicated by the dotted lines AB, BC. Fig.
II shows the aileron drawn down so as to increase
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the angle of incidence as indicated by A prime B
prime, B prime C prime. Fig. III shows the aile
rons allowed to ri e until the angle of incidence is
reduced to A"X, XC'. The inclination of the por
tion AX is the same in all the figures. A urface
having the shape shown in Fig. II ha a greater
horizontal resistance than with the shape shown in
Fig. I when the latter is tilted bodily to the angle
shown in F ig. II. For this reason the Farman ma
chine would tend to turn on a vertical axis more
rapidly than a \Vright machine. It present a larger
angle of incidence at the rear edo·e than a Wright
machine and ha the disadvantage which are mis
takenly attributed to the \i\rright machine in Mr.
Paulhan' affidavit, folio H. The pulling down of
the ailerons very materially increa e the amount
of curvature f the whole urface, thu producing
a new shape having exec sive resi ting qua lities.
The manner in which the increase of angle i ob
tained in the Farman machine does not theoretical
ly or practically differentiate the Farman from the
W right machine in the direction of removing the
turning tendency about a vertical axis." (Rec. 365
6, Fs. 1095-8.)
"I also confirm the statement of defendant's ex
pert Ludlow (folio 15) that
"'Were the re ult figured out for as large a
surface as used by the Wright for balancing,
it is obvious that the figures would be more
eloquent.'
"I have already shown that the balancing sur
faces of the Farman machine included the entire
end of the aeroplane, the ailerons merely constitut
ing an adjustable portion for varying thP an gle and
shape of the surface as a whole. Defendant has
adopted a mistaken theory of the effect of the aile

•

• •
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ron and all their calculations based on the theory
that the aileron are to be considered as isolated
planes are very far from the truth. The amount of
the turning force is many times greater than their
calculations indicate, but the general truth that a
turning force exi t and that the resistance of a ver
tical tail is an element which is brought into play
"hen ever lateral balance is regulated by the aile
ron is beyond question and Mr. Ludlow, the de
fendant's expert, attempt in the last sentence (folio
15) to state the amount for a particular ca e. He
is mi taken as to the amount, but correct in hi
conclusion that cooperation between the aileron
and the rudder does exi t when the machine 1 egins
to turn." (Rec. 368-9, F . 1104-6.)
Thus what was tated preceding thi
mistakably shown to be a fact.

quotati n is

ttn

Even Mr. Pickering and

Mr. Ludlow for defendant tacitly admit the turning ef
fect of the ailerons at one side when adjusted to a lifting
ano-le. This, by operation of the immutable law of head
re istance on an aileron

o adju ted, imperatively de

mands the use of the rear vertical rudder as a counter
balancing factor needed at the time the head-resi tance
is greater at one side of the machine than at the other.
In this situation the aviator must and does swing the
rudder over toward the ailerons having the less angle of
incidence and, therefore, the le s resistance. The added
resistance thus obtained by the rudder acting with the
ailerons having low resistance equals the greater resis
tance offered by the ailerons having the greater angle,
and thus defendant's machine, following the law of the
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patent and the \Vright ma

chine, proceeds forward without swerving during the act
of recovering lateral balance, giving the aviator ma tery
over the machine in an operation fundamental to fl ight.
The e matters considered, and this testimony weighed,
and Paulhan's own admission that he did at times turn
the rear rudder toward the ailerons having the less angle
of incidence, and al so that he manipulated the rudder as
cca ion required , forbid belief in Paulhan's afterthought,
expressed in hi s affidavit prepared after the court harl
decided again t him , that he did not use the rear rudder
at all in recovering lateral balance, and only u eel it in
conjunction with the aileron when rnakino- a sharp turn .
1 he circnrn tances attending his later statements leave
the latter without weight while they are al o contra
dicted by himself, refuted by our testimony and opposed
by the immutable law of the structure he is using.

We,

therefore, submit that the lower court wa clearly right
in deciding that Paulhan did in fact utilize thi combina
tion of vital elements by turning the rear vertical rudder
toward the aileron with the less angle of incidence
while and during recovering and maintaining lateral bal
ance. Oth erwise he could not fly in this type of machine.

Farman Ailerons When in Normal Position Not Neutral Sur
faces ; One Rises as the Other is Pulled Down ; and the
Lifting Power of One Decreases as That of the Other
Increases. Th is matter is here referred to, and the rel e
vant testimony will now be quoted to prove what is
stated in t hese headlines, because defendant has sought
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to say that the Farman ailerons were not interconnected
by the operating wire and lever in a manner to cause the
ope ration of one aileron to affect that of the other.

In

other word , that there was no mutuality of movement
between the Farman aileron , the leve r and wires merely
pulling clown on the one or the other. while the one not
drawn on would of it elf Ooat back into neutral po ition
or in the air stream lin . But a matter of fact the aile
ron wires and operating lever are so arranged in the Far
I

man machine that when the aileron are in their normal
po ition, that pojtion which they occupy when not ad
justed with the rea r ru lcler lo control eq uilibrium , as
h wn in fig. 1 of the ketch inserted a few page suprn,
they are contiguou ' supporting urface to the main aero
plane urfaces; and being so held by aid wire and lever,
when one aileron is drawn clown, the other, by the wire
o paid out moves up,varcl. \\ ithin the limit of all u ual
adjustments of either aileron downward, the other i

till

held at a slight positive angle, and will not swing up to
the stream line unless the opposite aileron is pulled clow n
to an unusual inclination, so a to pay out enough wire
to all ow the other to ri se as high as the stream line.

Vv e

do not think there is much merit in the contention of de
fendant as to this matter, but as they have tried to make
it appear that the ailerons are not interconnected in the
sense that the po ition of one affects the position of the
other, we have deem ed it proper to go to this length for
the sake of clearnes . fr. vVright's testimony on the
matter is as follow s :
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Mr. W,ilbur Wright on the Action and Interrelation of Farman
Ailerons. "The next photograph marked 'Com
plainant's Exhibit Photograph B of Farman Ma
chine'" (see copy opposite page 22) ''correctly
shows how the one aileron rises when the other is
pulled down. The ailerons when in their normal
position are not neutral surfaces free from pressure.
If their operating cord were longer, their rear edges
would rise above the normal position, for I have
personally seen one ri e three or four inches when
the cord was paid out by moving the lever sidewise.
It is probable that if entirely free, they would some
times ri e as much as four or five inches." (Rec.
365, F. 1094.)

"In folios 25 to 31, Mr. Paulhan denies the cor
rectness of the drawings and descriptions of the
Farman machine contained in my former affidavit.
On farch 11th I examined the Farman machine of
Mr. Paulhan, both in flight and on the ground. Dur
ing the flight I repeatedly aw the ailerons take the
po itions shown in the original sketch of the pho
tograph B of the present affidavit. A wire does
connect the right and left ailerons as shown. l
took hold of one aileron my elf and had Mr. Ham
mer take the other. The wire became taut when
the ailerons were rai eel to the position shown in
photograph A. When he pulled hi aileron up,
mine was pulled down and vice versa. They are not
absolutely independent as stated in the affidavit of
Mr. Paulhan (folio 26). When in flight, the right
aileron rose above its normal position whenever the
left one was pulled down, as shown in photograph
B. This proves that in flight the cords do not hang
loose. As a result of careful personal observation
for the special purpose of verifying the correctness
of my tatements quoted by Mr. Paulhan (folios 28
to 30) I confirm my former statements that (1) 'If
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the cords were longe r both flaps would rise consid..'.' "
erably above the contiguous fixed rear portion ;'
(2) 'When in flight, both flaps receive pre sure on
the under side;' (3) 'The flaps are not independent
of each other a the cords lead to the same handle
and move together in opposite direction ;' (±) 'It is
only when the handle is moved far that either of
the flaps take up the position of the stream lines;'
(5) 'Under ordinary conditions, one is permitted to
rise just in proportion a. the other is pulled down
and the lifting power of one tip decrea es a t4rnt of
the other increases.' The sta tements of 1r. Paul
han are evidently ba ·eel upon a mistaken impre sio n
of the true cour e of the stream lines and not upon
actual personal observation or experiment .
"A to the effect of the ailerons when adjtL tect
from their normal po, iti on, I onArm the c nclu ion
of defendant's expert Ludlow ( fr. Ludlow's affi
davit, folio 13), as follow :
"'If the ailerons were sustaining surfaces
when in their normal position, as the complain
ant appears to imagine, then the ca e would be
very different. This mi apprehension of fr.
Wright suppo e the ailerons to be pre enting
a certain angle of incidence before being acted
upon. If this angle were 10 degrees, like that
which it is supposed the rear portions of the
Wright aeroplane are when in flight, and the
ailerons were then lowered still further 4 de
grees, for balancing purposes, their increase in
lift would be 1573 pounds, while their increa!'c
in drift would be 3~ pounds, and to maintain
a straightaway course, their rear vertical rud
der would have to be broug-ht into play, just as
it actually is when the Vv rights increase the
incidence of their sustaining surfaces to main
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(Rec. 36 ,_ , Fs. 1099

Mr. Hammer on the Action and Interrelation of Farman Aile
rons. "I further, tate that on the 11th day of March
I examined the Farman machine of 1\ Ir. Paulhan.
The ailerons which assi t in controlling lateral bal
ance are connected by wire cables to a lever having
a lateral movement. There is a continuou connec
tion through wire cable from the upper aileron o 1
one side to the lower aileron on the same ide,
~hence to the operating lever, thence to the lower
aileron on the other side, and finally to the upper
aileron on the other side. I placed my finger under
the center of the rear edge of the left lower aileron,
while Mr. Wilbur VI/ right <lid the ame on the right
, icle. We raised the ailerons till the connecting
cable became taut and found that thi concliti n
wa reached, when the ailerons were approximate!
in line with the contiguous non-adju table rear por
tion of the main aeroplane. The photograph
marked 'Complainant's Exhibit Photograph A of
Farman Machine' represents correctly the relative
positions of the ailerons when the wires arc taut.
When Mr. Wright rai ed his aileron mine was
pulled clown, and when I raised mine his was pulled
clown, and the operating lever moved to the rig ht
or left in consonance with the movements of the
ailerons." (Rec. 353, Fs. 1058-9.)
It is clear that the Farman ailerons when in normal
po ition, that is to say, when not adjusted with the rear
rudder to recover or control lateral balance, are contigu
ous with the adjacent portions of the main aeroplanes
and are a part of the lifting surfaces; that when one is
pulled clown to a greater positive angle, the other moves
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up to a le s angle; that the e ailerons are interconnected,
and are mutually controlled by the aviator as necessity
arises.

Any pretense by Pa ulhan to the contrary is

clearly untenable.

Bleriot Machine-Infr.i.ngement.

A description and drawing

of this form of machine, known as the Bleriot machine,
are al so contained in the affidavit of l\Jr. Orville Wright.
But a few words as to the \ V right patent in re pect of
a monoplane machine.
biplane

The patent covers both types,

and monoplanes.

The

pecification

ays :

"In the accompanying clraw in s we have shown
an apparatus embodying our im·ention in one form.
In this illu trated em boclimcnt the machine is h wn
as comprisinO" two parallel aeroplane , 1 ancl '2 , and
thi construction we prefer, although our invention
may be embodied in a tructure having a single
aeroplane." (Lines 65-72, p. 1 W ri ght spec.)
Again the patent say :
''\ i\Then two aeroplane are ernpl yed," etc., irn
plying that there are time when other than two are
employed. (Lines 19-20, p. 2 Wright spec .)
And still again, after describing the operation and re
sults of adju ting the lateral margins or parts wh ich con
stitute the supplementary planes, the specification ays:
"Of course, the same effect w ill be produced in the
sam e way in the case of a machine employing only
a. single aeroplane." (Lines 113-115, p. 3 W right
spec.)
And it will be noted that claim 7 calls for "an aero
plane."

Thus by the language of the specification and

-I
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by the terms of claim 7 it is shown that the patent covers
and refers as well to a monoplane a
chine.

Applying all this to defendant'

to a biplane ma
Bleriot form of

machine, it will be seen that infrin gement i

A

manifest.

testified by both of the Wrights in their re pective

affidavits and as seen on inspection of the drawings and
pictures of this Bleriot form, it has a monoplane, the
oppo ite lateral portion of which are adjustable, respec
tively, to different angles of incidence to the line of air
pre sure, by a leve r and system of cables; and ha also a
rear vertical rudder, likewise equipped with cable

ex

tending from it to the operator, who is the active force
which puts into operation the adju tment of the margi
nal portions and the et ting of the rudder to cooperate
therewith.

In Mr. Orville Wright's affi lavit, he having

seen the Bleriot machine, he says, referring to the draw
ing of which the oppo ite insert is a copy of one figure:
"A single upporting aeroplane E is rigidly
trus ed along it front edge, but a cord is attached
to one rear corner at I and pas es downward and
toward the center to a wheel F, actuated by lever
K and upward to the opposite rear corner. By mov
ing the lever K to one side, the cord pulls down the
lateral rear portion of the aeroplane at one tip to a
greater angle of incidence than the normal plane of
the body of the aeroplane, and permits the opposite
rear lateral portion to rise to a less angle of inci
dence. Thus a helicoidal warp is imparted to the
whole aeroplane, and the portions lying at the op
posite tips are presented to the air at different an
gles of inc:idenc;e. A vertical adjustable rudder R
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1s located some distance to the rear of the mam
aeroplane, and cord lead from it to a lever S, ope
rated by the feet. When the operator adju ts the
opposite lateral portions of the aeroplane to differ
ent angles of incidence, he adjusts the rear rudder
to prevent the machine from being turned on a ver
tical axis.
"Thus in the Bleriot machine is found 'the combi
nation with an aeroplane and means for simultan
eously moving the lateral portions thereof into
different angular relations to the normal plane of
the body of the aeroplane, and to each other, o as
to pre ent to the atmosphere different angle of in
cidence, of a vertical rudder and mean whereby
said rudder is cau ed to pre ent to the wind that
ide thereof neare t the side of the aeroplane having
the smaller angle of incidence and offering the least
re istance to the atmosphere.'
"A sketch entitled 'Complainant's Diagram of
Bleriot Aeroplane' is hereto attached and made a
part of this affidavit." (Rec. 19-20, Fs. 55-8.)
This te timony is confirmed by that of Mr. \t\Til11ur
Wright at page 21, folio 63, page 22, folio 64, of the Rec
ord.
Mr. Paulhan's position has also been inconsistent about
the construction of the Bleriot machine.

In his first

affidavit he said the aeroplane was "differentially warped
by wires operated by a wheel."

(Rec. 69, F. 205.)

In

his later affidavit, after Judge Hand decided against him,
he stated that the aeroplane was rigid, as he used it, and
could not be warped.

(Rec. 324, F. 972.)

In Paulhan's first affidavit he said, in speaking of the
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Bleriot aeroplanes in Europe, two of ·w hich he imported,
and are involved in this controversy:
"Each wing is built of two main members sepa
rated by transver e bars, and the whole is rigidly
trussed by diagonal wire . The rear edges can be
differentially warped by wires operated by a wheel.
A rear vertical rudder effects horizontal teering
and is controlled by a foot lever entirely indepen
dent of the warping of the urface. In other words,
there is no combination or connection whatever be
tween the warping of one wing and at the same
time or in conjunction therewith moving the rudder
to the side of lea t incidence.
"It is true that in the Bleriot aeroplanes in Eur
ope, referred to in complainant's paper , the rear
rudder is sometimes moved toward the angle of
least incidence, but it wou ld be suicidal to connect
the rear rudder with the warping of the wing so
that the rear vertical rudd~r would always be turned
to the side having the least angle of incidence or to
have the vertical rudders in any degree controlled
by the movement of the ailerons or the warping of
the wing." (Rec. 69, Fs. 205-6.)
Here is the emphatic admission that the aeroplane was
differentially warped to produce unequal angles of inci
dence at the margins and that a rear vertical rudder was
used in conjunction therewith.

The only point made

was that, though the rudder was sometimes moved to
ward the angle of least incidence, it was not "always" so
moved, and that the rudder was not directly connected
with the wings.

But the court held that the evidence

showed that defendant did in fact for the greater part of
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the time turn the rudder toward the margin with the less
angle of incidence for maintaining and restoring equilib
rium (Rec. 299, F. 897), and that the patent was not
limited to the detail of interconnecting the rudder rope
with th

warping ropes.

(Rec. 296, F.

1,

and Rec.

301, F. 903.) The court also explain fully the necessary
· mode of operation of machines of this character, both
complainant's and defendant's, and finds that giving a
greater angle of incidence to one margin, to effect a lift
ing action when that side is tilted down, will produce a
resi ting force tending to swerve the machine out of its
cour e, which must be counteracted by turning the ver
tical rudd r toward the other ide where the angle of in
cidence i le s, this being the fundamental principle of
the Wright patent and of machines of this type, in con
sequence of which it became self-evident, as supple
mental to defendant's admissions as to sometimes so
using the rudder, that he mu t so use it.
paragraph, to Rec. 296 .)

(Rec. 294, last

In the rebuttal affidavit of Mr.

·W ilbur Wright, he explains, in a similar manner, what
is the real operation of defendant's machines and calls
attention to errors made by Paulhan, due possibly to not
having his affidavit in English properly explained to
him, as he speaks only French.

The explanatory evi

dence of Mr. Wright, together with the admissions of
Paulhan quoted above, together also with what is fun
damental, as Judge Hand found, in this type of apparatus,
was sufficient to clearly establish infringement.
,/

But
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after Paulhan was defeated, he came back with a later
affidavit, drawn in the light of Judge Hand's decision,
and directly contradicted him elf a to the Bleriot planes
being warped in u e. In this later affidavit he drops his
coritentions about the use of the rudder and bases every
thing on a claim that after all he did not warp the Bleriot
aeroplane margins. He says in such later affidavit:

"In my Bleriot machine the wings are absolutely
rigid and are incapable of being warped or twisted
and have no apparatus by which they could be
warped or twisted." (Rec. 324, F. 972.) "In this
connection, and also in connection with the com
plainant's theory that the only way in which lateral
balance can be maintained succe fully is by a com
binati n of wing warping and the simultaneous u e
of a verlical rudd r, 1 wish to inform the court of
lhe fact that at the Los Angeles meet I made ex
tended flight in lhe Bleriot machine, remaining in
the air as long a 5 or 8 minutes, and I maintained
lateral balance olely by manipulation of the steer
ing rudder.' (Rec. 325, F. 974.)
Opposing the above tatement and to show that Paul
han had evidently made temporary changes in his Bleriot
machine, so as to be able to make the above statement,
and have it appear that the machine had aiways been in
this later condition, and also to show that he had exag
gerated his alleged flights when he claimed to have main
tained balance by the use of his rear rudder alone, we ad
duced the following evidence:
Mr. Wilbur Wright on Paulhan's Later Affidavit. "I have
read the affidavit of Mr. Paulhan accompanying the
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application for a rehearing. I tate that on March
11th I examined the Bleriot machine of Mr. Paul
han in a partially a sembled condition and found
the machine to be of the tandard type of warping
wing machine manufactured by fr. Bleriot. The
various levers and wheel designed for warping
wing were present as hown in the complainant's
original diagram. \iVhen I saw the machine on the
11th of March the wires connecting the upper lever
arms to the lower lever arms had been cut off about
one inch below their upper ends. The sh ort upper
portion still remained attached to the upper le er
arm . The lower portions had been fa sten d at the
cut ends to the frame of the machine o a:s to pre
vent the lower arm from moving.
ll of the parb
w re apparently the original parts without any sub
stitution . I am inf rmed and I believed that at
tempt were made to fly the machines at Los An
g le with the wings thu fa tened in order to avoid
infringement of the Wright Patent and that Mr.
Piaulhan's assistant aviators were unable to do so,
but that he himself ucceeded in making a flight at
great hazard of injury, a the machine became al
most uncontrollable at times. The present condi
tion of these parts is such that the original operative
conditions could be restored within five minutes."
(Rec. 363-4, Fs. 1089-91.) See drawing inserted
post this brief.

Mr. Knabenshue on What He Saw Paulhan Do at Los Ange
les. "As to the Bleriot machine, which Mr. Paulhan
had at Los Angeles, his principal use of it was in
short skips or flights of a few hundred feet, when,
I understand, it was claimed by or for him that the
margins of the aeroplane were not being adjusted.
He made but one extended flight with that machine,
which was a course or two around the field , but the
'i
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machine flew w ith great irregularity, tipping deci s
ively or n oticeably, first one ide and then the other.
When it would do that h e would shut off his power
and glide for a short period and then throw on his
engine again and so on until he finished the course.
This was a poor demonstration from a practical
point of v iew and not such a flight as wou ld be re
g arded a s n ormal and to be expected .
"After the Blcri ot machine was used as above and
the meet was over it was dismantled, and after the
wings were removed I had an opportunity to ex
amine the cockpit and I put my hand on the bell
lever and fou nd that I could adjust it from id e to
s id e or back and forth so that it wa free to move
in any direction. Thi freedom of movement would
be its normal condi t ion w ith the machine organized
o lhat the tip could be aclj ustecl ." (Rec. 390-1, Fs.
1169-71.)

Mr. Hammer on the Bleriot Machine He Examined. "Ye ter
day, March 11, 1910, I went to Jarnaica Race Track,
L ong Island , and in the presence of Lieutenant
Humphreys and Mr. Wilbur W right and counsel
for the latter, I examined the Bleriot flying ma
chine, which was partly set up and in the custody
of several men, who o-ave me to understand that
they ~ere in the employ of Mr. Paulhan or Mr.
Cleary. I attach hereto a sketch of o much of the
Bleriot machine" ( ee copy op p osite this page) " as
I saw and examined. This sketch is marked 'Mr.
Hammer's Sketch of Bleriot Machine,' Exhib it No.
1, and is a cross ection of so much as was set up.
A and B repre ent the longitudinal ide beams, C
the canvas sides and D the fl oo r. By a universal
joint there is connected with the floor an operating
lever having a hand-wheel. This lever carries the
bell-shaped device marked E. Hanging from this

"

1

M·R .HAMMERS SKETCH BLERlOT

"

WHEEL

EXHIBll

lf:J
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bell I saw two short sections of wire as shown in
the lower view of my sketch. These pieces of wire
had been cut off at their lower ends. A little clip
was on each wire and the extreme end of each wire,
after passing through the clip, was turned up as
shown in the sketch. I have shown these same
wires extended (in clotted lines) in the upper figure
of the sketch and connected with the lever F. As
so shown, the Bleriot machine would be correctly
represented in the form with which I have been fa
miliar. But when I saw the machine yesterday, the
connecting wires from the bell to the lever r had
been clipped off, as shown in the lower figure of
my sketch, and the lever F had been connected with
taples or clips H attached to the beams B by run
ning the connecting wire directly from such lever
to uch clip or staples. In this form the lever F
was held stationary. To the lever was secured a
pulley G and to the latter were attached the tip
wires shown in the sketch. In practice, one of these
wires goes to one tip of the aeroplane and the other
to the other tip, so that by rocking the lever F and
the pulley G the tip wires are operated. As one is
drawn upon, it pulls clown on one tip of the aero
plane while the other wire slackens and allows its
tip to rise. A reversed movement of the lever and
wheel performs a reverse operation on the tip wires
and aeroplane tips. In this manner, the aeroplane
tips are adjusted to different angles of incidence
relatively to each other and to the general plane of
the aeroplane. Such operations would take place
· when the operating lever and hand-wheel are moved
from side to side so as to cause the bell E to operate
the lever F through the connecting wires if con
nected up as shown in dotted lines in the upper fig
ure of my sketch. But, as stated, when I saw the
machine yesterday, these connecting wires had been
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cut off just below the bell and had been connected
with the staples or clips H. *. * *
"I further tate that the man in charge when this
Bleriot machine was shown me ye terday and who
poke both French and English, tated while ad
dre sing Lieutenant Humphrey , Ir. Toulmin and
my elf, that if we would return thi morning he
would show u the Bleriot machine entirely set up.
I prepared to return to the Jamaica Race Track this
morning for that purpose, but was informed by 1r.
\!Villiamson that I should not go, as 1\1r. Shearn had
stated that the machine would not be shown to us
this morning as wa promised .
"I further state however, that I have again seen
the Bleriot machine sufficiently to ascertain the def
inite fact that the aeroplane had the w·a rping w ire
or cable ecur d at iL nds to the upr r urface of
the aeroplan and ' Xl nded over a pulley or r ller
ecured above the aeroplane and near its center.
I file herewith sketch marked '1\1r. Hammer's ketch
Bleriot fachine,' Exhibit No. 2," (see copy inserted
opposite this page) "which shows what i here de
cribed. If the aeroplane were not intended to be
warped or have it margins adjusted at different
angles of incidence, then thi wire, having move
ment over the pulley, would not be needed." (Rec.
3ol-3, Fs. 1051-7 .)

Lieut. Humphreys on the Bleriot Machine He Examined. "On
March 11, 1910, I went to Jamaica Race Track,
L o ng Island, and there examined the Bleriot mon
oplane flying machine, partly et up, in company
with Mr. William J. Hammer, Mr. Wilbur Wright
and counsel for the complainant herein. The sketch
attached to the affidavit of Mr. Hammer, marked
'Mr. Hammer's Sketch of Bleriot Machine,' I have
carefully examined and compared it with what I
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aw in the said Bleriot machine, which machine was
in the cust ody of persons who explained it to me
in their capacity, a they gave me to under tand, of
ernployes of 1Ir. Paulhan or 1r. Cleary. 1 his
sketch correctly outlines ·w hat I aw embodied in
the said Bleriot machine. * * * \\ hen I aw
thi s machine there v;ere connecting wire running
from the lev er F to the clips or taple H ecured
to the under side of the beams B, as shown in thi
Hammer sketch. There were al o still on the ma
chine, two short pieces of wire hangin g from the
bell E, as show n in the 1 \Ver view of the Hammer
sketch , which w ire howecl that they had been cut
off. They looked like the rem ainin g upper ends of
original connectin g wires that had extended from
the bell to the lever F, a show n in the dotted lines
in th e main view f the IT am mer ketch. "'W hen so
connected, a movem nt of the operating leve r and
hand-wheel to one side would rock the lever F and
pulley G and thus operate the wing tip wire to draw
down on one wing tip and slack the other tip wire
to allow the other tip to rise . A movement of the
operating lever and hand-wheel in the other direc
tion will likewi e draw on the other tip wire to
cause it to pull down on it tip while the opp_o ite
wire will slacken and allow it to ri e.
"But when I o examined this machine yesterd·ay,
I found said connecting wires, except as to the
hort pieces, still hanofog from the bell connected
to the clips or taples H, as shown in the Hammer
sketch, so as to hold the lever F 'a nd pulley G
against the movement so long as the connecting
wires were in the clips or staples. To change the
machine, however, so that such lever and pulley G
could be rocked. to manipulate the tip wires all that
would be neces ary would be to un screw the turn
buckles I from the threaded upper sections of the
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connecting wire (shown in full lines in thi sketch)
and screw the turn-buckles on to slightly longer
section of the connecting wires fir t hooked into
the pulley E. Such a change could be made in a
few minutes. When so made, the operations of the
hand-wheel and operating lever, before described,
would enable the operator to adjust the wing tips
as also above tated.
"I further say that as I concluded my inspection
ye terday of the Bleriot machine, the man in charge,
who spoke both French and Engli h, stated that if
I would return this morning he would show me the
Bleriot machine when completely set up. This
statement wa made in the pre ence of Mr. Ham
mer and Mr. Toulmin. I prepared to return this
morning f r that purpo e, but ju t before starting
wa informed by l\fr. William on that Mr. hearn
ha I withdrawn the privilege this party in charge
had accorded." (Rec. 35 -9, F . 1070-6.)
See affidavit of Mr. William on, Rec. 375, folios
1123-4.
Thus it is manife t, first, that Paulhan 's Bleriot ma
chine utilized warping of the aeroplane at its opposite
margin , in conjunction with turning the rear vertical
rudder toward the margin with the less angle of inci
dence in recovering and maintaining lateral balance, as
admitted by Paulhan in his first affidavit, a te tified by
the Wrights and as found by Judge Hand; and, second,
that after losing the case on the theory that defendant
did not always so turn the rudder and did not directly
connect the rudder ropes to the warping ropes, he tem
porarily changed the machine so as to make an affidavit
of the kind last above referred to, but still kept all the

.
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part intact ready for re- etting them to warp the wings,
as shown in the Hammer ketches and explained in the
evidence of 1r. \Vil bur \i\rright M r. Hammer and Lieut.
Humphreys just quoted.
A applied to both of Paulhan' machines, Judge Hanel
rightly said:
''The defendant say s that he does not infringe the
patent, becau se he does n t use a device which
automatically always presents to the wind that side
of the rudder near the an g le of lesser incidence. *
* *'' (Rec. 20 3, F. 879.)
Then after revie\ ing the mode of operation of these
machine , complainant's and defendant' s, after cletcrmin
m

that lhe patent i not limited to c nnecting the rud

ler tiller rope

to the warping rope. , and that

uch in

terconnection is not es ential lo complainant' sy tern of
control, he again says :
"This combination i in fact for a greater part of
the lime used by the defendant 'to maintain or re
tor eq uilibrium.' If at times he aYail him elf of
other methods, that is nothing to the purpose and
I may disregard it." (Rec. 299, F . 897 .)
(This latter ob ervation merely gave recognition to
defendant's contention that he did not always turn the
rear vertical rudder toward the angle of less incidence.)
And then in summarizing the invention of the \Vrights,
he said:
"It 1s the combination of a differential in the
angle of incidence with a rudder which operates
against the side of the les er angle which produces
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this result." (Rec. 296, F. 887.) "Considering
therefore that the complainants carefully avoided
limiting them elves 'to the particular de cription of
rudder set forth,' I think that the detachment of the
ropes from the warping devices, leave the patent
substantially the arne as pecified." (Rec. 301, F.
903.)
Judge Hand speaks of the air pre sure being on the
side of the rear rudder toward the angle of less incidence
even though the rudder be turned bodily toward the side
of the machine with the greater angle, a condition not
uncommon in flying the Wright and as well the e in
fringing machines when making curve , especially a
curve on a rather limited radius. This is illustrated in
the ketch in erted oppo, ite this page, a wa clone in the
brief before J uclge Hanel.
These conditions and actions apply equally and the
same to the ·w right machines and the Farman and Bler
iot machines involved herein. And see how claims 7, 14
and 15 read on the former and claim 7 on the latter.
Even if, a

in the cuts above

hown, the rudder be

turned toward the greater angle, still the pressure there
on is upon the side next the less angle. All this is com
mon to the three machines and is a full realization of the
principles and mechanism of the Wright patent-and
equally a direct departure from all known previous pro
posals or · applications.
Defendant in his affidavits does not deny, and could
not deny, the presence in the infringing machines of the
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elements of the

Vv right

claims-in the Farman machine

the aeroplanes with their adju table balancing margins
or ailerons, the rear cooperating vertical rudder and the
forward horizontal rudder, with the means for operating
these parts by the operator· and in the Bleriot the ingle
aeroplane, with its adjustable marginal portions and the
cooperating rear vertical rudder, also having the mech
anism for operating these parts by the operator.

The

contention merely seems to be, first, that, while in both
of the e machine the lateral balance is confe sedly main
tained or controlled by chanaing the angles of incidence
of the marainal plane or ailerons, they do not "alway "
swing the rear vertical rudder toward the side where the
angle of incidence i the le

; but sometime

swing it

toward the side where the angle is greater; but even in
this case they do not deny that the pressure on the rud
der i nevertheless on the side toward the less angle;
second, and later, that defendant does not use the rear
rudder in recovering equilibrium with the Farman ma
chine, and does not warp the aeroplane in the Bleriot
machine. Such, in substance, is the analysis of the two
contradicting contentions of the defendant.

The fir t

was enough to constitute an infringing use. Then there
is our prima facie and rebuttal proofs above referred to.
The second is contradictory of their first position and is
refuted by our rebuttal of it.
As shown in the diagrams contained in this brief, the
pressure on the side of the rear rudder next to the smaller

"
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angles takes place when it i turned toward the side with
the less angle, a in strai g ht flight, and also takes place
on that same side of the rudder, even th ough the rudder
is swung to th e other sid e of the longitudinal center of
the machine, or toward the side with the larger angle,
when in the act of circling.
So the contention

as to non-infringem ent ar

after

all not serious. Their admi sion as to turnin g the rudder
toward the smaller angle carries with it direct infrin ge
ment under ord inary circumstances. And their other ad
mi sion about turnina the rudder toward the side with
the large r angle doc not avo id infringement, ince they
still retain the principle of pre sure on the

idc t ward

the smaller anale. In the one instance, the comm n and
c n tant one in manoeuvering during general Aight, they
infringe by using the normal method of operation; and
in the other they till infringe, though u ing a le s fre
quent adju tment of the parts.

Defendant admits, or

does not deny, the differential pressure cau ed by the
greater angle of incidence on one side than on the other
of the machine when the planes are adjusted. This dif
ferential pressure of necessity requires that the rear rud
der shall receive pressure on the side where the angle is
the less and the re i tance least, so as to compensate for
the greater resistance on the side of the machine where
the angle is greater.

Defendant, to otherwise use the

rear rudder must encounter conflict with this inherent
law of the operation of these machine .

The rebuttal

r
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affidav it of Mr. Wright, in the part on this point (Rec.
283-91), shows by his own per onal and scientific knowl
ed ge, and by the unbiased publi hed statement of the op
eration of the Farman machine in the English journal
called "Flight'' (Rec. 290, I'. 810) that the operation is
as stated in the moving affidavits of ·w right Bros.

Vv e

ask the court to read particularly this part of l\f r.
Wright's affidavit and the description in "Flight."

And

what is aid in "Flight'' regarding the Farman machine
applies equally to the Bleriot machine because both ma
chines likewi e haYe marginal portions adju table at dif
fer nt angles of incidence with the re ultino- differential
pre ure and the con e 1uent and absolute need of nor
mally u ·ing the rear vertical rucl ler to receive air pre 
sure on the

ide toward that of the machine where the

angle is the less.

The learned court below so held and

we submit that there wa

no reversible error in the

holding.

File Wrapper.

In the lower court defendant sought to rai e

questions arising on the file wrapper contents of the
Wright patent application, but nothing of con equence
could be advanced and the court did not find it neces ary
to advert to such matters.
discus

For that reason we do not

them here, as al o for the further reason that

they were di cussed in the Curti s case already submitted
to this court.

•J
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PRIOR ART.
Defendant does not claim to have an actual anticipa
tion of complainant's patent.
But the so-called prior art cited by this defendant and
that in the Curti s ca e ,a re exactly the ame in kind and

effect, and substantially the same as to each prior patent
and publication.

For the facts concerning the form

of

the e attempted constructions and their entire failure to
reach practical results, see the rebuttal affidavit of Mr.
Wilbur \V right.

(Rec. 263-5; 267 et seq.)

one and all only mere experiments.

The e were

Thing

that reach

only that stage do not rise to the po ition of anticipa

Coffin v. Ogden, 18 \i\Tall. 120; Ca11trcll

li ns.

'l' .

Hl allicl?,

117 U . S. 689; American v. Fiber, 90 U. S. 566, 23 Wall.

566 · Ransom v. New York, Fed. Cas. No. 11,573, Vol. 20,
p. 286; 1 Fish. Pat. Cas. 252.
For the convenience of the court the following sum
mary of the prior art 1s taken from

Jll(lge

Hand's de

c1s10n.

Judge Hand on the Prior Art.

"The show in g before Jud ge
Hazel was ubstantially the same as that made
here, and a I aid at the outset, I hould have been
disposed to say nothing upon the case except to re
fer to his opin ion, had I not thought it fair to give
to the defendant the reasons for reaching an inde
pendent conclu sion in accord with his. * * *"
(Rec. 310, F. 930.)
"Finally, therefore, the novelty of the patent arises,
and this is the especial ground of the defendants'
attack. * *

*
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"* * * The defendant relies upon a number of
patents and prior discoveries which I feel obliged
to take up in order.
'It mu t be observed at the outset that several
of the citations are from Mr. Chanute's book, pub
lished in 189±, from which excerpts have been in
serted into the moving papers. The de criptions
there given are, in the cases where it i relied on,
too inadequate to constitute valid anticipation s un
der the Barbed \!Vire Patent, H3 U. S. 215. It may
he that upon the final hearing the defendant may
be able to show the e with greater detail, but when
he does not show them fully enough to enable me
to see that there i ome re ponsible ground to sup
pose that they are in fact anticipations, the pre
umption ari ing from the patent mu t prcyail. ,.
* * (Rec. 304, F. 910.)
"D'Esterno: The need of caution in regard to
vidence of the kind considered in the Barbed Wire
Patent, supra, is well exemplified in the case of the
de cription of this machine, as well as in that of
LeBris. It is impo sible to say that this had in any
sense the combination patented. * * * It would
be most dangerou upon the meager and unsati 
factory evidence pre ented of what the actual ma
chine was, to consider that it raised a reasonable
(Rec. 304.)
doubt of an anticipation. * * *
"LeBris: This is a description of the same kind,
which is too ineadquate to understand or to give
effect to. * * *
"* * * Moreover, it does not appear that in
the case of either of these devices they were known
or used in thi country except as Chanute described
them, and Chanute's description as a printed publi
cation is clearly insufficient to enable anyone to
construct them. Thus from no point of view are
they good anticipations. (Rec. 305.)
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"Mouillard: There is a patent in this citation
which is a part of the papers and which I have ex
amined. In no one of the nineteen claim i there
anything which in any way e'en foreshadows the
patent-in-suit.
"Indeed, the machine, which was a glider, had no
tail whatever, and to depress the marginal edge of
the one vving would have only re ulted in entirely
disturbing the equilibrium which he might have at
tempted to restore. The depressing of one wing
meant only to turn the aeroplane. (Rec. 305.)
"Zahm: Dr. Zahm in a paper in 1 94 suggested
the u e of lat in the wings so as to create a differ
ential in the angle of incidence, but it was clearly
only an ingeniou · suggestion and did not in the
fainte t degree how any comprehension of the com
plicated r actions and neces ary c rrection which
would alone make the sug-ge ti n feasible. It wa
at most only a ~ peculativc uggestion never reduced
to practical form ancl fail as an anticipation, under
the authorities mentioned under Mattullath.
"Ader: The most serious attack upon the novel
ty of the patent-in-suit is raised over the machine
of Charle Ader. * * *
Whatever may have
been the merit. of the machine described and ac
tually made by Ader, it i quite clear that the pat
ented coml ination wa not included or understood
by him. A reading of his first chapter pp. 72, 73, is
enough to show that he did not regard a rudder as
essential. * * * The rear wheel could be moved
around a vertical axis and was to be so moved to
direct the machine upon the ground; 'une quatrierne
a l'arriere pour dirigcr !'aeroplane sur l'aire ;'
'Quand !'aeroplane a un gouvernail vertical celut ci
est solidaire de la roue d'arriere et manoeuvre avec
elle.' The cut shows such a 'gouvernail vertical,'
and we must assume that it was meant to be used

-

•
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and to be turned when the wheel turned.
"However, it is also equally clear that the rudder
wa no part of the machine. M. Ader, with the
characteristic clearness of a French mind, enu111e
rated on p. I 1 the four nece sary primary parts of
the machine: 'Corps,' 'aile ,' 'force motrice, 'pro
pulseur,' and these he takes up in four separate
chapters. The first and hortest chapter concern
the 'corps' de !'aeroplane' and enumerates even
con titutional parts of which the 'gouvernail verti
cal' i not one. The only mention of it is in the
sentence I have quoted in full. * * *
"* * * Ader fortuitously suggest the po si
bility as a matter of preference, of the third ele
m nt, the rudder, and o show conclusively that he
<lid not in the lea t ap1 r h nd the mutually clepend
nt relation b tween wing ancl rudder. * * *
(Rec. 307.)
"Bechtel; Crepar; Johnson ·; Stanley; Marriott:
These are all for lateral planes to dirigible baloons.
The whole problem is o entirely different when
u pension is effected by a reservoir containing a
lighter gas than air, that there is not the lea t re
emblance between the patent and the patent-in
suit. * * * (Rec. 309.)
"Boswell: This is a device to be attached to a
and it i so wholly
dirigible airship, * * *
unlike the patent-in-suit both in structure and op
eration that I can see no similarity between them.
(Rec. 309.)
"Davidson: This is an English patent and is not
in the least like the patent-in-suit.
"Lempson: I cannot see any relevancy m this
patent. (Rec. 310.)
"The importance of the issues involved m this
cau e must be the excuse for so extended a consid
eration." (Rec. 310.)
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Wilbur Wright on Ader.

See p. 271 Rec. for Mr. Wright's

yery satisfactory affidavit about Ader.

We ca.n only

summarize ome of his statements here.

He points out

the omi sion from defendant'

translation of an impor

tant paragraph showing the machine had been "tested
and had failed solely for lack of the necessary equilib

rium;" to a second omi sion showing that Mr. Ader pur
posely withheld certain data; and to passages in the
translation showing that certain parts are not spoken of
because "they are extremely complicated ancl the account
of them would be of too great length." Mr. Wright points
out that the de cription i not complete; that score of
part are to be moved, but no mean

are de cribed for

doing o, that the data is insufficient for con tructing the
machine, and that all attempts to operate it had failed,
although the French goverment spent about $100,000 in
such attempts; that in 1906 a French officer, officially
representing the French goverment in negotiations with
vVright Bros., personally told them that he was present
in his official capacity at trials of the Ader apparatus and
that, at the instant he attempted to leave the ground, "it

lost its equilibrium and was broken without having at
tained any appreciable flight;" that the translation of
fered by defendants does not convey a correct idea of
certain parts, which he names, and is very faulty; that
the French word "gauchir" is translated as 'to warp,"
although, so far as the construstion is apparent, "deflect
or deflection" would better express the idea; that the
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right and left forearm are interconnected so that, when
one wou ld go up, the other would go down, the move
ment seeming to be on longitudinal axes instead of tran 
verse axes, as in complainants' patent and defendant '
machine; that it i nowhere "d isclosed that lateral equi
librium could be controlled by setting the right and left
wing tips at different angles," and "differences in hori
zontal resistance between them" be compensated by turn
ing a 'vertical tail toward the wing having the smaller
angle of incidence;'' that the "illustration ~ and descrip
tions are too incomplete to enable any one to construct
uch a machine," and no explanations are set forth "to
enable any man to understand how to control equilib
rium with the device;" that. defendants' expert, /fr.

I eal,

in his statement includes "many inferences and asser
tions not contained in the original ;" that there is "noth
ing in the whole

der article to indicate the object of

changing the universal curve wa

to control lateral bal

ance," its purpo e being unintelligible ; that "the real
movement of the variou cords is left for the reader to
guess at;" that as Ader attempted to sell his invention to
the French goverment as a secret, he no doubt purpose
ly intended his description not to be so clear as to really
reveal his mechanism; that he "certainly has not set
forth a method of controlling lateral balance by the use
of the combination set forth in claim 7 of the patent a.s
asserted by Mr. Neal;" and that since this suit was
brought the French Academy of Science has awarded
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these patentees medals of gold.
This latter fact alone show that their fellow country
man Ader hacl not succeeded or thi

French Academy

would not have awarded such medal

to the e

meri

cans.
Defendant draws inferences and makes a sertions con
cerning the Ader publication, in trying to make it effec
tive as a reference. But this court in Badische v. Kalle, 104
F.

02, Judges Wallace, Lacombe and Shipman, Judge

Lacombe writing the opinion, held that

uch publica

tions mu t be given ffect in accordance with what they
actually communicate, and expert te stimony cannot be
rec ivecl lo s upplement the di sclosur .

U. S., 93

. S. :rnG, 370.

1 o Colin ·u.

For a cl tail explanation of each

pat nt and publication cited by defendant,
Wright'

Mr.

affidavit, Rec. 263 et seq.

ADMISSIONS
Mr. Manly.

see

BY

DEFENDANT'S

WITNESSES

He i a mechanical engineer and was associated

with Prof. Langley of the Smithsonian In titution in
much of the latter's research and experimenta1l work
aerodynamics.

111

He confirms, by admission, our position

that "these aeroplanes tend to swerve out of course and
laterally when one side is depressed."

Thi

hows the

nece ssity of turning the rear vertical rudder to receive
pressure on the surface toward the higher side of the
machine, so as to check it and prevent the turning.
(Rec. 85 last paragraph.)

Again he says:

"This dif

,,,.

•
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ference of acceleration of the opposite sides of the aero
plane cau es a difference of speed on the oppo ite sides;
mising one and lowerin g the othe r.

A rear ve rtical rud

d er may be used to advantage for the purpose of preserv
ing an aeroplane's equilibrium as we ll as for steering
purpose .''

(Rec. 80 .)

Mr. Kimball. He wa s a worker
nautic .

He

in

lab oratory te sts in aero

tates that w h en one side of an aeroplane

is depres eel, the clepres ed side moves more slow ly a nd
the machine w ill tend to turn in a circle.
some device, such a
counterbalance thi

a ve rtical rudder, is neces ary to
turnin

26'( · Rec. 90, 1'. 210.)

thi

11 e adds that

movement.

(Rec. 89, F.

Like Mr. Manl y, he claim

turning of the machine, when o ne ide i depre

that
ed,

is tru e regardl ess of the angle of inclination of the tips .
It follows, therefore, that such swerv ing is all the more
pron ounced whe n the tip or aileron at the depressed side
i

at the g reater angl , becau e ·at such angle it offers

increa e 1 resistance to forward m ovement.
Mr. Kimball admits and
ally.

1'inally,

tates our prop osition specific

He say : '' In the event of a gust of wind tilting

up one side of the aeroplane, sw inging the rudder to
wards that side, increa es the speed and the lift on the
opposite side, thu s t ending to restore the aeroplane's
equilibrium."

(Rec. 91, last paragraph.)

This is our

exact point on the inherent operation of th e type of
machines in que stion, being the law of thi s structure,
and showing that the defendant's denials in his second
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affidavit as to the neces ity and use of the rear vertical
rudder, and as to hi machine not werving, and not re
quiring the u e of the rudder when one side tilts down
ward, constitute an untrue statement of the phenomena
involved, due either to lack of scientific knowledge and
accurate observation on the part of ~1r. Paulhan, to bias
and self-interest, or to not understanding the Eng\i 3h
translation of hi s affidavit.

The court will note that

the record fail s to show that Mr. Paulhan swore to these
things in his own lan o-uage, as affidavit
companied by English tran slation

in French ac

are not presented,

but only Engli h affidavits, which it i

claimed were

interpret d to him.

Mr. Ludlow.

He claim

crea es the angl

th at Paulhan, in making a turn, in

of the aileron on the inner side of the

circle and also turns the rear vertical rudder toward that
side.

He then says Paulhan "increases the angle on the

inner side becau e by virtue of the swinging of the rud
der to that side the in ide become
side and need

the slow moving

the greater lifting povver."

This last

statement involves a complete contradict.ion of Messrs.
1anly and Kimball, Paulhan's other witne ses, both
of whom say that the rudder mu t be turned, not to the
slower moving ide, but to the faster moving side, that
is.. not to the lower side, but to the higher side.

More

than this, Mr. Ludlow's statement is so unfortunate as
to be directly opposed by the inherent law of the oper
ation in question.

He says that the angle is increased

..

.
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on the lower moving ide because it needs greater lift
ing power, while by the law of operation the slower
moving ide so Io es in liftiug rower that a greater an
gle in tead of lifting under those conditions, increases
the lowness and defeat lifting. This is why the rndder
ha

to be turned toward the higher and faster moying

side in order that the propul ion of the machine may
,1ot mainly act on that side, with its less resistance, be
cause of its less angle, but may be made to act equally
on the lower moving side and speed it up to make it
lift by it

greater angle.

\ hen the rudder is turned

toward the higher r faster moving side the effect i. to
peed up the lower and slower movin

ide. Thi s effect

is sometimes expres e 1 by

aying that

rudder toward the hio-her

icle retards it

speed and enables the lower
gle, to produce a lifting action.

o turning the
accelerated

ide, with its greater an
It is otherwise express

ed by saying that by so turning the rudder the lower and
slower moving side is speeded up.

It is more correctly

expressed by saying that the difference in re istance to
forward motion, due to the difference in the less angle
at the higher side and the greater angle at the lower ide,
is counterbalanced or equalized by turning the rudder
toward the less angle. This fundamental modus opera11di
is contradicted in Mr. Ludlow's unfortunate statement
that the angle is increased on the lower side because, the
rudder having been turned to that side, it is the slower
moving side.

(Rec. 253, Fs. 758-9 .)

For palpable want
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of iaccuracy Mr. Ludlow's statement mu t fall. Two wit
nesses on the ame side of the ca e oppose it, and it itself
opposes the obscured fixed phenomena involved.

Motors . In the lower court the defendant indulged himself
in the statement that the succes

of the \,i\T right flying

machine was largely clue to modern light motors.

The

suggestion had no foundation in fact and is contradicted
by the undisputed history of aviation.
\i\T right, in his rebuttal affidavit call

Mr. Wilbur

attention to some

of the published statements on this subject.

I

He says:

"In the affidavits of defendant it has been assert
ed that the failure of predece sor had been due to
lack of light motors, hut this i not correct. Motors
of le s than 10 pound per horse power had been
in reach and actualy built a much a 50 year ago,
and such motors had been posses eel by 1axim,
Ader and others. The fir t motor of the Wright
Bros. weighed nearly 20 pounds per hor e power.
"The technical journal 'Gas Power' in its issue
of January, 1904 in an article entitled 'Successfnl
Flight of a Real Flying 1achine' (referring to the
flights of the Wright Bro . in December, Hl03),
says:
"'As a matter of fact. had the production of the
fl yi ng machine depended merely on light con truct
ion and a light and powerful motor, aerial naviga
tion would have been an accomplished fact many
years ago, for in 1860 or 1865 Stringfellow built
a model which, with engine and all, weighed less
than 40 pound per horse power. Doubtless it
would have flown, but only in still air.'" (Rec.
259, F. 777, Rec. 260, F . 778.)
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Then, refering to

fr. Chanute's references to I\Iaxim.

Ader and Langley, all of whom Mr.Chanute found were
unsuccessful "simpl.y becau e their apparatus did not
posses the required stal ility," l\Ir. · wright says:
"Continuing, he (Chanute) show that the Maxim
machine had a ufficicntly light motor dc\'eloping
:363 hor e power, and with similar condition this
was true of the Ader machine of which he say :
'Upon being tested under the supervision of French
army officers, the equilibrium wa found so de
fective that further advance of funds was refu ed.' "
(Rec. 261, F. 781.)
Again Mr. Wright says, Speaking of l\Ir.
intr dttction of him elf to the W

tern

hanute'.

ociety

f En

gineers:
"In introducing y ur affiant to the \Ve tern
Society of Engineer , of which he '\'a at that time.
1901, president, Mr. Chanute spoke of the exi tence
of li ght motor and aid: 'There is however, be
fore that can be carried out, before a motor can
be applied to a Oying machine, an important prob
lem to olve, th'at of safety or that of tability."
(Rec. 2til, F. 783.)
Still again Mr. Wright

peaks on the subject of

motors thus:
"Steam engine are as light and much more re
liable than ga oline motor . The objection to their
use is that the weight of water evaporated per hour
gives them a smaller radius of action. The steam
engine may yet replace the gasoline motor for
flights up to 100 miles, where absolute reliability
is required. The 11-2 pounds steam motor of

r
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Prof. Langley weighed, complete with the boiler,
less than 10 pounds. The engine alone weighed
one pound." (Rec. 287, F. 860.)
Thus it was not a que tion of motor prior to the ad
vent of the \i\T right invention, but a que tion of main
taining equilibrium, lateral and fore and aft, and this
was the great problem the solution of which had baffled
all who had undertaken it prior to that time.

In flying

machines provision for maintaining and controlling equi
librium bears the same relation to succe s that the flanges
on locomotive and railway car wheels bear to maintain
ing the engines and cars on the track, only that the latter
wa

a more ea ily discovered and applied device than

wa such di covery of uch provision in the illusive and
dangerou

field of aeronautic , where the unrelenting

forces of ravity and the capricious and ceaseless actions
of the wind, in its turbulence and changeableness, had
each to be met, by fir t understanding them, before the
theoretical cause of the need of equilibrium could be de
termined, and the means of effecting equilibrium could
be discovered and carried into e:ffect.

Voisin Machine.

Much ha been said by defendant as to this

machine being able to fly without the use of adjustable
ailerons.

On this point Mr. Wright gives the facts of

history thus:
"Not one record is held by a Voisin machine
which has been so highly praised in affidavits of
defendants. Both Farman, Paulhan and Bleriot,
•

J
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after thorough experience of the defects of the
Voi in sy tem have discarded it in favor of the pat
ented method of the Wrights, and accor lingly
Paulhan brought with him to this country these
infringing machines. But even the Voisin type of
machine did not come into use as a motor-driven
machine until four years after the W1right motor
flights in 1903. The Voisin has been developed
since the application for the Wright patent." (Rec.
265, F. 793.)
Machine of the Wright Patent. Defendant' affiants have
attempted to ay that the Wright machines have not
been in strict accordance with the Wright patent. As
to this Mr. Wright says:
1

, '

"It has been a erted by the defendant that the
m t r-driven W ri ht machine are materially dif
ferent from that of the patent, but thi is not true.
In the motor-driven machine of 1903 and 1904, the
vertical rudder was directly connected to the cords
which warp the main planes. Complete circles were
made as ea rly as 1904 with a machine so connected.
In the machine used by Mr. Orville Wright
at Fort Myer, Virginia, in 1909, the cords for op
erating the vertical rudd er and the wing tips lead
to the same lever having a single fore and aft
movement. It was impossible to move the wing
tips with this lever w ithout tending to move the
rudder toward the side hav in g the smaller angle.
After the two had moved together, it was impos
sible by a supplem entary lever to more exactly
adjust the rudder independently in order that its
inclination should be neither too great nor too
little to more exactly balance the difference in re
sistance of the right and left wing tips. The two
always move t ogether in the fir st instance. This
machine, after passing the contract requirement..;;

t'

'
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and thereby winning a bonus of $5,000 in addition
to the contract price of $'25,000, was delivered to
and accepted by the United States Government.
The assertion that a flyer having wing and rudder
interconnected would be inoperative i absolutely
untrue. Since the machine has been the property
of the Government, a single lever with a double
movement has been substituted for the lever and
supplementary lever which the machine contained
at the time of delivery; my brother, Orville Wright,
preferring one of these details and I preferring the
other." (Rec. 265-6, Fs. 795-7.)
This is ufficient to di pose of that senseless and un
meritorius pretense, originating in imagination and ad
vanc cl in a time of tre s for material in defen e when
there was no material.

Disclaimer in File.

Defendant has quoted a pa age from

the original draft of the Wright specification, filed before
they had 1an attorney.

This pq.ssage recognized what

was in the literature on the subject prior to that time as
to horizontal and vertical rudders and superposed wings.
As to this Mr. Wright testifies:
"We had reference to the unsuccessful machines
of Lilienthal and of Chanute which po sess super
posed wings not adjustable by the operator. The
expression 'rudder' was at that time in common use
in designating non-adjustable or fixed vanes located
at the rear of the main planes." (Rec. 285, F. 355.)
These fixed vanes were like feathers on an arrow,
two small right angled fins secured to a rod which trail~

ed b~hind the planes anq w~~ c;onnected thereto with

r
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MR. WRIGHT'S REPLY TO MR. LUDLOW'S QUESTION-SOME
INCOMPETE T MATTER

1a sort of wobbling joint.

The so-called disclaimer was

not repeated in the redraft of the specification becau e
there wa no occasion for it.

Wha.t Mr. Wright Said as to a Question Mr. Ludlow Asked
Before Judge Hand. Mr. Ludlow has made statements in
his affidavit as to how Mr. Wright a ked a question
concerning turning the ·w right machine in flight. At p.
287 of the record Mr. vVright explains what he did in
fact s·a•y.
r

I

Some Incompetent Matter.

At p. 101 of the Record 1\Ir.

Ludlow speak of a statement he got from Maj. Squire,
in the nature of an affi lavit which the Maj. did not see
fit to ex cute. This statement Mr. Ludlow filed with his
1C1Jffidavit.

It commences at page 107 of the Record. It

was never sworn to by Maj. Squire, and is mere hearsay
on the part of Mr. Ludlow.

It is of no consequence,

but still, in passing, we note that it is incompetent.
Mr. Ludlow also introduces extensive quotations from
different books, one from Lougheed's book, with his
comments on the art.

(Rec. 103, F. 309.) The summary

so introduced commences ·a.t p. 186 of the Record.

The

statements were not sworn to by anybody and the book
purporting to contain them was not put in evidence.
vVe merely call attention to the incompetent character
of these matters of attempted proof.
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CONCLUSION.
In couclu ion it is submitted that the judgement of
his Honor Judge Hand rests on sound conclusions of law
and fact; that the entire preponderance of the evidence
as well as the known accepted phenomena, support his
findings on the operations of the defendant's machine;
indeed, that the defenffi:bnt's own i~1consistent state
ments concerning such operation leave the defence with
out certain or material proof on that is ue. There clear
ly was no reversible error on the part of the lower court,
and no improvident exercise of the court's discretion.
The defendant has departed from this country and the
state courts of New York have relea ed the infringing ma
chines from attachment on proof of ownership thereof by
the wife of the defendant, and the machines themselves
have accordingly been sent ba·ck to France.

Defendant

has announced publicly, if we may be permitted to re
fer thereto, that he does not ever intend to return to the
Un ited States.

The only effect of reversing the lower

court woul d be to enable other foreigners, without pro
perty here, to flock to this country and tour the States
in giving public exhibition flights to the total and ir
reparable lo s of complainant.

Every equity, therefore,

·a ppeals to this court, as it did to the court below, to
grant and continue this injunction. The patent has but
13 years remaining, and the chief reward to come to
these discoverers of the solution of the problem of
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human flight must come during this short period.

If

they are disturbed with foreign, as well as domestic, in
fringers, their reward will indeed be most disappointing
and meager.

So on grounds of equitable right, upon

broad principles of justice and in recognition of the re
w1ard due to genius and labor, we close this brief with
one last word that the splendid opinion and sound judge
ment of the lower court be sustained.
Respectfully submitted,

H. A. TOULMIN,
Counsel for Complainant-Appellee.
May, 1910.
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PARTIE . The complainant is a New York cor
poration, owning the letter patent sued on, No. 821,393,
dated May 22nd, 1906, for Flying Machin , as assignee
of Orville and ·w nbur Wright, th inv ntors and pat
entees, who first made human flight in heavier-than-air
machines possible. The u fendant, Claude Graha.me
White, is a subject of Great Britain and a non-resident,
and is sued for using bvo types of infringing machines
in public exhibition flight in this country.
STA'rE OF THE RECORD. 'rbe bill was filed
November 29th, 1910; th answer February 6th, 1911;
and the replication February 8th, 1911, two days after
the answer; notice for taking the pt:ima fa cie evidence
was served and accepted the same day, February 8th,
1911, and the depositions taken and concluded between
February 13th and 20th, 1911. The defendant has
taken no testimony in support of the answer, oath to
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which was waived, so that not even it is evidence. (Sim
kins, A Federal Suit in Equity, p. 441, middle para
graph, and cases cited. )
THE STATUS OF THE INVENTION BEFORE
THE WORLD. Perhaps no invention in modern times,
if indeed any invention at all, has received such wide
spread recognition and achieved a more marked and
distinct thing in its field of action than this Wright in
vention, by which the problem of human flight in
heavier-than-air machines was at last solved for the
first time in the annals of aeronautic . rri1is patent was
before this Honorable Court in the case of complainant
against Paulhan, as reported in 177 F. 262, which gave
rise to an elaborate and analytical opinion by his Honor
Judge Hand. It is averred in the bill herein that thi.
decision and that of Judge Hazel in "su taining tbi
patent" and "construing" it "are rulings and determina
tions in nowise disturbed or affected" by the action of
the court of appeal in vacating the injunctional orders,
as that court did not touch upon the patent itself. (Last
part paragraph 9.) rrhe answer herein admits that such
action by the court of appeals was "without passing in
any respect upon the validity of complainant's patent,
and, as stated in the opinion of that court, 'irrespective
of any of the other questions in the case.'" (Last of
paragraph 9.) So both parties agree that those judg
ments are the law of this patent up to this time. The
invention has, perhaps, nowhere been more clearly and
forcibly stated than in that opinion of this court. We
shall refer to it, a little further on in this brief, as a
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sufficient exposition of the patent, but we wish first to
make a short reference to what the testimony herein
shows concerning the world-wide recognition of the in
vention. This we do becau e the pre ent case is the first
one to be tried on final hearing.
RECOGNITIONR.
The witness Mr. Hammer
shows ample qualifications for testifying to a knowl
edge of the Wright invention, to historical facts in
aeronautics (Rec. 4-6, answers 2-G) and to defendant's
machines (Rec. 16, et seq., answers 11, t seq.). He
states as a matter of historical knowledge, as is also
averred in the bill, that these inventors, on the 17th of
December, 1903, at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, "in a
Wright aeroplane of the type hown" in "Complainant's
Exhibit, Photograph of ·w rio·ht Aeroplane," succes 
fully accomplished "the fir. t in tance" of human flight
in a heavier-than-air flying rnacldne driven by a motor
and ridden by an operator. If e produces intere ting
and unique recognitions of this fact by different scien
tific and educational bodie and by national, state and
city authoritie , in the form of resolutions, honorary
degree and medals. He pre ents in one large photo
graph a picture of the e variou recognitions grouped
together for ready inspection. ( ee Complainant's Ex
hibit, Recognition Wright Invention.) For easy refer
ence the different recognition are catalogued substan
tially as follows in Mr. Hammer's deposition:
A, A' Smithsonian Institution, "Langley Medal,
Wilbur and Orville Wright, 1\ICMIX Aerdromics," bear
ing the Smithsonian designation "For the increase and

diffusion of knowledO'e among men." The resolution
of the Board of R gents of that Institution pre ented in
connection with the medal was :

"Resolved, That the Langley medal be awarded
to Wilbur and Orville Wright for advancing the
science of aerdromics in its application to aviation
by their successful investigations and demonstra
tions of the practi ·abHity of mechanical flight by
man."
B, B' show the decorations.of Chevalier of the Legion
of Honor of France be to-wed upon Messrs. Wilbur and
Orville Wright, da tecl \ ugust th, 1909.
C designates a lrng-e bronze group inscribed: "Souve
nir presented by ..\ ero Club of Sarthe to the Wright
Brothers."
D, D' shO\Y tlw gold m lal awar<lcd Wright
Brothers by the onµ;r R, of the United tates, bearino
the inscrib -d rc\·olution:

.' \
r

"Recognition and appreciation of their ability,
courage and succ ss in navigating the air."
E, E' designate th bronze medals of the Interna
tional Peace Society, presented to Orville and Wilbur
Wright.

I'

F, F' show gold medals by th : "Aero Club of the
United Kingdom awarded to Wilbur and Orville Wright
for their pioneer work. 1908." (Italics always ~urs.)
G designates a gold medal from France, inscribed:

I

"The Academy of Sports, founded in 1905, at
its meeting of October 16th, 1908, awards its own
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medal to the conquerors of the air, Messrs. Wilbur
and Orville vVright, who were the first to succeed,
on the 17th day of December, 1903, to fly with a
machine heaYier than air, driven by a motor."
H shows another gold medal, inscribed :
"Presented to W. Wright, November 17th, 1908,
by the Society for the Encouragement of Avia
tion."

I, Still another gold medal, inscribed:
"Aero Club of France. 'ro Wilbur and Orville
Wright, September, 1908."

J, J' show gold medals inscribed:
'I ~

r

"June 17 h, 1909. Pr nt d to vVilbur Wright
General A mbly of the tate of
imilarly inscribed to
Ohio. (Obverse icle i
Orville Wright.)

by A t of th

K, K' refer to gold medals bearino· the inscription:
"Academy of Scienc ." (Obverse.) "Wilbur
Wright, 1909, Caelum patet ibimus lac." (Re
verse.) A duplicate
similarly inscribed to
Orville Wright.
L, L' show gulcl medals inscribed:
"Wilbur Wright. Orville Wright. Presented
by the City of Dayton, Ohio, June 17 and 18, 1909."
(Reverse.) "A testimonial from the citizens of
their home in reco~nition and appreciation of their
success in na:vigating the air." (Obverse.)
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M, M', gold medals inscribed :
"Aero Club of America.
"W. ·wright,
"0. Wright,
Sept. 21, 1908,
Sept. 9, 1908,
Le Man , France."
Ft. Myer, Va., U. S. A."
This was prece<led by resolutions in :March, 1906,
saying :
"Whereas, The :Messrs. -n·right Bros., Wilbur
and Orville, of Dayton, Ohio, have developed an
aeroplane type of :tlying machine that many times
has carried a man safely through the air at high
speed, and continuously over long distances, and,
therefore, of practical value to mankind:
"'l'herefore, Re it resolved, rrhat the Aero Club
of America hereby expresses to them its hearty
felicitations on their great achievement in devi 
ing, ·on. tructing and operating a su c sful man
carrying d. namic flying machin~.'
N designate a gold medal inscribed:
"Presented by the Aeronautical Society of Great
Britain to Wilbur and Orville. WriO'ht in recogni
tion of th ir disting-uished services to the science
of aeronautics. 1908."
0 shows a gold medal presented by the City of Le
Mans, France, to WHbur Wright at the time of his rec
ord altitude flight.
The following degrees also have been conferred upon
these inventor in recognition of their invention and
scientific attainments:
'l'he degree of L. L. D., Oberlin ollege, Oberlin,
Ohio, March 5th, 1910.
l'

\I

.
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The degree of Master of Science, by Earlham Col
lege, Richmond, Indiana, June 16th, 1909.
The degree of Doctors of Technical Science of the
Royal Technical ollege of Munich, Bavaria.
Then follows, at pages 13 and 14 of the record herein,
the enumeration of numerous honorary memberships in
aeronautical bodies in different parts of the world.
The record also shows that the Government of the
United States early recognized the utility of this inven
tion by purchasing a machine for army purposes for
$25,000, with a bonus of $5,000 uecause' the machine ex
~ed the contract requirements. (Rec. 5-16.)
On a similar, but less full showing, Ju<l.ge Hazel
found and said :

"It appear that machines embodying the inven
tion in uit hav made notable flights in France,
Germany, and the United States. The first aerial
flight to which the attention of the public was at
tracted was had at Kitty Hawk, N. C., in Decem
ber, 1903, when the Wright machine, using a 12
horse power motor weighing 200 pounds, demon
strated its ability to maintain its balance and
readily turn to the right or left, and ascend or de
scend. The newspaper of the country heralded as
marvelous the success of the patentees, and pub
lished wide that human flight had been made pos
sible and that the patentees were the first in the
annals of the world to achieve success with a
heavier-than-air flying machine. Public recogni
tion of their success was subsequently made by
scientific institutes and academies of high repute
in this country and abroad. Medals were pre
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sented to the inventors by Congress, by the repub
lic of France and by various aeronautical societies
of Europe and America. Such testimonials are
entitled to weight in support of the presumption of
validity and the practical utility. National Co. v.
New York Co. (C. 0.) 46 Fed. 114 ; Thompson Co.
v. Two Rivers ( C. C.) 63 Fed. 120." ( 177 F. 258,
259.)
THE PATENT. As stated above, this patent was
before this Court and made the subject of a very accu
rate and well-stated opinion in Wright Co. v. Paulhan,
supra. vVe shall, therefore, content ourselves in this
brief with the privilege of using such opinion for the
present statement of the invention and patent. We do
this the more so because the machine of this defendant,
the Farman Biplane and the Bleriot Monoplane, are
exactly the ame machines in typ , construction, and
mode of operation, which Paulhan flew and were in
volved in that suit, though the record herein is different
in the fact that there is no evidence on the part of the
defendant denying infringement or claiming any other
operation for those machines than that stated in the
deposition of Mr. Hammer in this ca e, and that stated
by the learned Circuit Court as its conclusion from the
moving and denying affidavits in the Paulhan case. In
that case the Court found, against the pretences or
claims made in defendant's affidavits, on the motion for
an injunction, the operation of the Farman and Bleriot
machines to be what agrees with the sole evidence in
this case and with complainant's affidavits in that case.
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Judge Hand stated the patent thus:
"To an intelligent understanding of the inven
tion and tbe que tion of how e sential is the attach
ment of the tiller rop to the warping rope, the
method of maintaining equilibrium under the pat
ented combination mu t :first be set forth. Assume
an aeroplane with or without dihedral sustaining
surfaces, to be prop lled through the air, having
the combination specified, and also . uppo e the
1 ft wing has lwen accidentally depres~ed. That
in it elf will result, a all agree, in starting a
reYolution towards the left. This is the re::mltant
of two motion·: First, the forward motion of the
plane; ancl, se ond, the motion at right angles
caused by the sliding of the machine laterally in
its O'l\'ll plane and ov r the succe sive columns of
air. 'rhe i· sultant i. p1·e ·i ely analogou to any
planet iuy motion. 'rhi~ resultant is ace ntuated
by the movement of the c nt r of pre. sur toward
th depressed lateral ma egin, giving a greater
leverage to the propPller nearer the elevat cl wing.
Al o, the vertical rudder becomes tran verse in its
reaction to the lat :>ral motion of the aeroplane,
and consequently the rudder is pushed up, and by
its leverag fmther turn. the direction of the plane
to the left. Thu the machine wm begin to revolv
to thP left. Moreover, this very motion will cause
the dght wing to be further elevated, because of
the increased drift, or heal-resistance caused by
its increasing p,peed, and the decreased drift
against the left wing, caused by its diminished
speed. Thus, in turn, the initial depression creates
a revolution, and that, in turn, an increased de
pression with its corresponding acceleration of
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revolution, o on co-operating till the machine will
swoop dowrnrnrds to the left to its entire destruc
tion.
"The first part of the patented combination for
correcting the depre sion of the left "ing is to in
crease the angle of incidence upon the left side, so
increasing that component of the drift which is
opposite to the action of gravity. However, con
trary to the assumptions of earlier peculators,
this alone has a preci ely contrary effe t to what
might be expected, because, although the lifting
component of the drift is increased, the head
resistance is much increased, and this decreases
the velocity of the left wing in greater proportion
than the increa e in the angle of incidenee tends to
raise it. That revolution, already initiated by the
very tilt itself, is therefore increased by the differ
ential in th ano'le of incidenc: b tween the two
margins. '£he right wing, which has tlrn an added
velocity relativ ly to the left wing, will, in pite of
it les er angle of incidence, ri more rapidly
than the left wing. Unless the revolution be cor
rected the increa ed angle of incidence will there
fore remain ineffectual to re tore the balance, but
will rather fmther disturb it, and it is therefore
necessary that the rudder should be put over to
wards the right wing, thus counteracting the revo
lution. When thi is done, the increa ed angle of
incidence on the left wing bec:omes effectual and
the left wing rises, so restoring the equilibrium of
the plane. It is the combination of a differential
in the angle of incidence with a rudder which oper
ates against the side of lesser angle which produces
this result." ( 177 F. 263, 264. )
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JUDGE HAZEL A"ND 'r E "W RIGHT PATENT.
In the ca e of this complainant aO'ainst Glenn H. Curtiss
and the Herring-Curtis. Company, 177 F. 257, Judge
Hazel, on the motion for a preliminary injunction, sus
tained the patent, construed it broadly and held it to be
infringed by the so-called Curti. . machine, which had
pivoted wing or ailerons much like those in the Far
man machine herein, except that instead of being hinged
to the rear margin of the plane , they were pivoted to
the forward struts or posts which connected the upper
and lower planes. In speaking of the originality of the
Wright invention and the scope of the invention, Judge
Hazel said:

"Not only the conception of the idea of securing
and maintainino· equilibtium in the air, but the
appliance -the dynamic caus to achiev th re
sult-originated in the minds of the patentees, and
took shape and form in the evid ntly simple
method of slightly turning up and down the lateral
ends of the margins of the planes, thus securing
different angles of incid :> nee. The unsurmountable
obstacle with which the prior inventor in this art
truggled for years was the precipitate unbalanc
ing or upsetting of the apparatus, and such prior
flying machines were therefore incapable of flights
\Vith any appreciable degree of success. The affi
davits indicate that the patentees did not use the
means or identities of prior flying machines, but
solved the problem of maintaining equilibrium or
lateral and front and rear balance by the introduc
tion of new and practical elements and became
pioneers in the field of flying machines of the so

---·
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called heavier-than-air type. True, some of the
elements of the claims were old and are hown in
the prior gliding machines, but uch machine
without the combination which included a method
of maintaining equpibrium or lateral balance were
utter failure . Ilence, the prior patents and pub
lications apparently do not anticipate the \Yright
patent, and the claims in controversy are entitled
to a broad and liberal construction."
DEFENDA... TT'R )IACRINES AND UNLAWFUL
A TS. The swom bill avers importation by the de
fendant of infringing machines, saying he had imported
"one or more certain flying machines embodying and
containing the invention covered in and b~' your orator's
said letters patent s:n,393, and is likely to import other
. imilar maeltines ;" that <lefendant '''as "preparing an l
threatening and announcing his intention to make pub
lic flightR or Pxhihitions of tlw . ame throughout th ·
United States, at which cldendani. will, and is preparing
to, harge admis ion ft>e" to the general public;" that
"defendant is about to rn;;e, or is u ing,
and will
later also use," aid machines "in making public exhibi
tion flight before large concourse of p ople, all or most
of whom are paying or are to pa.v gate or admission
·harges ;" that "defendant is receiving, and is to receive
as compen ation for this and other uses of aid infring
'ing machines and his services in performing such exhibi
tion flights there,Yith very large sums of money;" that
"he will leave this country and. put the proceeds of his
now intended and threatened infringement beyond the
reach of complainant and of any ultimate process of
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this court; wherefore your orator shows impending
irreparable loss." (Bill pp. 5, 6, paragraph 5.) Para
graph 6 aver that unless restrained he will precede
complainant at points over the country and give ~hi
bition flights until the public interest shall bave been
satisfied, after which a large part of the public will not
be further intere ted "when your orator come to make
them in regular course of busine ." Again, unle. s de
fendant is re trained, complainant fears "he will con
tinue to import and to use such machines, and to make
other such exhibitions with them, to the further irre
parabl e injury of your orator." (Paragraph 10.)
omplainant s witnes~ ~Ir. Ilammer testifi d to hav
ing examined and heino- familiar with both of defend
ant' maC'hine..· the Farman and Bl riot; that he saw
cl fendant at the Belmont Park ~IP :lt, OctolJ(~r, 1910, fly
th se machine., "on many o<.:ca ions and wat hed them
clo ely; aw them a. l'end and descend and make turns,
and saw them alight;" and 'took photograph of these
two machines in flight and on the ground." Ao·ain, that
he saw l\[r . .f fhite making preparations for flight, ,bring
the machin out, get in them and mak flight with
them. And, a<J'ain, that it waR current in aeronautical
circles and has been <JUOt cl in the daily and technical
pres that ~Ir. Claude Grahame-White is shortly to re
turn to America and will establish two training camps,
teaching pupils to operate aeroplanes, and that he has
given orders for quite a number of flying machines to be
constructed in this country." (An wers 11-14.)
Defendant, in his answer, executed by his solicitors,
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says he "admit that prior to the filing of said bill of
romplaint he cau. ed to be brought into the United States
ertain flying machine of a biplane and monoplane
type, with whirh he made ·ertain public flights or exhi
bitions in rities of the United State , at which admission
fees to the g n ral public 'Yel'e charged by those manag
ing or controlling the same and from which defendant
was paid certain . urns of money and received certain
prizes." (Paragraph 5.)
Thus, by the sworn bill, the evidence of Mr. Hammer
and the admissiom; of the answer, it is fully shown that
he brought the. e Farman and Bleriot machines hel'e
and used them for money making. H then denies that
since the bill wa · filed he has used or threatened to use
aid machines in making exhibition flights. (lb.) But
this latter denial iR of no con equ nee-fir t, because the
answer i not vidcnc , and, se ·ondly, because the an
wer goes on and d ~nies infringement and challenges th
validity of th~ patent, which latter po ition is met by
the rule as laid down by :\Ir. Justice Lurton, in Johnson
v. Foos, 141 F. 73, 79, where he aid:

"It is immaterial that pending the litigation
there has been no further infringement. Whether
there has b en or not is only a matter for consider
ation if an accounting for damages shall be or
dered. 1'hey have never put upon the record their
purpose not to duplicate the device which they did •
make, nor contradicted the -ridence that they in
tended to continue to make and sell such devices.
'fhe assertion of a right to make the devices com
plained of a. an infringement [in the case at bar
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the denial of infringement and the invalidity of
the patent is in effect such an assertion] "in the
absence of a very express denial of a purpose to
exercise the right claimed [in the case at bar the
right to use and fly th s machines is claimed by
the denial of infringement], justifies the presump
tion that further infringement is to be appre
hended if that device shall prove to be an infringe
ment. Cayuta Wheel Co. v. Kennedy Valve Co.,
127 F. 355; Westinghouse Machine Co. v. Press
Pub. Co., 127 F. 822, 27; Potter v. Crowell, Fed.
Cas. No. 11,323."
See to the same effect Deere & Webber Co. v. Dow
agiac :Mfo" Co., 53 F. 177. (C. C. A.)
We have noted this matter apprehending that de
fendant's counsel, i.n the abs nee of any material de
f n e, might urge thi. brief d nial of nse or threatened
use since the filing of th bi.11 as the rea on why an in
jun tion should not b granted. But there i no aver
ment, weak or strong, that the machines in question
would not be used after the answer was filed-would
not be used at all at any time thereafter. The mere
statement, that up to the filing of the answer and since
the bill defendant had not used, or threatened to use, the
machines, is of no consequence. In the ca e before
Judge Lurton the averments were direct that no more
such machines would b made by defendant. Only one
had been made years before, and the party for whom it
was made had, in the meantime, been licensed by the
patentee; and in that situation the defending maker
positively denied the intention to make any more such
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machines. But uch denial was followed by a denjal of
infringement and a denial of the validity of the patent.
The e latter t\vo denial Judge Lurton held to be the asser
tion of a right to thereafter make and u e such machines.
But after all, on our recent application for the setting of
this case for hearing on a day certain, made before his
Honor Judge Hand, on November 18th, 1911, counsel
for defendant stat cl, in the presence of the Court, that
defendant's machines were here, awaiting defendant's
return, which would be about December 7th or 8th, 1911.
It was also shown on that occasion that defendant's
u tom House bond had been extended or renewed so
that the e machine. could be longer kept in this country.
Thi would se m more than sufficient to dispose of any
uch possible eontention by defendant.
ONSTRU 'rION AND OPERATION OF FAR
MAN ~IA IIINE. 'rhis machine i. built just as was
the 11,m·man machi1w u. ed by Paulhan. Briefly, it i
ornposed of two . upporting aeroplane ·onnected by
truts or posts, wi h hinged wings, ailerons or balancing
planes, in ·ontinuation of the main planes, one aileron
at the lateral extr mity and along the rear edge of each
main plane. Th upp rand lower ailerons at the same
lat ral extremity or side ar interconnected by wire ,
..,o that when the lo,ver aileron is drawn down or al
lowed to move upward, the upper aileron correspond
ingly moves with it. This arrangement prevails at both
sides of the machine. The lower ailerons at ejther side
are directly controlled by cables which pass to a hand
lever in front of the pilot's seat. A lateral movement of
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this lever, say to the left of the pilot, will cause the
cables at his right to draw downward on the ailerons at
the right side of the machine, thus increasing their angle
of incidence, and at the same time will pay off the cables
on his left corre pondingly, so that the ailerons on the
left may swing upward more or less, according to the
extent of such movement given the hand lever, thus
les eni ng their angle of incidence. In this way the
angles of incidence of the ailerons at the opposite sides
are caus d to become differential or unequal, resulting
in an unequal head-resistance and an unequal lifting
effect, the ailerons with the greater angle having the
greater re istanre and oTeater lifting power. Such oper
ation is performed when the machine loses lateral bal
ance, the great r angle of incidence being given to those
ail ron which are at the lower or do-wn-tipped side.
onjointly with this action, th .. pilot op i·ate the r ar
vertfral rudder, mounted on a rear extension of the
machine, by means of able which run to a foot-piece,
wh reby he may dra \V upon one cable and . la k off the
other, so a to turn the rudder to the rio·ht or left. In
the cas ju t stated he will so conjointly turn the rudder
toward the side of the machine where the ailerons have
th lesser angle of incidence. The purpose of this is to
add the head-resistance thus xerted by the rudder to
the head-resistance being exerted by the ailerons having
the less angle of incidence. In thi way the head-re ist
ance at such side of the machine is equalized with that
at the side \Yhere the ailerons have the greater angle of
incidence. Thus the machine is kept from turning on a
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vertical axis, out of its course, and is maintained
traight ahead, with its opposite sides under equalized
head-resistance, while its lower side is being lifted by the
greater lifting power of the ailerons having the greater
angle of incidence at such lower side. Lateral equilib
rium is thereby controlled or restored. As this balance
is reco"ered, the pilot sets his hand-lever back to normal
position, allowing· the ailerons at both ides of the ma
chine to assume their position as continuations of the
main planes; and at the same time he throws his rear
vertical rudder back to a central position. These oper
ation take place at such frequent intervals as occasions
require in :flight, and which in general practice, owing to
the turbulency of the air currents or the wind, is a mat
ter of very frequent, if not constant, manipulation. We
need not top to state the disastrous con equences, when
lateral balance is lost, which would en ue but for th
p culiar inter-action and reaction of the ailerons and.
the rear vertical rndder, and their intimate cooperation
to produce the several effects named.

>

Forward of the machine is attached a hQrizontal
rudder, controlled by cables extending to the aforesaid
hand-lever. A fore and aft movement of this lever, in
stead of a lateral movement, operates thi forward rud
der to change its angle of incidence, o a to bring the
pressure of the rush of air either on its lower surface
or its upper, according to whether the machine is to be
directed upward or downward; while for a horizontal
:flight such horizontal rudder will usually be given a
very slight lifting or positive angle, with a low pressure



on it under . ide, so as to make the machine ride the air
at such slight climbing position as will counteract the
gravity tendency to sink. Thus the horizontal rudder
controls the course of the machine specifically relatively
to the earth, and coacts with the other parts, as its furn:
tion is performed during the performance of the func
tions of the ailerons and rear vertical rudder, as stated.
For a fuller description of the construction ancl oper
ation, see the depo ition of l\fr. Hammer, answer 16, and
of Mr. See, complainant's expert, answers 8 and 9, pp.
53-63 Rec. In these answers Mr. See also deals with
th question of infring ment, pointing out with much
rlearne s and in an interesting manner the construction
and operation of the Farman machine in comparison
with tho e qualities of laim. 3, 7, 14 and 15 of the
Wright patent. \Jl of tlw. r rlaim , . ave the 3rd, were be
fore this ourt on the former occa ion, when Paulhan's
~..,arman machine was held to infringe. The i sues at that
time were re tricted to claims 7, 14 and 15, to simplify
them, as those claim run much in the same line, except
that the 7th has fewer elements and is the broader.
CLAIM 7. This claim reads literally on the Farman
machine. If the Court will lay out before it Complain
ant's Exhibit, Drawing Defendant's Farman Machine,
and then read claim 7, it \Vill be seen that the response
to the claim afforded by the machine is even literal.
CLAil\I 14. 'fhe same suggestion applies to claim
14, which is substantially claim 7, so far as concerns the
Farman ma.chine (claim 14 calling for the superposed
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plane shown in that machine), plu. tbe horizontal rud
der and the means for operating it.
CLAil\I 15. The same sugrrestion al o applies to
this claim, which follows claim 14, with the added re
quirements that the vertical rudder is "located at the
rear" and the horizontal ruclder "at the front of the
machine."
As the Court, as tated, has had the e claims before
it in writing the learned opinion in the Paulhan case,
we do not deem it proper to further discuss them.
CLADI 3. This claim embodies the subject-matter
of rlaim 7, minu. the vertical rudder. In other words,
this portion of the claim i for "the fil• t part of the pat
ented combination for eorrecting the depr . . ion of the
left [either] wing to hirreaRe the angl of incidence upon
the left [either] . ide," a. l~xpressed in th' Paulhan opin
ion. ('rop of third pnragraph, p. 263.) 'J'he claim will
h seen, thrrefore, to be: rt>afo~ed in defrndant's Farman
machine, where the fnnttions performed by thi first part
of th combination ar carried out literally as stated in
this claim. For a fuller xplanation of thi matter, see
the deposition of :\Ir. ee, pages 55-5 -a short state
ment. (In our copy of this deposition, page 5 , last line
but one, "2" is given instead of 3, a clerical error. rrhis
Harne error may be in the copy before the Court, but
claim 3 is quoted and the context show that claim 3 is
referred to in said line.)
Defendant might urge that the claim speaks of a
"normally flat aeroplane," while the Farman planes are
slightly curved. But, as l\Ir. See testifies, this is not a
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real distinction, as the '' rigbt specification "doe not
limit itself to flatne s of plane, · but expr ssly compre
hends a plane which is 'substantially' flat, thus xpress
ing a depa1·ture from flatness; and. in view of the further
fact that in the drawings of the patent in suit Fig. 3
shows the plane as being curved out of flatnes ." (Bot
tom p. 5 ' top p. 59 nee.) )foreoYer, Judge Hazel de
cided that the patent was not confined to a mere flat
plane, saying: "The dra.\ving (Fig. 3), however, at
tached to the specifications shows a curved line inward
of the aeroplane with straight lateral eclgeR, an<l consid
ering Ruch drawing with th terminology of the pecifi
·ation, the slight arching of the mfaceR is not thought
a ma.terial departure; at any rate, the patent in issue
does not belong to the cla. s of patentR whieh requireR
narrowing it to details of con trnction." ( ,J mlge Hazrl
in W1 ight v. llerring-Curti. s o. <.>t al., 177 F. 260, mi<l
dlc pa1·agraph.) l\f oreov 'r, as i, p rfectly obviou., the
expi-c sion "normally flat," merely means the ·tate of
the plane before the lateral portions are moved to angu
lar po. ition , before it is "warp€d," for a short expres
ion. Ii or in tanc , in the Farman machine, as in the
"'right patent, the ailerons or adjustable marginal por
tions are flat \Yith, that is, in line "·ith the l>ody of the
plane in a normal state ot before adjustment or "warp
ing." So "normally" or "normally flat" in the claim
merely has reference not to a geometrically flat surface,
but to a flat surface in the. ense of a contiwnous surface
composed of the whole plane, the general body and the
adjustable margins-these parts being flat with each
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other in the ense of continuous with each other. This
accords with the drawing in the Wright patent referred
to by Judge Haz 1, as also by Mr. See in the quotations
above.
Then if defendant seeks to raise another technical
question on the ·word "above or below," in claim. 3,
which refer to the marginal portions "capable of move
ment to different positions above or below the normal
plane of the body of th aeroplane," the answer is again
simple, namely, that in the Farman machine when the
ailerons at one si<le are drawn downward, those at the
other side are "capable of movement" to a position more
or less "above" the normal plane of the aeroplane, being
carried thereto by the ru h of air. Th is i precisely
hown in the drawing of the Farman machine in evi
dence, where the ailerons
and ' ar shown 1ifted
abov the normal plane of tit aeroplane by reason of the
ailerons Ban l B' being drawn below uch plane.
Thus infringement i unm.i takably pre ent a to
claims 3, 7, 14 and 15 in the Farm.an machine, the only
claims relied upon in the present case.
INFRINGEMENT BY BLERIOT MACHINE. This
machine, as shown in omplainant's Exhibit, Drawing
Defendant's Bleriot Machine, is a monoplane, and is
also precisely the ame as was the Bleriot machine be
fore this Court in the Paulhan suit. The two wings of
the upporting plane present a light dihedral angle;
the planes are braced by guy-wires, and are warped by
cables shown by red lines in the exhibit drawing. These
cables pass round a central pulley G, partially rotated
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in one direction or the other by the yoke K through
wires E conne ted to the base B of the controlling-post
U, having the handhold or wheel A. A lateral movement
of this post, ·which is mounted on a universal joint C,
draws on one warping cabl and pays off the other. The
one drawn upon in turn draw down one rear marginal
portion W' of the aeroplane, which increase its angle of
incidence, and in doing so, pulls on the cable H ex
tending over th wings of the machines and lifts on the
rear marginal portion of the opposite wing, as shown at
W, to decrease its angle of incidence. This is precisely
the con truction and principle illustrated in the ex
ample embodied in the patent in suit selected for exem
plifying the inv ntion.
The rear Y rtical ruclcl r is hown at L and through
till r ropes O, shown in purple, i. turned to one . id or
the oth r by the pivot d foot-ni ce P and P'. Thu
when, say, the left-hand margin of the aeroplane is ad
justed to an increased angl of incidence (left of the
pilot), the rudder is turned toward the rio·ht-hand side
of the machine, or that with the less angle of incidenc
in it adjustable marginal portion, which marofoal ad
justments are Rh own in the drawing. 'fhus i brought
about that inti.mate corelation of the operation and
function of these parts by which the lateral balance is
recovered; and so it is that the unequal head-resistances,
due to the unequal angles of incidence of the adjustable
portions of the aeroplane, ar counter-balanced or equal
ized by the vertical rudder. A better expression of the
Wright invention, in physical form and in resulting
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achievement in flight, than that , o tructurally and
functionally disdoserl in the Bleriot machine would be
difficult to find.
The horizontal rudder· shown at X is placed in the
rear in tead of at the front of the machine. It is oper
ated up or down by tiller cableR R, , hown in green,
which connect with the base B of the post U at fore and
aft point , so that fore and aft mowment.· of the po t
cause a pull upon one cable R and a paying off of the
other. When the rear margin of thE rudder is adjusted
upward, the air preRsnre comeR upon the upper surface,
causing a deprPR~ion of the tail of the marhine and up
ward courRP of fUght, while a rPn'rRe moYernent of tJw
rear margin of tht> l'udder causeR air pres. ure upon the
lower Ride, which liftR the tail of the machine and cau.e ·
downwa1'd f·om·.·p of flight. A proper intr-nnrdiate ad
ju. tmrnt of lhi. hcn·izontal J'lHl<ler, , ay to an ex<'el'd
ingly slight nf'p;ativ<> 01· upwar 1 angl<', will give tlw rna
'hine a ufifri<•nt upward tr ucl of flight to compenRate
for the Rinking tendeney cluP to graYit~-, and thus it iR
made to fly in a .'ub. tantially hol'izontal course.

In Fig. 4 of the exhibit drawing the warping of the
supporting plane is more clearly . hown and the diffel'
ential angl . of incidence better illn trat d. In Fig. 3
the rear vertical rudder, with its tiller tapes and foot
piece, is al. o more rlearly shown. In Fjg. 2 the means
• on
for operating the warping cables is aL o bl'ought out
a larger scak'. li'ig. ':" and the asRoeiated figure to its
right more clearly show the mean. for manipulating the
horiwntal rudder X. For a furthet e.'planation of this
1
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Bleriot machine and its operation, see the deposition of
Mr. Hammer, pp. 21-25 Rec., and Mr. See's deposition,
pp. 63-70. In this treatment of the Bleriot, Mr. See also
covers the matter of infringement by showing how the
Bleriot contains the construction and performs the oper
ation of the Wright patent, as expressed in claims 3, 7
and 9. The patent equally covers a monoplane or bi
plane machine. (Column 2, lines 70-2, p. 1, and column
2, lines 113-115, p. 8, Wright specification.)
CLAIM 3. The Bleriot machine is literally an em
bodiment of this machine. It has the "normally flat
areoplane'' (in the sense of the claim), with the "lateral
marginal portions capable of movement to different posi
tion above or below th normal plane of the body of
the aeroplane." The axis f movement of these parts is,
as stated in the claim, "transverse to the line of flight."
It performs th re ult stated in the claim as due to such
adju tment of the marginal portions, namely, presents
to the "atmosphere different angles of incidence." And
it has the "means for simultaneously imparting such
movement to said lateral marginal portions," that is,
the controlling po t U and the warping cables F, F'
and H.
CLAIM 7. This claim this Court held to be in
fringed by the same ma.chine in the Paulhan case, and
so we need not go further. That it is infringed is be
yond question.
CLAIM 9. The Bleriot machine is a literal embodi
ment of this claim, which is for the warpable plane. The
claim calls for "an aeroplane normally flat and elon
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gated transver. ely to the line of fiio'ht." The Bleriot
plane is normally flat in the sen e of the claim and is
elongated transversely to the line of flight. Then the
claim calls for "means for imparting to said aeroplane
a helicoidal ,-r nrp around an a..~is transverse to the line
of flight." The warping cables F and F' and H are the
"means" in th Bleriot, and the warping of the plane i
done by drawing down one rear margin or portion and
lifting the other. Then the claim says that the warping
is "centrally alonO' the body of the aeroplane in the
direction of the elongation of the areoplane." So this
"first part of the patented combination for correcting
the depression of the left [either] ·wing" by increasing
the "angle of incidence upon the left [either] side,'' as
also tated in the opinion in the Paulhan case (p. 263,
top third parag1·aph) i. embodi d in this claim and
qually embodi d in the Bleriot rnarhine. This 9th
claim falls und r the cla. s of claims known in law a
"sub-combinations," meaning laims which "have their
use in co-operating with other things to perform a use
ful work," as said by Judge Wallace in quoting from
Walker on Patents in the opinion of the Court of Ap
peals for the Second Circuit in Thomson-Houston Elec.
Co. v. Black RiYer Traction Co., 135 F. 759, 763.
OPINION PAULHAN CASE ON INFRINGE
MENT QUESTION. If under claims 7, 14 and 15, de
fendant raises the old question of the vertical-rudder
tiller-ropes not being connected with the warping cables,
it is sufficient to say-first, that these claims are not
limited in any sense to such a connection; and, second,
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that thi Court has already rule l upon that question
and found the 'Yright pat nt not to be limited to any
such interpretation. The following excerpt from Judge
Hand's opinion in the Paulhan case is pertinent and is
submitteu as conclu ive of any repetition of that old
argument. Judge Hand aid:
":Now, to come ba ·k to the connection of the
tiller ropes to the warping mechanism. Thi is,
of course, one 'means whereby aid rudder is
caused to present to the wind that ide thereof
nearest the siue of the aeroplane haying the
smaller angle of incidence, and offerino· the 1 ast
resistance to the atmosphere.' Literally consid
ered, tiller ropes under the independent control
of the operator are equally such a mean . But the
inYention is not of a machin , it is not an invention
of thi. mean. of HO turning the rudder, but it is an
jnvention of a l'Ombination of which thi. a tion of
the rudder is a patt. 'rhe statute authorize urh
an inv ntion, arnl if th combination be not a mere
ao·gregation of old elements, as I shall try to show
hereafter, then the precise means i. of no ·onse
quence. In the patent in uit any killed operator,
who may serve pro hat vice for a ' killed ma
chanic,' finding the automati connection un ati 
factory, would at onrc di connect it an l attach
the tiller ropes to a le,1 er or to a foot-pedal which
he could directly control. As the examiner . aid
in his letter of July 14-, 1903, it is merely a matter
of taste to attach the tiller ropes to the warping
rope. The machine would be changed, but the
combination would remain, becau e there would
remain the meanR of causing the rudder to operate
upon the sfrle of leRser incidencr. The def~ndant
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urges very vehemently that the means must be the
means specified. All that the pecifications need
contain is so clear a description that any skilled
mechanic may use the invention. Where the
change is only an obvious modification of the
means specified, and a modification which retains
each element of the combination contributing the
same effect as before, the claim is not too broad
which includes the modification. Of course, were
the invention an advance over a prior art which
had progressed already to the combination with
out any automatic movement of the rudder, then
the claim mu t have been limited to the precise
specification . This 'would be because only when
so limited would the patent be an invention at all
and the construction would be necessary ut res
val eat qua m pereat. The defendant insists that
this is the case with the patent in snit, and I shall
<'Onsider that contention later. Assuming for the
present, how<?v<?r, that the patent need not be so
limited to b<? :av 1, then it becomeR a pione r, and
as such under the well-known rules is entitled to a
broad construction. Therefore, viewed first as a
combination, not a machine, and, second, as a pio
neer patent which advance by more than just the
degree of an automatic connection, I cannot agree
that it was not a fair equivalent to operate the
tiller ropes independently by a mechanism under
the direct control of the aviator. That connection
was not e sential to the three-rudder system of
control. ( 177 F. 264.)
"The question is whether the combination speci
fied is not actually used, even though the tiller
ropes are detached and the rudder thus made sus
ceptible of being used to steer as well as to main
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tain the equilibrium of the plane.

I think it is.

It is none the less the fact, when the ropes are de

tached that the rudder, when being used to main
tain or restore the equilibrium, must be used in the
combination as specifie<l and precisely as speci
fied. It does not seem to me of consequence to say
that by the detachment of the ropes, it may acquire
an added function, and that, too, of a kind not
patentable. As an illustration of mv idea, suppose
that there were two rudder"', one with the tiller
ropes fixed to the warping meehanism, and one free
so as to be used simply for steering. In such a
ca e no one coul<l say that th ad<lition of the sec
ond rndder would affect the combination. rrhe in
fringement has simply dropped the automatically
connected rudder and made the free one serve in
both capacities. Is that not the adoption of an
equivalent? The rudder yet remains a part of the
combination " 'ith its mean, of being put over to
th le s >r angle. It ha acquir<:>d by a simple sug
gestion to the mind of the operator an aclde<l u e
and a more varied power of adaptation in the com
bination. I should feel most unwilling in a patent
of this character to con true it so narrowly as to
exclude the modification from the purview of the
patent. :Nor y t i it of con equence that th re
may be other ways of maintaining equilibrium as
by using the rudder alone. Any one is, of cour e,
free to ui-:.e ~uch other nwthodR.
"I think there is nothing in the further obj c
tion that the Farman machine has two ailerons or
flaps instead of a general helicoidal warp through
the whole plane. Thr use of such ailerons is an
obvious equivalent, and the only possible question
arises from the fact that the aileron cannot be
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given any negative angle. However, the essential
of the combination is a differential in the marginal
angle, and that is a well accomplished, though the
lesser angle can never be less than zero, as though
it could. Considering, therefore, that the com
plainants carefully avoided limiting themselves 'to
the particular de cription of rudder set forth,' I
think that the detachment of the ropes from the
warping device leaves the patent substantially
the same a pecified." (lb. 266.)
"All I do say is that I cannot find that any one
prior to their patent had flown with the patented
system, and that the changes from the specifica
tions which the defendant has made are no more
than equivalent which do not relieve him from
infringement.
"It is quite cl ar that for the complainant's pro
tection a writ must go pen lent lite, becaus the
defendant, h ing a non-re. id nt, who is here only
tran iently, th re is no way in which they may
insure them. elves of the monopoly they have ac
quired exrept by preventing hi. u e of it at once."
(lb. 271.)
JUDGE HAZEL ON THE CLAIMS AND IN
FR.INGEMENT IN THE CASE AGAINST CURTISS.
In that ca e the rudd r tiller ro1 es were not conn cted
with the warping cables, and adjustable portions or
ailerons were used by defendant in much the same man
ner as embodied in the Farman machine. Among other
things, Judge Hazel said :
"The claims relied upon are the eventh, four
teenth, and fifteenth. It is here sufficient to set
forth the seventh claim, which in broad terms in
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elude both the monoplane and biplane types of
apparatus.
"The essential element of such claims ar an
aeroplane or supporting surface, the lateral por
tions of which are capable of adjustment to attain
different angles of incidence and a vertical rudder
in the rear of the machine. Claims 1-! and 15 in
clude as elements a horizontal rudder which is
positioned forward of the machine and means for
raising and lowering it o as to present its upper
or under side to the pre sure of the wind." ( 177 F.
258.)
"I am reasonably satisfied that there is a varia
bleness of the angle of incidence in the machine of
defendants which i produced when a supplemen
tary plane on one side is tilted or rai ed and the
other simultaneously tipped or lowered. I am al o
atisfied that the rear rudder i turned by th oper
ator to the side having the lea. 't angle of in id nee,
and that such turning is don at the time the up
plementary planes are raised or depressed to pre
vent tilting or upsettino· the machine. On the
papers presented I incline to the view, a already
indicated, that the claims of the pat nt in uit
should be broadly construed; and when given such
construction the lements of the Wright marhine
are found in defendants' machine performin~ th
same functional result~ There are dissimilarities
in defendants' structure- ·hanges of form and
strengthening of part -which may be improve
ments, but such dissimilarities seem to me to have
no bearing upon the means adopted to preserve the
equilibrium, which means are the equivalent of the
claims in suit and attain an identical result."
(lb. 260.)
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CONCLU I0r1 . V\ c should not have g'one to this
length in view of the state of this record and the ex
tended opinion of this ourt concerning other infring
ing machines which were duplicate of those involved
herein, except that the case is one of first importance to
complainant, for a great and valuable property has been
deliberately appropriated by the defendant. And this,
too, under circumstan es which will make it difficult for
the Court, by its ordinary processes, to enable complain
ant to recover full m asure for it. losses. Again, under
a tipulation, approved by the Court (an order signed
by Judge Hazel while sitting in New York), the printing
of the record has been diRp€nRed with, for which reason
this brief has been a little extended with the idea of
saving the time of the Court, roun el understanding the
ourt to be murh preRsecl with many cases.
1'hat defendant haR infring·ed i. mo t elear, arnl that
he was a wilful infring r must be con ecleu, since th
fact of this Court's opinion in th Pau1han rase had b en
wide pread, here and abroad, in a ronautical circles,
technical journals and literature generally, from its an
nouncement in 11' bruary, 1910, whereas this record
shows that Mr. White came and ent red upon his in
fringement a few months later, namely, October of th
same year.
The infringement ·was deliberate.
Re pectfully submitted,
H. A. TOULMIN J
Counsel for Complainant.
\VrLLIAMSO & SMrrH,
Solicitors for Complainant.
November, J 911.
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United States District Court
W ESTERN DISTRICT OF N EW YORK

The Wright Company
vs.

Herring-Curtiss Company
and Glenn H . Curtiss
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In Equity, No. 400

BRIEF AND DIGEST OF THE EVIDENCE FOR
COMPLAINANT ON FINAL HEARING

Part I.-On Complain!lnt'

Evidence and Defendants'

Aclm i ion .
Part II.-On Defendants' Evidence and \Vitne e
M i cellaneous Matters .

T hi s is more than a brief.

It is al o a digest of the evi

dence. The importance of this ca e and the extent of this
OTE-On the 4th of l\Iay, 101~. ~Tr. Wilbur Wright wa . taken ill and
repa ired to hi . home. Typhoid fever developed. and after weeks of
u ffer ing and a patient and characteristic battle, his earth ly li fe came
to its clo. e, l\lay 30, 1912. Of thi , this nation and the world g-en
<'rally have made tender ancl sympath etic ;:icknowled!!ment. But hi.
coun sel feel that they hould here record this act of Providence . for
oth er wise it may not a.ppear directly in the ca. e. fl e was to have
testi fied again, in addition to his depo itions which already illumine
its page . The lo s to ourselves, and to thi fie ld of human endeav
or, is beyond our capacity to express.-C ou11sel.
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P.\RT !.-INTRODUCTORY

record neces itate so large a pre entatidn that we have
•,

adopted thi
court.

form for the greater convenience of the

Part I.
Introductory.

Thi is a uit in equity founded on lett'.:'r pat
21,393, issued ~Tay 2?.

ent of the United States number

1906, to Orville and \i\Tilbur \\'right, for Flying Machines,
against the Herring-Curtiss Company and Glenn H. Cur
tiss. The action was oriCTinally brought by the patentee ,
but The \Vright Company was later substituted as com
plainant on .hcco111ing the owner of the patent.
Rec. 12-1f5.)

( omp.

Hoth The \\'ri ght Company ancl the dch1 

dant company are ~J w York corporation . , while th indi
vidual defendant, Curtiss, is a re. iclcnt of Hamm onds
port, that state.
The charge laid in the bill is that of joint infringement.
The individual defendant, l\fr. Curtis., was president of
the Herring-Curtis

Company.

The prayers of the bill

are for injunctions, pcndc11te lite and permanent, the
profits made by the defendants and the damages uffered
by complainant.

The patent was before this court on

our motion for a preliminary injunction, was

u tainecl,

construed and held to be infringed by these defendants,
and such injunction duly granted.
action of the Court of Appeal

(177 F. i57.)

The

in vacating the in

junctional order in no. wise affected the rulings of this
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court on the i ue of novelty and validity and the pri
mary characteL of the im·enlion ancl patent, but merely
went to the point of the prO\·iclence or improvidence of
granting an injunction pe11de11tc lite in Yiew of some dis
puted i sues of fact i1wolvecl in o pposing affidavit , where
the opportunity for the searching- power of cro -exami

(1 0 F . 110.)

nation could not be exerci ed.

Issues and Defenses. The e were the same on that motion as
now. Non-infringement and invalidity of the patent were
urged then by clefenclants.

n both propo itions thi court

overruled them. They are now again before the court on
the same propo. iti ns. The rec rc\s then and now are the
ame with two exceptions.

Firsl, the proof of infringe

ment aclclucec\ by complainant is greatly stronger
bef re.

econcl, the denial

1107.'

than

of infringement by defen

dants are weakened by adrnissi n - enforced thrmwh the
effectivene

of cros -examination, and discredited by

serious impeachin

conflict

in their own sworn state

ments made, respectively, hy their two chief witne

es,

1\Ir. urtiss and Dr. Zahm. Ancl the e are followed, later,
by direct statement of defendants' witnes e that defen
dant u e the rear vertical rudder to "aid" or "assist" the
ailerons in recovering lateral balance.

Labors of the Wrights.

The story

f the genesi and evolu

tion of this master-stroke in the field of invention is re
plete with human interest, and lightened and darkened
with alternating v1s10ns of succe s and forebod in gs of
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failure.

All the worlcl. in all the 1 ast, who had tried to

discover the ecret of human Right ancl had baffled w~th
the un conquered physical and mechanical laws involved
in the problem, had turned aside ancl aband oned effort
and hope. Ab le engineer and gifted cienti ts had spent
year in time. fort un es in money, and even life itself, in
a vain pur, uit of flight by man . All had laid aside this
impo sible ( ?) thing.
the

truggle wa

known a
harm le

All had agreed that to continue

hut wa te of mind and body. T o be

engao-ed in the problem became a badge
in anity and the

ubject of persL tent ridicule.

Such wa the state of popu lar and technical opini on dur
ing the decade preceding the adv nt of this ·w right in
venti n, and such the opprob rium
Wright

nncl er which the

sil ntl y and c aselessly conc\nct cl their imp er

i hable lab or , in which their limited re ources were often
exhausted , their minds wearied, their boclie, bruised and
jarred and their lives barely aved. The story i best told
in the 1:iarrative of :irr. ·w ilbur \\right' deposition, which
we excerpt as follows :

(A. :3,

Narrative of Wright Invention.

orn p. Rec. 474-±99.)

"l\Ty brother and I became

seriou ly intere ted in the prob lem of human flight in
1899, a little more than twelve years ago.

* * *

\Ve

knew that men had by common con ent ad opted human
flight as the standard of impossibility. When a man said
'it can't be done; a man might as well try to By,' he was
understood as expressing the final limit of impossibility.
Our own growing belief that man might nevertheless
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!earn to fly wa ba eel on the idea that while thousanos·of
creature of the most dissimilar bodily

tructurc , uch

as in ects, fi hes, reptile , birds and mammal , were fly
ing every day at pleasure, it was rea onable to suppo e
that men also might fly.
cided to write to the

* * *

\Ve, accordingly, de

mith onian In titution and inquire

for the best books relating to the ubject. \Ve received a
reply recommending Langley'

Experiment

in A ro

dynamics, Chanute's Progre s in Flying Machine

and

the Aeronautical Annal of 1 95, 189G and 1 91, publica
tions giving from year to year reports of effort
made to olve the flying problem. The
sent u

being

rnith onian al o

pamphl t ' , containing a r print of l\Iouillard ,

Empire of the Air, Lano·Iey's

tory of Experiment in

Mechanical Flight, and a couple of paper by Lilienthal
relating to Experiments in Soaring.

\Vhen we came to

examine the e books, we were a tonished to learn what
an immen e amount of time and money had been ex
pended in futile attempt to solv the problem of human
fl ight.

Contrary to our previou

impression, we found

th at men of the very highe t standing in the profession
of science an 1 iii.vention had att mpted to solve the prob
lem.

*

:i:

*

The period from 1889 to 1 9 we found

had been one of exceptional activity, during which Lang
ley, L ilienthal, Chanute, l\Iaxirn and Phillips had been
fe veri shly at work, each hoping to win the honor of hav
ing solved the problem . But one by one they had been
compelled to confess themselves beaten, and had discon
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tinued their effort . In studying their failure , we found
many points of interest to us.
"At that time there was no flying art

111

the proper

sense of the worJ, but only a flying problem. Thou ands
of men had thought ab out flying machines and a few
had even built machines which they calleq flying ma
chines, but the e machines were guilty of al mo t every
thing except flying. Thousands of pages had been writ
ten on the so-called science of flying, but for the most
part the ideas set forth, like the de igns for machines,
were mere peculations and probably ninety per cent wa
false.

onscqu ntly th o ·e who tried to tudy the cience

of aerodynamic · kn w not what to believe and what not
to believe.

Thing which

ecmcd reasonable were very

often found to be untrue, ancl thing
reasonable were sometime , true.

which seemed un
•ncler thi

condition

of affairs tudent were accu tomed to pay little atten,
tion to things that they had not per onally tested. Prof.
Langley, in the introduction to Experiment

m Aero

dynamic , ha well tated the situation:

/

"'In thi untrodden fi ld of research which looks
to mechanical flight by bodie
pecifically heavier
than the air I think it safe to say that they are still,
at the time thi i written, in a relatively less ad
vanced condition than the tudy of steam was before
the time of Newcomen; and if we remember that
such statement as have been commonly made with
reference to this, till lately, are, with rare exceptions,
the product of conjecture rather than of study and
experiment, we may better ee that there is here as

j.

t
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yet, no rule to di tingui h the probably important
from the probably unimportant. * * *'

"* * *

Fro m the writings of the e men were ob

tained th e be't knowledge we could of the law

of aero

dynamics, but as we went on we found that many thing
which we at first supposed to be true were really untrue;
that other things \nre partly true and partly untrue; and
that a few thing · were really true.

A

to the state of

experimental knowledge at the time we began our xper
iments, we reached the conclu ion that the problem of
constructing wings ufficiently trong to carry the weight
of the machine it elf, along with that of the motor and
of the aviator, and al o that of con ' tructing ufficiently
light m tor were ' Ufficicntly worked
seriou

ut t

pre ent no

difficulty; but that the problem of cquilibrill1n ·had

been the real st11mblillg block ill all serious attempts to solve
the problem of h11ma7l flight, alld that this problem of equilib
rium in reality constituted the problem of flight itself.

\, e,

therefore, decided to give our pecial attention to invent
ing mean

of retaining equilibrium, and a

fi eld where mere peculation wa

thi s was a

of no value at all, we

made a careful study of the state of the experimental
knowledge.

* ·· *

All experiments in the air had re

sulted in such immediate di saste r that the fir t trial was
not usually followed up.

*

*

The period of un

exampled activity, which extended from 1889 to 1897,
was fo llowed by one of complete collapse and despair.

* * *

During the 'boom' period fully a half million
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dollars had been expended under the direction of ome of
the able t men in the world and two lives had been lo t.
When we studied the ~ tory of loss of life, financial dis
aster and final failure which had accompanied all at
tempt to olve thi

problem of human flicrht, we under

stood more clearly than before the immensity of the dif
ficulty of the problem \ hich we had taken up.

* * *

We began to study the flicrht of bird to ee whether they
really used the method s of maintaining equilibrium which
Chanute and
using.

~I

uillarcl had repre ented the birds as

They had reprc entecl that the bird

maintained

fore and aft balance by moving the wings forward
and backward

o a

to

* * *

in front or upward at the rear.

tilt the bird upward

* * *

.They rep

resented that lat ral balance wa maintained by drawing
inward one wing

* * *

to reclnce the lift on the wing

which tended to ri e. They al o said that the bird some
times rocked its body over toward the high ide in order
that the increase of weight on that ide rnicrht help bring
the high wing down. But in watching the flight of ome
pigeons one day, we noticed one of the birds

* * *

tilted so that one wing was elevated above and the other
depressed below normal position, and then tilted in the
opposite direction.

These lateral tilting , fir t one way

and then the other, were repeated four or five times very
rapidly; so rapidly, in fact, as to indicate that some other
force than gravity was at work. The method of drawing
in one wing or the other, was, of course, dependent on
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the action of gravity, but it seemed certain that these
alternate tilting

of the pigeon were more rapid than

gravity would cause, especially in view of the fact that
we could not detect any drawing in first of one wing and
then of the other. In considering possible explanations
of the method used by the bird in this instance, the

thought came [Here was the silent birth of all that under
lies human flight] that possibly it had adjusted the tips of its

wings about a lateral trans'verse axis so as to present one tip
at a positive angle and the other at a negative angle, thus, for
the moment, tumi11g itself into an a11imated

7.

i11dmill, a11d that

when its body had revolved on a lo11gitudinal axis as far as it
i

is/zed, it reversed the process and started to turning the other

7.

ay.

Thus balance was controlled by utili:::ing dynaniic re

actions of the air i11stead of shif tillg weight.

* * *

"We hit on the idea of providing a structure consisting
of superposed su rfaces rigidly trussed along their front
and rear margins, but not trussed from front to rear. The
connections of the upright joining the two surfaces were
to be hinged.

* * *

It wa designed to move either

end of the upper surface forward or backward by a sep
arate lever, one controlling one tip and the other, the
other.

If both levers were pressed forward, the upper

surface would be moved bodily forward and the machine
would turn upward, but if one lever were thrown forward
and the other backward, one tip of the upper surface
would move forward and the other backward. Thus there
would be no change in the general position of the upper
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surface to the front or rear of its normal po ition, but
the entire structure would be given a warp like that shown in

the patent in suit.

We reasoned that by imparting such warp

we could control lateral balance of the machine, either for the
purpose of balancing or steering, as we had noticed that when
the birds were tilted, they circled aro1t11d the depressed wiHg.

In this design it wa not intended to u ' e either vertical
or horizontal vanes or rudders of any kind. \Ve reasoned
that all the evolutions of flight could be attained by the
various combinations of movements of the two levers
controlling the two ends of the upper surface.

This

speculation was v ry interesting from a theoretical stand
point, but when we came to con ider it from a tandpoint
of practical invention, we were convinc d that without
any supplementary horizontal surface the machine would
be too erratic to be c ntrolled by an aviator, and be ides,
that it would call for an exertion of strength much beyond
that possessed by a human being, both during flight and
in landing.

Before attempting to construct a glider on

this general principle, we worked out the construction of
the supporting plane

and the mode of flexing a hori

zontal rudder shown in the patent in uit. The horizontal
rudder was placed at the front.

There was no tail of any

kind, either vertical or horizontal.

ith machines of this

description we made experiments in the year
and 1901 near Kitty Hawk, N. C.

of 1900

Experimentation by

gliding had been so discredited by the deaths of Lilien
thal and Pilcher that we intended to practice with this

7
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apparatus by attaching it to a short horizontal rope and
letting it float in a strong wind a few feet from the ground
while we practiced the manipulation of the horizontal
front rudder and the warping of the wings to maintain
the apparatus in balance. But we found that a tronger
wind than the cientific calculations of other experiment
ers indicated was nece sary to su tain this machine.
was, therefore, necessary to resort to gliding.

It

\Ve ex

perimented first with the warping wires fastened tight
and u ed the front rudder only.

\ Ve feared that if we

attempted to control both, we would not properly con
trol either, as we were without any training. \Ve, therefore
glided down a slope controlling our up and down move
m nt and balance by adjustm nt of the horizontal front
rudder. If the mach ine attempted to turn over sidewise we
brought it to the ground. The flights were made at first
at a height only of one or two feet. We found that the flex
ible front rudder was ve ry efficient in controlling fore and
aft balance. \Ve al o found that frequently we could make
glides of fifteen to twenty econds without being tilted
itate landing. If the tilting

laterally ufficiently to nece

was bad, we immediately brought the machine down.
After we had acquired some
zontal front rudder, we lo

kill in handling the hori

ened the warping wires and

attempted to control the lateral balance also, but when
we did this, we found ourselves completely nonplussed.
The apparatus did not act at all as we had expected: At
first we were not able to determine exactly what it did do,

-~-

-------

,_..,.-,.,
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but it was clear enough that it was not what we wanted
in all respect .

v\ e repeated the' trials for the purpo e

of determining, if pos ible, exactly what happened, but
found thi no ea y task.

To the person who has never

attempted to control an uncontrollable flying machine in
the air, this may

eem omewhat trange, but the ope

rator on the machine is o busy manipulating his rudd er
and looking for a oft place to alight, that his idea of
what actually happen

are very hazy.

It. i much nicer

to sit before a pleasant fire and speculate, than to work
out, at the risll of life a11d limb, the constructio11s 11ccessary to

reduce speculation to practirnl i11ventio11.

\Ve repeated this

experiment time and again aml everal time

barely e 

caped di a ter. \Ve found that if w jerked the warping
cradle back and forth rapidly, the machine would make
its way down ' the hill, but if we persisted in the move
ment long enough to determine it

real effect, the ma

chine quickly acquired such a peculiar feeling of instabil
ity,

th~t

we were compelled to in tantly eek the ground.

After repeated experiments we began to perceive that in
landing the machine was skidding omewhat toward the
wing having the smaller angle an<l wa facing somewhat
toward the wing having the greater angle, and the wing
having the greater angle eemed to touch first.

As our

season was now at a close, we were compelled to leave
the problem in this condition.

These experiments consti

tuted the first instance in the history of the world that wings
adjustable to different angles of incidence on the right and
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left sides had been used in attempting to control tht b1.1lance of
an aeropla11e. We had functionall3• used them both when fly
ing at the eJid of a rope and also in frec fliaht.

"When we left Kitty Hawk at the end of 1901, we
doubted that we would ever resume our experiments. Al
though we had broken the record for di tance in gliding,
and although Mr. Chanute, who was pre ent at the time,
assured us that our results were better than had ever be
fore been attained, yet when we looked at the time and
money which we had expended, and con idered the prog
res made and the distance yet to go, we considered our
experiment a failure.

t thi time I ma<le the prediction

that men would ~ome time Ay, but that it wo uld not be
within our lifetim . In view

f

ur own experience and

in v iew of the experience of men like Langley, Lilienthal,
Maxim, Chanute and Ader, men almo t ideally fitted in
mental equipment and training for uch work, and having
at their command hundreds of thou , ands of dollars, all
of whom, like ourselves, had found the results attained
too small for the effort and money expended, and who
had, one by one abandoned the task before we had taken
it up, we felt that imilar conditions would probably pre
vail for a long time, as the problem of stability which had
caused all these men to drop the problem, was yet seem
ingly untouched, so far as practical solution was con
cerned.
"After our return home, we could not keep our minds
off of the puzzling things we had observed, nor keep from

I
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studying po sible olution of o~r difficulties, and before
long we were as deeply intere ted as before. In studying
our troubles relating to lateral balance, we rea. oned that
po sibly the trouble rniO'ht be due to the fact that the
wing to which an increased angle of incidence had been
imparted would receive not only an increased lift, but al o
an increased backward pressure or resistance and that
this might so decrease the peed of the wing, as compared
to the opposite ·wing, that it lift would be reduced suffic
iently from thi cause to wipe out the increa e in lift, due
to its greater incidence.

* * *

We reasoned that if the

speeds of the right and left 7. rings wuld be co11trolled, tlze ad71a11
tage of the increased angle of i11cide11cc of o/lc ·wing alld dc
cre1sed angle of the other could be utilized as
nally intended.

7

•c had origi

Two ways of controlling the relative

speeds of the wing tip were open to u. ; one con i ting
in providing means for creating variable resi tances at the
wing tips at the will of the operator, so that the wing
which tend to forge ahead could be retarded; the other
consisted in providinO' a surface at the rear with which a
torque about a vertical axis could be created, to counter
!

:

balance that produced by the difference in re istance of
the wing tips. We decided to use the urface at the rear
on account of it greater dynamic efficiency, since every
pound of resistance at the wing tips would cost an extra
pound of push in the propeller, while with the surface at
the rear, exposed almost edgewise, eight or ten pounds of
turning power could be obtained at an expenditure of one

~·
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pound backward resistance or one pound of propeller
thrust.

And, for the sake of simplicity, we decided to

use a fixed vertical vane, as we reasoned that if the ma
chine attempted to turn on a vertical axis, the vane at the
rear would be expo ed more and more to the wind and
would stop further turning of the machine as soon a the
vane was exposed en ough to receive a turning pre sure
equal to that produced in the oppo ite direction by the dif
ference in the re i tance of the wing tips, when adjusted
to different angles of incidence. Thus the vane would be
exposed to the wing on the ide toward the wing having
the smaller angle of incidence.

In the fall of 1902, we

returned to Kitty Hawk with an apparatus fitted with a
fixed vertical vane at the rear. When tried we found that
under favorable conditions the apparatus performed as
we had expected, so that we could control lateral balance
or steer to the right or left by the manipulation of the
wing tips. This was the fir t time in the history of the
world that lateral balance had been achieved by adjust
ing wing tips to respectively different angles of incidence
on the right and left sides. It was also the first time that
a vertical vane had been used in combination with the
wing tip , adjustable to respectively different angles of
incidence, in balancing and steering an aeroplane. But as
we proceeded with our experiments, we found that the
expected results were not always attained.

Sometimes

the machine would turn up idewise and come sliding to
the ground in spite of all the warp that could be imparted
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to the wing tips. This seemed strange.

The apparatus

would sometimes perform perfectly and at other times,
without any apparent rea on, would not perform at all.
Every now and then it would come tumbling to the
ground and make such a rough landing that we often
con idered our elves lucky to escape unhurt.

By taking

the chance over and over we finally began to notice the
conditions under which the difficulty wa liable to occur.
It

eemecl that when the machine was tilted laterally, it

began to slide

idewise while advancing-, in accordance

with the well-known law of gravitation, ju t as a sled
lides down hill or a ball rolls clown an inclined plane, the
speed increasing in an accelerated rati . If the tilt hap
pened to be a little wor e than

tt ~ nal,

or if the operator

was a little slow in getting the balance corrected. the ma
chine slid idewi e so fast that the siclewi e movement of
the machine cau eel the vertical vane to trike the wind
on the side toward the low wing in teacl of on the icle
toward the high wing, as it should have clone.

In this

state of affairs, the vertical vane instead of counteracting
the turning of the machine about a vertical axis, as the
result of the difference of resistance of the warped wings
on the right and left sides, on the contrary a. isted in its
turning movement and the re ult wa wor e than when
the vertical vane was ab ent.

We felt that if this zvas the

true explanation, it would be necessary to make the vertical
'Vane movable in order tltat the pressure on the side to·ward the
lmi wing might be relieved and the prrssure brmight to bear
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on the side toward the high 7.l1i11g. \\Te , pent everal days in
experimenting to make ure that thi was the real cau e
of the difficulty.

1\(eanwhilc my brother, in thinking

about the matter, noted that a particular relation exi ted
in the desire l pre ure on the rudcler, no matter whether
the troubles were due to differences of re i tance

of the

wing tips or whether they were due to sliding. In either
case it wa desirable to get rid of the pres ure on the ide
toward the low wing, to which a greater angle of inci
dence mu t be imparted, in re torino- lateral balance, and
brought to bear on the side of the vertical tail which i
toward the high wing to which the reduced angle of inci
dence mu t be impart d in such case.

f<or the , ake of

simplicity, w , therefore, decicl 'cl to attach the wire con
tr ll ing the vertical tail to the wire warping the wing
o that the operator in tead of baying to control three
th ino- at once, would have to attend to only the forward
horizontal rudder and the wing warping mechanism; and
only the latter, al ne. woulcl he needed for controlling
lateral balance. \\' e now hacl the structure in the forni
pictured and clescribeil in the draw ing and specification
of the patent in uit. \\Tith this ap1 aratus we made nearly

se·ue11 hundred glides in the two or three weeks following.
\\' e flc7., it in c1lms an cl we flc1.' it in '<-c•i11ds as high as

t1zirty-fi7.•e miles

011

hour. \\ e steered it to the right or left

and performed all the e7:olutio'llS necessary for flight.

This

was the first time in the history of the world that a mov

able vertical t ail had been used in controlling the direc
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tion or the balance of a flying machine. It was also the
first time that a movable vertical tail had been used, in
combination with wings adjustable to different angles of
incidence, in controlling the balance and direction of an
aeroplane.

We were the first to functionally employ a

movable vertical tail in a flying aeroplane. We were the
first to employ wings adjustable to respectively different
angles of incidence in a flying aeroplane. We were the
first to use the two in combination in a flying machine.

"We

1101

1

felt tlzat the problem of human flight was soh•ed

and accordingly proceeded to make application for patent and
began to drm' up designs for a practical 11wtor-driirn aero
I

I

f'lane.

\ \ "c constructed the parts in our li ttle shop

Dayton, Ohio, and assemb led it

11

111

the sand dun s at

K itty II a wk in the latt r pa rt f th e year

I !)();).

On the

17th of December we made four successful flights, of
which the last had a duration of 59 seconds.

Th e ma

chine, with th e operator aboard. in thi fli ght flew a di 
t ance of mo re than 50 feet, mea ~ ured with reference to
th e gro und, or a dista nce of more tha n half a mil e, meas
ured with refe rence to th e ai r, fo r it vva fl ying aga in ~ t
a w in d hav ing a veloc ity of approximately twenty mile
an hour.

T he

nited States gove rn ment an emometer

record ed an average w in d velocity of twenty-seven miles
an hour during the hour between ten and eleven o'clock,
when the fir st fl ight were made, an d an average velocity
of twenty-fo ur mil e an hour in the hour between eleven
and twelve o'clock, w hen t he final fli ghts were made.
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Our own measurement , made close to the ground, with
a hand anemometer,

bowed a

lightly

lower velocity.

In a ~tatement which we gaye to the pre

, which wa

publi heel in mo t of the newspaper. of the United State
about the 7th of January, 190±, we said:
"'Only those who are acquainted ,,·ith practical
aeronautic can appreciate the clifficultie of attempt
ing the first trial of a flying machine in a '"'5-rnile
gale. As winter wa already \vell set in we hould
have postponed our trials to a more favorable ea
son but for the fact that we were determined before
returning home to know whether the machine pos
e eel sufficient power to fly, sufficient . trength to
with tancl the h ck of lanclings and sufficient capac
ity of c ntrol to make flight safe in boi , terotL winds,
a w 11 as in calm air. When these points had been
definitely established, we at once packed our goods
and returned hom e, knowing that the age of the fly
ing machine had come at last.'
''Thi apparatu was id ntical in its mode of operation
with that described in the patent in su it .
"\Vhile our patent application was pursuing it

low

cour e through the Patent Office, we built a econd ma
chine and flew it in a field near the city of Dayton, Ohio,
in the summer and autumn of 190.J:. \Vhen we had famil
iarized ourselves w ith the operation of the machine in
more or less straight flights, \Ve decided to try a complete
circle.

t first we lid not know just how much move

ment to give in order to make a circle of a given size.
O n the fir t three tri als we found that we had started a
circle on too large radiu to keep within the boundaries
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of the mall field in which we were operating.

ccord

ingly a landing was made each time, without accident,
merely to avoid pas ing beyond the boundaries of the
field.

On the fourth trial, made on the '>0th of Septem

ber a complete circle wa

made, and the machine was

brought safely to re. t after having pa sed the starting
point. Thereafter we repeatedly made circles, and on the
?9th of November made four circles of the field in a flight
Ia. ting a few
:Aight

Tn all these

econcl. over five minutes.

the warping wire. and the wires controlling- the

ve rtical tail were interconnected, as in the patent.

[And

yet defendants say the invention in this form i. not prac
ticable. l

In order to circ le to the left. we moved the

cradle s lightly to th

left, thus tu rnin g th

tail slightly lo

the left and imparting an increase I angl

tn the right

wing and a , maller angle to the left ' ing.

This cau eel

the machine to tilt o that the left wing wa lower than
the right wing, which, of course, in turn. cau eel the ma
chine to slide omewhat to the left. This side movement

wi
I

of the machine tended to cause the vertical rudder to
strike the air at a greater angle than wa

necessary 1o

compen. ate for the difference in resistance of the right
l~ I
:~

and left wings. This tendency cau ed the tail to lag be
hind in this lateral movement ju t a

the feather of an

arrow causes the feathered end to lag behind when the
arrow is dropped

iclewise.

Thus the lateral movement

of the main aeroplane sidewise, as the result of tipping,
became combined with the rotary movement about its ver
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tical axis, due to the ,·anelik action of the .tail, and the
machine proceeded on a circular course.

But as the

peed of the outside wing increa eel, and that of the in. ide
wing decreased by reason of the fact that the inner wing
was traveling in a smaller circle than the out ide wing,
there was a tendency to tilt too much, and thi wa cor
rected by gradually moving the cradle toward the hiah
wing, thus increa ing the angle on the low wing and de
creasing the angle on the high wing, and also setting the
rudder over toward the high wing. This wa clone grad
ually, but onl y ufficiently to prevent the low wing from
inking lower and not en ugh to bring it back to the
level. The machine then continued to circle to the left
with the vertical tail s t

v r

m what to the right,

that the machin turned in the opposite direction to that
in which a hip would have turned with the ship's rudder
set over to the right.

Vlhen it was desired to stop cir

cling, a udden movement of the cradle toward the high
ide gave the wing an increa

cl warp and brought the

machine up to the level. Then on ettina the cradle back
to its central position, thus restoring the wings and tail
to their central positions, the machine proceeded in a
straight line, with the wings level.
"With thi machine we made approximately a hundred
flights in the year 190.J:. Usually the machine responded
promptly when we applied the control for restoring lat
eral balance, but on a few occa ions the machine did not
respond promptly and the machine came to the ground

' -

I

1
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in a omewhat tilted po ition. The cau e of the difficulty
proved to be very obscure and the sea on of 190± closed
without any olution of the puzzle. In 1005 we built an
other machine and resumed our experiment in the same
field near Dayton, Ohio.

Our particular object was to

clear up the my tery which we had encountered on a few
occasions during the preceding year.

Durina all the

flights we had made up to thi time we had kept close to
the ground, usually within ten feet of the ground, in
order that in ca e we met any n w and mysteriou phe
nomenon, we could make a safe landing.
pathetic sentence.]

\Yith only one life to pend we did

not consider it aclvi able t
at

attempt to explore my terie

uch great height from the ground that a fall would

put an end t

J

[:\ote the next

unsolved.

our in ve ' ligation

and leave the mystery

The machine had reached the ground, in the

peculiar cases I have mentioned, too oon for us to deter
mine whether the trouble was clue to lowne s of the cor
rection or clue to a change of conditions, which would
have increa ed in intensity, if it had c ntinuecl, until the
machine would have been entirely overturned and quite
beyond the control of the operator.

Consequently it was

necessary, or at least advisable, t.o di cover the exact
cause of the phenomenon before attempting any high
flights. For a long time we were unable to determine the
peculiar conditions under which thi
expected.

trouble was to be

But as time passed we began to note that it

usually occurred when we were turning a rather short
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circle.

I~\TENTIOX

\Ye, therefore, made hort circles sometimes for

the purpo e of inYe tio-ating ancl noting the exact conduct
of the machine from the time the trouble began until the
landing was made. At one time we thought it might be
due to ome pecial reaction of the air, due to the fact that
the machine, in circling, did not face exactly in the direc
tion of the line of motion. To test thi point we di con
nected the rudder wire from the warping wire and ope
rated the rudder by an entirely separate handle.
trouble, however, continued as before.
referred to in the Century

~Iagazine

The

A flight ha been

of September, 190 :

"''v\' e had not b en flying Iona in 190-1: before we
found that the probl m f equilibrium had not a yet
be n entirely
lvecl. Sometim s, in making a cir
cle, the machine would turn over iclewi e de pite
anythino- the operator c ulcl do, although, under the
ame conditions in ordinary flight, it could have been
righted in an in tant. In one flight, in 1905 while
circling around a honey-locu t tree at a height of
about fifty feet, the machine ucldenly began to turn
up on one wing, and took a course toward the tree.
The operator, not reli hino- the id a of landino- in a
thorn tree, att mpted to reach the ground . The left
wing, however, truck the tree at a height of ten or
twelve feet from the ground, and carried away ev
eral branche ; but the flight, which had already cov
ered a distance of six miles, was continued to the
starting point.'
"The flight here mentioned wa on the 28th of Septem
ber, 1905, with the rudder 'Z 1ircs entirely disconnected from the

watping wires.

[Defendants, ignorant of th is, cited this

article to show that the machine as pictured in the patent
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\\' hen it wa

noticed that the ma

chine wa tilting up and ' liding toward the tree, the ope
rator turned the machine down in front and found that
the apparatus then re ponded promptly to the lateral con
trol. The remedy \\'a found to consi ·t in the more kill
ful operation of the machine and not in a different con
struction . The trouble was really due to the fact that in
circling, the machine ha to carry the load re ulting from
centrifugal force, in addition to its own weight, ince the
actual pressure that the air mu ' t sustain is that due to

I
I
I

the resultant of the two forces. Th machine in que tion
had but
for

light surplus power ab ,.e what v as required

traight flight, and a the additional l ad, cau ed by

circling, increa ·eel rapidly as the circle became
a limit wa

finally reached beyond which th

maller,
machine

wa no longer able to maintain suffici nt p ed to u tain
itself in the air.

An l as the lifting effect of the inner

wing, owing to it reduced peed, counte rbalanced a large
part of the increa ed lift re ulting from the oTeater angle
of incidence on that wing, the re ponse to the lateral con
trol was o low that the machine

ank to the ground

usually before it had been brought back to the level
again.

In other word , the machine was in what has

come to be known as a ' talled' condition. The phenom
enon is common to all the aeroplanes in the world and is
the cause of frequent disaster to unskilled aviators . Our
own machine is still sub ject to the sa me trouble. Within
the last year four or five \;\ right machines have been
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wrecked by no\'ices tallin cr the machines in attempting
to climb too fa . t while circling, and have come tumbling
to the ground, just as we did in 1905.

imilar wreck of

the Bleri ot and Farman machines occur alrno t every
week at the foreign flying ch ools . The remedy for thi
difficulty lie in more killful operati on of the aeroplanes..
When we had discovered the real nature of the trouble,
and knew that it could alway · be remedied by tilting the
machine forward a little, so that its flying speed would
be restored, we felt that we were ready to place flying
machine on the market . \Ve ' pent the next two years in
building machin , and making busine
the exploitation of th
chine t

th

United

1908 and 1909 f1 ight

patent.

tate '

er

arrangement for

In 1908 we

old a ma

vernm nt, and in the year

w re made before the officials of

the United ~ tate , at Wa hington, and before the rulers
of England, France,

pain, Italy and Germany. Corpora

tions were organized in everal of these countries, includ
ing the United States, for the commercial exploitation of
aeroplanes built under authority of the patent."
We commend to the court this

tory of the genesis,

evolution and final accomplishment of human flight. The
world has a ked and waited for this story since Decem
ber, 1903, but here is the fir t time it has been truly and
authoritatively told; and we commend al o the modesty
and moderation which mark the telling; and yet, all un
consciously, it mingles the scintillations of genius and
the nobility of perseverance with per onal bravery and

I

I
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moral courage, darkened and lightened, now by despair
and then by hope:

"When we left Kitty Hawk at the

end of 1901 we doubted that we should ever re ume our
experiments.

* *

vVhen we con idered the prog

ress we had made and the distance yet to go," etc.

"*

* *

\ Ve rep eated the experiment time and again

and several times

barely escaped disaster.

With only one life to spend," etc.

* * *

And then the con

clusion: " \Ne flew in calms and we flew in winds.
ll

*
i
11

I

* *

We steered to the right or left and performed all the

evolutions nece ary for flight.

* * *

This was the

fir st time in the history of the world," etc.
World-Wide Recognition of the Invention. On a similar, but
less full showing, Juclge Hazel found and said in his opin
ion on the injunction motion:

""

I

I
I
I'!:

I

,

',

.~

•! I
l

"It appears that machines embodying the inven
tion in suit have made notable flight in France, Ger
many and the United States. The first aerial flight
to which the attention of the public was attracted
was had at K itty Hawk, . C., in December, 1903,
when the Wright machine, usina a 12 horse-power
motor weighing 200 pound demon trated its ability
to maintain its balance and readily turn to the right
or left, and ascend or descend. The newspapers of
the country heralded as marvelous the success of the
patentee , and published wide that human flight had
been made possible and that the patentees were the
first in the annals of the world t o achieve succes
with a heavier-than-air flying machine. Public rec
ognition of their succes was sub equently made by
scientific institutes and academies of high repute in
this country and abroad. Medals were presented to

~·
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the inventors by Congres , by the Republic of France
and by various aeronautical societies of Europe and
America.
uch testimonials are entitled to weight
in upp rt of the presumptions of validity and the
practical utility .
atiollal Co. v. New York Co. ( .
C.), 46 F . 11-±; Tlwmpsoll Co. v . Two Rivers (C. C.),
63 F. 120." (17 F. 25 , 259 .)
The evidence of the world-wide recognition of the in
vention i detailed in the depo ' ition of :\1r. Hammer, who
shows ample qualification for te tifying to a knowledge
of the \Vright invention and to historical facts in aero
nautic . (Comp. Rec. 21-3, An wer 2-6.)

He tates, a

historical knowledge, and a. averred in the bill, that
these in ve ntor on the 17th of December, 1903, at Kitty
Hawk, North

ar lina, "in a V\' right aeroplane of the

type shown" in the photograph marked "Complainant's
Exhibit, 'vV right

emplane,"

ucce sfully accomplished

the "first in tance" of human flight in a heavier-than-air
flying machine driven by a motor and ridden by an ope
rator.

He produce intere ting and unique recognitions

of this fact by different cientific and educational bodies,
and by national, state and city authoritie , in the form of
resolution , honorary degree and medal . He presents
in one large photograph a picture of these various recog
nitions, grouped together for ready inspection.
"Complainant's Exhibit, Recognition

See

Wright Inven

tion," reproduced at p. 17 Appendix and Mr. Hammer's
deposition p. 24-34 Comp. Rec.

The W.right Invention and Patent. Tho e experimenters and

II
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theorists who were wont to imitate the soaring birds
were without the knowledge or the means of maintaining

balance, lateral and fore and aft balance. To attain and
carry into effect the e two object had baffled all efforts.
If only the e two things could be accomplished, it would
be possible to fly, becau e it would be po sible to upport
the machine by mean of an extended thin surface, called
an aeroplane, wide from side to ide and relatively nar
row from front to back, if advanced through the air with
one wide edge forward and rai ed above the rear so that
the air pre sures would support it by the lift their reac
tion would produce. Thi problem of balance was the one
to the solution of which we have ju t e n Wright Bro .
had long addressed themselve . Thus the patent says:
"The objects of our invention are to provide means
for maintaining or restoring the equilibrium or lat
eral balance of the apparatus, and to provide mean
for guiding the machine both vertically and horizon
tally." (P. 1, lines 16-20, ppendix 7.)
The drawing

"embody our invention in one form ."

(P. 1, lines 29-31.)

The supporting

urfaces or aero

planes are one above the other for a biplane, intercon
nected by standards or post , and are o organized that,
while advancing in flight, their forward edges are above
their rear margins, so as to slightly lant or incline from
front to rear, to give a starting angle of incidence.
Lateral Balance. The means for controlling lateral

balance~

i. e., keeping the machine so balanced that neither lateral
extremity shall so far depart from its proper course up or

l

I
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on the side toward the high ·wing. \Ye pent several days in
experimenting to make sure that this wa the real cause
of the difficulty.

l\Ieanwhile my brother, in thinking

about the matter, noted that a particular relation existed
in the desired pre ures on the rudder. no matter whether
the trouble were clue to difference of re istances of the
wing tips or whether they were due to sliding. In either
case it was desirable to get rid of the pressure on the side
toward the low wing, to which a greater angle of inci
dence must be imparted . in re taring lateral balance, and
brought to bear on the side of the vertical tail which is
toward the high wing to which the reduced angle of inci
dence mu t be imparted· in

uch ca ·e.

For the ake of

simplicity, we. th rcfor , d cided to attach the wire con
trollin g the yertical tail to the w ire

warp ing the wings

so that the operator instead of baying to control three
thing at once. would have to attend to only the fo rward
hori zontal rudder and the wing warping mechanism; and
only the latter, alon . wou ld be needed for controllinO'
lateral balance.

\\' e

JID'W

had the structure in the form

pictur ed an d clescribe1l in th

draw ings ancl specification

of the patent in uit . \,\ ith tltis apparatus we made nearly

se·uen hundred glides in the two or th ree weeks fo llowin g.
\\' e fl.e7.

1

it in calms and we fl.ct., it in '( •inds as high a

thirty-fh•c miles an hour. \,\ e steered it to the right or left
and perfor111ed all the e<!olutions necessary for fl ight. This

was the first time in the history of the world that a mov
able vertical tail had been used in controlling the direc
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rno,

tion or the balance of a flying machine. It was also the
first time that a movable vertical tail had been used, in
combination with wings adjustable to different angles of
incidence, in controlling the balance and direction of an
aeroplane.

We were the first to functionally employ a

movable vertical tail in a flying aeroplane. We were the
first to employ wings adjustable to respectively different
angles of incidence in a flying aeroplane.

w~re

We

the

first to use the two in combination in a flying machine.

"We no·w felt tliat the problem of human flight

7

as sol'l •ed

1

a11d accordingly proceeded to make application for patent and
began to dra70 up designs for a practical 71lotor-drivcn aero
plane.

\\Te constructed the part

in our little shop

111

Dayton, Oh io, and assemb led it on the sa nd dunes at
K itty Hawk in th

la t te r part of th year

l!)() ;J.

On the

17th of December we made four success£ ul flights, of
which the last had a duration of 59 seconds.

The ma

chine, with the operator aboard, in thi flight flew a. di 
tance of more than 850 feet, measured with reference to
t he gro und , or a di tanc of more than half a mile, meas
u red w ith reference to the air, for it vva

flying aga in ' t

a wind having a ve locity of approximately twenty miles
a n hour.

The United States government anem om eter

r ecorded an avera ae wind velocity of twenty- even miles
a n hou r durin g the hour between ten and el eve n o'clock,
w hen the first flight were made, and an average velocity
of twenty-four miles an hou r in the hour between eleven
a nd twelve o'clock, when the final flights were made.
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Our own mca urements, macle clo. e to the ground , with
a hand anemometer, showed a slighlly

lower velocity.

In a statement. which we gaye to the press, which wa
publi heel in mo t of the ne\vspapers of the "Cnited States
about the 1th of January, 190±, we aid:
"'Only those who are acquainted with practical
aeronautic can appreciate the clifficultie of attempt
ing the first trial of a flying machine in a 25-mil e
gale. As winter was already well set in we should
have postponed our trials to a more favorable ea
son but for the fact that we were determined before
returning home to know whether the machine pos
e sed sufficient power to fly, sufficient strength to
withstand the shock of landing. and sufficient capac
ity of control to make night 'afe in hoi terous winds,
a well a. in calm air. When these points had been
definitely established, we at once pa.eked our goods
and returned hom e, knowing that the age of the fly
ing machine had come at last.'

"1 hi apparatus

\ \'aS

identical in it

mode of operation

with th at described in the patent in uit.
" \ hil e our patent application wa

pursuing it

low

course thrOlwh the Patent ( ffice, we built a econd ma
chine and ftew it in a field near the city of Dayton, Ohio,
in the summ er and autumn of 1904. \i\Then we had famil
iarized ourselve

w ith the operation of th e machine in

more or le s traight flights, we decided to try a complete
circle.

At first ·we <lid not know just how much move

ment to give in order to make a circle of a given size.
O n the first three trials we found that we had started a
circle on too large radius to keep w ithin the boundarie

I.
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of the small field in which we were operating.

ccord
ingly a landing was made each time, without accident,
merely to avoid pas ing beyond the boundaries of the
field.

On the fourth trial, made on the 20th of Septem

ber, a complete circle was made, and the machine was
brought safely to rest after having pa eel the· starting
point. Thereafter we repeated ly made circle , and on the
29th of

ovember made four circles of the field in a flight

la. ting a few seconds ove r five minute
flight

In all the. e

the warping wire. and the wires controlling the

\'e rtical tail were interconnected, as in the patent.

fAnd

yet defcnclants say the i1wention in this form is not prac
ticable. l

In order to circle to the left. we moved the

cradle slightly to th

left. thus turning the tail slightl.v to

the left and imparting an increased angle to the right
wing and a maller angle t

the left wing. This cau ed

the machine to tilt o that the left wing wa lower than
the right wing, which, of course, in turn, cau ed the ma
chine to . lide omewhat to the left. This ide movement
of the machine tended to cau . e the vertical rudder to
. trike the air at a greater angle than ' a

necessarv 1o

compensate for the difference in resi -tance of the right
and left wings. Thi _ tendency caused the tail to lag be
hind in thi

lateral movement just a

the feather of an

arrow cau es the feathered end to lag behind when the
arrow is dropped sidewise.

Thus the lateral movement

of the main aeroplane sidewi e, as the result of tipping,
became combined with the rotary movement about its ver
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tical ax1 , due to the vanelikc acti n of the tail, and the
machine proceeded on a circular course.

Uut a

the

speed of the outside wing increased, and that of the inside
wing decreased by rea on of the fact that the inner winer
was traveling in a smaller circle than the outside wing,
there was a tendency to tilt too much, and thi wa cor
rected by gradually movino- the cradle toward the high
wing, thu increasing the angle on the low wing and de
creasing the angle on the hio-h wing, and al o setting the
rudder over toward the high wing. This was done grad
ually, but only ufficiently to prevent the low wing from
inkin

1 wer and not enough to bring it back to the

level. The machine then c ntinued to circle to the l ft,
with the v rtical tail et over omewhat to the right,
that the machine turned in the opposite direction to that
in which a hip would have turned with the ship's rudder
set over to the right.

·w hen it wa

de ired to stop cir

cl ing, a sudden movement of the cradle toward the high
side gave the wings an increa eel warp and brought the
machine up to the level. Then on etting the cradle back
t o its central po ition, thus restoring the wings and tail
t o their central positions, the machine proceeded in a
st raight line, with the wings level.
"With this machine we made approximately a hundred
flights in the year 190.J.. . sually the machine re ponded
promptly when we applied the control for re taring lat
eral balance, but on a few occasions the machine did not
respond promptly and the machine came to the ground
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in a omewhat tilted po ition. The cau e of the difficulty
proved to be Yery ob cure and the season of 190-± clo eel
without any solution of the puzzle. In Hl05 we built an
other machine and re. t11ned our experiment in the same
field near Dayton, Ohio.

Our particular object wa

to

clear up the my tery which we had encou ntered on a few
during the preceding year.

occa ion

flights we had made up to this tirn

During all the

we had kept clo e to

the ground, u ually within ten f et of the ground, in
order that in case we met any new and my teriou phe
nomenon, we could make a afe landin g . [X ote the next
pathetic entence.]

\\'ith only

not con ider it advisable t
at

uch

put an

ne life to spend we clid

att mpt t expl re my teries

reat height fr rn the ground that a fall w uld
nd to

un olved.

ur i11\'estigati ons and leave the my tery

The machin e had reach d the ground, in the

peculiar ca es I have mentioned, too soon for u to deter
mine whether the tr uble wa due to lownes of the cor
rection or due to a change of conditions, which would
have increa ed in inten ity, if it had continued, until the
machine would have been entirely overturned and quite
beyond the control of the operator.

onsequently it wa

necessary, or at lea t advisable, to di cover the exact
cause of the phenomenon before attempting any high
flights. For a long time we were unable to determine the
peculiar conditions under which thi
expected.

trouble was to be

ut as time pas ed we began to note that it

usually occurred when we were turning a rather short
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circle. \\ e, therefore. made hort circle

ometimes for

the purpose f inv stigating ancl noting the exact conduct
of the machine from the time the trouble began until the
landing wa made. At one time \\ e thought it might be
due to some special reaction of the air, due to the fact that
the machine, in circling, did not face exactly in the direc
tion of the line of motion. To te t this point we discon
nected the rudder wire from the warping wire and ope
rated the rudder by an entirely

eparate handle.

trouble, however, continued a before.
referred to in the Century ::\Iagazine of

The

\ flight has been
eptember, 190 :

.. ·we had not been flying long in mo-± before we
found that the probl m of equilibrium had not a yet
be n ntir I s lved. ~om tim s, in making a cir
cle, the machine would turn ver sidewi e de pite
anything the operator could clo, although, under the
ame condition in rdinary flight, it could have been
righted in an in tant. In one flight, in 1905, while
circling around a honey-locu t tree at a height of
about fifty feet, the machine uddenly began to turn
up on one wino-, and took a ours toward the tree.
The operat r, not reli -bing the idea of landing in a
thorn tree, attempted to reach the ground. 'fhe left
wing, however, struck the tree at a height of ten or
twelve feet from the ground, and carried away sev
eral branches; but the flight, which had already cov
ered a di t.ance of si.r miles, was continued to the
starting point.'
"The flight here mentioned was on the 28th of Septem
ber, 1905, with the rudder ·wires cntircl31 .disconnected from the

warping wires.

[Defendants, ignorant of· thi , cited this

article to show that the machine as pictured in the patent

I,
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wa

un ucces ful.]

\\'hen it was noticed that the ma

chine wa tiltino- up and sliding toward the tree, the ope
rator turned the machine down in front and found that
the apparatus then re ponded promptly to the lateral con
trol. The remedy wa found to consi t in the more skill
ful operation of the machine and not in a different con
struction. The trouble ·w as really due to the fact that in
circling, the machine ha to carry the load re ulting from
centrifugal force, in addition to it own weight, ince the
actual pressure that the air mu t sustain i , that clue to
the re ultant of the two forces. The machine in que tion
had but slight surplus power above what was required
for straight flight, and as the additional load, caused by
circling, increa ed rapidly as the circle became ' maller,
a limit wa

finally reach d beyond which th

machine

wa no longer able to maintain suffici nt speed to su tain
itself in the air.

nd a

the lifting effect of the inner

wing, owing to it reduced peed, counterbalanced a large
part of the increa ed lift resulting from the greater angle
of incidence on that wing, the re ponse to the lateral con
trol was so slow that the machine sank to the ground
usually before it had been brought back to the level
again.

In other words, the machine wa

in what has

come to be known a a ' talled' condition. The phenom
enon is common to all the aeroplanes in the world and is
the cause of frequent disqster to unskilled aviators.

Our

own machine is till ubject to the same trouble. Within
the last year four or five \Vright machines have been
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wrecked by no,·ice . tallino- the machine

in attemptino

to climb too fa t while circling, and have come tumbling
to the ground, ju t a we did in 1905.

Similar wrecks of

the Bleriot and Farman machines occur almo t every
week at the foreign flying schools. The remedy . for thi
difficulty lies in more skillful operation of the aeroplanes.
When we had discovered the real nature of the trouble,
and knew that it could always be remedied by tilting the
machine forward a little, so that its flying speed would
be re tared, we felt that we were ready to place flying
machine on the market. \Ve spent the next two year in
building machines and making bu ·in ss arrangements for
the exploitation

f the patent.

chine to the United
190

and 1909 flight

In 190

we· old a ma

tale government, and in the year
were made before the officials of

the Tnited States, at \Va hington, and before the rulers
of England, France, Spain, Italy and Germany. Corpora
tion were organized in everal of the e countries, includ
ing the rnited

tate , for the commercial exploitation of

aeroplanes built under authority of the patent."
We commend to the court this

tory of the genesis,

evolution and final accomplishment of human flight. The
world has asked and waited for thi

story since Decem

ber, 1903, but here is the first time it has been truly and
authoritatively told; and we commend also the modesty
and moderation which mark the telling; and yet, all un
consciously, it mingles the

cintillations of genius and

th e nobility of perseverance with personal bravery and
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moral courage, darkened and lightened, now by despair
and then by hope:

" \,Yhen we left Kitty Hawk at the

end of 1901 we doubted that we hould ever resume our
experiment .

* *

'~

\ Vhen we con idered the prog

ress we had made and the distance yet to go," etc.

"*

* *

\Ye repeated the experiment time and agam

and several times barely escaped di aster.
With only one life to spend," etc.

* * *

And then the con

clusion: ''\Ve flew in calm and we flew in wind .

*

* *

We teered to the right or left and performed all the

evolution

nece sary for flight.

* * *

This wa th e

first time in the hi to ry of the world," etc.

World-Wide Recognition of the Invention. On a imilar, but
le

full showing, Juclge Hazel found and aid in his opin

ion on the injunction motion:
' It appears that machines embodyino- the inven
tion in suit have made notable flights in France, Ger
many and the United tates. The fir t aerial flight
to which the attention of the public was attracted
was had at Kitty Hawk,
., in December, 1903,
when the W right machine, using a 12 horse-power
motor weighing 200 pound demonstrated its ability
to maintain it balance and readily turn to the right
or left, and ascend or de cend. The newspapers of
the country heralded a marvelous the succe s of the
patentees, and published wide that human flight had
been made possible and that the patentees were the
fir st in the annals of the world to achieve succes
with a heavier-than-air flying machine. P ublic rec
ognition of their succes wa subsequently made by
scientific institute and academ ies of hio-h repute in
this country and abroad. Medals were presented to
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the inventors by Congre s, by the Republic of France
and by yariou aeronautical ocietie of Europe an I
America.
uch testimonials are entitled to weight
in upport of the pre umptions of validity and the
practical utility.
atio11al Co. v. ·cw York Co. (C.
C.), .J.6 F. 11-±; Tlwmpson Co. v. Two Rivers (C. C.),
63 F. 190." (l 17 F. 25 , 239.)
The evidence of the world-wide recognition of the in
vention i detailed in the deposition of 11r. Hammer, who
shows ample qualifications for te tifying to a knowledge
of the \\right invention and to historical facts in aero
nautics.

(Comp. Rec. 21-3, An wers 2-6.)

historical knowledge, and a

H

states, a

averred in the bill

that

the e inventor , on the 17th of Dec mber, 1903, at Kitty
Hawk, N rth Carolina, "in a

v right

aeroplane of the

type shown" in the photograph marked "Complainant'
Exhibit, V\rright Aeroplane,"

ucces fully accomplished

the ''first in tance" of human flight in a heavier-than-air
flying machine driven by a motor and ridden by an ope
rator.

e produce interesting and unique recognitions

of thi fact by different scientific and educational bodies,
and by national, state and city authorities, in the form of
resolutions, honorary degrees and medals.

He presents

in one large photograph a picture of these variou recog
nitions, grouped together for ready inspection .
"Complainant'

See

Exhibit, Recognitions Wright Inven

tion," reproduced at p. 17

ppenclix and Mr. Hammer's

deposition p. 24-34 Comp. Rec.

The W!"ight Invention and Patent.

Those experimenters and
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theorists who were wont to imitate the ·soaring birds
were without the knowledge or the means of maintaining

balance, lateral and fore and aft balance. To attain and
carry into effect the e two objects had baffled all efforts.

If only the e two thing could be accomplished, it would
be pos ible to fly, becau e it would be po ible to support
the machine by mean of an extended thin surface, called
an aeroplane, wide from side to side and relatively nar
row from front to back, if advanced through the air with
one wide edge forward arta raised above the rear so that
the air pres ure would support it by the lift their reac
tion would produce. Thi problem of balance wa the one
to the solution of which we have ju t een \Vright Bros.
had long addre sed themselve . Thu

the patent ay :

"The objects of our invention are to provide means
for maintaining or restoring the equilibrium or lat
eral balance of the apparatu , and to provide mean
for guiding the machine both vertically and horizon
tally." (P. 1, lines lG-20, Appendix 7.)
The drawings "embody our invention in one form."
(P. 1, lines 29-31.)

The supporting

urfaces or aero

planes are one above the other for a biplane, intercon
nect ed by standards or posts, and are so organized that,
while advancing in flight, their forward edge are above
their rear margin , so as to slightly lant or incline from
front to rear, to give a starting angle of incidence.

Lateral Balance. The mean for controlli ng lateral balance

i. e., keeping the machine so balanced that neither lateral
extremity shall o far depart from its proper course up or

\I
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down as to cause the machine to become unbalanced and
to fall or tend to fall-are located at the lateral margins
and at the rear of the machine.

In the form illu trated

they are compo ed of the outer or lateral portion of the
aeroplane , capable of being adjusted

o as to increase

their angle of incidence at one side and to decrea e their
angle of incidence at the other ide, and of the rear verti
cal tail or o-called rudder.
We shall fir t de cribe the operation of the a ijustable
margin . \r\1hen one side of the machine dips too low,
the angle of the adju table portion at that side is immedi
ately increa ed by the operator. By the ame act he de
crease the angle of the adju table porti n at the other
r higher ide. The purpo

i to cau e the lo" r id to

be rai ed by the increa ed lifting effect of the portion so
adjusted to thi greater angle, while at the same time the
lessened angle of the adju table portion at the other, or
higher

ide, will either have a relatively lessened lifting

effect, or will have a direct depres ing effect, according
to whether the angle of adjustment at uch higher ide i
a le sened po itive angle or goes far enough to produce
a negative angle.

A positive angle lifts and a negative

angle depres e .

The former receives the air pre sure

on the under side and the latter receives it on the upper
. ide. Thus that side of the machine which has careened
too low is to be given a lifting action by increa ing the
angle of the adjustable portion at that side, while the
other side, which is too high, is to be given either a less
lifting effect or a depressino- effect, usually the latter.
Judge Hand says thi constitute the "first part" of the
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I TI G VERTICAL

RUDDER

Wright invention. In Wright Co. v. Paullwn, 177 F. 263,
he happily phra e

it:

''The first part of the patented

combination for correcting the depression of the left
wing [either wing, of course] is to increa e the angle of
incidence upon the left side."
But in thi operation of the adjustable portions a ort
of econdary effect take place.

This effect i the retar

dation of the speed of the lower side of the machine where
the adju table portion ha been gi\ en the greater angle
of incidence, and a relative acceleration of the speed of
the other or higher ide of the machine where the aclju t
able portion ha · been given a le ser angle of incidence.
This i true becau c uch o-reater angle offers more re
si tance to f rwarcl motion, while uch 1 • er angle off rs
les resi. tancc. Thi , action, if n t taken care

f, would

cause the low r ide lo lag, and permit the higher side to
swing ahea I in a curved path, and, having greater peed,
because le s resi tance, to climb higher, though having a
les angle of incidence.

These unequal speeds must be

equalized by relatively increasing the lower speed of the
lower side, to make it greater angle lift, and decreasing
the fa ter

peed of the higher side, to prevent it from

rising higher. This "first part of the patented combina
tion" for the restoration of balance is, therefore, com
bined, in a broad sense, with the aiding or assisting rear
vertical rudder.

Counterbalancing or Assisting Vertical Rudder. In the exem
plification hown in the patent, this counterbalancing or
assisting rudder 22, is turnable on vertical pivots to either
side .

To prevent this faster-moving tendency of the
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higher

ide of the machine from causing it to

around and ahead, thi

weep

vertical rudder is adju ted to

throw against the wind pre ures that icle thereof which
is nearest to uch faster-moving high side. Such adjust
ment of the rudder produces a pre sure thereon, by the
reaction of the air, in a direction sub tantially at right
angle to the position of the rudder. Thi pre sure cre
ates a compen ating re i ting force, substantially equal
izing the

speed ~

of the opposite

ide

of the machine,

whereby the greate r angle at the lower side is made to
lift that ide, bringing about, by these combined forces,
the quick and certain restoration of lateral balance.

Here is the rationale of the machine.

Pursuant to it

lateral balance is recovered or maintained by creating
differential or unequal lifting effects at the opposite lat
eral margins of the machine; and then, as these effects
produce unequal resistance, causing one side to tend to
advance and the other side to lag, the third force is
brought into effect to resist such tendency, and to cause
the greater angle to lift the low side, by maintaining a
lifting speed, instead of lagging and sinking, and the
higher to depress, instead of forging relatively ahead, and
further rising-result, lateral equilibrium, and hence
flight!
Turn to Fig. 1 of the patent drawings, and all this will
be oon under toocl. At the left the dotted lines near a, d,
show the lateral margin adjusted to a greater angle of
incidence, while to the right the dotted lines b, c, show
that lateral margin adjusted to a less or different angle;
say at a, d, to a positive angle and at b, c, to a negative
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angle.

The e adju tment are effected by the operator

through the cables 15 and 19 described in the patent as

one form of operating devices.
And when the e marginal portions are so adjusted, the
rear vertical rudder 22 is al o adju ted to swing toward
the fa ter-moving high

ide of the machine having the

less or negative angle. The cable 27 is
for effecting that adju tment.

011e

arrangement

(See Fig. 2 a to such lat

eral adjustment of the rudder 22.)
The statements in the patent will now be readily under
tood, from which it will be seen that the essence of the
invention, in it last analysi , con i ts of lateral portion
or aileron adju table by the operator in flight to differ
ing angle , tho e on the lower or lower-moving side t
lift, and tho e on the higher or fa ter-movino- side to de
pres , and a vertical rudder turnable by him toward such
high or faster-moving side, whereby the two effect of
lifting the lower lower ide and retarding the higher
faster side are produced by air pres ure available m
flight irrespective of altitude or direction.
Claim 3 comprehends the fir t branch of thi inven
tion; claim 7, 14 and 15 both branches, 14 and 15 includ
ing the horizontal rudder as well.
The remaining feature i the horizontal forward rudder
to give a turning movement around the transverse axis,
whereby the machine may be directed upward or down
ward, at the will of the operator, and the longitudinal bal
ance be maintained. This horizontal rudder is pivoted
and adjustable to bring the pressure on its upper or lower
side, through changes in its position. (Specification, p.
5, lines 19-27; Appendix page 11.) It is shown at 31, Fig.
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1, and is adjusted by any com·enient means,

TILT

ay a cable

38 in reach of the operator.
For a more extended explanation of the principles and
operation of the patent, examine the deposition of Mr.
See, elucidated by diagram drawings .

(Comp . Rec. 211

249.)

Atmospheric Disturbances.

These arc practically constant
They cl stroy the equi

throughout the temperate zone.

librium of aeroplane , affecting them, if small, from 3 to
4 second , and , if large, from 10 to 15 seconds.
tion of an aeroplane i

One por

nearly always encountering air

currents of different velocities. different duration and
different direction fr m those encount red by the other.
They requ ire the margin

or ailerons ancl rear rudder to

be put and held in angular p sitions through varying
period of time to re tore balance. See thi
estingly treated in
57, Comp. Rec.

~Ir.

5~3-1.)

\Vright'

ubject inter

depo ition.

·( n . 54

To the ame effect i Lieut. Mill

ing's excellent and apprec iative te timony.

(Ans . 4 - ,

I b. 421.)

Lateral Tilt of Machines.

The amount of tilting varies with

th e control of the machines.

They tilt from a few de

grees to a much a ,1Q, or from about

0

foot to 9 0 feet

t o each wing, making a difference in elevation between
t h e tips of the two wings of from 1 foot to 19 feet, and are
generally under "phase two'' stated by defendants' w it
n ess, Capt. Beck, meaning a tilt from a few inche to sev
eral feet and more, according to atmospheric conditions.

Lateral Sliding.

It is very common.

Av iato r s r arely pa s
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nearer than 50 feet to a mark in racing.

Lateral tilting

causes side lidinrr, the s upporting air pre ure producing
such liding, clue to th e lateral inclination of the machine.
It is like a ball on an incline or a led on a hill. If tilted
10 degree , it will ~ licle . ic\ewi e at one-. ixth the speed
of a falling bocly, or idewi . e -±-b feet in -l- . ecornL.

Angle of Incidence-Its Changes.

The angle of incidence

is the angle at which the aeroplane surfaces and the air
streams meet. It continually varic

in flight with varia

tions of the speed. If p eed is low, a larger angle of inci
dence is required to . u tain the machine.
smaller angle

uffice . \\'hen the machine

the power of the motor i
onsequently tber

climbing,

partly expended in li{ting.

is k . s p wer left to cl rive forward

and lhe spe d is kssenecl; therefore. th
clence is greater.

If high, a

angle of inci

imilar Yariati ns occur when the ma

chine meet air curr nt of greater or less velocit;., or if
the curr nt trends upward or downward.
clecrea eel, a
decreases.

If the load i.

by oil and fuel consumption, the angle

If from any cau e the power of the motor

decreases, the angle

f incidence increases. If a passen

ger is carried the angle of incidence is greater than the
so-called normal throughout the flight.

If the air ha a

greater upward trend in one place than in another, the
angle at one wing will be greater than the angle at the
other.

From these various cause , the actual angle of inci

dence, under normal condition , is generally greater than,
though sometimes below, the angle defendants call the
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normal angle.
for a

CIR LING

It is \·ery rarely the machine flies, even

hort time, at the exact angle they call normal.

fore than 90 per cent of the time the machine i flying
at

ome other angle.

\\ hen variations in the angle of

incidence are produced by variations in load, variations
in a cent or de cent, or variation

in the power of the

motor, the variations in the angle of incidence continue
many minute · or even hour _.

In rapid climbing the an

gle is u ually lO degrees or more.

The angle of inci

dence which any particular machine normally utilizes
varie

all the way from about 2,0 degrees to nearly 15

degree . (\ riaht' an wer Gfl,

Incidence in Circling.
th angl

ornp. Rec. 5-± -9.)

In turning a circle, or part of a circle,

f incidence is usually greater than normal, be

cause the wing' su tain the pres me clue to centrifugal
force a well a. the pres::;ure clue to the weight
machin e.

f the

another re ult of rn ,·ing in a curve, the

inner wing ha le s speed than the outer, and, th refore,
i able to su tain le ' s weight than the outer wing.

This

lo s of u taining power must be made up by the ailerons
before the ailerons can begin to overcome effects of wind
gust which di turb balance. Since nly a portion of the
righting pressure on the ailerons remains for overcoming
the di turbance, the time required to effect recovery of
balance is much increased.

This is an additional cau e

for retardin g the restoration of lateral balance above
tho e explained in answer to question 23 and an adcli
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tional cause for the machine pas ing beyond control un
le s the difference in resistance of the wings is overcome
by the aid of the vertical tail.

(A. , 3, Ih. ;);) l-:5.)

Position of Curtiss and Herring. The eYidence now pre ented
i the same a that on the injunction motion.

The find

ing then of Judge Hazel applies equally now.

).Ir. Cnr

ti s learned of the \ V right irn·ention through access to
correspondence between the \\"right

and Lieut. Self

Later he made the infringing machines.

ridge.

Mr.

Herring witne ed flights of the \\right machine at their
flying camp in 190·2.
mending the

Later he wrote an editorial com

ucce s of the \ V right . They learned of

the \\' right invention under circumstance · of confidence
and tru 't.

Blount'<'.

ocictc,

:rn

F. DL, by Justice Jackson

and Judge Taft, and JohnsO/l '<' .Foos, 11 l F.
A., by

j;),

(ith C. -·.

1r. Ju tice Lurton, are pertinent. Judge Hazel

found:
"It appears that th defendant Curtiss had notice
of the succe s of the \Vright machine and that a pat
ent had b en i. sued in 1906. Indeed, n one inter
fered with the rights of the patentees by construct
ing machine - imilar to theirs until in July, 1908.
when Curtiss exhibited a flying machine which he
called the 'June Bug.' Ile wa immediately notifie<l
by the patentee that such machine with its movable
surfaces at the tips or wings infringed the patent in
suit and he replied that he did not intend to publicly
exhibit the machine for profit, but was merely en
gaged in exhibiting it for cientific purposes as a
member of the Aerial Experiment Association. To
thi s the patentees did not object. Subsequently,
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however, the machine with upplementary planes
placed midway between th upper and lower aero
planes was publicly exhibited by the defendant cor
poration, and used by urtiss in aerial ftights for
prizes and emoluments." (1 , F. 260-1.)
l\Ir. Curti

was twice a witness, but never denied or

explain d the e matter . They are fully proved herein.
Herring was not even called.

Description Defendants' Machine.

(See marginal diagram.)

Like the machine of the patent, it has two supporting

C5

~-J: "

s4-f(!4

plane , 1, 2, connecting posts 8; lateral portions or aile- -.8
-----~
rons, a-b, c-cl, adjustable to different angles to lift the
low side and deprc ,

the high side, an adjustabl

rear

vertical rudder 2:2, which aids the e aileron . , assislincr
them in recov ring lateral balance by retarding the speed
of the faster-moving high

ide and thereby relatively

increasing the

lower-moving low side, in

peed of the

which manner thi rudder c mpensates for the difference
in head re istance on the aileron , due to their unequal
angle , cau eel by the con ' tantly changing general angle
of incidence of the machine; and it has a f rward hori
zontal rudder 3±, which directs the up and clown course
of the machine, and

ometimes coacts with the vertical

rudder and ailerons, as when directing uch course while
lateral balance i being recovered. The ailerons and both
rudders have operating devices by which the aviator ma
nipulates them.

In so adjusting these marginal portions or ailerons,
each a sume the same degree of angle as the other to

;>
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the supporting po t , but as these post incline, more or
le s, in flight, due to the changing of the angle of inci
dence of the main plane , the result i that one marginal
portion or aileron presents a greater angle of incidence to
the line of pre urc, D, than the other, producing unequal
angles of incidence and con e iuent unequal resi tance
and speeds at the opposite high and low side

of the

machine when tilted out of balance. The vertical rudder
when turned toward the high side neutralizes these dif
ferences in peed and resistances and so a sists the aile
rons in re toring balance.
ee also the opposite maro-inal Fig.. a vi w looking
directly down on defendant ' machine. 1 i the lower aero
plane; c, d, the right-hand and a, b, the left-hand marginal
22 portion or aileron; 22 the rear vertical piv ted rudder,

and 34 the h rizontal front rudder.
\Ve in ert opposite this page ·· omplainant's Exhibit,
Drawing of Defendants' l\Iachine,'' le cribed thus in the
Hammer deposition:

(Comp. Rec. -11--:1:.)

The planes A and A' are of greater dimension from
side to side than fore and aft.

Supplemental planes B

and B' are betwee1i. them. The operator'· eat, K, carries
a hinged shoulder brace. Attached to it are wires M and
M' secured to the supplemental planes B and B'.

In

front of the seat is a wheel, E, mounted on a pivoted post,
F, permitting the operator to move the wheel forward or
backward. Attached to this post i a rod, G, passing to
the horizontal front rudder, D, for permitting the rudder

I
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to take an inclined po ition at the will of the operator.
At the rear i a vertical rudder, I, pivoted to wing to
right or left. It is operated by a wire, H and H', which
passe over a groove in the wheel E, rotatable to right or
left to operate this rudder.

The

tationary horizontal

plane of the rear rudder is indicated by

J.

The line P is

connected to the upper urface of the two intermediate
plane or ailerons B and B'.

Q and Q' show upper struts

passing from the upper plane to the vertical rudder.

R

and R' how lower truts attached to the lower plane and
pa ing to the vertical rudder.
and through them pa

The e truts are hollow

the controllin(Y wire H and H'

to the vertical rudder I. S and

' indicate upper and low

er truts attached to the upper and l wer main planes to
the right of the operator and passing t

the front hori

zontal rudder D. T and T' represent the truts attached
to the upper and lower main plane and passing to the
front horizontal rudder at the left of the operator.
Suppo ing the operator occupyino· the seat K should
lean to hi right, a pull w ul<l come upon the wire I in
the direction of the arrows on thi wire. This would tend
to pull down at the rear the plane or aileron B' on his left.
At the same time the wire P, attached to the aileron B',
would be 1 ulled in the direction of the arrows on t.he wire
P, cau ing the elevation of the rear margin of the aileron
B at the right of the operator.

onversely the movement

of the operator toward his left would cause the rear mar
gin of the aileron B, to his right, to be pulled downwards,
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cau ing a corre ponding lifting of the rear margin of the
aileron B', to hi s left by means of the wire P, connecting
the two ailerons, which would then have a motion in the
opposite direction to that of the arrow upon the drawing.
The movement of the wheel E bodily forward would
tip the surfaces C and C, of the horiz ontal rudder D,
downward or give it a negative angle. if moved far
enough.

Pulling the w heel towards the operator would

tilt .the surfaces C and C upward, and if carried far
~nough, would give the same a positive angle.

A partial rotation of this wheel cau es the vertical rud
der I to turn to right or left; if the upper portion of the
wheel i

turned toward the operat r'

turn toward th e right.

right, the rudder

rever e m vement of the up

per portion of the wheel E turn

the rudder toward his

left.
This i sub tanlially confirmed by 1Ir. Curtis m his
answer to que tions 2'2 to 26 .

(Def. Rec. 31-2.)

Evidence on Operation Defendants' Machine.

shows:

This evidence

(a) that the witnes e for b th ides agree that

the aileron

or adjustable portions in defendant ' ma

chine are adjusted to different angles, one to lift, the other
to depre , when lateral balance

lo t and recovered.

This brings defendants' machine within claim 3, which
relates to what Judge Hand correctly denominates "the
first part of the patented combination;" (b) that though
defendants' witnesses, up to a time, denied that the rear
vertical rudder was used in conjunction with the ailerons
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while recovering lateral balance, yet one of their princi
pal witne se. , 1\Ir. \\' illard, finally stated that "when the
rudder is turned to the high side

* * *

it and the

ailerons are both being u ed each a a separate agent to
accompli h a desired re ult more quickly or more posi
tively than either agent al one ha the capacity of doing,"
which merely means that the vertical rudder and ailerons
are both u ed in recovering lateral balance. This is fol
lowed by proof of a letter written by

1r. Curtiss con

firming 1\Ir. Willard, 'tating, in substance, that "We do
not use the ve rtical rudder in conjunction with the aile
ron , but a an a sistant to them ,'' which simply mean
that the rudder a ists the ailerons, which i the whole
pro)

ition and constitutes infringement of claim 7, 14

and 1 ~; ( c) that uch is, in fact, the operation of defen
dant ' machine, the vertical rudder and ailerons being
both used in recovering lateral balance as testified to by
!f e r . Hammer, Knaben hue, Coffyn and Wright and

Lieut . Foul i , Milling,

rnold and Kirtland, and later

fully admitted by Capt. B ck, a witness for defendants.

First Aspect of the Evidence, Claim 3. Mr. Curtiss admits the
use of the ailerons in connection with the main support
in g plane in recovering lateral balance.

He say :

"A. The ailerons are for pre erving the lateral '
balance of the aeroplane, and when properly operated
by the aviator will do o under all ordinary condi
tions, whether the aeroplane is in a straight or
curved flight, and without the use of any other ele
ment or part." (Def. Rec. 232, Ans. 27 .)
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He makes other an wers to the ame effect.
is

ufficient.

But this

Ob erve, too, the condition, "under all or

dinary conditions."

He lim£ts the effectiveness of the

ailerons alone to ordinary conditions.
tions they are not sufficient.

For other condi

This will be important

when considering claims 7, 1-± and 15 which include the
rear vertical rudder.

The principal point we are now

urging, however, i that he admit the u e of the aileron
for recovering lateral balance. And Dr. Zahm makes the
same admi sion, speaking theoretically, for he is not a
practical flyer.
rni sions to the

Other of defendant ' witne ses make ad
ame effect, viz., that the aileron

used to recover balance.

are

Indeed, the record aboun ls in

them, that being th ir general admission.
Mr. Wilbur \ iV right, who wa b th a sci nti t in aero
nautics and a killful and experienced flyer, says of de
fendants' machine, in respect to the aileron in recover
ing lateral balance:

"In operating the Curtis machine for the purpose
of restoring lateral balance, the operator hould in
cline hi body toward the high wing o as to move
the cradle operating the aileron ;" adding, "and at
the same time turn the wheel controlling the adju t
able tail toward the high wing.'' ( . 5~, Comp. Rec.
533.)
And Mr. Hammer similarly testifies:

''* * * If defendants' machine takes a position
so that the left-hand side is lower than the right, the
operator, by moving his body to the right, will pull
down and increase the angle of incidence of the plane
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or aileron B'. At the same time the aileron on the
right ide. marked B, will be elevated;" adding "and
the operator, then turning the wheel E to his right
or toward the high side, will cause the turning of the
rudder toward the high side, r, in the Vv right ma
chine, toward the side with the lea t angle." (XA.
10.f, Comp Rec. 1.)
Thi

evidence from witnes e

on both

ides puts de

fendant ~ ' machine within the '·first part of the patented

combination," as it shows the use of the ailerons as part
of the mechanism for correcting lateral balance, and
brings the machine within claim 3, which cover
branch of the invention.

that

Thi ~ will be noticed again in

con idering the claims them

Ive of the \\ right patent.

post.
Second Aspect of the Evidence on Operation Defendants' Ma
chine, Claim 7.

Complainant's Witnesses.

Hammer. "In defendants' machine there is a differential
action upon the urfaces of the intermediate planes
or aileron , and this is u el in cooperation with the
rear v rtical rudder, and this differential action upon
the intermediate planes or ailer ns is constantly af
fected by the angle of incidence of the machine,
which is varied by changes of speed, weight, etc. In
my opinion the action of defendants' machine is the
same a , and comes under the arne principles cov
ered by, the Wright inventi n and patent in uit."
(XA . .l29, Comp. Rec. 95-G; ee al o XAs. 130, 194,
196, 248 .)
"I consider the use of the supplemental planes or
ailerons curved or fiat, in connection with the verti
cal rudder in defendant ' machine, is an application
of the same principle as covered by the movement of
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the surfaces on the two sides of the \Vright ma
chine." (XA. 266, Comp. Rec. 153; see also XA.
269.)

I

1

"I have frequently explained that the differential
pressures on the e two ailerons are con tantly chang
ing, and explained why thi mu t be so, and this I
believe cover all machines I have any knowledge of
built by the Herring-Curtis Company." (XA. 27 ',
Comp. Rec. 15'; see also XA. 2 4.)
"It is a question of degree. The greater the differ
ential action and the greater the frequency of the
changes, the more the vertical rudder must be turned
and the more frequently it mu t be u ed." (XA.
2 5, Comp. Rec. 159; see al o XAs. 2 9, 29.J:, 295,
29 ' 300.)
"The in tant this machine begin flight, there will
b differential pre ures on the lwo aileron., clue l
changes in the angle of incidence of the machine a it
started, and during practically every in tant there
after there will be a differential pre ure exerted, due
to changes of angle of incidence of the machine as a
whole, and the tilting forward and backward of the
front braces, and the variations in the force and di
rection of the wind, the peed and power of the
motor, the lo s of weight of gasolin , oil and water,
etc." (XA. ;rn2, Comp. Rec. lG-t-5; see also X s.
304, 306, 308, 359.)

Mr. Knabenshue. An aeronaut of experience and capable
of under tanding matters of the kind in question. He
testified to a conversation with fr. Curtiss "concern
ing the manner in which he had turned the rear vertical
rudder," (Comp. Rec. 209) and that "Mr. Curtiss re
plied to me that * * * in order to bring the 11ia
chi11e to a level keel he had to tum the rudder to the
high side." (Ans. 5.) "Did he state that he had,
while in flight, actually turned the rear vertical rudder
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toward the high side, and, if o, you may name the oc
ca ion or places where he had done that? He did,
stating that on a number of occa ion and specifying
at Hammondsport." (Ans. G.)
"W illard was present, al o Beachy, within ear hot.
Beachy wa

not called by the defendants, but Willard

was; yet they asked him no que tion a to this matter.
Curti

admitted part of the conver ation, but claimed

he did not . tate he had to turn the rudder to the high side
or had o turned it on everal occa ions. As he has ince
written a letter stating he so

tL

es the vertical rudder, the

conclu ion is that ).lr. Knaben hue gives the correct ver
sion. Indeed, ~Ir. Curti s merely ay he did "not recall"
making ''any remark
other than" th

or ·tatements to Mr. I nal enshue

e about the grounds.

largely on what he did "not recall."
109, Def. Rec. 25 t-8.)

o hi denial rest
(Curti s

s. 10 ,

And Mr. Knaben hue' statement

finds support in the testimony of Lieut. Foulois, quoted
later, 'That he [Mr. Curtis ] said he alway turned his
rear vertical rudder toward the high wing and the ma
chine always straightened out." (A. 13, Comp. Rec. 395.)
As this testimony of Mr. Knabenshue and Lieut. Foulois
is to practically the same tatement by Mr. Curtiss, they
corroborate each other.

Mr. W right.

He was at the Na sau Boulevard Meet, Long

Island, where Curti
saw a Curti

machines were being flown,' and

machine "tilt laterally, apparently at the

behest of the aviator, until it was inclined 25 or 30 de
grees. It began to slide toward the low wing, a distance

. I
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t this moment I aw the rudder move

quickly toward the high wing, and the machine gradual
ly come back to a h rizontal position and proceed on its
cour e."

(. n . -19, Ib. 5:32.)

"In re toring lateral bal

ance the areater angle i on the low wing: so that the
tail in thi

ca e wa turned toward the wing haying the

maller angle."

( ns. 50.)

'Thi accord with the physical laws as stated in
our patent in uit." ( n . 51.) "In operating the
Curti machine for the purpo e of restoring lateral
balance, the operator should incline his body toward
the high wing. o as to move the cradle operating the
aileron , and at the ame time turn the wheel con
trolling the adju table vertical tail toward the high
wing." (Ans . .si.) "The tail houlcl be turned to
ward the high wing so a ~ to c ntrol the relative
peed of the right an 1 left wing~ and prevent the
balancing effect of the aileron from being neutra
lize l by the turning of the aeroplane on a vertical
axi in the direction of the low wing." ( ...\n . 53.)
"I have a picture showing a Curti machine at re t
on the water and the aileron are adju ted one above
and the other much below the angle of the machine.
* * * The aviator has leaned to his left to in
crea e the angle of the right aileron and decrea e
the angle of the left aileron, and at the same time
has moved the wheel, controlling the tail, toward the
left, so that hi left-hand is . hown much lower than
his right. and the vertical tail i et over toward the
left, and sets exactly eclgewi. e to the po ition of
the photoarapher, although he is located in front
and to the right of the aeroplane. The picture how
an in tinctive movement which imparts to the aile
rons and rudder the exact movement which the ope
rator of uch machines should theoretically impart
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in correcting a tilt to the right and uch a I, myself,
as well a other witnes es in thi case, have testi
fied that they have een Curti s aviator impart to
uch machine in actual flight." ( n . 73, Ib. 552-3.)
'If the tail were not moved, it would tend to turn
the machine on a yertical axi a oon as the ma
chine began to lide idewi e and would accentuate
the turning on a vertical axis, cau ed by the differ
o
ence in re i tance of the right and left ailerons.
that the machine would turn in a decrea ing piral,
tilting it more and more until the ailerons no lono-er
had power to overcome the lo s in lift of the inner
wing and the increase in lift of the outer wing."
(An . 16.) "These conditions are prevented in the
Curti
machine by moving the rudder away from
the ide toward which the machine i sliding, thu
relieving the pre ure on the low , ide, and bringing
the pressure to bear on th high side." ( n . 79.)
"In the machine f the patent in suit and the ur
tis machine in recovering lateral balance, the ver
tical rudder i alway turned toward the side where
the adjustable margin or aileron has been rai ed at
the rear edo-e above it normal po ition." ( ns. 1.)
"In operating the Curti machine for re taring lat
eral balance, the operator incline hi body o a to
pull down on the aileron on the ide of the machine
which is lowe t and elevate the aileron on the high
side, and at the same time turns the vertical tail to
ward the high ide to keep the peeds of the right
and left wings under control. All these movements
are in the ame directions a those of the correspond
ing parts of the patent in suit in correcting distur
bance of lateral balance." (XA. 167, Ib. 586-7 .)
(From Mr. Wright's fir t depo ition.)

From Mr. Wright's Second Deposition :
"A. The reaction of the propeller on the air pro
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duces [in defendant · machine] a turning effect on
the whole machine around the longitudinal axi in
the direction opposite to that in which the propeller
turns." (Ans. lG. Ib. 6:31.) '·To pre,·ent thi. tilt
ing, it i neces sary, throughout the Right, to keep
the right aileron pulled downward more than woul l
otherwi e be neces ary ancl the left aileron eleyated
more than would otherwise be nece. sary.'' (Ans.
17.) "The tail i ~ turned toward the aileron which i ,
elevated at the rear.'' ( ns. 1 .)
Lieut. ).1illing also te tified that in defendant ' ma
chine the rear yertical rudder or tail is normally turned
lightly to one side.

(Comp. Rec. -ll 1, A. :32.)

Referring to the photograph

marked "Rae s- Photo

No. 1" an 1 "Rae.. Photo 1o. 2,'' ;..Tr. \Yright aid:
''The first I rec gn ize as a 1 ictnrc of 11 r. nrti.
sitting in hi . aeroplane in position to ny. The cradle
is upright and his wheel for operating the rudder is
in it central po ition. The econd shows the ma
chine with Mr. urtis flying. The right wing i
lower than the left. 11r. Curti s i- leaning toward
the left wing thu moving the cradle to the left, and
the right aileron i hown pulled down at the rear
and the left aileron elevated at the rear. ~ rr. Curti
is shown with his left hand lowered and his right
hand raised, thu · turning the rudder wheel to the
left and setting the tail over to the left." (RdA. 6,
Comp. Rec. 6 .)

Mr. Coffyn. An experienced, profes ional aviator, a flyer of
the V../ right machine for nearly two years, having made
approximately 2,000 flights in various parts of the United
States and Canada.
Curtis

He had flown a a passenger on a

machine at the army maneuver camp, San An
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tonio, Texa .. pri l, 1911.

''I wa. there flying a Wright

arm y machine and met ?IT r. Eugene Ely, who was flying
the

urti ss army machine, ancl as [ wanted to learn ome

thing of the operation of the Curtis

mach in e, I invited

him to make a flight with me in the \\-right machine,
hop in g he would return th
Hi machine wa

compliment, which he did.

ready first, so he requested me to make

the flight with him. wh ich I clicl."

(Ans. 15, lb. i3

.) '' I

timed the flight at about ten minutes and we went up
approximately 800 feet. in a puffy, . trong w in l."
16.)

" ~Tr .

(An .

Ely operated the machine, and I sat in the

, eat directly behind him.··

(Ans. 11.

"When the maclzille

-would get 011! of balance /ro111 a ,,•ind gust, lzc 'll'O tt!d lean
tmmrd the higlz side and turn his rnddcr 7c•!tecl i11 that direc
tioll also. In mm·in g his body to the high sid e the upple
rnentary plane on the low . id e would go clown, increas
ing the angle of the same and rai -in g the machine by it
additional friction \\'ith the air, which w uld have a ten
dency to . low the machine up

<

n that sid e. There{ ore, lie

turned his rudder to the high side to m•crcome this friction
a11d keep the machille in a straight line."
"The e operations were performed by

(Ans. 1 and 19.)
~lr.

Ely more than

once becau e it was yery windy and he had to do it very
often.''

(An. 21, lb. 319.)

He dicl not seek the opportunity t o fl y with Ur. Ely
by reque st of The \ V right

o mpany or its counsel, but

of his own volition, becau e he "wanted to see how they
operated their rear vertical rudder while movino- their
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(Q . and 1\n .

'2:3, Comp .

Rec. 379- 0.)

I

I

Mr. Coffyn Recalled. Had een Capt. Beck Oy a Curtiss aero

plane a number of times at
(An . 1, 2, Ib. '.3c 7.)

an .\n tonio, .\ pril, 1911.

He tood near and in the rear of the

machine and several times aw it lose balance, when at
close range. IT e saw the ve rti cal rndcler move while th
machine was recovering from the low side, the rear edge
of the rudder being turned toward the high side.

He

noticed th i particu larly at least three times. being dis
tant from the machine a hundred to two hundred feet.

ns. 1-<.

omp. Rec.

:~.

7-< .)

He had als s en Lincoln Ticachy
very ofte n- at th

ny

a

urtiss machine

hicago an d no. ton 1\fe ts. in 1011 .

Had stood in th e rear of the machine, a. Beachy flew it
and recovered lateral balance, and had seen the move
ment of the rear vertical rudd er, which "acted in the
ame manner a ~ observed when

,I

apt. Beck flew at San

Antonio, that is, the rear edge of the vertical rudder
turned toward the hi gh side." Mr. Beachy was a regular
Curtiss flyer.

(A. fl-H, Ib. 3 -9 .)

Mr. Coffyn had seen James Ward fly the Curtiss aero
plane almost every day for eight days at the Chicago
Meet, in 1911. Saw Mr. \i\T arel recovering lateral balance
of the machine as he ~ toocl in the rear looking toward it,
and saw him move the "rear edge of the vertical rudder
toward the high side, as in the other instances I have
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m ntioned.''

\\.arcl was a regular

' urtiss flyer.

(.\n .

15-21.)
Here is the clear te timony of a competent aYiator that
be ides Capt. Beck, three pr fessional Curti s flyers. Ely,
Beachy and \\·arc!. had been

ee11 by him u ing the yer

tical rudder in connection with recoYering lateral bal
ance.

Defendants did not call either Ely. Beachy or

vVard, though they did call

apt Beck.

butted by :\fr. Coffyn and Lieuts.

But he is re

rnold and Kirtland,

as will be presently noted: and after ha,·ing been . o re
butted when recalled. he admitt d using the \' rtical
rudder to aid the ail ron. in r<.'rn\·ering balance.
Lieut. Foulois, U. S. Army.

Tl ' \\'as <>n aeronautical duty

rn 11,

and then took charge of the in

from HJ()8 to July,

troduction of aYiati(m among the , ignal Corp of the or
ganized militia.

1le Hew the \\' right machine from July,

1908, to July, 1911, and was sent to
th

an Antonio during

manem•ers there ''to carry on experimental work in

c nnection v·:ith the aeronautics of the army, and re
mained from January. HllO, to July, Hlll."
Comp. Rec. 392-1.)

(Ans. 1-8,

IIe knew "'.\Tr. Curtiss who was there

in April, 1910. with the flying machine invoh·ed in this
suit, and had a co11\'ersation with him "regarding- hi
mode of operating his flying machine."
Rec. :304-5.)

(A . 9-18, Comp.

He related an experience in a \Vright ma

chine, in which he "turned the \·ertical rudder toward the
low wing," by mistake, whereup n ":\Ir. Curtis remarked
that I had turned my vertical rudder the wrong way; that
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he ah

'G)'S

turned his rear vertical rudder tmcrard the high

·wi11g and the 111achi11e ahc•ays straiglitc11cd out.''

He was

anxious to get all the information he could and

tarted

to ask ~Ir. Curti s to further explain the proper way to
restore equilibrium, but

pectator

rupted the co1wersation.

( . . 18, Comp. Rec. :10.l .)

adds:

came up and inter
He

''If I had continued in the way I had tarted w ith

the machine, I would probably have hcen killed.''

(A n . .

49 .)
This empha izes the nece sity of turning the rudder.
_not to the low, hut to the high side, and show . that :\Tr.
~urt i . s must have so stated to Lieut. Foulois . This also

confirms Kn abc nshuc's t stimony that Curt iss made a
like

talement to him.

Lieut. Milling, U. S. Army.

He is the only witn ess wh

had

flown both \V ri ght and Cnrtis machine.. He began fly
ing the \ right when detailed to aviation duty in l\tay,
1911, having been attached to the U .
AYiation

ignal Corp

ch ol al Augu ta an 1 oll g-e Park. He flew

it in a Tri-State race o( 1 GO miles, an cl on one occasion
obtained a \'Vorlcl 's P ecorcl fo r stayin g aloft with two
passenger

one hour and fifty-six minute .

Comp. Rec. 410-11.)

Hi

(Ans. 1-4,

deposition discloses that he

has given t o practical aviation that intelli gen t and capa
ble application po . ible only to one who adds t o a train
ing at West Point, rare skill in manipulation, self-com
mand and personal intrepidity.
son greater

He combines in one per

kill and clea rer conceptions, to which his
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education gi,·c him. the pO\\er of explanation and eluci
dation, than any witnc:c-s appearing upon this recor<l,
save only l\fr. \\'ilbur \\' right, himself.
confirm

J lis dcpo ilion

the e comment .

He began flying the Curti

machine in :-! ovember,

1911, and had since continued at College Park and
Augu ta.

His use of it totals tlzat of a113 other person con

11ectcd z 1ith the go'i!CrlllllCJlt.
13.)

(Ans. 7-12, Comp. Rec. 412

Concerning the method of flying this Curti s ma

chine, he testified : ''I move the aileron on the low wing
in order to increase the angle of lift and move the ver
tical rudder toward the other ide until the machine re
sume

a horizontal position," (Ans. 19) an cl move 'the

aileron on the other side in the oppo ' itc direction." ( n .
20.)

''On two or three occasions, in very gu ty weather,

I have allowed the wing to remain in the position as
sumed when pre

ed down by a down trend of air

and have attempted to raise it b:y 11si11g ollly tlze ailerons.

I

held it in this position without to11chi11 g tlie vertical rudder as
long as I felt it to be safe, without ally response.

B31 11uruing

the vertical rudder toward the high side, tlze 111achi1w resumed
a horizontal position imlllcdiatcly."

(Ans. 21.)

He made such trial at his "own volition ."

( ,\n . 22.)

He would not "con ent to fly the Curti s machine in
army work if forbidden to move the vertical rud ler to
ward the high side in recovering lateral balance."

(Ans.

25.)
"From my experience I have found that the ver
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I

I

tical rudder i turn eel [normally] a little to the left
in order for the machine to fly in a traight line.''
(Ans. 3->.) [Account torque of eno·ine.j "It has been
my experience tl1at in making circles the left wing
lift ea icr than the right.'' (An .. ;H.) ''It is easier
to regain lateral balance and to raise the right wing
while flying in a straight course, than when circling."
(Ans. 35.)
Had seen Lieut. Kennedy fly a Curtiss machine.
"I was watching the ri e of the machine from the
ground, the left wing was lowered and, in recO\' ering
lateral balance, I noticed tha,t he moved the vertical
rudder towarcl the high side." (.\ns. ;38.) \\a ~
"about six hundred feet" from the machine. ( Ans.
-±0.) Lieut. II. 11. Arnold was with him and was
"a keel if he noticed whether the vertical rudder was
moved while the balance of the macli ine was being
re torecl ;" ancl '·replied that h had, ancl that th
vertical rucld r was moYecl toward the high ide."
(An . 42.)
As to his own use of the urtiss machine he furth
er testified that he wa up for a ten minute ' flio-ht
about February 9, l!H2, ancl after landing Lieut. Ar
nold informed him "he hacl followed in a v\ right
machine'
and had * * * ol cn·ed that he
"moved the vertical rudder t ward the high icle
when restorino- lateral 1 alance." (An . 43.) He did
not know Arnold was behind or observing hi meth
od of flying. ( ns. 4-±.)
On cross-examination he explained that "there are
certain thing that happen in the air that are so in
definite that you cannot tell what cau es them. But
there are a few cardinal principles which I believe
any flyer of a few month ' experience, who pays the
proper attention a, to what happen , cannot help
but learn to observe and appreciate if he has a good
idea of what he is doing." (X . 85, Ib. 430.) "My
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experience ha been that the handling of a machine
in the air conform - practically to what the be t
authorities on the subject and also the be t aviators
have tated to be the case." (XA. 7.) "In re -tar
ing lateral balance . [in defendant ' machine] from an
unstable and unsafe po ition, I u e the vertical rud
der in connection with the ailerons, moving the rud
der toward the hio-h ide. I have encountered case
where th air is practically calm and the machine, in
flying on a straightaway course, wavers from side
to ide as practically any machine will do under the
same conditions, and the di tance that one wing or
the other will drop is o slight, that it is not nece 
sary to use the rudder, as the machine deviate so
slightly from its cour e. Thi i , under ideal condi
tion and conditions that I would not consider that
you would encounter in ordinary and practical flying
that we will have to d in ur w rk.' (X . 15' .)
"Balance wa re tored all right, wasn't it ?
"A. The balance wa - restored, if the machine in
this positi n could be considered to have lost it bal
ance. I have found, in flying the \Vright machine,
that under conditions of this kind the machine usu
ally adju t it elf. I have al o noticed, in u ing the
ail ron under these condition , that the movement
required wa exceedingly small.' (XA. 154.)
vVe submit that this .impartial statement of a U. S.
Army officer having no connection with complainant
would be sufficient to set at re t any di pute a to the fact
of the use of the yertical rudder in conjunction with the
aileron in recovering lateral balance in defendant ' ma
chines, even if there were no other like evidence.
actual experience
dinary course of hi

of Lieut.

The

1illing were hacl in the or

aviation duties for the government,
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without any reference to testifying in this ca e. His tes
timony so shows. .\nd he is specifically corroborated by
Lieuts. Arnold ancl Kirtland, in addition to his general
corroboration 1 y the evidence of ::\Ie rs. Coffyn, Fou
lois, \Y right ancl Knaben hue.

And pre ently we shall

point out too the admi ·sions of defendant ' witnes es up
on this same point. .\11 this te timony confirm the con
clusion of this court when deciding the injunction motion.
Such conclu, ion, supported by this proof, has reference
to the infringement of claims , , 11 and 15 as will be
pointed out later.

Lieut. A rnold, U. S. Army.

He, like Lieut. :\lilling, was as

igned to duty with the Signal Corps 1\viation School of
the government, and bad been in that capacity sine
April, 1911.

Ile had been Rying the Wright machine

since 1Iay, 1911, and had observed th

Hight of Lieuts.

Kennedy and Milling and Capt. Beck in Curti s machine .
"About the 10th of February, 1912, while Lieut.
Kennedy wa flying a Curti · machine, I wa stand
ing on the aviation field dir ctly in the path the ma
chine had pa sed over and watched it from the rear
as it left the ground and ascended in the air. When
the machine wa about six hundred feet from where
I was standing and about thirty feet in the air one
wing dropped and while I wa watching it I could
see the aileron move and at the ame time the ver
tical rudder turn towards the high icle of the ma
chine. This was also seen at the ame time by
Lieut. Milling." (Ans. 9, Comp. Rec. ,:~6.) Again:
"On one occasion after Lieut. Milling had started
on a flight on a Curtiss machine I followed him, fly

.

~ "

.

..

~

.

.

..

.

-
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ing the \\'right, and everal times during the Aight 1
which wa , of about ten minute ' duration, I wa in
a po iti n directly in the rear and lightly above hi
machine, and I noticed that on several occa ion
when there was a drop of one wing or the other, the
vertical rudder wa used by turning it toward the
high side of the machine." (An . 10.) "He did not
know that I was following him on that particular
flight, although he did know that I intended to fol
low him on ome flight." (.\ns. 13.)
He then speaks of hearing Capt. Beck say he turned
the vertic~l rudder in a Curtis machine "toward the high
side" at the " ame time he u eel his ailerons" when one
wing dropped two feet or m re.

(Ans. 27-28, 30, 33,

Comp. R c. ,-:1:1-3.)

"Q. lL Did you ever a sist Lieut. Milling in
making any te t with cal · n a Curti s machine,
having what is known in this record as a so-called
equalizing device? A. Ye , I found it took an up
ward pull of about 19 pounds to move the left aile
ron and about 11 pounds to move the right aileron."
He identifie

a photograph

hawing the Curti

ma

chine with this device on it-"Complainant'

Exhibit,

Photograph 'urti s Machine, Equalizer Box."

(Ans. 14

21, Comp. Rec. 737-40.)
At this juncture the evidence di closes that Mr. Cur
tiss, taking alarm at the te timony of Lieut.

filling,

wrote a letter to Capt. Beck to be shown to Lieut. Mill
ing, in which he attempted to explain why or for what
purpose he uses the vertical rudder in connection with
the ailerons to recover lateral balance. This letter was

- ~_:_- ·~

~ ~

-
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passed around among the officer at the Augusta Avia
tion Camp.

In thi way we hear 1 of it while there to

exam ine the witne e on other matters. Lieuts.

mold

and Kirtland te tify to its content , but Lieut. Milling
was officially ordered away from Augusta before we could
recall him. Lieut. ,\mold aid the letter was to thi ef
fect: "We do not use the vertical rudder in conjunction
with the ailerons, but as an assistance to them."
34-37 .)

(Ans.

It wa this ev idence as to Capt. Deck turning

the rudder to the high side an 1 a

to thi

letter that

cau ed defendant , to recall Capt. Beck and produce the

1 tter.

But Curtis

never expected it would reach the

court. when he wrote it.
Lieut. Kirtland, U. S. Army. He had been on aviati n duty
with the Signal

rps ince Apri l, 1911, and had A wn

the \ \T right machine ince June of that year, and had seen
Lieuts. 11illing and l ennedy, a also Capt. Beck, fly the
Curtiss machine and turn the rudder toward the high ide
in regaining balance.
Of Lieut. filling he say : ''I with everal other have
watched him fly and I observed that he always moved
the vertical rudder toward the high ide of the machine
when regaining lateral balance." ( \. , Comp. Rec. 75 .)
Of Lieut. Kennedy he , ays:

''I have observed that he

seemingly always moved hi rudder toward the high side
when regaining lateral balance."

( . 10.)

Referring to

Capt. Beck's flying, he ays: ''I have seen him at College
Park, Md., this past summer, 1911; at Long Island, N. Y.,
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October, 1911, the Na sau Boulcyard

~Ieet,

and at Augu 

ta, Georrria, ince December 1, 1911. I haye seen him use
the vertical rudder in sub tantially the same way as
Lieut .
high

~[illing

and Kennedy, by moving it toward the

ide in regaining lateral balance."

(An . 19, 13.)

'The e ob eryation ·w ere made to ati fy ourselve a to
the operation of the several type of machines and with
out any thought of giving any te timony concerning the
same by Lieut. Arnold and myself.''

(An . 1-±-lG, C mp.

Rec. 758-60.)
IIe then ay he had een the Curtiss letter and to the
be t of his remembrance the letter practically admitted
the

LL

e of the vertical rudder, ta ting in general terms

that it u e wa to assist the action
gaining lateral balance.

f th aileron in re

(Il . ?Gl.)

He had conversed

with

apt. Beck regarding the u e of this rudder in the

Curti

machine, and under tood Capt. Beck to say that

he did use the vertical rudd r a an aid to the aileron in
recovering lateral balance, which confirmed what he had

observed Beel? do with the i•ertical rztdder b3 turniHg it to
1

7.

•ard the high side of the machillc

7.

•hile regaining balance.

(Ib. 761.)
He adds that, excepting Kennedy, whom he had not
seen

o clearly on account of the dic;tance, "the other

Curtiss flyers always turned their rudder to the high ide
in recovering lateral balance.

I make this statement a

a result of my own observations."

By the "Curtiss fly

ers" he meant the men flying the government machine
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and also the late Mr. Ely and Mr. Walsh, the latter be

\

' ,

ing, at the time this deposition was taken, demonstrating
the new double control Curtiss machine before the Board
of Officers at Augusta.

(Comp. Rec. 764-5.)

Defendants' Admissions as to Use of Vertical Rudder.

The

position of defendants respecting the use of the rear ver
tical rudder in connection with the aileron , while recov
ering lateral balance in the Curtiss machine, has been
one of vacillation, changing from one position to another
as the weakness of each became apparent.

These have

been their different positions:
(a)

On the motion for the preliminary injunction,

they first a serted that the angle of incidence of the Cur
tiss machine did nut change in flight from the so-calle 1
normal; that, therefore, the ailerons did not have unequal
angles of incidence, and hence the vertical rudder was
used only to steer.
(b)

Losing on that contention, his honor Judge Hazel

finding and deciding that the angle of incidence did ~uc
tuate, an·d that they did use the vertical rudder in con
nection with the ailerons, they then filed other affidavits
admitting that the angle of incidence changed, but that
there was no "appreciable" turning of the machine on a
.I

vertical axis, due to the resulting difference in the angles
of incidence of the ailerons, and that, therefore, although
the rudder was sometimes turned toward the side of less
angle and sometimes toward that of the greater angle,

it was not "necessary" to turn to the less angle.

.'
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(c)

Then when they came to take their defense proof,

Mr. Curtiss and his witnesses denied generally and re
I

'

peatedly that the rear vertical rudder was used in connec
tion with recovering lateral balance, and asserted that
the ailerons alone were used for that purpose.
This latter continued to be their position and conten
tion until we had proved in rebuttal, through Messrs.
Coffyn and Wright and Lieuts. Foulois and Milling, that
by actual observation their flyers did in fact turn the rear
vertical rudder toward the high side, or side of least
angle, when the ailerons were worked in bringing about
lateral balance.
2, 1912.

Mr. \ Vright's deposition closed March

March 15th l\Tr. Willard reappeared for the

completion of his cross and redirect examination, having
been temporarily excused in September, 1911, at his own
request.

(Def. Rec. 202.)

Thus at the time he reap

peared there was this forc ible and extended evidence to
the effect that in the Curtiss machines the rear vertical
rudder was used with the ailerons by being turned to
ward the high side of the machine when they were ope
rated to recover lateral balance.

Mr. Willard came di

rect from California. where Mr. Curtiss was and had
been for some months.

In the light of th ese circum

stances, under the guise of redirect, he was asked if the
vertical rudder of the Curtiss machine is ever so used,
was it turned toward the high side or low side, and an
swered;

"If the vertical rudder is ever used simultaneous
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ly with the ailerons, it i turned tmvard the high
sick." ( n . 181, Def. Rec. 223.)
"Rdq. 182. Is the rudder so turned because of
any difference of angle or resistances on the two aile
rons?
" ~.\. The rudder is not so turned because of any
resistance or with any other reference to the aile
rons. It is turned to the high ide solely and dis
tinctly for the purpose of gaining the additional re
storing povver of the rudder in exactly the same way
that it is used singularly in the case of the Voisin
machine just previously described. [The Voisin was
u eel a short time after the \\' rights flew in France;
later and now abandoned.l In other 7.Uords, 'When the

rndder is turned to the high side for the f'11rp ose of restor
ing eq11ilibri11/ll, it is acting i11 the capacity of a scf'arate
and disti11cf rcstori11g melllber a11d has not!ti11g 7.crhatsoe7. er
to do with the ailerons, any more than that it and the aile
rons arc bot!t bei11g used each as a scf'aratc agent to ac
complish a desired result more quick!:,• or 111ore positii'C!y
than either agent alone has the capacit:,1 of doing. In this
1

case the u e of the rudder might be imagined to take
the place of a large weight, which, when it was found
that the aileron were not sufficiently . en itive, would
be slid from the center of the machine out toward
the high side for the purpose of bearing down on
that side of the machine and a. sisting in restoring
the machine to its normal lateral position ." (Def.
Rec. ?23-4. Italics ours.)
vVords could not more directly and aptly state the as
sociated use of mechanical devices than the italicized part
of this answer (and generally the whole answer) states
such use of the ailerons and rear vertical rudder to ac
complish lateral balance. "'When the ailerons and rudder
are both used, they "accomplish a desired result more
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quickly or more positively than either agent alone ha the
capacity of doing."

Thus the

f u:1ction

of recovering lat

eral balance is attributed in part to the ailerons and in
part to the rear <. •ertica! rudder, and the two together accom
plish the ''result"-precisely the \Vright invention.
Consider al o this statement of -:\Ir. \Villard'

in con

nection with the Curtiss letter to Capt. Beck, which
Lieuts. Arnold and Kirtland testify stated, in ubstance,
that the rudder was used, "as an assistance to the aile
rons."

The coincidence between the Curtiss letter and

the Willard statement is significant, and both confirm the
te ~ timony of our witnesse. that the rudder is in fact

turned to the high side when the ailerons are manipulaterl
to recover lat ral balance with the
the \ i\Ti llard statement and the

urtiss machine. Both
urti

letter were after

Lieut. Milling testified. By that time defendants saw the
"hand-writing on the wall," and fearing it was hopeless
to longer deny, as they had been doing, that the rudder
wa u eel and turned toward the high side or that of le s
angle, they sought through this letter and through Will
ard to attempt to explain away the effect of our evidence.
But Io! the explanation includes the admission that the
rudder is so used, and adds to this admission the emphatic
statement that, as \!Villard puts it, the rudder and aile
rons "accomplish a desired result more qut'ckly or more

positively than either agent alone has the capacity of do
ing."

Observe the effort in the answer to call the aile

rons and rudder separate agents. But in the same breath

f
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their effect is coupled by saying that the result is more
quickly and more po, itively accomplished by both.

The

answer, however, was intended to be ingenious, but m
fact is disingenuous.

There is a thinly veiled effort to

treat the ailerons and the rudder as separate ·'agents,"
seemingly in the hope or on the theory that by so treat
ing them, somehow, infringement could be avoided. But
these "agents," according to the answer coact to do what
neither alone will do a "quickly" or as "positively" or
has the "capacity of doing.''

They are separate agents

only in the sense that they are eparatecl from each other
according to the , ize of the machine. In operation they
are used together to ''accomplish a clesirccl result."

In

short, this is a case of ''fe sing up" a the result of trying
to explain away a stubborn fact which had become abun
dantly establi hed by the testimony of 11es, rs. Coffyn,
Foulois, Wright and 11illing.

As usual in such cases,

the explanation has resulted in "letting the cat out of
the bag."

But this is not all. Later Capt. Beck was re

called by defendants to prove the Curtiss letter into the
case . He was also re-examined as to his mode of recover
ing lateral bala nce in a Curtiss machine.

The Curtiss-Beck Letter.
"\Ale have just learned that Lieut. Milling has
been on the tand at Dayton and testified that he has
flown our machine and that it is necessary to use a
rudder to counteract the turn ing effect caused by
t he difference of resistance caused by the ailerons.
The Wrights are evidently attempting to make it
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appear that turning the rudder toward the high side to
assist the ailerons in balancing a machine is the same
as counteracting a turning effect of the ailerons.
"It must be a well-known fact that an aeroplane
can be balanced entirely by steering and that prac
tically in all the machines except the \\r rights' it is
rnstomary for the aviator at times to assist in balancing
the machine by steering or turning it with the rudder
to increase the speed of the low wing and decrease the
speed of the high wing. Assisting the action of the aile
rons is entirely different thing from counteracting
an effect of the ailerons. * * *
"I am referring t o these matters so that you can
explain, if you will, to Milling, or whoever might be
called upon to testify, so that they will not be led to
believe, as filling evidently has been, that in turn
ing the machine by the rudder to a i t the action
of the ailerons, that he i doing it to counteract the
turning effect of the ailerons.
"Let me know if you understand this as I do and
what Wilbur Wright has to say about the patent
situation."
(Signed) G. H. Curtiss. (Italics ours.)
Two conclusions must be drawn from this letter: first,
that it confesses the use of the vertical rudder and the
ailerons in recovering lateral balance; and, second, that
it contradicts the previous testimony given by Mr. Cur
tiss and his other witnesses. One needs to but read this
letter and then his and their testimony to see the em
phatic contradiction; and to see also that his and their
testimony was but evasion and suppression.
The first and third italicized sentences declare that the
rudder is turned toward the high side to assist the aile
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rans in recO\·ering balance. The third italicized entence
also claim that assisting the action of the aileron~ is dif
ferent from counteracting an effect of the ailerons.
fail to fin.cl any difference.

He point out none.

\Ve

Nor i ,

it pointed out how the rudder a i t the aileron . so a
to how that the "as istance'' i different from the a i t
ance afforded by the ,·ertical rudder in the \\right ma
chine and patent. That. thi , is not. explain cl is ignificant.
The mechani m is the ame a in the patent-adjustable
marginal portion or ailerons, and operable Yertical rud
der- o why should the action be different; the re ult
admittedly the ame-recovery of I alance.
The broad admitted fact is that the aileron arc assisted
by the rudcl r. Therefore, the ugge. ti n that the a
anc

i t

is not f r "count racting th effect of the aileron "

is about as worthy of belief a i their original statement
that the rudder wa

not u ed at all in recovering lateral

balance. That repeated declaration i now renounced by
them.

ow they ay they u e the rudder for that pur

po e, but not to "counteract'' the effect of the aileron .
A matter of fact, you cannot u e the rudder to as ist t~e
ailerons without at the same time counteracting the turn
ing effect of the aileron . The one includes the other.
To attempt an unexplained distinction is specious; even
amusing.

But after all, it doe not make any difference

upon what undisclosed theory they use the rudder to
assist the ailerons, the substantial and only material fact
is that they do utilize the e three elements for recover

2
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ing lateral balance-to produce a vital result.
The reference in the italicized part of the econd

' Cll

tence to increasing the sr eed of the low wing and cle
crea ing the peed of the high wing accords exactly with
the \ right patent.

The patent, in peaking of the ide

having the larger angle of incidence, the low side, ays
that it "meets with an increa ed re i tance to its forward
motion, and i therefore retarded in its forward motion,
while at the same time the other side of the machine,
pre enting a maller angle of incidence, meets with less
resi tance to it forward motion and tends to move for
ward 11wrc rapidly than the retarded ide." It then ad i ',
pcakina of the rudder, that "it exerL a retarciin
ence on that sid

of the machin

which tend

influ

to move

forward t o rapidly and keeps the machine with it front
properly pre ented to the direction of flight."
1.)

So here the statement in the Curtis

spond

with the tatement in the patent.

(P. 4, col.

letter corre
He say

the

rudder decrea es the speed of the high wing, and the pat
ent ays the rudder "exert a retarding influence
ide of the machine which tend

n that

to move forward too

rapidly," which, the patent explains, is the high side.

In next to the concluding paragraph Mr. Curti

speaks

of "turning the machine by the rudder to assist the ac
tion of the ailerons."

It is amu ing that he would think

that he can, by this sugge tion, induce anybody to be
lieve he is not still using the Wright invention.

In the

first place, no aviator would wish to turn his machine
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from its course while rapidly dashing ahead and recover
ing balance.

His wish would be, and hi practice is, to

recover balance without losing time and symmetry of
motion, by thus deliberately turning from his course.

In

the next place the only way by whic~ he could make the
machine turn from its course would be by turning the
vertical rudder so far toward the high side as to cause
the reacting wind pressure on the rudder, plus the head
wind pressure on the aileron at the high side, when thus
combined together, to exceed the head wind pressure on
the aileron on the low side. But why hould he do that?
\Vhy would he deliberately turn the rudder so far a to
create the exces of rudder and aileron pressure on the
high side and thereby turn his machine more or less out
of course? Nothing would be gained thereby. All that is,
needed is to substantially equalize the head wind pres
sures on either side of the longitudinal central line of the
machine, and thereby retard the high side, with its ten
dency to move faster, and thereby in turn speed up
the low wing, in the sense of keeping the low wing
from falling back. '0,T e have just quoted from the patent
that in this way the machine is kept with "its front prop
erly presented to the direction of flight."

That is the

point-"properly presented," etc. Moreover, it is one of
the points defendants have elsewhere sought to make,
as in the Zahm and vVaterman testimony, that by the
vertical rudder wires being unconnected with the aileron
wires the rudder can be turned just far enough, and not
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as far as a direct connection of rudder and aileron might
impose on th e ru<lder.

In the third place, it does not

make any legal difference if defendants do turn their rud
der far enough toward the high side to cause the machine
to turn somewhat o~t of its course while recovering bal
ance. Thi would be but an unnecessary or added m?ve
ment, while still utilizing the vertical rudder and ailerons
for recovering balance. Such further movement (if true)
would leave defendants not only with in the rule that
even an added function or improvement, plus the func
tions of the mechanism of the claim, will not avoid in
fringement (Comptograph v. Mechanical Co., 145 F. 337, 1st

C. C. A., a very imilar ca e; Letson v . Alaska, 130 F. 129,
9th C. C.

. ; Powell v . Leicester, 108 F. 3 6, 3d

. C. A . ;

Columbia v. Kokomo, 143 F. 116, 7th C. C. A.), but also
would put them specifically within the ruling of Judge
Hand in Wright v. Paulhan. That defendant claimed that
he used the rudder for steering (and these defendants
make a similar claim), but Judge Hand rightly found
that, even so, he still utilized the rudder in connection
with the ailerons in recovering balance . See his very sat
isfactory treatment of this matter last half p. 265 and all
p. 266, 177 F.

The pretended "turning" of the machine

stated in the Curtiss letter is, therefore, of no conse
quence, except as showing a flimsy excuse for using the
rudder to assist the ailerons.
The court must have noticed by this time how defen
dants have shifted and vacillated, offering one excuse and
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then another, as they have been uccessively driven from
''pillar to post."

In the same part of the letter 1\1r. Curtiss calls upon
Capt. Beck to "explain" this matter to Lieut. }\,filling "or
whoever might be called upon to testify."

Here was a

prop?sal to "prepare" our witnes e . 1\Ir. Curtis i pro
po ing to Capt. Beck to do the remarkable and unlawful
thing of seeing to it that "whoever might be called upon
to testify" be informed beforehand and practically told
what to te tify to. Of cour e, Mr. Curtis in v riting thi
letter did not expect it to come before the eye
court.

That it ha. been produced by defendant

merely the ch ice of tw

of the
wa

evil ' . The material part of it.

content , had b n fully proved by complainant through
two disinterested army officer , not

apt. Beck, but

Lieuts. Arnold and Kirtland. 1 here was no e cape from
that proof.

Defendant

must let it stand or try to ex

plain it. This letter they knew contained the uggestion
of "turning," etc.

They, therefore, concluded to intro

duce the letter by recalling
Beck speak of thi

apt. Beck, and to have Capt.

"turning" when he came to te tify

again, as we shall presently see.
Then

1r. Curtiss closes the letter by asking Capt.

Beck to: "Let me know if you under tand this as I do."
Thus in February, 1912, after Capt. Beck had been flying
the Curtiss machine for about a year, Mr. Curtiss wanted
to know if the Captain understood the use of the vertical
rudder as he did; or as he wanted him to, as is obvious.
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ingular que tion, we

flown the Curti

ay, a

, U E OF VERTICAL

Capt. Beck had even

machine (as early a the fall of 1911)

under a contract with the Curti

Aviation

ompany for

prize mon ys at Aviation :Meet . (Def. Rec. 211.)
the

aptain "under tood" a per the letter a

But

een by hi

testimony given when later recalled.
Finally, the letter asked Capt. Beck to let l\Ir. Curtiss
know "what \Vilbur \Vright has to say about the patent
ituation.''

Are we to take thi as meaning that Capt.

Beck was th e undisclosed agent of Mr. Curtiss to keep
the latter advised on what :\Ir. \\right might have "to
ay ab ut the patent ituation"?
Capt. Beck Recalled. Ilis fir t d po ·ition i irreconcilable v ith

his -ccond.

Throughout the first he kept back the fact

that he ever used the vertical rudder in connection with
the aileron in recovering lateral balance, save in an wer
to XQ . 79, where he said he had u ed it in coming out
of "a bad condition'' when turning and climbing at the
ame time and the machine wa t o teeply banked. H
turned it, on that occasion, to the oppo ite direction from
what it had occupied, meaning he turned it to the high
ide . The answer was limited to a particular condition.
But otherwi e throughout hi

examination he withheld

the fact of using the vertical rud ler to assist the ailerons
in recovering balance. The direct questions were adroit
ly framed to enable adroit an wers to avoid disclosing
such use of the vertical rudder. Q. 38 is representative.
It a ked him if the vertical rudder was moved "to coun
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teract any spinning or swerving of the machine due to
the use of the ailerons." He answered he had never used
the rudder "for such a purpose," and had never seen it
"so used."

All this was with a mental reservation, as

we now see by his econd deposition. And the same is
true of Mr. Curtiss in his first deposition, as his letter
now shows.

And such would have been their ultimate

testimony had not Lieut. Milling and other witnesses for
complainant established in rebuttal the use of the rudder
in connection with the ailerons. This led to the Curtiss
letter and to this second Beck deposition.

In it he as

signs three phases of operation:
(1)

When lack of balance is small, say with one wing

a foot to a foot and a half above the other, he uses the
ailerons alone.
(2)

(He qualifies this latter.)

Where one wing is enough higher than the other

to cause fear of the machine slipping off sidewise, but be
fore the slipping starts, he uses the ailerons and the rud
der, turning it toward the high side.

Then he concurs

with the Curtiss letter by adding that the machine is
caused to turn toward the high wing-showing he did
"understand." How much or how little it turns, he does
not say.
(3)

When the side slip has actually occurred, he uses

the ailerons, turns the vertical rudder toward the low side
to cause the machine to drop with the wings "perpendic
ular" until the air catches the rudder which, because of
such extreme tilt, has become nearly horizontal instead
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of vertical.

This causes the machine to rotate quarter

way round and point downward.

In this condition the

normally horizontal . rudder, being now tilted, is used to
help regain balance.

He says this is a "dangerous pre 

dicament" and a method which can only be used in case
In

the machine is at least 300 feet above the ground.

fact, the so-called third phase is not a normal condition,
and is like that related by Lieut. Foulois, when he turned
the rear vertical rudder in the wrong way or toward the
low wing and was told by Mr. Curtiss he should have
turned it toward the high side, as he, Curtiss, "always
did, when the machine was at once straightened out."
The cross-examination then crystallizes the matter,
showing that Capt. Beck "habitually" used the vertical
rudder with the ailerons as per his phase two; that there
were relative head air pressures on the upper aileron and
rudder, on one side of the center of the machine, and on
the lower aileron on the other side of the center; and that
the degree of tilt requiring the use of the vertical rudder
in recovering balance was as low as six inches.

This

qualifies the "first phase.". We quote the several ques
tions and answers :
"XQ. 27. Then if you did not turn the rudder to
ward the high side, the machine would proceed out
of its course toward the lower side, would it not?
"A. Undoubtedly in this second phase, there is
decided danger that the machine will slip off side
ways, and on that account I habitually throw the rear
vertical rudder into operation so as to increase the
speed of this lower wing, and prevent the side slide.
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USE OF VERTICAL

I do not think that there is any tendency to change
direction toward the low side due to the bank of the
ailerons alone.
''XQ. 30. The last sentence of your preceding an
swer seems to introduce a complication not intro
duced in your an wer concerning the second phase
in your direct examination. To ayoid confusion, let
me ask you one thing at a time. Under the condi
tions of your econd phase of operation, you set the
aileron on the low side to a lifting angle, and the aile
ron on the high side to a depressing angle, and while
the ailerons are in these position you turn the rear
vertical rudder toward the high side. So far is this
correct?
"A. Ye , ir, that is exactly what is done.
"XQ. 31. And wh n thing are just as tated in
the la t que tion, there is a lifting action al the low
er ide of the machi1ie, a depressing a tion at the
high side, bolh accompanied by head pressure act
ing on the ailerons. Is that correct?
"A. If by head pressure you mean a pressure
from the frorit, that is correct.
"XQ. 32. And while these two head pressures
are existing, accompanied with the lifting pre sure
on the low ide, and the depre ion on the high side,
the rear vertical rudder is swung over to the high
side and offer a head pressure on its surface which
is toward the high side. Is that correct?
"A. Yes, that is also correct.
"XQ. 33. And you utilize this operation in what
you have termed the second phase, whenever the
Curtiss machine has been tilted more than enough to
cause the higher side to be in excess of a foot and a
half above the lower side, or substantially so. Is
that correct?
"A. This is substantially correct. It is, of course,
impossible to give these differentiations between the

ti
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1,

three phases in absolute feet and inches, because they
are so variable; ometimes a variation of six inche
is dangerous, where at other times a variation of
two feet is safe; but your statement is substantially
correct, yes, sir.
''XQ. 34. Then as you did not observe any turn
ing of the rear vertical rudder toward the high side
in the te ts made by Mr. Curti s at North Island, to
which you refer in your other deposition, the tilting
of the machine in those te ts was such as would
come within your first phase of operation. Is that
correct?
"A. Ye , sir. It undoubtedly was.
This testimony is conclusive of the combined use of the
rear vertical rudder and the ailerons in recovering lateral
balance with the Curti

machines. vVe only regret that

Capt. Beck' fir t deposilion honld have been given with
tho e now apparent mental reservations, robbing it of
harmony with his second deposition, which latter the
exigencies of the case forced defendants to take, hoping,
as it seems, to wiggle ont by claiming such use of the
rudder also caused the machine to turn toward the high
side.
Two other matters appear from this second deposition.
First, Capt. Beck says he loosened up the wires attached
to the lower sides of the ailerons in the government Cur
tiss machine to throw out of operation the so-called equal
izer, before Lieut. Milling flew the machine. This state
ment was made to show why the equalizer did not ope
rate for Lieut. Milling.

But Capt. Beck does not state

that the equalizer ever operated for him.

So nothing is
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gained by claiming he changed the wires, and which was
done without letting Lieut. Milling know it, a suspicious
admission.

(Ans. 19, 20, XAs. 21-23, Def. Rec. 675-6.)

But Lieut. Milling says he flew the Curtiss machine with
and without the so-called equalizer in condition for ope
rating if it would operate.
The other matter is that Capt. Beck said when this
Curtiss government machine was received, these lower
wires were short enough to give the "ailerons a perma
nent droop of about one inch when in flight," meaning
that in their normal position they inclined downward.
(A. 19, Def. Rec. 675.)

He admitted the effect of this

permanent droop of the ailerons was to increase the "dif 

ference in the angle of incidence of one aileron compared
with the other when they were adjusted to equal move
ments." (XA. 24.) Also that as the machine came from
the Curtiss factory, the ailerons would have this perma
nent droop below the a-called normal.

(XA. 25.)

This

shows that the statement of defendant , el ewhere in the
record, that the ailerons are normally in a neutral line,
without pressure on either side until adjusted, and that
when moved from such neutral line equal distances above
and below, their angles of incidence would be the same,
was not always the fact, if ever the fact at all.

Here

Capt. Beck says there was a permanent droop to the aile

I ,

rons and that the adjustment of them through equal

movements from the normal position would have in

creased the difference in their relative angles of incidence.
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This. of course, would all the more differentiate their
head pressures or resistance and further necessitate the
u e of the vertical rudder.

All of Zahm's calculations

were based on the ailerons being normally set in a neutral
line, and not set to droop downward below such line, as
Capt. Beck says the ailerons were in this government
Curti s machine-presumably his best type.
Curtiss and Zahm Applications.

In these they illustrated de

fendants' machine and ought to get patents on devices
to prevent the "unequal angles of incidence of the aile
rons" and the "unequal air pressures on the ailerons,"
from turning the machine on a vertical axis. They wore
to tho e application , as ertin

the nece ity of means to

prevent that which in their testimony they later claimed

clicl not exi t, namely, the unequal pre sures on the aile
rons and the consequent turning on a vertical axis. Those
applications constitute sworn admissions that defen
dants' machine does so turn, and needs means to prevent
the turning when the aileron are operated to recover lat
eral balance. This matter is more fully explained in Part
II. The statements in those applications contradict their
statements as witnesses.

INFRINGEMENT
Claims 3, 7, 14, 15
There are two presumptions that defendants infringe,
and for two reasons:

(1)

That their machine flies at
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all.

ro dynamic machine ever flew until the \Vright in

vention.

But defendants came right out with their ma

chine and went to flying at once, Curtis

and Herring

with the previous knowledge of the ·w right invention.
This i significant.

(2)

That defendants' machine has

the same principal features as the machine of the patent
-

upporting planes, adjustable margins or ailerons, rear

vertical rudder, forward horizontal rudder, and mean
to operate these parts by the aviator.

All this is prac

tically conclusive of their infringement.

The question

really is, \,\ hy do they not infringe?
Then we have our proof and their admis ion that the
ailerons are used in the operation

f recovering lateral

balance; and our proof, and, more lately, defendants'
further adrnis ion, that the rear vertical rudder i used
in conjunction with or to assist the aileron

in carrying

into effect the full operation of recovering lateral balance.
Our expert, Mr.

ee, points out that defendants recite

detail structural difference , but that these are formal
and immaterial.

They recite lack of "flat" planes, lack

of "portions," lack of "vertical rudder," in the sense of
the patent, lack of "means" for moving such rudder when
the wings are moved, Mr. Waterman calling attention to
minor added features, yet without negativing the exist
ence in defendants' machine of these essential features
recited above.

Mr. See (693-702 our record) points out

the sameness of the main features, and their sameness of
operation, as between complainant's patent and defen-

\J
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dants' machine, and the immateriality of the formal small
differences in detail. The court will kindly turn and read
his short statement.
Again, the court's injunction op1111on cO\·ers all the e
questions.

It was there held that the ·w right patent is

not limited to flat planes; that the adjustable marginal
portions of the plane find their equivalent in the similar
portion called ailerons in defendants' machine, and that
the patent is not limited to connecting the vertical rud
der ropes with the warping ropes; that in defendants'
machine the angle of incidence fluctuates, and that the
vertical rudder was u ed in connection with recovering
lateral balance. Defendant · have been driven to concede
the latter two finding . Infringcm nt i , therefore, clear.
Again, the patent ontains many statement that it i not
limited to detail or confined to the one form exemplified
in the drawings.
limiting our elve

"\Ve do not wish to be understood as
strictly to the details

* * *

as it

is obvious that the e details may be modified without de
parting from the principle of our invention."

The rope

15 of the vertical rudder "may be manipulated in any

suitable manner," meaning that it need not be connected
to the warping rope.

See these broad reservations col

lected at page 695 our record.
But it is a common resort of infringers of pioneer pat
ents to recite and magnify non-controlling detail differ
ences. These defendants have followed that course.
The same minor distinctions, devoid of real differences,
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were urged on the motion for the preliminary ipjunction,
were all considered by the court and were found to be
untenable.

l\foreover, all of the Zahm and Waterman

discussions of the uses of the rear vertical rudder now
pass out becau e, si11ce they testified, the \Villard and
Beck testimony a to the u e of the rudder in recovering
lateral balance, and the Curti s letter to the same effect,
have come into the case. This latter te timony has en
tirely removed from the case the a urned basis adopted
by Zahm and V\Taterman. The ca e is left as if Zahm and
vVaterman had not o testified at all.
Arrain,Judge Hazel andJudge Hand have heretofo re held
that the \\ right arc pioneer and the patent is generic,
and hence entitled to a broad and liberal interpreta
tion. Thi accords with the settled law.

Wina11s v. Den

mead, 15 How. 330; Morley v. Lancaster, 129 U.S. 263; Rub
ber Co. v. Good3 ear, 76 U. S. 788; Sessio11s v. Romadke, 145
1

U. S. 29. The range of equivalent i determined by the
cope of the novelty, and that doctrine i broadly applied
when the invention is broadly new, the rule being that

I

I
I

I
I
I

the application of equivalents i commen urate with the
scope of the invention. Eagle v. Miller, 151 U. S. 186.
Claim 3 reads :
"3. In a flying machine, a normally fiat aeroplane
having lateral marginal portions capable of move
ment to different positions above or below the nor
mal plane of the body of the aeroplane, such move
ment being about an axis transverse to the line of
flight, whereby said lateral marginal portions may
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be moved to different angles relatively to the normal
plane of the body of the aeroplane, and al o to differ
ent angles relatively to each other, o a to pre ent
to the atmosphere different angles of incidence, and
means for simultaneously imparting uch movement
to said lateral marginal portions, substantially as de
scribed."
This is for the "first part of the patented combination,"
as Judge Hand has fittingly said in analyzing the inven
tion. The claim is a subcombination which, as Judge Wal
lace said, means claims which "have their u e in coope
rating with other thing

to perform a useful work."

Thomson-Houston v. Black River Co., 135 F. 759, 763, C. C.
A., 2nd Circuit. Howe' 1th claim for ''the gr oved and
eye-pointed needle," was thi kind of claim and wa

u 

tained. Hoi e v. Williams 2 Fi h. Pat. Cas. ;395 Fed. Ca .
No. 6,7 8.

In Deering v. Winmia, 155

. S. 286, the Su

preme Court commented on this claim, aying:

'.

"The invention of a needle with the eye near the
point is the basis of all the sewing machines u ed,
but the methods of operating such a needle are
many; and, if Howe had been obliged to make hi
method a part of every claim in which the needle
was an element, his patent would have been practi
cally worthless."
The Court of Appeals for the 3d Circuit recently
adopted and applied the e case in Clark v. Gillette, 194 F.
221, 223, where the claim sustained was "a detachable
razor blade of such thinness and flexibility as to require
external support to give rigidity to its cutting edge."
Claim 3 is, therefore, valid in character.
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Moreover, claim 3 embodie the subject-matter of claim
7, minus the vertical rudder and it operating means, held
to be infringed on the injunction motion.
In sub tance, claim 3 is for an aeroplane, with lateral
margin capable of movement into different angular rela
tions to the body of th e plane and to each other, and for
means to irnultaneo usly impart such movement.

In thi

structure the edges of the adjustable 1llargi11s arc al·ways to the

front or "in the ~ind," and their surfaces are at angles in
clining to a greater or le s incidence.

Precisely all this

in defendants' machine, and for the
Thi

ubcom bination, which

the "first part'' of the

\V ri ht inventi on, defendant confe
111

1 alancc.

ame purpo. e.

clly use in recovcr

Incleecl, until lately, they claimed to u e

only this part.
The claim concludes with "substantially as de cribed."
Defendants say they do not use a normally flat aeroplane.
But they use the equivalent, even if a curved plane i in
a degree more efficient in lifting, while, on the other
hand, the plane in the Wright patent i

lescribed as " ub

stantially flat," meaning it ha no deep curvature, such a
a half or a quarter of a circle would present, but only a
slight curvature.
and, a

Defendants' planes are slightly curved

Judge Hazel sa id in hi

injunction opinion, the

Wright patent drawings show the curved plane and the
description does not confine the patent to flat planes.
Defendants

ay their aileron

do not move above and

below the normal plane of the body of the aeroplane.
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But the claim merely

ays that the marginal portion

are "capable" of uch movement, and then says the move
\

.

ment is about a transver e axi , "whereby the marginal
portions may be moved to different angles relatively to
the main plane and to each other.'' This quoted clau e
state

the

ubstance.

FJg.J_

Defendant · ailerons do move to

different angles relatively to the main plane and to each
other. And in effect they do move above and below the
plane of the aeroplane or
nal cuts.

a11

equivalent plane.

See margi

In Fig. 1, defendant ' machine, the dotted line

i in effect a plane of either the upper or lower upport
ing

urface, being parall 1 th rewith.

The aileron

are

adju tab le above and below thi equivalent plane. Their
adju tment directly chan e their angular relati n t

the

main plane . They are plac d at the lateral margin

f

the machine. Then there are wire by which the perat r
makes these adjustment , which are the mean for irnul
taneou ly operating the margin .

Fig. 2 show

the

Wright machine . The dotted lines repre ent the margin
adju ted relatively to the plane of the main plane and at
angles to each other.

Here the equivalency is

hown.

The operations are exactly the same and like results fol
low. Claim 3 is infringed.
Claim 7 reads :
"7. In a flying machine, the combination, with an
aeroplane, and means for simultaneously moving the
lateral portions thereof into different angular rela
tions to the normal plane of the body of the aero
plane and to each other, so as to present to the at

Fig.2,
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mosphere different angles of incidence, of a vertical
rudder, and means whereby said rudder is caused to
present to the wind that side thereof nearest the side
of the aeroplane having the smaller angle of inci
dence and offering the least resi stance to the atmos
phere, sub tantially as described.''

.f .

The court found ihL claim infringed on the injunction
motion.
Defendants have "an aeroplane" and "means for simul
taneou ly moving the lateral portion

into angular rela

tions to the body of the plane and to each other, to pre
sent different angles of incidence.
these elements.
cated, and a

Defendants' aileron

The claim calls for
are "laterally" lo

the angle of incidence of the main plane

varie , so do the angles of incidence of the ailerons vary
from "each other."
defendants.

This much i not now disputed by

Indeed, more appears, for Capt. Beck says

the government Curtiss machine had the ailerons set with
a permanent droop downward, giving the ailerons a

,

I

greater difference in their relative angles of incidence.
Thi claim call for the "vertical rudder" and broadly fo1
"means" to operate it in recovering lateral balance.

It

does not say these "means" are connected to the warping
ropes.

Defendants try to inject this unmentioned detail

into the claim. Judge Hand said he would "feel most un
willing in a patent of this character to construe it so nar
rowly."

lr7 F. 266 .

They have the "vertical rudder"

and have the operating "rneans"-the wires and hand
wheel used by .the operator.

The claim states that the

.\

.
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rudder is caused to present to the wind that side neare t
to the side of the machine having the smaller angle of
incidence and offering the lea t resistance.

The specifi

cation of the ·W right patent tates that this side of small
er angle of incidence is the high side and that it tend to
move faster than the low side when the machine i out
of balance. The testimony of the witnesses on both ides,
and particularly Capt. Beck·s econd deposition and the
Curtiss letter, shows that the high side in defendants'
machine tends to move the faster, and that the rudder i
turned toward that side "to decrease the speed of the
high wing."

l\Ir. \!\trrighfs te timony

hows that with

defendant ' machine "in restoring lateral balance, the
greater angle is on the low wing, so that the tail in thi ,
case was turned toward the wing having the smaller an
gle."

(A. 50, Comp. Rec. 532.)

He saw that operation,

and added that such operation accorded with the physical
,

I

laws which prevail by reason of the construction of de
fendant ' machine.

Explaining why the rudder should

be turned to the high wing or wing of lesser angle, he
said: "The tail should be turned toward the high wing
so as to control the relative speeds of the right and left
wings, and prevent the balancing effect of the ailerons
from being neutralized by the turning of the aeroplane
on a vertical axis in the direction of the low wing."
53.)

(A.

Again, he was asked if in the "machine of the pat

ent in suit and the Curtiss machine, in the act of recover
ing lateral balance, the rear vertical rudder is always to
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be turned toward the side where the adjustable margin
or aileron has been raised at the rear edge above its nor
mal position," and said "It is."

(A. 81.)

And answering

XQ. 167 (Comp. Rec. 586-7), he explained that with the
Curtiss machine the operator "pulls down on the aileron
on the side of the machine which is lowest and elevates
the aileron on the high side, and at the same time turns
the vertical rudder toward the high side, so as to keep
the speeds of the right and left wings under proper con
trol. All of these movements of the several parts of the
machine are in the same directions as those of the corre
sponding part of the machine of the patent in suit in
correcting a similar di turbance of lateral balance." Thi
testimony wa

given before defendants admitted turn

ing the rudder toward the high side to decrease its speed.
But defendants may say that the high

ide is not al

ways the side of least angle of incidence of the ailerons.

They have not shown, as matter of defense, when the
high side is not the side of least angle. But it does not make
any legal difference whether it is alway the side of least
angle for these two reasons:

(1) Because a defendant

will be enjoined whether he infringes all of the time or a
part of the time.
graph, p. 265.)

(Judge Hand, 177 F ., next last para
(2) Because they admit, and we have

proved, that while the ailerons are acting to recover bal
ance, they always turn the rudder toward the high side to
decrease the speed of that side and thereby increase the
speed of the low side, as stated in the Curtiss letter and

l.
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seen from the \Villard and Beck testimony, and which
principle i stated in the ·w right patent.
ment of the rudder

* *

"The move

exerts a retarding infiu

ence on that side of the machine which tends to move for
ward too rapidly''
1.)

* * *

says the patent.

(P. 4, col.

Fundamentally, down in the depths and core of the

\Vright invention, as disclosed in the patent, and mani
fested in practice, its essence lie in ~etarding or decreas
ing the speed of th~ high wing and thereby relatively in
creasing the speed of the low wing. To do this the ver
tical rudder has been placed in the rear of the machine
and made adjustable, so as to be so turned, and the pat
ent so disclo e ; and defendants' machine is so built and
o operated.

Judge Hazel approached this idea in his

summary of the claims in the injunction opinion, saying,
"the essential elements of such claims are an aeroplane
or supporting surface, the lateral portions of which are
capable of adjustment to attain different angles of inci
dence and a vertical rudder in the rear of the machine."
(177 F. 258.)

And besides, speaking of the retarding of

the faster-moving side by such peculiar use of the rud
der, the patent explains at large fundamental causes for
the higher and lower sides assuming or manifesting un
equal speeds when out of lateral balance and the margi

,\

,

nal portions are adjusted in recovering balance. The pat
ent explains that the lifting angle on the low side causes
additional head resistance which decreases its speed,
while on the high side, with its depressing angle (and

'1
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where there is no lifting against gravity and no accom
panying increased resistance) there is an acceleration of
speed instead of such lessening of speed, as on the low
side.

Thus the patent explains and associates together

these two phenomena, and says that one of them, that of
the unequal speeds or speed tendencies of the high and
low sides, is controlled by the vertical rudder, while the
other, that of the lifting and depressing actions at the
low and high sides, is cooperatingly controlled by the ad
justable margins, thereby restoring the lateral balance.
And it is all this that defendants do and use when they
adjust the ailerons to lift on the low side and depress on
the high side, and turn the rudder toward the latter side
to assist. There could not be a plainer case of the whole
sale appropriation of an invention of prime novelty and .
striking ingenuity, as proved by its having made a new
art.
Moreover, in order to give the court a series of specific
instances in which defendants' machine would specifically
have the greater angle on the low and the less on the high
side, Mr. Wright, answering XQ. 184, said such is the
fact "in all cases in which the general angle of incidence
of defendants' machine is greater than so-called normal,
such as when the machine is climbing, or when it is slow

ing down to land, or when it is circling, or when the extra
load is carried, or when it is struck by an upward trend
of wind." Claim 7 is infringed.
Claim 14 reads :

,

'
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"14. A flying . machine comprising superposed
connected aeroplanes, means for moving the oppo
site lateral portions of said aeroplanes to different
angles to the normal planes thereof, a vertical rud
der, means for moving said vertical rudder toward
that side of the machine presenting the smaller angle
of incidence and the least resistance to the atmos
phere, and a horizontal rudder provided with means
for presenting its upper or under surface to the re
sistance of the atmosphere, substantially as de
scribed."
This claim was also held to be infringed on the injunc
tion motion. It is much like claim 7, with the horizontal
rudder and means for presenting its upper or lower sur
faces to the atmosphere, added.

That defendants' ma

chine ha the e additional element of horizontal rudder
and operating means therefor is beyond question.

.'

A

glance at the drawing of that machine shows these parts.
Clearly, therefore, for this reason and those stated in ref
erence to claim 7, claim 14 is infringed .
Claim 15 reads:
"15. A flying machine comprising superposed
connected aeroplanes, means for moving the oppo
site lateral portions of said aeroplanes to different an
gles to the normal planes thereof, a vertical rudder,
means for moving said vertical rudder toward that
side of the machine presenting the smaller angle of
incidence and the least resistance to the atmosphere,
and a horizontal rudder provided with means for
presenting its upper or under surface to the resis
tance of the atmosphere, said vertical rudder· being
located at the rear of the machine and said horizontal
rudder at the front of the machine, substantially as
described."
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Thi claim, too wa held on the injunction proceeding
to be infringed.

It i practically like claim 1-±, with the

added requirements that the vertical rudder i in the rear
and the horizontal rudder at the front of the machine.
These rudders are
For thi

o located in defendant ' machine.

and the other reasons urged, claim 1 ~ is un

doubtedly infringed.
Fairly read, the claim

fit exactly to the defendants'

tructure. Defendant may argue that so narrow an in
terpret~tion

should be given to some of th

language

u ed in ome of the claim a to make it po ible for the
d fendant ' machine to be held out ide of the words of
the claim . But the c urts care nothing f r mere word 
or v rbal di tinction . ·w here th

ubstance is appro

priated and the ame objects are carri cl

ut by equiva

lent means, there i

Hoyt v. Horne,

1-±5 U. S. 302, 308.

urely infringement.

There defendants machine circulated

the pulp in a horizontal plane, while the claim called for
circulating it in a vertical plane.

The court aid:

"* * * but the object of this wa that the pulp
should be received and delivered by th beater-roll
along its entire length * * * and this is ac
complished in the same way in both devices."
That is, that claims are rather matter

of substance

than mere words.
Lest there might come about some confusion regard
mg the claim we apprehend defendants may make, to
the effect that at least sometimes the larger angle of
incidence will occur on the aileron at the higher side of

' ·,
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the machine, we make the following observations.

\Ve

believe, and understand that in practice, the very best
form of upporting plane and adju table tips or aileron
portion

is that hown in the \Vright patent-a form in

which the larger and smaller angles of incidence of the
tip or wings are always, respectively, on the lower and
higher sides of the machine when it is tilted out of la
teral balance, thu

insuring uniformity of relation of the

vertical tail or rudder to the adjustable wings or ailerons,
namely, that it i alway turned toward the tip of least
angle when turned toward the high jde of the tilted
machine in r covering lateral balance.
This is generally and sub tantially also always the
relation of th

rudder and ailer n

defendant ' machine.

m the ope ration of

But while thus approp riating the

invention of the Wrights, defendants have, as i common
among infringer , also adulterated the invention.
they have done by

This

etting their tips or ailerons down

between the planes, and generally (though not always)
*normall y edgewi e to the ru h of air, in stead of in line
with the main plane and normally at a slight ano-le to
the rush of air, as in the form
in the Wright patent.

elected for illustration

Under this adulteration or formal

change, defendants still always turn the vertical tail
' ·,

toward the high side in recovering balance, though they

* Capt.
the United
nent droop
wise to the

Beck testified that one of the Curtiss machines furnished
States government had the ailerons set with a perma
below the neutral line, instead of being set exactly edge
rush of air. (See p. 76, this brief.)

-

\
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may claim that now and then it may happen that,
11

momentarily at lea t, a larger angle of incidence will be

I

on the tip or aileron at the higher side, due to the ma
chine happening to fly, for a short stretch or short time.
at such increased speed or down such inclination as will
pitch or more or les forwardly incline the strut or posts
to which the tip

or ailerons are attached.

The effect

(and the defect too) of any such claimed forward pitch

I

I

ing or inclining of these posts would be to raise the up
turned aileron higher, slightly increa ing its angle for
the time, and to lift the down-turned aileron somewhat,
decreasing it

angle, and consequently decreasing its

needed efficiency to lift the lower side of the machine.
In this exceptional instance, the re ult of adulterating or
retrograding from the preferable form of con truction,
and of a haphazard attempt to evade this form as illus
trated in the vVright patent, defendants' main planes
have not only to lessen their so-called normal angle of
incidence but have also to overcome their con tant ten
dency (due to unrelenting gravity) to increase this nor
mal angle; and the departure has to go o far as to lessen
their incidence below normal or to a less angle.
alone shows that condition to be abnormal.

nowhere attribute any advantage to it.

This

Defendants

Not one word

in all their hundreds of pages of evidence shows any
claimed advantage for this possible unlikely abnormal
condition; or any advantage, indeed, in making the tips
or ailerons in separate pieces from, instead of contigu

II
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ous with, the main planes.

Yet this abnormal condi

tion, we apprehend, will be their chief resort in claiming
non-infringement.

They offer no defense proof of it

themselves, and do not set it up as a defense in their
answer.

But it incidentally appears m one of Mr.

Wright'

depositions, and for this reason also we call

attention to it.
In Q. 71 (Comp. Rec. 550) he was asked to explain
whether the high side of defendant ' machine would be
that of the less or greater angle of incidence of the
ailerons.

He answered that the high side would be "to

ward the aileron having the le ser angle of inci l nee
when the machine is flying at a greater average angle of
incidence than five degree ."
This mu t be considered in connection with the an
wers to que tions 184 ct seq. pp. 590-91.

In an wering

Q. 18±, in which he comes to the point of comparing the
operation of defendants' machine with the patent in suit,
he shows that the movement of the parts correspond in
both, adding:
"But I understand in a few special conditions of
flight defendants claim they have avoided the theory
which is made use of in attempting to describe the
operation of the machine of the patent. In all cases
in which the general angle of incidence of defen
dants' machine is greater than so-called normal, such
as when the machine is climbing, or when it is slow
ing down, or when it is circling, or when an extra
load is .carried, or when it is struck by an upward
trend of wind, there is an exact correspondence be

I

I

I
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tween the two machines, not only in the actual me
chanical movements, but also in all of the theoretical
conditions which they meet with in balancing or in
circling."
Thus no one will be misled by the isolated instance
inferred in answer to Q . 71, as to the greater angle being
at the high side when the general angle of incidence is
less than five degrees, for it will be ob en·ed that in the
five recited usual and common conditions of flight, men
tioned in answer 1 4, the flying angle of the main planes
is greater, not less, than the so-called normal , illustrated
by the numeral 5 in the isolated instance.
The five recited common conditions of flight, when the
general angle is greater than the
"When
2. "When
3. "\i\Then
4. "When
5. "When
wind."
1.

o-call d normal, are:

the machine is climbing."
it is slowing down to land."
it is circling."
an extra load is carried."
it i struck by an upward trend of

Again, Mr. Wright was asked by defendants' counsel
if it were correct that if the machine were "descending,
speeding up, losing its load (such as by burning up the
fuel) or struck by a current of air having a downward
trend, the aileron on the high side being the upturned
aileron, would have a greater angle than the downturned
one;" and he answered: "It is not quite correct. If the
machine has lo t speed from any cause and is descending,
to recover speed, the greater angle would remain on the
downturned aileron, even in descending, until such time
as the machine had passed its normal speed. The same

L
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1s true as to
tion.

peeding up the machine, which you men

The greater angle would remain on the down

turned aileron, even though its speed was increasing, un
til such time as the machine had again reached its normal
speed.

The same greater angle on the downturned aile

ron would continue, eyen though the load were decreas
mg, until such time as the excess of load was entirely

eliminated." (A. 185, p. 592.) Thus even where it would
be po sible to get a greater angle, for the time being, on
the higher side, such could not become the fact, if the
machine were descending to recover speed, until such

time as the machine had passed its normal speed; such
could not become the fact if the machine were speeding
up , even though the

peed was increa ' ing, until such

time as the machine had again reached (exceeded) its
normal speed; such could not become the fact if the load
were decreasing, until such time as the excess of load

, t,

was entirely eliminated.
Thu

even though conditions existed which, if carried

into effect, would, for the time being, place the greater
angle on the high side, still these conditions would not
produce that effect, in either o( the instances given,
"until" still further consequent conditions took place.
Asked in

Q.

186, whether a "downward trend" of air

would cause the angle of incidence to be greater on the
upturned aileron, Mr. Wright said it "would, theoreti
cally," meaning, of course, that while such would the
oretically be the case, it would be inconsequential prac

l
I
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tically because of the rapid successive changes m the
direction of air currents.
Next, asked whether, if the machine were turned
downward, this would have the effect of so lessening the
angle of incidence as to bring about a greater angle on
the upturned aileron (Q. 187), Mr. Wright explained
the matter and pointed out the fact that a decrease in the
general angle of incidence of the machine would be much
less for a given increase of speed than would be the in
crease in such general angle when the speed was de
creased-a small decrease in speed producing a marked
increase in the angle of incidence; and that in any of
these cases the increase in the angle of the upturned
aileron would be slight; and moreover, that flying the
machine downward would not so le ·en the general angle
as to throw the greater angle on the upturned aileron if
there had been any decrease in the power of the motor
to necessitate the downward turning.

(A. 189.)

Asked as to whether increasing the speed of the motor
beyond the normal, with the purpose of lessening the
angle of incidence below the so-called normal, would
bring about a condition which would throw the greater
angle on the upturned aileron, Mr. Wright explained
that while an increase in speed, sufficient to so reduce
the general angle of incidence, would have that effect,
still that the questioner was "mistaken in assuming in
creases in the normal power of the motor, for the maxi
mum power of the motor is the normal power and
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changes are usually in the direction of decreases rather
than increases."

(A. 190.)

But, of course, such increase, if practicable over the
normal speed of the motor, would be ineffective to cause
the upturned aileron to have a greater angle than the
downward turned aileron, if the machine were climbing,
as when leaving the ground and going off to the desired
elevation; or was circling; or were carrying an extra
load at the time it was attempted to carry the speed of
the motor beyond the normal; or was at such time struck
by an upward trend of air.
In other words, the possibility of the upturned aileron
on the higher ide of the machine assuming a relatively
larger angle than the downturned aileron on the lower
side is a matter which in practice is within the narrowe t
limits, and does not seem po sible to take place except
when defendants' machine might be flown downgrade
so rapidly as to decrease its general angle of incidence
to a point materially less than the so-called normal-a
condition when the machine would be least likely to lose
lateral balance, ordinary air gusts not affecting it ser
iously when descending so rapidly.

And even m this

possible case the increase in the angle of the upturned
aileron would be so slight, besides so infrequent, as to
be of no practical importance.
The other possible instance, where such increase in
the angle of the upturned aileron might occur, that of a
downward trend of air striking the machine, would like
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wise be of no practical con equence, first, because gen
erally such trends are very brief in duration and change
able in direction, and, secondly, because such downward
trend might be called ''downward'' no matter how sli ghtly
above the horizonta l line, and yet, if not decidedly down
ward, woul d not materially increase such angle of the
upturned aileron whether momentarily or not.
A defenda nts have offe red no direct defense proof on
these abnormal possibilities and as they would come, if
they actually happened, under the general rul e that "It
i not necessary that the defendant should employ the
plaintiffs in vention to as good advantage as he em
ployee! it'' (Jones

'Z'.

Sc"i.l'all, !Jl C . S. ltl, 18:3), the ·whole

matter is of no real conseq u nee and i , o nl y incidentall y
interjected into Mr. \\'right'

cros -exa mination with

the apparent purpose of producing confusion.
But even admitting all they may claim for it, are they
thu s to escape this· great patent and the clear and broad
right of the patentees? Why should they? No principle
of law is more elementary and none better

ettled than

that one cannot escape from his acts of t ort by mixing
therewith acts which may not be torts-the tort com
mitted controls, the rest is no defense and is ignored.
Cooley on Torts, Vol. 1, pp. 101-103, 3d Ed ., and cases
cited. In patent cases this situation is controlled by the
rule that added elements or added functions to those
which constitute the infringement are of no consequence.

Hoyt v . Horne, 145 U. S. 302, 309.

.

\

\
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In respect to this very Wright patent Judge Hand
passed on this question and held the patent to be in
fringed in the Paulhan case, 177 F. 261, 265. Indeed, an
infringer may infringe part of the time, or all of the time
his machine is in operation, an applicable doctrine if de
fendants seek refuge under this possible occasional ab
normal condition.

Even the posse sion of an infringing

structure, with the opportunity to use it, and it

capa

bility of infringement, are sufficient to justify and require
an injunction.

Judge Sage in Cillcinnati Ice /II achinc Co.

v. Foss-Scluzcidcr, 31 F. :l69, ±72.
The supreme court, in Sc·wall v. Jones, 91 U. S. 171,
183, held that:

.

"It i not nece ' Sary that the defendant should
employ the plaintiffs invention to as good advan
tage as he employed it, or that the re ult hould be
the same in degree; but it must be the same in kind.
Winalls v. Denniead, 15 How. 330."
\

'

In Winans v. Denmead, speaking of the degree of in
fringement, the court said:
"It must be the same in kind, and effected by the
employment of his mode of operation in substance."
(Blackface always ours.)
Judge Coxe, in Celluborid v. Crolitliion, 23 F. 397, 399,
400, held that to the extent an infringer used the inven
tion, he "pro tanto" infringed.
Also Judge Coxe in Morgan v. Maul, 84 F. 336, 337.
Judges Taft, Lurton and Severens, in King Ax Co. v .

Hubbard, 97 F. 795, 803, said:
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"This is an in tance, not infrequent in patent liti
gation, where the infringer has sought to evade the
claims of a patent. the substance of which he is ap
propriating, by deliberately impairing the function
of one element, without destroying the substantial
identity of structure, operation and result. Sewall
t. 1• Jones, 91 U. S. 111: Coupe ·zi. Weatherhead. 16 Fed.
613; Jfaclzi11e Co. <.'. Bi1111e3 2-± Feel. Cas. 653. This
court, following the supreme court, has pointed out
in a number of cases that, the more meritorious the
patent, the more liberal will the court be in applying
the doctrine of equivalents to cover devices adopted
for the pnrpose of appropriating all that is good in
a patent without rendering the tribute which the
patent law was intended to ecure for a temporary
period, to tho e who by their ingenuity have made
pos. ible real progress in the industrial art . Bundy
Mfg. Co. 'l'. Detroit Time Re o·ister Co., 94 Fed . 52-±;

., '

1,

McConnicl? Harvesting Mach. Co. · v. Aultnian, Miller
& Co., ;3 U. . App. 299, 16 C. C. A. 259 and 69 Fed.
3?1; Wells 'l'. Curtis, 31 U. S. App. 123, 13 C. C. A.
49-±, and 66 Fed. 318; Miller v. 111anufacturing Co.,
151 . S. 186, 207, 14 Sup. Ct. 310 ."
Justice Clifford and J uclge Lowell, in Holbrook v. Small,
Feel. Cas. No. 6595, Vol. 12, said:
"We find the preponderance of the evidence to be,
that the defendants do make and use uch an open
conductor, which operates, or may operate, if the
farmer is disposed to use it so, in the manner pointed
out in the patent." (P. 324.) This was held to be
infringement.

In Shelby v. Delaware Co., 151 F . 62, 72, t h e court said :
"A misuse, detracting from its ut ility, does not
change the mechanical combination or the essential
character of the device. Penfield v. Chambers, 92

1111111
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Fed. 630, 34 C. C. A. 579; King 'L'. H11bbard, 97 Fed.
795, 38 C. C. A. -±23. The mechanism being ub
stantially the same, it is the possibilities that reside
in it, under ordinary and proper use, that are to de
cide; and as to that there can be no question here.
The defendants, if they desire. may retract the man
drel, o as to produce a twist, but to do so is a per
version, the natu ral operation being the other way;
and the resultant product, when the machine is cor
rectly and normally run, being the same as that of
the complainants, the last pretence for distinguish
ing it i removed and infringement is made out."
This was affirmed by the court of appeals, Judge Dal
las, Gray and Buffington, 160 F. 928.
We do not believe any such contention a the forego
ing indicate is really material, but have thu noticed the
matte r in order that the c urt may not be misled or be
in the dark regarding our position.

An l all this bring

us back to a matter already explained.

\Ve refer to

sameness o'f parts and sameness of adjustment of parts,
w ith the sameness of result, in the machine of the patent
and defen dants' machine.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE RECOVERY OF BAL
ANCE IN THE WRIGHT AND CURTISS
MACHINES
Wright

Machine.

(Per

Defendants' Machine.

Patent.)

To recover balance, rear

To recover balance, rear

edge of the low wing is

edge of the low aileron is

depressed to secure more

depressed to secure more

lift on the low side.

lift on the low side.

The rear edge of the

The rear edge of the high

high wing is raised to se

aileron is raised to secure

cure less lift on the high

less lift on the high side.

side.
The depressing of the

The depressing of the

rear edge of the low wing,

rear edge of the low ail

and the raising of the rear

eron and the raising of the

edge of the high wing al

rear edge of the high ail

ways

produces a larger

eron normally produces a

angle of incidence on the

larger angle of incidence

low wing.

on the low wing.

The vertical rudder is al

The vertical rudder is

ways turned toward the

always turned toward the

high wing for the purpose

high wing for the purpose

of equalizing the speeds

of equalizing the speeds of

of the two wings, or in

the two wings, or increas

creasing the speed of the

ing the speed of the low

low wing.

wing.

l

L
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It will be noted that exactly the same parts are used
in the two machines; that the adjustments of th ese parts
are always in exactly the same directions; that the ob
jects and principles involved in the different adjustments
are exactly the same, and the final results the same.
The only difference in the two machines is that in a few
rare circum tances the angle of incidence of the high
aileron of the defendants' machine may happen to be
momentarily slightly greater instead of less than the.
angle of the low aileron, the vertical rudder still being
turned as usual, toward the high side.
Prior Art.

Defendants prattle about prior art!

There was

no fl ying machine art before the Wright invention.
wa

speculation.

All

Nothing exi ted but a paper science.

Flying prop sal had been legion; Aying dogma, contra
dictory, impo ible, plausible, was rif , but of art, there
was nothing-only a long, unbroken, barren field, with
not a surviving usable thing to mark the way-nothing
save here and there a broken wreck of failure; all mute
witnes es that there was no art. And defendants do not
claim to have an actual anticipation of complainant' s pat
ent. But the first th ing to note is how they have endeav
ored to treat the matter. This is their way:
(a) In respect to every printed publication, they have
attempted to a.dd to it, under the guise of explaining it to
t he court, by using terms applicable only to the Wright
invention and defendants' mach ine, and by attributing
meanings and functions to the contents of these publica
tions w hich were meani ngs and fu nctions unknown be
fore the knowledge of this invention .

•
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(b)

In respect to every old patent relating to any pro

posal, they have followed the like course, plus always
speaking of any device pictured in any patent as "used;"
saying, for instance, this man "used," the other man
"used," so and so.
This insidious method has been employed throughout,
wherea their own evidence hows no ingle instance of
the actual building or using of any machine proposed in
any patent they cite. Their historical expert, Mr. Zahm,
was cross-examined practically patent by patent as to
whether any one of them had been reduced to practice
and put into use, and he could and did name 1w instance
of the kind.

(Def. Rec. 409, 4-± , 449-452, 454, 463, 464.)

To the contrary, he wrote that letter aying the Wright
were the fir t to ucceed in making an actual flying ma
chine-a fact he then desired to record so as to show their
countrymen that the specialists of their day had so de
clared.
The only instances of record where others built ma
chines before the Wrights were in tances of experimental
gliders by Lilienthal and Pilcher abroad, both of whom
were killed before completing even their experiments; and
Mr. Chanute in this country, who likewise abandoned the
project and afterwards openly declared the Wrights to
have succeeded, having been their guest at their testing
camp; and also the experiments of Maxim in England,
Ader in France, and our own Prof. Langley; all of whom
retired from the undertaking without success.
So the court may enter upon an inspection of the pub
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lications and patents set up with the knowledge of the
historic fact that the Wrights were the first men in the
history of the world to construct and operate a practical
and successful flying machine in which the problem of
maintaining and recovering lateral balance, as set forth
in their patent and as used by defendants, was the funda
mental feature-the feature which solved the riddle of
human flight.
Again, we wish the court to approach these matters
with two rules of law clearly recalled and in mind; first,
that as to printed publications they must be taken for
what they contain in themselves, "without a sistance of
local knowledge or expert additions;" and, econd, as to
former patent the ame rule applies, with the additional
rule that later patentees are not precluded by the em
bryonic and shapeless ideas found in former patents any
more than they are by such undeveloped matter existing
elsewhere. The last rule is particularly pertinent to this
case becau e the defendants have not proved that any of
the proposals in the prior patents ever operated in prac
tice, and because the admitted history of flying is one
long, unbroken protest against the practicability of any
such structure so disclosed in these undeveloped matters
prior to the Wright invention.
A few quotations from adjudicated cases will serve to
confirm in the mind of the court the soundness of the
attitude we here take and the correctness of the rules in
voked.
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A D PATENTS

Publications. The Court of Appeal for the Second Circuit in

Badische v. Kalle, 104 F. 802, Judrres \i\/allace, Lacombe
and Shipman, Judge Lacombe writing the opinion, held:
''A prior publication * * * mu t be given ef
fect in accordance with what it actually com muni
cates to the public and expert testimony cannot be
received * * * to give it the effect it ' ould haye
if reconstructed o as to di clo e matter which it
might or should have stated, but which it in fact did
not." (First Syllabus.)

In Cohn v . U. S., 93 U. S. 366, 3 0, the court said:
"It must be admitted that unle s the publi hed
cle cription does exhibit the later patented invention
in suc)1 a full and intelligent manner a to enable
per ons killecl in the art * * * to comprehend
it without a i tance from the patent, or to make it
* * * it i in ufficient to invalidate the patent."
Al o, Canzeron ·u.

aratoga, 159 F. 453, by the same court.

In Seymour v. McCormick, 19 How. 96, the rule i laid
I

down that
"a publication * * * is evidence of nothing el e
but the description of the thing in controver y, and
i not evidence of the ucces ful operation of the
machine, though it states that it was ucce sful."
These several authorities exclude as evidence the as
sertions and inferences of Messrs. Zahm and Waterman,
while they also show that the Ader article is legally in
sufficient.

Prior Patents, Unreduced to Practice. In Cimiotti v. America,
115 F . 498, 500, the C. C. A. for the 6th Circuit, speaking
of an alleged anticipation, said:
"For nearly twenty years it remained nothing but
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an ambiguous description of incomprehensible draw
ings. It emerged from oblivion olely to meet the
exigencies of this litigation. Since the success of
the device of the patent every effort has been made
by infringer to evade it by introducing peciou
changes of form, and yet, if v e are to accept the
contention of appellant, there is an operative ma
chine in exi tence doing the work as well as the ma
chine of the patent in uit and free to any one who
de ires to use it. Is not the presumption almost con
clu ive that it was not used because it wa not
usable?"
Al o Farmers v . S pru!?s, 121 F. 691; Da31light v. Ameri

ca11, 14 F. 454: · Potts ·v. Creager, 91 F. 18.
In Canda v. Michiaan, 124 F. 4 G, the Court of Appeal
for the

ixth

ircuit, Judge Lurton,

ever n and \Van

ty, remarked with great force:
"Inventors are not precluded by the embryonic
and shapele
ideas found in former patent , any
more than they are by uch undeveloped matter el e
where."
This last pertinent deliverance describes exactly the
status of the prior patent offered by defendants-"em
bryonic and hapeless ideas," "found in former patents,''
"undeveloped matter."

Defendants at bar are offering

no proof, and could offer none, that the "undeveloped
matter" found in these old patents ever performed flight
or could navigate the air.

On this point the C. C. A. for

this circuit in Kirchberger v. American, 128 F. 599, said:
"The Buller patent does not anticipate the patent
in suit because: (1) the defendants have failed to
show that it is capable of successful operation, or
that the objections thereto were such as could be
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obviated without the exercise of the faculty of in
vention," etc.
Several Engli h patents are referred to herein by the
defendants. In Westinglwuse v. Great

orthern, 88 F. 25 ,

263, the C. C. A. for this circuit also said:
"The prophetical suggestion in English patents of
what can be done, when no one has ever te ted by
actual and hard experience and under the tress of
competition the truth of these suggestions, or the
practical difficultie in the way of their accomplish
ment, or even whether the suggestions are feasible,
do not carry conviction of the truth of these frequent
and vague tatements * * * and the result
which was then reached i not shaken by merely a
single sentence in the Engli h patent."

Zahm on So-Called Art. Regrettably, his fir t sentence is di 
ingenuous. He says the "practical and permanent art of
gliding by man
of Lilienthal."

*

*

*

dates from the experiments

But there was nothing "permanent"

about his experiments, and, therefore, nothing really
practical. When he was killed his experimental machine
passed out and was only resumed, with

ome modifica

tions, by Pilcher in some desultory experiments, when he,
too, was killed in attempting to carry on his work. Then
there were the experiments with similar apparatus by
Mr. ~hanute, discontinued shortly after Lilienthal's death
in 1896. It is on this record that Mr. Zahm was willing
to state on his oath that a "practical and permanent art"
existed.

And it must be remembered, too, that these

experimental machines were merely composed of upper
and lower planes, with a rod running out from the rear
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bearing two fins, one horizontal and one vertical much
after the fa hi on of feathers on an arrow. None of them,

had any mea11s of rnaintaining equilibrium. The experiment
er arranged to su pend his body downward from the
lower plane, and by acrobatical performance

hifted it

to the high side of the machine when it tipped.

The

thing wa utterly incapable of having a motor applied to
it; and the testimony here hows that Mr. Chanute would
not attempt to apply a motor to hi rnachines. but, after
witnessinO' the flights of the ·w right machine, advised
them that they had reached the point where a motor
could, in hi

judgment, be applied.

We have already

spoken of this.
Mr. Zahm wound up his clepo ition by drawing four
conclu ions.

The fir t refer

to the e experimental

glider , of which he amu ingly states they were "capable
of carrying a passenger and of being controlled in flight."
Observe he says "controlled." That was his way of acl
vi ing the court that the experimenter kicked his limbs
and wiggled his body.

That a man would testify that

such a manual performance was a "capability" of the

machine is illustrative at least of Dr. Zahm.
His second stated conclusion i that "vertical rudders
for steering an aeroplane to the right or the left at

th~

will

of the pilot were well known" prior to 1901. (Italics ours.)
But this is emphatically Dr. Zahm again, for he ays "at
the will of the pilot" as though pilots had flown before
that date and had actually u eel uch rudders. On cross
examination he was unable to point out a single machine
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pictured in any of the prior patents that had actually
been built and flown so that "the will of the pilot" could
be exercised.

As instances of such rudders he cite the

Henson, Crepar, l\1axim, Ader and l\Iattullath, but as
these were never reduced to practice, ~Ir. Zahm was not
stating a fact, but prattling a speculation of his own that
the rudders pictured would "steer an aeroplane."

?\fr.

Wright points out, from practical experience, that there
11

is in fact no teerino- function to vertical rudders in the
ordinary sense when they are applied to aeroplane .
When turned to one side, they merely cau e the machine
to change its longitudinal axi to the line of flight and
skid along ort of edgewise or "crab fa ·hion," one ide
going- lightly faster and in advance of lhc other, withoul
changing the cour c of lhe machine, clue t
the rudder.
a

But thi

any action of

forward corner gathers pressure,

it is traveling lightly faster than the remaining por

tions, and thi pres ure causes it to lift or "bank." Then
a change of direction takes place, due to
and banking.
1 1

(Comp. Rec. 543- ~,

. 62.)

uch pre sure
Dr. Zahm

either did not know this or withheld it from the court.
Moreover, there is no claim, per sc, for a mere rudder in
the Wright patent.
His third conclu ion 1s that "horizontal rudders for
steering an aeroplane up and down" were well known
prior to 1901. Here again he speak of "well known" as
though it were really known that aeroplanes could be
steered up and down, whereas there had been no aero
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plane in the air to be teered by a horizontal rudder.
Chanute'

Mr.

experimental rod with the fixed fins had no

teering function, was not intended to haYe any, was not
operable by the experimenter, and had no movement o n
a horizontal axi . Such is the limit of the record in this
re pect.
His final stated conclusion is that before 1901 "aileron
and wing warping mcchani

111

for controlling the lateral

poi e of the aeroplane were well known;"

aying

ome

of the e ''we re operated by the pilot at will, either to
gether with or independent of the vertical rudder.''

He

refers to the Boulton, John ston, ).fattullath and . der de
vice

to

upport this

that, as far a
made.

tatement, but el ewhere admits

he knew,

\\'hat the e

11

ne of these device were ever

peculation

do really di. cl s

pointed out by 1\1 r. Wright, to which we refer later.

uf

fice it to ay that thi conclu ion of Mr. Zahm is utterly
unju tifiable and i based up n what i not the fact, that
these thing were perated by the pilot at will. On eras 
examination he was a keel i{ the patents he had been re
ferring to were ever reduced to practice, and reluctantly
admitted that they had not been.

Asked specifically a

to each of these patents, he testified a follows:

Maxim British Patent 1,683, of 1889. Was this ever built and
in use? " Jot to my knowledge." And you know thac
substantially this machine was tried and failed in Eng
land? A. So far as I am aware, it was constructed, but
never given a trial flight off the ground.
25, Def. Rec. 409.)

(XA. 24, XA.
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Marriott Patent. What success did he have with this patent?
A. I do not know whether it wa ever constructed. (XA.
64, Def. Rec. 448.)

English Patent to Harte. \ hat succe
apparatus? A. I do not know.

did he have with this
(XA. 65, Def. Rec. 448.)

When did you first learn of this patent? A. Since I be
11

came engaged in the present suit.

(XA. 66, lb.)

Johnston Patent. What success did he have?

I do not

A.

know whether he ever built it. When did you first learn
of it?

A.

Since l became engaged in this suit.

(XA.

67, XA. 68, lb.)

Boulton Patent. What success did he have? A. Not aware
Boulton ever constructed it.
had

(XA. 69, lb.)

een the "controlling device"

Add

o di closed

fully applied by Mr. Curtiss, but admit

he

ucces 

that this was

after the institution of this suit and after Zahm had read
the Wright patent.

(XA. 70-72, lb. 449.)

a mi leading and incorrect

This was also.

tatement, as will be

een

when we refer to the complainant' evidence in rebuttal.

Crepar Patent. What success did he have? A. Don't know
whether ever constructed. First read Crepar patent after
engaged in this suit.

Mouillard Patent.

(XA. 73-4, lb.)

What success did he have?

A.

Made

some brief :flights in Africa with a glider of this character,
"as l remember."

Do not know that he ever constructed

one exactly like this patent. He died without leaving any
of his apparatus in use.

(XA. 75 , 81, lb. 449-52.)

v,
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Langley Experiments. Zahm had aid that before the Mattul
lath application (1900) aeroplanes had flown and bal
anced them elves.

Asked to give the name, place and

date, he cited the Langley experiments.
model or

He fir t saw a

mall machine that "did not carry a man be

cause it wa not de igned to do so." This was followed
by a man-carrying aeroplane which "did fly uccessfully,"
say Dr. Zahm, adding ''I refer to

leriot's flight on an

aeroplane directly copied after Langley's, as recorded
~1emoir

Langley'
1911."

i11

on Mechanical Flight, published in

Pres ed on this, he admitted that this Bleriot

flight in a

o-called Langley was not until 1907, which

wa over four year after the celebrated December, 1903,
flight of the Wri ht

ro . (XA. 95-97, Def. Rec. 457- .)

This show. the ingenuity

f Dr. Zahm in trying to es

tablish practicability in the Langley miniature machine
of 1 96 by claiming that, eleven years later, such a ma
chine wa succe sfully flown on a scale large enough for
a man.

Be ide , this was not even as a matter of per

onal knowledge; he had
98, lb. 458.)

"rea~"

and "heard" it.

(XA.

ut the e Bleriot machine were not pat

terned after Langley's model, but after the Wright pat
rnt. Judge Hand has twice decided that the Bleriot ma
chines imported into this country were infringements of
this patent. These decisions were in Wright v. Paulhan,
177 F. 261, and in Wright v. Grahame-White, not yet re
ported.

Both the Langley models and the later larger

Langley machine had the planes set at dihedral angles,
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that i , inclining upward from the inner to the outer end
This, the only man-carrying ize machine, wa broken in
an attempt to launch it fr

111

the deck of a boat, fell over

board and ended it career and likewise Prof. Langley's
experiment .

(X . 100-105, Def. Rec. 460-1.)

All this
----is more fully explained in Mr. Wright' depo ition. (XA.
116-18, Comp. Rec. :iGS-9; Ans. 13, 14, Ib. 650.)

Henson Patent.

What succes did he meet with or was the

machine ever built? A.

I am not aware Henson or his

contemporarie tried to con truct a pa enger aeroplane
embodying his patent.

::\Ir. Zahm tried to introduce a

reference to an experimental Henson-Stringfellow model,
tc ted indoor , but without succe
effort to qualify the admi
461-5.)

ion.

. Thi

he did in an

(X.. 102-111, Def. Rec.

This ummanzc thi branch

f Dr. Zahm's te 

timony.

In his direct he attributed functions and purposes to
these old patent

not contained in their

pecification .

ros -examined on these point , he, again reluctantly, ad
mitted the ab ence from the specifications of the attrib
utes and operations he had so attributed to them.

For

instance, he had spoken of the l\Iouillard patent as dis
closing wings having "flexible rear marginal tips pro
vided with suitable control cords by which the pilot can
change their angle of incidence as desired." Asked if the
pecification so stated, then to quote the language, he
finally answered that it did not specifically so state.

He

had also stated that by changing the incidence of the

I

l
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marginal tip , Mouillard could "exert a balancing torque
about the longitudinal axi ."

sked if the specification

so stated, he answered "it does not so state, so far as I
observe."

(XA. 45-4 , Def. Rec. 41 t-19.)

See also X~ .

12, 13, 16, Def. Rec. 405, 406, a to the Marriott patent;
XA. 1 -21, lb. 401-403, as to the Crepar patent; XA. 32,
lb. 412, as to the Henson patent; XA. 33, 34, lb. 412, a to
there being no vertical and horizontal rudder shown m
the drawing

of the Boulton patent.

He then tries to

find such rudders by quoting a " ingle sentence" (West

inghouse

'Z'.

Great Northern, supra) from a patent of many

pages, that "Vanes acted on by self-acting mechanism of
a kin<l similar to that above de cril ed may also be u ed
when desired for keeping the ve el in a fixed cour e, both
vertical and horizontal." He claim this obscure pa age
di clo e an "operable vertical rudder, or pair of reverse
turning vertical rudders" at oppo ite ends of the machine,
and "a horizontal rudder, or pair of reverse turning hor
izontal rudder ."

But a

thi

brief passage makes no

uch statements, Mr. Zahm proceeded with much labor
to try to upport his conclusion.
Finally, this was his method:

If in an ol~ patent he

could pick out a vertical rudder, it was to steer the ma
chine at the will of the pilot. If he could find a horizon
tal rudder, no matter what its environment or mechan
ical association , he would say it would enable the pilot
to direct the up and down course.

If he would spy out

in an old drawing a plane on a transverse horizontal
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hinge or axis, should the same be at the sides instead of
directly behind or directly in front, of the pictured ma
chine, he would . ay here are aileron , and would attribute
lateral balancing function

to them, whether

uch func

ti on wa , ref rrecl to or not in the specification.

If he

would find, a - in the case of .'.\louillarcl, a little flap indef
initel y described and pictured to be pulled down near the
wing tips, one onl y at a time, on the theory of turning
the machine in that manner, or ·w ould find, as alone in the
. cler publication, a wing \vh o e curvature was vaguely
de. cribed as being changeable, not it inclination or inci
d nee, he would forthwith, in either ca e,. ay h re was the
" ing warping principl , and proceed t

attribute theret

all the functi ons he had learned from reading the \ right
patent. ]f th court will bear the e uggcstion

in mind

and lo k over the te. timony, he will be impre ed with
the accuracy of onr critici ms.

ut then it mu t be re

membered that the Dr. Zahm, who testified in

ew York,

was not the same Dr. Zahm, in respect to his statements,
who wrote the \!Vright Bro . years before declaring they
were the first to achieve man flight, and wi hing to his
torically record that fact for future generations to read.

Wright on So-Called Prior Art.

He first correctly say

"\Vhen a poem or prophe y is incomplete, men often
attempt to find meaning

which they desire to find re

crarclless of the oribcrinal meaning of the author, and the

h

ame is true of patent

pecifications and published de

criptions." Precisely this ha been attempted by defen
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dant .

'They have per istently imported into the e old

prior matter

the light and meaning gathered from the

\\'right pecification. All the prior patents and publica
tions relied on come imply to thi :
(a)

That they were mere speculations, never reduced

to practice-never built and never ftown, and incapable
of flight.
(b) That the authors of such speculations did not haYe
a knowledge, a Judge Hand puts it in Wriglit

'l'.

(177 F. 270), "of the nece sary interrelation

Pa11/lw11

* * *

between the several parts which go to make up'' the
\\'right invention, with their actions and coactions.
a~h of the publications and

A cl tail d discu sion
patenL is ter_ely given
tion, pp. 615-665, 681,

111

1r. Wright's sec nd deposi

omp. Rec. \\' c do not her r peat

his excellent expo ition, but earne tly invite the court
to read through those few pages.
The

repar, Johnston, Marriott, ~1ouillard, and Lam

son patents, and the l\I attullath application, and the Aclcr
publication were all before Judge Hand in the ca ' C ju t
cited and dispo ed of by him.

(l 17 F. 26 -211.)

Of the Crepar, Johnston and l\1arriott patent taken
together he aid: "These are all for lateral planes to
dirigible balloons. The whole problem is so entirely dif
ferent when suspension i

effected by a reservoir con

taining a lighter gas than air that there is not the least
re emblance between the patents and the patent in suit."
Of the Lamson he said: "I cannot see any relevancy
in this patent."
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Of the Mouillard he said:

* * *

"The machine

had no tail whatever and to depress the marginal edge of
one wing would have only resulted in entirely di sturbing
th e equilibrium which he might have attempted to reto re.

The depres ing of one wing was meant only to

turn the aeroplane."
Finally, Judge Hand said:

"*

* *

I cannot find

that any one prior to their patent had flown with the pat
ented ystem , and that the change
ha

* * *

defendant

made are no more than equivalents which do not re

lieve him from infringement."

(1 7 F. middle 271.)

In view of the foregoing we deem it unneces ary to
further notice the alleged prior art, except a to several
matters that are more or le

complicated and a refer

ence to which may lighten the labor of the court.

Ader Printed Publication-"Revue de L'Aeronautique." This
relates to a number of speoulative de igns for aeroplane·
of different tyles, none of which were ever built accord
ing to the drawings and description in the publication,
and none of which would have flown if built.

Indeed,

none can be built from such an indefinite, confused and
intricate disclosure.

Mr. Zahm had to make interpola

tions, add meanings, adopt additional drawings, apply
reference letters, and even substitute movable pulleys for
fixed pulleys, and also even propose or claim new move
ments of parts not described, all in an effort to show
what the Ader publication discloses, in support of a fur
ther effort to liken the same to the Wright patent.

Mr.
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\Vright correctly characterizes Zahm's new creation as
the Zahm-Ader machine.

Zahm, urged on by the neces

sity to . how warping, included in hi ~ te timony an addi
tional

drawing,

\\Tarped."

"Defendant '

Exhibit,

Ader

Wings

This drawing they made to suit their pur

pose ; it is inaccurate, and is new mattter not found in
the publication, and not agreeing with what is disclo ed
in the publication drawings or description.
tion show thi and ~Ir. \V right ha

An inspec

fuly explained it in

answer to Q. 5, Comp. Rec. 687. As far as one can make
out from the publication, Ader, without Zahm's revision,
proposed the e thing :
(1)

To have wing a lju table forward and backward,

after the manner d ne by bird
wing

when they swinCT their

mewhat forward and then

omewhat rearward,

relative to the point of attachment to their bodies.
(2)

To have fingers or ''phalanges'' near the margins

of the wings which could be spread apart or drawn to
gether, a

one may do with his finger , to increase or

lessen the area, webs being between the fingers, some
thing like the webs between the toes of the duck's foot.
(3)

Possibly to lift such fingers up or down by

o

moving the forearm as to set upward or set downward
the wing tip , a similar movement being exhibited by the
buzzard when they curl their wing tips upward.

(This

up and down movement of the forearm is stated by Zahm
and denied by Wright, but this is not material, as Wright
says such movement of the arm will not warp the wing,

I

----

-

-
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while Zahm admits as much and implies a rotation of
the arm about its axis to produce the kind of warp de
fendants desire. Comp. Rec. 626-7.)
(4)

To change the curvature of the concave under

side of the wings.
These matters are obscurely disclo ed in the publica

I
I

I

tion, but so far a can be made out from the conglome
rated description and intricate, confusing and inaccurate
drawing , the Ader proposal involved the foregoing four
ideas, though as to the third item the doubt is so pro
nounced that different men find emphatically different
thing , as tated in the parenthetical entence under item
3. At all events there is no mov ment indicated which
would change the angle of incidence f the wing margin ,
and no mechanism obscurely or otherwise di closed
which would effect that operation, and no knowledge is
hown of any result to come therefrom even if effected.
Defendant have strained the tran lation o a to use the
word 'warp,'' but the better translation would be "dis
tort," as testified to by Mr. Wright.

I ,

In one place the publication

(Comp. Rec. 62 .)

tates that it was only

when Ader tried to pass from little models to large aero
planes that he began to "perceive the fearful distance
which separates the original conception of the problem
from its ultimate realization."

In another place it say

"that as to the directions of the axes and to the numerous
details of the articulations, their complexity would ren
der any de cription of them difficult."
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Finally, as howing how untrustworthy are the deduc
tion of the peculations of defendants, it should be noted
that. in the only machine Ader constructed, he omitted
altogether the general movements or features designated
2, 3 and 4 above, and employed only of those features
number 1.

Mr. Wright testifies:

''The Ader machine, con tructed without the gen
eral movements number 2, 3 and ±, was given a
ecret trial before the French Army Commi sion in
1897. Various rumors concerning the results were
publi hed in newspapers and gradually grew until
the :\lini ter of War, in 1910, permitted the official
report of the Commis ion to become public. The re
port commend the motor very highly. It further
tale that the machine did not leave the ground, but
that. while it was running along with only a mall
part of the power turned n, a gu t of wind rolled
it over and wrecked it. No attempt wa cv r mad
to continue the enterpri e, the government having
refu d to advance further funds." (Comp. Rec.
636.)
This machine was later fitted up for preservation in a
mu eum. Mr. Wright states:

'In the machine built for the French government,
the wing had but one movement; a general forward
and backward movement. During the course of the
\V right French patent uit, the court made a vi it to
the mu eum to examine thi machine, and I, myself,
while in France to testify in this case, examined it.
I found that push rod extended from the right and
left arms, which formed parts of parallelograms sim
ilar to those shown in Fig. 1, plate 14, of thi p~bli
cation, to a single nut mounted on a longitudinal
screw in the car. The screw was operated by a hand

I

--

--

==-~
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wheel within reach of the aviator. By turning the
crew 30 or 40 times the nut forced the two wing
imultaneousl y forward or backward a distance of
four or five inches. There was abs lutely no other
means of moving the wing , or any part of them,
during flight. The elbciw and forearm were rigidly
fastened again t either up and down or rotary move
ment. The hand joint were likewise fastened
ao-ainst any movement. The finger were single
pieces of wood without joints, except at the point
where they touched the hand, and there they were
rigidly fa tened against any movement. Of the four
principle movements in the printed publication, only
the first one was embodied in the actual machine. *
* * There wa ab olutely no provision of any kind
to warp the wing. , nor to vary the clearee of curva
ture of the fingers.
n examination of the machine
a built throws no light whatever upon the meaning
of the printed publication a regard the third and
fourth principle mov ments which the defendant
cite as anticipation of the principle of the patent
embodied in the uit." (Comp. Rec. 623-4.)

Judge Hand on Ader. He fully considered thi

ame publica

tion and held that it was "quite clear that the patented
combination wa

not included or under tood by him"

(Ader). He says the publication proposed four primary
parts: "corps" (body) ; "ailes" (wings) ; "force motrice"
(power plant or motor); and "propulseur" (screw or pro
peller).

Judge Hand then says that in enumerating the

"seven constituent parts" of the corps, the "gouvernail
vertical" (the rudder) is not mentioned, and that "it was
clear that the rudder was no part of the machine" (for
use if in the air) and was "to be moved to direct the ma-

1
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chine upon the ground," being connected to a caster
ground wheel.

(177 F. 269-270.)

This finding of Judge

Hand is confirmed by the further testimony of Mr.
Wright, who

ays:

'The publication contains a refer

ence to an optional rudder, but there is no mention that
it is nece sary or intended to be used in flight.

The only

mention of operating it is in connection with the mention
of the operation of the rear wheel, and was apparently
intended to assist the latter while maneuvering on the
ground."

(Comp. Rec. 635.)

For a fuller statement of

the Ader publication see Mr...Wright's deposition, p. 622
ct seq., Comp. Rec.

We think the foregoing sufficiently disposes of the
Ader publication. It neither disclo e the Wright rnecha
ni m, nor a conception by Ader of the Wright principle
of invention, and does not measure up to the require
ments of law in re pect to being a full, clear and accurate
disclo ure, sufficient, in and of itself, from which to build
an operative machine.

In connection with the Ader Publication, the language
of Judge Shipman in the ca e of American Graphophone Co.
v. Leeds, 87 Fed. 873, is very pertinent:

"This patent contained some of the suggestions
and sketches of various sorts and kinds which Mr.
Edison had thought of or had made during hi ex
periments upon a subject novel, intricate, and scien
tific, which required manifold and delicate experi
ments, and in which he took a great interest. Some
of his surmises and beliefs in regard to what could
be or might be done were thrown into this patent.
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The defendant ' expert, with manifest con ciousne s
of the difficulties in the text, translate the language
of the de cription of Figs. '2{, :~-:1: and 37 to mean
that Edison had in his mind a gravity reproducer, or
to how that uch a reproducer can be inferred from
the language. These de cription. are confessedly
vague, and it i confes edly difficult to know the in
terpretation which the writer placed upon some of
the words which he uses. Bell and Tainter made an
actual, living invention which the public are able to
use, and a court is not called upon to struggle to de
cipher an anticipation in the unfini hed work and the
surmi es of earlier students of the same subject."
The language of the same court in the ca e of Under
< 'Ood Type7. ritcr Co.

7.1•

Elliott Fisher Co., 165 Feel. 921, i ,

al o strongly in point:

"In Amcrican Craphoplione Co111f1a113

1

<'.

Leeds ( .

.)

7 Fed. 1 ;~, 81 G, J udgc hipman said, in . ubstance,
that a court i not called upon to truggle t decipher
an anticipation in the unfini heel work and urmi e ~
of earlier student on the same ubject. and I am of
opinion that a court is not ju tifiecl in finding antici
pation in an old and discarded device, the meaning
of which i ob. cure an l puzzles expert.."

Mattullath Application.

The record show

we have invited

the fullest inquiry into this alleged invention in order to
set at rest all question regarding it. On defendants' mo
tions, first before Judge Mayer and then before Judge
Hazel, to get alleged evidence from the Mattullaths and
their counsel, though knowing and recognizing that what
they ought was immaterial and of no legal con equence,
we appeared only as amiws curiae. They sought to get any
letters that had passed between the deceased Mattullath
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and any person

with whom he was

upposed to have

conferred relative to his speculation .

1 o to get copie ·

of corre ponclence between the Mattullaths and the Pat
ent Office in connection with the revival proceedings in
·tituted t o revive the abandoned ~Iattullath applicati on.
Al o any letter · written by the Wrights to the ~1attul
laths. And, finally , information as to any model ~1attul
lath may have made.

None of the se things were ma

terial or could be sub tituted in law for the requirement
that to make the Mattullath available it mu st have been
reduced to practice before the -W right invention .

But

we sugge ted on those motion , which were conte st s be
tween defendant
ests, that the
t r

and coun sel for the

~Iattullath

inter

Jattullaths be required to produce any let

th y had fro m the ·w right , and t

an wer the

que tion of wheth r the 1Iattullath invention wa

ever

carried t o the point of con tructi n and operation. Ju lge
Mayer so ruled and defendants have availed themselve
of that ruling, with the result that the only letter from
either of the Wrights to the Mattullath , that by Mr.
Wilbur

vV right to Miss Mattullath, i produced; and

that the witnes e have all stated that 1attullath never
built his proposed machine.

Defendants' Second Proof on Mattullath.
opened for this further evidence.

The case wa

re

It comes to simply this:

(a) That Mattullath never built, or got to the point of
building, a man-carrying machine; (~) that in 1901 and
1902 he experimented as to wind pressures on small sur
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faces at different angle

and made a model horizontal

propeller, and died in December, 1902, after expending
something like $15,000, supplied by some "inve tors;"
(c) that he was vi ionary enough to propose a machine
from 200 to 1,000 feet long, but never reached the point
of building any machine of any length; (d) that Zahm
and the other per ons who met him, first did so in the
fall or winter of 1899, many months after the Wrights
had made their invention, as explained below.
Only two other matters need be noted.

One is that

according to the exhibit of the transcript of the record in
the proceedings to revive the Mattullath application, 1\Ir.
ehrens of the Mattullath family, got a letter from Dr.
Zahm in January, 1903, an wering one from Behrens to
him, stating that Mr. 1\1attullath "left nothing of value
as regards flying machines or anything else," and "that
o far as he knew there was nothing of value left by Mr.
Mattullath." Mr. Zahm was cro -examined as to such
letter and skillfully dodged a direct answer.
Ans. 17-23, Def. Rec. 688-9.)

(XQs. and

Also, that in August, 1909,

Zahm procured access to the Mattullath application and
later disclosed the same to counsel for defendants, and
still later testified about the Mattullath proposal, giving
it a different aspect from that he gave in his letter six
years before, 1903-that Mattullath left nothing of value.
(XAns. 24-36, Ib. 690-3; Court of ppeals MattuJlath
Opinion, Def. Rec. 762.)
Next, that a letter from Mr. Mattullath in February,
1900, to Mr. Grimes, an "investor," was offered. It con
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tains several questionable statements, a that "I saw An
drews who promised that Penrose would give me a very
good introduction," apparently meaning that Senator
Penro e was to introduce him to the Commi sioner of
Patents, with the view to putting "pressure" on Exam
iner Townsend.

(Def. Rec. 714.)

An effort was made

to get Laub and ?-.IcKee to attribute balancing function
to the side planes of the Mattullath application, to sup
plement what i wanting in the di closure of the applica
tion; Laub A. 6, l\1cKee A. 5, re ponding to leading and
sugge tiva questions.

fr. Grimes said he furni shed $1,000 to

Iattullath to

go to Wa hington and file hi patent applications. Thi
and the $15,000 expended and the fact that Mattullath
wa

paid a alary for the tw

they had been known io the

year' he experimented, if
ourt of

ppeal in the re

vival proceedings would probably have defeated the ca e
because inconsistent with the poverty plea set up by the
family some nine years later.
While thi whole Mattullath matter is thus shown to
be of no consequence, the record shows the following
further situation, which we shall briefly treat:
(1)

That in June, 1899, the Wrights conceived the

feature of adjusting the wing margins to different angles
of incidence, while the machine was in the air, to control
lateral balance; and that in July, 1899, they carried this
conception into practical and successful experimental
tests on several occasions through a miniature machine.

I
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They extended the warping cords from the machine to
the ground, so that they could change the angle of inci
dence at the margins of the planes, with the machine in
the air, in tead of hortening the e cords and confining
them within the limit of the machine, a i done when
the operator is riding it.

11 this occurred

ix months

before l\Iattullath's application wa filed in January, 1900.
From that time on the Wrights were busily engaged in
carrying this initial reduction to practice into further
effect. Before the ca e at bar wa reopened for the addi
tional proof concerning the Mattullath affair, Mr. Wilbur
Wright had already testified that "My brother and I be
came seriou ly intere ted in the problem. of human flight
in 1 99, a little more than twelve year ago."
Rec. 474.)

(Comp.

The year 1900 and those succeeding found

them busily engag d in carrying the invention into it
full fruition and to the point of merchantable condition,
all as shown in the narrative quoted supra. And between
the summer and fall easons at Kitty Hawk they were
working in their little shop at Dayton, Ohio. Thus the
Wright invention, in its broadest aspect, was conceived
and successfully tested with a trial miniature machine
actually in the air, with the margins adjustable and actu
ally adjusted while riding the wind, some six months be
fore the Mattullath application was filed in the Patent
Office and before the meeting of Mattullath by any wit
ness for defendants.

So aside from every other ques

tion, the Wrights were the first and original inventors

I

I

I
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as against anything and everything di closed in the ).Iat
tullath affair, whether the latter be practicable or not.
(2)
~fr.

The record

how

that in the letter of the late

Wilbur \ right to ).Ii s l\Iattullath the reference to

the death of her father having occurred before the work
of the \V rights really began was a casua~ one, made in a
mo t general way, the \\right

not actually knowing

when he died, but supposing he had been decea ed many
years. The fact now appea~s , from the testimony adduced
by defendant since the letter was written, that

~Ir.

Mat

tullath did not die until December 31, 1902, after the
\Vright invention was reduced to the form embodied in
their patent.

nd we have already een that no witness

herein ev r knew 1\fattullath until ome ix months after
the first or miniature kite form of Wright aeroplane had
been built and tested in Dayton. The

v\ right are seen,

from the record, to haYe first learned of the 1\Iattullath
proposal when it was introduced in evidence in the fall
of 1909, on the injunction proceeding .

Mr. Wilbur

Wright departed this life before he could be recalled fol
lowing the late introduction of thi letter.
(3)

That the

fattullath application, whether aban

doned or revived, cannot con titute an anticipation of the
Wright patent, even supposing it disclosed the Wright
invention and was early enough.

"An invention de

scribed in an application for a patent filed in the Patent
Office is not of itself a bar to a subsequent patent there
for to another." The Cornplanter Patent, 23 V\T all. 181,

•
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211. Sec.

1

of the Act of 1

:rn,

or Sec. 4,8 6 R. S. ''make

a ,'patent' or a 'cle cription in a printed publication' of
the invention claimed, a bar to a further patent there
for, but a mere application for a patent i not mentioned
as

uch a bar.''

(lb.)

A stated, the proof herein not only fail
1attullath ever built and flew hi

propo eel apparatu ,

but even shows that he did not do . o.
pa sed beyond the speculative

to show that

But if he had

tage, and even reached

the experimental stage, which he did not, and had topped
with experiment , hi
take
I
11

application would

'not of itself

uch prior invention or discovery o ut of the cate

gory of un ucce. sfu l experim nt ." (Ih.)

.Nothing Jes

than a ~uccessful prior reduction to pra tic
to defeat a patent c
ing case by the

ering a later in vention.

will

uffi

The lead

upreme Court i Coffin ·u. 0 gdrn, 18 vVall.

120:
"The invention or discovery relied upon a a de
ferise must have been complete, a n d capable of pro
ducing the result sought to he accomplished. The
burden of proof rests upon him [cl fenclant l, and

every reasonable doubt should be resolved against
him. If the thing was embryonic or inchoate; if it
rested in speculation or experiment; if the proce s
pursued for its development had failed to reach the
point of consummation, it cannot avail to defeat a
patent. * * * Unsuccessful and abandoned ex
periments do not affect the val idity of a subsequent
patent." Deering v. Win:ona, 155 U. S. 286 .
Also Cantrell v . Wallie/~, 117 U. S. 689; American v.
Fiber, 90 U . S. 566, 23 Wall. 566 .
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The letters and models defendants sought to get or in
quire about from the }fattullath , even if they exi ted
and had been produced, would have been incompetent
for any uch purpo e. That models do not constitute an
ticipation

is a universally ettled rule, and is nowhere

better stated than by the Court of

ppeals for the Sec

ond Circuit, in American v. Wagner , 151 F. 576, 5 2, where
the authorities are collected and reviewed.
(4)
close?

Finally, what does the :Mattullath application dis
Mr. V\Tright, who had had the broadest experience,

practical and theoretical, of any witnes

appearing on

thi · record, te tifies, unre crvedly, that it is "an utterly
impracticable speculative device, which was never re
duced to practice;'' that "even in the light of pre cnt
clay knowledge an l pr ent-clay motor , it could 1wt be
. reduced to practice;" that "it i

impo ible to lift, or

drive forward at sustaining speed such a machine by
means of the revolving wheels shown, even with the
lighte t motors now known; ' that "it i nowhere stated
that the movable

ide aeroplanes are capable of being

imultaneously adjusted as et forth in claim 3 of the pat
ent in uit ;" that he does "not find any statement that
the vertical steering rudder was different from the verti
cal fixed steering rudders of Lilienthal and Chanute,"
and finds "no statement that it is adjustable, and no men
tion of cords leading into the car·" and that he does "not
find any under tanding on the part of Mattullath of the
relations which must exist between adjustable wings and

•=--
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an adjustable nrtical tail in order to control the lateral
equilibrium of aeroplane ."

And finally that he doe

''not find in thi incomplete and abandoned device either
f the com bin a ti on - ct forth in clai 111 ;3, i, 1-l and 15 of
the patent in nit."

( ornp. Rec. 631-9.)

Ju lge Hand al o found that ~Iattullath did not disc lo
the \Yright iiwenti n. saying, ''It does not appear wheth
er this rudder wa. fixed or not and the application doe '
not include any u e of the rudder to counteract the ef
fect of the differential in the an le of incidence of the
upplementary plan

"

Dr. Zahm say that ~Iattullath

showed hi . cl , ign - to many per, on .

Of this Judge

IIand continue, : "It i. not enough to how such de ign ,
for until the patent be embodied in ome practical form,
it i. not an anticipation. Illmthorpc v . Robertson, 4 Blatch.
301, Feel. Ca . ' o. -1:,408 · Dct. Lumb. I'v1fg. Co. ·u. Renclw.rd,
9 F. 293.

At most ~Iattullath's design were purely ex

perimental, and did not gi\·e to the public that benefit to
which it was entitle l."

Boulton.
I

F. 269.)

Thi wa, n ver reduced to practice.

en led in
I

(1

It began ancl

pe.culati n. The patent was dated in 1868. It

wa never heard of thereafter until resurrected by defen
dants, about forty-two years after its date.
\

It contrib

uted nothing to the solution of the problem of Hight.
Lilienthal, about twenty-eight year

after the Boulton

patent, experimented, found no means of maintaining lat
eral balance, got no re ults from Boulton's teachings, and
was killed.

Pilcher took up substantially Lilienthal's

I
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experiment , got no aid from Boulton, failed, and wa
hanute, who published hi ~ Progres in Flying

killed.
Iachine
po al

in 1 9-!, reviewing therein all the Aying pro

and experiments of which there was record or

legend for a period of about two thou and year

(ab ut

A. D. 61), doe not mention Boulton, but himself experi
mented along the lin e

of Lilienthal and Pilcher. and

finally gave up and later commended the succe s of the e
patentee .
"l\Ir. \ ri ht te tifies, in . ub ' tance, that the Boulton
patent con i ts of speculations of the mo t impracticable
and un . ound nature, relating chie!ly to
gine , which could pos e
u e on an aeroplane.
Boult n

pecifie

A

a

uccc sful

cconclary feature he

an exceedingly incompl te cl

the flying machine to which thi
to be applied.

pecial team en

no po ibility of

ays

ign f r

impo ible motor wa

He was speculatin · concerning improve

ments in a machine which did not exi t, in an art which
had not then been born. The

pecification of it elf does

not prov ide mean to enable any one to reduce the thing
to practice and it does 11ot appear that Boulton ever at

tempted to do so himself. The patent di plays gros ignor
ance of the law governing steam engineering, and many
of the suggestions are merely new forms of the old idea
of lifting one elf into the air by pulling on one's boot
strap .

Although engineer

had pronounced imp os ible

the construction of a wing of sufficient lightnes

and

strength to s upport its own weight and that of a motor
and an operator, Daulton sought to solve that problem
by the simple ex pedient of drawing a line on a sheet of
paper, for that is all he shows to con titute an aeroplane.
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Mr. \Vright further shows that Boulton had no knowl
edge that in such a device as he pictures the center of
pressure on the side planes, which would be in front of
the axis of their support, would cause one alleged balanc
ing plane to turn upward in front and the other down
ward thus pulling the weight to one side and disturbing
the balance of the aeroplane, instead of preserving it. He
points out that l\Ir. Zahm, recognizing this defect, sought
to escape it by saying that each of the side rudders or
aileron vanes had its axis placed forward of the center of
the surface, as now commonly practiced.

But Zahm's

statement was a misrepresentation, as Mr. -W right care
fully measured the side planes b and c in Fig. 5 of the
Boulton patent and found that the axis of each was in the
middle, instead of forward of the center, as stated by
Zahm.

The only excuse for Zahrn's statement is that in

the diagram, Fig. ', the draftsman wa evidently le
careful than in making the main drawing, for the line
representing the rudder c is drawn a little longer past
one side of the center than the other. Of the four illus
trations three show the axis approximately central and
only one a little off center.

Zahm takes the abnormal

ketch and reads into the patent the after-knowledge of
the present day relatip_g to the center of pressure, just as
he amplifies other parts of the Boulton patent.
But even if the axis of both ailerons were located as
in Fig. 7, the center of pressure would still be far in front
of the axis of rotation, and the ailerons would be forced
away from an edgewise position and would draw the
weight to one side and set up a chain of conditions which
would overturn the apparatus. This results from the fact
that the weight d is suspended in such manner that it is
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at its highest point when the aeroplane is horizontal;
and whenever the apparatus tilts, as shown in "Com
plainant'

Exhibit, Diagram Action Boulton Weight,"

reproduced below, the apparatus is in unstable equilibri
um, like an inverted pendulum. Once the weight moves
to one side or the other of it central position, it runs
toward the low tip, further tilting the apparatus as it
goes, until the apparatu

is tilted to a vertical position.

See this illustrative drawing, which shows the position

'\
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of the parts as the weight proceeds downward and to
ward the low side.
Thi~

te timony and drawing are confirmed by the te 

timony of Mr.

rnol<l, who, in the pre ence of counsel

for defendants, tested the exhibit Boulton device in the
open air, with the wind blowing. A he tate , as soon
a a gust of wind struck the machine, the side planes ro
tated on their central axis, turning their surfaces per
pendicularly to the wind, unwinding the cord on one side
and winding it up on the other, thus drawing th weight
to one ide and causing or hastening the lateral capsizing
of the device.

It is a if when an aeroplane tilt down

on one ide, the aviator would lide out to that low side,
and, in doing o, pre ent the ail ron with their faces per
pendicular to the wind.
would do this but once.

It i needle

to

ay that he

Boulfon never tried it even

that once.
Mr. Zahm's next deduction from the Boulton patent
that

oulton di clo e vertical rudder in tandem and

horizontal rudders in tandem. From this he builds up a
Zahm-Boulton organization, neither described nor illus
trated in the Boulton patent. He bases his whole specu
lation on the "single sentence" before referred to.
In the later complete specification, the word "valve "
appears in thi sentence. In the earlier provisional speci
fication, "vane " is the word u ed in the same sentence
instead of "valves."

Which was really intended we do

not know, but as the complete specification corrected
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vane

to valves, and a

in Fig. 2 the drawing shows

valves c and e, it may be that valves is the proper word,
yet it i not seen how any valve , or valves c and e, can
have any function in keeping the vessel on a fixed cour e.
Touching thi , Mr. Wright te tifies, 'I am unable to
understand how 'vanes acted upon by self-acting mech
ani m of a kind similar to that above described' can keep
the ve

el on a fixed cour e horizontally, that is, keep ·it

from turning to right or left. The secret has perished ·with

Boulton.

~Ir.

Zahm has no difficulty in deducing: from

Boulton the things which are known today, but here is
an opportunity to

et forth a di clo ure by Boulton of

omething not known today-an automatic

y tern of

keeping th vessel from turning to right or left on a fixed
cour e. But unfortunately Mr. Zahm i able to g t from
Boulton nothing but what he ha

already learned from

some one other than Boulton. ·when Boulton i the sole
source of his knowledge, he get nothing. But with the
various Wright patent

at hand to

upply knowledge,

he finds no difficulty in extracting from the word 'vanes'
all the knowledge needed to design a Zahm-Boulton aero
plane."
Finally, Mr. V\T right testifies that "Boulton apparently
had no real knowledge of the actual result of adding an
aeroplane to a set of balancing planes.

He shows no

understanding of the difference of resistance resulting
from differences of angle of incidence and its effects on
lateral balance; he show no knowledge of the necessity
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or advantage of an adjustable vertical rear tail m con
trolling lateral balance.''

(Comp. Rec. 645.)

The e side

plane would pre ent flat ide flatly to the wind and not
inclined

urface

having different angles of incidence, if

Boulton's illu trations are followed.
In connection with the Boulton patent, and indeed in
connection with our discussion of the prior I atent - un
reduced to practice, the ca.' e of A 111crica11 Graf'l10plw11c Co.

v. Leeds & Catlin Co., 170 Fed. :3:27, contain

ome very apt

lanauage by Judge Coxe:
"It may be conceded that when Adam -Randall
wrote the languag quoted he was pos ·es ed of an
idea of ome kind, but neither an idea nor a th ughl
i · patentable, and n ither can anticipate a patent.
"In hort, we are unable to ·e that clam ' -Ran
dall' contribution to the art advanced it a ingl
tep. His patent abound in tentative, indetermi
nate and unfea ible ugge tion too nebulou to an
ticipate a patent which has actually shown the art
how to make the.thing needed. In contemplation of
law an invention does not exi t until the inventor'
idea have been reduced to practical form."
We al o call attention to the ca e of Asbestos Shinglr,

etc., Co. v. Johns Manville ~o., 1 -! Fed. 620, in which Judge
Hand stated:
I

I

I\

I

111

"the art must be enriched by more than fruitful in
timation , unte ted suggestions, or pregnant sur
mise before the subsequent comer who has elabo
rated and proved the invention may be deprived of
his right. Happy intuition i no doubt necessary to
an inventor, but it i not the whole of his endow
ment; to benefit hi art he mu t how to other men
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by more than mere ketchy uggestions how they
may practice what he has discovered. Perhaps
ach's patent might have erved a a good tarting
point for real addition to the art, but a it tood it
was no more than that."
Mr. See, Complainant's Expert.

with the Boulton

He deals clearly and fairly

peculation.

He shows that Boulton

proposed a sort of ky-rocket scheme for aerial locomo
tion.

Finding this objectionable, he proposed a number

of rocket bodies, called boiler , intended to produce ga es
and deliver jets.

His patent

founded on that propo ition.

et

forth many schemes

Boulton even say : "Up

ward upport may al o be obtained by causino- a current
or current produced by j t or by motive power of other
kind

* * *

to impinge on a suitable inclined plane."

Ir. See ay thi i like the proposition to erect a big
bellows on the stern of a sailing vessel to blow wind on
the sails, and does not differ substantially from the old
"boot trap proposition."
Mr.

ee further find that Boulton also propose l keep

ing aerial vessel from turning over sidewise by "attach

ing to the

upper side of the aerial vessel receptacles rendered

buoyant .by light or heated gases, which may be replenished
from time to time."

And al o advanced the proposition

of keeping the ves el from turning over

idewi e by

mean of a suspended weight acting on rudders on either
side of the plane.

Fig. 5 hows the plane a tipped side

wise, nothing being shown or said about its having an
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inclination in any other direction, or an angle of inci
Bnt, says Mr. See, "this device set forth in this

dence.

patent would, instead of leveling up the tilted plane, do
ju t the other thing, and tilt it further toward the ver
ical.

The whole

cheme is founded on miscalculation

and over ight, for it is seen that the weight is actually
nearer the low side than the high side of the plane, thus
tending to depress the low side until the plane stands
vertical.
Mr. See also points out the yagueness and uncertainty
concerning the "valves" or ''vanes" in relation to con
trolling a fixed cour e, and conclude

that the Boulton

patent from one encl to the other is not even "half baked."

Curtiss-Wright Photographed Machine.

Defendant

offered

in evidence Curtis Photograph Nos . .f and 5, showinrr
what they claimed to be a Curtiss machine with Boulton's
arrangement of so-called balancing devices.

But the

photographs, so far as their obscurity shows anything,
do not show what Boulton proposed.

Mr.

ee's deposi

tion deals clearly and fully with this matter.
Rec. 707-10.)

(Comp.

This Curtiss-Wright machine of the pho

tographs is not founded on Boulton and finds no justifica
tion in it.

In the photographs the side planes are swiv

eled in line with the front edge of an aeroplane having
an angle of incidence.

Such construction is neither

i

shown nor described in the Boulton patent. In the pho

I
II

tographs there are horizontal and vertical rudders, while
in the Boulton patent there is no illustration or sugges
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tion of either.

In the Curtiss-Wright machine of the

photographs there is no weight or heavy body su pended
from a cable wound on drums of the planes, and no sy 
tern of connections between these planes analogous to
that set forth in the Boulton patent.

If, in the machine

of the photographs, there is any weight below the icle
planes, it must be the aviator. But in the Boulton patent,
when the device tilts, the weight d moves to the low side
instead of to the high, thus fatally increasing, in stead of
decrea ing, the tipping eviL

If the aviator in the ma

chine of the photographs would permit himself to slide
to the low

ide, as does Boulton 's weight, he would up

set the machine. The rope rigging in the Curtis -Wright
machine of the photograph

is n t that of the Boulton

patent, but is, in effect, the rope rigging of the Wright
patent.

Boulton' patent vaguely refers to operating the

side planes by hand, but makes no explanation of how it is
to be done, a11d makes no suggestioll that the weight is e·uer to

be omitted. Of all the aviators now flying, not one would
attempt to go into the air in a machine following the
teaching

of the Boulton patent.

Again, even if the

weight were omitted, the machine of the photographs
would be inoperative if it used the Boulton rope rigging,
for the slack of the rope which had suspended the weight
would loosen the rope on the pulleys of the planes, and
this slack would, in turn, slacken the upper portions of
the ropes and result in a hopeless rope tangle, with in
ability to control the planes. And besides omitting what

-
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Boulton proposes, still another change has been made
distinctly away from Boulton, by making portions of the
whole rope taut, and causing the shoulder yoke in the
Curtiss-V\rright machine to form a portion of one of the
ropes. And in this case the body of the pilot in moving
the yoke rc·verses the operation from that proposed by
Boulton, because the weight in Boulton moves toward
the low side, while the pilot moves toward the high side.
Here we are again brought to the teachings of the
Wright patent, for in thus constructing the machine of
the photographs, a plan has been followed which is not
only violatiYe of the teachings of Boulton, but which fol
low the Wright patent. In Fig. 1 of the W rig-ht patent,
the connecting rope 15 and 19 adjust the wings, while
the cradle 18 forms a portion of the rope 1.3. The avia
tor's body is placed in the cradle and by shifting toward
the high side when the machine is tilted. he causes the
simultaneous operation of the ropes to adjust the wings
to increase the angle of incidence on one side and de
crease it on the other. The cradle in the Wright patent
is substantially the yoke in defendants' machine or in the

I

Curtiss-Wright photograph machine.

In the latter the

ropes are taut, like the ropes 15 and 19 of the Wright
patent, and in it the yoke is a part of one of the ropes,
the same as in the case of the cradle 18 of the Wright
patent. Furthermore, in the machine of the photographs
the two portions of the rope run endwise upon and across
the lower plane, the same as in the Wright patent, an
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arrangement inconsistent with the employment of Boul
ton's weight or the operation required by the weight.
Thus the Curtiss-Wright machine of the photographs is
not the Boulton machine at all. In mechanism it is differ
ent. In operation it is precisely the contrary, because the
weight is not only omitted, but such weight as is retained,
that of the aviator, is swung to the high side instead of
to the low.

Again, the Curtiss-\Vright machine of the

photographs ha the horizontal and vertical rudders em
braced in claims 1± and 15 of the Wright patent, while
the Boulton patent shows neither of the e rudders; shows
no organization giving an aeroplane a starting angle of
incidence; and no aeroplane al all in the true sen e. · ncl
even worse, the operation of the C1trtiss-Wright 111achi11e of the

photographs, as to the side planes, is not the operatio11 of the
Boulton side p!a11cs. The Boulton

ide planes or rudders

revolve when the so-called aeroplane tips sidewise, the
weight causing them to revolve and to present their

broadsides to the wind, while in the machine of the photo
graphs the side planes or rudder were not so operated,
but, to the contrary, are operated according to the teach
ings of the \i\T right patent. That Boulton's patent mere
ly remarks that the pressure is to be downward on one
side rudder and upward on the other is of no conse
quence, ince the mechanism does not operate in that man
ner, but revolves the rudders and places their broadsides
upright. The mechanism and description do not agree.
As the non-speaking telephone of Reis was not the

• - - - 
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speaking telephone of Bell, and "To follow Rei is to fail,
but to follow Bell is to succeed" (Telephone Cases, 126 U.
S. 1,545), and as "a century of Reis would• never have
produced a speaking [Bell] telephone'' (Am. Bell Tel . Co.
'l'.

Spellccr, 8 F. 511), o Boulton is not the machine of the

Wright patent or of the photograph .
Finally 1Ir. See says:
"My opinion, regarding the status of the invention
of the Wright Brothers, is that that invention stands
for the highest possible pioneership; that the prior
art constitute merely a scrap-pile of failures; that
the unsucce ful endeavors disclosed by this record
have not been by ignorant cranks, but have been by
the bigge t kind of men, bringing to bear upon the
ubject all the gleanings of literature, upplemented
by the higher mathematic and by experiments,
backed by ample private and governmental capital;
that no art whatever takes its tart in mere de ire,
for the mere d ir to talk to the peor le on Mar is
by no means the art of talking to tho e people; that
the art begins only when there i some measure of
accomplishment, later development pertammg to
improvements in an art which has first been given
birth; that prior to 190+ there were but two men in
th~ world and but one machine making flights; that
those two men were \Vilbur and Orville Wright;
that the flying being done today, by power-driven
heavier-than-air machines and by hundreds of men,
is being done altogether by machines following the
teachings of the patent in suit." (Comp. Rec. 692-3.)
Harte British Patent. Another speculation, never reduced to
practice. The problem of lateral balance never dawned
upon Harte. So far from solving the problem he does
not mention the subject. He proposed an ad justable
heavy weight to regulate the fore and aft inclination of the
planes, and then proposed two flaps at the rear of the
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ARTICLE

wing

PATENT-HUFFACKER

for steering purpose . He says by lowering both

flaps the machine could be pointed downward; by raising

both, it could be pointed upward; hy rai ing one flap more
than the other it could be turned to right or left. He did
not know that such a scheme of turning would cau e the
slower wing t o drop and the faster wing to rise and
capsize the machine.
~Iouillarcl

He proposed nothing more than

proposed in his patent.

What Judge Hanel

found as to Mouillarcl applies equall y to Harte.
Hand

o

Judge

aid in :\Iouillard there was not "anything which

in an y way even for eshad ows the patent in suit. Indeed,
the machine had no tail whatever and to depress the mar
ginal edge of one wing would have only resulted in en
tirely di turbing the equilibrium which he might have
attempted t

re t re.

The depre ing of one wing was

meant to turn the aeroplane. ''

(177 F. 268.)

Harte

neither sugge ts nor shows a vertical rudder, nor says
nor intimate

that the flaps have any correlation, or are

to be worked simultaneou ly.

Of lateral balance he knew

and said nothing.
Lanchester British Patent.

Still another

peculative desian,

never reduced to practice. He hoped to effect lateral bal
ance automatically by vertical fins c, d, after the style of
vertical fins of fishes.

The wings are immovable, with

out adjustable margins, and there was no adjustable ver
tical tail.

Huffacker Article. Mr. Waterman misinterpreted this article,
claiming it referred t o a flying machine embodying the
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warping principle.

~Ir.

Wright point

out that it re

ferred to little model weighing a few ounce , and had no
reference to warping to produce differential angle of in
cidence, but only to aclju ting the tip of the model wings
with reference to the body of the wing
both wings alike.

(An . 20, 21,

so as to make

omp. Rec. 652-5 :2nd

dep.)
Finally, the so-called art is thus clo eel in l\fr. \Vright'
deposition :

"Q. '. To what extent did the variou patents
you have mentioned advance the art of human
flight? A. They did not advance it at all, since
none of them wa flown or attempted to be flown.
"Q. 8. \\' ere th
peculation of n ulton and
Harte ever accepted hy aeronautical authorities a·
con ti tu ting a part of the known ·cience of flight?
A. They were n t. The e speculation ' ere ia
nored, along with thou and of other speculation .
"Q. 9. \Vere crude flying machines in use at the
times at which the e patent were i ued, to which
the devices of these patent could be applied after
the fashion in which improv ment had been added
to the log and raft on which our ance tor navi
gated? A. No condition of that kind exi ted. Fly
ing machine f r other than experimental purpo ·es
did not begin until after the \V right invention.
"Q. 10. When Wright Brother began this work,
was the idea of adjusting the right and left wings to
different angle of incidence, for controlling lateral
balance, recognized as a known principle as regards
either bird flight or man Right by such authoritie
as Chanute, Langley, Maxim, Lilienthal and Mouil
lard? A. It was not. The e men were the most
thorough students of the theory of flight the world
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had een, but no one of them mentions this princi
ple." (Comp. Rec. 647-9.)
fr. \\' right then points out that in neither the French
edition of

~Iouillard'

"The Empire of the Air,'' nor the

Smith onian translation, was there disclosed the "wing
warping principle" a erroneou ly claimed by
(A. 11.) The only wing movement

~Iouillard

~fr.

Zahm.

ever tested

was that of folding the wings upward, as done by a but
terfly.

(A. 12.)

An extract from Mr. ·w right's affidavit in the Paul
han ca e was quoted on cross-examination and he was
asked if he had seen the Paulhan infringing machines
'when he made the affidavit. Thi
how Mr. V\ right wa
and had

carelc

was done to try and

in making the affidavit

p ken of comparing th

e machines with the

Wright pate.n t at a time before the machine
ported.

were im

But when the whole affidavit is read in connec

tion with the accompanying affidavit of his brother, and
the drawings produced by the latter, it is seen that

1r.

V\Tright's affidavit was perfectly correct. "The machine"
he poke of was the machine

hown in the e drawing

and not the literal pecimens actually imported.

Be ides,

it mu t be understood that Mr. \V right had been famil
iar with all machines which followed the introduction of
the \ATright aeroplane.

So the effort to discredit him is

a failure and was only indulged in because Mr. Curtiss
and Mr. Zahm are

o unfortunately burdene l on this

record with contrary statements made under oath.

But
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the loYecl and lamented jlr. \\ libur \\Tright wa

111

no

uch class.
Then a concluding the cliscu

ion of the so-called art,

the court will be entertained and usefully informed by
reading from the article of jfr.

hanute published in

Popular ... cience jronthly for jfarch, 190-!, and partly
embodied in j[r. \\'right's depo ition, commencing at
page 660 'o mp. Rec. jlr.

hanute had examined all that

had been proposed or clone, of which there was record or
legend, since .\. D. 6~, and summarizes the result
the excerpt

embodied in thi

in

record.

He says "model 

are , to a certain extent, mi leading.

They seldom Ay

twice alike, and th y do not unfold the vici
flight.

Ior over, the de ign for a

itude of their

mall model i

timc quite un . uited for a large machine, just a

ome
the de

ign for a bridge for a ten-foot opening is unsuited for a
pan of a hundred feet."
The conclusion on this rec rd is that Judge Hazel was
in accord with exact fact when he stated in hi

opinion

on the injunction motion that the e patentees "solved
th'e problem of maintaining equilibrium

r lateral and

front and rear balance by the introduction of new and
practical elements, and became pioneer

in the field of

flying machines of the so-called heavier-than-air type."
(177 F. 258.)
nder thi finding and the facts in this record the pat
ent in suit is entitled to the broadest construction and
interpretation.

Wi11a11s v. Demnead, 15 How. 330; Mor
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ley v. La11caster, 129 U. S. 263; Rllbber Co . v. Good:.'ear, ,G

. S. 7 8; Sessions

'LI .

Ro111ad!?c, H5 U. S. 29.

MISCELLANEOUS
Supplemental Handle.

of th is in the later \V riaht

The use

machine are fully explained in l\[ r. \ Vi l bur \ \' right's de
pos it io n , at pp. G:38-~2,

ornp. Rec., A . GO.

It is not a

necess ity , simpl y a convenience; is used principall y in
startin g on a turn to k ep the breast of the machine more
nearl y at right an gles to the curyecl path. But if an a\·ia
tor get into compl icat ions the \\'rights' instruction . arc
use o nl y the main lev r, wh ich warps and turn

the

ru Id er at the same time, as that i simpl er.

Ships' Rudders.

l\Ir. Wright explains at pp . .1-J·2-G our rec rd

that there is no analogy between the action of a , hip's
rudder and the vertical tail or rudd er in an aeropla ne.
The phy ical law are different. The hip has exce. i\·e
ide re ista nce, but comparatively little head re i tance;
the aeroplane ha exce

ive h ead resi tance and but li 0 ·ht

lateral re i tance ; the ship 's rudder sw in g the stern lat
erally, as if the bow were on a pivot, and chanae

its

course ; the aeroplane vert ical tail o r rudder, of it elf,
does not change the direction of the machine, but only
ch anges its longitudinal axi

to a slight angle from its

continued course, the actual turning resulting from one
of the wings thus goina forward of the other and caus
ing the machine to bank.

A ship will turn to po rt with
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the rudder to the port, but an aeroplane will often fly
in a curve to the right with the vertical rudder swung to
the left; and will fly to the right with the rudder to the
right, the pressure of the wind being still on the left face
of the rudder. Judge Hand speaks of this in the Paul
han case.

(1 7 F. 265 .)

Steering. ·while teering i a maneuver calling for an opera
tion not involved in this suit,
many time

till a

defendants have

loo ely spoken of their rear vertical rudder

as a "steering rudder," implying that an aeroplane can
be "steered" in the ordinary way in which rudder

teer

boat , an explanation may be of interest to. if not act
ually neede 1 by, the court.

Steering Defendants' Machine.

SKETCH A

Fig.1

Fig.8

These are diagrams illustrative of defendants' ma
chine.

The machine is proceeding from left to right

along a straightaway course and i to be turned off onto a
curved course in accordance with Mr. Curtiss' answers to
Qs. 35-37, in which he only partially states what would
happen if the rudder alone were attempted to be used,

Fig. 5. .
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and in which he excludes the use of the ailerons, though
the real way of turnino- that machine i
aileron

to utilize the

in co1rnection with the rudder, a

plained below.

will be ex

He wa a keel if the machine were flying

straighta·w ay, and in equilibrium, what would happen if
the Yertical rudd r were turned toward the right, but
without u ing the ailerons.

He an wered that: "Turn

ing the rudder to the right would cause the machine as
a ·w hole to start turning in a circle toward the right."
( Blackface our .)

Observe that he ays that the machine

would " tart' ' turning.

Then he wa

if anything, would occur.

He

a keel what else

aid: "I am inclined to

think that the machine in que tion would a ume a slight
angle fr m th

horizontal with th

out id

encl of the

machine higher due partly to the increa eel peed of the
outside wing and th decrea eel peed of the inside wing."
b erve that the machine would a ume an angle from

),

the horizontal meaning would ''bank," i. e. tilt, the end
at the out ide of the circle ri ing and that at the in ide
,. ...

-·

dropping.

b erve al o that the que tion excluded the

use of the aileron
J ow

these two

and so did the answer.
teps in turning, the "start" and the

"bank" or angle from the horizontal, are illustrated in
thi

ketch A.

In Fig. 1 the machine is flying in a straightaway
course, with the rudder in line with the air rush indica
ted by the broken line.

In Fig. 2 the rudder has been

turned to the right, as per the question.

In Fig. 3 the

- - : - - - - - - - - ----

----

-

--

-
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effect of

o turning the rudder i shown, namely, that

the heel of the machine ha been wung around until the
rudder come , again in line with the rush of air.

Thi ~

changed the p ition of the machine to an angular one to
the rush of air without changing its cour e. Observe the
arrows in Fig . 1, 2, and 3 show the machine still going
traightaway.
the only

o much for ''starting'' the turn and for

ffect produced by the turning of the rudder,

which, it will be ob erved, bas not changed the direction
and course of the machine, but has only changed its posi
tion.
row for th
chine du

t

eff ct produced by th
thi

left-hand side

change of positi n.

plane of the ma
As the outer or

{ the machine swung ah ad from the po

ition shown in Fig. 2 to that shown in Fig. ;), the peed
of that side increased, while the
right-hand

ide decrea ed.

pe cl of the inner or

The effect has been to lift

the outer or left-hand side above the inner or right-hand
ide, by rea on of the excess of air pressure on the outer
extremity of the planes procluc d by the greater
of this faster moving ide.

peed

This tilt or bank caused the

machine to then depart from the traightaway course and
enter upon a curved path.

ntil a tilt or bank take

place, the machine will not do other than continue in the
straightaway cour e or skid slightly to the outer side
of it. The rudder is helpless to do more than throw the
machine into the tilted position in passing from the posi

.

'

tion shown in Fig. 2 to that shown in Fig. 3.
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Now ob erve two things, that the first effect of thi
tilted po ition is to cau e the machine to slide inward
or downward; and the second is to produce air pres ure
on the inner face of the rudder.

Thi pres ure oppo e

the inward travel of the rudder, ' hile the main body of
the machine continues on sliding inward, thus causing
the machine as a whole to pin on its vertical axi . , tilting
mor

and more steeply a the sliding and spinning con

tinue, until in a few moments it will pass beyond control
and fall to the ground iclewi e, with the lower ide go
ing fir t, having in these sliding and pinning movement
lost it general forward tra el. Such is the operation if
the v rtical rudder i alone relied upon ancl th wing. or
ailerons ar n t used in the manner tatecl below under
ketch

SKETCH

Fig.2.

Fig.1 .
...

B

---------

~

Fig. 3.

--------e- -------
b



This illustrates the actual way employed by defen
dants in

teering from a straightaway into a curved or

circular course.

In Fig. 1 the machine is on its straight

away course, with the rear vertical rudder in line with
the air rush

hown by the broken line.

In Fig. 2' it is
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being banked by aclju ting· the outer or left-hand aileron
to a greater an cl lifting angle as indicated by the

pace

a, and the inner or right-hand aileron to a le

and de

pre mg angle, a

pace b.

Thi tilt

indicated by the

the machine at once without waiting for it to

kid along from the po ition
~ hown

maller

in Fig. 3,

ketch A.

hown in Fig. 2 to that

Defendants' witne se

Po t

Q. and A. 15-±, p. , G, and Willard, A. 1:3, folio 59-± and
la t half folio 595, pp. 598-9 (Def. Rec.) refer to using
the aileron and rudd r in banking and turning.

Imme

diately it banks by the e adju tments of the ailerons it
tarts into the curved course shown in Fig. ;~,
To prevent it fr m

k tch B.

liding inward and b c ming t o

teeply banked, and from a po

ible fall, the ail ron

then reversed and the lifting and

reater angl

are
a

1

placed at the lower or inner ide and the le s or depre s
ing angle b is placed at the outer or high ide.
chine now proceed

1 he ma

on it curved cour e, the outer side

traveling slightly fa ter than the lower, ju t a , the outer
wheels of a vehicle running on a curve travel fa ter than
the inner wheel . At the same time that the ailerons
were adjusted a in Fig. 2, to cau e the bank, the rµdder
wa

turned inward, a

produced by thi

hown, to coact with the bank

adjustment of the ailerons.

At this

time, Fig. 2, the air pressure is on the inner or right
hand side of the ru lcler. After the machine slews around
and is in the curved path, a

in Fig. 3, the air pressure

tran Iers to the outer or left-hand ide of the rudder, as

t
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hown by the upper curved line, indicating the air rush,
alth ugh the rudder may

till be turned more or less

inward.
Thu

two principal things are to be observed; first,

that the change from the straightaway into the curved
cour e of the machine does not take place until the
banking occurs, whether the banking is produced by at
tempting the improper method, per
u ual and proper method, per

ketch A, or by the

ketch B ; and, second,

that in the latter case, while the machine is traveling on
the curve, the air pre ure is neverthele s on the outside
of the rudder, causing it to coact with the aileron on the
higher side, though the rudder may be turned more or
le s toward the inside.
independent

So the rudder alone i

not an

teering agent, but merely an agent coact

ing with the aileron even while the machine i travel
ing on the curved path.

It is then active as an equaliz

ing agent to control the then necessary relative

peeds

of the high and low

ide of the machine, the pre sure

being on the outer

ide of the rudder, contrary to the

fact in the ca e of a hip' rudder.
dants' method of steering.
cour e, the aileron

So much for defen

To come back to the traight

are given a further movement to

increase the angle and lift on the lower side and the
angle and depression on the higher side, to level the ma
chin while the rudder is also toward the high ide to
coact with the aileron on that ide. The ame move
ments are made with the machine of the patent, as ex
plained below.

:.· ....

~
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SKETCH

C.

Fig.1

Fig.3.

Fig.g.

Steering Machine of the Patent. This is illustrated in Sketch

C.

In Fig. 1 the machine is on the straight course, with

the rear vertical ruclcler in line with the air rush, indi
cated by the broken line.

In Fig. ? the outer or left

hancl wing is adjusted to a great r and lifting angl , as
indicated by the space a, while the inn r or right-hand
wing i

adjusted to the Jes

cated by the space c.
the outer or left-hand

or depressing ang-Ic indi

Thi banks the machine by lifting
icle.

The bank cause

the ma

chine to start in a curved path, a _hown in Fig. 3.

To

prevent inward liding and banking t o steeply, the acl
ju tment of the wing

is then reversed and the larger

and lifting angle a placed at the inner or right-hand side
and the less or depressing angle c at the outer or left
hand side.

These manipulations of the adjustable parts

for producing and controlling the bank, and for prevent
ing inward sliding, it will be seen are exactly the same
as in the ca e of Sketch B with defendants' machine.
And when the adjustments were made as per Fig. 2 in
Sketch C, the vertical rudder, being coupled to the wings,
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as in the illustration given in the patent as one mode of
con truction, was turned toward the wing with the
).

smaller angle.

In that position it received the air pres

sure on the inner or right face, as al o did defendants'
rudder in Fig. ·2,

ketch D, and likewise cooperated with

the bank in slewing the machine around . As the ma
chine banked and the wings \\'ere adjusted as in Fig. 8,
ketch C, the rudder was swung the other way and
slightly toward the smaller or depressing- wing c.

In

this po ition, it too receives the air rush, indicated by the
upper curyed line in Sketch C, on the outer or left-hand
face, the same as with defendants' rudder in Sketch B.
And the rudder in Fig. 8 of

ketch C i

acting in the

same manner and for the same purpose as defendants'
rudder in , k tch D, Fig. :3, namely, to contr 1 the then
necessary relative speeds of the low and high side

of

the machine while traveling in the curved course.
Thu

the action of the rudder,

o-called, is the

ame

in defendants' machine a in the patent, and thus, in the
proper way of operatincr defendants' machine, both ma
chines arc turned from a

traightaway course into a

curved path by using the adjustable wings or aileron to
produce banking and the rudder to receive pres ure first
on one ide, as the machine is banked, and then on the
other side after the machine ha

been banked, at which

time the position of the tip or ailerons is reversed.

The

action and result are precisely the same in the two ma
chines.

To bring the machine back into a straight
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cour e, the margins are o-iven a further movement, to
increa e the angle and lift on the low r

ide and ano-le

and depre ion on the higher ide, to le,·el the machine
while the rudder is al o turned further to·w ard the high
ide to coact with the margin on that
movement

ide.

The

are made \Yith defendant ' machine a

arne
ex

plained above.
~Ir.

· Wilbur \\-right describe

these aclju tments and

operations touching the machine of the patent in A. 60,
p. 539-41 Comp. Rec., folio
a

162'2-·23, in connection with

imilar diagram reproduced at p. 35, Comp. Rec., Ap

pendix.
Licenses. Licen ' e to manufacture and use, un ler the \\' right

patent in

uit, have b en granted.

and Aviation l\fe t

Individual aviator ·

have taken lie n cs.

The }.feet li

cen e- have been "blanket licen e ,'' permittinrr the
manager to invite all flyer

who wish to come.

~Ieet

The e

licen ed l\feet have been held in variou citie under the
auth rity of the patent, and constitute a rreneral rccocr
nition py per on
fendant Mr.
these licen eel

advcr ely intere ted.

urti

Indeed, the de

has attended with hi , machines at

1eets and Curti s aviator

have flown

again and again at such 1\1eet , thereby accepting the
pecial in tances.

11

~1eet

benefit

of the patent in

license

have been limited to the particular Meets.

It

has been and i the policy of complainant to grant li
censes generally. This policy has been carried into effect
largely for the short time aviation has been made pos i
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ble by the adoption of the patented invention.
tion of Barnes, Comp. Rec. 121-6.)

(Depo i

The "Cnited State

government has bought the \Vright machine
are u ed in the

ignal Corp branch of the army, be icle

their exten ive u ~ e among profe
vate flyer .

and they

The depo iti on

ional aviato r

of -:\Ies

r_.

and pri

Hammer and

Coffyn, Lieut . Fouloi , Milling, Arnold, Kirtland and
Capt. Chandler mention the e matters.

Motors. At place. :\Ir. Zahm and :'.\Ir. ·waterman argue that
the modern motor i

t o be given credit for m odern fl y 

ing. But :\Ir. Herring, of the defendant company, in Ga
Power back in 190-1, pointed out that a

arly a

1 G

t rs were known.

T'h n Mr. Zahm, hims lf

in a publish d article in th '

ath lie \\' oriel, 1 ~ D:3, de

efficient

111

clared that m tor · suffici nt f r thL purpo

were th n

known.

and te ti

:\fr. \\'ilbur \Vrio-ht explain all thi

fie to the ame effect, in an wer to Q. 8, Comp. Rec. -0'2

505.

rclinary modern m tor

weigh

omething like

Juclge

pound

to the horse power, wherea , a

found

n the injunction moti n, \Vrio-ht Dro

1

Hazel
ha 1 a

motor weighing ?O pound , per horse power in the ma
chine which performed their first dynamic flight in De
cember, 190;3.

That enaine wa

several time

heavier

per hor e power than previou ly known motors. (\Vright
A. 8, Ib. v05.)

- - - ----

I
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PART II.
Mr. Curtiss. Where Does He Stand as a Witness? What of
His Credibility?

His first depo ition denies the u e of

the rear vertical ru lcler in connection with the aileron
for recoYering lateral balance. That i the burcl~n of his
story,\\ ith now and then an unintenclecl aclmi sion, show
ing that he testified with mental re ·crvations.
stance, his answer to Q. 21 : '''The aileron

For in

are for pre

serving the lateral balance of the aeroplane, and when

properly operated by the aviator, will do o under all ordi
narJ' condition

whether the aeroplane is in a traight or

cur ed Aight, and with ut the u e of any otlwr element or
part."

( ef. Rec. 2:)2; italic our. .)

tray a mental re. ervation.

Th

Th "properly" be

qualification "und er all

or linary condition " again betrays a mental re ervation,
and sho\\ s that the an wer as a whole d e not peak the
whole truth. The e observations are confirmed by the
following unfortunate incident affecting hi credibility:
(a) The belated . tatement of \ illard given above,
made fresh on coming from California, where 1r. urti s
wa.
(b)

The letter to Capt. Beck to which we have re

ferred.
(c) The patent application filed by Mr. Curti s on
what is called in the record the "black box device" or so
called "equalizer." The specification and claims state
that the device is to equalize the air pressures on the aile
rons when adjusted to different angles in the 1act of recov
ering lateral balance, to prevent the machine from turn
ing on a vertical axis. The exact statements, in part, are:
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"In order to insure exactly equal resi tance to the
forward movement of the machine at the oppo ite
ides under the variou condition of operation, I
preferably employ * * *" etc. (Appendix 104.)
Again:
''* * * should from any cau e a tendency to in
equality exi t by rea on of the ailerons pre enting
unequal angle of incidence to the air, the whiffle
tree will turn," etc., until the aileron ''present exact
ly equal angles of incidence to the air, and * * *
prevent any possible turning tendency of the ma
chine around a vertical axi , even such as would be
negligible and imperceptible in the operation of the
machine." (lb. 105.)
The appended claims declare for device to aclju t the
aileron to "equal angle of incidence;" to aclju ·t them to
"equal drift ;' for "equalizing the drift of aid urface ·
at all times;" and in the added claims for interference
purpo es, for equalizing them "under varying impact of
the air," so that "they will receive equal pressure ; ' and
to prevent the aileron from "exerting a torque about the
vertical axi ."

Over and over again the claims so de

clare the unequal angles, the unequal pre sures and the
turning action of the ailerons, all of which Mr. Curtiss
contradicted in his te timony.

(Appendix pp. 105-28.)

The e statements Mr. Curtiss

wore to as true in hi

application oath executed June 20, 1910. That was be
fore he testified in this case. Thu in that application he
was before one tribunal of the
Office,

nited State , the Patent

eeking, on statements made under his oath, to

obtain a patent on a device to prevent the unequal angles
of the ailerons from hai;i11g unequal pressures (which would

I

•~---
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cau e the machine to turn on a yertical axi and require
a counteracting device, ' UCh as the rear vertical rudder),
while later he testifie, before thi

court that in his ma

chine there is no clifference in pressures on the respective
ailerons and, therefore, no turning effect, qualified , under
mental resen-at ions. by the expression "n o appreciable
turning ffect." And again qualified, as in Ans. 27, under
the limitation of "all ordinary· condition ·."

But it will

not do for J\rr. Curtis , or any other man to come before
the bar of this court an cl declare one thing, namely, that
the rear ,·ertical rudder i not used or needed in hi s ma
chine, becau, e there i. n turning t ncl ncy clue to the
un qua! pressures on the aileron s, as he states in .\ns.

:rn, :tz,

()J-G :~

(Def. Rec.

"l:~~3. ·~:~I. ~l()-1),

'ith his oath

already filed in another department f th gov rnment in
upport f procuring a pat nt on a device to prevent the
aileron

from having , uch unequal pres ure.

The two

statement are in direct and di crediting conflict. Even
the very arrangement f ' Upporting planes and ailerons,
mbodied in the urti s machines, is sh
ing accompanying that application.
e
omp. Rec.,
Appendix, pp. 101-10 and 1;3:3, for the , pecification and
drawing.
Nor is this all. He ought to suppre

the fact of the

exi tence of this application. He was asked on cro s
examination (Def. Rec. 4-±5-7) if he had filed such an
application, as his expert, Dr. Zahm, on cro s-examina
tion, had stated that he,

urtis , had done. His coun el,

Mr. Newell, instructed him not to an wer and he refused.
The ·question was pressed again, with the same instruc
tion and refusal. He wa a keel if Dr. Zahm's statement
wa correct that Zah"m and him elf had filed

uch appli
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cation

and were in interference, and wa

agam

structed n t to answer, and declined to an wer.

111

Finally

he was a keel if he wa willing to produce a Patent Office
certified copy of said application if complainant would
pay the co t, when the in ·truction and refusal to answer
were repeated.

(Def. Rec.

±46-~

.)

That the court may know hO\v this Curti s copy was
finally procured, against thi

tubborn re i tance, it

should be tated that Dr. Zahm was cross-examined as
to whether he had filed

uch an application, whether

other had filed similar application , whether ~Ir. Curtiss
wa ~

one of them, and whcth r ther was an interfer nee

proce ding- between the :everal partie ; to all of which
he answered in the affirmative. He was also a ked if he
had reduce I hi device to practice, but stated that he had
not, although he had

een a de\'ice "functionally the

same" on the aeroplane ftovvn by 1r. Curtiss at Atlantic
City in July, 1910, and had later een the device on the
Curti

machines flown at Hammond port,

Curti ' home.

r ew York,

Thus Mr. Curtiss had had this device on

his machines for more than a year before he was asked
th ese ciuestion , but had uppressed the fact.

He had it

on his machines ~hile te tifying in hi fir t deposition in
thi

ca e, in which depo ition he made the above tate

rnents regarding the operation of his machines, which
was before we forced these admis ion from Dr. Zahm.
F inally Dr. Zahm was asked if he would furnish a Patent
Office certified copy if we would pay the cost and he de
clined to do so for "bu iness reasons." (Def. Rec. 361-2,
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X

. 121.) It was after this that we interrogated

Ir. Cur

tiss. He felt afe, apparently, that the application papers
would never reach the court, as Zahm had declined to
produce a copy.

But thi

record show

that as soon a

we reached the rebuttal period, our fir t step was to pro
cure an order from Justice Barnard, of the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia, as Dr. Zahm lives in
vYa hington, for a

ubpoena d11ces tecwn, commanding

Zahm to bring before the Examiner a Patent Office cer
tified copy of his own application and drawing.

He ap

peared and declined to do so because of private interests,
as he claimed, altholwh the device had then been publicly
disclosed by Curti

for some eighteen months, according

to Zahm's own testimony. We procured a cause order
that he

how why he should not be held in contempt.

The matter was argued before Justice Barnard, who, as
Zahm's credibility was involved, required him to produce
the copy, and only di , charged the contempt order on con
dition that Zahm sign a request to the Commissioner of
Patents to furnish complainant with
of his application and drawing.

uch certified copy

This was done and the

copy 1s in evidence and reproduced at pages 60-97 Ap
pendix.

Concurrently with these proceedings we applied

to this court for a writ of subpoena duccs tcwm to compel
~lr.

Curtiss to produce such a copy of hi application. The

order was signed, but as Justice Barnard had_made his
ruling on Zahm before the Curtiss subpoena was return
able, counsel for Curtiss concluded to furnish us with an
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order for a copy of the Curti

application, which was done

before the matter had nted to reach this court on proceed
ings sim ilar to thosE. before Justice Barnard. Accordingly.
the Curtiss copy is in evidence and reproduced at pages
~9-135, Comp. Rec.,Appendix.

Alld llO'W both copies tell the talc

that the Curtiss machines do so far tum

01i

a 'uertical axis,due to

the Ullequal pressures and unequal angles of the ailerons as to
require special 111cchaJ1ism i11

Oil

effort to pre<.1c 1Lt such tuming.

These observations go merely to the point of the credibil
ity of ~Ir. Curtiss in denying the turning action of his
machine , and to the credibility of Dr. Zahm on the arne
point (a will be di cu

ed later), and must be di tinctly

under tood as not meaning or impl y ing that the black
box or equalizer device of these applications i operative
or effective, the fact being that the proof shows, as is
elsewhere explained, that uch device is a " humbug" and
inoperative. After we proved, through Lieut. Milling and
Mr. \Vilbur vVright, that the so-called equalizer was in
fact inoperative, defendants

hifted their position and

had Mr. Willard testify as specified above.

(cl)

Finally, as affecting the credibility of Mr. Curtiss,

we have his affidavit of March, 1911, filed in opposition
to our motion to increase the bond they gave to su pend
the injunction, compared with his petition sworn to June
30, 1910, in an action he brought against C. K. Hamilton.
The affidavit and petition are in conflict.

Mr. Curtiss in

his affidavit states "It is not true that the flights and pro

ceeds of Messr . Hamilton and Willard since the Califor
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ma l\Ieet were on my behalf or on behalf of my com
pany."

But at that very time he had already sworn in

his petition against Hamilton to recover $6,513.63 that
he was entitled to 60 per cent of the net proceeds derived
from Hamilton's flights.

He based hi

written contract of November l

1,

petition upon a

1909, which was in ex

istence when he made the affidavit. \\'hen the court read
the affidavit ( ppendix, 139-1-!5) and glances at the peti
tion (Def. Rec. 274-G) it will

ee at once that the e en

tial m ani1io- of each is in conflict with the other.

Th

affidavit was intended to mak thi court believe he had
no int re t in the Ilarnilton pr c

d . I he petition and

contract how that he had a GO per cent intere t in Ham
ilton'

net proceed , and on

uch petition and contract

he got a judgment for some $6,000.

(See XQ. 21 and A.,

Def. Rec. 4-.1:2.)

When asked on cross-examination if he

wa

who executed the petition, hi

the

fr.

urti

counsel,

ewell, in tructed him not to an wer and he refu ed.

(XQ. 155, Def. Rec. 214.)

When the affidavit was pre

ented to him and he was asked if he was the Curtiss
who executed it, his counsel yielded and allowed him to
an wer that question and that he was the Curtis
swore to the petition.

(Def. Rec. 278, XA. 156.)

who
Later

he was recalled to "explain" the conflict between the af
fidavit and petition, but his last stage, as exemplified in
the attempts to explain, is no better than his first condi
tion.

It is simply a case of testifying, in substance, one

way at one time and another way at another time, on the
same subject, without any change in conditions.
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Dr. Zahm's Testimony. The record, as made by him elf, pre
ent

a que tion of hi

credibility.

He spent several

weeks giving his elaborate first deposition, and by ex
periments, calculations and statements endeavored to
show this court that the rear vertical rudder is not
needed in the Curti s machine in recovering lateral bal
ance becau e, as he ought to prove, there wa

no turn

ing or no sufficient turning of the machine on a vertical
axi , due to unequal pre sure on, and unequal angles of,
the aileron , a

to require the assistance or co p ration

of the yertical rudder to prevent such turning.
But he did not then know that hi

patent a1 plication

w uld ever come to the kn wledge o[ the court.

sisted it

Ile re

production to the point of being put in con

tempt of court.

\Vhen we turn to the

pecification and

drawings (the drawings show a Curti s machine, aile
ron. , etc.),

upported by his oath to the applicati n, v e

find that he there te tified that there

i

ras a turn in u of the

machine on its vertical axis, due to the 11J1cqual pressures

arising from the unequal angles of the ailerolls; and that he
had labored, devised and invented a mechanism intended
to prevent that which in hi testimony he aid did not
ex1 t. In his sworn application he says:
"\i\Then my improvement is not employed, how
ever, it often happens that when the ailerons are ad
justed at various angles to each other, as above de
scribe~, one of them will from one cause or another,
receive a greater pres ure than the other, and there
upon produce a torque about the vertical axis of the
machine and thereby tend to turn the machine from
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its course. * * * That a torque is produced
around the vertical axis of the machine will be ap
parent in the case of the present ailerons, which are
automatically adjustable, if we consider the effect of
a sudden upward or downward variation of the wind.
Such variation will produce on one aileron a greater
pressure than on the other, owing to the variation of
the angle of incidence; and, therefore, a disturbing
torque is of 11ecessity produced about the vertical axi ,
which torque i very objectionable in certain cases
and may readily be fatal to successful flights. * * *
In some case , however, the operator may desire to
obvi~te or destroy the automatic action of my aile
ron and to operate the machine in the old and well
known manner, thereby producing or varying the
torque around the vertical axi ."

In the appended claims he

peak of the "varying im

pact of the air" and the "unequal pressures" on the aile
rons; and of means to prevent "said ailerons

* * *

from exerting a torque about the vertical axis;" in hi
first amendment he repeats over and over again that the
ailerons have unequal pressures and produce this turning
action, and in the claims added for interference purpo es
he again repeats these declarations as to the unequal
pressures on the ailerons and of the "unequal angles of
incidence" of the ailerons until by repetition of these two
tated facts he ha under hi

oath made the most posi

tive and unqualifying declarations-all contrary to his
later testimony.

(Appendix 60-97.)

On his recall, when

the case was re-opened, he again impugned himself by
saying that in his application he did not intend "to refer
specifically to the machine shown in the drawing," yet
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he claim this very machine in combination with his pro
po eel equalizing device. See hi claims. He says he did
not intend to a ert that the particular ymmetrical ma
chine shown in his application would suffer a torque or
turning action, yet his specification di tinctly contradict
thi

tatement as it says that the particular machine de

cribed, which i a Curtis machine, did turn on a ver
tical axis because of the unequal angles and pressures on
the ailerons.

He simply made matter worse by his at

tempt to e cape from the sworn statements of hi appli
cation.

( ee hi an wer 9, Def. Rec. 9 3-4.)

Under these circumstances the court cannot eriou ly
accept any of his statements.
We turn now to his testimony, which we analyze for
the convenience of the court. His first deposition comes,
essentially, to these several things:
(a)

That according to his experiments on the lake

with the hydroplane having the two ailerons et in fron
of it, when one aileron was at a greater angle of inci
dence than the other, there wa an excess of pre ure on
the one having the greater angle and a resulting turning
effect on the vertical axis. But he says that the pressure
was only 6 ~00 of a pound greater on the aileron with the
greater angle. While this admit the principle that there
is a turning effect, it seeks to reduce it to an absurdity.
(b)

Next, he testifie to an experiment made by sus

pending a Curtiss aeroplane with a 20-foot rope, to see
what would be the turning effect on a machine computed
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on the basis of 6~foo of a pound excess of pressure ascer
tained by the hydroplane experiment.

From the second

experiment, to put into effect the result of the first ex
periment, he concluded that the result would be 1 ~foo of a
pound excess of pressure on one aileron over that on the
other, and the effect would be to turn the machine on a
vertical axis to an extent to displace or change the line of
the longitudinal axis .253 of a degree in one second.
Ilere again the principle is admitted and the only que 
tion is one of figure . But he timidly applie, his turning
of .25:3 of a degr e to a machine in Aight by

aying that

such would be the turning or di plac ment, "if the differ
ence of turning force on the ailerons when mounted in
a given aspect and angle of incidence in the aeroplane

1's

the same as when mounted as described in the foregoing
experiment on the lake" (and neglecting any other fac
tors).

But these calculations took into account the re

istance offered by the rear vertical rudder, as urned to
be held fixed, and which would resist the turning pro
. duced by the ailerons.

So he was finally asked to state

what resistance the rudder would offer to turning on a
vertical axis, though held fixed, and stated, as a "con
clusion from his experiments and computations," that the
rudder, though held fixed, would stop the turning of the
machine on its vertical axis when the "pressure on the
rudder exactly balanced" the turning tendency of the
ailerons; and when these pressures were thus equalized,
the machine would tand with its longitudinal axis 6Yioo

•
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or

7

%00

of a degree to the line of flight, and would so con

tinue at such angle until the ailerons were brought back
to normal, when the pressure on the rudder would turn
the machine ultimately back with the longitudinal axis
in line with the line of flight.

Thus again the principle

that the ailerons cause the machine to swerve or turn
from its course and that the rudder is a factor, even
though when not turned, in keeping the pressures bal
anced, so as to maintain the machine in a straight course,
is admitted.

(See Qs. and Ans. 5-32, Def. Rec. 2 9-308.)

But Dr. Zahm's calculation are full of errors and seri
ou ones. These are pointed ut and correct calculations

v

given by

Ir. Wilbur

the basi

and results of the e calculations Mr. \V right

right in his deposition.

And in

is confirmed by Capt. Chandler.
Mr. \V right shows that square surfaces, having the
area of the ailerons described by Dr. Zahm, with the
angle ' he used, would pre ent a difference of

4~fo

pound

pressure, which is more than seven times the amount of
difference claimed by Mr. Zahm. This calculation is con
firmed by that of Capt. Chandler, who says the difference
is 4.7'218G.

(A. 7, Comp. Rec. 751.)

Then Mr. vVright explains that this difference does
not represent the full difference because the

ame area

in the form of a square will present a much less differ
ence than when in the form of rectangles, which latter
were the shapes of the ailerons whose pressures Dr.
Zahm calculated.

They were three times as wide as

:-~ ~.·
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.. · . . . .
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long.

But Dr. Zahm u ed Chanute's table, which i

based upon square planes, not rectan ular planes. There
fore, Mr. \\'right calculated what would be the relative
pre ures on the ailerons in the form of rectangles of the
area and at the angle adopted by ~Ir. Zahm, and with
the ame peed through the air. l\Ir. \Vright hows that
the actual difference of pressure on one aileron and the
other was about 6 ;Ii pounds, wherea

Dr. Zahm gave

only a difference of 65Aoo of a pound. Thus the actual dif
f rence wa
Zahm.

fully ten times the amount found by Mr.

nd the latter limited hi calculation to a peed

of · 5 mil

an hour, which i

adopted in these calculations.

the
But a

peed l\lr.

v

right

a matter of fact

Ir. \tVright states that the Curti s machine sometime
flies at 50 miles an hour, which would make the differ
ence in pr.e ssures on the two ailerons very much greater,
a th

increa e of preE ure varie with the quare of the

peed, and at 50 mile an hour the difference of re i tance
on the aileron would be more than twice as great as at
35 miles an hour.

Therefore, the real difference of re

si tance under these ame condition would be about 20
time

as great a

the difference stated by Dr. Zahm.

( ee Qs. and Ans. 14-23, Comp. Rec. 508-16, for Mr.
Wright's statements, and Q . and Ans. 6, 7, p. 750-52,
Comp. Rec., for Capt. Chandler's calculations.)
Again, Dr. Zahm, in his ultimate calculation, included
the re istance to the spinning of the machine offered by
the vertical rudder, treated as fixed. This was error. It
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did not give the actual turning effect of the aileron .
For thi

reason ~Ir. Wriaht ays that he ba ed hi

cal

culations on a machine con idered as without the pres
ence of the vertical rudder at all.

He explain

that he

did o in order that the effect of the aileron al one miaht
be known.

Be ~ ide ~ ,

u ed on the

urtis

a fixed vertical tail ha

not been

machine, but only a movable verti

cal tail , o that the a st1mption of the presence of a fixed
tail, indulged in by Dr. Zahm, introduced another mis
leading factor.

( ee Wright's An . -±-! and -!5, Comp.

Rec. 530-1 .)
Mr. ·w right then goes further and, in an w nn

Q. 22,

explain to lhe c urt lhe effect that will be produced on
the re toration of lateral balance by the amount of dif
ference in pre

ure on the aileron he found a above.

\\ ithout authority of court, coun el re-examined l\Ir.
Zahm on hi

calculation

while he wa te tifying a

to

the l\1attullath matter when the ca e was re-opened for
that sole purpo e a

to Zahm.

now urge those objection .

vVe duly objected and

(Def. Rec. 685.)

But the

point Zahm now pre ent would not change the figures
given by 11r. Wright and Capt. Chandler more than
something like a thou andth of a per cent.

He was

1111

ply hair-splitting, without candidly saying so to the
court.
There remain several things only to be noted about
Dr. Zahm 's fir t depo ition.

For in tance, in answering

Q. 38 he tates that the effect of an upward current of air

--~~~·

_ _ _ _. . . . ?

-
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is to increa e the angle of incidence of the air against the
ustaining urface of an aeroplane.

He adds, answering

Q. 39, that a current having an upward trend of 20 de
gree

to the horizontal would increase the angle of inci

dence by an additional increment of slightly oYer .J: ~
degrees . He later explain

that the machine would re-

pond to the new direction of air current and come back
to it

previous angle of incidence in

ome computed

length of time, which he theoretically undertakes to gin.
But all we think the court needs to know is that here is
an admi

ion

bowing the changing or Ouctuating char

acter of the an le of in iden e of lh
on equently,

hawing change

incidence of the aileron .

main plane

and ,

in the relative angle of

uch changing condition

do,

of cour e, cause differential pressures on the aileron , o
that the machines will pin or turn on their vertical axi ,
unle

checked by

defendants' machine

ome means, and the only mean
is the rear vertical rudder.

in
Yet

answering Q. 56, Dr. Zahm ventures to say that he does
not consider that "under any condition of the . air en
countered in practical flights with defendants' machine,"
the action of the aileron would cause such a turning a
to require the movement of the vertical rudder in connec
tion with recovering lateral balance. The two statements
do not agree. Then see his application on the so-called
"equalizer."
Answering Q. 58, he ays he witnessed a flight by Mr.
Curtiss, which seem to have been made for the purpose

'
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of hi

ob crvation, "citing along the :30-foot bamboo

framework in the line of flight'' and that there seemed to
be a lateral displacement of, perhap , an inch or le

of

the extreme ends of the framework, with reference to one
another. hut whether thi

was due directly to the di 

turbing- torque exerted by the aileron about the vertical
axis or whether it wa

in part due to ome ot her cause

I could not testify with rigorou
confirm

certainty.''

Here he

the fact that the machine turns upon a vertical

axis when the ailerons are worked.

Then in answer to

Q. Gl he seeks to qualify the above by saying he c ulcl
not t stify with certainty whcth r the turning was due
to th

a tion of the aileron. or s me other cause. Final

ly, ju t before concluding his long answer to
say

Q. 62, he

that, reserving the fact that it i impossible for a

pilot t

keep the axi of hi machine preci ely in a fixed

direction, "I declare my

pinion that the alleged vertical

pin clue to lateral balancing i le

in defendant ' aero

plane without using the vertical rudder than in the pat
ented machine with such use." Here again he states that
there is a turning on the vertical axis in defendants' ma
chine, but goes to the extreme of claiming it to be " le

''

without the use of the vertical rudder than it i in the
machine of the Wright patent with the use of

uch

rudder.
Then everal times in the long answer to

Q. 62 he says

the machine of the \ i\T right patent, meaning organized a
shown in the drawing, with the vertical rudder con

-

.... ___,__...
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nected with the warping wings "while phy ically capable
of being navigated in both rectilinear and curvilinear
flight when handled with due skill and precaution in fav
orable atmospheric conditions, would be dangerous and
inoperative for purpo e
record abound
organized ha
machine.
have

of practical flight."

But thi

with proof that the \Vright machine o
been and i

a perfectly practical flying

fr. Wilbur Wright and hi

brother Orville

o flown it, Mr. See observing a recent flight of

the latter· Lieut.

filling ha

u ed it o organized and

Lieut. Kirtland likewise. The e are in tance which ap
pear of record.

(Comp. Rec. 560, 11-H, 412,

57.)

A

large part of the cro s-examination of c mplainant' wit
nesse , Lieut. Milling and Mr. Wright in particular, was
devoted to futile efforts to discredit the machine as to
the feature of the rear vertical rudder being connected
with the warping wings. The addition of the o-called

;I
I

hand lever, a mere detail, useful, but not indi pen able,
ha been the ba is of a claim that the machine would not
be wholly practical without it. For a full explanation see
Mr. Wright's an wer to Q. 60, lb. 538-42, and the dia
gram howing the Wright machine in circular flight un
der conditions when the supplemental handle was used
and was not used.
Finally, Dr. Zahm, still answering Q. 62, says:
"However great, therefore, the timulus imparted
to the art of flying by complainant in practically
employing the well-known principle of control di s
clo ed by others before their experiment , the patent
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in suit is not an important contribution to the
cience of the aeroplane, ince it di clo es an im
practicable contrivance and advocates a defective
theory. The theory is obviou ly defective in a two
fold sen e. First, in endor in the conjunctive work
ing of rudder and wing margins: second in confirm
ing the necessity in general of working the rudder
of an aeroplane in lateral balancing."
The value and truth of thi

extravagant pretext may

be se t at re t by, first, looking back to Mr. Zahm, the
witne

in 1911, when retained by defendant , and then

to fr. Zahm , the inventor in 1910, when he wore to his
patent application; and , econdly, by readina the follow
ing letter which he wrote to Mr. Wilbur Wright, in Feb
ruary, 1906, and the following resolutions which he then
inspired, at a time when he had no intere ts or connec
tions to

erve, and no wish, except to help record the

truth of hi tory that the Wright Bros. had made a great
and radical invention and were the fir t to olve the prob
lem of human flight. The letter reads:

Zahm and Post Letter to the Wrights in 1906. "Mr. Po t re
quested me to address you and your brother on a sub
ject which, I trust, will be agreeable to you. We have
thought that when the time is opportune, it would
be well for the Aero Club to pass resolutions some
thing after the enclosed tentative form . This would
be the first formal indication that your countrymen
appreciate your work and are proud of it. It may
also prove of historic value in show ing that the spec
ialists of your day regarded you a the inventors of
the fir t successful flying mach ine."
The resolutions read:
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"At a meeting of the Board of Director of the
Aero Club of America, held -:\1arch 10, 1906, upon
motion duly made, seconded and carried, the follow
ing re olutions were passed:
"\\'hereas, the ).Ie r . \V right Bros., Wilbur and
On-ille, of Dayton, Ohio. have developed an aero
plane type of Aying machine that has many times
carried a man afely through the air at high speed,
and continuously m-er long di tance , and, therefore,
of practical value to mankind:
"Therefore, be it re olved that the Aero Club of
America hereby expres e to them it hearty felicita
tion on their great achievement in devi ing, con 
tructing and op rating a succe.. ful man-carrying
dynamic Aying machine; and
"Be it furth r re olvecl that a co1 y f these res lu
tions be acldrc. ·ed to Iessrs. -W ilbur and Orville
\ i\Tright at Dayton, Ohio.
( igned by) "Homer W. Hedge, Presclt.
"John F. O'Rourke, V. P.
"David II. Iorri , 3d V. P.
"Augu tus Po. t.
"Charles J. Glidden, 2nd V.
"
That was Dr. Zahm of 1906. Then we have Dr. Zahm
of 1910. Now, in the la t stages, we have Dr. Zahm in
1911.

In sacred history the first to kiss was the first

to betray.
nd

Ir. Post also appear in th~

record a

who joined in Mr. Zahm's letter and
resolutions, and then a

Ir. Po t

igned the above

1r. Post who testified for the

defense herein. Hi deposition will be noted later.
Lieut. Ellyson and Capt. Beck. The black box incident
confronts the e two witne se " This alleged equalizer
was on the machine they assi ted Mr. Curti

m testing
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at North I land, Cal., but they uppres ed that fact, or
what i legally and morally the

ame, they did not tell

the court that it was on that machine. It is true we have
proved that the device i inoperative to equalize the pre 
ure on the aileron , but they cannot take advantage of
that fact, and it doe

not excu e them for withholding

from the court that such device wa on that machine. In
deed, if the e witne ses ace pt defendants' preten ses that
such device is operative, then their te stim ony i not evi
dence that the ailerons do not ha e unequal pre ure ,
and that th machine doe not turn on a vertical axi ·, but
i merely indirect te, timony that uch device i operative.
Yet without referring to the device, they say the machine
did not spin or swerve on a vertical axis. As defendant '
witnesses, they are presumed to believe that
vice i operative.

They al o ay they rode on the ma

chine and at behind
yoke move.

uch de

Ir.

urti s and saw the

houlder

This device was attached to the shoul ler

yoke and "within a few inche of their faces," to use the
admission made by Mr. Willard as to the position of uch
device with respect to one riding behind the aviator.
We hall refer to this more fully in discussing Willard'
te timony.

But the r~cord goes further.

\Ve regret to

call attention to the fact that the questions and an wers
('

as to the arrangement of that machine go so far as to
make it appear that the alleged equalizer was not on it.
Direct Q. 6, Ellyson deposition (Def. Rec. 120) particu
larly describes the machine, and mentions the aileron ·,
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but does not mention the alleged equalizer. Direct

Q.

7

calls attention to the shoulder yoke and states that
"neither aileron could be moved without moving the
shoulder frame.''

The answer ays ''Ye '' and "the aile

rons could not be mond without moving the shoulder
frame."

But with the so-called equalizer the very pur

pose is to allow the ailerons to be moved automatically
into equal angles by the air pressures, after they are ad
justed to recover lateral balance, 7_c_1ithout any further
movement of the yoke. Thus this testimony bears three
a pect

(a) it uppre e the pre ence of the equalizer

or fail to disclose it; (b) or it mean that the device wa ·
inoperative, a

it

tates that the aileron

could not be

moved unless the shoulder frame was moved; (c) or it
shows that the e witne ses did not discover its presence.

In either ca e their te timony is too

eriously impaired

to be of any value to the court.
Then as to Lieut. Ellyson, there are numero~1s quali
fications in his narrative. Answering

Q. 11, he says: "I

could detect no movement of the rear vertical rudder,"
which wa

when the machine wa flying from him. I-Ie

limits his answer to what he could "detect."

As the

course was a mile long, it is obvious that for a large part
of the flight he could not see whether the rudder was
turned or not.

Answering Q. 16, he says the machine

was rocked when the ailerons were used, but did not
swerve from the straight path.

Then the rocking must

have been small in amplitude and rapid, so that the aile
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rons woul d first work one way and then another, and
thus in a manipulation or trick of that kind operate to
counteract each the t urnin g effect of the other. l\1r. \Vil
bur \ \'right explains this in an wer to Qs. and Ans. 0tV32.
Comp . Rec. 523-±. Finally, the next to last direct que tion
to L ieut. Ellyson (Q. J :i, Def. Rec. 132) a ked if any
change was made in the ai leron or w ires of that machine
between the time Mr. Curtiss made the flights alone and
when Lieut. E ll yson went as a passenger and afterward
Capt. Beck as a passenger.
change

The answer wa

"No, no

were made," and that all the flight were under

"exactly

imilar condition · with the machine."

Thi

shows some mental reservation , the nature of which was
withheld, else why bring up any question of changes.
Then on cross-examination Lieut. Ellyson relates a re
markable feat of flying four mile

over a lake wi thout

deviatina 50 feet from a straight line between two points,
"without appreciable use of the ailerons or rudder."
Asked what he meant by appreciable use, he said, " I mean
that to the best of my knowledge I did not use them at
all."

(X Qs. and Ans. 21 and 22, Def., Rec. 133.)

Again,

it would seem that he did not really know in what posi
tion the rear vertical rudder was placed during his flight
with Mr. Curtiss. He said " it was not used."

Asked if

he meant not manipulated or turned, but merely kept in
a certain side position, he answered "I do not know that
it was to one side or the other, but I do know that it was
not moved."

(XQs . and Ans. 43, 4( Def. Rec. 137-8 .)
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. ment that under certain situations in flying the Curtiss
machine he ha s used the vertical rudder while manipulat
ing the ailerons.

He was asked if, in that machine, he

had noticed when the main planes were in a tilted posi
ti on, the tendency of the machine wa to slide toward the
low ide. Tie said he had on an occasion when he banked
or tilted too

teeply and was turning and climbing.

Asked how he got out of that

ituation, he said:

"I

plunged the no e of the machine downward , banked
. harply in a direction op1 o ite to my original bank and
threw my vertical rud ler in a direction directly op1 osile
to the way it had been et on the turn."
79, Def. Rec. 151 .)

(XAn . 18 and

Thus while u ing his aileron

to

change his tilt or bank, he used the vertical rudder. The
machine was inclining steeply.
the low side.

It b-egan to lide toward

He saw his danger.

He ''banked harply

in the oppo ite direction," which means he manipulated
to come out of that tilt into an opposite tilt, recovering
balance as he did so. For that purpose the ailerons were
used.

In using them he threw his vertical rudder in the

opposite direction, meaning from toward the low side,
where it had been in turning, to the opposite or high side.
Thus when his life was in danger, he quickly and instinc
tively resorted to the vertical rudder and the ailerons.
This admission of the use of the rudder and the ailerons
is sufficient to upset the re t of his testimony, especially
when the black box episode is kept in mind, with it indi
cation of suppre sion, and when the testimony of Lieuts.
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The st;itement that the rudder was not moved seems
rather to have been assertive instead of the impartial
tatement of an actual fact.
As to Capt. Beck the same remarks apply to his testi
mony. He says "so far as I could ob erve'' there was no
' pinning or deyiation of the machine from a traight line.
He limits it to what he ''could ob erve."
Rec. 141.)

(A. 10, Def.

Then he too said the machine was "rocked

from ide to side," which would, of course, allow first one
aileron and then the other to counteract the alternate
turning ff ect o quickly a to minimize the opportunity
to observe the turnincr by one on the ground behind the
machine, with the machine flying rapidly from him, or
even by one on the machine, whose chief sensation would
be due to the rapid lateral rocking.

Hl-2.) Then he say

(A. 12, Def. Rec.

Ir. Curtis did not rotate the hand

wheel and cause the vertical rudder to move while bal
ancing with the ailerons.

(A. 23, Def. Rec. 1-±3.)

But

in answer to Q. 38: speaking of his own flying in the Cur
tiss machine, he says he never used the vertical rudder
to "check or counteract any spinning or swerving of the
machine due to the use of the ailerons." Observe the in
genious limitation. He does not say that he did not use
the vertical rudder to aid the ailerons to recover balance,
by turning it to the high side, as Lieut. Arnold, in om
rebuttal, testified Capt. Beck had told him he did do, and
as Lieut. Kirtland te tified he saw Beck do. And further,
in answer to XQ. 79, Capt. Beck makes a direct state
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. rnent that under certain situations in flying the Curti s
machine he has used the vertical rudder while manipulat
ing the ailerons.

He was asked if, in that machine, he

had noticed when the main plane were in a tilted posi
tion, the tendency of the machine wa to slide toward the
low ide. He aid he had on an occasion when he banked
or tilted too steeply and was turning and climbing.
Asked how he got out of that situation, he said:

"I

plunged the no e of the machine downward, banked
sharply in a direction oppo ite to my original bank and
thr w my vertical rudder in a clirecti n directly opp ·iL
to the way it had been et on the turn."
'19, Def. Rec. 151 .)

(XAn . 18 and

Thus while u ing his ailerons to

change his tilt or bank, he used the vertical rudder. The
machine was inclining steeply.
the low

ide.

It b-egan to slide toward

He aw his danger.

He "banked harply

in the oppo ite direction," which mean

he manipulated

to come out of that tilt into an oppo ite tilt, recovering
balance as he did so. For that purpose the ailerons were
used.

In using them he threw his vertical rudder in the

opposite direction, meaning from toward the low side,
where it had been in turning, to the opposite or high side.
Thus when his life was in danger, he quickly and instinc
tively resorted to the vertical rudder and the ailerons.
This admission of the use of the rudder and the ailerons
is sufficient to upset the rest of his testimony, especially
when the black box epi ode is kept in mind, with it indi
cation of suppres ion, and when the testimony of Lieuts.
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Arnold and Kirtland is kept in view.

All this comment

applies to his first testimony, before his recall.

Now a

different story unfolds. See the reference to his second
deposition under "Capt. Beck Recalled."
Willard.

His position is not creditable.

He first testi

fied that he had flown a Curtiss machine, described to
him in Q. 3.

(Def. Rec. 160-1.)

He then testified that

he had flown a machine of the Curtiss "type," and had
the remarkable experience of flying approximately 2
miles, " straight ahead," after discovering that one of the
rear vertical rudder wires was broken.

(A. 9, Def. Rec.

162-3.) This he aid occurred in Canada. Asked on cross
examination to 'describe exactly the construction and ar
rangement of this machine," he did so by omitting all
reference to the ailerons and yoke and cables.
Def. Rec. l 11-2.)

(XA. 35,

He made no mention of the so-called

black box or equalizer device.

He was excused while

being cross-examined, to keep a personal engagement,
and it was not until some months later that he was re
produced for the completion of his cross-examination and
re-direct.

But before being excused, he repeatedly as

serted that the rear vertical rudder was not used when
the ailerons were worked to recover balance. ·w hen the
cross-examination was resumed later, it developed at
once that this "Curtiss type" machine with which he had
had that remarkable experience had on it this black box
device.

It also developed that the ailerons were placed

as substantial continuations of the main planes, being
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located at or near the rear marginal edges of the same,
as in the Farman machine, while in this Curtiss machine,
the ailerons are attached to the upright posts between
the main planes.

So his alleged straight flight without

the use of the rudder when the ailerons were worked, if
true, prove

nothing as to a Curtiss macjiine, because

there is nothing to show that the machine he did use
would act the same as the Curtiss machine.

We believe

it would, but there is no proof by defendants that what
would be true of that Willard machine would be true of
the Curtis machine.

At any rate, it was not a Curtiss

machine or a "Curtiss type," but was more nearly like
the Farman machine, in which the ailerons are attached
at substantially the same place as they were in that Wil
lard machine; and Judge Hand has twice held the Far
man machine to be an infringement of the Wright pat
ent.

(Wright v. Paulhan, 177 F. 261, and Wr·ight v. Gra

hmne-W hite, unreported.)
But even more seriously than this, comes the fact that,
in the direct examination of Mr. Willard, the presence
of the so-called equalizer or black box device on the ma
chine used in Canada was suppressed or not disclosed.
Another case of Curti~s, Beck and Ellyson. Pressed in
his later cross-examination, he stated that such black
box device was on this Toronto machine and stated that
"while these devices are applied and are practical in their
operation, they are, in a sense, unnecessary, as they are
not called upon in actual operation of the ailerons be
cause there is no difference in pressure to manipulate
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them."

If he had said there wa in practice no sufli.cient

pres ure to operate them, his statement would have been
in accordance with the facts, a

shown by the tests of

thi device made by Lieut . 11illin0' and Arnold and Mr.
\\' rio-ht, el ·ewhere referred to herein.

But he wa

a ked

why the so-ca.lled equalizing device were applied if they
were unnece sary, and an were<l:

"Personally I never

could see the necessity of their pre ence, for in operating
the Curtiss machine, both with and without this equaliz
ing device, I found the machine behaved
ee, in preci -ely the

o far as I could

ame mann r, " hich w uld

h w

c nclu ively that there i , no turning t ndency cau ed by
the ailerons.

The 011/31 reason that I could see for the equal

izers being installed upon the machines might be described as
a scientific cure for an iniaginary ailment."
135, Def. Rec. 208.)

(XAns. 134,

A ked how he knew the device wa

operative, if the machine behaved the ame with as with
out, he said:

"First, by the every-day simple laws of

applied mechanics and mathematic

that there could be

no difference in pressure on the ailerons to which this
device is connected by wires, without this device per
forming the functions for which it was designed.

Sec

ond, it is equally simple and as equally convincing to
demonstrqte the efficiency and practicability of thi

de

vice while the machine is at rest on the ground, merely
by operating the ailerons by hand and introducing re
~ i tance

which would corre pond to the imaginary un

equal re istances in que tion.'

(X . 138, Def. Rec. 209.)
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In pas ing, it hould be noted that this confirms the
propriety of the te ' ts made by Lieu ts. Arnold and Mill
ing and Mr. ·w right, which

bowed that the device re

quired 1 to 20 pounds pre sure on the extreme rear edge
of an aileron to move it-a pres ure many time

in ex

ce s of the difference in pressure on the ailerons in prac
tice, and hence in practice there would not be enough
pressure to operate it.
Then follows the further development in the cross
examination of Willard that he had vi ited North I land,
where

apt. Beck and l\Ir.

'to prove" that th
the e machine

urti

made the sp cial te ts

rudder was not u ed,

hawing that

had the so-called black box device on

them, thus confirming the testimony of Lieut. Milling
that all of the government Curtiss machine
so equipped.

have been

Indeed, Mr. Willard declares emphatically

that every Curti

machine, save only the original ma

chine made just after Curti s commenced the bu ines ,
which wa

in 1909, ha

had thi

device on them.

Of

course, by this time the court will have seen the motive
of Mr. Curti s in putting this device on his machines.

In the first place, if there was no turning effect due to
the unequal pressures on the aileron , and which in turn
would necessitate the use of the rear vertical rudder, then
Curtiss would not have applied the device.

He states

in his patent application that there was uch turning, and
hence he made that invention. Then he confirmed that
tatement by. putting his device on his machine . So it
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wa

his consciou ne

WILLARD

of the fact that the machine did

so operate that cau eel him to seek and apply this device.
Dut coming to know that the device did not work, he wa
afraid to attempt to prove it. So when the pinch finally
came, he tood off on his other and older tack and con
tinued to deny the u e of the rudder. Then he and hi
witnes es came along and suppre eel the fact that the
machines even had this appliance.

They thu

one and

all discredited them elves.
Finally, Willard up ets about all he had te tified to
concerning the non-u e of the rear vertical rudder in re
covering lateral balance, and confirm all our witne s
on the subject, by te tifying as follows on re-direct:
"Rdq. 181. If the vertical rudder of the Curtiss
machine i ever used simultaneously with the aile
rons in re toring balance, which way is it turned,
toward the high side or toward the low ide?
"A. If the vertical rudder i ever u eel imultane
ou ly with the ailerons, it i turned toward the high
side.
"Rdq. 182. Is the rudder so turned because of
any difference of angle or resistance on the two aile
rons?
"A. The rudder is not turned becau e of any re
sistance or with any other reference to the ailerons.
It is turned [Observe he says not if, but that it is
turned] to the high side solely and distinctly for the
purpose of gaining the additional restoring power of
the rudder in exactly the same way that it is used
singularly in the case of the Voisin machine just pre
viously de cribed. [The Voi in, later than the Wright
and since wholly abandoned a a failure. (XA. 6 ,
Comp. Rec. 63.)] In other word , when the rud

I
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der i turned to the high side for the purpo e of re
storing equilibrium, it i acting in the capacity of a
separate and distinct re toring member and has
nothing whatever to do with the aileron any more
than that it and the ailerons are both being used
each a a separate agent to accompli h a de ired reult [Note not two re ult , but a result, namely. bal
ance] more quickly and more po itively than either
arrent alone ha the capacity of doing." (Def. Rec.
9 23.)
Thi

clearly establishes the ca e for complainant un

der claim 7, l± and 1-. It al o include proof for claim
3, becau e he declare the u e of the aileron in recover
ing lateral balance.
Post.

The spirit of his depo ition is hardly con istent
with hi vote in support of the resolution of the Aero
Club of America recognizing the Wright

as the first to

make a practical flying machine; and is incon istent with
the letter of 1r. Zahm to 1r. ·Wilbur Wright, in which
he joined. There Mr. Po t recognized that a new princi
ple had been discovered.

Now he tries to di tinguish

from that principle a machine the record show
made under circumstance

was

indicating a sub tantial copy

of such principle. Mr. Po t first testifie (A. 5, Def. Rec.
16-24) that the machine he assisted in te ting was the
"usual type" Curtiss machine. But defendant 'other wit
nes , Mr. \i\Tillard, has te tified that all Curtiss machines,
except the very first or original, had the so-called equal
izer or black box device on them. Their tatements are
not in harmony.

And coun el for Curtiss, seeming to
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recognize thi

Q.

then to us, undi closed incon i · tency,

111

asked if thi machine had any device on it by which

the ''drift" (pre ures) on the planes wa
equal.

Mr. Po t

aid no.

But thi

caused to be

till leaves Post's

inglc tatement in conflict with \\ illarcl' · Yery full and
repeated statement , that every Curti s machine, ave the
very fir t, had been upplied with the allcrred equalizer.
Mr. Po t executed an affidavit on the motion for an
injunction. In it he related to certain te t .

nswering

Q. 5 in his depo ition, he practically read that affidavit,
to which objection wa
say

made.

(Def. Rec. 2 l.)

that if a flight with a Curti

He fir t

machine i made in

"an absolutely horizontal direction," with the balancing
planes so set that their normal po ition is absolutely hor
izontal during the "normal horizontal flight of the ma
chine,'' the balancing plane

or aileron

will exert the

same resi tance and give no turning tendency. Then he
say

if the "normal po ition of the balancing planes i

not changed and the machine flies upward while carrying
the same weight, or if a greater weight is added, so that
the machine will be slightly tilted up in order to support
uch greater weight, and o that the balancing planes in
their normal position will exert a slight elevating effect,"
and the planes are then adjusted "to equal angles from
the normal, a somewhat greater resi tance or drift would
be exerted by the one plane over the other."

He adds

that "theoretically" the vertical rudder "might have to be
moved to counteract" the "turning tendency," if the ma
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chine is to be kept in a traight cour e.

POST

Thus he tacitly

admits one of the things we have proved and what i ob
vious, that under the conditions of practical flight, as
when the machine flies upgrade or when a greater wcio-ht
i added, the ailerons have unequal ano-Ic

when

et to

recover balance, and do require the u e of the rudder to
counteract the re ulting unequal pre sure .
He confirm

this at variou s places in hi s deposition ,

a , for in tance, at pp. 19, 20, Def. Rec., where he
speaks of "incr a ing the angle of incidence of the main
upp rting

urfaces

difference of r
mo ed.

* * *

o a to create a greater

i tance when the balancing plane

* * *

w re

Five gallons additional gasoline'' were

put into the tank, "thu adding from 30 to 35 pound of
weight."

And again, speaking of flying the machine

with this added weight, he ays:

"Thi proves that the

angle of incidence mu t have been greater than th

n r

mal, in order to upport the added weight. The normal
po ition of the balancing planes was not changed, and
on account of the greater angle of flight, the difference of
resi tance at the two sides of the machine offered by the
balancing planes when moved in the act of balancino-,
was increa ed over that in the preceding flight." He then
refers to another test in which the angle of incidence was
increased and the relative resistance of the ailerons also
increased, by securing to the machine a "stone weighing
11 pound
No. 3."

12 ounces," as
(Def. Rec. 22.)

hown in "Post Photograph
Answering XQ . 83-85 and
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8 , he confirm

the e fluctuation

in the angles of in

cidence; and answering XQ . 71-76 he confirms the un
equal pressure

and angles of the ailerons.

Finally,

pre ed as t o whether he would turn the vertical rudder
to keep the machine in a straight course, when recover
ing balance \vith the aileron , he aid it wa

not nece 

ary "to hold it or to move it," and being pres ed not to
take cover under what was "t~ece sary or required,' he
finally answered that "You do not hold the rudder
tationary and do not turn it.''
96-101, Def. Rec..s.±-"'.)

\\ e

(An wer

hall 1 aY

to XQs.

to 1\lr. Post

to ctr am out what he does do with the rudder if he
neither hold

it nor moves it.

Yet an wering XQ. 107

he said "the rudder may be in a turned position while the
operation of the balancing plane takes place;" and re
plying to XQ. 121, when a ked if in flying defendants'
machine he had "turned the rear vertical rudder toward
the side having the balancing plane with the le s angle,
o far as he could now remember," he aid:

"The bal

ancing planes and the rear rudder may have been in such
a position a you indicate in your question during the
times I have flown the machine."
The first effect of Mr. Post'

testimony is, therefore,

seen to confirm our own proof, that the relative angles
of the ailerons vary with the changes in the angle of
incidence of the main planes, the difference in the aileron
angles growing greater as the general angle increa es,
and the unequal pressures growing by a greater ratio,

, 1
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thus demanding the u e of the rear vertical rudder in ac
cordance with the law of this

tructure, as defined in

the Wright patent.
The second effect is that he doe not appear to be clear
a to what he had done with the rudder in flight, aying
he did not hold it and did not turn it, and that it may
have been toward the le s angle.
The remainder of Mr. Post's deposition i to the effect
that he and Mr. Curtis

made

everal

hort flights of

some 00 feet each, fr. Curti s operating and Mr. Po t
standing on the ice watching, to determine whether when
the aileron were worked to recover balance the machine
swerved or turned on it vertical axi , which Mr. Po t
ays it did not do. But he limit this conclusion thus:
(a) that there was no turning " o far as I could de
tect" (Def. Rec. 23) ; (b) He believed thi

to be due

to the fact that the "balancing planes are u eel only
for a moment in regaining equilibrium.
23).

(Def. Rec.

Thus his whole conclu ion is based upon "that

I could detect" and holding the ailerons in position
to recover balance "only a moment."

But Mr. Wright

and Lieut. Milling and others have testified that atmos
pheric disturbances continue from a few seconds to 15 or
20 second , during which the machine has to be con
trolled as to balance by the ailerons. In view of this fact
Mr. Post's ob ervations prove nothing.

Although these

tests were in little short jump of 500 feet or so, the hand
wheel which control the rear vertical rudder was only
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fraily fa tened with ''a trip of paper'' or a "light cord.''

fr. Post aid, however, that when he tried the machine,
he took off the

tring and paper, excu ing this, on the

cross-examination, by saying that he had not flown this
type of machine before. If o, then his ob ervations were
not tho e of a flyer of this machine.

Spratt.

This man accepte l the hospitality of the \\right ·,

first by invitation through

Ir. Chanute, and later by the

Wrights them elve , and was several time
their exp rirnental camp in Kitty II awk.
ef. Rec. 430.)
verting what he
week

Thu. w

a guest at
( ns. 23-2.3,

have a f rm r guc t now per

aw; we have Herring, who

pent two

at the camp, through permission obtained by Mr.

Chanute, joining with Curtiss in infringing the patent
and we have Zahm, who fir t executed an affidavit for
complainant on the injunction motion, then going over
to the defendant to the extent of being involved in con
tempt proceedings before the Supreme

ourt of the

is

trict of Columbia-singular records of that trait in char
acter best typified by a single historic name. Spratt says
he does not think the machine shown in the patent draw
ings would be a practical glider.

(A. 14, Def. Rec.

429) ; that he thinks it would be a dangerous machine
to use "a a glider" (A. 18, Def. Rec. 429) ; and yet he
testifies to having seen the Wrights glide in their ma
chine, of which this patent is an embodiment, again and
again, and "generally" in winds as high as 20 miles an
hour.

(Answers to XQ . 30-3, Def. Rec. 431.)
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He aid when in flio-ht with the gli !er they could not
warp the urfaces sufficiently to produce a negative angle
at one side (A. 20), but on cro -examination, when
asked the angular range of moyement of the tip of the
Wright gliders he aw in 1901, 1909 and 1903, could only
say that he "would uppo e,·· con iclering "one wing tip
alone,'' it could be changed through about ''six or eight
degree or thereabouts, ·although I am not ure of thi ."
(X . 29.)

Asked if he had not een the Wright glider

and \\T right motor aeroplane

Ay, with

little inclina

tion to th line of flight that the an le of inci lence would,
not b more than two or three degree , he answered that
he could not "tell the exact angle of incidence,"
28.)

(XA.

If he could not tell the degrees of the angle of inci

dence, and could not give the angular range of adju t
ment of the tips, he clearly could not truthfully state that
the Wright

could not warp ufficiently to give a nega

tive angle of incidence.

(His A. 20.)

He knew as much

about the truth in making this answer as he knew in an
swering Q. 14 that a machine built in accordance with
the drawing of the patent would not be practical as a
glider.

Moreover, Q. 14 was limited to a "perfectly flat"

supporting plane, which is not in accordance with the
patent drawings and description, as this court held in its
former opinion.

(177 F. 257, 260.)

Then Mr. Wilbur vVright explains that the angular
range of adjustments of the wing tips in their 1902 ma
chine was about 14 to 15 degree , approximately 7 de
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gree on each ide of the central position; that the u ual
angle of incidence of that machine in flight was about

± degrees, the angle varying with the speed, the machine
beina- flown

ometime

in which the ano-le wa

at a speed of 30 miles an hour,
little, if any, OYer one degree,

and that such ranrre of adju tment of the tip or margin ·
was sufficient to give them pres ures on the lower side
of one wing and the upper icle of the other simultane
ou ly, thus giving positive and negative ano-les.
39-41, Comp. Rec. ;328-9.)

All thi. rebut

and ungrateful tatements f 11r.

Turner.

He te tifiecl to havin

the

(An .
ingular

pratt.

a conver ation with the

1e srs. \Vright and thereafter writing the article which
appears in the February, 1908, number of McClures
fagazine, offered a an exhibit.

The testimony and ex

hibit were objected to as incompetent, and al o becau e
immaterial, since the "Wright patent application wa filed
before the date of Turner's visit, in January, 1907.

A

the article is dated over a year after the visit, and as
Turner admitted that he took no notes on the subject at
the time of the conversation, it is clear that it is not only
incompetent, but of low value even if admissible.

Tur

ner had had no experience in writing on the subject of
aeroplanes, and admitted that the language
article was hi

own.

in the

(XAns. 7-9, Def. Rec. 225-6.)

The article purports to be an interview, but these fact
show that it wa

not.

He simply made a visit to the

Wrights as a stranger, was received with courtesy and
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accorded a chat, waited over a year and published what
he called an "interview," and then came voluntarily and
testified to the accuracy of the article he ''later wrote pur
porting to

H.)

A

tated" to him.

(XAn . 11

an "interview" the article is di hone t, becau e

it i not a
merely

tate what they

tatement given by the Mes r . \Vright, but

omething Turner wrote over a year later.

the defendant were willing to undertake to use it a
interview.

Yet
an

Vi. e do not con ider there is anything in the

article of any con equence, but merely remark upon it
character and the conduct of Turner in the matter.

Waterman. . \\ e find but practically one

tatement in hi

long and tiresome narration in accord with exact correct
ne , namely, that he had "not been in touch with thi
art" and that he did "not pretend to be highly skilled in
the theory, mathematically or otherwi e, of mechanical
flio·ht."

(A. 4, Def. Rec. 4.74, 513.)

He did 11ot give a deposition i11 a legal sc11se. He simply
quoted here and there from the testimony of others and
here and there from books, and filled in between with
rambling assertions, based upon his conception of the
meaning of the e quotations, coloring hi statements with
a preconceived attempt to niake out three conclusions
regardless of everything; first, that the Wrights were not
the first to solve the problem of human flight; second,
that the machine of the WriO"ht patent is not operative;
and, third, that whatever be the meaning of the patent,
defendants' machine is out ide of it.

-----
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We have not een a more singular tatement attempted
to be upported by one's own oath.
of it wa

And then the giving

o conducted, in point of con umption of time,

as to bring it to a close at 4 :;35 P. 1\1., December 12, 1911,
the la t clay ·w ithin which defendant · proof

were to

clo e under the order of the court. Under these circum
- tance we did not undertake to cro s-examine l\Ir. \Vat
erman, becau e the effect would have b en, especially
under the guise of re-direct, to have d layed clo ing de

f nclant · proof .

Much of the time wa

wasted while

he was te t.ifyinrr by uniformly h !ding unduly
c ions.

The preceding witn s

hort

cl sed his deposition

November 1 , 1911, but it was not until November 2 th
that

Ir. \Vaterman commenced. \\' e made these objec

tions on the record and gave notice of moving the court
to disregard or uppre

thi \\ aterman

tatement.

\\ e

al o objected to it in that it i ' neither an opinion nor a
tatement of fact within the knowledge of the witne s,
but a mere argument based upon hearsay, and as such i
incompetent."
di cusse

vVe also objected to all that part which

prior publications, becau e

uch part "consti

tutes new matter not found in uch publications." After
these objection

the witness wa

tendered for cro s-ex

amination, but that simply meant to prolong the matter,
particularly under the excuse of re-direct, and we, there
fore, declined.
are now urged.

ccordingly, the objections then made
(See Def. Rec. 60 -8.)

To empha ize the e objections and to assist the court
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in getting at :\fr. ·w aterman's narrative without the labor
of unneces arily going through it, as we have had to do,
we make the following observations:
He

ay : "It goes without

aying that the machine

di clo ed is of it elf without utility."

But how this

should go without aying probably could only be sworn
to by

~Ir.

\\raterman. He is referring to the machine of

the Wright patent, which the record shows not only ha
flown with motors, but flew as a glider to the hap1 y ex
tent of olving th

problem of equilibrium.

Thi

ment i a fair ample of the accuracy and fairne
so-call cl expert.

state
of this

(Def. Rec. 4 1.)

Again he says: "That it was not until long after the
filing of the patent in suit that the patentees themselves
ever con tructed or flew a power-driven flying machine."
Another mi leading taternent, since the proof hows that
the machine of the patent was con truct cl in 1902 and
the motor put in thi

machine in December, 1903. The

application was filed in March, 1903, after the machine
was constructed.

The machine was the same all this

time.
Again he says: "That until the development of auto
mobile motors," there was not "any sufficiently light
practical motor."

But this statement

fl~es

in the face

even of that of Mr. Herring, of the defendant company,
as published in Gas Power; and contradicts Zahm's pub
lished article referred to supra.
Later he makes general statements about

uccessful

-· ~ · ~

.

..

.

.

~--
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flight

by different men, about small machine

flying

without human guidance and without power, other than
derived from the wind, and in perfect balance, while
power machine had flown as much a
these general

3,000 feet.

But

tatem nts are not even borne out by the

instances he later cites.

He introduce

uch

tatement

by sayina that ''it is a tonishing to one who, like myself,
has not been in touch with this art to find" etc.

It must

have been this want of "touch" that cau ed him to make
uch tatement . (Def. Rec. 414.)
deductions from an article by

Ir. Huffacker were

o extreme that we had Mr. \ right notice them in hi
An . 20 to 22 (Comp. Rec. 652-G, 2nd dep).
:Ir. Waterman ventures the statement that the

ext

front horizontal rudder "has nothing to do with lateral
balance."

But defendants own witne s Capt. Beck had

already testified to u ing this horizontal front rudder in
the Curtiss machine when he plunged the nose of the ma
chine downward to increase his

peed and come out of

a bad uptilted condition, in connection with which he
used the ailerons and turned the rear vertical rudder.
(XA.

9, Def. Rec. 15 .)

And Lieut. Foulois, of the

S. Army, ha al o testified to a similar use of the hori
zontal rudder in the Wright machine under similar con
ditions.
Again, at page 500, Def. Rec., Mr. Waterman quotes,
and draws the wrong conclu ion from,

a part of

the Wright Brothers' article in the Century Magazine.
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are stated by ~Ir. Wilbur Wright in an wer

The fact
to

Q. J

WATERMAN

(Comp. Rec. ':l.97- ).

Ir. Wright says in the

ftight referred to in this quotation the rudder wires
were "entirely disconllectcd from the warping wire . \Vhen
it was noticed that the machine was tilting up and slid
ing toward the tree, the operator turned the machine
down in front and found that the apparatus then re
sponded promptly to the lateral control.

The remedy

was found to con ist in the more killful operation of the
machine and not in a different con truction." Mr. \Vright
then goe

on and explain

at length the cau es of the

peculiar action of the machine on the occa ion referred to
in the publi hed article, how that it is a condition com
monly met with in all the flying machines of today, being
one of manipulation and not of mechanism, and con
cludes by

aying:

'When we had discovered the real

nature of the trouble and knew that it could alway

be

remedied by tilting the machine forward a little, so that
its flying speed would be restored, we felt that we were
ready to place flying machine on the market."

But de

fendants, like a drowning man grabbing at a straw, have
eized upon this article, quoted the statement that the
Wrights had not been "flying long in 1904 before we
found that the problem of equilibrium had not a

yet

been entirely solved," guessed that the machine referred
to in the article had the vertical rudder wires connected
with the warping wires, and then forthwith claimed that
the machine of the patent would not recover equilibrium.
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But lo! it turns out that their gue s a to the wires was
like most guesses-wrong-and that the article referred
to a machine having the very arrangement w hich they
everywhere adm it and

tate in their testimony is a suc

cess. \Ve comment at thi length because thi ~ incident
i fully typical of the mi guided extreme to which defen
dants have gone in eeking to attack thi patent.

Ir. \ aterman goes o far as to quote th is article and
to

ay from it and a iuotation from th

reliable ( ?)

statement of Dr. Zahm that it i , therefore, "agreed," by
the Wright and all , that th e machine of th

patent is

not practical, 'and thi

with the

agreement coincide

tatements of the patent in suit." This is illu trati ve of
the value of V\Taterm an' statements; but it is past under
standing how a man would deliberately ay " thi

agree

ment coincide with the tatement of the patent in suit,"
wh n the patent make no statement of the kind at all.
uch perversion de erve to be severely criticised because
it i inexcusable and can have but one purpose-to mis
lead this court.
Mr. ·w aterman then further harps on the vertical rud
der in the later machines being capable of a further move
ment in addition to that movement which accompanie
the warping of the wings-a matter of no legal conse
quence and fully discussed and passed on by Judge Hand
in Wright v . Paulhan, supra .

And the occasion

for so

additionally moving the ve rtical rudder are fully ex
plained by Lieut. Milling and Mr. Wright, particularly

I
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the latter's an wers to Q. 60, Comp. Rec. 538-±2, and the
accompanying diagram reproduced at p. 33, Comp. Rec.,
Appendix .

l\lr. Wright says:

''The object of the sup

plementary handle at the top of the warping handle is to
reproduce [on circles] the ame relative positions of the
wing and vertical tail with reference to the air

tream

that they have in straight flight." In other words, in the

\ V right machines, the warping lever is connected both to
the warping tip

and the vertical rudd r, and the wings

and rudder have a general relative relation. In circling,
it is

ometime

lesirable to maintain ·ub tantially thi

same r lation , but a the pres ure and actions are a little
different in circling from those in a traightaway course,
this arne relati ve position of the wings and tail with ref
erence to the air tream is more perfectly had by giving
the rudder a slight additional movement.

Thi

is clone

by the supplem ntary handle referred to. So fr. \ Vr ight
ays: "It will be seen that the upplementary handle is
not a necessity, but merely a refinement, as it enables
exactly the same conditions in circling as in st raight
flight, and once the tail has been offset an amount pro
portional to the ize of the circle, the balance is effected
merely by fore and aft movements of the warping lever.

"' * *

It [supplementary handle] is not intended f r
balancing. vVe instruct aviators if they ever get into
trouble in correcting lateral balance, to set the supple
mentary lever in its neutral position and correct the bal
ance by the warping lever alone." (A. 6, Comp. Rec.
541-2.)

:••r.,'

,.' "'• •
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Ioreover, th

WATERMAN

entire independent adju tment of the

vertical rudder, as distingui hed from connecting it at all
with the warping device , was the arrangement the in
yentor first thought of, as tated in ~fr.\\ right' answer
3, Comp. Rec. -1-90; but they decided to connect the
rudder directly with the warping rope

for the

ake of

simplicity, so that the operator would have but one de
vice to manipulate and o could learn ea ier. In illu trat
ing one form of arrangement, an 1 the patent di tinctly
state
thi

that the drawino-

are illu trati ns

more simple arrangement wa ad pted.

one form,
'I'he com

mercial machines are o made, and then a a refinement
the upplementary handle i added that the rudder may
be given a lightly greater adju tment, a in making cir
cle , particularly
I,

hort circle ; and thus, in fact, intro

duces, through the

upplementary handle, the original

thought of the inventor . The patent it elf, however, i
very particular not to limit, in any wise, the mode of ope
rating the rudder, whether directly with the operation of
the wings, or independently, or both. It tates:

"In connection with the body of the machine as
thus operated we employ a vertical rudder or tail 22,
upported so as to turn around a vertical axis." (P.
3, col. 2, lines 116-119.)
Again:
"We wish it to be understood, however, that we
do not limit ourselves to the particular de cription of
rudder set forth, the es ential being that the rudder
shall be vertical and hall be moved o a to pr ent
its re isting . surface on that side of the machine
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which offers the lea t re i tance."
53-60.)

(P. -±, col. 1, line

The pecification concludes:
'' \ e do not wish to be understood as limiting ourelves trictly to the preci e details of construction
h r inbefore described and . hown in the accompany
ing drawing . a it i obviou that these details may
be modified without departing from the principle of
our invention." ( P. 5, line 60-69.)
The next excursion l\Ir. Waterman indulges

111

1s a

long and incorrect di cu ion of the hape of the upport
111

plane in the patent, ending with the tatement that

th

patentee have not dLclo ·eel in th patent a practical

Oying machine, for the further rea on that the plane are
''flat," with insufficient liftino- capacity, while the writings
of the patentees show the plane should be curved fore
and aft.

But Judge Hazel pa sed upon thi question in

hi opinion on the injunction motion and there correctly
pointed out that the patent i not confined to the shape
of the plane , and does not di close mere flat planes. He
was entirely correct.

De cribing the framework of the

planes, the patent states that the transverse bars are con
nected at their ends "by bow 4, extending from front to
rear of the machine."

"Bows" are not straight piece ,

but always curved, and Fig. 3 shows the curve produced
by the bows; indeed, the greatest depth of the curve
shown is even closer to the forward edge of the planes
than the rear, which accords al o with the construction
adopted in practice.
Then the specification says:
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"We have u ed the ter m 'aeroplane' in this speci
fication and the appended claim to indicate the
supporting urface or upport in g surfaces by mean
of which the mach ine is sustained in the air, and by
this term we wi h to be under tood as includ ing any
suitable supporting surface which normallv i sub
tantially Aat, although, of cour e, when co.n tructed
of cloth or other flex ible fabric, a we prefer to con
struct them, the e urfaces may receive more or le s
curvature from the re istance of the air, a indicated
in F ig. 3."

Thus two things are stated : first , that the surfaces are
normally only substantially flat, not actually flat, which
corresponds with the word "bow," and with the drawings,
while the word "substantially" is a flexible term indicat
ing that the variance may be greater or less; and, second,
when the cloth is used these surfaces will receive "more
or less curvature," which, of course, is additional to the
curvature of the bows, for the cloth will of necessity
bulge from the pressure and exaggerate the general cur
vature of the bows. The only reason for this extended
discussion is because defendants have repeatedly at
tempted to make something out of this matter by calling
the planes "flat."
F inall y, Mr . vV ater man, still pursuin g ph antoms of de
fects in the patent, complains that it does not state wh ere
to locate th e en gine. This entirely overlooks th e simple
fact that the patent relates not t o the mot or and its loca
tion, but to th e broader an d wholly fundam ental proposi
ti on of maintaining lateral equilibrium . Some construc
t ors will put th e engine at one particular place and some
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Indeed, this disclo ed principle of maintain

ing equ ilibrium i shown to be capable of doing
and without a motor.

o with

The photograph ''Complainant's

Exh ibit, Wright Aeroplane'' ( omp. Rec., Appendix, 15)
show the engine located down clo e to the lovver plane
and near the forward edge, while the photograph of de
fendant ,• machine, ''Curtiss P hotographs .0:° os . 1 and '2,''
show defendant ' engin e located hi gh up from the lower
plane and nearer the rear marg in of the machine.
is ufficient to how that the exact 1 cati n
terial thing, in the
ular place, but, t

en e that it mu t b

1

at

This

not a ma
ne partic

the c ntrary, that the locati on ' ill

depend upon the general construction of the machine in
which the principle of maintaining equilibrium will be
carried out and practiced by different constructor . In
stead of being a defect in the patent, it was and is the
proper mode of drafting the patent not to have tied it
dow n to any particular location of the engine when that
was not a part of the invention.

But that defendant

would urge such a proposition is worthy of notice only
as indicating their dearth of real defenses.
He next enters upon a long discus ion which, summed
up, relates essentially to, fir t, quotations from the orig
inal specification filed by the Wrights, themselves, and
from the patent; second, to printed publications and o
called prior art patent ; and, third, to his conception of
the meaning of the claims in uit. This whole di cus ion
is marked with the same want of accuracy and by the
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ame partisan immaturity of judgment and lack of knowl
edge which characterize the preceding part of his dis
cu ions, made by one who confessedly had " not been in
touch with this art."
. ll that he ay
be

re rrarding the art and the claim will

ufficiently an wered when we treat those

\\'hat he

ubjects.

ays about the quotations referred to arc ex

plained by Ir. Wright as follow :

"Q. 23 . :Mr. \Vaterman, an wering Q. 5, quotes
from the riginal \\ right and Wright pecification,
drawn by the inventor , the following:
" ''0l e are aware that a forward horizontal rudder
of different con truclion ha been u ·ed in combina
tion with a upporting urface and a rear horizontal
rudder.'
"He then ays the Wright patent in uit itself con
tains thi same tatement. Please explain what, in
fact, wa referred to by your elf and brother in this
statement.
"A. This had reference to the experimental ma
chine constructed, but never flown, by Mr. Maxim.
"Q. 24. 1r. Waterman al o, in an wer to Q. 5,
further quotes from the original specification, the fol
lowing, which he says is not found in the patent as
issued; we are aware that prior to our invention fly
ing machines had been constructed having uper
posed wing in combination with horizontal and ver
tical rudders. We, therefore, do not claim such com
bination broadly.
"Please explain what was referred to in this quoted
matter.
"A. This refers to the experimental apparatu of
Lilienthal and Chanute already di cussed."
Preceding

t~1ese

quotations Mr. Waterman quotes iso
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lated pas age from the original pecification fil ed by the
patentee themselves, when acting without an attorney,
and from the patent, and eeks t~ argue that these quota
tions constitute a recognition of a prior art, in the ordi
nary

en e, but the te timon y just quot ed from Mr.

Wright sufficiently shows that if the e pas ages were
more than formal, they merely referred to an experi
mental art, of which the patentee

had read or heard.

Mr. Waterman insists that the la t two quotati ons, to the
effect that the Wrights placed the horizontal rudder in
front of the aeroplanes, are matters which have been
abandon d. He ba es thi extreme conclusion on the fact
that in some of the ·w right machines described in this
record the horizontal rudder has been placed either
wholly in the rear or divided into two parts, one part for
ward and the other rearward of the main plane , being
modifications of the location of the rudder, but not of its
functions, and especially not of it functions in the gen
eral combination. Mr. 'lv aterman's statements, therefore,
should not mislead any one.
As to publications and so-called prior art patents, it
is sufficient to say that Mr. Waterman nowhere points
the court to a single instance where, prior to December
17, 1903, a machine was flown by a pilot, who controlled
the lateral balance through mechanism manipulated by
him.

This he entirely fails to do, but refers indiscrim

inately to experiments conducted with little models and
to experimental glides (such as those made by Lilienthal

v

r
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and Chanute) as in tances of flight.

IIe quotes from a

Treatise on the Art of Flying, by Thomas \\' alker, to the
effect that after the author had seen a man balance a
chair and table on a tight rope, he wa induced to believe
managing a flying machine wa

imple, and hence he

could see no reason why men hould not become a ex
pert in navigatino- the air as the
Waterman argue

ea.

From this Mr.

that after all the solution of human

flight by the Wrights was a matter of manual skill.
only kill were needed, however, it i.
did not fly before

If

trange that men

ecember, 1903. a there wa certain

ly as much kill available before as after that date. Thi
illustrates to what f oli h extremes 11r. \Valerman has
been willing to go, but as he wa "not in touch with this
art," we hould not be urprised after all.
He then argue , a

wa

argued in oppo iti n to the

injunctional motion herein, that the wh le matter wa
one of applying a modern light-weight motor to uch a
machine as the Chanute crlider, or to a Voi in machine.

In this he ignored the fact that the Chanute experimental
machine had no adjustable balancing plane

or aileron

and no operable vertical rudder, and eems to have been
ignorant of the fact that the Voi in machine was not
known until after the Wright invention, and was a tem
porary expedient, in which men tried to fly with rigid
supporting surfaces an l fixed vertical end pieces between
the surfaces, by the addition of an operable rudder. The
thing was abandoned because it lacked the very thing
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that charaacterizes the \V right invention, namely, mean
for maintaining and recovering lateral equilibrium.

Mr.

Waterman forgot, too, that Herring, of the defendant
company, whom he

ay

glided in the Chanute experi

mental machine, knew all about efficient motor long be
fore, for he tates in his editorial in Ga Power that such
motor had exi tecl a early a the ixtie . ,If ).Ir. \Vater
man's wanderings and supposition had any basis in fact,
then Mr. Herrin
motors in a
Waterman

ought to have placed one of tho e

hanute machine.

But h r

a ain Mr.

ither did not know, or wa not fair enough

with the court to

ay, as thi

record

hows, that

1r.

Chanute did not con ider his own machine capable of
having a motor applied thereto, an 1 that only after the
vVrights had perfected the balancing mechanism did 1r.
hanute advise that a motor be attempted.

\Vhen

Ir.

Chanute had a certained the extent of the olution of the
problem by the Wrights, he then advised them that he
thought the art was sufficiently advanced to justify in
stalling a motor.
103, Def. Rec. 98.)

(Wright XA. 43, Comp. Rec. 670; A.

fr. Waterman either did not know

thi or suppre · ed it, as he does not mention it, although
he make statement that require him to do so.
Mr. Waterman' remaining di cussion of the so-called
prior art find their full an wer in the review of that art
as given by Mr. Wright in his candid and fair statement.
His "argument " regarding the claims have been suf
ficiently answered in our previous discussion of them.
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Conclusion.

Every equity is with complainant.

Every im

portant fact ha been proved by complainant.

Every ap

peal of ju tice upports the bill. Every consideration of
public policy u tains the ca e. The reward due to the
creator of a new art, and due to the genius and per e
verance that unlocke l perhap the profoundest secret in
applied mechanics and elu ive physic , stands at the
threshold of this case a king for recognition!
Re pectfully submitted,

H. A. TOULMIN,
Solicitor and of Counsel for Complainant.
August, 1912.

APPENDIX

Schroeder 1894 German Patent. The record wa clo ed when
defendant a keel leave (which we did not oppo e) to add
this patent to their prior art collection.

It is only for a

balloon machine, the pecification saying: "]'he ball

n

a holds ~ o much ga that the cntir air hip with it con
t nt i carried thereby.' Judg Hanel di po eel of
ilar balloon proposals in the Paulhan ca e,
''*

* *

loons.

the e are all for lateral plane

im

aying:

to dirigible bal

The whole problem is so entirely different when

u pension is effected by a reservoir containing a lighter
ga than air, that there i not the lea · t re emblance be
tween the patents and the patent in ·uit.

:::

* *

Be-

ides, the equilibrium is insured by the fact that in such
machines the center of gravity is much below the center
of buoyancy, as in the ca e of a sh ip in water, and the
planes were designed in all cases simply to cause the hip
to rise or fall."

(Wright v . Paulhan, 177 F., bot. 270, top

271.)
Schroeder makes no mention whatsoever of an "aero
plane."

He does not teach how to fly an aeroplane by

maintaining it

lateral balance. The patent i sued eigh

teen years ago in Germany while Lilienthal wa experi
menting there, and two years before hi s death, and when
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he was resorting to no better plan than to hift his body
about in efforts to balance his experimental aeroplane,
and still he makes no reference to

chroeder's patent in

all of hi published accounts of his experiment . Yet he
mu t have known of it, though he did not, manifestly,
regard it.
balloon

In thi
remained

country the Schroeder proposal for
111

uch oblivion that defendant

claimed, in moving for leave to introduce it, that th0twh
they had carefully

earched the records, they had ju t

found it.
Defendants' Expert.

He interpret this German patent with

hi u ual fr edom in adding the teaching , of the \\ ri ht
patent to old peculations which never came to anything.
He repeats his former error that in 1894 engines light
enough for aeroplane purposes were not to be had, a
statement contradicted by defendant
Zahm, in hi

other expert, Mr.

article published in 1 93 in the Catholic

·w orld, before referred to.

The burden of l\Ir. \ Vater

man's contentions concerning the
that it provides an aeroplane surface.

chroeder patent i
On this he ba es

all conclusions of similarity between it and the Vv right
patent. But he confines the comparison to claims 3 and
7 in suit, first assuming the pre ence of an aeroplane in
the Schroeder.

He eems to have thought that the flat

bottom surface of Schroeder' gas vessel made it an aero
plane, not seeming to understand that such surface is
not a supporting urface.

The structure was to be sup

ported by gas lighter-than-air, and not by this under sur
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face pre. sing downward on the air.

A balloon floats in

the air, but an aeroplane rides by pressure on the air col
umn. . A balloon floats whether moving or tanding. An
aeroplane gets . upporting pre sure by rnovincr forward,
and falls if deprived of forward . peed.
without reference to any angle between it
its clir ction of moYement.

balloon float
urface

and

An aeroplane depends upon

an ano-le of its surface to it direction of movement. A
balloon,· such a

chroeder' - eras tank a, assumes a po i

tion with its urface coinciding with the line of it for
ward movement, there b ing no an le of incidence.
aeroplane a

An

ume a po iti n with its urface at an an

gle to the line of its forward movement.

Its angle of

position is greater than its angle of direction.

In a bal

loon, the angle of positi n corre ponds with the angle of
direction.

Fr m the e fundamental difference

all · the

problem in the two kinds of machine are radically dif
ferent.
In Schroeder's balloon propo al there would be no ten
dency to lo e lateral balance.

A Judge Hand said, the

equilibrium is in ured becau e the center of gravity is
below. the center of buoyancy.

Even if the gas tank di<l

tilt, it would not make any difference with respect to
falling, becau e the tank will float as much in one posi
tion as in another.

But not so with an aeroplane.

So

whatever untried theory Sehr eder had, regarding

et

ting hi side wings o at oppo ite angle when the balloon
is tilted, they obviously have no application to maintain
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ing the lateral balance of an aeroplane.

Indeed, the ex

tended vertical side wall of Schroeder' gas tank woul<l
expose it to being blown to one side when hit sidewise.
The effect of this would be to so turn the pivoted wing
that the one on the lee side would become negative and
exert a depre ing action, and the one on the windward
would become po itive and exert an elevating action.
Thi would continue indefinitely, or until the suspended
car under the tank could change from a lagging inclining
po ition to a hangin
po it1on of the wing .

vertical po ition, to reverse the
o the win

and their links, a

hown and arrang d, would, under the common condition
of these side thru t , first and indefinitely produce evil
and not benefit . Complainant's expert, Mr. See, noticed
thi and spoke of it in hi deposition, saying: "I cannot
conceive of the dirigible balloon of this German patent
being a ucce ful machine.

Balloons, by reason of the

extended ide surface which they present, are very
ceptible to winds.

u 

If a gust of wind hit the balloon of

this German patent

idewise, _it would blow it to one

ide, and the su pended car, being heavy and presenting
comparatively small surfaces, would lag in the sidewise
motion, the pivotal suspension freely permitting this, and
the effect of this change of relationship of the car to the
balloon would be to so adjust the wing o on the lee side
of the balloon that wind pressure acting above that wing,
and under the wing on the windward icle, would cause
a tipping of the balloon, which, in the absence of those
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wing , might behave itself perfectly. And it would seem
that every side wind that blew would be bringing about
these annoying disturbances and that, having in view the
entire machine, it would be a decided step in advance to
take away from it the wings o and all of their connec
tions and acce sories."
Never Tried.

(Comp. Rec. 818.)

Defendants have not proved that Schroeder's

proposal was ever built and operated. Their expert said
he did not know that it had ever been and only learned of
the patent 'within a few day ."

(XA. 22, 23.)

Yet in

this art, where all was speculation before the Wright in
vention, the burden was on them to prove the utility of
such proposals.

The world had not accepted them as

practical or of any value, and those who had experi
mented in this field had not used these thing , and this
court cannot be expected to accept them.

It would be

a most unrea onable thing, and unju t alike to this court
and these patentees, to ask the court to a sume utility
and operativeness in things which all the world had re
jected by not trying them, and which even experimenters
have not attempted to use.

o we ay, with safety and

propriety, that this Schroeder proposal was never re
duced to practice and would, even according to its own
disclosures, operate more injuriously than otherwise, be
ing always subject to the side thrusts referred to, with
the resulting initial turning of the wings in the wrong
direction, setting up disturbances in the operation even
of the balloon machine, and which disturbance , if ap

!

I
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plied to an aeroplane, would re ult in the lo. s, not main
tenance, of lateral equilibrium and in the falling of the
machine.

It would on ly be in ca e

where, if that be

sible, the Schroeder gas tank co uld tip laterally, with

p

out fir t

uffering the , iclewi e moti on, that the wings

could be po itionecl a

tatecl in the

pecification.

And

thi assume that hi s balloon would act clifferentl y from
the only dirigible balloon ever put to practice, namely,
tho c which have no wing mechani m at their side,.

All

the e dirigible balloons float aloncr in the air current ,
and if

chroed

1..

would stay up at all , it w ulcl do o b

floating and not with reference to any a!Jeo-ecl balancino-.
So

rfr. \ aterrnan' · ugo-estion that this machine would

have a tendency to tip over i contradicted by the ob
served operation of dirigible balloon .
He say : ''By tilting the car to one ide or the other
the plane o, o, will be tilted." But the claim of Schroed
er'

patent di tinctly

tates that the car ''hang

alway

vertically downwards," which contradicts his proposed
tilting. And if the car were tilted, it would set the wing
on its upper side to a lifting angle and the wing on it
lower side to a depressing angle.

This would be a fatal

operation in an aeroplane, while in this balloon machine
it would be such a disturbing operation as might throw
one out of the car, but would not cau e the machine to
fall becau e the gas tank would continue to support, no
matter what position the car would

ccupy.

But this

hows that Mr. Waterman propo eel what the claim de
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and what would be mo t objectionable.

His reason

for this proposal was that he might say the operator
could control the wing .

But he did not

ee that the

effect of the operator's tipping the car would be to set
the wing in the wrong po ition.
IIe

ay

also that the

hafts of the ailerons are in

advance of the center of their . urfaces.

He relie upon

Fig. 2, but that i a perspective at such an angle a to
give incorrect proportion . In Fig. 1 the wing o i clear
ly
aero

hown, mea uring its neare t edg , with the
the middle.

haft

He made that ug estion to make it

appear that the wing

would aut matically a ume a

horizontal po ition because, if they drooped into an in
clined po ition, which they would do if their pivot wa
not midway their fore and aft length, the center of pres
ure would, by a fixed law, be forward of their pivotal
line, tending to tip them into a further inclined po ition
as the machine advanced, the center of pres ure moving
more and more from the pivotal line to the forward edge.
Such action would set up unbearab le disturbances with
these wings.

Complainant's Expert. We invite attention to Mr. See's very
short statement about this patent.

He points out the

difference between balloon machines and aeroplanes; that
the vertical rudder of Schroeder is like the rudder

of

ships and dirigible balloons, steering as they do because
of the ide re istance offered by the walls a of Schroeder's
gas tank, but which is not the manner of steering aero

v
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planes, which have no side resistance, as elsewhere
pointed out in this brief; that defendants' expert "has
taken the unwarranted liberty of calling the balloon an
aeroplane;" that "it eems quite impo ible that the ma
chine of thi German patent would be at all practicable;"
that defendant ' expert being "quite mi taken in his un
derstanding of the German patent, i quite mistaken in
concluding that that patent di close matter anticipating
the vVright claims 3 and

7 in

uit."

No Correlation Between Rudder and Wiings.

It

hould be

noted that the German patent t ache n correlation be
tween the vertical rudder and the wing o; that nothing
of this sort eem to have been dreamed of by Schroeder;
and that as the balloon would travel with the angle of its
position corresponding with the angle of its direction, it
would have no angle of incidence, and that neither wing
would have any greater or le s angle than the other, there
being no differential angle of incidence, or "differential,"
as Judge Hand aptly expressed the differential angles in
the adjustable margins of the Wright patent and the in
fringing Bleriot machines, and in the ailerons of the in
fringing Farman machines.
Finally, as showing the error of defendants' expert in
assuming that the under side of the balloon formed an
aeroplane, Mr. See points out that the u~per side being
built at an angle to the lower side, would present a sur
face with downward pres ure in excess of any lifting
claimed for the lower urface, if aeroplane actions were
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pres nt at all in the Schroeder propo al. So Mr. Water
man's theory, if carried out, would result in a greater
downward than upward pres ure. The invention of the
\V rights a expressed in claims 3 and 7 i not pre ent in

the untried forgotten Schroeder proposal.

I-I. A. TO LMIN,
Counsel for Complainant.
October, 1912.
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Appeal from the
Di trict Court of
the United States
1

·United States Circuit Court of Appeals
FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT

In Equity.

The Wright Company,
Complainant-A ppellee,
-vs.
The Herring-Curtiss Company
and Glenn H. Curtiss,
Defendants-Appellants.

Appeal from the
District Court of
the United · States
for the W estem
District of New
York - Judge
Hazel.

Brief for Complainant-Appellee

INTRODUCTORY
The patentees, Orville and Wilbur Wright, were the first
men to actually fly!

The aeroplane covered by the patent

in suit was the first heavier-than-air dynamic flying machine
to rise from the ground and fly away like a bird, its operator
controlling and directing its course and balance as he desired.
No such human achievement had ever before been accom
plished. This first historic flight occurred over the seashore
at Kitty Hawk, N. C., December 17, 1903.
L abors of the Wrights. The story of the genesis and evolu
tic~n

of this master-stroke in the field of invention is replete

with human interest, and lightened and darkened with al

f

i/
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ternating vi ions of success and forebodino-s of failure.

All

the world, in all the past, who had trie 1 to di cover th e
secret of human Aight, had turned aside and abandoned
effort and hope.

Able engineers and o-ifted scienti ts had

pent years in time, fortunes in m oney, and even life it elf.
in a vain pur uit of Aight by man.
impossible ( ?) thiner.

All had laid aside thi s

uch was the state of popular an d

technical opinion during the decade preceding the advent
of this \Vright invention. Yet they silently and ceaseles ly
conducted their imperishable labor , in which their limite d
resource were often

xhau ted, th ir mind

wearied, their

bodies brui eel and jarred and their live · barely avecl. Th e
story is be t told in the narrative
Wright's depo ition.

f the late 1lr. Wilbur

(A. 3, Rec. -1/.±--199.)

The evidence of the world-wide recognition of the inven 
tion is detailed in the depo ition of 1fr. Hammer, wh o
show

an.1ple qualification

for

o te tifying.

See " om

plainanf Exhibit, Recognitions \ Vright Invention," repro
duced at p. 833 Rec., Vol. I. and l\Ir. 1-.I ammer's depositi o n ,
pp. 2-1-3-1 Rec., folios 70-102.

In the court below defendants conceded the validity of
the

vV right

patent, but contended for a con truction of th e

patent narroi 1cr than the im1c11tio11, in order to escape infrino-e
ment.
A

the patentees are pioneers m human flight, the ma

chine the first to Ay, and the patent basic and generic, Judge
Hazel very rightly refused to place uch a fatal interpreta
tion upon it.
Appellants at fir t denied the u e of the rear vertical rud
der in conjunction with the ailerons in recovering lateral
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balance of their machine, but later, when forced into a posi
tion presently to be explained, admitted thi use of the rud
der to "aid" or ''assist" the ailerons in the function of pre
serving and recovering balance.
Defendant Curtiss learned of the \Vright invention and of
the mode of con tructing the \V right aeroplane, under con
ditions of confidence and trust, of which he took unjust
advantage.

(Rec. 45-51, folios 1;3-l-151.)

Notified of in

fringement, he wrote that he did not intend to fly his ma
chine in public exhibitions, but only experimentally. (Rec.
51- -.i, folio

152-161.)

This he

making, selling and exhibiting thi

traightway violated by
infringing machine in

conjunction with the defendant company he in pired. Blowit

v. Socicte, 53 F. 98, Justice Jackson and Judge Taft; Johnson
v. Foos, 141 F . 73, Judge Lurton.
Defendant Herring likewise obtained intimate knowledge
of the W right invention while at their testing camp at Kit
ty Hawk.

(Rec. 616-17, A. 5, folio 18-±f-18-±8.)

He later

commended the invention in an editorial he wrote for a tech
nical journal.

("Complainant's Exhibit, Gas Power.") And

later till joined with Mr. Curtiss in this infringing enter
prise.

(Rec . 6n, folio 18-±9.) Case just cited apply.

The Wright Invention and Patent. Thus the patent ays:
"The objects of our invention are to provide mean
for maintaining or restoring the equilibrium or lateral
balance of the apparatus, * * *" (P. 1, lines 16-20,
Rec. 825.)
The drawings "embody our invention in one form." (P.
1, lines 29-31.)

The supporting aeroplanes are intercon

nected by standards, and so organized that, while advancing

f
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in flight, their forward edge are above their rear margins,
o as to slightly incline from front to rear, to give a starting
angle of incidence.

Lateral Balance. The means for controlling lateral balance
i. e., keeping the machine so balanced that neither lateral
extremity shall so far depart from its proper course up or
down as to cause the machine to become unbalanced and to
fall or tend to fall, are located at the lateral margins of the
planes.

In the form illustrated these means are compo ed

of the lateral portions of the aeroplane , capable of beit:1g
adjusted to increase their angle of incidence at one

ide

and to decrea e it at the other, upplemented by the rear
vertical rudder.

'Ne shall fir t describe the operation of the adjustable
margins. When one side of the machine clips too low, the
angle of the adjustable portion at that ide is immediately
increased by the operator.

By the

ame act he decreases

the angle of the adjustable portion at the other or higher
ide. The purpose is to cause the lower side to be raised
by lhe increased lifting effect of the portion so adjusted to
this greater angle, while at the same time the lessened
angle of the adju table portion at the other, or higher ide ,
will either have a· relatively les cned lifting effect, or a de
pressing effect, according to whether the angle of adjust
ment at such higher side is a lessened po itive angle or goes
far enough to produce a negative angle.
lifts and a negative angle depresses.

A positive angle

The former receive

the air pressure on the under ide and the latter receives
it on the upper side. Thus that side of the machine which
has careened too low is to be given a lifting action by in-
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creasi ng the angle of the adjustable portion at that

ide,

while the other side, which is too high. is to be given either
a less lifting effect or a depre ing effect.
Judge Hand ays this con titutes the "first part" of the
\Vright invention. Wright Co.

11.

Pa11llu111,

1~7

F. 263. Judge

Hazel find this fir t part i covered by claim 3.
But in thi s ope ration Of the adjustable portions a sort of
secondary effect takes place. This effect is the retardation
of the speed of the lower side where the adjustable portion
has been given the greater angle of incidence, and a relative
acceleration of the speed of the other or higher side where
the adju table portion ha been given a le er angle of inci
dence. This i true because uch greater angle offer more
resistance to forward motion, while such lesser angle offers
less resi tance.

This action, if not taken care of, would,

under all usual and general conditions of flight , cau e the
lower side to lag, and permit the higher ide to swing ahead
in a curved path, and, having greater speed, because les
resistance, to climb higher, though having a less angle of
incidence.

These unequal speeds must be equalized by

relatively increasing the slower speed of the lower side, to
make its greater angle lift, and decreasing the fa ster speed
of the higher side, to prevent it from rising higher.

Such

retardation and acceleration occur whenever the adjustable
balancing portions are adjusted as far as required in the
usual conditions of flight , clue to prevailing air disturbances.

In possible rare cases, as when the air is essentially still, the
adjustments will not be of sufficient amplitude and dura
tion as to require much, if any, counteracting use of the
vertical rudder . But such condition is rare, yet possible.
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CO NTERBALANCIN G OR ASSISTING VERTICAL RUDDER

The margins al one, in uch limited ca e, can be u ed to re
cover balance.

Thi

''first part of the patented combina

tion" for the re torati on of balance i , therefore, combined ,
in a broad en e, with the aiding or assisting rear vertical
rudder, to make balance, and therefore flight, pos ible under
all conditions.

Counterbalancing or Assisting Vertical Rudder. In the exem
plification shown in the patent, this counterbalancing or
assisting rudder :.22, is turnable on vertical _pivots to either
ide. T o prevent this fa ter-moving tendency of the higher
ide of the machin e fr om causing it to
ahead, thi

weep around and

rudder is a !ju ted to throw again t the wind

pre sure that face thereof which is neare t to
moving high ide of the machine.

uch faster

Thi pre sure creates a

compensating resisting force, substantially equalizing the
speeds of the opposite

ides of the machine, whereby the

greater angle at the lower side is made to lift that

ide,

bringing about, by the e combined forces , the quick and
certain restoration of lateral balance.
Turn to Fig. 1 of the patent drawings, and all this will
be soon understood.

At the left the dotted lines near a, d,

show the lateral margin adjusted to a greater angle of inci
dence, while to the right the dotted line

b, c, show that

lateral margin adjusted to a less or different angle; say at

a, d, to a po itive angle and at b, c, to a negative angle.
These adjustments are effected by the operator through the
cables 15 and 19 described in the patent as one form of ope
rating devices.
And when these . marginal portions are so adjusted, the
rear vertical rudder 22 is also adjusted to swing toward the
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ATMO PHERIC DIST RB .\NCE.

faster-moving high
negative angle.

ide of the machine having the le

or

The cable 27 is one arrangement for effect

ing that adjustment.

(See Fig. 2 as to snch lateral adjust

ment of the rudder 22 .)
From this it will be seen that the essence of the invention ,
in it

la t analy i , consist

of lateral portion

or aileron

adju table by the operator in flight to different angles, those
on the lower or lower-m oving side t o lift, and those, on the
higher or fa ter-moving

ide to depre , compen ated and

assisted or aided by a vertical rudder turnable by him to
ward

uch high or fa ter-moving

ide, whereby the two

effect

of lifting the lower

ide and retarding the

higher faster

lower

ide are produced by air pressures available

in flight irre pective of altitude or direction.
Claim 3 comprehends the fir t branch of this invention;
claims 7, 14 and 15 both branche , 14 and 15 including the
horizontal rudder as well.
The remaining feature i the horizontal forward rudder
to give a turning movement around the transverse axis,
whereby the machine may be directed upward or down
ward, at the will of the operator, and the longitudinal bal
ance be maintained.
829.)

(Specification, p. 5, lines 19-27, Rec.

It is shown at 31, Fig. 1, and is adjusted by any con

venient means, say a cable 38 in reach of the operator.
For a more extended explanation of the principles and
ope ration of the patent, examine the deposition of Mr. See,
elucidated by diagram drawing . (Rec. 211-249, folios 631
745.)

Atmospheric Disturbances.

These are practically constant

throughout the temperate zone.

They destroy the equi
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LATERAL TILT-LATERAL SLIDING-A TGLE OF I

CIDENCE

librium of aeroplanes, affecting them from 3 to 15 seconds.
They re quire the margin or ailerons and rear rudder to be
put and held in angular positions through varying periods
of time to restore balance.

(M r. W right's deposition , Ans.

54-57, Rec. 533-7, folio 1599-1610.)
Lateral Tilt of Machines. They tilt from a few degrees to as
much as 40, or from

0

foot to 93/z feet to each wing, mak

ing a difference in elevation between the tips of the two
wings of from 1 foot to 19 feet.
Lateral Sliding.

Thi i due to the lateral inclination of th e

machine. The lateral margins or aileron , and rear vertical
rudder are operated promptly when lateral tilt take
and before the dangerous side-sliding ha

place,

time to set in ;

defendant's witness, Capt. Beck, says he operates the aile
rons and rudder "before the slipping starts."

(Rec. 1626,

Ans. 11, fo lio 2016 .)
Angle of Incidence-Its Changes.

The angle of incidence is

the angle at which the aeroplane
streams meet.

urface

and the air

From various cause , the actual angle of

incidence, under normal conditions, is generally greater than
the angle defendants call the normal angle.

It is very

rarely the machine flies , even for a short time, at the exact
angle they call normal.

More than 90 per cent of the tim e

the machine is flying at some other angle.

When varia

tions in the angle of incidence are produced by variations
in load, variations in ascent or descent, or variations in th e
power of the motor, the variations in the angle of incidence
continue many minutes or even hours.

In rapid climbing

the angle is usually 10 degrees or rri.ore. The angle of inci
dence wh ich any particular machine normally utilizes varies
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INCIDENCE IN CIRCLI G- DESCRIPTION DEFEKDANTS' MACIII TE

2Yi

all the way from

degree

to nearly 13 degree .

(Wright's answer 69, Rec. 5-1 -9, folio 16-13-16-17.)
Incidence in Circling.

In turning a circle, or part of a circle,

the angle of incidence is usually greater than normal, be
cause the wing

u tain the pressure due to centrifugal

force, as well a the pre ure due to the weight of the ma
chine.

6

.3~

(A. 75, lb. 554-5, folio 1662-166-1:.)

Description Defendants' Machine.

(See marginal diagram.)

Like the machine of the patent, it has two
plane , 1, 2, connecting posts

and depre

upporting

to lift the low side

the high ide, an adjustable rear vertical rud

der 22, which aids these aileron , a sisting them in recov
ering lateral balance by retarding the speed of the fastermoving high side, and thereby relatively increa ing. the
speed of the slowe r-m oving low ide, in which manner this
rudder compen ate

fo r the difference in head resi tance

on the ailerons, due to their unequal angles, cau ed by the
constantly changing general angle of incidence of the ma
chine; and it has a forward horizontal rudder 34, which
directs the up and down cour e of the machine, and some
times coacts with the vertical rudder and ailerons, as when
directing such course while lateral balance is being recov 
ered. The ailerons and both rudders have operating devices
by which the aviator manipulates them.

In so adjusting these marginal portions or ailerons, each
assumes the same degree of angle as the other to the sup
porting posts, but as these posts incline, more or less, in
flight, due to the changing of the angle of incidence of the
main planes, the result is that one marginal portion or aile-

I

r

V

.1

_.e____8_--

; lateral portions or ailerons,

a-b, c-d, aclju table to different angle

1()
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DGE IL\ZEL'S FIXDIXG ,

ron present a greater angle of incidence to the line of pre 
sure, B, than the other, producing unequal angle

of inci

dence and consequent unequal resi stances ancl peeds at the
opposite high and low sides of the machine when tilted out
of balance, thereby causing the machine to spi n or tend to
sp in on its Yertical axi . The \'ertical rudder when turned
toward the high side neutralizes the e difference

in speed

and re sistance , due to the unequal angle and pressures of
the ailerons, and o a sists the aileron in re st oring balance.
uch are the u ual operati ons in flight.
.22

ee also the oppo ite marginal Fig., a view looking di
rectly down on defendant ' machine.

1 i the lower aero

plane; c, d, the right-hand and a, b, the left-hand marginal
portion or aileron ; 2-2 the rear vertical pi voted rudder, and
3± the horizontal front rudder.
\Ye in ert opposite this page "Complainant's Exhibit,
Drawing of Defendant ' l\f achine,' ' de cribed in Hammer
clepo ition.

(Rec. 41--±, folios 121-131.)

Judge Hazel's Findings. Among others, he made the follow
ing material finding , concerning which there appears to be
no sub tantial dispute. At least no error assigned seems to
point to them.
(a)

That the late v\ ilbur Wright and his brother Or

ville Wright were the first men to actually fly!
(b)

That the machine of the vVright patent was used in

these flights, which first opened the era of human flying on
December 17, 1903-now h istoric.
(c)

That all prior attempts to fly in heavier-than-air

machines were entire failures, beginning and ending in un
successful proposals and abandoned experiments.
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JUDGE HAZEL'S FI TDINGS-POINTS CONCEDED IlY ASSIG ME TS
OF ERROR

(d)

That the prior art patent and prior publications in

evidence con titute no sin gle ca e of a heavier-than-air fly
ing machine reduced to practice, or brought into use.
(e)

That a discovery set up in defense mu st have been

completed and capable of producing the desired re ult
none of defendants' citation

reachin g the e imperative

ends.

I

(f)

That a claim fo r a

ub-cornbination of element ,

which find their utility when u eel with other outside parts,
a valid claim-(claim 3 herein).
(g)

That the ·w right invention

not confined to the

detail of actually ' flat" planes; but cover aeroplanes gen
erally, irre pective of the degree of curvature of the planes
from their front to rear margins.
(h)

That the matter of a uitable motor, and its installa

tion on the aeroplane, were not factors in accomplishing
flight, but that control and maintenance of the lateral bal
ance of the machine while suffering in the air from upset
ting air currents was the real problem.
(i)

That the use of a supplemental handle on the warp

ing or aileron lever, to give the rear vertical tail a further
movement under some incidental conditions of flight, was
only the addition of a detail improvement, not affecting the
original invention and the patent.

(j)

That the Wrights solved the problem by the inven

tion of the lateral balancing mechanism of the Wright pat
ent-the lateral margins or ailerons adjustable to different
relative angles and mean

to operate them by the av iator

(claim 3) and these parts associated with the rear vertical
tail or rudder, with means to operate it (claims 7, 14 and
15).

. I
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ERROR

(k)

1, 2

That in appellants' machine "Each aileron has the

same angle to the upporting prop a the other, and a the
angles of incidence of the planes chano-e in flying the angle
of the aileron al o change, each pre enting 11/lcqual angle

l Italics

and resistances.

In con equence of such var

ours.]

iations in the angles of the ailerons. the
and low

peeds of the high

ides vary whenever the planes are tilted from

the normal."

(204 F. 609.)

[Which would cause the ma

chine to spin or swerve, due to thi unequal aileron action,
requiring the counteracting effect of the vertical rudder.]
(1)

That appellants' witnes

''Willard concedes that the
ide to gain addi

rear vertical rudder is turned to the high

tional rest.(fring PD'Z cr, and that it i used a 'a eparate agent
1

to accompli h a desired re ult' [lateral balance l more quicldy
or more posifruclJ'."

( m)

(P. Gl ~.)

Italics our .

That "In the Curti

letter in evidence it i

sub

tantially admitted that the rear rudder is fumed toward
the high ide at times to a si t in balancing the machine by
teering or turning."

(P. 619.)

Error 1. That claim 3, 7, 14 and 15 are held to be valid and
have been infringed.

Error 2.

(Rec. 2178.)

That the "mode of operation of defendants' ma

chine is held to be ub tantially the ame as that of the ma
chine disclosed in the patent in

uit."

(Rec. 2178.)

But

Willard conceded that the rear rudder i u ed ''to gain addi
tional restoring power" and "to accomplish a desired result
[lateral balance] more quickly or more po itively."
And Curtiss admitted in his letter in evidence that the
rear rudder wa

used "to assist

teering or turning."

1·11

balancing the machine by

13
ERROR

3 AND 6-EVIDE CE ON OPERATION DEFENDA TS'
MACHI 1 E- FIR TA PECT

The e a·dmi sions show the fundamental operation of
defendants' machines to be the

ame a

et forth in the

Wright patent.

And the following explanation of the evi

dence on both

ide

show

that Judge Hazel was entirely

right in his conclusions.

Errors 5 and 6. On operation of defendants' machine.
Evidence on Operation Defendants' Machine.

It show :

(a) that the witne ses for both sides agree that the ailerons
in defendants' machine are adju ted to different angles, one
to lift, the other to depress. when lateral balance i lo t and
recovered.

Thi bring defendants' machines within claim

3, which relates to what Judge Han l correctly denominated
"the fir t part of the patented combination;" (b) that
though defendant · witnes e ' , up t a time, denied that the
rear vertical rudder was u ed in conjunction with th aile
rons while recovering lateral balance, yet their pri~cipal
witnes es, Mr. Willard, .fr. Curtiss and Capt. Beck finally
conceded the u e of the vertical tail or rudder to assi t the
aileron , which is the whole proposition and con titute

in

fringement of claim 7, 14 and 15; (c) that uch is, in fact,
the general

peration of defendant ' machine, the vertical

rudder and ailerons being both used in recovering lateral
balance as te tified to by Me r . Hammer, Knabenshue,
Coffyn and \\ rio-ht and Lieut . Foulois. Milling, Arnold
and Kirtland, and later fully admitted by Capt. Beck, a wit
ness for defendants.

First Aspect of the Evidence, Claim 3. Mr. Curti s ays:
"A. The ailerons are for pre erving the lateral bal
ance of the aeroplane, and when properly operated by
the aviator will do o under all ordinary conditions,

14
EVIDENCE 0

OPERATION DEFENDANTS' l\!ACHI 1 E-FIRST ASPECT

whether the aeroplane is in a straight or curved flight,
and without the use of any other element or part."
(Rec. 11 7, An . 2'7, folio 695.)
He makes other answers to the arne effect.
sufficient.

But this i

Observe, too, the condition, "under all ordinary
He limits the effectivene

condition ."

alone to ordinary conditions.
not sufficient.

of the aileron

For other conditions they are

This will be important when considering

claims 7, 14 and 15, which include the rear vertical rudder.
The principal point we are now urging. however, is that he
admit the use of the aileron for recovering lateral balance.
And Dr. Zahm makes the same adrni

ion , peaking theo

retically, for he i not a practical Ayer.
ants' witne

e

make admi ion

deed, the record abound

to the

Other of defend
ame effect.

In

in them, that being their g neral

admission.

1r. Wilbur \\right say - of defendant ' machine, m re
spect to the aileron in recovering lateral balance:

"In operating the Curti.

machine for the purpose of

re toring lateral balance, the operator should incline
his body towar.d the high wing so as to move the cradle
operating the ailerons;" adding, "and at the same time
turn the wheel controlling the adjustable tail toward
the high wing."

(A. 52, Rec. 333, folio 1597.)

And Mr. Hammer similarly testifie. .

(XA. 10-±, Rec. 81,

iolio 242.)
This evidence from witnesses on both sides puts defend
ants' machine within the "fir t part of the patented combi
nation," as it shows the u e of the ailerons as part of the
mechanism for correcting lateral balance, and brings the

15
SECO D A PECT OF EVIDENCE O~ OP E R.\TION' DEFENDANTS'
l\IACHINE- ITA~Il\IER

machine within claim 3. Thi will be noticed again in con
sidering the claims themselves, post.

Second Aspect of the Evidence on Operation Defendants' Ma
chine, Claim 7. Complainant's Witnesses.
Hammer.

"In defendants' machine there 1s a differential

action upon the urfaces of the ailerons [cau ing spin
ning], and this is used in cooperation with the rear ver
tical rnclder. and this differential action upon the inter
mediate planes or ailerons i constantly affected by the
angle of incidence of the machine, which is varied by
changes of speed, weight," etc. ( X :-\. 129, Rec. 95-6.
folios 285-6; see also XA . 130, 19--!, 196, 2--! .)
"I con icier the u e of the aileron

curved or Aat,

111

connection with the vertical rudder in defendant ' ma
chine, is an ap1 lication of the same principle as covered
by the movement of the surface , on the two sides of th~
Wright machine."

(XA. 266, Rec. 153, folio 458-9; ee

also XAs. 269, 277.)
"It is a question of degree.
ential a_ction [which cau es

The greater the differ
pinning] and the greater

the frequency of the changes, the more the vertical rud
der must be turned and the more frequently it mu st be
used [to counteract spinn ing]."
folio 477;

XA. 2 5. Rec. 159.

ee al o XAs. 2 9, 294, 295, 298, 300.)

"The instant this machine begins flight, there will
be differential pressures on the two ailerons [ten cling
to spin or swerve machine l, clue to chang-es in the angle
of incidence of the machine as it

tarted. and during

practically every instant thereafter there will be a dif
ferential pressure exerted, due to changes of angle of
incidence of the machine as a whole, and the tilting for
ward and backward of the front brace , and the varia
tions in force and direction of the wind, the speed and

16
ECO D ASPECT OF EVIDENCE ON OPERATION DEFE DANTS'
MACHINE-KNABEN HUE-WRIGHT

power of the motor, the loss of weight of ga oline, oil
and water, etc."

(XA. 302, Rec. 16-±-5, folios 492-3;

see also XAs. 30±, 306, 308, 359.)
Mr. Knabenshue. An aeronaut of experience and capable of
understanding matters of the kind in que tion.

* * *

told him "that

Mr. Curti s

in order to bring tlze machine to a

level keel he had to turn the rudder to the high side." (Ans. 5, 6,
Rec. 209, folios 627-9.)
And Mr. Knab n hu e'

statement finds support in the

te timony of Lieut. Foulois, quoted later, "That he pir.
Curtiss] said he alway turned his rear vertical rudder to
ward the high wing and the machine always
out."

traightened

( . 13, Rec. 394-5, folio 11 2-5.)

Mr. Wright. He aw a Curti

machine '"tilt lat rally, appar

ently at the behest of the aviator, until it wa inclined 25 or
30 degrees.

* * *

At this moment I saw the rudder

move quickly toward the high wing, and the machine grad
ually come back to a horizontal po ition an<l proceed on its
course."

(A. 49, Ib. 532, folio 159±.)

" In re todng lateral

balance the greater angle is on the low wing; so that the
tail in this case ~as turned· toward the wing having the
smalle'r angle.

[To prevent spinning by checking speed

high wing and increa ing
Rec. 532, folio 1595.)
patent in suit."

peed of low wing.)"

"This accords with

(A. 50,

* * *

our

(A. 51, Rec. 532, folio 1596.)

"I have a picture showing a Curtiss machine at rest
on the water and the ailerons are adjusted one above
and the other much below the angle of the machine.

* * *

The aviator has leaned to his left to increase

the angle of the right aileron and decrea e the angle of

17
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MACHINE- WRIGHT

the left aileron [this would cause spinning], and at the
same time has moved the wheel, controlling the tail ,
toward the left [ thi to prevent pinning], o that hi
left-hand is how n much lower than his right, and the
vertical tail is set ove r towa rd the left.
picture shows an instinctive movement

* * *
* * *

The
such

as I, myself, as we ll a other witne ses, have te tified
. that they have seen Curtis aviator impart to uch
machine in actual flight." (A. '3, Ib. 552-3, folios 1656
; A . 77, p. 556, folio 1667.)

"In the machine of the patent in su it and the Cnrti
machine in recovering lateral balance, the yertical rud
der i alway turned toward the ide where the adju ·t
able margin or aileron has been rai eel at the rear edge
above its normal po iti on." (. . 1, Rec. 556, fo li o
1668.) " In operatin g the urti machine fo r resto rin g
lateral balance, the operator inciine hi body o as to
pull down on the aileron on the icle of the machine
which is lowest and elevate the aileron on the high ide,
and at the same time turn the ve rtical tail t oward the
high side to keep the speed of the right and left wing~
under control. [Thi s prevent spinning. l All the e
movement are in the ame direction as th ose of the
corre ponding parts of the patent in suit in correctin g
disturbance of lateral balance." (XA. 16 1, Ib. 586-7,
folios 1758-9 .) (From Mr. Wright's first depo ition. )
Referring to the photographs marked " Raess Photo No.
1" and "Raess Photo No. 2," Mr. Wright said :
"The first I recognize as a picture of Mr. Curtiss.
The cradle is upright and his wheel for op·e rating the
rudder is in its central position. The second show the
machine with Mr. Curti s flying. The right wing is
lower than the left. Mr. Curtiss i leaning toward the
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left wing, thu

moving the cradle to the left, and the

right aileron i

hown pulled down at the rear and

the left aileron elevated at the rear.
shown with hi
raised , thu

l\Ir. Curtiss is

left hand lowered and his right hand

turning the rudder wheel to the left and

setting the tail °'·er to the left.''

(Rd , .

c

6. Rec. 6

folios 206 3-4.)

Mr. Coffyn . ..-\.n experienced, profe cio nal flyer of Wright ma
chines for nearly two years, having made approximately
'2,000 flights.

Had flown as a pa senger on a Curtiss ma

chine at the army maneuver camp, ~ an Antonio, Texa .
April. 1911.

"I was there flying a \\ "right army machin e

and met ).fr. Eugene Ely. who was flying the

'urti - army

machine. and a - 1 wanted to learn ·o mething

f the opera

tion of the Curti s machine, 1 invited him to make a Oight
with me in the \\'right machine, h ping he would return
the c mpliment, which he did. ll i machine '"'a · ready fir t ,
o he reque ted me to make the flio-ht with him. which I
did.''

(A. 15, Ib. :378. folio ff3'2.)

"I timed the flight at

about ten minute and we went up approximately
in a puffy, trong wind.''

(A.16, Rec. :3'8, folio 1133.)

Ely operated the machine, and I
behind him."

(

. 1 ', lb.)

00 feet ,

"Mr.

at in the seat directl y

"When the machine <.cwuld get out

of bala11ce f roni a 'Wind gust, he ·would lean toward the high side
and tnrn his rudder 'Wheel in that directi<m also. In moving hi s
body to the high

ide the supplementary plane of the low

side would go down increasing the angle of the same and
raising the machine by its additional friction with the air ,
which V:,ould have a tendency to slow the machine up on
that side.

Therefore, he tnnzed his rudder to the high side to

overcome this friction [which would cause pinning] and luep

SECO D ASPECT OF EVIDEKCE ON OPEl{AT!ON DEFENDANTS'
i\IACHINE-COFFY T

the machine in a straight line."
folios 1134-5 .)

(A . 18 and 19, Rec. 378-9,

"These operation were performed by

~Ir.

El y more than once because it was very w indy and he bad
to do it very often.''
Mr. Coffyn Recalled.

(A . 21, R ec. 379, folio 1137 .)
Had seen Capt. Beck fly a Curti s aero

plane a number of time at an Antonio, April, 191 1.
1, 2, Ib. 3 7, folio

1160-1.)

(An .

Stood near and in the rear of

the machine and several time

tim es saw it lose balance.

when at close ran ge . Saw the vertical rudder 11107•e while
the machin e was recove ring from th e low side, the rear edge
of the rudder being turn ed toward the high

ide.

[To pre

vent spinning and to equalize speed of low and high id s. l
(An . 1- , Rec. 3 7-8, fo lio 1160-3.)
Had al o een Lincoln Beachy fl y a

urti ss machine ve ry

often-at the Chicago and Bo ton l\Ieets, in 1911.

tood

in rear of the machine, as Beachy flew it and recovered lat
eral balance, and had

een the move ment of the rear ver

tical rudder, wh ich "acted in the same manner a observed
when Capt. Beck flew at San Antonio, that is, the rear edge
of the vertical rudder turned
result as above.]

t ow~rd

the high ide." [ ame

Beachy wa a regular Curti s Ayer.

(A .

9-14, Ib. 388-9, folios 1163-66.)
Mr. Coffyn had seen James Ward fly the Curti s aero
plane almost every day for eight clays at the Chicago Meet,
in 1911.

Saw Mr. Ward recovering lateral balance of the

machine, and saw him move the "rear edge of the vertical
rudder toward the high side [to equalize peed of high and
low wings], as in the other in tances I have mentioned."

v\ arc\ was a regular Curti s Aye r. (A . 15-21, Rec. 3 9-90,
folio 1167-9.)
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Here is the clear testimony of a competent av iator tha t
besides Capt. Beck, three professional Curtis

flyers, Ely ,

Beachy and Vv ard , had been seen by him using the vertical
rudder in connection with recovering lateral balance.

De

fendants did not call either Ely, Beachy or \\ arcl, though
they did call Capt. Beck. But he is rebutted by Coffyn ancl
Lieut . Arnold and Kirtland; and after haYin g been

o re

butted, when reca1led, admitted using the vertical rudd er
to aid the aileron in recovering balance .

Lieut. Foulois, U. S. Army. vVas on aeronautical duty 1908
t o 1911, then took charge of the introduction of aviati on
among the Signal Corp

of the organi zed militia.

Flew

the V..Tright machine from 1908 to 1911, was se nt to San
ntonio during th

maneuver

there ''to carry on experi

mental work in connection with the aeronautic

of the

army , and remained January, 1910, to Jul y, 1911. "
1- , Rec. 392-4, folio

11 5-9.)

(A .

Knew Curtiss, who was

there in . pril, 1910. with his flying machine, and had a con 
versation with him "regarding hi
ftying machine.' '

(A. 9-.1;1 , Rec.

mode of operating hi s

:rn.J:-~,

folio

1180-5.)

He

related an experience in a Wright machine, in which he
' 'turned the vertical rudder toward the low wing," by mis
take, whereupon ''Mr. Curtiss remarked that I had turn ed
my vertical rudder the wrong way; that lie always turn ed his

rear z:ertical rudder toward the high ·win g [checking its peecl
and equalizing peed of high and low wings ] and the 111achi11c

al<r.!a3 s straightened out." (A. 1:3, Rec. ;395, folios 1183-5.) H e
1

adds:

" If I had continued in the way I had started with

the machine, I would probably have been killed."
Rec. 405, folio 1213.)

(A. 49,
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Thus by turning the rudder toward the high wing, the
peed of the high and low wing were equalized. and the
spinning and swerving due to the unequal angle and pres
sures of the ailerons was prevented. Spinning or werving
result from unequal angles of the aileron
Lieut. Milling, U. S. Army.

Is the only witne

flown both \Vright and Curtis

machines.

who had

Began flying

the \\.right in May, 1911, having been attached to the U .S.
Signal Corps Aviation School at Augusta and College Park.
Flew it in a Tri-State race of 160 mile ; obtained a vVorld's
Record for staying aloft with two passengers one hour and
fift y-six minutes.

(A. 1-4, Rec. 410-11, folio 1230-3.)

Hi

depo ition di cl o es that he has given to practical aviation
that intelligent and capable applicat10n po ible only to one
who adds t.o a training at \Ve t Point, rare skill in manip
ulation, self-command and personal intrepidity.
bines in one person greater

He com

kill and clearer conceptions

than any witness appearing upon this record , save only
l\Ir. \\ ilbur Wright, him elf.

He began flying the Curtis machine in November, 1911,
and had since continued. His 11se of

person co1t11ected with the government.
folios 1235-8.)

it totals

that of any other

(A. 7-12, Rec. 412-13,

Concerning the method of flying thi

tiss machine, he testified:

Cur

"I move the aileron on the low

wing in order to increase the angle of lift and move the
vertical rudder toward the other side [which would prevent
spinning] until the machine resumes a horizontal position,"
(A. 19, Rec. 414, folio 1242), and move "the aileron on the
other ide in the opposite direction."
1243.)

(A. 20, Rec. 415, folio

"On two or three occasions, in very gusty weather,

: •., <r
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I haYe allowed the wing to remain in the po ition assumed
when pre ed down by a down trend of air alld hm.•e attempted

to raise it by usillg 011/y the ailero11s. I held it in this position
i

1itlzout touchi11g the <.'ertical rudder as long as I felt it to be safe,

iuitlw·ut

Oil)'

resp011se. By 11107.Jing the vertical rudder toward the

high side [which checked it speed and topped tendency to
pin], the nzachine resumed a hori:=oJLtal positioJL immediately."
(A. 21, Ib., folio 1243-4.)
He made such trial at his "own volition."
folio 124-±.)

(A. 22, Ib.,

\Youlcl not ''con ent to fly the Curtis machine

in army work if forbidden to move the vertical rudder to
ward the high

icle in recoyenn

lateral balance."

(A. 25,

Rec. 416, folio 1246.)
Had

en Lieut. Kennedy Ay a

urti

machine.

"I wa

\ atch in g the rise of the machine from the ground, the left
wing wa

lowered and, in recovering lateral balance, I

noticed that he moved the vertical rudder toward the high
side."

(A. 3 , Rec. -±19 folios 1235-6.)

Lieut. Arnold wa

with him and was "asked if he noticed whether the vertical
rudder wa

moved while the balance of the machine was

being restored"; and "replied that he had, and that the ver
tical rudder wa moved toward the high side."

(A. 42, Rec.

420, folio 125 .)
As to hi own use of the Curtiss machine he further tes
tified that he wa up for a ten minutes' flight about Febru
ary 9, 1912, and after landing Lieut. Arnold informed him
" he had followed in a Wright machine" and had

* * *

observed that he "moved the vertical rudder toward the
high

ide when restoring lateral balance."

420, folio 1259.)

(A. 43, Rec.

He did not know Arnold was behind or
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ob erving his method of flying.

(.-\. -±-±, Rec. -±20, folio

1260.)
"In restoring lateral balance [in defendants' machine l
from an un table and unsafe position. I use the vertical
rudder in connection with the aileron , . moving the rudder
toward the high side."

(X ..\. 15-±.)

\\'e submit that this impartial tatement of a C. S. :\rmy
officer having no connection with complainant would be
sufficient to set at rest any dispute as to the fact

f the use

of the yertical rudder in conjunction with the aileron

in

recovering lateral balance in defendant.' machine . even if
there were no other like eYidence.

The actual experience

of Lieut. 1'.Iilling were hacl in the
aviation dutie

rdinary course

f hi .

f r the government, w ith ut any ref rence

t o testifying in this case.

] Ti te, timony so hows. And he

i specifi cally corroborated by Lieut . Arnold and Kirtland,
in addition to hi gene ral corroborati on by the evidence of
1'.Ie r . Coffyn, Fouloi , \\'right and Knabenshue.
proof ha reference to the infringement of claim

This

, 14 and

15, as will be pointed out later.

Lient. Arnold, U. S. Army.

Was as igned to duty w ith the

Signal Co rp s Aviation School of the government.

Had

been flying the Wright machine since 1'.Iay, 1911, and had
observed the flight

of Lieut . Kennedy and Milling and

Capt. Beck in Curtiss machines.
"About the 10th of February, 1912, while Lieut.
Kennedy w as flying a Curtiss machine, I was standing
directly in the path the machine had passed over and
watched it fr om the rear a
cended in the air.

* * *

it left the ground and as
I could

ee the ailerons
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move and at the same time the vertical rudder turn
towards the high side of the machine.

This was also

een at the same time by Lieut. Milling."
736, folio

2254-5.)

(A . 9, Rec.

"On one occasion after Lieut.

·M illing had started on a flight on a Curtiss machine I
followed him, flying the Wright, and several times dur
ing the flight, which was of about ten minutes' dura
tion, I was in a position directly in the rear and slightly
above his machine, and I noticed that on several occa
sions when there was a drop of one wing or the other,
the vertical rudder was used by turning it toward the
high side of the machine."
2256.)

(A. 10, Rec. 736, folio

He then speaks of hearing Capt. Beck say he turned the
vertical rudder in a

urtis machine ''toward the high side"

[which would check its speed and prevent spinning] at the
"same time he used his ailerons" when one wing dropped
two feet or more.

(A. 27-28, 30, 33, Rec. 741-3, folios

2271-5.)
At this juncture the evidence di closes that Mr. Curtiss,
taking alarm at the testimony of Lieut. Milling, wrote a
letter to Capt. Beck to be shown to Lieut. Milling, in which
he attempted to explain why or for what purpose he uses
the vertical rudder in connection w ith the ailerons to re
cover lateral balance. This letter was passed around among
the officers of the Augusta Av iation Camp.

Lieuts. Arnold

and Kirtland testify to its contents, but Lieut. Milling was
officially ordered away from Augusta before .we coUild
recall him. Lieut. Arnold said the letter was to this effect:
that Curtiss used the vertical rudder "as an assistance" to
the ailerons in recovering balance.

(A. 34-37, Rec. 743-4,

'

I
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folios 2275-8.)

It was this evidence as to Capt. Beck turn

ing the rudder to the high

ide and as to this letter that

caused defendants to recall Capt. Beck and produce the let
ter.

But Curtiss neyer expected it would reach the court

when he wrote it.
Lieut. Kirtland, U. S. Army. Had been on aviation duty with
the Signal Corps since April, 1911, and flown the Wright
machine since June of that year.
Of Lieut. Milling he says:

"I with several others have

watched him fly and I observed that he always moved the
vertical rudder toward the high ide of the machine when
regaining lateral balance."

(A. 8, Rec. 758, folio 2321.) Of

Lieut. Kennedy he say : "I have observed that he seem
ingly always movesl his rudder toward the hi gh side when
regaining lateral balance."

(A. 10, lb., fo lio 2322 .)

Of

Capt. Beck' flying he says : "I have seen him at College
Park, Mel., this past summer, 1911; at Long Island, N. Y.,
October, 1911, the Nassau Boulevard Meet, and at Augusta,
Geo rgia, since December 1, 1911. I have seen him u e the
vertical rudder in sub stanti ally the same way as Lieuts.
Milling and Kennedy, by moving it toward the high ·ide in
regaining lateral balance."
2324-5.)

(A. 12, 13, Rec. 759, folios

"These observations were made to satisfy ou r

selves as to the operation of the several types of machines
and without any though t of givin g any testimony concern
ing the same by Lieut. Arnold and myself." (A. 14-16, Rec.
759-60, folios 2325-27.)
He had seen the Curtiss letter and to the best of his re 
membrance it stated that the vertical rudder was used to

assist the action of the ailerons in rega ining late-ral balance.

•

I
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(A. 20, lb. 161, folio 23 '29-30.)

Had conversed with Capt.

Deck regarding the use of thi

rudder in the Curtis

ma

chine, and understo d Beck to. say he did use the vertical
rudder as an aid to the ailerons in recovering lateral bal
ance, which confirm ed what he fwd obscrued Beck d.o 7.l'ith the

7.'crfical rudder by turnin g ·it to7. •ard the high side of t!te 1J1.ac!tine
7.

•hilc rcgai11i11g balance . (lb. 161, fo li o ·?:330-1. )
He acid s that, excepting K ennedy, wh om he had not seen
o clearly on account of the di tance, .. th e other Curti

$

fl y er ah.m ys turned th eir rudder to th e hi gh side in recov
ering lateral balance.

l make thi , statem nt a a re ult of

my o wn obse rvati ons."

By the ·· urti s Ayer ., he meant

the men fl y in g th e government machin -.

(Rec . 164-,),

folio 23..U-2.)

Defendants' Admissions as to Use of Vertical Rudder.
position of ddenclant

The

respecting the u e of the rear verti

cal rudder in connection with the ailerons, while recovering
lateral balance in the

urtis machine, has been one of vacilla

tion, chano-ino- from one position to the other a the weak
ne

of the fir t became apparent.

The e have been their

different positions:
(a)

In their fir t proof, l\Ir. Curtis and his witnesses

denied generally and repeatedly that the vertical rudder
wa used in connection with recovering lateral balance, and
asserted that the ailerons alone were u ed for that purpose.
(b)

This continued to be their contention until we

proved in rebuttal, through Me srs. Coffyn, ·w right, Lieuts.
Foulois and l\Iilling, that by actual observation their flyers
did in fact turn the rear vertical rudder toward the high
ide, or side of lea t angle, when the ailerons were worked in
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bringing about lateral balance; and by r..Iilling that in fly
ing defendants' army machine

he so u eel said rudder.

Then Mr. \Villard reappeared for the completion of his
cross and redirect examin~tion, having been temporarily
excused in

eptember, 1911, at his

1157, folio 605.)
Mr. Curti

O\

n request.

(Rec.

He came direct from California, where

was and had been for month . In the light of

the e circumstances, under the guise of redirect, he was
a ked if the vertical rudder of the Curtiss machine is ever
used when recovering balance, wa

it turned toward the

high ide or low ide, and an wered:

"If the vertical rudder i ever u eel

imultaneou ly

with the ailerons, it is turned toward th

high

i le."

( . 1 1, Rec. 117· , folio G6 .)
And then explained:

** *

"It is turned to the high side olely and distinct

ly for the purpose of gaining the additional restoring
power of the rudder in exactly the ame way that it is
used

ingularly in the ca e of the Voisin machine just

previously described. [The Voi in was used a hort time

after the Wright invention became known in France;
later and now abandoned.] In other words, when the rudder

is turned to tile high side for the purpose of restoriHg equi
librium, it is acting in the capacity of a separate a11d distinct
restoring member a11d has 1wthi11g whatsoever to do with the
ailerons, any 1110re than that it and the ailero1ls are both being
used each as a separate agent to accomplish a ,desired remit
more quickly or more positively than either agent ali011e has
the capacity of doing." (Rec. 1178-9, folios 668-9.) Ital
ics ours.
Words could not more directly and aptly state the asso
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ciatecl u e of mechanical devices than this answer

tate

such use of the aileron and rear vertical rudder to accom
plish lateral balance.

When the ailerons and rudder are

both used, they "accomplish a de ired re. ult more quickly
or more positinly than either agent alone has the capacity
of doing."

Thus the

f u11ctio11

of recoyering lateral balance

is attributed to the ailerons and the rear i·ertical rudder, the

tivo

together

accomplishing the

"re ulf'-precisely

the

\V right invention.
The coincidence between the Curti s letter, next to be
noted, and thi

Willard statement is

confirm the testimony of our witne
fact turned to the high

~ es

ignificant, and both
that the rudder is in

ide when the aileron

ulated to recover lateral balance with the
Both the

\\7 illard

are manip

urti

machine.

statement and the Curtis letter were after

Lieut. 1\Jilling te tified.

By that time defendant

saw the

"hand-writing on the wall," and fearing it wa hopele s to
longer deny, a they had been doing, that the rudder was
u ed at all, or wa turned toward the high ide or that of the
le er angle, they

ou ht through thi

letter and through

Willard to attempt to e:cplain awa:y the effect of our evidence.
ut the explanation includes the admi sion that the rudder is

so used, and add to this admi sion the emphatic tatement
that, as Willard puts it, the rudder and ailerons "accom
plish a desired result more quick!;• or 111ore positively than
either agent alone has the capacity of cl?ing." Observe the
effort in the answer to call the ailerons and rudder sepa
rate agents.
by

But in th~ same breath their effect is coupled

aying that the result is more quickly and more posi

tively accomplished by both. The answer was intended to

.,
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be ingenious, in fact i

di ingenuous.

There i , a thinl y

Yeiled effort to treat the aileron s and the rudder as sepa rate
"agents," eemingl y in the hope that by o treating them,
so mehow

infringement could he aYoided.

But

the e

" agents,"' according to the answer, coact to do what neither
alone will do as ''q uickly' ' or a · "po itiY ely' ' or ha

the

"capacity for doing.'' They are separate agent only in the
sense that th ey are eparated fr om each ot her al di stance
according to the size of the machine.

In or eration they

are conj ointl y used to "accompli h a desired re ult."

In

short, thi i a case of admitting the fact in que tion while
trying to explain a way that which had become abundantly
established by the te timony
\Vright and l\1illing.

A

f ).!es r . Coffy n, Fouloi ,

u ual in uch ca es, the explana

tion has re ulted in "letting the cat out of the bag.''
this i not all.

Later Capt. Beck wa

But

recalled by defend

ants to prove the Curti s letter into the case.

The Curtiss-Beck Letter.
"\Ale have jtL t learned that Lieut. l\filling ha been
on the tand at Day ton and te tified that he has flown
our machine and that it i neces ary to u e a rudder to
counteract the turning effect cau eel by the difference
of re i tance caused by the ailerons. The \\ right are
evidently attempting to make it appear that turnillg the
rudder tmc,,1 ar.d the high side to assist the ailerons in balanc
ing a machine is the same as c01uiteracti11g a turning effect
of the ailero11s.
"It l'nU t be a well-known fact that an aeroplane can
be balanced ent irely by steering and that practically in
all the machines except the Wrights' it is rnstomary for
the aviator at time to assist in .balancing the machine
by steering or turn ing it with the rudder to increase the

•'
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speed of the /07.u ·wi11g and decrease the speed of the high
'lC'i11g. Assisting the action of the ailerons is C11tircl31 differ
ent thin g fro111 cou11 tcracti11g a11 effect of the ailcro11s.
"The ailerons neve r cause a turnin g effect which we
counteract with the rudder, but a turning effect might
be caused by the rudder to a ~ i st the aileron . A ma
chine may al o be steered entirely by banking, but thi
is not a case of one aileron giYi ng more re istance than
the other.
"I am refe rrin g to these matter o that you can ex
plain. if you w ill, to :\rilling, or whoever might be
called upon to t estify . so that th ey w ill not be led to
believe , as l\Iilling evidently ha s been, that in turning
the machine by th e rudder to a i t th e action of the
aileron , that he is doing it to counteract the turning
effect of the ailerons.
"Let me kn ow if you understand this as I do and
what \ Vilbur \i\' right has to say about the patent sit
uation. "
(Signed) G. H. Curti s. ( Italic our .)
Two conclu ion s mu st be drawn from thL letter:

first,

that it confes es the conjoint u e of the vertical rudder and
the ailerons in recovering lateral balance, a, found by Judge
Hazel ; and, second, that it contradicts the previou

testi

mony given by l\fr. Curtiss and his other witnesses.

One

needs to but read this letter and then hi s and their testimony
to see the emphatic contradiction; and to ee al so that his
and their previous testimony was but evasion and suppres
sion.
The first and third italicized sentences declare that the
rudder is turned toward the high side to assist the ailerons
in recovering balance.

The third italicized

entence also
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claims that assisting the action of the ailerons i different
from counteracting an effect of the ailerons.
find any difference.

He points out none.

\Ve fail to

Kor is it pointed

out how the "assistance., is different from the a istance
afforded by the vertical rudder in the Wright machine and
patent.

That thi

plained i

alleged difference. if true. is not ex

ignificant. The mechani m i the same a. in the

patent-adjustable marginal portions or ailerons, and oper
able vertical rudder-so why should the action be different;
the result is ad mitteclly the same-recovery of balance.
The broad admitted fact i that the aileron
by the rudder.
ance

1

Therefore, the

arc assisted

twge tion that the assi t

not for :·c unteracting the ffect of the aileron '

about a w rthy of belief as i their original statement that
the rudder wa not used at all in recovering· lateral balance.
That repeated declaration i n w renounced by them.

Now

t hey say they use the rudder for that purpose, but not to
"counteract" the effect of the ailerons.

As matter of fact,

you cannot use the rudder to assist the ailerons without at
the same time counteracting the turning effect of the aile
rons.

The one includes the other.

The substantial and

only material fact is that they do utilize the e three ·ele
ment

for recovering lateral balance-to produce the vital

result.
The reference in the italicized part of the

econd

en

tence to increasing t he speed of the low wing and decreas
in g the speed of t he hig h wing accords exactly w ith the
Wright patent. The patent, in peaking of the ide having
the larger angle of incidence, t he low side,

ays that it

"meets with an increased re istance to its forward motion,
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and is therefore retarded in its forward motion, while at
the same time the other ide of the machine, presenting a
maller angle of incidence, meets \vith less re istance to its
forward motion and tend
than the retarded side."

to rnuve forward more .rapidly

It then add . peaking of the rud

der, that ·' 'it exert a retarding influence on that side of the
machine which tend

to move forward too rapidly and

keeps the machine with it front properly presented to the
direction of Right."

(P. 828, col. 1. lines .J:0--1.)

So the

tatement in the Curtiss letter correspond with the

tate

rnent in the patent.
Again, h
wing.

ay the rudder decrea e the speed of the high

Then there i spinning.

ult from th

pinning . or swerving re-

high wing speeding ahead of the low win .

The high wing peeds ahead becau e of th

unequal angle

and pre ure ~ of the aileron . But for thi , the high wing
would not peed ahead. A it does , it cause

pinning, and

the rudder must be turned toward the high icle.
In next to the concluding paragraph l\I r. Curtis

speak

of "turning the machine by the rud !er to assist the action
of the aileron ." It is amusinO' that he would think that he
can, by this

uggestion of ."turning," induce anybody to

believe he is not still using the \\ right invention.· In the
first place, no aviator would wish to needlessly turn hi
machine from its course while rapidly da hing ahead and
recovering balance.

His wish would be, and his practice

is, to recover balance without losing time and changing
course of direction by thu
course.

cleliberatly turning from his

In the next place the only way by which he could

make the machine turn from its cour e would be by turn
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ing the vertical rudder so far toward the high side as to
cause the reacting wind pre ·sure on the rudder, phts the
head wind pre sure on the aileron at the high side, when
thus combined together, to exceed the head wind pressure
on the aileron on the low side. But why should he do that?
Nothing would be gained thereby.

What is needed is to

substantially equalize the head wind pressure on either side
of the longitudinal central line of the machine, by retarding
the high side, with it tendency to move fa ter, and thereby
in turn speed up the low wing, in the sense of keeping the
low wing from falling back.

The patent ay s that in thi

way the machine is kept with "it front properly presented
to the direction of flight.''
pre ented," etc.

That is the point-"properly

In the third place, it doe

legal difference if defendant

not make any

do turn their rudder far

enough toward the high side to cause the machine to turn
somewhat out of its course while recovering balance. This
would be but an unnecessary or added movement, while
till utilizing the vertical rudder and ailerons for recovering
balance.

Such further movement (if true) would leave de

fendants not only within the rule that even an added func
tion or improvement, plus the function of the mechanism of
the claim, will not av0id infringement ( Comptograph v. Me

chanical Co., 1-±5 F. 337, 1st C. C. A., a very similar case;
Letson v. Alaska, 130 F. 129, 9th C. C. A.; Poic;cll v. Leicester,
108 F. 386, 3d C. C. A.; Columbia

'l'.

Kokomo, 143 F. 116, 7th

C. C. A.), but also would put them specifically within the
ruling of Judge Hand in Wright v. Pa11lha11. That defendant
claimed that he used the rudder for steering (and these
defendants make a similar claim), but Judge Hanel rightly
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found that, even so, he still also utilized the rudder in con
nection with the aileron

in recovering balance.

very satisfactory treatment of thi
and all p. 266 , 17: F.

See his

matter last half p. 265

The pretended ''turning" of the

machine stated in the Curtis letter is. therefore, of no con
equence, except as showing a flimsy excuse for using the
rudder to as ist the ailerons.
The court must have noticed by this time how defend
ants have shifted and vacillated, offering one excu e and
then another, a

they have been driven from "pillar to

post."

In the letter "'.\Ir. Curtis also call
"explain thi

upon Capt.

eek t o

matter to Lieut. "'.\Iilling, or whoever mi ht

be called upon to testify."

Here wa

a propo, al to "pre

pare" our witnesse . Of course, Mr. Curtis in writing thi
letter did not expect it to come bdore the eyes of the
court. That it ha been produced by defendants was mere
ly the choice of two evils.

The material part of its con

tents had been fully proved by complainant through two
di interested army officers, not Capt. Beck, but Lieuts.
Arnold and Kirtland . There was no escape from that proof.
Defendants must let it stand or try to explain it.
letter they knew contained the
etc.

This

uggestion of "turning,''

They, therefore, concluded to introduce the letter by

recalling Capt. Beck, and to have Capt. Beck peak of this

I~

"turning" when he came to testify again, as we shall pres
ently see ..
Then Mr. Curti
to:

clo es the letter by a king Capt. Beck

"Let me know if you under tand thi as I do."

Thu

in February, 1912, after Capt . Beck had been flying the
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Curtiss machine for about a year, l\lr. Curtiss wanted to
know if the
der a

aptain understood the use of the vertical rud

he dicl; or as he 7.l'antcd him to, as is obvious.

A

ingular question, we ay, a Capt. Beck had eyen fl own the
the Curtiss machine (as early a the fall of 1911) under a
contract with the Curtis

Aviation Company for pnze

moneys at Aviation ilieets. (Rec. '2 11, folios 811-12 .)

But

the Captain "understood' ' as per the letter a seen by his
testimony given when later recalled.

Capt. Beck Recalled. His fir st clepo ition is irreconcilabl e with
his econd. Throughout the fir st he kept back the fact that
he ever u ed the vertical rudder in connecti on with the aile
rons in recoverin

lateral balance, save in answer to XQ.

79, Rec. 1112, folio 411, where he

aid he had used it in

coming out of "a bad condition" when turning and climb
ing at the
banked.

ame time and the machine wa s too steeply

But otherwise throughout hi s examination he

withheld the fact of u ing the vertical rudder to a si t the
aileron

in recovering balance.

The direct questions were

a<:lroitly framed to enable adroit answers to avoid disclosing
such use of the vertical rudder. Q. 3 (Rec. 1100, folio ..J.35)
is repre entative.

It asked him if the vertical rudder was

moved "to counteract any spinning or swerving of the ma
chine due to the use of the ailerons.'' He answered he had
never used the rudder "for uch a purpose," and had never
seen it "so used."

This was with a mental reservation, as

we now see by his second deposition. And the same is true
of Mr. Curtiss in hi
shows.

first deposition, as his letter now

And such would have been their ultimate te ti

mony had not Lieut. Milling and other witne es for com
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plainant establi hed in rebuttal the u e of the rudder in
connection with the aileron . This led to the Curtiss letter
and to this econd Beck clepo ition.
pha e

of operation.

In it he a signs three

(The third, relating to an abnormal

incident, is of no con equence.)
(1)

\\'hen lack of balance is small, say with one wing

a foot to a foot and a half above the other, he u es the aile
ron

alone.

(2)

(He qualifie thi latter.)

·w here one wing is enough higher than the other to

cau -e fear of the machine slipping off sidewise, but before

the slippi11g starts, he

11

es the ailerons and tlie rndder, turn

ing it fO'i.l'ard the high side, "which ha the eff ct of bringing
the low wing up to the same elevation as the high wing.''
Then he concms with the Curtis, letter by adding that th
machine is cau ed to turn t ward the high wing-showing
he did "understand.''

How much or how little the machine

turn , he does not ay.
The cross-examination then cry tallizes the matter, show
ing that Capt. Beck "liabitual/_\

the ailerons as per Iris f'lwse

f'i.('O:

1' '

uses tire ·ucrtical rudder

7:

1itlz

that there were relative head

air pressures on the upper aileron and rudder, on one side
of the center of the machine, and on the lower aileron on
the other

ide of the center (the former two balancing the

latter to prevent spinning) : and that the degree of tilt re
quiring the u e of the vertical rudder in recovering balance
was as low a

ix inches.

This qualifies the "first pha, e."

ee XQs: 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, Rec. 1630-3, folios 2028-9,
2032-5 . In 34 he wa asked :
"XQ. 3.J..

Then as you did not observe any turning

of the rear vertical rudder toward the high

ide in the
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tests made by l\Ir. Curti s at North Island, to which
you refer in your other deposition, the tilting of the
machine in those te t wa such a would come within
your fir t phase of operation. I that correct?
''A. Yes,
folio 2035.)

It undoubtedly was."'

ir.

(Rec. 16;3;3,

The te timony is conclLL ive of the combined use of the
rear vertical ruclcler and the aileron

in recovering lateral

balance with the Curtiss machines. This combined use pre
vents spinning by equalizing the speed of the wing .
Curtiss and Zahm Patent Applications. After .~Ir. Curti

and

Dr. Zahm had te tified, the e applications were cli covered.

In them they illu tratecl defendants ' machine and sought to
rret patent

on device

to prevent the "unequal an le

of

incidence of the aileron ·· and the "unequal air pre sure on
the aileron ,'' from turning the machine on a vertical axis.
They swore to those applications, asserting the nece

ity

of means to prevent that which in their testimony they
later claimed did not exist, namely the unequal pre ure
on the ailerons and the consequent turning on a vertical
axis.

The applications are sworn statements that in de

fendants' machine the ailerons have "wieq11,al angles of inci
dence," and produce "unequal air pressures," and so do
cause a spinning effect on the vertical axis, which must be
prevented (by the vertical rudder) when the. ailerons are
operated to recover lateral balance.
942.)

(Rec. 869-906, 907

The statements of the application

contradict their

statements as witnesses.
or is thi all. They sourrht to suppress the existence of
these application

(Curti , Rec. 1400-1402, folios 1335- ;
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Zahm, Rec. 1316-17, folio

10 2-·! .)

Zahm was compelled

by an order of court, in lieu of contempt, to permit the pro
duction of the copy of hi
110 -13.)

Curti ~

application.

(Rec. ;3 0-1, folios

followed t o avoid a probable like order.

(Rec. 939, folios 296-1.)
This proof goes also to the point of the credibility of 11r.
Curtiss and Dr. Zahm in denying the turning action caused
by the ailerons, and mu t be di tinctly understood as
not meaning or implying that the so-called black box or
equalizer device of these application

i operative or effec

tive, the fact being that the proof how

uch device is a

''humbug" and inoperative. Thi we proved through Lieut .
1illing and Arnold and l\Ir. Wilbur \\right .
folio

(Rec. -129-7,

1205-1 ·2 81, 1\1illing; 1:Vi-~O. folios 2·2.i9-G7,

\rnold ;

558-60, folios 1672-9, Wright.)

CONCLUSION FROM THE EVIDENCE AS TO THE
RECOVERY OF BALANCE IN THE WRIGHT
AND CURTISS MACHINES
Wright Machine.
Patent.)

(Per

Defendants' Machine.

To recover balance, rear

To recover balance, rear

edge of the low wing is de

edge of the low aileron is de

pressed to secure more lift
on the low side.

pressed to secure more lift
on the low side.

The rear edge of the .high
wing is raised to secure less

The rear edge of the high

lift on the high side, or a de
pressing effect.
The depressing of the rear

aileron is raised to secure
les lift on the high side, or
a depre sing effect.
The clepres ing of the rear
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edge of the low wing, and

edge of the low aileron and

the rai sing of the rear edge

the rai sin g of the rear edge

of the high wing always pro

of the high aileron normally

duce a larger angle of inci

produce

dence on the low wing, cau -

incidence on the low wing,

ing a s pinning of the ma

causing a spinning of the

chine on it

vertical axi s.

a larger angle of

machine on its Yertical axis.

The vertical rudder is al

The ve rtical rudder is al

way turned towa rd the high

way

wing for the purpose of
counteracting thi s pinning

high wing for the purpose of

by equalizing the speeds of

by equalizing the peed of
the two vvin gs, or increas in g
th e peed of the 1 w wing.

the two wings, or increa ing
the peed of the low wing.

turned

towarcl

counteracting thi

the

sp innin g

Note that exactl y the same parts are u eel in th e two
machine ,; that th e adju tment
in exactly the

of the se parts are always

ame directi on ; that the object and prin

ciples involved in the different adju stments are exactly the
ame, and the final results the same.
Finally, we have the 6th a ignment of error, admitting
that "defendants' rudder is sometimes turned at the

ame

time as the aileron are used, " but suggesting that this does
not " prove that the aileron and rudder cooperate sub stanti
ally as in the patent in suit." But as the rudder checks the
speed of the high wing it does cooperate as in the \Vright
patent.

It also prevents the pinning the high wing would

cause if not checked.
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INFRINGEMENT-ERRORS 1, 4, 6, REC. 2178-9
CLAIMS 3, 7, 14, 15
There are three pre umption

that defendants infrino-e:

(1) Because the court below has o decided in a carefully
considered opinion.
at all.

U)

Becau e defendant ' machine flie

No dynamic machine ever flew until the ·w right

invention.

But defendants came right out with their ma

chine and went to flying at once, Curtiss and Herring with
the previous knowledge of the Wright invention.
significant.

This i

(3) Because defendant ' machine has the same

principal feature a the machine of the patent-supporting
planes, adju table margin or aileron , rea1 vertical rudder,
forward horizontal rudder, and means to operate the e part
by the aviator.
infringement.

All thi

i practically conclu ive of their

The question really is, Why do they not

infringe?
Then we have our proof and their admi sions that the
ailerons are used in the operation of recovering lateral bal
ance; and more lately defendants' further adrnis ion, that
the rear vertical rudder is used in conjunction with or to

assist the ailerons in recovering lateral balance.
Our expert, Mr. See, points out that defendants recite
detail structural differences, but that these are formal and
immaterial.

(Rec. 693-702, folios 2079-2107.)

The lower court has found that the Wright patent is not
limited to flat planes; that the adjustable marginal portions
of the planes find their equivalent in the similar portions
called ailerons in defendant ' machine, and that the patent
is not limited to connecting the vertical rudder ropes with
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the warping rope ; that in defendants' machine the angle·
of incidence varie , giving the ailerons unequal angle of in
cidence (causing pinning), and that the vertical rudder was
used to a ist the ailerons by equalizing the speed s of the
high and low wings . Defendant have been driven to con
cede the latter two findings.

Infringement i , therefore,

clear.
Again, says the patent:

"Vv e do not wish to be under

stood as limiting ourselve strictly to the details

* * *

as it is obvious that these details may be modified without
departing from the principle of our invention."

The rope

15 of the vertical rudder " may be manipulated in any suit
able manner," meaninO" that it need not be connected to the
warping rope. These broad re ervations are collected at p.
695 Rec ., foli o 20 3-5. It i a common resort of infringer
of pioneer patents to recite and magn ify non-controlling
detail differences. Defendant have followed that course.
All of the Zahm and Waterman discussions of the non
use of the vertical rudder in recovering balance, now pass
out because, since they testified, the Willard and Beck testi
mony, and the Curtiss letter as to the use of the rudder in
recovering lateral balance, have come into the case.

This

latte r testimony has entirely removed from the ca e the as
sumed basis adopted by Zahm and Waterman. The case is
left as if Zahm and Waterman had not so testified at all.
Again, Judge Hand, like Judge Hazel, has al o held the
YVrights to be pioneers and the patent generic, entitlin g the
patent to a broad and liberal interpretation. Winans v. Den

mRad, 15 How. 330; Morley v. Lancaster, 129 U.S. 263; Rubber
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Co. v. Good:year, 16
29.

. S. ~

; Sessions

'i:'.

Ro111adkc, 1-±5 lJ. S.

The doctrine of equiYalents i. broadly applied when

the invention is broadly new.

Eagle

'i:' . •Hi11cr,

1;'51 U.S. 186.

!aim 3 reads:
''3.

In a flying 111achine, a normally flat aeroplane

having lateral marginal portions capable of movement
to different po ition ~ aboye or below the normal plane
of the body of the aeroplane,

uch 111ovement being

about an axis transyerse to the line of flight, whereby
aid lateral marginal portion

may be moved to differ

ent angle relatively to the normal plane of the body of
the aeroplane, and al. o to different angle

relatively to

each other, o a to pre en t to the at mo phere different
anO'le

of incidence, and mean , for

imultaneou ly im

partinO' such movement to , aid lateral marginal J or
tions uhstantially as descrihecl."
This i - for the "fir. t part of the patented co111bination,''
a Judge Hanel fittingly said when he analyzed the inven
tion. Judge Hazel hold thi dairn is for a ubcombination,
which 111ean

clai111s that "haYe their u e in cooperating

with other things to perform a u eful work.''

Houston v . Bloc!? River Co., 135 F. 1.:rn, ?'6:1,
1

cuit.

Thon1son

. C. A., 2nd Cir

Howe's 7th claim for "the grooved and eye-pointed

needle," was thi kind of claim, and was

u tained.

v. Williams, 2 Fi h. Pat. Cas. :395, Fed. Cas.

Ho'we

To. 6,7 8.

In

Deering ·v. Wi11011a, 155 "C. S. 2 6, the court commented on
this claim:
"The invention of a- needle with the eye near the
point is the ba i of all the ewing machines u eel, but
the methods of operating such a needle are many; and,
if Howe had been obliged to make hi method a part of

43
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every claim m which the needle was an element, his
patent would have been practically worthles ."
These ca es are followed in Clar!?
223, 3rd C. C. A.

'U.

Gillette, 19-l F. 221,

Claim 3 is, therefore, Yalid in character.

In substance, claim 3 is for an aeroplane, with lateral
margin

capable of movement into different angular rela

tions to the body of the plane and to each other, po itive and
negative angle , and for mean
such movement.

to simultaneously impart

In this structure the edges of the adjustable

111argi11s arc ahr.,1ays to the front or ''in the

7.t 1i11d,"

and their sur

faces are at angles of greater or les incidence.

Preci ely

thi i in defendants' machine, for the ' ame purpose. Thi
ubcombination defendants confe ·edly u e in recovering
balanc . Cntil lately they claimed to use only this part.
Defendant

ay their ailerons do not move above and

below the normal plane of the body of the aeroplane. But
the claim merely recite
say

thi

as a ''capability," and then

the movement is about a tran ve r e axi , ''whereby

the marginal portion

may be moved to different angles

relatively to the main plane and to each other."

This

quoted clau e states the substance. Defendant ' ailerons do
move to different angles relatively to the main plane and to
each other.

And in effect they do move above and below

the plane of the aeroplane or an equi1;ale11t plane. See mar
ginal cuts. In Fig. 1, defendants' machine, the dotted line is
in effect a plane of either the upper or lower supporting sur
face, being parallel therewith. rThe ailerons are adjustable
above and below this equivalent plane.

Their adjustment

directly changes their angular relation to the main planes.
There are wires by which the operator makes these adjust-

Fi'g.J.
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Fit,.2.

!l

ment , which are the mean for imultaneou ly operating the

...

marcrin . Fig. '2 shows the \Y right machine. The clotted lines
repre ent the mar 0 ·in adjusted relati\'ely to the plane of the
main plane and at a1wle to each
lency is

hown.

ther.

Here the equiva

The operations are exactly the ame and

like results follow.

!aim ;) i infrincred.

Finally, it i not right e\·en for a moment to approach thi
ca e as if the patent and it claim

were only for the com

bination of the aileron exten ions, and the vertical rudder,
the two feature cooperating to attain a unitary result. The
defendants contended below a if this \Vere the onl y inven
tion claimed.

But in claim ;3 it i- perfectly certain that the

vertical rudder is not an element.

This claim is for the

aileron exten ion combined with m ans f r imultaneou ly
adjusting th m to different angle , and i c mplete and ope
rative for tho e features with or without the vertical tail.
This is not only an orcranization complete in itself and
in which the vertical rudder is not involved, but is an organ
ization that is operative in and by it elf; it i a thing which
complete and u eful for flight, and which i

only im

proved and made more useful by combining therewith the
vertical rudder as required by the other claim in suit. We
do not mean to say that it would be safe under all conditions
of flight to undertake to get along without the rear rudder
helping out the· aileron extensions, but it can be done if
the conditions are right, and the features of claim 3 are the
underlying features required for stability.

That is enough

to sustain a patent. We have in claim 3 a completely ope
rative combination for flying and maintaining stability in
quiet air.

The record shows that under favorable condi
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tions we can get along, from time to time, without the u e
of the vertical rudder a

an aid to the aileron exten ion .

Milling, Rec. 450, XQs. and Ans. 133-±.
that they do the same.

Defendant insi t

To rea son can be sugge ted why

the subject-matter of this claim wa not patentable if new,
and we shall how it to have been new. It is also the basis
of the organization claimed in our other claim s. of the final
and compl ete organization, when the yertical rudder i

111

cluded , which enables tability to be maintained under all
conditions.
But even if, contrary to the fact, the subject-matter of
claim 3 were not useful and operative without the addi
tional element of the verti al rudder, claim 3 i , none the les
valid a a new an l hio-hl y important , ub-combination, and
clearly infringed.

v\ e have in claim 3 exactly the " ub

combination " that the court have over and over again aid
that a man could patent. There are many cases to ju t that
point, among them the Black River ca e, snpra, and cases
in the Supreme Court of the

nitecl State , wh ich e tab li h

the law ab olutely to the effect that where there is a new
sub-combination, complete in it elf, even if it requires the
cooperation of other elements in order to make it u efully
operative, such a claim will be u tainecl.

Such a sub-com

bination claim will control an infringer who employs that
ub-combination alone, failing to get the full effect of the
entire organization of which the sub-combinati on is a part,
or who adds to it elements that are not the same as tho e
disclosed in the patent a going to make up .the be t form
of the complete in vention known to the patentee.
case the claim for the

In either

uh-combination will be infringed
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a

whether or not other claims of the patent are infringed.
One leading ca e right to the point i~ Dccri11g

i'.

Wi11011a

Harvester Works, supra. The defendant contended that one
of the claim in

uit wa

described therein wa

invalid, becau e the combination

incomplete and inoperative without

the addition of other elements described.
Brown,

J.,

The court, by

said:

"Admitting that additional element are nece ~ sary to
render the device operati,·e. it does not nece arily fol
low that the omis ion of the e element invalidate the
claim, or that the precise element de cribed in the pat
ent as rendering it operative mu t be read into the
claim.

If

teward were in fact the fir t to invent the

pivotal exten i n to a butt-adju ter, he is entitled to a
patent therefor, though the infringer may make use of
other mean than tho e employed by him to op rate it."
See al o Railroad

i•.

Dubois, 12 V\. all. 47; Taslor v. Sa7.vyer

Spindle Co., '15 Fed. 301 (C. C. A.,

~)rd Cir.);

Canda

'i/.

Mich

igan Malleable Iron Co., 124 Fed. -± 6, -± 9-90 (C. C. A., 6th
Cir. 1903).
We stand ab olutely on that proposition, that this third
claim is, first, for a con truction that in and of itself is com
plete and u eful-not adequate for all conditions of flying,
not adequate for extreme winds and extreme irregularities
in the air currents, but adequate to uch an extent that in
and of itself it i patentable, and that we have patented it;
second, that even if that were not true and if that combina
tion were only useful when we had combined with it a ver
tical rear vane movable so as to cooperate in the organiza
tion, then the

ubject-matter of the third claim would still

be patentable, under the authorities just cited.
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The court see - what the claim is.

It is nothing except

the combination of these aileron extensions with the planes
with operating connection . That is all.

And we would

like to a k the court to scrutinize the prior art with the
utmo t care to see where there i - any real fore hadowing
of that combination. It i not there. Appellant infringe it.
Claim 7 read :

"'/. In a flying machine, the combination, with an
aeroplane, and means for simultaneously mov ing the
lateral portions thereof into different angular relation
to the normal plane of the body of the aeroplane and to
each other, o a to present to the atmosphere differ
ent angles of incidence. of• a vertical rudder, and mean
whereby said rudder is cau ed t prese nt to the win 1
that i le thereof neare ·t the si le of the aeroplane hav
ino- the maller angle of incidence and offering the lea t
resi tance to the atmosphere, ubstantially as de
scribed."
The lower court found this claim infringed al o.
Defendants have "an aeroplane'' and "mean

for

imul

taneously moving the lateral portions into angular relations
to the body of the plane and to each other, to present differ
ent angle of incidence."

The claim calls for these elements.

Defendants' ailerons are '' laterally'' located, and a the angle
of incidence of the main plane varie , so do the angle
incidence of the ailerons vary from "each other."
much is not now disputed by defendant .

of

This

Indeed, more

appears, for Capt. Beck says the government Curtiss ma
chine had the ailerons set with a permanent droop down
ward, giving the ailerons a <Treater difference in their relative
angles of incidence. This claim calls for the "vertical rud

1
, ..

•,.

'

"

r

1
.. ,

•

•
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der' and broadly for "means" to operate it in recovering
lateral balance.

It loe

not

ay these "mean " are con

nected to the warping ropes.

Defendant try to inject this

unmentioned detail into the claim.

Judge Hand said he

would "feel most unwilling in a patent of this character to
con ~ true it so narrowly.·· 1 7 F. 206. Judge Hazel has taken
the

ame Yiew.

They have the ''vertical rudder" and have

the operating "means"-the wires and hand wheel u ed by
the operator. The claim tates that the rudder i caused to
pre ent to the wind that side thereof which i
the

nearest to

icle of the machine having the smaller angle of inci

dence and offering the lea t r~ i. tanc . The \Y ri ht patent
tates that thi side f small r angle f incidence i the high
side, and that it ten l

to move faster than the low

when the machine i · out of balance.
ides, and particularly
the

icle

\Vitn e ses on both

a1 t. Beck (second depo. ition) and

urtiss letter, show that the high

icle in defendants'

machine tends to move the faster, and that the rudder is
turned toward that side "to decrease the speed of the high
wing."
But defendant. may say that the hi gh side is not alway
the side of least angle of incidence of the ailerons.

hai c not shoic•n, as matter of defense,
1

the side of least angle.

i

They

•hell the high side is not

But it does not make any legal dif

ference whether it i always the side of lea t angle:

(1)

Because a defendant will be enjoined whether he infringes
all of the time or a part of the time.

(Judge Hanel, 177 F.,

next last paragraph, p. 265, and Judge Coxe, 198 F. 399,
400.)

(2) Becau e they admit, and we have proved, that

while the aileron

are acting to recove r balance, they al

'

.
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ways turn the rudder toward the high side to decrease the
speed of that ide (tantamount to preventing spinning due
to unequal aileron action) and thereby increase the speed
of the low ide, a

tated in the Curtiss letter and seen from

the \i\ illard and Beck te timony, which is the principle
tated in the \\ right patent.
Thu

(P. ±, col. 1. Rec.

2 .)

the patent explains and a. ociate · together these

two phenomena, and

ays that one of them , the unequal

speeds of the hig h and low side , is controlled by the ver
tical rudder, while the other, the lifting and depre
actions at the low and high

ides, i

ing

cooperatingly con

trolled by the adjustable margin , thereby re ta ring the
lateral balance.

nd it is all thi

use when they aclju t the aileron

that defendant

do and

t o lift on the 1 w

icle

and depre · on the high side, ancl turn the rudder toward
the high

ide to assi t.

There could not be a plainer case

of the. wholesale appropriation of an itwention of prime
novelty and

triking ingenuity.

Moreover in order to give the court a ' ene
in tance

of

pecific

in which defendant · machine woul I ' pecifically

have the greater angle on t he low and the les

on the

high side (when the ailerons produce a · pinning effect),
Mr. Wright, answering XQ. 184 (Rec. 590-1, folios 1770-3)
said such i the fact "in all cases in which the general angle
of incidence of defendants' machine is greater than o-called
normal, such as when the machine is climbing, or. when it is

slowing down to land, or when it is circling, or when the extra
load is carried, or when it i struck by an upward trend of
wind." Claim 7 is infringed.

Claim 14. It is much like claim 7, with the horizontal rudder
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and means for presenting it upper or lower urfaces to the
atmosphere, added.

Defendant · machine ha , the e addi

tional elements of horizontal rudder and operating means
therefor.

Glanc at the drawing of that machine.

rea on and tho. e stated in reference to claim

1,

For this

claim 14: is

infringed.
Claim 15.

It

practically like claim J ~. with the added re

quirements that the ,·ertical rudder is in the rear and the
horizontal rudder at the front of the machine. These rud
der

are so located in defendants' machine.

For thi

and

the other reasons urged, claim 1.1 is also infringed.
But now let u see what happened after this dream of the
ages had become a reality.

\\'hen defendant

found

ut,

by their confidential rclati n. with us (all of which is in the
record), what we had. let us see what happened.

It i easy

enough to picture it, although we w re not taken into their
confidence at the time.

They ·aid, or their advi orp, their

lawyers or expert like 11r. Zahm aid (it looks as though

Mr. Zahm might have been in it, for after having originally
given an affidavit for the \Vrights in thi
over to the other

litigation he went

ide, filed an application adverse to the

Wrights' interest and has testified with a parti an
which we do not think this court will approve):

pirit of
"Are the

\A.rrights to have the control of the flying machine for seven
teen years?
least?

I

I

Can't we break into the field for a time at

The Bell telephone patent, for a pioneer invention,

was granted in 1876, but it was 1888 before that patent was
really sustained

o as to be effective.

In the meantime a

lot of men infringed and they were not hurt very much.
The Edison patent was granted in 18 0; it was 1892 before
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that was finally su tained. K ow, can we not find some way
to eyade the literal language of thi patent and thus ha\'e
· an excuse for using the \Vright invention for a time?

Let

us read the patent with a micro cope and ee what we can
do."
They read it with a microscope. They found that it aid
-omethina about "normally Rat aeroplane "-a thing that
is of the most frivolous con equence, of course. They aid:
"Although the \\'rights themselves from the beginning have
u eel curved aeroplanes, that i one phrase that help , for
we can put a little curve into our a roplane and argue that
thu - we avoid the language of the patent.
what el e there is.

They

Now, let's ee

ay in the patent that they get

their ailer n exten -i ns by warping the ends of the planes;
not nece: ·arily the whole, hut the ends.

Of cours

we can

get the ame identical re ult by putting aileron extension
at about the encl of the aeroplane . Here is another verbal
distinction about which we may talk." Therefore they put a
light curve into the aeroplanes (the \\right · had alway
curved their and show a curve in Fig. :) of their I atent)
and put their aileron extensions where they appear in the
drawing of defendants' machine.

"Ctterly immaterial mod

ifications, both of them; defendant
assurance to contend to the contrary.

will hardly have the
Then they noticed

another thing. While the patent in uit states the coordina
tion between the vertical rudder and the aileron extensions,
in the specification and in claims 7, 14 and 15, in exactly
the right way and with entire accuracy when only the ma
chine of the patent is in mind, if that machine is varied in
very slight and immaterial particulars and without depart
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ing at all from the ub tance of the invention, the language
of these claim

is not quite apt, a a matter of words, for

the best expres ion of the invention as it ex ists in the mod
ified

tructure.

Such i often the case. and rarely does a

defendant who i using the invention of a meritorious pat
ent escape on such a ground.
Defendant

searched for such a loophole in this case.

They found that in claims ~, 1-1- and 1.J the moyement of the
vert ical rudder required for its cooperation with the aileron
extensions was defined as a movement "toward that side of
the machine pre enting the smaller angle of incidence and
· the lea t resi tance to the atmo phere," that is to ay, that
side at which the warped aeroplane or ail ron extension has
the mall r anale of incidence and offer the lea t re istancc
to the atmosphere.

This i an abs lutel y correct de crip

tion of the way in which the vertical vane is to be turned in
the Wright machine; but as a matter of fact, for reasons
that are clearly

tatecl in the record, the e ential thing i

that the rudder, when moved to cooperate with the aileron
exten ions in restoring balance, should be turned towa rd
the high side of the 111achi11e.
Now, it i clearly

hown by complainant' witnesse and

practically conceded by defendant ' witne se after they had
adopted their final theory. that in practically every ca e
where balance n·eecls re toring the defendants turn the ver
tical rudder toward the high side of the machine exactly as
does the plaintiff and as the patent requires. The defendants'
last word on the subject i in the statement of Captain Beck,
Rec. 1626, folio 2015, where he state that in regaining bal
ance on a straightaway flight, he divides the "act" into three

..
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distinct pha e . The fir t relate to the use of the ailerons
alone and brings them within claim 0: the third is of neg
ligible in:iportance, but the

econd phase is important and

bring them within claim s I, H and 15. Of this he ay
"I not onl y bank, by u e of the ailerons, so as to bring
up the low side, but I turn my ru dder toward the high
ide [to prevent spinnin g]

* * *

th ereby ca u ing

the low w in g to move fa ster than the high winer, which
has the effect of bringing the low wing up to the same
elevation a the high wing. "
But altough defendant

move the ru dder toward

the

high ide in re taring balance and alth ough they have eve ry
element of our claim

1,

H and L3 and move the rudder to

the high icle fo r the purpo e of checkin g th e speed of the
hi gh sid e, which wa th e purpo e of the ·w rights, th ey saw
that by a

light change of con struction they could so

modify our machine, which they were copying, that some

times the "sm aller angle of incidence and the least resi tance
to the atmo phere" would not be on the "high side."
was a chance for them.

Here

They _would take our invention,

move the rudder to the high

ide in restoring balance, as

we did, but be in a positio n to argue that they did not always
move the rudder to the "side of the machine pre enting the
smaller angle of incidence and the least resistance to the
atmo phere," and therefore did not always infringe.

It is

enough, of course, if they infringe part of the time; but let
us consider the real situation a little further.
The angle of least incidence in our machine is always at
the high side when the machine is tipping.

A nd if we had

said in our patent that we moved that rudder to the "high

..

'I
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side" to as ist our aileron extension
then thi

m re toring balance

question of infringement could not have been

raised. \Ve are dealing now only with claims
There is no question a

1,

1-± and 15.

to infringement of claim 3, for it

relates to the aileron exten ions and operating means alone,
without the rudder.

But a to claim

I, 1-± and 15 there

would not have been any que tion if we had simply said
that the rudder

hould be moved to the "high side."

The

attention of the Vii right was so much on the fact that one
ub tantial rea on ' hy that rudder had to be moved to the
high side in their machine was becau e there was the
greater angle of incidence on the low side, producing great
er head resistance, wherefore the high icle would go ahead
fa ter and shou ld be checked, that they said that the rudder
was moved to the id e f least incidence, of lea t re istance,
that always being the high

ide.

If we had

aicl-(which

would have been true and perhap a better statement than
the one we u ed)-"move it to the high side, that being the
one that i going ahead fa ter so that it may be checked by
the pressure of the air on the rudder o as to allow the low
side to catch up with the high side in speed"-then there
would not have been any question whatever a to infringe
ment.

In defendant ' machine they have exactly our ele

ments cooperating on exactly our principle and in exactly
our combination, all de igned for and effecting the same
result.

They move the rudder to the high side in order to

prevent the high

ide from

peeding too fast as compared

with the low side, which must be done to restore balance.

In our patent we bring out thi fact that we move the rud
der to check the peed of the high side. And it is the first

.

'
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time in the history of the art that there had ever been a sug
gestion anywhere that the relative speeds of those sides had
anything to do with lateral balance, so that in recovering
~ateral

balance the speed of the high side needed to be

checked.

That was one of the principles that we contrib

uted and our general underlying thought on the subject was
absolutely new.
ow, we may not have put that idea in exactly the mo t
apt language in our claim

and in ou r application.

accentuated, a we have already
ituation which impre

\ Ve

tated, that pha e of the

ed us the mo t at that time, namely,

that with our construction, with which we were mo t famil
iar, one of the great rea on . why the high ·id e took up
peed wa becau e that hiah icle, having the least angle of
incidence, offered les

resistance to the air, and, therefore.

ran ahead, the low ide with it greater a ngle of incidence
having greater resistance to the air.

\Ve never, however,

thought of anything except t urnin g to the high
what we said means ''turn to the h~gh side."

i le, and

And why?

Becau e when the rudd er is turned toward the side

f least

angle it i thereby turned to chec!? the speed of that high side.
Exactly what they do, and for the particular rea on wh ich
ou r patent emphasizes.
We ubmit that this is ju t one of those cases whe re the
character of our patent as a pioneer patent w ill lead the
courts to take the view . clearly reasonable and proper, that
inasmuch as w hat we are really say ing is "move the rudder
to the high ide," inasmuch a in the machin e with which we
illu strated our invention the "high side" is, when the ma
chine is out of balance, alway

th e one "pre enting the
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smaller angle of incidence and the least re istance to the
atmosphere and

ice 1:ersa, that that i the construction that

'i. 1

the court will give to these particular phrase , even if it
should appear that defendants, who move to the high s ide
a we do solely in order to check the speed of the high ide
(our purpo e), have other reasons, real or pretended, for
doing it.
Now, what modification have the defendants made in the
specific machine of our patent o that while adopting our
in vention, employing the vertical rudder to "assist" the
ailerons, as they say, and alway
balance, to the high

moving it, in re toring

ide, as we do, it i

till pos ible for

them to contend that they have evaded our definition of
''high side" a
that

tated in our claim

ide "having the

maller angl

7, 1-1: and 15, namel y,
of incidence and the

least resistance to the atmosphere"?
They saw that the difference in angle of incidence be
tween the two aileron extension of the machine shown in
our patent, when tho e surfaces were operated for the
re toration of balance, is partly due to the fact that initially
the Wright aileron urfaces are in the same plane with the.
aeroplane, say five degrees to the course of travel. Initially,
therefore, and before the warping, both aileron exten ions of
the Wright machine are at an angle of incidence to the line
of travel and to the air.

When the machine tips and, to

restore balance, the aileron extension <ft the low end of the
aeroplane is depressed, relatively, at the rear to lift that
encl, its angle to the line of travel becomes greater than five
degrees, while at the same time the aileron extension on
the high encl of the aeroplane is raised relatively at the rear
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angle of incidence reduced.

If the change is

two degre e , then the angle of incidence of the aileron
extension at the low side of the aeroplane is increa ed from
five degree to seven derrree , while the angle of incidence
of the aileron su rface at the high ide is decrea eel from fi ve
degree to three degrees. * It i ea y to see that, under all
.::onclitions, the angle of incidence of the aileron

urface at

the high icle which has been rai eel at the rear is les than
that of the aileron surface at the low side which has been
depres ed at the rear.

Hence, in the specihc machine of

the \Vright patent, it i alway and ine\'itably at the high
ide that there is the "smaller angle of incidence and the
lea t re istance to the at mo phere." But it wa ea y for a crit
ical inve tigator who wa trying to evade the patent to ee
that it was not nece sary to have the aileron surfac s initial
ly or normally in a plane with the aeroplane . Instead of be
ing at an angle of incidence of, ay, five degree , they might
be at a greater or less angle and till be operative to raise
one end of the aeroplane and depre s the other for the
restoration of lateral balance.

They saw that if they put

the aileron extensions parallel to the line of flight, based
on an assumed angle of incidence of five degrees, then those
aileron extensions would not always, when adjusted for the
re toration of balance, have the same relative angle of inci
dence and the same relative resi tance to the atmo phere
that was characteristic of the pecific Wright arrangement.
They would have every advantage of the Wright con truc
tion, except possibly to a light degree. They would have
*Of course under the Wright _patent this adjustment may be carried
far enough to make th e margin at the high side pa s to a negative angle
about the main plane. (Spec., lines 12-21, 3 -63, Rec. 27 .)
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the aileron extension and the combination of the rear ver
tical rudder with the aileron extension , the , ame in opera~
tion and result, but under certain conditions, with the
aileron extensions originally arranged parallel to the line
of flight, the ~ maller angle of incidence and the least rei tance to the atmosphere might not always be at the high
icle of the machine, to which the \\' right
el e turn the rudder.

and everybody

They therefore set their aileron

clown between the plane~ , and generally (though not al
way *) no rmally eclgewi e to the ru h of air or line of
flight, in teacl of in line with the main plane and normally
at a light ano-le to the ru h of air or line of flight, as in the
form selected for illu trati n in the \\'right patent.

If the aileron exten io n of clefenclant ' machine are nor
mally parallel to the line of flight and then in the re " tora
tion of balance they are respecti\'cly rai 'e el and lowered
two degrees, the 11lachine still co11ti1111i11g to fly at tlie so-called

normal angle of illcidcncc, the aileron extension

will then

have an equal angle of incidence, namely, two degree , and
equal resi tance to the atmosphere.
But this is not the whole story by any mean .

Condi

tions are never for more than a moment so simple as to
make possible ·uch exact results as here as urned for illu 
tration, yet the plan upon which the defendant
worked in eeking to evade thi

have

particular definition of our

*Capt. Beck testified that one Curtiss machine furnished the U. S.
Government had the ailerons et with a permanent droop below the
neutral line, instead of being edgewise to the rnsh of air. (Rec. 1629,
folio 2024.) This corresponded exactly to the position of the Wright
aileron extensions, per the patent, as j nst stated above. The effect of
this was to increase the "difference in the angle of incidence of one
aileron compared with that of the other when they were adjusted to
equal movement ." (XA. :24, Rec. 1630.) All of Zahm' calculations
were based on the ailerons being set in a neutral line, and not drooped.
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claim, which really means nothing but "high
think, now made clear.

ide,'' is, we

Be it remembered defendants no

where attribute any advantage to this colorable change
not one word in all their hundreds of pages of testimony.

1\ ow, our arrangement i better than theirs for thi rea
son:

we rarely haYe to carry the angle of our aileron ex

ten -ion or warped

urface which i rai eel at the rear, so

far as to make it a negative angle, namely, one where there
is air pres ure on top and in a downward direction.
in the Curtiss machine there is always a pressure

011

But

top of

the aileron that is rai eel at the rear, and that pres ure on
top means vvork; it mean

the expenditure of power, so

that it i a detriment. re ulting fr m the
But we have n

~olorable

change.

doubt that clefenclanL feel they can stand

an extra and unnece

ary expenditure of power for the sake

of the verbal, though not real, distinction thi enables them
to offer. Still they infringe our patent.
Moreover, they infringe the literal verbiage of our claims,
whenever the angle of incidence of their aeroplanes i

m

the lighte t degree greater than that which happens to be
the so-called normal angle of incidence.

And we do not

believe it is an exaggeration to say that there never is any
perceptible period of time when the angle of incidence of
the aeroplanes remain s the

ame.

It is constantly chang

ing with every gust of wind, every change of peed, weight,
etc.
We understand it is practically conceded that in the five
cases cited by Mr. Wilbur Wright (XA. 18-±, Rec. 590-1,
folios 1770-3)-where you are climbing; where you are
circling; where you are slowing down to land; where you
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have an extra weight; and where there i an upward gu t
of air-the angle of incidence of their aeroplane 111crea e ;
in which case, if they turn their rudder to the high

ide,

which they alway s do in re toring balance, they literally
and verbally turn it t
the

"the icle of the machine presenting

rnaller angle of incidence and the lea t re sistance to

the atmosphere,'' exactly as called for by our claim . But
then defendant say: ''The opposite thing happen."
well.

uppo e the opposite thing

do happen?

Very

This is a

mere que tion of verbal expre ion, not one of substance,
and if they are a king to defeat u on the mere words of
the claim , regarclle

of the merit . when they have taken

our whole invel!ti on, we re pectfully

ubmit that it i

a

quite sufficient an wer for u to ay that they infringe fot
a substaJLti:Ol part of the filllc; that f r a substantial part of the

time when they turn the rudder towards the high
i , in the words of our claim , turned toward

ide, it

the side o{

the machine which ha the smaller angle of incidence and
the least head re i tance.
Thi

is an argument that we think will appeal to the

court, for there could be no more cruel injustice than refus
ing to

ustain claim 7, 14 and 15 as again t the e defend

ants. The court would regard it a a calamity to be obliged
to come to that conclu ion, in view of the character of this
invention and its position in the art, and the merit of tho e
who made the invention.

And it i not necessary to do

so, for it cannot be disputed that there is a long line of
authorities for the proposition that if men infringe part of
the time it is just the same for all practical purposes as if
they infringe all the time; they are not allowed to infringe
part of the time.
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Defendants have attempted to show that there is a dif
ference in principle between the machine of the patent and
the defendants' machine.

There i

clearly no foundation

for that proposition except this one thing, to which we have
just called attention, that i , the defendants undertake to
get away from the words of our claims 7, 1-l and 15 by
initially generally so setting (Beck says aileron ~

et with

permanent droop or angle in one of defendant ' machines.
Rec. 1630.) their aileron exten ion
allel to the line of flight
at the a

as to make them par

o long as their machine Aie

urned incidence of five degrees (a position it i

impos ible for the machine to maintain, a
con tantly change~, a

bef re

the incidence

xplaine<l), wherea

we put

them at the plane of the aeroplane, which i at an inclina
tion to the line of flight.
They pre ent their argument in many different ways, but
it alway

come

back to the

ame propo ition:

restoration of lateral balance exactly a

"\ e get

et out in the pat

ent, but we have avoided the words of the claim. \Ve have
avoided the words of the claim becau ·e the claim
the rudder is turned to the

ay

that

icle of smaller angle of 111c1

dence and lea t re istance to the atmosphere.

That i

way

\Ve always

the high side of the patented machine.

al

turn to the hiah side, but sometimes, with our machine,
that has not the smaller angle of incidence and the least
resistance to the atmosphere."
We respectfully submit that they cannot escape because
of that modified detail of construction, and for two reasons:

In the first place, the reason we turn the rudder to the high
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side is to check the peed of that ide, when it needs to be
checked in the restoration of lateral balance, and if we have
u eel language in our patent that fairly indicate
our purpose-to check the speed of the high

that that
icle of the

machine-and that that purpose i attained by moving the
rudder to the high side, and they moYC it to that high icle
for the ame purpo , e, to check the speed of that side of the
machine-the court will be justified in holding that those
words, upon which defendant seek to escape, are of defi11i

ti011; they are not words of i11hcrcnt s11bsta11cc, and that inas
much as the ub tance i there in defendant ' machine, we
are entitled to a con truction of the claim that will give u
the sub tance regardle

of the form.

In the next place, it is perfectly clear n the evidence ( ee
Wright deposition, A. 1 ±, folio 111·2; A. J 5, f lio l
Rec. 591-2; and the Curti

1

-1-o,

and Zahm applications, Rec.

873; folio 102-3; Rec. 919, folio :215-16) that most of the
time,-generally, we believe,-they do infrincre, literally and
verbally, the word of our claim, for the condition are such
that in moving the rudder to the high

ide they do in fact

thereby move it to the side having the maller angle of inci
dence and lea t resi tance (and do counteract spinning).

In our fir t propo ition, as to a liberal con truction of
these claims, we are not a king the court to go one bit
further than the courts have gone over and over again.

Winans v. Denmead, 15 How. 330, with which the court is
familiar.

In that case defendant's structure did not infringe the
words of the claim, but plaintiffs invention was clearly

,,
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copied and the court looked through the form to the sub
tance and held the infringer.
In Hoyt <J. Horne, 1-±5 U. S. :302, the real substantial in
yention wa clearly in defendant's machine, but the patentee
in defining the i1wention in hi

claims had referred to hi

pulp as circulated in " yertical plane " and

a~

cleli\'ered by

In de

the beater roll into the ''upper . ecti on of the Yat.''

fendant's machine the pulp was not circulated "in \'ertical

i
i

I

plane ," nor was it delivered by the beater roll into ''the
upper section of the vat."

Thi

ca e i exactly parallel to

the one now before the court.
The Supreme Court bru heel a icle the technical language
of the claim

(which need not be done in thi . case), point

ing out that defendant'

machine was an evasi n and that

no technical reading of the specification or claim . sh uld
prevail a

again t the merits of the controver y.

The de

fendant was held as an infringer.

Ho31t v. Honie was referred to by the Supreme Court in
Westinghouse v. Bo;,idell Bral?e Company, J 70 U. S. 568; to
gether with Machine Co111pan31 ·v. Mw-phy, 97 U.

Hamilton, 92 U. S. 426; More3

1

Elizabeth v. Pa'l'emeJZt Compan3

1 1•
1
,

. 120: l·l'cs v.

Lockzvood, 8 Wallace 230;
97 U. S. 126; Sessiolls v.

Romadka, 145 U . S. 29, as illu trating the proposition that
"we have repeatedly held that a charge of i11fri11gc111e11t is some

times made out though the letter of the claims is a·mided."
If there is any case to which this settled doctrine should
apply, it would seem to be a case based on the pioneer pat
ent of the flying machine art.
We call attention to two other ca e

of the same kind

'

~

.

I
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where pioneer patent

were involved.

One of the early

uits on the Bell patent after it was first ustained by Judge
Lowell was American Bell Tc!eplw11e Compa11;>' v. Do/bear, 15
Fed. Rep. -1-.l: , affirmed, 126 U. S. 1. Dolbear said: ''Can't

I get around that Bell patent? The whole essence of that
Bell patent require a continuou line of wire from one end
to the c_:>ther, over which the current pa e, . I'll put in a
condenser, where there will be a separation in the line.
The result will be the

ame.

But I shall avoid the form.''

The courts said, "No. The Patent Law i a matter of sub
stance, not of form, not of language.

\Ve hold you a an

infringer.''
On the fundamental Edi on lamp patent a like que tion
aro e.
In Edison Cm11pa11y v. Warill[! Co111pa11y, 5!) Fed . ;35 , af
firmed 69 Fed. 645, the claim of the patent required that the
air should be exhausted from the receiver or bulb.

The

Waring Company undertook to e\'ade the patent by partial
ly exhausting the receiver and introducing a portion of
bromine ga . They claimed imp rtant r

ult

and said to

the court they had not the exhausted receiver of the patent.
But Judge Shipman (Court of Appeals affirming him) held
the defendant, for it had the Edison invention, even though
it might be aid to have evaded that definition in the claim
which required that the receiver should be exhau ted, by
introducing into it a gas which did not interfere with the
operative character of the organization.

Now, what we really say in these claims 7, 14 and 15 is
that we turn our rudder toward the high side of the machine

.

'
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so as to prevent that side from increasing speed and making
trouble.

The defendants do just exactly the same thing.

We, it is true, have defined what we do by saying that we
turn the rudder toward the side where there is the smaller
angle of incidence and the least resistance to the atmos
phere, but as that is, in fact, the high side, the two ex
pressions have the same meaning.
\Ve ubmit that this case i within the principle of the
ca·ses just cited, and that defendants would be w ithin our
claims 7, 1-± and 15 even

hould it happen that the "high

ide," to which they turn their rudder, did not alway verb
ally conform to the word we u ed.
But do not forget that it i perfectly clear on this record
that whenev r-as i generally the ca e-their aeroplane
fly at a greater angle of incidence than the o-called normal,
(there being no real normal incidence, as it con tantly
changes), they infringe anyway; and that is enough for our
purpo es. They have no right to infringe at all.
To how that the third claim i not affected in any way
by thi argument of defendants, we want to quote it once
more.

A

we quote we will fit it to defendants' machine:

"In a flying machine, a normally Aat aeroplane hav
ing lateral marginal portion capable of movement to
different positions above or below [negative and po i
tive angle ] the normal plane of the body of the aero
plane,"
That in substance defendants clearly have.

We will not

argue as to the functional identity of their aileron exten
sions and ours. That is obvious and virtually conceded.
"- uch movement being about an axis tran verse to
the line of flight,"

..
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That is exactly the ca e in defendant ' machine;
"-whereby

aid lateral marginal portions may be

moved to different angles relatively to the normal plane
of the body of the aeroplane,"
That i exactly what they do.
"-and al -o to different angle · relati\'ely to each
other,"
That i exactly vvl1at they do.
"so as to present to the atmosphere different angle.
incidence.''
This i

exactly what happen

111

of

defendant · machine.

E\'en if they start with their aileron cxten. ions in a plane
parallel to the line of flight and the angle of incidenc
the machine a a whol does not change (but it docs chang
every moment), any motion given to the aileron exten ions
put

one at a positive angle and the other at a negative

angle, so that they "present to the atmosphere different
angles of incidence." There never is a time while the aile
ron exten ions are being operated when they do not ''pre
sent to the atmo phere diff rent angles of incidence,'
"and means for

imultaneously imparting such move

ment to said lateral marginal portions, substantially
as described,"
word for word that fits defendants' machine.
And, as we say, there has been no defence proof presented
to that third claim except the worthless paper patents to
which we shall call attention; no defence whatever.
So, on this matter of the claims of the patent we have
shown, speaking first of the third claim, that it is for a great
invention, and that it i not only as to the merits, but even
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as a matter of phraseology, a valid claim, clean cut and
definite, and that there is a clear ca e of infringement.
The other claims are for equally meritorious invention
and are clear enough, definite enough, to enable the court

In view of the character of the patent, a

to do ju tice.

underlying the \vhole art of flying e\'en if defendant neyer
did haYe ju t exactly the angular incidence and re i tance
on the icle to which the rudder is moved that the claim I,
14 and 1.5 mention, the court would till-under authority of

Wi11a11s v.

D~11111ead,

of Bell Telepho11c

7J.

of Hoyt v. Home, of Edisi.m v. Wari11g and

Do/bear, and any number of other ca e 

be ju tified in aying and required to say that even if it be
aid the patentees have made a definiti n of what th y are
after that ha a sort of slant ancl may not be alway · techni
cally apt, a

matter of words, when applied to defendant '

machine, thi

.

is not going to interfere with justice.

nd

the court will further find that it is proved in this ca e
that during a

ubstantial part of the time and during

many u ual conditions of operation defendant

have the

preci e organization and relation that are required ev n by
the very word of the three claim in question.
Claim 14 and 15 are substantially the kind of claim that
the ·wrights ought to have, as broad claim for· the flying
machine as a whole. They name all the elements which up
to thi date have proved to be e sential and might well be
construed as claims for a flying machine broadly.
The third claim the court will bear in mind; there is noth
ing there about "rudder," or angular presentation, except
that the angles hall be "'different," (not one greater than the
other, but simply "different," one aileron up or negative an-d
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the other down or positive); and thi

que tion that ha ·

taken o much time in the record, i not of the slighte t rel
evancy in connection with claim 3.

The defendant

cer

tainly infringe that claim.

In

Q.

71 (Rec. 550, folio 16-± ) liir. \\'right was asked to

explain whether the high side of defendant · machine would
be that of the le s or oTeater angle of incidence of the aile
rons.

He an werecl that the high side wou)d be "toward

the aileron ha,·ing the les er angle of incidence when the
machine i

flying at a greater average angle of incidence

than five degree ," and then explained in an wer 1

-±, ct seq.

(Rec. 590-93, folios 1110- .1) how an cl why the flying angle
would generally be greater than fi\'e degree:-;, that degree
b ing merely incidental

r accidental, and not con tant.

In

the five recited usual and common conditions of flight (A.
1 -~), the flying angle of the main planes is greater, not less, than
the so-called normal, illu trated by the numeral 5.

The

five recited common conditions of flio-ht, when the general
angle i greater than the so-called normal, are:

1. "When the machine i climbing."
2.
3.

"When it is slowing down to land.'
"When it i circling."

4.

"When an extra load is carried."

5.

"When it is truck by an upward trend of wind.''

(See also A. 185, Rec. 592, folio

l 114-5.)

In all the e

cases there is the tendency to spin, due to unequal aileron
angles and pressures, which is prevented by turning the
rudder toward the high side.

In other words, the po sibility of the upturned aileron
on the higher side of the machine ever a suming a relatively
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larger angle than the downturned aileron on the lower ide
is a matter which in practice i within the narrowest limits,
and doe ~ not seem possible to take place except when de
fendants' machine might be flown downgrade so rapidly
as to decrea e it

general ancrle of incidence to a point

materially le s than the o-called normal-a condition when
the machine would be least likely to lose lateral balance,
ordi nary air gusts not affecting it
ing o rapidly.

And even in thi

eriously when descend
possible ca e the increase

in the angle of the upturned aileron would be so
besides

Jones

'l ' .

light,

o infrequent, a. t o be of no practical importance.

SCTuall, 91 U . S. 171. 1 3.

Judge lland al

pa

eel on thi

que tion and held the

patent to be in frincr d in the Paulhan ca
contenti n.

(1 t

t

F. 261, ·W5 .)

, under a

imilar

An infringer may infringe

part of the time, or all of the time, his machine is in opera
tion, an applicable doctrine if defendant seek refuge under
this po

ible occasional abnormal condition.

se sion of an infrin ging
use it, and it

tructure, with the opportunity to

capability of infringement, are s ufficient to

justify and require an injunction.

v. Atlas, 19

Even the p o 

Judge Coxe in Parsons

F. 399, -±00, exactly this ca e; Judge Sage in

Cincinnati Ice Machine Co. v. Foss-Schneider, 31 F. -±69, -±t2.
Judge Coxe in Celluloid v . Crolithion, 23 F. 397, 399, 400,
held that to the extent an infringer used the invention, he

"pro tanto" infringed.
Also Judge Coxe in Morgan v. Maul, 84 F. 336, 337, and
Judges Taft, Lurto n and Severens, in King A:r Co. v. Hnb

bard, 97 F. 95, 803.
Justice Clifford and Judge Lowell, in Holbrook v. Small,
Fed. Cas.

o. 6,595, 2 Ban. & A . 396, said:
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"vVe find the preponderance of the evidence to be,
that the defen lants do make and u e such an open con
ductor, which operates, or may operate, if the farmer is
disposed to u e it o, in the manner pointed out in the

(P. :32.J.) This wa held to be infringement.
In Shelby v. Dcla·warc Co., 151 F. 62, 1 :2, the court aid:
''A mi u ' e, detracting from it utility, doe not
change the mechanical combination or the e ential
character of the device . Penfield v . Challlbcrs, 92 Fed.
6;30, 3-l: C. C. ..'579; King v. Hubbard, 97 Fed. 795, 3
C. C. A. 423. T'he 111cchan is111 being ub stantially the
same, it is the possibilities that re ide in it. under ordinary
and proper use, that are to decide."
patent."

Affirmed in 160 F. 92 , Dalla , Gray and Buffing
ton, JJ.
o Judge Hazel was just and ouncl when he h ld claim ·
3, , 14 and 15 are infringed.

Prior Art- Error 3.

Defendants prattle about prior art!

There wa no flying machine art before the 'Wright inven
tion.

All wa

cience.

peculation.

Flying propo al

contradictory, impo

Nothing exi ted but a paper
had been legion; flying dogma ,

ible, plausible, wa

rife, but of art,

there was nothing--only a long, unbroken, barren field ,
with not a surviving usable thing to mark the way-noth
ing save here and there a broken wreck of failure; all mute
witnes es that there wa

no art.

And defendants do not

claim to have an actual anticipation of complainant's patent.

In the lower court they co11ceded the validity of the patent,
but urged an interpretation of the claims n0;rr.ower than the

invention. This is their way of treating the prior art.
(a)

In respect to every printed publication, they have

attempted to add to it by attributing meanings and funcI

I
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tion thereto which were unknown before this invention.
(b)

In respect to e\'ery old patent relating to untried

proposal , they followed the like cours , plus always speak
ing of any such pictured de\'ice a "u eel;" wherea

none

had been used.
This in idiou
Zahm wa

method ha

been employed thr0twhout.

cro s-exarnined practically patent by patent as

to whether any one of them had been reduced to practice,
and could and did name
folio 122.'5; -.1:-1 , folio

in tance of the kind.

110

(Rec. -.1:09,

L3-1·2--!-!; -t-t!J- L'5·2, folio

U-IG-3G; -!3-.1:,

folio 12Gl; -±6:3, folio 1:388; -!G-.1:, folio 1:391.)

To the con

trary, he had preyiou ly written to the \Vright declaring
they were the fir t to

ucceed in making an actual ftying

machine-a fact he then de ired to r cord

o a , to

how

their countrymen that the peciali t of their day had so de
c

clared.

(Rec. 6 9-90, folio

2067- .)

The only instance where other
·the \Vright

were instance

built machines before

of experimental glider

by

Lilienthal and Pilcher abroad, both of whom were killed

before completing even their experiment ; and by l\Ir.

ha

nute in this country, who abandoned the project and openly
declared the Wrights to have succeeded, having been their
gue t at their testing camp; and al o the experiment

of

Maxim in England, Ader in France, and our own Prof.
Langley: all of whom retired without succes .
We ask the court to approach these matters with two
rules of law in m ind; first, that printed publications must
be taken for what they contain in themselves, "without as
istance of local knowledge or expert addition ;"

econd,

that as to former patents the same rule applies, with the
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additional rule that later patentees are not precluded by the
embryonic ideas found in former patent

any more than

they are by undeveloped matter exi ting el ewhere.

The

last rule is pertinent becau e the admitted hi tory of flying
one unbroken protest again t the practicability of any
tructure prior to the \ V right invention.

Publications. In Badische

'li.

Kalle, 104: F. 802, Judge Wallace,

Lacombe and Shipman held:
"A prior publication

* * ·*

mu t be given ef

fect in accordance with what it actually communicate
to the public and expert te timony cannot be received

* * *

to give it the effect it would ha\·e if recon

structed so a

to di clo e matters which it might or

hould have tatecl, but which it in fact did not.''
(Fir t Syllabu .)
ee also Cohn v. U. S., 93 U. S. 366, 370, and Cameron v.
Saratoga, 159 F . 453, 460, by this court.

In Seymour v. McCormick, 19 How. 96, the ru le is laid
down that
"a publication * * * 1s evidence of nothing el e
but the description of the thing .in controver y, and i
not evidence of the successful operation of the machine,
thought it tates that it was succe sfu l. "
These authoritie

exclude the as ertion

of Zahm and Waterman, and show that the

and inferences
der articl~ is

1egally insufficient.

Prior Patents, Unreduced to Practice. O n t his point this cou r t,
in Kirchberger ·v. American, 128 F. 599, said :
"The Buller patent does not anticipate the pate nt in

(1) the defendants have failed to show that
it is capable of successful operahon, or that t he objections
suit because:
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thereto * * * could be obviated without the exer
ci e of the faculty _of im·ention," etc. Al o Ca11da 'l'.
Michiga11, 124 F. 486, 6th C. C.
Several Engli h patent

In Westinuhouse

'l.

1•

are referred to by defendants .

F. 25 . 26:3, this court

Great !\ orthcrn,

also said:
"The prophetical suggestion

111

English patents of

what can be clone, when no one ha

ever te tecl by

actual and hard experience and under the stress of com
petition the truth of these uggesti on , or the practical
difficultie in the way of their accomplishment, or even
whether the ugo-e tions are fea ible, do not carry con
viction of the truth * * * and the result * * *
reached i not shaken by merely a singl e entence in
the Engli h patent ."

1Ir. Zahm reduced his clep sition to four conclu ion . The
first refer

to experimental glider , which he amu ingly

state were "capable of carrying a passenger and of being
controlled in flight."

That wa

hi

way of advi ing the

court that the experimenter kicked hi

limb

and wiggled

his body, hanging from the machine in experimental tests.
His second tatecl conclusion is that "vertical rudders for
steering an aeroplane to the right or the left at the will of
the pi/.ot were well known " prior to 1901.

(Italic

ours.)

He says ' at the will of the pilot" as thought pilots had
flown and actually used such rudders.

On cross-examina

tion he wa unable to point out a single machine pictured
in any of the prior patents that had flown so that "the will
of the pilot" could be exercised. As instances of such rud
ders he cites Hen on, Crepar, Maxim, Ader and Mattullath.
As the e were never reduced to practice, Mr. Zahm was not
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tating a fact, but prattling a ~peculation of hi

own.

Hi third conclu ion i that "horizontal rnclders for steer
ing an aeroplane up and clown" were known prior to 1901.
He peak of "known .. a ~hough it had been really known
that aeroplanes could be

teerecl up and clown. whereas

there had been no aeroplane in the air with a horizontal
rudder to teer it.
IIi

final conclu

1011

that before 1001 "aileron

and

wing warping mechani m for controlling the lateral poi e
of the aeroplane were well known;" saying some ''were ope
rated by the pilot at will, either together with or ·indepen
dent of the vertical rudder."

He refer

John ton, ~Iattul!ath and Ac! r propo, als.
mit

n ne of the.

devices wer

to the Boulton.
1 ut

els where ad

ver made.

uffice it to

~ ay that the c conclu i ns of ~rr. Zahm are utterly unju ti
fiable, and are based up n what i · not the fact, that the c
thing were operated by pilots at will.

Maxim British Patent 1,683, of 1889. Was thi ever built and
111

u e? "I ot to my knowledge."

So far a I am aware, it

was con tructecl, but never given a trial flight off the
ground.

(XA. 2-1:, XA. 25, Rec. U6+, folio 1225-6.)

Marriott Patent. \i\That succe
A.

did he have with thi patent?

I do not know whether it was ever con tructecl.

(XA.

64, Rec. 1403, folio 1342.)

English Patent to Harte. What ucces did he have with th is
apparatu ? A. I do not know . (XA . 65, lb., folio 1343.)

Johnston Patent.

vYhat success did he have?

know whether he ever built it.
1343-4.)

A. I do not

(XA. 67, XA. 68, lb., folios
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Boulton Patent.

\\hat

ucce

did he haYe?

Boulton ever constructed it.

Crepar Patent. What succe

some brief flight

\Vhat

. G9. lb., folio 13-±+.)

did he have?

A. Don't know

(XA. 73--±, Rec. 1-±0-1:, folio 1:3-±7.)

whether ever constructe<l.

Mouillard Patent.

(X

A. Not aware

ucce,

did he have?

A.

~Iade

in Africa with a glider of this character,

"as l remember."

Do not know that he ever con tructecl

one exactly like this patent.
of his apparatus in use.

He died without leaving any

(XA. 7 ;'5-81, Rec. 1-±0-±-1-±07, folios

1347-54.)

Langley Experiments.

Zahm fir t

aw a model or

mall ma

chine that ''did not carry a man becau e it wa not de iO'ned
to do

o."

the plan

Langley'

rnocleL and later larger machine had

et at dihedral angle , that i , inclining upward

from the inner to the

uter end , .

Thi , the only rnan

carrying ize machine, was broken in an attempt to launch
it from the deck of a boat, fell overboard and ended its
career and likewise Prof. Langley's experiment .
100-10"', Def. Rec. 460-1.)
in Mr. Wright'

depo ition.

11 thi

(XA.

more fully explained

(X . 116-8, Rec. 56 -9; An .

13, 14, lb. 650.)

Henson Patent. What succe s did he meet with? A.

l am

not aware Hen on or his contemporaries tried to con truct a
passenger aeroplane embodying his patent.

(XA. 102-111,

Rec. 1416-20, folios 1381-95.)

In his direct he attributed functions and purposes to these
old patents not contained in their specifications.
examinecl,

reluctantl y

admitted

the

absence

Cross

from

the

specifications of the attributes and operations he had so
attributed to them.

(XA. 45-4 , Rec. 1372-4, folios 1251-6.)
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ee al o XA. 1 9 , 1:3 . 16, Rec. 1360-1, folio l?l-1-15, l?l -1 ,
a

to the 1\Iarriott patent; XA. 18-?1. Rec. 1862-B, folios

1219-23, a

to the

repar patent; X \. ;~·? , Rec. 1:367, folio

1235, as to the Hen on patent: XA. :3;3 , :3.J., Rec. 1:367, folio
1?36. as to there beincr no Hrtical and horizontal rudder
. hown in the drawing of the Boult on patent. He then tries
to find such rudders by quoting a .. ingle entence'' (West

house c:•. Great Torthcrn, supra) from th e many page of Boul
ton'

patent, that "Va ne s acted on by

ni

of a kind

111

elf-acting mecha

imilar to that aboye de cribed may al o be

u ed when de ired fo r keep in g the n
both \'ertical and horizontal."

el in a fixed course.

He claim thi ob cure pa 

age di clo e an "operable vert ical rudd er, or pair of reverse
turnincr vertical rudder " at op posit e encl , of the machine ,
and "a horiz ontal rudcl r, or pair of rever
zontal rudder .''

turnincr hori

Dut a the pas age mak es no

uch

tate

ment , Ir. Zahm proceeded with much labor to try to up
port his conclusion.

Wright on So-Called Prior Art. "\\"hen a poem or prophesy
i incomplete, men often attempt to find meaning

which

they de sire to find regardle s of the original meaning of the
auth or, and the same is true of patent specifications and
publi hed description ."
by defendant

Precisely thi s has been attempted

The prior art patent and publication come

imply to thi
(a)

That they were mere specu lations, never reduced

to practice-never built and never flown, and incapable of
flight.
(b)

That the authors of such peculation

a knowledge, a

did not have

Judge Hand ·puts it in Wright v. Paulhan
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* * *

(177 F. 270), "of the nece sary interrelation

be

tween the everal part which go to make up" the \Vright
invention, with their actions and coaction .
A detailed di, cu

ion of each of the publication and pat

ent is ter ely given in

~Ir.

\Y right'

econd depo ition, pp.

615-665, 6 I, Record. \\' e earne tly invite the court to read
through tho e few pages.
The Crepar, John ton,

~farriott,

l.Iouillarcl, an cl Lam on

patents, and the l\fattullatb application. and the Ader pub
lication were al o before Judge Hand in the case ju t cited
and clispo eel of by him (117 F. 26 L-211) to the ame effect
as by the court below.

Ader Printed Publication-"Revue de L'Aeronautique."
late

to speculative design

f r a roplane

Re

of which none

were ever built according to the publication, and

11

ne of

which would have flown if built. None could be built from
such an indefinite, confused and intricate disclosure.

Zahm

had to make interpretation , add meaning , adopt addition
al drawing , apply reference letters,

ubstitute movable

for fixed pllleys, and propose n·e w movements not de cribed,
in an · effort to show what the

der publication di closes.

Mr. Wright correctly characterizes Zahm's new creation as
the Zahm-Ader machine.

Zahm, urged by nece sity to

how warping, made an additional drawing, "Defendants'
Exhibit, Ader Wings Warped."

It is inaccurate, and is

new matter not agreeing with the publication.
687, folios 2060-1.

Q. 85, Rec .

As far as one can make out, Ader, with

out Zahm's revision , proposed these things:
(1)

Wing adjustable forward and backward, as done by

birds when they swing their wings forward and rearward.
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(2)
wing

Finger
to be

or "phalanrres'' near the margin
preacl apart or drawn torrether. a

ger , to increase or le sen the area, web

of the

one'

fin

being between

the finrrers, like between the toes of the duck' foot.
(:3)

Such fingers to be po

ibly mo\'ed up or clown by

moving the forearm to et upwar<l or downward the wing
tip , as clone by buzzard
upward.

(Thi

when they curl their wing tip

moYemcnt of the forearm stated by Zahm

i denied by \\'right, but it is not material, as \Vright say
uch moYcment of the arm will not warp the wing, while
Zahm admits a rotation of the arm about it axi i needed
to produce the warp defendants desire.

(Rec. G2G-7 .)

(4) To change the curvature of the concave under ide
of the wings.
The e matters arc

b curely di closed in the publication,

as far as can be made out from the conglomerated descrip
tion and confu ing drawing .

There i no movement in

dicated which would change the angle of incidence of the
wing margin .

Defendants have strained the translation

o as to u e the word ''warp." Judge Hazel wa apparently
a little misled by this. IJ e correctly aid, however, that the
wings were to be "moved backward and forward," which
show no "warping" wa thought of.

No preten e i made

that differential angles of incidence were dreamed of by
Ader.

But the correct tran lation would be ''di tort,'' as

testified to by l\Ir. Wright.

(Rec. 62 , folio 18 3.)

The publication states that it was only when Ader tried
to pass from little models to large aeroplanes that he began
to "perceive the fearful distance which separate
inal conception of the problem from it
tion."

the orig

ultimate realiza

I
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11.\~D

OX ADER

Finally l\Ir. Wright te tifies:
"The

der machine, con structed with out the general

movement number

~. ~

and -1-, wa given a ecret trial

before the French Army Commission in 1 97.
The machine did not leave the ground, but

* * *

while

* * *
* * *

running along with only a small part

of the pov·:er turned on. a gu t of \\'incl rolled it over
and wrecked it.

ro attempt was ever made to con

tinue the enterprise. the government having refu se d
(Rec. G:rn-,, folios 1908-9 .)
"In the machine built fo r the French gm·ernment.

to advance further funds.' '
the wing

had but one moyement: a ge neral forward

and backward moYement. * * * There wa abso
lutel y no pro\'ision of any kind to warp the wing ."
(Rec. 62:3-1, foli s 1, 69-7·2.)
Judge Hand on Ader. He full y con iclercd thi s sa me publica
tion and held that it v,ra

"1uite clear that the patented

combination was not included or understood by him"
(Ader).
confirm

(177 F. 269-70.)

This finding of Judge Hand

that of Judge Hazel, and both are supported by

the te timony of Mr. -W right:

"The publication contains

a reference to an opt ional rudder, but there

i~

no mention

that it is nece ·a.ry or intended to be u eel in flight. "
635, folio 190±.)

(Rec.

For a fuller · tatement of the Ader publica

•

tion see Mr. Wright's deposition, p. 622, ct seq., Rec., folio
1866, et seq.
This disposes of the Ader publication.

It neither dis

closes the Wright mechani rn, nor a conception by Ader
of the Wright principle of invention; i in sufficient in law
as a disclosure from which to build an operative machine.
The language of Judge Shipman in American Graphopho11e
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Co. v. Leeds, is very pertinent. See al o Underz ood
1

'Z'.

Fisher,

165 F. 927, citing this Graphophone ca e.

Mattullath Application.

It comes to

imply thi :

(a) That

~fattullath neYer got to the point of building a machine·
(b) that in 1901 and 1902 he experimented a_ to wind pre 
ures on mall urface at different angle and made a model
horizontal propeller, and died in December. 1902, after ex
pending about $15,000. uppliecl by ''im·e tors;'' (c) that he
was visionary enough to propo e a machine from 'WO to
1,000 feet long; (cl) that Zahm and other

first met him in

the fall or winter, 1899, months after the \Vright

made

their invention, a explained below; (e) that Zahm in Jan
uary, 1903, wrote a letter
f value a, rcgarcL

tating :Jfattullath "left nothing

Aying machine. or anything eL e."

(XQs . and An , . l 7-2;~, Rec. 1642-3, fo li os 206:3-7) ; and lat r
testified giving it a different aspect from that in his letter
ix years before, 1903.

(XAn . ~-1-36 . Rec. 16-±-±-7, folio

206 -18.)

Before Mattullath,

111

June, 1899, the \Vrights conceivetl

the invention of adju ting the wing margin

to different

angles of incidence, and in July, 1899, carried this concep
tion into practical

ucces ful tests on several occasions

through a miniature machine. All this occurred six months
before Mattullath's application was filed in January, 1900.
"My brother and I became eriously in tere ted in the prob
lem of hurpan flight in 1899, a litle more than twelve years
ago."

(Rec . 474, folio 1420.)

The year 1900 and those suc

ceeding found them busily engaged in carrying the inven
tion into its full fruition and to merchantable condition.
The Wright invention, in it

broade t a pect, was con
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ceived and succe fully tested before

Iattullath · applica

tion wa filed.
The Mattullath application, abandoned or revived, can
not con titute an anticipation, even
the \Vright invention and wa
Patent, 23 Wall. 1 1.

Cantrell v. Wallick, 111

upposing it di clo ed

early enough.

Cornplanter

Coflin v. Ogdell, 1 Wall. 120. Al o
. S. 6 9; Amcricall

366; Deering v. Winona, 155

. S.

~

Fiber. 90 G. S.

'L'.

G.

Finally, :\Ir. Wright testifies, unreservedly, that r.Iattul
lath'

was "an utterly impracticable speculative device. ·

which was never reduced to practice:'' and not capable of
being.

(Rec. 637-9.)

Judge Hand, like Judge Hazel, held Mattulalth did not
di cl

e the Wright invention; an l what he did wa

anticipatory under the law, citing ca ·e . l

Boulton.

Never reduced to practice.

speculation.

1

1

not

F. 269.

Began and ended

Patent was elated in 1 6 . \Ya

111

never heard

of until resurrected by defendants, about ±2 years after its
date.

Contributed nothing to the solution of the problem

of flight.

Lilienthal, about 2 years after Boulton,

xperi

mentecl, found no means of maintaining lateral balance, got
no re ults from Boulton's teaching , and was killed.
cher likewise.

Pil

Chanute published Progress in Flying Ma

chines, reviewing all proposals from A. D. 6 1, doe not men
tion Boulton.
Mr. Wright testifies that the Boulton patent consi ts of
impracticable speculations, relating chiefly to steam en
gines, impossible of use on an aeroplane.

As secondary,

Boulton specifies an incomplete de ign of the flying ma
chine for thi impossible motor.

He speculated concerning
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improvements on a machine which did not exist. in an art
then unborn.

The specification is insufficient to enable one

to reduce the thing to practice, and it docs not appear that

Boulton cc_•cr attc111ptcd to do so lzi111sclf.

?\I any of the sugges

tions are new forms of the old idea of lifting one self by pull
ing one's boot straps.

Engineers had pronounced impossi

ble the construction of a wing light and strong enough to
upport its own weight, a motor and an operator.

Boul

'ton sought to solve that problem by simply drawing a line;
that is all he shows to constitute an aeroplane.
::t\Ir. ·wright further shows that Boulton had no kn owl
edge that in such a de\'ice as he pictures the center of pres
ure on the ide plane , which would be in fr nt of the axi~
of their support, would cause one plane to turn upward in
front and the other downward, thu

pulling the weight to

one side and disturbing the balance of the aeroplane, in
stead of preserving it. That Zahm, recognizing this defect,
sought to escape by saying each side rudder had its axis
forward of the center of the

urface, as now commonly

practiced; a misrepresentation, as Mr. \i\T right measured the
planes b and c in Fig. 5, and found the axis of each was in
the middle, instead of forward of the center. The only ex
cuse for Zahm's statement is that in the diagram, Fig. 7, the
draftsman was less careful, for the line repre~enting the
rudder c is drawn a little longer past one side of the center
than the other.

Of the four illustrations three show the

axis approximately central and only one a little off center.
But even if the axes of both ailerons were located as in
Fig. 7, the ailerons would still draw the weight to one side
and overturn the apparatus. This results from the weight d
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being suspended in such manner that it 1s at it

highest

point when the aeroplane is horizontal; and whenever the
apparatus tilts, as shown in "Complainant's Exhibit, Dia
gram Action Boulton \i\T eight,'' reproduced below, it is in
unstable equilibrium.

Once the weight moves to one ide,

it runs toward the low tip, further tilting the apparatu .
See this illustratiYe drawing, which shows the po itions of
the parts as the weight proceeds downward and toward the
low side.

\
\
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This i

confirmed by Arnold, who, in the pre ence of

conn el for defendants,

te ~ted the exhibit Boulton device

with the wind blowing.

When a gust of wind struck the

machine, the ide plane rotated, turning their urface per
pendicularly to the wind, unwinding the cord on one side
and winding it up on the other, drawing the weight to one
ide and hastenina the lateral capsizina.
Zahm next claim

Boulton disclo e

vertical rudder

tandem and horizontal rudders in tandem..
build

up a Zahm-Boulton organization .

From thi

He ba e

in
he

this on

the "single en ten cc., before referred to.
In the later co111plclc specification. '\·alves" appear ·. In
the
sam

arlier pro,·i ·ional

pccification, .. ,·an s" is u ed in the

entcn.ce instead of 'valve ."

Mr. \N right:

''I am unable to under ·tand how 'vane ·

acted upon by elf-acting mechanism of any kind similar to
that above de cribed' can keep the Ye

el on a fixed cour e

horizontally, keep it from turning to right or left.

has perished ·with Bo11lto11. Zahm

* * *

The secret

with the variou

Wright patents at hand to upply knowledge, finds no diffi
culty in extracting from the word 'vanes' the knowledge
needed to design a Zahm-Boulton aeroplane."
Finaly, Mr. \\' right say : "Boulton

* * *

shows no

understanding of the difference of resistance re ulting from
differences of angle of incidence and its effects on lateral
balance; he shows no knowledge of the necessity of an ad
justable ver tical rear ta il in controll ing lateral balance."
(Rec. 6±5, folio

193±-5.)

These side planes would present

flat sides flatly to the wind, not inclined surfaces having dif
ferent angles of incidence, if Boulton's illustrations are fol
lowed.
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EXPERT

V\ hat Judge Coxe decided in AmC'rica11 Graplwplzone Co. 'i-' .

Leeds & Catlin Co., 170 Fed. 82,, controls here:

"*

* *

when .-\clam -Randall wrote the language

quoted he wa

pos e eel of an idea of some kind, but

neither an idea nor a thought i ' patentable, and neither
can anticipate a patent.
"\Ve were unable to

ee that .-\clam -Randall'

tribution to the art advanced it a ingle step.

con

Hi pat

ents abound in tentative, indeterminate and unfeasible
ugge tions too nebulou

to anticipate a patent which

has actually shown the art how to make the thing
needed.

In contemplation of law an invention does

not exi t until the inventor's ideas have been reduced to
practical form."
ee al o Asbestos Shingle, etc., Co.

7:'.

Joh11s Manz•illc Co., 1

-1:

f ed. 6?0 in which Judge l-1 and aid:
"the art must be enriche 1 by more than fruitful inti
mations, unte ted ugge tion , or pregnant surmi e be
fore the

ub equent comer who has elaborated and

proved the invention may be deprived of hi

Complainant's Expert.
aerial ve

el

He shows

right."

oulton propo eel keeping

from turning over by "attaching to the upper

side receptacles rendered buoyant by light or hutted gases; .,
or as a sort of alternative, keeping the vessel from turning
over by a su pended weight acting on rudders on either ide
the plane a tipped

idewi e,

nothing being said about an angle of incidence.

This de

of the plane.

Fig. 5

how

vice "set forth in this patent would, instead of leveling up
the tilted plane, do. just the other thing, and tilt it further
toward the vertical. The whole scheme is founded on mis
calculation and oversight."

(Rec. 70..J:-5, folios 2111-2162.)
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Curtiss-Wright Photographed Machine. Curti
o . 4 and 5 are claimed to how a Curti

Photograph
machine with

Boulton's arrangement of so-called balancing devices, but
in fact do not how what Boulton propo eel-only show a
Curti -\\ right machine.
ly with this matter.
photographs the

Mr.

ee' depo ition deal

(Rec. 701-10, folios 2169-, .)

ide planes are

clear

In the

wiveled in line with the

front edge of an aeroplane having an angle of incidence.
Thi

is not shown or de cribed by Boulton.

In the photo

graphs there are horizontal and vertical rudders, while in
Boulton there i no illu tration or description of either.
this Curti -\\T right machine there i no weight

In

u pended

from a cable wound on drum of the plane, , a. in Boulton.

If the aviator in the photograph machine would licle to the
low ide, a doe
chine.

Boulton'

weight, he would up , et the ma

The rope rigo-ing in thi

urti -\\right mach.ine i

not that of Boulton, but is, in effect, the rope rigging of the
·w right patent.
ing the

Boulton'

ide plane

patent vaguely refer to operat

by hand, but make

no explanation of

how it is to be done, and makes 1w snggestion th.at the weight
is ever to be omitted. Of all the aviators now flying, not one
would attempt to go into the air in a machine following the
teaching of Boulton.

Still another chano-e ha been made

di tinctly away from Boulton, by making portions of the
rope taut, and u ing the shoulder yoke in the Curtiss
Wright machine to form a portion of the ropes.

And in

this ca e the body of the pilot in moving the yokes reverses
the operation from that proposed by Boulton, because the
weight in Boulton moves toward the low side, while the
pilot moves toward the high side.
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All this follow

the teachings of the \\'right patent, not

the teaching of Boulton.
Thus the Curti s-Wright machine of the photograph is
not the Boulton machine at all.

That Boulton's patent

merely remark that the pre ure i to he downward on one
ide rudder and upward on the other i of no con equence,
since the mechani m doe
revolve

110!

operate in that manner, but

the rudders and place

their broadsides upright.

The mechanism and description do not agree.
A the non-speaking telephone of Reis was not the peak
ing telephone of Bell, ancl ''To follow Reis is to fail, but to
follow Bell i

to

ucceecl'' (Telephone Ca es, 12G "C.

1, 5-15), o 13 ulton is not the machine of the\\ right patent
or f the photograph .

Harte British Patent.
practice.

An ther . peculation, never reduced to

e propo es an aclju table lu:a'i')' 'ivciglit to regu

late the fore and aft inclination of the plane , and then pro
posed two flaps at the rear of the wing

for stccri11g pur

poses. Harte neither sugge t nor hows a vertical rudder,
nor intimate that the flap
be worked

imultaneou ly.

have any correlation, or are to

Of lateral balallce he knew and

said nothing.

Lanchester British Patent. Another peculative design, never
reduced to practice.

Hoped to effect lateral balance auto

matically by vertical fins c, d, after the style of vertical fins
of fishes.

Wings are immovable, without adjustable mar

f!'ins; no aclju table vertical tail.

Huffacker Article.

Waterman misinterpreted thi

article,

claiming it referred to a flying machine embodying the
warping principle.

Mr. Wright point out that it referred
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to little models weighing a few ounce , had no reference to
differential angle

of incidence, only to

etting tip

of the

model wings with reference to the body of the wings, to
make both wing alike. Ans. 20, 21, Rec. 652-5, fol ios 1956
64.)

Schroeder 1894 German Patent.
chine.

I

only for a balloon ma

Judge Hazel herein and Judge Hand (l 17 F. 271)

have concurred 1n holding that in balloon propo al
whole problem

o entirely different,

the

u pen ion being

effected by a re ervoir containing a lighter ga

than air,

that there is not the least resemblance between such pat
ent and the patent in uit.
chroeder make no mention of an '·aeroplane;'· doe not
teach how to fly one by maintaining lateral balance.

The

patent i ued 18 year ago in Germa ny whi le Lili nthal wa
experimenting, and two years before hi
makes no reference to Schroeder

death, but he

patent in his published

accounts of his experiments.
Defendant'

exp rt thoucrht the flat bottom of Schroed

er's gas ve sel made it an aeroplane, not understanding such
surface is not a supporting surface. Whatever untried the
ory Schroeder had, regarding

etting his

ide wings o at

opposite angles when the balloon is tilted, they have no
application to maintaining the lateral balance of an aero
plane. The extended vertical side walls of Schroeder's gas
tank would cause it to blow to one side when hit sidewise.
This would

o turn the pivoted wings that the one on the

lee would become negative and exert a depressing action,
and the one on the wi ndward become po itive and exert an
elevating action.

So the wings and their link , as shown
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and arranged, would, under the common condition of
these

ide thru t , produce evil

and not benefit ~ .

\Ve

invite attention to ~Ir . See's very short statement. about
this patent. Rec.

1 , folio 2-± -!-5.

No Correlation Between Rudder and Wings.

The patent

teache no correlation between the vertical rudder and the
wing o; thi wa not dreamed of by Schroeder; there was
no angle of incidence; neither wing would have any greater
or les angle than the other.
Finally, the o-called art is thu closed

in

:Jir. \ Yright's

depo ition:

"Q. 7. To what extent did the vanou

patent ~

you

have mentioned advanc the art of human flight?
They did not advance it at all, ince none of them wa
Aown or attempted to be flown.
"Q... . \Vere the , peculation of Boulton and Harte
ever accepted by aeronautical authoritie

as con titut

ing a part of the known science of Aight? A . They
were not. The e peculation were ignored, alonO' with
thousand of other speculations.
"Q. 9. Were crude flying machine in u e at the
times at which these patents were issued, to which the
device of these patent could be applied after the fash
ion in which improvement had been added to the logs
and rafts on which our ance tors navigated? A. No
condition of that kind existed. Flying machines for
other than experimental purpo es did not begin until
after the Wright invention.

"Q. 10. When Wright Brothers began this work,
was the idea of adjustii.;.g the right and left wings to
different angles of incidence, for controlling lateral bal
ance, recognized as a known principle as regards either
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bird flight or man flight by such authorities as Cha
nute, Langley, l\Iaxim, Lilienthal and :\f ouillard?

:\.

It was not. The. e men were the mo t thorough stud
ents of the theory of flight the world had ' een, but no
one of them mentions this principle."
folios 19-±1-5.)

(Rec. 64:7-9,

Ir. \\Tright al o points out that in neither the French
edition of l\Iouillard's "The Empire of the Air," nor the
Smithsonian translation, wa
warping principle'' a

there disclo eel the "wing

erroneously claimed by :\Ir. Zahm.

(A. 11, Rec. 6-!:9-50, folios HJ-1-6-< .)

Only wing moyement

1Iouillard eyer tested was folding the wings upward, a_
(A. 1 '2. Rec. 650, folios 1948-9.)

done by a ·butterfly.

In concluding it

con ideration of the so-called art, the

court will be entertained and usefully informed by reading
the article of 1\lr.

hanute, in Popular

cience :\fonthly for

l\Iarch, 190-b, partly embodied in :\Ir. Wright'
commencing at page 660 Record.

clepo ition.

:'.\Ir. Chanute had ex

amined a ll that had been proposed or done, of wh ich there
wa

record or legend,

ince A. D . 67, and summarizes the

results in the excerpt embodied in this record.

The conclusion on this record is that Judge Hazel was
right.
Error 7.

That the patent specification is insufficient.

But

defendants were able to make a flying mach ine after they
saw the Wright patent.
specification was prepared.

Mr. Wright explai ns how the
(A . -±2-3, Rec. 529-30.)

All t he

judges before whom the pa t ent has bee n have u nderstood
t he machine from the specification.

Error 8.

In accepting a certified copy of the Wright patent
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instead of requiring the production of the original.

Sec.

892, R. S. specifically makes ''letters patent authenticated
· by the seal and certified by the Commissioner

* * *

evidence in all cases wherein the original s could be evi
dence."

See al so Greenleaf on Ev., Y ol. 2, 16th Ed., Sec.

48 . The record of the grant of all patents is Jllade and kept
in the Patent Office.

Dr. Zahm's Testimony. The record presents a question of his
credibility.
case.

He first gave an affidavit to aid complainant's

He then filed hi s patent application declaring the

need of device s to prevent the unequal angles of incidence
of aileron s like defendant s' fr om spinning th e machine out
of cour -e wh en recovering lateral b~lance.

He next went

over to the defendant s' side and te stified, fir st , that their
machine wa s not

o

pun by the aileron

having unequal

angle s, contradicting hi s application; second, that the
\\'right machine was essentially without novelty, and not
a practical flying apparatus.

Yet, in 1906, years before, he

wrote Wright Bros. commending their invention and pro
posing re olutions to record its place in history-to how
posterity that the "specialists of your day regarded you as
the inventors of the first sucessful flying machine.' '

(Rec.

690, folio 2068.)
nder these circumstance the court cannot safely accept
any of his statements.

He conducted ex parte experiments

to prove that defendants' ailerons have no turning effect .
by reason of unequal angles of incidence; and introduced
elaborate calculations to sustain his theories.

But his cal

culations are full of serious error . These are pointed out
and correct calculation given by Mr. Wilbur Wright, con
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firmed by Capt. Chandler.

l\1r. Wright show

th at the

actual difference of pre. ure on one aileron and the other
wa fully ten time the amount fonncl by T\fr. Zahm, at 35
mile

an hour ; and 20 a ' great at the more u ual , peed of

50 mile
folio

an hour.

( ee Q . and An . 1-±-23, Rec. 50 -16,

1524--±6, for

A11 . 6,

1,

~Ir .

Wright's statement , and Qs. and

p . 750-5?, Rec. , folio ·WJ1-2;rn·2 , for Capt. Chand

ler's calculations.)

This difference in pressure produces the spinning effect
by the ailerons.

When the rudder "assists" the ailerons it

is resisting this spinning effect. Therefore "assisting" the
ailerons is in fact "counteracting an effect of the ailerons."
In his letter Mr. Curtiss admits the rudder assists the aile
rons, but naively adds this is "different from counteracting
an effect" of them.

There is nothing in this.

These are

merely two forms of expression for saying the same thing.
The only way the rudder can assist the ailerons in recover
ing balance is to counteract their spinning tendency by
equalizing the speeds of the high and low wings when it is
turned toward the high wing.
Finally, before concluding his an wer to Q. 62, Zahm
admits there i · a turning on the ve rtical axis in defendants'
machine.
As to Zahm 's claim against the practicability of the
·w right machine built a per the patent, the record abound
with proof · that this machine has been and is a perfectly
practical flying machine.

Mr. Wilbur Wright and hi

brother Orville have flown it, Mr. See observ ing a recent
flight of the latter ; Lieut. Milling has used it o organized
and Lieut. Kirtland likewi e.

(Rec. 560 folio 1680; 711-14,
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folio 21 1-

; 412 folio 1'23-±-5; ~ 31, folios 2318-19.)

Lieut. Ellyson and Capt. Beck.

Their testimony is largely

ba ed on trial flight? they made with Curti s at North
Island, Cal., when they say the machine did not turn on its
Yertical axi when the aileron were worked for recovering
balance.

But Capt. Beck, in hi

later depo ition, admitted

the machine wa then flown under hi , "pha e'' one, mean
ing when the tilt i so small the aileron alone may be u ed.
(XA. 34, Rec. 16:33, folio 2035.)

Thi , practically eliminates

any effect that otherwi e might be gi\'en to that first te ti
mony.
n r
feat

, -examination Lieut. Ellyson relate a r markable

[ flying four mile

fe t from a
preciable u

traight lin

over a lake without deviatina 50
between two point "with ut ap

of the ailerons or mddcr,"

aying he "meant

that to the be t of my knowledge I did not use them at all."
(XQ . and An . 21 and 29, Rec. 10

, folio 39 .)

If he did

not use either aileron or rudder, thi is not proof that if he
had u

d the ailer n , he would n t have used the rudder

~lso.

Willard.

Testified he had flown a Curtj s "type'' machine

approximately 2 miles, "straight. ahead," after one of the
vertical rudder wire
folios 485-7 .)

wa

broken.

(A. 9, Rec. 1117-18,

Asked to "describe exactly the con truction

and arrangement of thi machine," he 0111itted all reference to
ailerons, yoke and cables .
513-4.)

(XA. 3G, Rec. .1126-7, folios

When the cross-examination was resumed later,

it developed that it was not a Curtiss machine or a "Cur
tiss type" with which he had this alleged experience, but
that it was more nearly like the Farman machine, in which
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the ailerons are attached at substantially the

ame place

as they were in this \,Y illard machine: an cl Judge Hand has
twice held the Farman machine to be an infringement of

(Wright 'V. Pa11/lw11, 117 F. 261, and
Grahamc-WhitC', unreported.)

the ·w right patent.

Wright

<. '.

Finally, Willard upsets all he had testified to concerning
the non-use of the Yertical rudder in recovering balance.
and confirms our witnesses by testifying, as before shown,
that the Yertical rudder is used "to accompli h a de ired
result more quickly and more positively than" the ailerons
alone ha,·e "the capacity of doing."

(Rec. 1178. folio G69.)

Post. He i hardly con i, tent with the resolution and letter of
l\Ir. Zahm to Mr. Wilbur Wright, in which Post joined. (Rec.

29-:30, folio

6-!); Rec. 689-!JO, folios

~061-8.)

I le admits that

if the "normal po ition of the balancing planes i
changed and the machine flie

not

upward while carrying the

ame weight, or if a greater weight is acldecl, o that the ma
chine will be slightly tilted up in order to support such
greater weight, and so that the balancing planes in their
normal position will exert a slight elevating effect," and the
planes are then adju tecl "to equal angles from the normal, a
somewhat greater resistance or drift would be exerted by the
one plane over the other." He adds that "theoretically'' the
vertical rudder "might have to be moved to counteract"
the "turning tendency," if the machine is to be kept in a
straight course.

(Rec. 972-3, folios 50-2.)

admits what we proved.
in his deposition.

This tacitly

He confirms this at various places

(Rec. 97-1-5.) Answering XQs. 83-85,

Rec. 1004-5, and 88, Rec. 1006, he confirms these fluctua
tion in the angles of incidence; and answering XQs. 71-76,
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Rec. 1001-2, he confirms the unequal pressures and angles
of the ailerons.

Pressed as to w he th er he would turn the

rudder when recovering balance with the aileron , he an
swered "You do not hold the rudder stationary and do not
turn it."

(Answers to XQ . 9G-101, Rec. 1009-10.)

We

leave it to :Jir. Post to dream out what he doe do with the
rudder, if he neither holds it nor move it. Dut all thi was

before \Villard ad rnitted turning the rudder to the high side,
and before the Curtiss letter, which displaces all Po t said
to the contrary.

Spratt.

In him we haYe a former guest at Kitty Hawk now

perverting what he saw: we have Herring, wh o
w eks at the camp, joining with

pent two

urtiss in infringing the

patent, and we have Zahm, who first executed an affidavit
for complainant, going over to defendants- ingular records
of that trait in character be t typified by a
name.

ingle historic

Spratt says he does not think the machine shown

in the patent drawings would be a practical glider (A. 1±,
Rec. 1384); yet he testifies to having seen the Wrights glide
in this machine again and again, "generally" in wind high
as 20 miles an hour.

(Answer to XQs. 30-3, Rec. 1386.)

Mr. Wilbur ·w right's e·xplanation of these matter

rebut

the singular and ungrateful tatements of Mr. Spratt. (Rec.
528-9, Ans. 39-41.)

Turner. He simply made a visit to the \\Trights as a stranger,
was received with courtesy and accorded a chat, waited
over a year and wrote what he called an "interview," then
came voluntarily and testified to its alleged accuracy.
(XAns. 11-14, Rec. 1181.)

As an "interview" the article is

dishonest, because it is not a statement given by the
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Wrights, but merely omething Turner wrote over a year
later.

W aterman.

He said he had "not been in touch with this art"

and did "not pretend to he highly skilled in the theory,
mathematically or otherwise, of mechanical flight."
Rec. 1-1:29, folio 1-122, Rec. 1-±68, folio 15:31.)

(A. ±,

This is the

only exactly correct statement in his long. tiresome nar
rative.

He did not grz·c a deposition in a legal sense.

He simply

quoted here and there from the testimony of others and
from book , and filled in between with rambling a ertion
of his conception of the meaning of these quotation. , color
ing his statements with a preconceiYed attempt to make out
three conclu ion ; fir t, that the Wrights w re not the fir t
to olve the pr blem of human Aight; econd, that the ma
chine of the "Wright pat nt is not operative; and, third, that
whatever be the meaning of the patent, defendant ' machine
outside of it.
He ays:

"It goe without aying that the machine di 

closed is of it elf without utility.'·

But th

record shows

that this machine (of the \i\Tright patent) not only has
flown with motor , but flew as a glider to_the happy extent
of solving the problem of equilibrium.
a fair sample of hi accuracy and fairness.
1413.)
Again:

Thi

tatement is

(Rec. 1426, folio

"That it was not until long after the filing of

the patent in suit that the patentees themselves ever con
structed or flew a power-driven flying machine."

But this

machine was constructed in 1902 and the application filed
in March, 1903, the motor being set in the machine in

1
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The machine wa

the ame all thi time.

Again: "That until the development of automobile mot
or ," there wa not "any sufficiently light practical motor."
This i

contradicted by Herring in Ga

Power, and by

Zahm ' publi hed article.
Hi

deducti on · from an article by Huffacker were

o

extreme that we had ::\Ir. \\' right notice them in hi s Ans.

'W to 22 (Rec. 652-6 , 2nd Dep. ) .
Next ::\fr. \\'aterrnan sa)" the fr ont horizontal meld r
"ha nothing t

do with lateral balance." Defendants' wit

ness Capt. Beck had already testified to using this ho ri
zontal fr ont rudder
1112.)

111

recovering balance.

Ancl Li ut. F ul o is. uf the L

(X :\.

~fl ,

Rec.

,\rmy. has aL

likewi e te tifiecl.
\t page J b.).- Rec ., \\"at rrnan quotes. ancl draw s the
wrong conclusion fr m, a part of the \\ ' right Dr ther ' ar
ticle in the

entury ).lagazine. The fact s are ·tatecl by ::\Ir.

\\ ilbur \t\ right in an . wer to
flight referred t

in thi

U.

:3 (Rec. -!91- ').

In the

qu tation the rudder. wir s were

"entirely .disco1111cctcd from the warpino· wires.

1r. \Vaterrnan harps on the vertical rudder

Ill

the later

machines being capable of 1110 \·ernent in addition to that
movern.ent which ace mpanies the warping of the wings
a matter of no leo-al con ·equenc , o held by Judge l Iazel ,
and passed on by Judge Hanel in Wriyht

t: '.

Pau/lw11 , supra .

The occasions for additionally moving the vertical rudder
are explained by Lieut. Milling _and Mr. Wright.

(Q. 60,

Rec. 538-42, and the diagram reproduced at p. 48 Rec .)
Mr. Wright

ays:

" *·

* ..

the supplementary handle

is not a nece ity, but merely a refinement, as it enables
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exactly the same concliti'ons in circling as in straight flight,
and once the tail ha been offset an amount proportional to
the size of the circle, the balance is effected merely by fore
and aft mm·ement of the v,·arping lever.

* ·;· -;·

plementary handle] i · not intended for balancing.''

It [sup
(A. G.

Rec. 541-2.)
This independent adjustment of the Yertical rudder was
the arrangement the i11\·entors first th ought of (\\'right's
answer ;3, Rec . .J.!JO), but they decided to connect it with the
warping ropes for the sake of simplicity. so operator would
have only one cle\·icc to manipulate and could learn easier.
The patent is \'Cry particular not to limit. in any wise, the
mode of operating the rudder.

(See p. :J, col. :2, lines 1 Hi

119; p. 4, col. 1, 1in es .JO-GO; and p. ;), lines G:3-9.)

l\f r. Vv aterrnan next contends. in a long an 1 incorrect clis
cu sion, that the patentees have not disclo ·ed a practical
flying machine, for the reason that the planes are "flat."
But the patent states that the transverse bars are connected
at their en els "by bows ..J, extending from front to rear of
the machine.''

"Bows'' are not straight pieces, but al ways

curved, and } ig. 3 shows the curve produced by the bows.

\N aterman, still pursuing phantom of defects in the pat
ent, complains that it does not state where to locate the
engine.

Thi

overlooks the simple fact that the patent re

lates not to the motor and its location, but to the proposi
tion of maintaining lateral equilibrium.

Some constructors

will put the engine at one place and some in another.
The photograph "Complainant's Exhibit, \\'right . em
plane" (Rec. 83?) shows the engihe located clown close to
the lower plane, near the forward edge, while "Curti s Pho
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how defendants' engine located

high up from the lower plane and nearer the rear margin
of the machine.

This show , the exact location is not ma

terial.
He next indulges in a long discussion relating to, first,
quotations from

the original specification filed

by the

\\Tright , them eh-es, and from the patent: second, to
printed publication and prior art patents: third. to his con
ception of the meaning of the claims in suit.

This whole

discussion is marked with the same want of accuracy and
lack of knowledge which characterize his deposition.

All

that he says regarding the art and the claims was suf
ficiently ans\\'ered when we treat cl those subjects.

Sllfn1.

\ \ ' hat he says about the quotations referred to arc xplained
by ).Jr. \\'right, answers

·!:~-1.

Rec. G5G.

DEFENDANTS' MAIN BRIEF
In this brief the\' offer a series of excuses for using t he
rear vertical rudder in connection with the ailerons in re
covering lateral bala n ce.

They know t he concurrent use of

these fundamental elements· of claims I. 1-l- and i:>, for the
purpo e of recoyering balance constitutes infringement. So,
\\'hile now admitting the u e of this rudder concurrently
with the ailerons, they offer these excuses in an effort to
show that it is not an infr inging use . Defendants have oc

capied many different positions about this vertical rudder.
J.

On the injunction motion ~Ir. Curtiss declared:

a, that their machine Rew on a given angle of inci
dence, which did not change;
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b, that con equentl y the ail ron , when aclju ted in
balancing, had equal angle and pres ure :
c, that therefore the vertical rudd er wa s n ot needed
(Inj. Rec. th is court. p. 1 ·n )

or used in balancing.
2.

. t fir t, in making up their defen e. ''' ~Ir. C urti ss de

clared that they did n t u e the ,·ertical rudd er at all fo r or
when recoYCring balance becau e. he sa id , the a il eron ,
when adju ted had equal angles and pre sures. a nd did not
caLL e a s pinning or. swe rvi ng of th e machin e: and henc e.
he argued. the yertical rudd er was not neecled .

Thi , an-

w r of hi , s hows then their position:

"\\' bil e it may be possible to s how theoretically that
under abnormal co nditi ons o r in a case \\'here the aile
rons were no t p ro perly wired up ther · 111ig ht be in
theory a minute diff rence in resistance uf th e ailerons.

* * *

there i

not in practice any turnin g effect

caused by the use of the aileron
Rec . 11

.)

at any time .

(. . 30 ,

It i not necessa ry to turn the vertical rud

der to prevent th

aileron

from cau ing a ' pin or

swervin . The vertical rudder i , u eel for

teerin cr, and

there i · 110 w 1111cctio11 between the use of th e aileron and
ve rtical rudder. "
3.

(.A. ~2, R ec. 11 !), italics

O UL . )

This continued to be their po ' iti on until we proved

in rebuttal that they did in fact concurrently use the vertica l
rudder and aileron ' in recO\·erin a balance by turning the
rudder toward the hi g h ' ide of the machine.
4.

Then came th eir entire change of pos ition .

Th.en

commenced their excuse for o u ing the rudder, in tead of
*In prima facic it was shown by our witn e H ammer ( R ec. 0.J-6,
XA. 129; R ec. 248. XAs. 130, J94, 196; XAs. 20H-7. 260, 2c4, 302, 30-l,
306, 308, 3.59) that the greate r and le angles of . incidence .of defend
ants' ailerons produ ced un eq ual resi tances ( cau mg a turning effect)
which had to be count eract ed by th e rear vertical rudd er. The same
wa pointed out by our expert, l\ lr. Sec. ( R ec. '.!40- 1, foli os 7~0, 722.)
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the original denial that they never u eel it at all in recover
ing balance.

Th se were the excu e then offered:

d, that they turned the rudder toward the high side
[this would check the spinning] to ''gain the additional
re toring power of the rudder to accompli h a de ired
re ult more quickly and po itiYely" than by the aileron ,
alone. (\Villard, Rec. 111 .)
c, that (Beck) ''habitually" turned the rudder toward
the high side ''to brino- the low wing up to the
level as the high wing."

[Equalizing- their

ame

peed

to

counteract pinning.l (Rec. 16:31.)
f, that he (Curtiss) turn "the rudder toward the
hi h ide [thi would check pinning] to assist the aile
ron in balancino-."

(Rec. 162-±.)

Note, he first aid there wa 110 co1111cction between the use
of the rudder and aileron . N w h say the rudder assists
the aileron .
These excu e

we have already discussed.

~ow

come

their brief in which they offer other excuse , thu :

g, that they u e the rudder and turn it toward the
high ide when the machine side-slips, producing a pre 
ure on the lower side of the rudder it elf, which causes
a

pinning of the machine that must be stopped by

turning it off to the high wing to relieve the pre sure
on its low icle and stop the spinning.
Our an wer to this excu e is very imple.

They do not

wait for the side- lip to actually occur before they turn the
rudder to the high side. Their only witness on this point is
Capt. Beck.
"The

He ays:
econd pha e is where one wing is enough

hio-her than the other to cau e fear that the machine
11W)'

~

I

slip off sidewi e, and yet such slip ha 11ot actually
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tarted.

In this case robsern, before the lip occur

l

I not only bank, by use of the ailerons, so a, to
bring up the low side, but l turn my rudder towarcl
the high , icle in order to change the direction of
Aight.-by changing the direction of Right I mean
causing the machine to turn toward the high wing
thereby causing the low \\'ing to mo,·e faster than the
high wing, which has the effect of bringing the lo\\'
wing up to the same elevation a
(Rec . 1G'.2G, A. 11 , it alics ours .)

the high wing."

Thus he does not wait for the side-slip to occur, or even

start, which would produce a pressure on the low ide of the
rudder, but he turns the rudder toward the high side when
he fear there will be side-slip. and before such . idc- ' lip h as

"act11a/ly started."
This excuse loes not seem to fit their ow n testimony.

1 here is no side- Ii lin g in the normal operation of their
machine.

Side-sliding is an evi l that comes from not turn

ing the rudder when the tilt fir t occurs. So in teacl of side
liding causing the turn which neces itate the use of the
rudder, the ordinary and constant u e of the rudder when
balancing takes place before and in adva nce of any side
sliding.

It is only when the rudder is neglected that side-

sliding will occur . . Our patent speaks of turning the rud
der to prevent spinn ing, which if unchecked would cause
side-sliding.

(Rec . 828, lines 30-45 .)

Then he speaks of the third phase, say in g:
"The third phase i where a slip has actually occurred.
After this once starts, it is practically imposs ible to
regain equilibrium by the method used in the second
phase."
He then explains that this third phase is a ''da ngerous
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predicament," to come out of which the machine is plunged
downward, etc.
On cros -examination (XA. 27, Rec. lG;n) he says that
as in the second phase there is clanger of the ide-slip:

"I habitually throw the yertical rudder into operation
o as to increase the speed of the low wing and prevc11t
the ide- lide."
So in tead of defendants turning the rudder toward the
high side, a stated in their second excuse, on account of
spinning produced by the side-slide creating a pres ure on
the low side of the rudder, they, according to their only
witne s on the subject, Capt. Beck, actually turn the rudder

before there is any

ide-, lip. ''to increase the speed of the

low wing, and prn'Cllt the icle-. lip":
h, that they use the rudder and turn it toward the

high side to retard the high side and peed up the low
side, thereby making the greater or positive angle on
the low side lift the machine, ,aying that the machine
turns omewhat toward the high side as the rudder is
so u ed.
The answer to this excuse i that it admits that the an
gles of the ailerons and the pressures thereon are unequal
or else the high side would not be traveling faster than the
low side and would not have to be retarded to enable the
low side to speed up and lift. Their statement in this pres
ent excuse that they turn the rudder to retard the high and
sped up the low sides is the same as stating that the angles
and pressures are unequal, for it is the unequal angles and
pressure that cause the high side to travel faster than the
low.

So their third excuse is, in fact, a confession of the

use of the rudder to counteract the unequal angle. and pres
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sures of the aileron : or, in other words, to prevent the
machine from sp inning on a vertical axis in stead of recov
ering balance:
i, that they tnrn the machine around toward the high
side in order to get the balan ci ng effect due solely to
the turning of the rudder.
This excuse rests on a claim that would be a perfectly
immaterial thing if true. At best it would be onl y an added
or further reverse

pinning of the machine af fer the high

wing was checked and the low wing was thereby brought
abreast of it.

In the meantime, and before thi

alleged

further spinning, the high wing will ha,·e been retarded and
the balance recove red :
j, that their vertical rudder is a "balancing and teer
ing agent."
Here again the an swer is simple. First, as to balancing.

If the vertical rudder is of itself a balancing device, why do
defendants use the aileron s and involve them elves in this
law- uit?

We have no claim to a rudder per se as an

alleged balancing agent.

If the rudder ha

why do they not u e it for balancing?

uch capacity,

If they reply that

it is not sufficient alone, then why do tl1ey not use two
rudders for their balancing, or three?

They use ailerons

because without them the low wing could not be lifted and
the high wing depressed ; and they must combine the rud
der with the ailerons so that the speed of the low wing can
be increased to make it lift, and that of the . high wing re
tarded to prevent spinning-by the counterbalancing inter
relation of the rudder to these elements.
Again, their Mr. Willard limits the possibilities of a rudder
having any balancing function , in the absence of ailerons,
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to the Voisin machine, which had vertical walls extending
from one plane to the oth er.

This afforded lateral res ist

ance, which otherwi se i , ab ent from an aeroplane.

So if

the rudder, combined with s uch vertical surfaces. would
thereby acquire any balancing function , this still leaves de
fendant · vertical rudder wjth out that function. because
there are no . uch vertical surface in the ir machine.
Oppo ite page 11 "2 their brief defendants introduce a
sketch to show how th e \'ertical rudder will have a balanc
ing effect.

The ketch and description are radically wrong

and · mi sleadin g . A machine per the ' ketches would skid
off to th e left, out of it. course, w ith t he left wing o-o in g
a littl e fa ter than the ri ght wino-.
take the machine

Th e sk iddin g w uld

bliqu ely out of its course.

1h

exce 

sive speed at the right woul 1 increase the lift and cau e the
machin e t o "bank" (t ilt th e oth er way).
The balance would not be re tored by the rudder.

The

balance would not be restored at all, but a contrary tipping
would take place.

The rudder would then have to be

turned in the opposite direction to that show n in the
sketches to repeat the operation. This would cause a kid
ding obliquely to the left, with an excess of speed to the
left . . The machine would again bank and tilt in the oppo
site direction. In the ab sence of the ailerons~ to coact with
the rudder, the machine would continue to zigzag from side
to side by skidding and continue to rock, with first one side
up and then the other. At p. 172 they say the Voisin ma
chine wa balanced in the way shown in the sketch.
is not so.

That

The Voisin had the vertical surfaces between

the planes; but still was a failure.

Mr. Curtiss, himself,
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" Thi

machine

teered by

a rear vertical rudder and the ope rator depends

11po 11

tlic

fo7c_1

ce11ter of grav it31 a11d tlic large 011101111t .of 1.•ertical s1trfacc pur
posely fixed bctwcc11 tlic posts of th<' 111ai11 planes for hi s lateral
1 alance .''

(Rec. 1"222 . italics ours. )

Nothing co uld illu trate the nece. ity for the ailerons and
their coaction with the rudder and
ti on better than a
der tand

tucly of these

how the tru e combina
ketc he , by one who un

what 1s expla in ed aboH.

The court need not

be mi led by thi matter.
Again, defen da nt
ing device.

. u gge t that their rudd er is a

One rninut

teer

they , ay it i a balancing cle,·ice

and the next minut e they .'ay it is a stee rin g- co ntrivance.
It seems to be go cl fo r what ,·er aq?:um ent cx igencie
quire.
the

But defendants ' ruclcl r is not a steering device in

en e th ey . tate.

T o g iv e it that functi on the machine

mu s t ha\ e lateral re , i' tance.
vertical wall

In th e ab ence of the fixed

referred t o, an aeroplane so-called rudder

does not teer in the en e of an ordina ry rudder.
in tructively explain cl in "2\Ir. \ \' ri ght'
542-6.)

re

Mr.

depo ition.

Thi

i

(Rec.

ee al o exp lain · thi s sul ject and shows why

aeroplane rudder , where there are no lateral re istance sur
faces, uch a vertical wall , cann ot have the common steer
ing action.

( Rec. 700, folio '2100.)

ee al so Appendix to

this brief, p. II, a to how defendants' machine is steered.
Defendants refer t o the Voi in machine.

But that ma

chine was not kn ow n until after the Wright invention was
known in Europe.

(Wilbur \i\ right, Rec. 500-1.)

was only tempo.rarily attempted , when it wa

Its use

abandoned

and it is n ot now an yw here in u se . It failed t o be practic
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Defendant proved no

Dut if it wa. what they

now pretend, why clo they not u. e it and avoid this litiga
tion?

It had no aileron

or warping

urfaces.

Finally, it

will be noted that when defendant · rndder is being u eel
with the ailerons, it

i~

at a time when

teering i , not the

object, but when recovery of lateral balance is imperati,·e.
~Joreover ,

even if the rudder had a steering function,

then or any other time, that would be a matter of no con
equence.

It i not a fact. but if it were there would still

be infringement, a
dition t
CO\

such

teering would merely be an ad

the function of joining with the aileron

ering balan c.

Thi ,

111

re

ourt is familiar with the law on

that subject that an added function or element docs not
avoid infringement, it being a
pa secl on this in Wright
5.

Finally, defendant

7.J.

111

re addition.

Ju~ge

Hand

Pa11/ha11, 177 F. 261, 266.
go back to their old argument

that they did not use the rudder in balancing because the
machine did not pin or werve

n account of the ailerons;

and now urge that, after all, their machine doe
thi

not 11ccd

rudder because it really does not spin or werve when

the aileron

are worked.

Of course, thi is contradictory of

their other statement that the high side speeds ahead (which

is another 11a111e for spinning) unle s checked by turning the
rudder toward that side.
As their witnesses Curtiss, Beck and Willard have all
admitted this use of the rudder, practically de troying this
former testimony that the rudder was not so used or needed
in recovering balance, they now rely essentially upon Zahm
to prove their machine ha no spinning or swerving. Zahm
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testified before this admitted use of the rudder in balancing.
The eviclence on this spinning and svverving of their ma
chine by Dr. Zahm, a theorist who never flew an aeroplane,
on the one part, and ~Ir. \Yilbur \\' right and Capt. Chand
ler (both practical flyers) on the other part, with the ma
chine under the conditions a sumed by Zahm. how :

k, that when recm·ering balance in defendants' ma
chine, the head air pres ' ure resi tance on the lower aile
ron as compared with the pressure on the upper aile
ron, at 35 mile per hour. machine
greater than given by Zahm:

l, that at 50 mile

peed, is ten time s

machine peed per hour the com

parative pre ures on the lower and upper aileron
20 time greater than gi ,·en by Zahm:

i

m, that the e difference , on the lowe r and· upper aile
rons cau se the low side

f the machine, where the

lower aileron is located , to retard , and the high ide of
the machine, where the upper aileron is located, to
speed ahead, thu

producing the ' pinning or swerving

of the machine which mu st be corrected by turning the
vertical rudder towa rd the high side (a
now admit they do) .

defendant

The following sy nop is of this branch of the testimony is
made for the convenience of the court.
(a)

That acord ing to Zahm '.s experiments on the lake

with the hydrqplane having the two ailerons set in front
of it, when one aileron was at a greater angle of incidence
than the other, there was an excess of pressure on the one
having the greater angle and a res ulting t u rning effect on
I

th~ vertical axis.
6

But he says that the pressure was only

%00

of a pound greater on the aileron with the greater an

gle.

While this admits the principle that there is a turn

ing effect, it seeks to reduce it to a small degree.
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(b)

Next, he testifies to an experiment made by sus

pending a Curtiss aeroplane with a 20-foot rope, to see what
would be the turning effect on a machine computed on the
basis of

6%00

of a pound excess of pressure a certained by

the hydroplane experiment.

From the second experiment,

to put into effect the result of the first experiment, he con
cluded that the re ult would be 1 ~foo of a pound exce s of
pressure on one aileron ove r that on the other, and the
effect would be to turn the machine on a vertical axi to an
extent to displace or change the line of the longitudinal
axis :25 3 of a degree in one second . Here again the princi

ple is admitted and the only question is one of figures. But
he timidly applies his turning

f .2.'3:3 of a degree to a ma

chine in flight by saying that

uch would he the turning

or di placement, '' if the difference of turning force

n the

ailerons when mounted in a given a pect and angle of inci
dence in the aeroplane is the

ame as when mounted as

de cribed in the foregoing experiment on the lake" (and
neglecting any other factors).

But these calculations took

into account the re istancc offered by the rear ve rtical rud
der, assumed to be held fixed, and which would resist the
turning produced by J:he aileron s . .So he was finally a ked
to state what resistance the rudder would offer to turning
on a vertical axis, though held fixed, and stated, as a "con
clusion from his experiments and computations,'' that the
rudder, though held fi xed, would stop the turning of the
machine on its vertical axis when the ''pressure on the rud
der exactly balanced" the turning tendency of the ailerons;
and when these pressures were thus equalized, the machine
would stand with its longitudinal axis at an angle of

6.%00
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%00

or

of a degree to the line of flight, and would so con

tinue at uch angle until the aileron , were brought back to
norma1, when the pre sure on the rue! !er would turn the
machine ultimately back with the longitudinal axi
with the line of flight.

in line

Thus again the principle that the

ailerons cause the machine to swerve or tum from its
course and that the rudder is a factor (even though when
not turned) in keeping the pressures balanced,

o as to

maintain the machine in a straight conrse. is admitted.
ee Q . and Ans .."i-32. Rec. 12H-6:L)
But Dr. Zahm's calculation are full of error and enou.
ones.
by

The ·e are p inted

ut and correct calculation gl\·en

Ir. \\'ilbur \\'right in hi . depo:ition.

and results of th
by Capt.

c calculation .

~Ir.

And in the ba ' is

\\'right i c nfirmed

handler.

l\ir. \!\T right h w
area of the aileron

that even square su rface ' , hav ing the
described by Dr. Zahm, with the an

gles he used, would pre

nt a difference of +~o pound

pre s ure, which is more than seven times the amount
difference claimed by Dr. Zahm.
firmed by that of
is 4.72186.

f

This calculation i · con

apt. Chandler, who

ays the difference

(A. 7, Rec. 751.)

Then Mr. \\ right explain

that thi

difference does not

represent the full difference because the same area in the
form of a square will pre ent a much less difference than
when in the form of rectallglcs, which latter were the shapes
of the ailerons whose pre sures Dr. Zahm calculated. They
were three times as wide as long. But Dr. Zahm used Cha
nute's table, which i ba eel upon square planes, 11ot rectan 
gular planes. Therefore, Mr. Wright calculated what would

'

I

l
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be the relative pre sures on the ailerons in the form of rec
tangle of the area and at the angle adopted by Dr. Zahm,
and with the . ame
how

peed through the air.

~Ir. \VriO'ht

that the actual difference of pressure on one aileron

and the o ther wa

about 6 0 pound . wherea. Dr. Zahm

gave only a difference o f
difference wa

63

oo of a po und. Thus the actual

fully ten time

the amount found by Dr.

Zahm. And the latter limited hi calculation
;35 mile

an hour. which i. the

in the e calculations.

I eecl 1Ir. \

t o a speed of
right adopted

a matter of fact ~Ir. \Vright

But a

state · that the Curtiss machine so metimes flies at 50 miles
an h o ur, \\'hich w o uld make the lifference in 1 ressure · on
the two ailerons very much gr at er. as the increa e of pre 
•)

I

ure van

with the square of th

peed , and at 50 mil

an hour the difference of re i tance on the aileron

woul 1

be more than twice as great a at ;35 miles an h ur. There
fore, the real lifference

f resi tance under the e ame con

ditions would be about · 0 time
state l by Dr. Zahm.

a

great a

( ee Qs. and r\ns. 1-l-":), Rec..iO -16,

for Mr. Wright's ·tatemcnts , a11cl Qs. and

.12, Rec., for

the difference

n . G.

1,

p. , ,)0

apt. Chandler's calculations.)

.\gain, Dr. Zahm, in hi

ultimate calculation, included

the re i tance to the pinning of the machine offered by the
vertical rudder, treated a

fixed.

This was error.

It did

not give the actual turning effect of the aileron . For this
reason Mr. \\'right says that he based his calculation

on

a machine con iderecl as without the presence of the ver
tical rudder at all.

He explains that he did so in order

that the effect of the ailerons alone might be known.
sides, a fixed vertical tail ha

Be

not been used on the Curtiss
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machine, but only a movable vertical tail,

o that the as

sumption of the presence of a fixed tail, indulged in by Dr.
Zahm, introduced another mi leading factor.

( ee Wright'

An . H and -1-.3, Rec. 5:W-l.)
Mr. \\'right then goe

furtJ1er and, in an wering

Q.

22.

explain to the court the effect that will be produced on the
re toration of lateral balance by the amount of difference
in pre

ure on the ail rnns h found a - abon.

\Vithout authority of court, counsel re-examined Mr.
Zahm on hi · calculatio11s while he wa

testifying as to the

~Iattullath matter when the case wa _ re-opened for that
ole purpo, e as to Zahm.
those
pr

bjections.

ent

and

\\'e duly ( bj cted and now urge

(Rec. rn:rn-0.)

But the point Zahm now

would not chang the figures gi\'cn by l\Jr. \\'right

apt. Chandler more than -omething like a th usanclth

of a per c nt.

He was ·imply hair-splitting, \ ithout can

didly aying o to the court.
n wering Q. 51. he , ay
'urti
hi

, which

he witne secl a Aio-ht by ~Ir.

eem to ha\'e been macle for the purpo e of

observation, "citing along the :rn-foot bamboo frame

work in the line of flight'' and that there seemed to be a
lateral displacement of, perhaps, an inch

r le

of the ex

treme ends of the framework, with reference to one another,
but whether this wa due directly to the disturb ing torque
exerted by the ailerons about the vert ical axi

or whether

it was in part due to some other cause I could not testify
w ith rigorous certainty.''

Here he confirms the fact that

the machine turns upon a vertical axis when the ailerons
are worked.
the above by

Then in answer to Q. 61 he seek

to qualify

aying he could ·not te tify with certainty

I

'

1
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whether the turning wa
or some other cau e.

due to the action of the. aileron

Finally, ju t before concluding hi

long an wer to Q. 62, he ay

that, reserving the fact that

it is impo ible for a pil ot 'to keep the axi s of hi . mach ine
preci ely in a fixed direction,
alleged vertical

··r declare my op inion that the

pin due to lateral balancing is le s in de

fendants' aeroplane without using the Yertical rudder than
in the patented machin e \\'ith such use. "

Here again he

states that there is a turning on the vertical axis in defend
ants' machine, but goes to t he extreme of da imin.g it to be
"le ·· without the u ·e of the ,·ertical rudder than it i

in

the machine of the \Y right patent " ·ith the u ·e of . uch rud
der.

But Zahm n ver tried defendant · ' machin

' ith out

the rudder; ancl hi , calcu lations treated the rudder as pre ·
ent and fix

d~a

fa! e, um1 ·eel cond ition .

So in ·tead of the e\'iclence ·bow in g there is no swervi nO'
or

pinning of defendant ~ · machine due to the ai leron , as

contended in clefendanL' brief. Zahrn' s te tirnony a lmit
the . pinninrr a nd

we rvin cr in principle, but trie · to limit

the amount, while l\fr. \\ ' right' s a ncl
timony

apt. Chandler's t ·

ho ws the spinnino- to be so pronoun ced (te n to

twenty time that Zahm claimed) a

to ab solutely require

that the vertical rudder he turned to the high
the aileron with le s pressure.

ide-towarcl

And defendants now admit

that they do turn the rudd er tov•arcl the hi gh side-Beck
" habitually."

Dr. Zahm is furth er rebutted by hi s own

patent application in vvhich, und er hi s oath. h e declared
there were

uch changes in the ano-Je of incidence of the

ma111 planes and such re sulting difference

in the angles

and pres ure of ailerons like tho e in defendant ' machine

I

'
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•

l

a would cau e a turning effect which would be fatal unless
mean
gle

were employed to pre\·ent these unequal aileron an

lj

and pres ure .

And the early denial by ).Jr . Curti

that there was any turn

ing of their machine on a \·ertical axis. clue to unequal an
gles and re sultin g pressure · on the ailerons. is rebutted by
his patent applicati n illu ~ trating clefenclants' machine ancl
descr ibin g and claiming mean s to JH e,·e nt these un eq ual
pre ss ures and thi s turning effect clue to differ ence in the
angles of the respectiYe ailerons .

Even while this court was considering (on the injunction
appeal) the Curtiss and other affidavits denying this spin
ning of defendants' machine, and the need of the vertical
rudder to counteract such spinning, it now turns out Mr.
Curtiss was preparing this application at that very time.
This case on th injuncti on motion was prese nted t o thi
court in :\lay, 1910.

H, 1910.

Mr. Curtis. t ook the applicati n oath

later , June 20th.

I

'

The opi nion was handed clown June
ix day

, o while thi s co urt was co nsiderin g the

case, in part on hi s affida\·it, h e was 11 gagecl in having hi s
solicito r , l\Ir. I'\ewcll , prepare thi s application, which is con 
tradictory of that affidavit and of hi s deposition herein.
Judge Hazel's op inion on the injunction wa · hand ed down
January :3, 1910.

It wa probably hi holding that in pired

the prepa ration of hi s appl ication.
And l\J r. Curtiss' or iginal

tatement that he did not use

the vertical rudder for reco vering lateral balance when th e
ailerons were worked is directly rebutted by hi
apt. Beck, stating that h e does use thi

letter to

rudd er at such

time, and turns it toward the high side t o a ·i t th e action
of the aileron .
Ir
i

...
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So his denials of this turning effect, and the need of the
vertical rudder to counteract it, as contained in his former
affidavit and his testimony herein, are met and overcome by
,

his application oath and by his letter.
In it he al·

say : " ,\s i ting the action of the ailerons

is [an] entirely different thing from counteracting an effect
of the ailerons.''

Defendants pro\'e no di ' tinction; ~Ir. Cur

tiss did not come forward and offer to testify to any cliffer
nce.

In fact. it is mechanically and phy ' ically impo ·, ible

to assist the ailcruns \\'ith()ut mingling the effect of the \'er
tical ruclcl r \\·ith the effect of the ailerons.
The only other material ,,·itness s for defendant · on this
is. ue were Capt. Beck and ~Ir. \\' illard. They both at first

cl ni d not only that in def ndants' machine there wa · any
turning produ ·eel by the ailerons and requiring the use of
I

'

the \'ertical ruclder but also denied all use of that rudder
in connection with the ailerons in recO\·ering lateral bal
ance.

Uoth, hmve,·er, later sp citically admitted using the

rudder for that purpose, a11cl using· it t(}o simultanellt1sly
with the use of the ailerons. This so qualified or destroyed
their pre,·ious statements as to render them unaYailing now.
It should al:o be noted that Curti s. Beck ancl \Villard
gi,·e different excuse: for using the rudder in conjunction
with the aileron .

l\J r. Curtiss says he turns "the rudder to the high
l why that side ?-to check spinning I to :a si.ot the

side

ailerons in balancing."

(Rec. lG?-±. Curtiss letter.)

Capt. Beck ,· ays he "habitually" turns the rudder to
ward the high side

Ibcfi0rc

lide- lipping starts]

to

''bring the low \\'ing up to the ' ame level as the high
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wmg.

[Equalizing their

ning.]"

peed

R L'

' J;\(~

to counteract

~ pin-

(Rec. 1631.)

\\' ilia rd

ays he turw the rudder tO\\'ard the high

l why

that ide ?-to check ·pinn in g I to ··gain the

ide

additional restoring po\\·er of the rudder" so as to "ac
complish a desired result more quickly and more posi
tively" than by the aileron , alone.

(Rec. 11; t-1.)

In each of these admitted cases the rudder would counter
act the spinning.

They coordinate these clements by con

jointly using them to accomplish a single definite re ·ult.
to-wit, lateral balance.

ln thi - way they use the \\'right

invention, employing the subc mbination of claim :L and
the rudder and aileron curnbinatiuns of ·laims ~, I I and 1.).
1\g-ain machine need
but m rely hav

110! /11/'ll { 11

yertical a:-..is to infringe.

a "tendency" to turn, the vertical rnddcr

being to "counteract'' this "tend ncy ."
\Vright patent.

\s Zahm

admit ~

P. -1, line 10

defendant -· machine tend ,

to turn, it come · within thi - clau · e of the patent.

''Ten

dency" to turn i "torque,'' becau 'e torque is an effort t
turn.

''Offer different resistances" is the same as "unequal

head pr

sure ,.. he admits of cl f ndants' machine.

Another Excuse for Using the Vertical Rudder.

They say

this rudder con ·titutes an independent means for restoring
lateral balance: and add that there is no combination, there
fore, between the ailerons and the rudder. although both
act upon the machine to restore balance . . l'rom this they
argue aggregation in tead of combination.
The an wer to thi

imple.

Fir t, their position can hardly commend it elf to

a court.

They u e every element of the \\Tright invention-support
ing plane , aileron and rudder. There i no que tion about

j
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VERTICAL RlJDDER

that.

They o-et the benefit of

element by making flight po

imultaneously u ing the e
ible with their machine.

In the next place, the effects of the aileron and rudder
are so mino-Jed that no human being can, or ha, been able
to

ay where the one leaves off and the other commences.

But the e defendants, while u ing thi

combination, try to

plit the re ult attributing part to the aileron and part to
the rudder.

Yet they fail to

how where one leaves off

and the other commences. This burden was on them. They
have faile l in it.

They a sume that propo ition a

a de

fense to meet their joint u e of our rudder and aileron , .
Can thi

learned court be expected to

ay (with the ccr

tai11f)1 ne e " ary to de tr y the · e mo · t vital claim ·) that

the · e ailer ns and rudder, while ·imultaneously effecting
balance, and

there£ re making flight possible, doing this

marvelous thing of re toring balance when the machine is
rocked, way up in the air a thou a1:icl feet, or five thousand,
or ten thou and, are tcclmically operating independently, yet
producin

a ingle result?

No, the court can
ing.

And we

afely make no

uch impossible find

ubmit that it will not attempt to.

There i

no rule of law and no comand of ju tice that requires any
such a hazardous pronouncement.

Its suggestion is the

last resort of a culpable infringer. Their own witne
lard, defeats their suggestion by
of balance

, \iVil

tating that the recovery

"more quickly and more positively" accom

plished by turning the rudder toward the high
the ailerons are worked to regain balance.

ide when

Thi

is the

statement of a joint effect. It is al o the statement of a dif
ferent effect, being 'quicker'' and more ''po itive" from
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the alleged effect of eit h er agent alone.
the two, a

If by combining

mark cl b\' these two

h e admits. the effect

new qualities, t o-w it, greater qui ckn ess and greater posi
tivene

, then the effec t is clue to coaction.

To say othe r

wi e would be to ·peculate and to igno re this aclm is · ion of
their own witn e
But .if more were n cclecl. \Ve haye it in the testimony of
apt . Beck. He says: "] habitua\h· throw the rear yertical
rudder in to operat ion so as to increase th e speed of this
lowe r wing, and pr ve nt the sid e-slid e."
~7 . )

Thi is making the rudder act

to d o what?

011

( R ec. 1():31, X .\.

the I '''er wing. And

n wer, to "increa ·e the speed of thi

low r

wing ;'' and thi s pre,·ent s th e fatal sp innin g which, un co n
trolled, w uld cau,· ' th ' machi ne to ultimat ly sta nd v r
tically o n end and fa ll.

l lcre their own ' itn ess declar ,

that the one element acts

0 11

the oth er.

Yet defendant would ha,·e the court accept their imp ,
ible contenti o n that under these circum ·tance , the aile
ron

and rudder are acting ind ep ncl entl y, in

pite of thi

te timon y. This i technicality, and g uess t o, aga in s t fact,
urged a

a last re ort to defeat a ju t demand.

Be it re

membered right h e re that these patentee · are the fir st, ab
solutely, to describe the coordination of ailerons and an
o perable vertical ruc\cl er to produce this gi,·cn effect-main
tenance of balance.

Th ere i

no piece of literature any

where to be found in the world that make s kn ow n th is fact ,
except thi s \i\Tright patent.

Defendants Criticize Wright Patent.
the machine per the patent wa

They fir ·t claim that

not practicable, not dirig

ible and never built, and that the patent die\ not create the
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practical flying art.

Each

f the .' e , tatement

j_- without

"l\Ir. \\'ilhur ·w right testified (Rec. -1-DL ct seq.) :

warrant.

" We now had the structure in the form p ictur ed and
described in the drawings and specification of the pat
ent in suit. \Yi th this apparatu , ·w e made nearly even
hundred glides in the tw o or three week
\\' e flew it in cairn

following.

and \\'e Rew it in winds as high a

thirty-fi\·e mile ' an hour.

\Ve

teerecl it to right or

left and perfo rm eel all the evolutions nece -sary for

* .,. ':'

flight.

This wa , the first time in the hi tory

of the world that a mo\·ablc \'ertic.al tail had been u ·eel,
in combination with \\"ing.- adju table to different an
gles of incidence. in controlling the balance and dire 
ti n

f an aer plane.

mp! y a mo\'abl

\ ,\1

\

\ \ ' e wer

the first to f uncti nally

Yertical tail in a flying aer plane.

re the first to employ wings adjustabl ' to rc

pectiYely differ nt angles of incidence in a Hying aero
plane.

\ \'e were the first to u ·e the two in combina

tion in a flying aeroplane.
"\\' e now felt that the pr blem of human Right wa
olvecl and accordingly proceeded to make appl ication
for patent and began to draw up design for a pr actical
motor-driven aeroplane.

\Ve con tructed the part

in

our little shop in Dayton, Ohio, ancl a sembled it on
the sand dunes of Kitty Hawk in the latter part of the
year 1903.
ucce

On the 11th of December we made four

fol flights, of which the la t had a duration of

59 second · the machine, with the operator aboard, in
th is fl ight Rew a distance of more than 850 feet, meas
ured w ith reference to the ground, or a dista nce of more
than half a m ile, measured with reference to the a ir,
for it was flying against a wind having a velocity of
approx imately twenty mile an hour.

* * *

" This apparatus was identical in its mode of opera
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tion with that described in the patent in suit. The op
erator controll d the front horizontal rudder with hi s
hands and imultaneou ly controlled the aclju tment of
the wing and the the adjustment of the Yertical tail
by a singl e 111 vement of the cradle in which hi hip
re ted.
wire

The vertical tail wires and the wing warpina
were interconnected a

in the patent specifica

tion, and neither could be moved without moving the
other.
"\Vhile our patent application was pursuing it slow
cs)L\r e through the Patent Office, we built a

econcl

machine and flew it in a field near the city of Dayton,
Ohio. in the ummer and autumn of 190-±. *
Thereafter we repeatedly made circles. and on th
f November mad
la ting a few

* *
9th

four circle of the field in a fliaht

econds ove r five minut s.

In all these

flights the warping wires and the wires controlling the
vertical tail were interconnected, as in . the patent.

* * *
''With this machine we made approximately a hun
dred flight in the year 1904."

"Q. 9. It ha b en tated by certain witnes es for
the defense, who have never fl ow n ·a Wriaht machine,
that in their opinion the machine of the patent is not
a practical machine because the movements of the rear
vertical rudder do not always balance, as they claim ,
with mathematical exactness, the differe nces in the re
istances of the right and left wings when warped.
P lease state the fact as you have found it.
''A.

It is not necessary to serviceability of the ma

chine of the patent that the pressure on the vertical tail
should at all times c.rnrtly balance the difference in re
istance of the right and left wing . In a machin e built
in the proportions and with the construction shown in

1
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the patent. the vertical tail i · sufficiently large to take
care of the maximum difference in resi · tance which it
is nece

ary to encounter in practica l flight.

vertical tail

If the

o metime., for a moment. recei,·es a little

more pres ure than is necessary to exactly balance the
re i tance of the wings. it produce - no practical in con
venience and in n ow ise pre\'ent the re toration of lat
eral balance.

In our experience we fo und no cau . e for

complaint on thi - , core.''

"Q. 'I.
patent in
"A.

(Rec. 50.)- .506 .)

Is the machine , a. embodied in the Wright
uit, a practicable flying machine?

It i .

\\Te haYe frequently flown machine

which the ,·ertical tail wire

111

and the warping wires

were ·o interconn cted that n ither could b

moved

with ut m ovi 1w the ot her, in win Is ranging [rom ·)O to
35 mile

an h o ur.

ln m y op ini o n, the machine of this

particular exemplificati n of the inventi o n would be
a

afe, if n ot

numerou
A

afer, than the

machine

urti ss machine o r the

in use in Europe."

(Rec. 560-1.)

to connecting the rudder with the adju table margin ,

Mr. Wright aid:
"For the sake of

implicity we, therefore, [in te t

ing] decided to attach the wires controlling the verti
cal tail to the wire warping the wings, so that the op
erator instead of having to control three thing

at once,

would have to attend to only the forward horizontal
rudder and the wing warping mechani m; and only the
latter alone would be needed for controlling lateral bal
ance."

(Rec., bottom 490.)

They had first thought of not connecting the rudder wires
with the warping wires.

Lieut. Milling.

(Rec. 490 .)

"Q. 5. Did you ever make circle with the

Wright flying machine without moving the

upple
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mentary lever which controls the rear yertical rudder
independently of the warping of the wing ?

"A. Ye , sir.

"Q. 6. That is, you have made circles with that
machine by adju tm nts of the warping lever. which
adjustment

controlled merely the adjustment

of the

wing tips and the rear Yertical rucl !er concurrently.
Is that correct?
"A.

Yes, sir."

On cro -examination 1J r. Ham mer wa

a:ked if he had

a knowledge of the con truction of the machine the Wright
flew December 11 , 1903. He aid that he had; he then de
cribed the machine and, in an s wer to further qu

tion ,

howe 1 that the rear vertical rudcl r an I aclju table mar
·in

were interc nneclcd in Lhat particular machine which

pened the era of flight.

(Rec. ;'5!.l, ct seq

Ans. ;)9-6;3.)

Lieut. Kirtland. '·Q. ;3. If you have A wn any aeroplane fly
ing machine, kindly ' tate what make and during what
period?
"A. I have flown
June 24, 1911.

111

the \ right aeroplane smce

"Q. 4. In that machine, a usually manufactured,
there is a lever for warping the wings and operating
the rear vertical rudder together, and al o a upple
mental handle carried by thi lever for moving uch
rudder without moving or warping the wing . Have
you flown this ·w right machine and u ed both the lever
and handle, and at other time

the lever only when

controlling the lateral balance and direction of the ma
chine?
"A.

I have Aown the machine and turned circles

in both direction , u ing the lever and the

upple
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mental handle, and als using the le\'er without the aid
of upplemental handle.

"Q. 5. Have you found the machine to be atisfac
tory in operating it in the e two ways?
'A.

I have.''

(Rec . 15 1 . )

Mr. See. "Q. 6. It ha been claim ed by ome of the witne . e.
for defendants that the concu rrent moYement of the
rear vertical rudd er with the warping of the plane , as
how n in the \\. right patent, was a defectiYe mode of
ope ration.

Have you seen flight made by the \Y right

machine in which no moveme nt could take place of the
rear vertical rudd er without warpinrr the wing tips, and
no warping of the wing tip

could take place without

moving the rear vertical ru Ider?
I have.

"Q. I . Plea e explain what mancuyers you obse rved
the machine to make when operated

111

the manner

tated in the la t que tion .
"A. * * * I have see n a good many Rights and
thi wa a. fine as any of them and the machine did
all of the maneuvering I have ever een any machine
do except ome of the fancy high dive and quick piral
dive , omething I never want to ee any machine do
agam.

The machine flew in straight cour e

and in

repeated circles and in figure Ss, and in ascending and
de cending cour es, and it did all of these things beau
tifully.

Before thi

machine started on it

flight I

in pected it closely and operated its control part

and

tested their movements well, and I did the same thing
after the machine landed."

(Rec. 711-13.)

So the objection that connecting the rudder and warping
rope

together, as one form of construction, would render

the machine impracticable, is by the above evidence dis
posed of.
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The remainin g hair-. plitting objection i
porting

urface

are true plane

X

UFF I CIEXT

that the

up

or Aat in teacl of curved.

In the fir t place, the term 'aeroplan e'' i u eel in the pat
ent t

indicat e these surfac e.. .

or flat.
th e

.\ emp lan e. may be curved

The term is not confined to Aat.

urface

ln the next place.

are con tructed with fore and aft ''bow

The word bows is twice used in the specifi cation.

'"1.·•

(R ec.

Dows are ne,·e r . traight. bl~t al

·? .5, line 0-1-114, col. ?.)

way curved. A bow-"Any bent or curved thin g."
t ury Dictionary , Vol. I, p. 6-k5. col. 1.)

(Cen

In th e next place,

the pecification doe . not ay the plane. a r e flat. but mere
ly " ub tantially flat."

(Rec. ( ?0. col. 1. lin e

.)1-.- .)

the next place. th e drawings, Fi g . :1, show t h e urv c
bow .

Fio-. 2 . how th plan f the b w .

I.

In
f the

. \nd finall y,

Jvfr. Wright (Rec . 1037-·l:O ) explains that eve n true plan es
are practicable and are better than curved plane.
planes in

ome re pect , while curved plane

are better in other re pects.

r aer 

r aeroplane

lightl y curved plane , a per the

" bow " of the patent, are a com1 romi . e between extreme.
and hence they we re adopte 1 for the patent illu tration and
are used by complainant and defendants .
So the two grounds on wh ich defendants claim the ma
ch ine of the form disclosed in the patent was impracticable
a re without merit.

The Patent Specification Sufficient.
on the sufficiency of the Wright
an swer is the patent itself.

A weak attack is made
pecification.

The be t

After the court has read the

specification and stud ied the drawings, the fl imsiness of
thi attack will be apparent.

Keeping Invention Secret.

To . UJ port thi

foolish charge

I

'
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defendant cite a
pratt.
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ingle pa age in

~Ir.

ECRET

\\.right'

letter to

But the letter was written October 1 , 190-t, which

wa during the pendency of the application, and before the
patent i ·ued.
to

L"ntil it i sued the \\rights were reluctant

how the machine.

too.

And they

bowed

O"OOcl

judgment.

\\"hen the patent did i ue the invention was immed

iately infringed. requiring law- uits.

\\'hat would have

been the condition if the machine had been generally made
kno\\'n before the patent is ued and before they could have
brought uit ?
Defendants also cite th

article of one Turner, purport

ing to be an inten·iew with the "\\'rights. Thal was a dis
hone l pretense. The articl
after

pratt called

than a year

n the \\' right , and ab ut two year

after the pat nt i uecl.
note

was wrilt n mor

'Turner admitted that he took no

of the conversation; that he had no experience m

writing on the aeroplane
was hi

own.

Defendant

ubject; that the language u eel

This matter i · noticed earlier in thi

brief.

quote a pa - age from an article by Mr.

\ right writt

11

in 190

1
•

(Bottom 1 ' 2 ' Rec.)

They I ut a

wrong m aning on the article, ·aying it shows that up t
1904 the problem of equilibrium had not been solved, and
wa not until the rudder was given an independent move
ment of th

wings.

an wer to

Q. :3, Rec.

The facts are stated by Mr . \?\rright in
-±91-8.

He ay · in the flight referred to

in this quotation the rudder wire

nected from the warping wires.

were "entirely discon

\i\Then it wa

noticed that

the machine wa tilting up and liding toward the tree, the
operator turned the machine down in front and found that
the apparatu then responded promptly to the lateral con
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trol.

The remedy wa found to con , i t in the more killful

operation of the machine and not in a different construc
tion. "

Mr. \\'right then goe, on and explain

at length

the cau es of the peculiar action of the machine on the oc
ca' ion referred to in the published article, how

that it i

a condition commonly met " ·ith in all the ftying machine of
today, being one of manipulation and not of mechanism ,
and conclude by

aymg:

"\\'hen we had cli , coyered the

real nature of the trouble and knew that it could always be
remedied by tilting the machine fonyarcl a little,
it

flying

o that

peed would be re tored, we felt that we were

ready to place flying machines on the mark et ."
fendant , like a lrowning man grabbing at a

But de

traw, have

eized up n this article, quoted the ·tat mcnt that the
Wright had not been "Aying long in 1!)0-t bcf re we found
that the problem of equilibrium had not a
tirely

yet been en

olvecl,'' gue sed that the machine referred to in the

article had the vertical rudder wire · connected with the
warping wires, and then forthwith clairnccl that the ma
chine of the patent would not recover equilibrium. But lo!
it turns out that their guess as to the wire · wa like mo t
gue ses-wrong-and that the article referred to a machine
having the very arrangement ,.d1ich they everywhere admit
and state in their testimony is a succe s.

\Ve comment at

this length becau. e thi incident i fully typical of the mis
guided extremes to which defandants have gone in seek
ing to attack thi patent.

Lieut. Milling.

He i

unfairly quoted as

aying that the

Wright machine would be too dangerou without the addi
tion of the hand lever to give the vertical rudder a further
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He neither intended to, nor in fact did, make
tatement.

In XQs.

JO.~ -10

he wa

a ked what

would be the effect if the nrtical rudder were 11 ot u ed or
turned.

1l tho. e inquirie

related to ·w hether the rudder

were n ot turned to the high '"ing.

Then in XQ. 109 he

wa a ked what he thought would happen if the hand ]eyer
were fixed and could not be mm·ecl.

:iiillin rr, not not icing

that the , ubj ect had chang·ed from the rudd er t o the lever,
answered that he thought such a machin e would be too
dangerou . :\ext he was a keel '"hy he would con ider it
too dangerou - to Ay, and an werecl:
"Becau ·e my experience ha. been th al th e vertical
rudder i neces ·ary to the afety of the machine. " (X .
110.)
This sh ws that the Lieutenant had the verti ·al rudder
in hi

mind all the time , and nol the handle.

phatic

lt is an em

tatement that the vertical rudder is a thing nece 

sary to

afety.

Yet cl fendant

Millinrr te ·tifiecl that the machin
without the hand lever.

in their brief argue that
w ould be loo dangerou

But understanding the tendencies

of defendants to u se testim ny in the manner this i · used,
we called the Lieutenant' attention to this testimony and
asked him, in Rdq. 157, what he understood when he wa
answering the que tion . He then affirm
mony did

what hi

te ti

how, namely, that he was discussing the neces

sity of the vertical rudder.
Lieut. Milling is further quoted as saying that certain
things that happen in the air are
tell what cause

them.

o indefinite you cannot

(Def. Brief, 1;3 .)

Dut important

parts of his answers are omitted from the quotations.
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ay that the Curti

1illing flew for the Government wa
plained of in thi
167 their brief.)

machine Lieut.
not the one com

uit-an extraordinary statement.
~Iilling

Lieut.

said he had flown

(P.
urtis

Government machine ' ince KO\·ember. HHl: that the Gov
ernment owned them; that his total flights with Curti
machine , he belie,·ed. exceeded tho ·e of any other person
(officer); that there \\'ere tw o ·uch machines pnrchased by
the

Government - ~larch

or April, l!Hl, September. 1912;

that "Up to the time of the breaking of
chine

in Capt. Beck's accident

*

ne of these ma
these two Cur-

ti s machines were in th e same conditi on as to
and arranaement of part
acquired them."

a , when the

tructure

overnm nt fir t

(Rec. +t·2-1..J.. Ans. ', 10. ]·2, 1.J, 13, 1 .)

Again, they ay the Lieutenant te ' tified ab ut " ome un
proved machine alleged to be a Curti s, but owned and op
erated by the G.

·°' ernment.''

.

( P. 1 3.)

Thi

is the

way they treat the proof ju t referred to above.
They then make quotations from s veral of hi an
to th

wer ~ ,

effect that what happens in the air is uncertain.

But each quotation omits important part · of the answers.
He distinctly ·tated that "there are a few cardinal princi
ples which I believe any flyer of a few month ' experience,
who pays the proper attention as to what happens, cannot
help but learn to ob erve and appreciate if. he has a good
idea of what he is doing."

(Rec. 400, XA. 85.)

Then as to the spinning or turning of a machine and the
causes, he explain :

'·If a turning of a machine occurs

when the machine i in a certain po ition, and the element
in question seem

to be in such po ition that it could be
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respon ible for the turning, I would say that the element in
que tion caused it."

(Rec. -!31, X .

9.)

A ked if he

would be mpri eel if some other cau e produced the effect,
he had attributed to another cau e, he said

"* * *

if

uch were the ca e, it would soon become one of the prin
ciple which we of le ser experience would take and apply.

* * *

statement ~

l\ly

are all

th~

results obtained from

actual flying and not from theory of the subject.'

(Rec.

±31, XA. 90.)

W illard. Defendants say the machine Willard claim to have
flown in Canada with a broken rudder wire did not have
on it the , o-called

urti . equalizer (P. 1:-1:;3) and that the

device i n t clisclos cl in the phot graph \\' illarcl _pr clucecl,
hown at p.

!),),)

Rec.

Thi ·. to , is extraordinary, a

Willard te tifi d cli tinctly that the machin
Canada, with the alleged broken wire.

l\Ir.

he Aew in

hown in this pho

tograph, did ha\'e thereon the alleged eqnalizing- device.
(Rec. llol, X . 12'1; X , . 1;rn. 1:3'1. Rec. 116:3.)
Thi

is

nly important a

showing the general maccu

racy of defendants' stateme~ts and as further showing that
\rVillarcl. in his direct testimony, k pt back two facts: first,
kept back that aid machine was not a Curtiss machine or
Curti s type, but was a machine with the ailerons like those
in the Farman machine. with flaps directly hinged to the
rear margin

of the supporting planes: and, · econcl, kept

back that such machine had the alleged eqnalizer thereon,
which, if Willard'

statement

are true, that the equalizer

really equalized, would account for the machine not swerv
ing out of it

cour e when the rudder was disabled.

In

any view, it put \Villard's te tirnony about that wonderful
experience out of this case.
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Defendant

quot

pecification:

L.\Df S

a passage from the original \\'right

"\\'e are aware that prior to our in\'ention

Aying machine

haYe been constructed having

uperpo -ecl

wing

in combination with horizontal and vertical rud

ders.''

They al o refer t o passage

in th

patent referring

to horizontal rudder - ha\'ing been used both in fr o nt and
rear.

( r . I;).)

l 11 anS\Yering Qs. :2:q (Rec.

(j.)())

~Ir.

\\ .right explained that the latter statement "had reference
to the experimental machine con tructecl, hut never flown,
by ~Ir. ~raxim."'

.\lso . that the former quoted pa. sage re

ferred "to the experimental apparatus of Lilienthal and
hanute.''
o there is nothing adverse to the novelty ancl ·cope of
the \Vricrht pat nt in th -e passat.;es a . clef ndants would
make believe.

The Claims.

t'"ncler this h acling defendants

tate (p. 11 ,)

brief) the patent in suit is limited to p ·iti\·e ancr!e of dif
ferent degree, instead of including both positive and nega
tive ancrles in the aclju tments of the marginal p rtions.
1 he statement is not correct. The patent provides for ad
ju ting the margins, in oppo ite directions. either enough
to make both po iti ve an Jes of different degrees, or enough
to make one po -itive and the other negative.
tional.

It say

the aclju -tment

Thi

i op

need not nece sarily be

carried far enough to present one margin below the hori
zontal and the other above it.

38-63, particularly 0,"5-6:3 .)

(Rec.

~I. lines

12-21; line

In fact, the margins are literal

ly shown in Fig. 1 of the patent drawing adju ted in oppo
site directions.
planes.

See the clotted lines at the sides of the

The further the adju tment i carried the more the
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angle will differ, and if carried far enough, the downturned
margin becomes n gatiYe and the upturned margin more
positin.

Mouillard.

This i

pating claim :L

the chief reliance, apparently. for antici

In the fir- t plac , the drawing facing pages

7 and l~l. defendants' brief. is unauthorized as to the low
er figures.
ent.
flap

To such figures appear in the :\Jouillard pat

In the next place. :\Iouillard nowhere . ays that one

ri

to be pulled

entiate re. istances.

cl0\\'11

more than the other to differ

11 c dues not teach unequal angles.

He

proposed merely to pull down une Hap or the other, one at
a time. lo increase resistance at one side at a time, to . Jew
the machine around or steer it.

[Jc did not kno\\' that this

would ~o r lard one wing- as lo cause a drop for want of
speed. and th n. that the tilt resulting from this drop wou ld
cause the machine to moYe off sidewise ancl fall to th e
ground.

:\Ir. \Yilbur \\'right explains this al p. ():3n Rec.

Please see hi , excellent slatem nt.
Like Judge Haz I. Juclgc JTand careful!\' studied this
patent.

The latter said "to depress the marginal edge of

one wing

l ~louillard\

\\'ing I would ha\'c only resulted

111

entirely disturbing the equilibrium which h e might have
attempted to re. tore.

Th

depressi ng of one wing was

meant only to turn the aeroplane ."
Th

(1;; F. ·w 1, ·2()8.)

essential difference between claim ;3 and :\[o uill a rcl

is this: that the mechanism o( claim :l will restore equi
librium .

~Iouillard 's vvill not.

The mechanism of claim 3

will lift the low ·w ing and dcpre ~ the high wmg.
larcl's arra n gement w ill do neither.

1\1ou il

I t will not lift a low

wing and it will not depre. s a high wing.
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Boulton. Defendant next urge Boulton against claim :). Here
again their anticipation fails.

Boulton docs not · how o r

de cribe ailerons arrancred "to pre ent to the atmosphere
different angle of incidence . and mean s fo r simultaneously
imparting

· ucb

weight, drum

movement"

thereto.

and tra\'eling cord

ancing rudders not t

ln

Boulton.

the

carry the alleged bal

"different angles of incidence" to

each other and to the planes, but carry th em flatwise to
the line of Right and at the

arne right angle to the plane.

In ot her w o rd , these deYice - rotate the ruclclers until their
flat

ide ' are pre entecl to the ru sh of air and until they

· tand Cro ' wi e the aeroplane.

But cl fendants say Boul

t n suggests adju s ting the rudders by hand.

say that the weight is t

I le does not

be excluclecl, hut if it is, th r

n thing for the hand to act

n but these ·o rds and drums.

and as the weight \\'0ttld pre se nt the rnclders as
would the hand acting throlio-h the drum
other word , the

is

ahl1\'C,

and cord .

so
In

nly phy · ical thing D ult n illu trate . i

a ju t stated; acL to throw the rudder · flatwi c to the air
ru h, which w o uld cause a fall.

lt acts als

throw the

weight, if the v\'e icrht is used, to the low side to increase
the up ettinO'. That i a far a Doult n got.

Now the de

fendants want thi - court to declare claim 3 void.

Schroeder.

They next

against claim :3.

urge thi

patent

Defendants' ~xpert called the bottom of

the gas bag an aeroplane.
him.

German balloon

But this bottom wa

It may have looked 1ike one to
not

upported by reactions of

the a ir , b u t by the liO'hter gas contai ned above it . , nd this
bottom would not traYel at an angle of inc idence.
doe

chroecler

not call it an aeroplane, nor anybody el e but

Ir.
'

l
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\\'a term an and defendant .

o in the ab ence of an aero

plane-a plane c n -titutino- a , upporting . urface-there can
be no "aeroplane haying marginal portion capable of moye
ment

different po itio ns," as stat d in the claim.

Ancl

there can be n o .. means for simultaneou -ly imparting

uch

movement to said lateral margin , :· .-\nd in the ab ence of
an aeroplane there can be no function of reco \·ering the lo t
balance of such a plane.

] udge Hand. in speaking

f bal

loon proposals. . aid the ''whole problem is so entirely dif
ferent when suspen io n i

effected bY a rese n ·oir contain

ino- a light r gas than air that there is not the lea - t r e-em
blance b tween th e patents and the patent in -uit".

( lii

F. bot. ·2,0, top ·211.)
\\ "haleY er untried the n e -

chroeder had r garding set

ting hi · s ide \ving · o to opp site angle - when the ball

011

is tilted, they haye no application to maintaining lateral
balance of an aeroplane.

\Ye haYc elese\\'here pointed out

in thi brief h ow the e ide wing would turn in the wrong
direction, putting th
pre

ino- angl

kill the

lifting angle on the high

on the low, which, in an aeroplane, would

perator by instantly cap izing the machine·.

At p. ( :~ they

ay the 1T arte Rap

are

pecifically for the

purpo e of maintaining lateral equilibrium.
where mention , lateral equilibrium.
to have known o r

But Harte no

He doe.· not appear

uppo eel an aeroplane would laterally

upset becau se of atmospheric disturbance .
'entecl nothing. and said nothing on this
wa

ide and the

Hence he in

ubject.

Hi idea

that the torque or turning tendency of the propellers

would be the only thing tending to capsize the machine.
and so he propo eel (but never tried) these Aap

I

•

to

teer
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to the right or left and to opp se this action of the pro
peller .

That was l:l years ago (patent dated 1870). and

nothing ner came of these suggestions.
Ader i also urged as anticipating claim :L

Ader.

\ \' e haYe

already explainecl what .\der amounts to. as far as it can be
understood.

It absolutely docs not foreshadow claim :1. or

any claim in the \\' right patc'.1t.

.\t p. ,' (i they

en~n

-ay

Mr. \ \ . right ubstantially admitted that .\der warped. This
an inexcu able statement.
drawing of their

O\\'n

They introduced an extra

making-.

:dr. \\ .right was being ex

amined about it and sho\\·ecl that it \\'as an unlawful addi
tion.

(Rec. G70, X. 1\. l:L ct seq.)

\ \'e think this di ·poses of the flve patents selected to

cl feat claim 3.
Note, none of the prior proposals defe ndants say would
do this and that, and would fly with a m otor, did defendants
build and try .

They ask the court to believe all sorts of

things about these untried affairs, but prove nothing as
to them.
That claim ;{ is infr inged there can be no scnou

que ' 

tion and defendants point tu no real distinction between
the organ ization o{ the cla im ancl their structure.
Claim 7.

Defendant - concede thi

claim to be valid if con-

trued narrower than the i1wention, so that they may e 
cape. They want to limit it to specific warping of the mar
gins instead of

adju ~ table

marginal portion

of which they

realize the ir a il erons are the literal equi ,,aJent.

They also

want it limited to a direct connection between the devices
which operate the rudder and operate the margins of the
planes.

These limitations are, of course, not specified in
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the claim, but they want them read in by the court to ave
them from infringement.
They urge particularly that claim
matic

1

is limited to an ''auto

r permanent connection between the tiller ropes"

and the margin , .

Dut neither the claim nor the patent

peak of any automatic connection.
the file wrapper and

So defendant

go to

elect a pa ' age from an explanation

filed with the Examiner July l:l, 190-1, in an effort to make
him under tand the exemplification of the innntion then
befor

him better than the file wrapper shows he had un

clerstod the invention.

He had repeatedly said h

under. tand thi , and that and the other.
been wilfully obtu ' e.

He seems to have

Dut claim I was not filecl until m re

than a year after that elate.

1t was pres nted [\ugust 1.),

lhe explanation r f erred to wa

1D05.

reference to claim I.

did not

not flied with

It would he manife tly strange, as

well as unjust. to now ao back to that explanation. which
is not embocliecl in the patent. and to amend the patent and
claim

1

by judicial con truction to limit it to the ''auto

matic" or permanent connection defendant urge.

l\Ir. Ju tice

hira , in a di 'Sen ting opinion, ·tated the

ituation with regards to file wrapper excellently when, in

Westinghouse z•. Boyden, 110 U.
"The courts hould be

. 537, he aid:
low to permit thi construc

tion of a patent, actually granted and delivered, to be
affected or controlled by alleged interlocution between
the officer

in the Patent Office and the claimant.

Vi/hen we consider that often the employee in the Pat
ent Office a re inexperienced persons and the mass of
busine s is so va t, it can readily be seen how danger
ou

it woul 1 be to modify or invalidate a patent clear
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14 A)iD 15

and definite in it term , by re orting to uch uncertain
ources of information."

1 o Heap

'l'.

Defendant

Green, 91 F. 792 (1st C. C. A.).
even urge that they have "not any mean

whatever for moving the vertical rudder except the avia
tor".

(P. 1 9 their brief.)

Dut. of cour. e. thi

i not true.

They have tiller rope running from the rudder to the op
erator.

o in the Wright patent.

That our rope , in the

particular form illlL trated, haYe an additional function,
that of adju ting the margins, is of no c n equence.
claim does not deal with thi
the tiller rope

(that of the particular arrangement hown).

The 'mean " for op rating the rudder, a
claim is imply to cau e th

rudder t

. tated in th

pr , nt to the wind

that i le there f neare t the ide having th
- the high

The

additional detail function of

mailer angl

ide. Thi means doe not exten I to operati ng

the margin .

The claim, in the first part, introduce

the

means for that purpo e.
Claims 14 and 15.

As to these claim

defendant

specially

urge they do not infringe them by twD ailerons a , they
. ay, these claim call for four adju tab le margin . But the
an wer is simple.

Defendant. have put into their aileron

the effect of the margin

of the upp er and lower planes,

making their aileron the complete equivalent of such mar
gin .

This we have proved.

151.-2, 160, Rec. 302-6 .)
matter.

(1\Ir. See's deposition, XA.

This evidence explain

this whole

So defendants' point is a mere ar.g urnent on some

of the word of the claim. Hoyt

11 •

Horne, 145 U. S. 302, 30 .

Defendants say the dr.jwing we produced of their rna
chine is not correct.

(P. 19 .)

Mr. Curti

testified that
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this drawing howed that it wa made from a machine (Rec.
11

-±, A. ) and that he had flown in a machine indicated

by thi drawing many times.

( Rec. 11 6, \. '22.)

Commencing at p. :J?, defendant
with

tatement

aeroplane .
drawing

to sho-v

Fir t, there
hows.

introduce a dra\ ing

that a mere rudder will , teer an
no pr of to

upport what the

But Jlr. Curti s, him elf, dispo e of the

matter in an wer to Q. 37. Rec. 1119. aying ''I am inclined
to think that the machine in quc tion
a

l hi

machine l would

ume a light angle from the horizontal, with the out ide

end of th machine higher, due partly to the increa eel peed
of the out i 1 wing and the decrea eel
wing.''

All thi

peed of the in ide

\\·as with r f r nee to turning with the

mere rudder. He merely ·ay that the rudder would " tart"
the turn.

Lift and Drift.
double

. ;J,), top p. 1190.)
At p. 13 they argue that doubling the angle

the lift, but quadruple

the drift.

Thi

they do to

empha ize th turning effect by the difference in the angles
of the machine of the patent.

But when. they come to their

ow n machine they claim almo t no turning effect produced
by the greater drift on the greater angle.

In Dr. Zahm's

lake experiment, the upturned aileron wa

at 6~ degrees

and the downturned aileron at 1-±~ degrees, a difference of
8 degree .

(Rec. 1251, A. 16.)

Apply to this their

tate

ment above and it will be seen that with one aileron hav
ing 8 degrees greater angle than the · other, the re istance
would be so great as t o produce instant sp inning or swerv
ing.

Zahm al o says this would be equivalent to increasi ng

the incidence of the main plane 4 degrees.
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tatement

to he true,

pinning ancl

swen·ing mu t re ult.
t p. -±6 they try to make it appear that interference 
with the Zahm and

urti

application - haye re ·ulted from

ur forcing the di · clo ure of the:e applications . Dut Zahm.
him elf, te tified, when he was refu , ing to produce a copy
of his application, that he and Curtiss were then already
(Rec. 1:288.)

in interference with five other applicants.
. t p.

0 reference is made to the use

f the Henson pat

ent a prior art in the ·uit brought by Lam on.
wa

Lam on's

on ly a kite and [lenson was good enough to cite

arrain tit.

Of Lam · on Judge Hanel said, "I cannot , ee any

relevancy in thi , patent."

(1~1

r. ·rn.

2i1.)

They refer

to the Lam on matt r as th ough there was st ill a Lam on
uit.

The ca e hacl been di missed by Judge . ater, a

hown by the record of the di · trict court f r the Southern
Di trict of Ohio, b cause the co t were not even provided
for by complainant. They thought o little of the case they
allowed it to go by default.
P.

1 they cite the Lanche, ter patent a

aying steering

may be effected by a rudder as in a boat.

But there is no

proof that Lanche ter ever tried thi . Thi

i n t a tate

ment of a fact, but of a speculation.
At p.

3 the John ton patent is cited a

of ailerons for maintaining lateral balance.

teaching the u e
But Johnston'

i a gas bag proposal; he nowhere refe r to unequal angle
or different angles, and he had no aeroplane whose lateral
balance was to be maintained.
At p. 98 l\Ir. See i cited as admitting that the presence
of an air bag would be immaterial.

Tr. See made no uch
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tatement.

He wa

a keel hypothetical question

about

hitching the machine of the patent to a balloon, and he
imply

aid that the mech anism of the patent would sti ll

re pond to the claims whether the balloon wa
it or not.

This i far from

hitched to

aying that the presence of a

ga bag, organized as the supporting mean , and in the ab
sence of upporting plane , \\'O tdcl be immaterial.
At p. 10-:1: )Jr. Hammer i · cited as admitting that a rud
der wa

the ordi nary way of steering an aeroplane.

tatement wa not correct.

~Ir.

The

Hammer was not speaking

of teering ( n . 270-1, Rec. 1;).':i), but of the impo

ibil~ty

of leaving off a rudder altogether, in Yiew of the turning
effect produced by the un eq ual angles of the ailer ns .
p.

10~ rt seq.

they argu

But what would

that the secret of Aying- was skill.

kill amount to with ut a machine?

nd

how could skill be acquired without a machine which would
fly?

1\1r. \\' right is mi qu tecl on the subject. They

to make it appear that he
What he did ay wa

aid practice wa

the

eek
ecret.

that hi machine had reached a high

er tate of development than they had a operator . Read
p. 1 09 Rec. and then

ee how different are the tatements

from that in defendants' brief.
At p. 14

it is denied that defendants' machines used in

the experiment

at San Diego contain the so-called equal

izer. But their own witness Willard testified (Rec. 1162-3)
that he visited North I land where the machines were and
saw them, and that they did have this device on them. This
is on ly important, however, in

howing that Capt. Beck

and Lieut. Ellyson either overlooked to state this fact or
did not deal fairly by not explaining thi

to the court.
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i\foreover, we have • hown that Capt. neck later admitted
those machine. \\'ere tested, the tests rn111e

that a

'i

ithi11 his

1

phase one, where the lateral tilt is so slight that the aileron s
alone will recoyer the balance.

( Rec. 1G:~:L . r . \ .

t.)

o

;, ..

the te t proYed nothin a a to the rndder.
t p.

vrn.

under a theory as tn th e guiding of the air

hy the main urface , Zahm is cited as proying:
"The guiding effect on the ru sh o f air which th e
main

urface ha\'e, . uh tantially pr v nt s any change

whate\'er in the angle of incidence

0 11

th

ail ron , n u

matter how much or littl e the angle of incidence on th l'.
machine a a whole

hange s. This is ex plained by Dr .

Zahm in an sw r to rQ. 1no. p. 1:rn·!. and in hi s answ er
on pag . J :rn - 10...
Io w ee what Dr. Zahm said in his affidavit g·i,·en com 
plainant b f re h

was rcta i ned lw clef end ant :

''I tate to the c urt that the angle of inciclen :e of
1

flying machine i not alway con , tant, but \'arie , from
moment to mo ment.

\\' hen the .- peed

are -low. th e

angle of incidence L greater than when the . peed is
fa t and it al

varie

wh n the directi on of the '"' ind

not exactly horizontal.

...

...

···

Th

angle of in 

cidence of the Aying 1~1achine i. also greater when the
load is hea\'y, a

for in tance when two m n are car

ried, than when the load i

light.

The angle of in ci

dence, therefore, i not a con tant quantity in practical
flight.

I have read the affidaYit of Glenn H. Cur tiss

in thi::s ca. e .and al o the sketch submitted by him and
state to the court that this sketch

hows a particul ar

condition which may exi t at inten·al

in practical

flight, bt1t that in general the angle of incidence of th e
wh~le machine would tend to vary and bring about

CurksJ Sketck
fi
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other conditions. I have al o read the affidavit of Wil
bur V\-right in rebuttal and examined hi
tate that a

ketch and

the angle of incidence of the whole ma

chine increa e , the angle of incidence of the balancing
and C will vary as show n. in Figs. 2 and 3

rudder

of Mr.\\ ricrht's ketch. The angle of incidence of the
balancina rudders will. therefore, not alway
a

tated by l\Ir. Curti

...

be equal,

(P p. 25 -9, injunction

motion record in this court.)
The ketche s referred to are in erted op posite this page.
A ll thi i sufficient t o di pose of defendants' po ition tated
above, and hows to the contrary the fact that a chancre in
the ancr!e o f incidence of the machine as a whole nece 
. arily changes the r lative angl . of the ail rons when ad
ju ted, making o ne much greater than the

tber. producing

pinning, whi h mu st be prevented by the ,·ertical rudder.
At p. 17..f it is -·tatecl that -o me of the ucce ful present
day flying machines depend olely upon the vertical rudder
for re torin

balance. There i not one single item of proof

to that effect in the record.
there wa

no machine

The contrary proof i

that

ucce sf ul or otherwise, that did not

use the adju table margin or aileron and the vertical rud
der, ave the

oisi n, which was later than the \V rights and

a makeshift that had become abandoned.
P. 177, bottom, p. li , top, our witnesses are cited as
stating that the Curtiss letter

aid the rudder was turned

because of a difference of resistance, and it is added that
the letter make
misquoted.
former

no

uch

tatement.

Our witne ses are

They were Lieuts. Arnold and Kirtland.

aid the letter was to the effect that:

The

"\Ve do not

use the vertical rudder in conjunction with the aileron ,

I

)

.__

..
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but as an a si tance to them."
latter

BRIEF- CUL

( . 33, Rec. 1-±3.)

The

aid the "letter practically admitted the use of the

vertical rudder,

tating in general term

that it

u e wa

to a ist the action of the aileron in regaining lateral bal
ance."

(A. 20, Rec. IGl.)

o the letter and the , tatements of the two Lieutenants
do agree.

Cuts in Defendants' Brief. The cut oppo ite page I is mislead
ing because exaggerated. The plane are shown Aat instead
of curved, a per the "bow ·· in the patent.

The margin ·

are adju tecl only far enough to make positive angle

of

different degree ·, Fig. ;~,instead of far enough to make Io ·
itive and negativ

d gre

, as the patent teach s may be

done.
The cut oppo ite pages 20 and :38 sh ws on assumed Io
· ition. In flight thi changes, changing the incidence of the
aileron .

In defendants" machine if the incidence of the

main plane is a great as in the cut. the downturned aile
ron would have a very large angl ; the upturned aileron a
very

mall angle, and the post would be leaning backward

in tead of upright.
The cut opposite page · 2

and ,

may mislead.

Their

witnes Beck says the rudder is turned bcfore the ide-slide
starts.

So the rudder i not turned to prevent the slide,

but to counterbalance the ailerons before the

licle com

mences.
The cut opposite page 32 has already been explained as
misleading because it ignore

banking a

per Mr. Curtiss'

answer 37.
The cut oppo ite page

7 and 121

unwarranted a

to
1

I
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the two lower figures, which are not shown m the Mouil
lard patent.
The cut oppo ite page 99 i, incorrect becau e it shows
a surface a for an aeroplane in. tead of Schroeder' ga tank.
The cut opposite page 1.)-t i - mi leading becau e ba eel
on the erroneou calculation of Zahm. The cut i intended
to indicate the ·light spinning or S\Yen·ing clue to the dif
ferent pre -- ures Zahm calculated.
in pre

But the true difference

ures is ten times what Zahm ga \'e at :3 .) miles an

hour and 20 times at ;30 miles an hour.

This we have ex

plained el ewhere.
A to the cut oppo ite pag 1."fl, if the lower aileron were
dropped, -ay, .) degrees ancl the upper aileron rai -eel .) de
gree , the lower would have a much greater angle becau e
the adjustment tarted with the ailer n already at an angle.
Fig. 3 how thi .
The cut oppo ite page 112 i
rudder

teers and corrects tilt.

off to one

incorrect a

showing the

The machine would skid

icle-would not ''st er'' until it banked, and

would not regain balance at all, or defendant

would not

use the ailerons.

Chanute, Wright, Defendants.
Wright

Defendants

u e the Chanute glider a

ay they and the

a basis, they adopting

one principle of balancing mechani m and the \\'rights an
other.

Such i

not the case.

Thi is the order and the e

are the things the record show :

1.
had

Mr. Chanute experimented; he did not perfect.
ome experimental machine

with three deck

He

or sup

porting urface.s and some with two. The urfaces were all
rigid.
i

I

There was no balancing mean

of any kind.

The
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experimenter re ted hi

forearms on

upport

fastened to

the plane and dangled his body b neath the machine in his
experiment .

A rod extended to the rear of the machine

bearing two fins,

ne horizontal and one vertical, after the

fashion of feathers on a11 arrow.

After

ome desultory ex

perimenting cattered oYer eYeral year , ~Ir. Chanute gave
up.

His machines were incapable of haying a motor ap

plied to them.

The te. timony herein (Rec. 1053, A.· 103)

shows that ~Ir. Chanute would not attempt to apply a
motor, but after witne sing the flight

of the \V right ma

chine, he advi eel them that they had reached the point
where a motor, in hi judgment, could be applied.
Chanute'

expenm nt

left the art without any balanc

ing mechani m what oever.
2.

The \Vright th n invented the only balancin

mech

anism eyer known for a flying machine. It principle re ted
on adju ting lateral surface

to lifferent angle

to each

other and to the main plane , combined with a cooperating
vertical rudder.
3.

Curti slater learned of the Wright inv ntion, through

his connection with the Aerial Experiment

ociation, and

his association with the late Lieut. Selfridge, whom the
record shows obtained friendly a istance from the Wright
as to how to build their flying machine.

·w ith thi

infor

mation Curti s built hi first machine, the "June Bug," re
ferred to by Judge Hazel in hi · injunction opinion. It had
the adjustable margins, in the nature of ailerons, located as
continuations of, though separate piece

from, the upper

plane at their ide . Curtis then built other machine and
lowered the aileron

I

to the po ition hown on thi

record,
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namely, between the planes.

In all these machine

adjusted the marginal po rtion

or ail rons to different an

he

gles with re · pect to each other and to the main plane . and
in all he combined therewith the yertical rudder, and u ed
the aileron

and rudder in recoYering balance.

Thus Curtiss obtained information of, followed the prin
ciples disclosed by, and adopted the elements-ailerons and
rudder.,..-belonging to, the Wrights as per their patent.
Repeating Tests.

:\Iuch is sought to be made of an alleged

offer by defendant · coun el t o repeat hi
This i merely for effect.
was more delay.
trial.

c.r parte test .

The real purpose of the proposal·

It meant a year's postponement of the

ne of their te ·t. wa - made in

alifornia and th re'

at Uamm oncl · port, ?\ew York. at p ri ocls of from on~ year
to

everal mo nths apart.

I [ they wished to a\·c id our crit

icism of th ir te t . they s ho uld have giyen us n tice of the
making of them in the first instance.

The on ly Right \\'e

made during the taking of the te · timony, t o which refer
ence i mad
nary flight,

in the evidence. was not a test. but an
imply with

rc\i

~1 r. ee prese nt, so that be could

corroborate l\Ir. \\-illrnr \Vright's per onal t est im ony up n
the dirigibility of the machine organized a
.drawing .

per the patent

11oreover. :\Ir. ;\ewell's sugge ti n to repeat

tests wa not made in connection with ).Ir.

ce's te · timony.

but ·w ith that of Lieut. :\rn old, tal·en at \.ugusla. Georgia.
in March, 1912.

(Rec.

'j

;38.)

The case was then nearly

ready for trial and we a signed that reason for not repeat
ing test and going over a large part of the record again.
(Folio 2261, Rec. 738.)
Defendant also insinuate that we had preYiously tried
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their tests and found they \\ere confirmed.
\Ve never repeated them.

Their te ' ts

Thi.

t'

untrue.

howecl nothing

real value to them or hurtful to u . ::\Tr. \\ ' right and
tain Chandler point
tion

ut Dr. Zahm"s error s in hi . calcula

ba ed o n the te t

ifornia test

ap

he conducted; while a · to the

al

Capt. Beck admitted that they came under his

"pha e one ," meaning that the tilt of the machine wa

,o

light as to n ot require the use of the yertical rudder.

Tn

those tests they practiced claim 3 of the \\'right patent.
).fore ove r, their te ts were of too foo li ·h ancl un:ati sfactory
a character to make u

eyen think of repeating them our-

Still, if th y hacl not been. the later te tim ny of

elves.

\i\7 ill a rd

and

-

apt. Beck and the

urti ss 1 tt r would have

mad , and did make, further con. iclerati o n of them unn c-

e ary.
Theories. Defendant claim we ha\·e introcluc cl theo rie s.
re pectfully

ubmit that we haYe

tatecl n

theory

\Ve
but

merely two propositi o n : one, the construction of the ma
chin

of the patent and o{ defendants' machine; and the

other, the mode of operation of both machines.

\ \' c have

not oppo eel ettl d law which control in respect to greater
pre sures on larger angles and
angles, while defendant

maller pre ' ure.s on le

have taken positions opposing

tho e laws.
Conclusion.

\i\ bile we have argued this case fr o m every an

g le, in order to meet all the excuses clef en clan ts have offered
for using the subcombination of claim ;), and the combina
tions of claims , 1.J- and 15, we submit:
(1)

That defendants infringe claim :3 by the use of their

· upportin

planes, balancing urface

or aileron

adjustable

1
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to different angle , and means to simultaneou. ly so adjn . t
the e part .
(2)

That defendants infrin ge claim I becau c they use

the upportina plane, the yertical rudder,
ing balancing plane

mean ~

for ad ju t

to different angles, and other means

for turning the rudder toward the high side, or

ide of lea t

angle, of the machine in order to check the cxcessiye

peed

of that ·ide and increase the peed of the low side, so as to
counteract the spinning tendency produced by the unequal
angle of incidence and
(3)

That·defendant

the part
hi gh

pressure ~

of the ailerons.

infrin ge claim I by their u e of

named when they turn the rudder toward the

ide to deer a e the exc ::ive . peed

to incr a

the

pc l of the 1 w

the teaching and

icl e, because this foll ws

blains the r sults stated in the \\'rig ht

patent, whether or not defendant
speed · t

(±)
part

f that side and

attribute these unequal

one cause or another.

That defendant

infringe claim I by the u ~ e of the

named, _e ven th ough their ailerons, when u eel to re

gam balance, be admitted or pr

urned not to alway

pro

duce une iual angle and pre sure .
( 5)

That claims 1:1: and 15 are infringed for the

ame

reasons.
Re pectfully ubmitted,

H. A. TOULMIN,
Solicitor and of Counsel for
Complainant-Appellee.
October, 1913.

'
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APPENDIX
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
Supplemental Handle.
machine

The u e of this in the later \\ right

are explained by r..Ir. \\'ilbur Wright pp ..:rn --1-2 ,

Rec ., A. 60.

It i not a nece ity, imply a con\'enience; i

u ed principally in tarting on a turn to keep the brea t of
the machine more nearly at right angle to the curved path.

If an aviator get into complication , the \ Vriaht ' in truc
tion are t

u e only the main lev t·, which waqr and turn

the rudder a that i simpler.

1Ir. \ right explain

Ships' Rudders.

(.5.J-2-6 R c., folios

1626-37) that there i no analogy between the action of a
hip's rudder and the vertical rudder in an aeroplane.
physical laws are different.

The

hip ha

The

exce ive side

re istance, but comparatively little head re i tance; the
aeroplane ha

exce sive head re i tance, but

re i tance; the

hip's rudder change

plane vertical rudder, of it elf, doe

light lateral

its cour e; the aero
not change the direc

tion of the machine, only changes it

longitudinal axis

slightly fron1 its continued course, the actual turning result

,,

ing from one of the wings thus going forward of the other
and cau ing the machine to bank.

ship will turn to port

with the rudder to the port, but an aeroplane will often fly
in a curve to the right with the vertical rudder wung to
the left; and will fly to the right with the rudder to the
right, the pressure of the wind being till on the left face of
the rudder.

(177 F. 265.)

Judge Hand

o found in the Paulhan ca e.
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Steering. Steering i a maneuver callincr for an operation not
involved in this
loo ely

uit,

till a ~ defendanL have many time,

poken of their rear vertical rudder a

a · teering

rudder" implyincr that an aeroplane can be "steered'' in the
ordinary way in which rudder

teer boat , . an explanation

may be of intere t to, if not actually needed by. the court.

Steering Defendants' Machine.

SKncHA
Fig. :3.

Fig.8

--------~ ~---4~-

---- -

The e are diagram

illustrati,·e of defcnclant · machine.

The machine is pro

eding from left to right along a

traightaway cour -e ancl is to b
cour e in accordance with ~Ir.
37, in wh ich he onl

turned off onto a curved
mtis ' an wer

to

Q . 3,- 

partially tate. what would happen if

the rudder alone were attempted t

be u. eel, and in which

he exclude the u e of the ailerons, though the real way of
turning that machine i to util ize the aileron
with the rudder.

in connection

ked if the machine were flying traight

away, in equ ilibrium, what would happen if the vertical
rudder were turned toward the right, without using th e
ail erons, he answered:

"Turning the rudde r to the right

would cau e the machine a
circle toward the right."

a whole to start turning in a

(Italic our .)

the machine would " tart" turning.

\Va

Ob en e he

ays

then a ked what

III
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else, if anything, \VOuld occur. "I am inclined to think that
the machine in question would a sume a slight angle from
the horizontal with the outside encl of the machine higher,
Jue partly to the increased speed of the out ide wing and
the decrea ed

peed of the in ide wing."

Ob erve that the

machine \\'Ould a sume an angle from the horizontal, mean
ing would ''bank,'' i. e .. tilt, the encl at the out ide of the
circle rising and that at the inside dropping.
that the question

Obsen·e also

xcludecl the use of the ailerons and so

cli<l the an wer.
Now these two

teps

turning, the " tart" and the

111

''bank,'' are illu trated in thi

ketch A.

In Fig. J the machine L flying in a straightaway c ur e,
the rndd r in Jin
line.

In I'ig-.

with th

air rn h indicated by the br ken

~ the rucld r ha

been turned to the right, as

per the que tion. In Fig. 3 the effect of o turning the rud
der is hown, namely, that the heel of th

machine ha been

wung around u11til the rudder comes agaill in line with the
ru h of air.

This chan<Y cl the po ·ition

f the machine to

an angle to the rush of air without changing its cour e.
Observe the arrow
till going

in Fig . 1, ? and :J show the machine

traigbtaway.

o much for "starting" the turn

and for the only effect produced by the turning of the rud
der, which, it will be ob erved, ha not changed the cour e
of the machine, but only changed it position.
Now for the effect produced by the planes of the ma
chine due to this change of po ition.

A

the oute'r or left

hand side of the machine swung ahead from the po ition
shown in Fig. 2 to that shown in Fig. 3, the speed of that
side increased, while the

peed of the inner or right-hand

IV
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ide decrea ed.

The effect ha

been to lift the outer or

left-hand ide abo,·e the inn r or rig-ht-h and

ide, hy rea on

of the exce . of air pre sure on the outer extremity of the
plane

produced by the greater peed of th i. fa ter m ov ino

id e. Thi · bank cau 'eel the machine to then depart fr om the
traightaway cour e and enter upon a curved path.
a bank take place. the machine will not d

l'ntil

oth er than con 

tinue in the . traightaway cour e or s kid . li g htly to the
The rndcler i · helpl e s to do mor

outer side of it.

throw the machine int o the tilted po iti n in pa

than

ino- fr om

the po ition hown in Fig. 2 to that show n in Fio-. 3.
Ob en ·e two things. that th e fir · t effect of thi tilted po
tion i. to cau ' e th

machine to , lid

and th e ·e ond is t o pr luc

f th

rudder.

the rudder. whil

in v·>ard o r cl wnwarcl:

air pr s ur

Thi s pr ssure

n the inner fac

pposcs th

the main b dy of th

inward tra,·el of
machine continue ·

on sliding inv,·a rcl, th~1 s causing the machine a
spin on it
the

it will pa

pinnin g co ntinue , until in a few m

licling and spinning move ment

general forward tra vel.

in the manner

tatecl bel ow under

SKETCH

-·-

111

nt ·

lo t its

uch i th e operation if the vertical

rudder is al o ne relied upon ancl the aileron

---- ----

teeply a

bey nd c ntrol and fall t o the gr und s i<lewi . ,

having in the $e

Fig.1.

a whole to

vertical axi , tilting more and mo re

licling and

t

are not used

ketch

B
Fig.2.

==1]________


-~-- --~

Pig.3.

I
I
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This illu trates the actual way employed by defendant

.

'

in steering from a straightaway into a curYed or circular
cour e.

In Fig. 1 the machine is on its straightaway course!

with the vertical rudder in line with the air ru h shown by
the broken line.

In Fig. 2 it i being banked by ad ju ting the

outer or left-hand aileron to a greater and lifting angle,
indicated by the space a, and the inner or right-hand aileron
to a les

and

lepre sing angle, indicated by the

mailer

space b. This tilts the machine at once without waiting for
it to kid along from the position
hown in Fig. :3, .=ketch ..\.

Q. and

hown in Fig" 2 to that

Defendants' \\'itne · e · Po · t,

. lf5-1., p. 1031, ancl Willard . .\. 11:3. f lio ;59+ and

la t half folio ;)05, pp. 11."i:3--l (Rec.) refer t
rons and rudder in banking and turning.
banks by the.

ti.

ing the aile

l mmccliately it

aclju trncnts of the ailerons it , tart

the curved cour e :hown in Fig·. :3,

ketch B.

it from slidinO' inward and becoming too
and from a po ible fall, the aileron

into

To prev nt

teeply banked,

are then r ver eel and

the lifting and greater angle a is placed at the l wer or
inner side and the Jess or depressing angle b is placed at
the outer or high ·ide.

Th

machine now proceeds on its

curved course, the outer side tra\·eling slightly fa ·ter than
the lower a

the outer wheels of a ,·ehicle running on a

curve travel fa ter than the inner wheels.
time that the aileron

At the same

were adjusted as in fig. ·2, to cau ~ e

the bank, the rudder was turned inward, as shown, to coact

'·

with the bank produced by this adjustment of the ailerons.
At this time, Fig. 2, the air pres ure is on the inner or right
hand
and i

ide of the rudder.

fter the machine

in the curved path, a

lews around

in Fig. 3, the air pre

ure
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tran fers to the outer or left-hand side of the rudder, as
hown by the upper curved line, indicating the air ru h,
although the rucld r may till be turned more

r le

inward.

Thu two principal things are to be ob erved; first, that
the change from the straightaway into the curved cour e
does not take place until the banking

ccur. , whether the

produced by attempting the improper method,

banking i

per Sketch :\, or by the u ual and proper method, per. ketch
B: and, second, that in th
i , traveling

latter case, while the machine

n the curve. the air pre. nre i , neverthele s

on the outside of the rudder. cau ing it to coact with the
aileron on the h ighcr sid , though the rudder may be turned
more or less toward the inside.

o the ruclrl r al n

an indepen lent steering agent, hut
ing with th

111

ailer ns C\'en while th

on the curved path.

i not

r I) an ag nt c a t
machine i

l t i th n active a an

traveling

qualizing agent

t control the th n nece ary relative peed of the high and
low

ides of the machine, the pre sure being on the outer

ide of the rudder, contrary to the fact in the ca e of a hip's
rudder.

o much for defendant ' method

f teering.

come back to the straight cours , the ailer n. ar

To

gi en a

further movement to increa. e the angle and lift on the
lower ide and th

angle and depre sion on the higher ide,

to level the machine while the rudder is al o toward the
high ide to coact with the aileron on that ide. The same
movement are made with the machine of the patent, a
explained be low.

SKETCH

Fig.l

0.
Fig.2.

Fig.3.

f .

0

•

't,•

: ·2~~

':'_•.. - .- '•

"'~·.-~:-.·:-.•.•, •'<·'

'.' '-:': :.'•'· ".': •> •//<·'-.·/·" • ~ '
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Steering Machine of the Patent.

Thi s is illustrated in

ketch

C. In Fi . 1 the machine i on the st raight cour e, with
the vertical rudder in line with the air ru sh, indicated by
the broken line.

In Fig. ~ the outer or left-hand wing i ·

adju ted to a greater and liftin <Y ang~e. as indicated by the
pace a, while the inner or right-hand wi1w i

adjusted t o

the le · or depressing angl e indicated by the space r. Thi
bank

th e machine by lifting the oute r or left-hand

ide .

The bank causes the machine to start in a curved path, as
how n in Fig. ;3.
too

To prevent inward

licling and banking

teeply the adju tment of the wing ' is then rev r eel

and the larger and liftin<Y angle a is placed at the 111ner
right-hand ' ide and the Je s ·
outer

r I ft-hand ·ide.

r

r clepr sing angle r at th
manipulati on ·, f r pr duc

The ,

ing and contr lling the bank. and for preventing inward
liding·, it will be

een are

xactly the ame a

in the case

f .

of

ketch D with defendant · ' machine. And when the ad

JU tment were made a per Fi<Y. 2 in

ketch C, the vertical

rudder being coupled to the wing , a
given in the patent a , one 11lodc

in the illu tration

f con truction , wa

toward the wing with the . mailer angle.

turned

In that po ition

it received the air pre ure on th inner or right face, a al o
did defendant ' rudder in Fig. 2,
operated with the bank m

ketch B, and likewi e co

lewing the machine around.

As the machine banked and the wings were adju ted as
in Fig. 3,

ketch C, the rudder

wa ~

wung the other way

and slightly toward the smaller or clepre sing wing c.

3.

In

thi po ition, it too receiYes the air rush, indicated by the
upper curved line in Sk tch

, on the outer or left-hand

face the am a with defendants' rudder in

ketch B. . nd

'~ .. •:•,

••

•: • • : .· •

I
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the rudder in Fig. :;

ketch

1s acting m the same

manner and for the ame purpo -e a· clef ndants' rudder in
ketch B, Fi
relative

3, namely. to c ntrol the then nece ,ary

peed

of the low and high sides of the machin

while traveling in the curYed course.
Thu

the action

f the rudder, , o-called,

defendants' machine as in the patent.

L

the

ame m

The action and re-

ult are preci ely the ·arne in the two machine. . To bring
the machine of the patent back into a
margin

traight cour e, the

are giyen a further movement. to increa e the

angle and lift on the lower side and the angle and depre 
ion on the higher ide, to level the machine while the rud
der i

al o turned further toward th

with the margin

n that sid . The

hi h side t
ame mov ment

coacl
are

mad with lefendant ·' machine a explained above.
l\Ir. vVilbur ·w righl le cribe the -e adju tments and op
erations touching the machine of the patent in A. 60, p.

539--±1 Rec., folio 1622-23, in connection with a imilar dia
gram repro luced at p. .f , Rec.

Licenses. Licen

to manufacture and u e, under the Wright

patent in suit, have been granted.

lncliviclual aviators and

Aviation Meets have taken licen e .

The Meet licen es

have been "blanket licen es," permitting the Meet mana
ger

to invite all Ayers who wi h to come. These licen ed

Meets have been held in various citie under the authority
of the patent, and constitute a general recognition by perons adversely interested.

Indeed, the defendant Mr. Cur

tis has atte nded with hi machines at these licensed Meets
and Curtis

aviator

have flown again and again at such

Meets, thereby accepting the benefits of the patent in pee

•I

I

\,

I
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ial in tance . All }.feet

licen ~ es

ha\'e been limited to the

particular Meet . It has been and is the policy of complain
ant to grant licenses generally.
Rec. 721-6.)

The

·c nited

(Depo ition of Barne ,

tates government has bought

the \\right machine for u e in the Signal Corp branch of
the army, be ides their extensi,·e u e among profe ' ional
aviat r

and priyate nyers.

The clepo itions of }.Iessr .

Hammer and Coffyn, Lieuts. Fou lois, f.Iilling, Arnold, Kirt
land and Capt. Chandler m nti on these matters.
Motors.

t places :\Ir. Zahm and :\Ir. Waterman argue that

the modern motor i to b

gi\'en credit for modern flying.

But :\Ir. H rring, f the cl fenclant company, in Ga , Power,
back in 190-1:, pointed
motor

w r

kn wn.

ut that a , ea rly as 1 ' (j

1J r. Zahm, him . elf, in an article in

the Catholic \\or! 1, 1 93 declared that
for thi

purpose were th n known.

explain all thi
to Q.

, Rec.

efficient

and te tifie
502-50~.

omething like 7 pound

111

tor ' sufficient

Jir. \\ ilbur Wright

to the ame effect, in an wer

Ordinary modern motors weigh
to the hor e power, wherea

Wri ht Bros. had a motor w ighing 20 pounds per hor e
power in the machine which performed their first dynamic
flight in December, 1903.

That engine was several times

heavier per horse power than previously known motors.
(Wright A.

, Rec. 505.)
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